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t UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

MOSCOW, IDAHO 

November 4, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 5 4 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

My major field of study. in Forestry 

is in Range Management and though I have had very 
little experience in game management, I am very 
much interested in it. For the past three years 

Ihave devoted part of the time in a course in 

: Forest Recreation to game matters. I have talked 
the matter over with the Dean of the Forestry School 
and I have his permission to establish a course in 
Game Management as soon as it can be developed. For 

four years I have been gradually building on my om 
ideas until now I have a fair amount of information 
worked up along the lines of the enclosed outline. 

: I would greatly appreciate if if you 
would take the time to review this outline, making 

any corrections or additions which you see fit to. 

Very truly yours, 

Liter E. Spence 
Instructor in Forestry 

LES:h 
Encl.



Nov. 10, 1932 

Mr. Liter EB. Spence 

School of Forestry 
University of Idaho 
Moscow, Idaho 

Dear Mr. Spence: 

Your outline for the game management course 

looks very good and I have no criticisms to offer. It is 

much better than some outlines I have seen for similar 

ventures. 

I wish youevery success in your project and 

look forward to an opportunity for a visit with you. 

Yours sincerely, 

\ ALDO LEOPOLD 

AlL-vh 

hele ae vain ab tbe! Mt / a.



f SOUTHERN BRANCH 
University oF IDAHO 

POCATELLO 
Feb. 6, 19352 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge--Game Survey 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

Your article entitled "Game Range" which 
appeared in the October issue of the Journal of Forestry 
opens up a field which, I am sure, should be expanded 
and offered not only to practising foresters, but to 
students as well, for study. 

Most of us dream about game management as 
something that it would be nice to have, and when 
we are asked a specific question regarding a definite 
problem, we simply shrug and answer "Ido not know", 
Nor do we have the opportunity to get out and pick 
up at first hand, the lmowledge that you have gleaned 
through many years, 

Personally, I feel that there is a definite 
need for such a book, and I hope that enough other 
foresters and game men will show interest in this 
project to enable you to publish it this year. 

Vv sin e rs, 

ee, A, - My, Genaux { 
Professor of Forestry 

CMG:b



f SOUTHERN BRANCH 

University oF IDAHO 
POCATELLO 

j Feb. 6, 1952 — 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge--Game Survey : ; 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr, Leopold, ; 

This will acknowledge with gratitude the 
receipt of a copy of the "Game Survey Report of The 
North Central States", and your letter of November 13, 
which I have deferred answering for various reasons. 

The Report is of great value to me, I only 
wish it were possible to have it completed for the 
whole country. 

Along this general line, I have recently 
conferred with Mr. Mack P, Bailey, State Fish and Game 
Warden of Idaho, who has recently come into office, 
While his work is to some extent interfered with as 
political expediency demands, I am sure that Mr. Bailey 
is attempting to do some real constructive game conservation 
work here, including the placing of all of the technical 
staff under civil service, etc. 

While I do not know how far the Sporting Arms 
and Ammunition Co. is able to proceed with detailed work 
such as that carried on by yourself, heretofore, I recog- 
nize that there are a number of problems in this state 
which are crying for solution, 

I do not know either, to what extent Mr, Bailey 
might be able to cooperate financially in such a project as : 
a Game Survey of Idaho. However, it occurs to me that 
this is urgently needed, and I should like to see work 
started on it during the present administration if possible. 

Whatever game work we are able to do here at the 
Southern Branch of the University must be limited at 
present, to offering not. more than one or two elementary 
courses, which, if I interpret trends correctly, will 
lead to a demand from the students for further work of 
this nature, a little later on.



a SOUTHERN BRANCH 
University oF IDAHO 

POCATELLO 

(#2--Aldo Leopold) 

Your proposed text on "Principles of Game 
Management" seems to me to be needed seriously right 
now, and I trust that it may be possible for it to 
be published very soon, 

With all best wishes for your splendid 
work, I am, 

Chas. M. Genaux 
Professor of Forestry 

CMG:b
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Ww STATE OF IDAHO 
oh C, BEN ROSS, GoveRNoR 

pro DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 

M. P. BAILEY, WARDEN 

BOISE 

IN REPLY REFER TO pile ate 

February 2, 1932 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 

In Chicago-Game Survey 
905 University Ave, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: : 

We are very much interested in our game conservation 

program in Idaho and am wondering if you ean furnish 
us with material which has been published, or give us 
advice toward the end that we may be better informed. 

I have heard of your survey entitled "Game Survey of 

North Central States". 

Anything you do for us or that we may be able to 
obtain through information obtained from you will be 
greatly appreciated, 

Yours very truly, 

M. PY Bailey 

a/ State Game Warden 

oe en i 
2 alee 
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E.l.buU Pont p—E NEMOURS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT. May 37,1930. : 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE { 

.GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin, . 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: : 

I am in receipt of a letter from Earl Fry 
dated May 2lst in which he states: 

. “Have you any idea when Aldo Leopold exvects to get 
out in this part of the country? There is a seem- 
ingly increase in the idea of a game survey of some 

: of these states and Idaho particularly is interested, 
even to the extent of hiring a good man for this 
work. Would like to know something about when Leonold 
intends to come west." 

It seems to me that it might be possible to 
work up some preliminary data from the interested states to be 
rechecked by you at a later date, using for this purpose the 
interest already evident. 

If you feel that there is anything which can 
be done along this line, will you please write Fry direct and 
sending him any information you can concerning your future 
movements. Also please send me cony of your letter for my in- 
formation and file. 

Most sincerely yours, 
tos 

W/P L.W.T.WALLER JR.--CONSERVATION DIRECT 
? 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION



Copy to Major Waller 

May 31, 1930 ; 

Mr, Earl A. Pry 
702 Hoge Building, Box 1994 
Seattle, Washington 

Dear Mr. Frys 

‘ I am now working on the final report on the 
north central region, but a decision on where I work next has been 
deferred for various reasons. It may be somewhere in the Vest. 

There is also some lilcelihood that the man-pover 
available for game surveys my be exnanded. Yor one thing, the 
Biological Survey has assigned this function to ¥. Bs Grange to 
take on during the periods when he is not busy supervising the 
fellowships, Grange is an excellent man. 

This is about as close aa I can come to snewering 
the question you asked Major Waller and which he hae voswarded to 
me, I realigé that this is not the kind of an answer you went, but 

i it is the best I can give at this time. Some decisions are being 
reached within the next month whieh might enable me to be more 
definite. ; 

I am glad Idaho is interested. Why don't they 

try to get & 3B. Locke of Utah, who is already partly familier with 
Ideho conditions, and is in my opinion competent to make a game 
survey? 

With best regards, j 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Th Charge, Game Survey
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Seattle, pa 
_June 20, 192 

Mr. R. E. Thomas, pr Sur 
State Game Warden, Qy Yo 
Boise, Idaho. 2,0 \Y 

Friend Dick: 

I have been corresponding with Dr. Green 
on the tularemia trouble and was referred by him to Dr. R. R. 
Parker, Special Expert in Charge, Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever 
Laboratory at Hamilton, Montane. 

In writing to Dr. Parker I advised that 
there had been some grouse dying off in your state and thought 
that tularemia was whet had been the trouble. 

4 He seems to be very much interested and 
writes to me as follows: 

: "I am very much interested in your 
statement as to the occurrence of trouble among grouse 
from the State of Idaho, and would very much appreciate 
any information you can give me as to locality and the 

ae circumstances attendant upon the dying off of the local 

& grouse. I would especially like to know whether or not 
(ave 0 the dying off of the grouse is coincident with the dying 

at off of jack rabbits in the same area". 

"If you should know of anyone in the 
area concerned who would be willing to send specimens of 
dead grouse to this Laboratory, I would be very much pleased 
to have his or her name". ‘ 

I believe it will pay you to keep in 
touch with this man, suggest that you furnish him with the infor- 
mation asked for, as you are familiar with the details. 

Yours very truly, 

Warl A. Fry



f Copy to: Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg. (U.W. 

, pence Madison, Wisconsin 

E.l.pu PoNT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE Tune 28, 1929. hea 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION 

MR. BARL A FRY, OUTGOING MAIL 

Gopy of yours to Rs B. Thomas with relation 
to pterveuman tian with Dr. creen on the tularemia trouble, 
also to Dr. Parker, Special Expert in orange of the Rocky 
Mountain Spotted Fever Laboratory, received. 

I vather gather that in general, people are 
commencing to think that the tularemia seare hag been over= 
done, and certainly from a standpoint of ammmition sales, it 
is advisable to soft pedal the broadcasting of any such seare 
as was sent out last year by the Public Health Service. 

I also gather from Leopold, that while at one time 
he had information that an authentic tularemia case had been 
isolated in quail, there is now a fren not S doubt 
as to this, and any additional publicity on emia was 
extremely undesirable. 

I do not mean to say that % would not be a good 
thing to carry on investigations from all ee ee 
as to the dying off of local grouse and if tularemia proves 
to be the cause, to follow these investigations to their com- 
pletion. This then is a warning against undue publicity from 
his source. 

I believe a Mt ig of your letter to Thomas would 
be interesting to Leopold end am, therefore, sending him a 
copy together with a copy of this. 

; Le We qT. WALLER, dR. - ASS'T, DIRECTR 

LYTW: MHS
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E.I.bu Pont DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION May 29, 1929 : 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., (U.W.) 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold:- 

The following received from Earl A. Fry and 

quoted for your benefit in connection with your future 

survey in Idaho:- 

"The same character of waterfowl sickness as found 
formerly in Utah and prevalent now in Oregon and 
Northern California has appeared in various parts of 
Idaho. Most trouble has been found in the American 
Falls district and some in recent months on the lakes 
of northern Idaho. 

Thomas reports the American Falls trouble is found 
mostly in the swamp areas of the project, this being 
near the intake where the lake is shallow and where, 
with the withdrawal of water, there is a lot of pot 
holes left with stagnant water. He is sending the 
diseased ducks to laboratories for examination. 

Extensive dying off of native birds, including the sage 
hens, grouse, etc., is causing some alarm, the trouble 

wo” coming apparently from the tick. These birds are found 
Gy dead with their heads covered with ticks. It is thought 

4 , that death is caused from Tularemia and research work is 
d wv’ -@/! being carried on by the department to find the exact cause 

yor | and the possible cure. 

A problem with the deer is before the department at this 
time. A heavy increase has been shown to the extent of 
possible shortage of feeding areas which in turn brings 
up the problem of sheep and cattle grazing on game areas. 

Thomas tried to get a bill thru the last legislature allow- 
ing the department to kill off certain numbers of deer 
(this with the permission of the Governor) on areas that were 

becoming too thickly populated.



san 

"An increase in the bag was also asked but both were 
turned down by the lawmakers. Thomas wished to take 
care of a situation which he claims will possibly equal 

the Kaibab trouble. 

Numerous deer have been found dead in the big game dis- 
tricts, the bodies being covered with ticks. The depart- 
ment feels that this has been the cause of many deer dying 
off and are investigating the trouble. 

The use of many tons of sulphurized salt in the big game 
: districts has helped materially to keep this trouble down. 

The last session of the legislature created several new 
game refuges amounting to approximately one million acres. 
IT have added this amount to the last report on acres but 
will not be able to furnish the list of the new refuges 

until some time later." 

sincerely yours, ; 

HERS To Wee Og - 

3 L. W. T. WALLER, JR. - ASS'T DIRECTOR 

LWTW:MHS
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March 13, 1929. 

Memorandum for A. L.: 

Just on the chance that in your study of game manage- 

ment you may some time visit southern Idaho I am jotting down a 

few points on the Chinese pheasant and the Hungarian partridge 

and I am listing one or two people who I am gure can give you a 

lot of valuable information about this country. 

My ideas are based on conditions that prevailed five 

years ago and apply to the counties of Cassia and Twin. Falls. 

Burley and Twin Falls are the two main towns in this section. 

Both are located in reclamation projects. You can get into this 

country best from Pocatello. It is suggested that you stop off 

a at Burley and see T. J, Hetland, Vice President of the Burley 

National Bank, and George Booth, General Freight and Passenger 

Agent for the Oregon short line. Both of these men are good 

friends of mine and I am sure will open up to you with all the 

information they have. They can give you the names of sportsmen 

in Twin Falls who will be glad, I am sure, to talk Chinese 

pheasant or any other game with you. 

: About fewe years ago when I was President of the Cassia 

Rod and Gun Club some Hungarian partridges were planted on a 

farm of Mr. Baker about three or four miles northwest of Burley.



I have no information, however, on how well this planting 

succeeded. Booth will know about it. There are but few 

Chinese pheasants around Burley. There are different ideas 

as to why they are not increasing on this reclamation tract, 

but it always seemed to me to be due to a lack of running 

water and the barrenness of the project during winter. South 

of Burley about twenty miles in the foothills is the small 

town of Albion. There are quite a number of pheasants in the 

vicinity of this settlement. They work up on to the hills, 

and I think the people there will tell you that they have 

seen them up at an elevation of between 5,000 and 6,000 feet. 

Occasionally rangers have reported seeing lone birds off of 

the reclamation tracts up in the foothills in the sage brush. 

At Twin Falls the pheasants obound in large numbers 

and seem to thrive. This is an older project than at Burley 

and has different soil formation. The Burley tract is lo- 

eated on an alluvial fan,and bed rock lies at a great distance 

from the surface, whereas at Twin Falls and Buse the bed rock 

is closer with the result that on this tract there are quite 

a number of springs and small seeps. There was a jeweler at 

Twin Falls,- I have forgotten his name, but Booth can tell you 

who he is,- who was very much interested in pheasants. You 

would do well to get in touch with him because I think he can 

-2-



give you the history of the pheasant in that section from the 

time the reclamation project was created. 

R. D. Garver 

-3-



{UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO HAS cafe Soe? 

A GAME DEPARTMENT 

From the Portland, "Oregonian" - "Wild Life Lines" we quote an account of 

the newly established Poultry Department of the University of Idaho, which is 

interesting. 

This University was visited by a du Pont representative last spring when 

the idea of a game department was in contemplation. A talk with Professor C. E. 

Lampman, Head of the Department revealed they are primarily interested in arti- 

ficial raising of game to see whether or not methods can be devised to satisfac- 
torily raise game at a cost much less than that now generally obtaining in com- 

mercial game farms. 

"Artificial hatching of pheasant eggs was carried on as an experi- 

ment at the poultry department of the University of Idaho here last spring. 

It was demonstrated that the wild birds can be raised artifically when 

given proper environment, according to C. E. Lampman, head of the de- 
partment, who had charge of the experiments, working in co-operation with 
tne state game department. 

Last spring a batch of 100 China pheasant eggs were sent to the uni- 
versity from the Lapwai game farm. They were set in an incubator and 37 
hatehed. The total mortality from the artificial brooding was only five, 
which indicates excellent results for the first trial. Similar experiments 
will be carried out this spring and it is expected that methods of arti- 
ficial incubation and brooding will be found that can be used successfully 
at the state game farm at Lapwai to greatly increase the Cutput.~



File: Buffalo 
Idaho. 

"Mammals of the Ross Expedition (1824) in Idaho" by William B, Davis, 

The Murrelet, January, 1935. (Filed in Beaver Box)
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"The American game policy, adopted last December, urging that : 
landowners be compensated for raising game, is credited by conser-— 

vation leaders for the movement to make wild-life production a farm 

industry, catering to the demand of sportsmen for better hunting. 
& Reports from Illinois reveal how Illinois farmers sought to reclaim 

swamp and waste land areas for farming purposes, and now the 

pendelum is swinging the other way to the benefit of themselves, 

sportsmen and wild life. Progressive farmers are even building 

dams to restore swamps, finding more profit in renting fishing and 

shooting privileges to sportsmen." -— Evening Transcript, Boston, 

Mass. 

EXCELLENT WORK BY THE MONTANA SPORTSMEN'S ASSOCIATION 

We are in receipt of a report showing the excellent work being accom- 

plished by the Montana Sportsmen's Association through B. F. Gerry, its Sec— 

retary. 

Among other things, this report shows that in the period from January 9th 

to April 9th, this Association sponsored 26 showings of moving pictures and 

talks on game conservation to a total of 6066 pupils of schools and to more 

than 6252 grownups in general public audiences. This makes more than a total 

of 12,318 listeners, which is considered most excellent coverage considering 

the distances in the State of Montana and the total population. On the basis 

of total population it would appear that this figures to 2.3% of their popula— 

tion, and it will be realized how good this showing is, when we consider that 

if a similar percentage from the State of New York had been reached by a 

sportsmen's association, it would have amounted to 2,895,255 persons. 

Mr. Gerry reports that this work is being continued, he already having 

9 positive and over 40 tentative dates for the months of May and June. 

CANADA VALUES HER WILD LIFE 

@ "Wild animal life of Canada has a capital valuation of 

$1,000,000,000 and means a yearly business turnover to the Dominion 

of about $45,000,000. This valuation includes the fur harvest, 

game fish and the manufacture of firearms and fishing tackle." - 
Calgary Herald. 

ESTABLISHED 1602
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WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE STUDYING ie 

AFFLICTION OF SWANS IN THE WEST 

"Sportsmen of northern Idaho, says our Moscow, Idaho, corres- 

pondent, are becoming alarmed over the appearance of many sick and 

dead swan of the North American whistling species, a beautiful and 

graceful bird that is becoming nearly extinct. Many of these water 

fowl are being found daily in the Coeur d'Alene river valley and in 

the Thompson lake district. 

E. 0. Cathcart of the Kootenai county game commission has 

five of the swans in an improvised hospital at his ranch near 

Harrison and the sick birds are recovering slowly. A few weeks ago 

74 swans were counted in that part of Idaho. Mr. Cathcart and 

Federal Game Protector Ransom of Spokane made a trip to Thompson @ 

lake and found 40 swans on that body of water. They noticed a dead 

swan and two that were very sick. The sick birds were taken to the 

veterinary hospital at Washington State college for treatment and 

were soon revived when given fresh water and food. They were than 

taken to the Whitman county game farm. An autopsy is being made on 

the dead swan and as soon as the veterinarian's report is received 

steps will be taken to care for other incapacitated swans in the 

district. 

Lack of food, vermin and lice in the waters frequented by the 

swans and poisoning of the water by lead are three possible reasons 

advanced by Mr. Cathcart for their condition. But wild rice was 

planted in that part of Idaho three years ago and thousands of wild 

ducks and other water fowl are living there, so the food theory is 

not considered a likely cause of the trouble. 

I have fished and hunted in the Coeur d'Alenes and if my ex- 

perience in that country is of any account I would unhesitatingly 

say that the swans were victims of lead poisoning. The mines of 

the Coeur d'Alenes empty their tailings into the rivers and creeks 

of the region. These tailings are heavily charged with lead, and 

the water in some of the rivers and creeks becomes so thick and 

murky that no fish or other water creature can possibly live in Lt. 

Spring freshets cause this lead water to overflow on adjoin- 

ing lands and hay raised on such areas is so saturated with the lead @ 

that domestic stock die when they eat it. It seems only natural to 

suppose that a swan would share the same fate. But, of course, I 

can't explain why the lead impregnated forage, doesn't also kill 

the ducks. Maybe their stomachs are constituted so that they can 

eat the vegetation and drink the water and still throw off the ef- 

fects of the lead poisoning". — Oregonian, Portland, Oregon. 

Wu { BA 4 ) LAA om 
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Schgol Idaho 
Extract from Clinton fotes 

Ruffed Grouse at Rockland, Idano. Became very scarce in 

1925 or 6. Plentiful in 24 or 25. Sage hen in same years. Now visible 

a pick-up in the sage hen.



Extract from Clinton School notes, 1929 1c 

Vv. H, Dahlen, Clinton School 

True Prairie Chicken,also sharptail, from Rexburg down to the 

desert in Idaho. Drifted in--not native. 

His father is with game department. C. F. Dahlen.



Cross Referances (Idaho Ad. Dope) 

l. "Fires and Forest Succession in the Bitterroot Mountains of Northern 
Idaho" by J. A. Larsen, Iowa State College; in ECOLOGY, page67, 
January, 1929, Vol. X., No. 1.
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INTRODUCTION OF THE CHUKAR IN IMHO C&A > ef whys | 

The development of the Chukar partridge for a field bird in the north- 
west is rapidly being realized, the various state game departments making rapid 
strides in the propagation of this interesting bird. 

| 
Mr. James Marshall, Superintendent of the Idaho State Game Farm at 

Lapwai is looking forward to be one of the first in the northwest to make a 
liberation of this bird that they may make a start in Idaho. 

| 

BOUNTY FRAUD 

During June, 1931, bounty was paid on 2 wild cats, 91 gray foxes and 
845 weasels, entailing an expenditure of $1,239. During June, 1930, bounty was 
paid on 2 wild cats, 68 gray foxes and 1,407 weasels, entailing an expenditure 
of $1,709. ~ 

|
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92 INTRODUCTION OF THE CHUKAR IN IDAHO 
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ts 
The development of the Chukar partridge for a field bird in the North- 

west is rapidly being realized, the various state game departments making 
rapid strides in the propagation of this interesting bird. 

James Marshall, superintendent of the Idaho State Game Farm at Lapwai ( 

is looking forward to be one of the first in the Northwest to make a libera-— 

tion of this bird that they may make a start in Idaho. 

Marshall is very enthusiastic over his success with the Chukar, report- 
ing that the bird has proven very easy to raise and with their apparent hard- 
iness should prove as good a bird for Idaho as the ringneck or Hungarian. 

Starting this year with seven hens he has been able to set 255 eggs, 
these being placed under hens for hatching. Up to May 23rd he had placed 154 
eggs in the first setting, 127 of which hatched. From this hatching from six 
days to six weeks of age he only had a loss of five birds. 

Marshall's observations have brought out the following facts concerning 
the Chukar; they are polygamous, very pugnacious —— he has found that he can— 
not allow two cock birds in a pen together—-very hardy, chick birds seem to 
take care of themselves much better than the pheasant, and very prolific. 
Comparing their native habitat with that of Idaho, Mr. Marshall expects them 
to thrive once they get a start in his state. He expects to liberate at least 
175 of these birds this year. 

The Idaho state farm is in excellent condition and they expect to liber- 

ate between five and six thousand pheasants this year.
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Redent Influences, Arrowrock Watershed, Boise National Forest. 

Pocket Gopher (Thomomys fuscus) and Erosion. 

Ghiectives 

To determine the influence of the pocket gopher (Thomomys fuscus) 

on the progress of soil erosion, directly through ite influence on the 

#011 and indirectly through its influence on vegetation or domage by 

other agencies such as livestock. 

Problems and Methods. 

I. Indirect influence due to effect on vegetation. 

4 Utilisation of vegetation for food. ; 

1. Quantitative determination of utilisation of plants 

for food. To ascertain a general figure indicating the 

quantity of food consumed, 

4ecomplished by trapping and holding in cages in the 

«field of at least 12 adults for a total period of 10 days. 

Your days preliminary with at least 4 days of determination 

of actual weights of food consumed and destroyed. This work 

probably to be done by A, ¥. Moore, 

2. Determination of plant destruction. 

a. Surface indications. 
Plants cut end carried inte runways. 

Plants destroyed by soil disturbance. 

For both of these, date obtained on all study plots 

on which records are maintained in natural revegetation 

project by Intermountain Forest & Range Experiment Station



observers, supplemented by observations by any biologists 

interested in study. Instructions for observations to be 

issued, 

>. Unterground indications. 
Nest contents, storeroom contents, etc. 

Kind of plants, nature of mterial and amount, 

Root and crown damage. 

Both determined by spring, mid-summer and fall studies 

of about two weeks each by biologists, emphasizing the spring 

period. 

3. Effect of desirable plant succession by damage to unpalatable 

competitors of valuable species. (Cerried-out-ee-unéer—t—4,-2;-=) 

Data obtdned on all study plots on which records are maintained in 

natural revegetation project by Intermountain Forest & Range Ex ; 

periment Station observers, supplemented by observations by any 

pdiologists interested in study. Instructions for observations to 

be issued. 

3B. Determination of population, checked according to types of 

country represented by rodent~proof enclosures. Approximation 

of areas includes in different types. Relation of distribution, 

activity, and length of rans to kind and density of cover and 

slope. Determination by biologist by sample plots, trapping 

checks, ete. of average population. Interpretation of terms 

used by erosion reconnaissance surveys expressing degree of 

infestation. 

. =2=



G. Effect of plant growth by mechanical disturbance of soil. 

Determine the burial of seeds or plants by mounds. Distri- 

bution of seedling as to mounds or workings. (éeerted—ont 

ae-unter-t;—tz-2;-ac} Data obtained on all study plots on 
which records are mintained in natural revegetation project 

by Intermountain Yorest & Range Experiment Station observers, 

supplemented by observations by any biologists interested in 

study. Instructions for observations to be issued, 

Ti. Direct influence due to mechanical disturbance of soil. 

This relationship to be determined by general observations 

on open and closed plots by forest officers and biologists in- 

terested in the project. Fossible development of observations 

on controlled or experimental run-off studies. 

Correlation between shallow runways and gully erosion, 

Bxsavetion of not less than 100 runways at not less than 30% 

Slope to be surveyed and mapped by biclogiat. 

Ili. Effect of work by rodents on damage by other agencies such 

as domestic stock. 

Ascertein the effect of domestic stock as sheep or cattle, 

particularly as to trampling on areas infested and net infested, 

Sample plots on areas used by cattle both on areas infested and 

uninfested by gophers. The same for areas used by sheep and 

with cheek plots on infested and uninfested areas where there 

is no use by livestock, (Gereted-cut asunder I, 4, 2, 2.) 

Data obteined on all study plots on which records are maintained 

in natural revegetation project by Intermountain Forest & Range 

_



Experiment Station observers, supplemented by observations by 

any biologists interested in study. Instructions for observa- 

tions to be issued. Cooperation of rodent control division to 

clear study areas of rodents. 

Hgquipment 

Seventy-six or more check plots with rodents present. Of these 

approximately 16 with cattle alone, 28 with cattle and sheep, and 32 with 

sheep alone. Approximately 12 rodent-proof enclosures, those not already 

Constructed to contain not less then 1/4 acre, Within those already ap- 

proved for immediate construction 46 study plots have been established, 

oy
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REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION 

FRANK G. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

SPRINGFIELD BIOLOGY : : CARL G. HARTMAN 

FORESTRY . . EZRA J. KRAUS 

GEOLOGY . . NORMAN L. BOWEN 

ENGINEERING od LOUIS R. HOWSON 

CHEMISTRY ~ . + ROGER ADAMS 

STATE OF ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS— 

DWIGHT H. GREEN, GoverNor PRESIDENT, GEORGE D. STODDARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 

LEO R. TEHON, ACTING CHIEF 

URBANA 6 

November 15, 1946 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Management 

The University of Wisconsin 

College of Agriculture 

42h University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin . 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

I am most heartily in sympathy with the interest you ex- 
pressed in your letter of November 8 regarding the Green River Area 

and its present and future management. 

When the problem of the area was presented to me this summer 

I found it already pretty much a case of an accomplished deed. It ap- 

peared that this area,.after having been purchased, had for various 

reasons been subjected to circumstances not conducive to the conserva- 

tion of wildlife; for example, repeated accidental or intentiondburning 

over. Also, at some time, perhaps more than two years ago, pheasants 

had been released on or near the area and had established themselves 

there more or less successfully. Whatever may have been the intention 

with regard to the area at the time that its purchase was suggested, 

it apparently remained a fact that nothing constructive had been done 

and that,in general, circumstances persisting through several years had 

tended toward destructiveness. 

Last summer Mr. Hawkins, Dr. Yeatter, Mr. Wandell, and I had 

a prolonged conference with one member of the State Department of Con- 

servation. Several viewpoints were presented very strongly at that 

conference and the net result of the conference was that,so far as the 

Natural History Survey was concerned, we were assured of and would get 

the best protection for prairie chickens that we could devise consider- 

ing the uses to which the Department of Conservation desired to put a 

portion of the area. 

Sincerely yours, 

Acting Chief 

Lat /Gos
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; 4ok University Farm Place 

Mr. A. L. Rustice 
2717 Greenview Aveme 
Chicago, Tiinois 

Dear Mr. Rastice: 

First, { want to thank you and Mrs. Bustice for your vory : 
pleasent hospitality. 

The books containing Peter Scott's paintings are as follows: 
Wild Chorus" and “Vorning Plight? both published by Seribner's. 

The novel which If mentioned as giving an interesting history 
of your loonlity ie “A Prairie Grove" by Donald Culross Peattie. 

We did not settle mch detail about possible research under~ 
takings, tut I parposely left that open so that Mr. Hawkins and Mr. 
Beckhart could digest questions of detail at their leisure. After 
they have had time to comb over the detailed questions, a sound plan 
is pretty sure to emerge. 

I am sending a copy of this to Dr. Pirnie just to let him 
know that we had a good discussion and that we missed having hin with 
us. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Pirnie 

Hawkins 
Hochbaum
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Mey Arthur &, Gawkins, 
ofa Pavilie Honostend, 
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Dear ie. Bewkinet 

ltr. Carleton Deckhars raquesbed me to 
acknowledge your Letter of Augurt 26th from Albany, He Y. 
which waa received by him at the Bright Lend Fam Leet 
gvenitige 

X plan to be on the fam on Soytender Bnd, 
a aagthagyf on emgage nomi 
Septenber Sad, together with Ie. Pirale and frofesser 

Leopold for the purpose of disouseing « weterfoul program 
sinve X on very wach taberseted in the wubject. 2 hope 
Yaak yes aie: Sian eae Seve Ene Laseane be aa 
nour and I ean ageure you thet I will be delighted to have 
ik of you aa Lensheon gueste. 

Tf 4% ie not possible to errange for 2 
meeting on Septenber tad, F can join you on the fama tn 
the Lake afternoon on September Srd but nob before 1:00 Polis 

% oo egsuce you thot IF will look forwerd 
to the aoeting with considerable pleasure for you know my 
desire to render eny posible aselatence to you in the 
goniuet of your excellent work. 

wets, Mhloe B. Pimie, rector, 
ffre B Ky Kalhogg Baed fenebuary, 

Battle tyea:, Mietigans 

Prefessar Leopald, 
424 University Tam Plane, ‘ 
Madieos, Wisconsin.



42h University Farm Place 
: September 3, 1940 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
Yorest Preserve District of Cook County 

Cummings Square 
River Forest, Tllinois 

Dear Mr. Mann: 

‘ I am glad you finally got Sperry to look at your ground, 
and I am pleasantly surprised at the list of species he found. I 
was near Barrington yesterday and was amazed at the showing of prairie 
flowers on the C. N. W. Ry. right-of-way. You could doubtless get 
& certain amount ef stock from the right-of-way without hurting 1% any. 

I would like to accommodate you in the matter of the Ohio 
speech, but I am already badly overloaded with speeches and cannot 
undertake another one for some time to come. I have one speech to 
give on the exact day, September 23, which you mention. 

I am glad that Mr. Steen expreseed himself favorably about the 
use of Pittman-Robertson funds for the tamarack bog, and I am letting 
Water Scott of our Department know of this additional indication of 
Biological Survey approval. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce W. B. Scott
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River Forest, Ill., 
August 30, 1940. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, j 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Dr. Sperry was down here Saturday and we went over all the likely 

locations for a prairie restoration project. The one which I had in the back 

of my mind proved to be ideal, according to him. 

I enclose a copy of the list of the flora which we found growing 

there, which he just sent m. I also enclose a copy of my request to our 

Chief Engineer for his assignment to special service in ow preserves, in 

order to set up apeairie restoration project. 

I just received a letter from A. J. Tomasek, Assistant Director of 

the Department of Conservation of Illinois, which reads in part as follows: 

"I have your letter regarding the tamarack swamp near 

Volo. It sounds very interesting ani the next tim I am in the 

northem part of the state I think we should look it over. I dont 

know just when this will be but it should be within the next month. 

I would do it over Labor Day, however, I have just leamed that I 

must attend an educational conference in Michigan and am leaving 

next Thursday. 
"Steen, the Biological Survey inspector of Pittman- 

Robertson projects, was here last week and also a fellow named 

Kessler from the Washington Office. I showed them your letter and 

they thought it might be an interesting area". 

I am working with not only Mr. Robert Kingery of the Chicago Regional 

Plenning Association, but also the Friends of Our Native Landscape, another 

group interested in the preservation of such areas as this Volo swamp. I have 

pretty fair hopes of getting it into state owmership. The thing that scared me 

was the ditch that had been dug through the peat into the Tamarack swamp. 

I wonder if you would consider addressing the Akron (Ohio) Garden Club 

on the evening of Moniay September 23rd on "Conservation". They have been having 

a lot of trouble in Ohio and Mrs. Mary Kinsey, State Conservation Chairman for 

>
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the Ohio Federation of Women's Clubs, and a particular friend of mine, had me 

booked to talk to them on this subject. I+ was to be a feature meeting of the 

year with all the bigshots of Ohio in attendame, They wanted to pay m my 

expenses and an honorarium, I declined the honorarium because I expected to 

attend the convention of the American Institute of Park Executives in Cleveland 

that wed. Becmse of a combination of circumstances connected with my personal 

affairs and our Forest Preserve business, I have been obliged to cancel this 

engagement. Mrs. Kinsey is very much perturbed. I told her I would help her 

get someone much better than I. 

Would you consider the trip mdthe address if they paid your ex- 

penses end fee? 

Sincerely yours, 

Sonnet Ki 
Roberts Mann, 
Supt, of Maintem nce. 

RM/j ja



University Park SP-14 
; Medison, Wisconsin, 

; August 26, 1940 ; 

Mr. Roberts Mann, 
Supt. of Maintenances a 
Forest Preserve District, 
River Forest, Ill. 

Dear Mr. Mann: 

Here are the list of plants I noted on the two "prairie" areas we 
visited last Seturday. 

SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME 

Milwaukee Ave ~ YWOA Gemp Area: 

GRASSES 

1, Andropegan furcatus “iwete) gee 
SrASbe 

2 Tlymes robustus Prairie Wild Rye. 
3. Penicum virgatun Switeh Grasse 
4 Spartim pectinatsa Slough gress (or Prarie Cordgrass) 
5. Sporobolus asper Drepseed grass. 
be a erate Prairie Dropseeie 
%e pa Spartea Poreupine (or Needle) grass. 

FORBS (the so-called "flowering plants") 

& Aselepies virticillate Narrow-leaved Milioweed. 
9, Corecpsis palmata Prairie tickseed 

10. Eryngium yuccifolim Rattlesnake Master. 
lle Grageria virginiana var illincensis Prairie strawberry. 
12. Helienthus tuberosus Jerusalem Artichoke. 
13, Lepachys pinnate Yellow (or Prairie) Cone-flower, 
14, Lespedeza capitate Prairie bush-clover. 
15. Parthenium integrifolium (He common name) 
16. Rosa humilis Dwarf Prairie roses 
17, Redbeckia hirta Browmm~eyed susan 
18, Silphiwa integrifolium Rosin-weede 
19, Silphium lseiniatun Compass Plant 
20, Silphiwm terebinthinacem Prairie Dock. 
21. Solidago Chioensis Ohio Goldenrod 
22e Solidago rigida Prairie Goldenrod. 

23, Yerbena Hastata Blue vervaine 
24. Vemonia illinoensis Prairie Lronweeds 

Palos Hills Area: : 
‘ Additional Fobbs. 

le Aster Leevis Smooth blue aster 
2e Baptisia leucentha White false-indigo
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SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME 

(Continued) 

Se Helianthus seaberrims Preirie sunflower. — 
4q Liatris searioss Prairie Blazing ster. 
5. Liatris Spicatun Prairie blazing stare 
6. Lobelia cardinalis Cardinal flower. 
%, Pyenenthenum flexueswn Prairie Mountain Mint. 

fhere are two or three of these species that I would want to check 
with a menual before I would wuch for their identify, but I am sure that the 
list is approximately correct. 

Very truly yours, 

(s) Theodore M. Sperrye



FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT GF COOK COUNTY 

“00 000- 

FROM Roberts Mann, Supt. of Maintenance. 

TO Chas. C. Estes, Chief Engineer. 

Augmst 27, 1940, 

I wish you would make a request to Don Littrell for Thetdore 
M. Sperry, a foreman in the University Park Camp SP-14, Madison, Wisconsin, 
to be loaned to us on special service for a period not to exceed 2 weeks, 
for the purpose of setting up a prairie restoration project in the Forest 
Preserve District. 

Inspector Tripp of Wisconsin and Professor Longenecker of the 
University of Wisconsin Arboretum are ereeable, Dr. Sperry is a pupil of 
Dr. Vestal of the University of Illinois, both of whom are outstanding author- 
irities on boteny and the restoration of prairies. Dr. Sperry has been engaged 
for 3 or 4 years, perhaps more, in a prairie restoration project on lanis owned 
by the University of Wisconsin Arboretum at Madison. 

Sperry was dom here Saturday and toured all the likely locations 
with Wysong, Hutchens and myself. We found an ideal site in Division 1 in that 

Z big prairie east of the woods which are east of the Des Pleines River, opposite 
Dem #2, md west of Milwaukee Aveme; extending from Central Avene to north 
OfWCA loige. This area is not only ideally suited from the standpoint or topo- 
graphy end dreinage confitions, but contains 21 species of the original prairie 
grasses and flowers. In fact there is one small triangle which represents the 
optimum we might expect. The present location of the future forest way will 
not effect the prairie restoration. John Morrill and myself, however, strongly 

recommend the purchase of the additional lend between the CaNW-Belt Ry and Mil- 
waukee Avenue. It would also be necessary to work very closely with the de- 
signers of the forest way to insure that the proper drainage conditions necessary 
for this prairie would not be uniuly distusbed, 

Such a project would be set up for Nelson’s camp and would utilize 
equipment to sam extent end hand labor for the remainder. It would require 
Sperry*s attention for 3 or 4 years. Although little work would be required 
after the first year or year and a helf. It wmld be necessary to collect seeds 
end plants for sowing end transplenting. It would be necessary to either scalp 
Places for transplenting and seeding or to plow light furrows at intervals. 
There is no mowing ar other labor involved, as I unierstand it, except the culti- 
vation o@ certain plents and raising seed in a tiny nursery. 

Sperry’s training would mke him available for other wark, possibly 
assisting the Forestry Department ar in landscape development, when he was not 
required in connection with the prairie restoration. 

Sigmature 

Fa/ ja



yok ceytoag Fag Place 
August 27, 1 

Mr. Roberts Mann . 
Gook County Forest Preserve District 
Cummings Square 
River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Mann: 

I was much interested in your proposal 
to apply Pittman-Robertson funds to the purchase of 
refuges containing rare plants. It so happens that 
we have just lost out on the Faville Grove prairie 
areas and if Pittman-Robertson funds had been avail- 
able the outcome might have been different. If you 
succeed in getting an 0.K. from the Biological Survey 
I would appreciate your letting me know, since I 
think the precedent would be of great importance. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

: Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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all 

Professor A1do Leopold, wr {e79 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have a letter from Dr. Sperry stating that he has been away on 

vacation, and that Professor Longenecker is still away on vacation. Dr. 

Sperry suggests that I work through Don Littrell, who is National Park Ser- 

vice Inspector for Illinois, and get authority for Sperry to visit our hold- 

ings from Inspector Tripp of Wisconsin. This I propose to doe 

Dr. Sperry also suggests that he make an informal inspection next 
Saturday, August 24th. I am writing him to come ahead. 

I enclose a copy of my letter to A. J. Tomasek, former State Forester 
and now Assistant Director of the Department of Conservation. Tommy used to 

work for us before he went with the National Park Service. This Volo bog is 
certainly a darb} And I going to keep on pitching until we get it into 
state omership. 

While at Havana last Saturday and Sunday, Lynn Hutchens ani I spent 
considerable time with Hawkins and with Bradley, the Custodian of the Chatauqua 
Lake Reservation of the Biological Survey. We set up an association of the 

| bird banders in Illinois (which I suggested be called the Bird Banders Bund; 
‘An | its insignia to be a duck's penis rampant). Beckart of Barrington was due there 

yO on Monday, but I could not stay. We got the measurements and sketches of the 
yw | duck traps they are using down there and I have already started construction 

on three of them to be placed in McGinnes Slough at en early date, so tat we 
| can catch the teal migration. We propose to weigh, age and sex all the birds 

caught. Hawkins feels that we can make a considerable contribution by adding 
this banding station. We will transmit our records to him at Chatauqua weekly. 

C lly yours, 

O An 

berts Mann, 

RM/jja Supt. of Maintenance.
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River Forest, Tll., . 
augu

st 
16, 1940. 
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eok
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nt 

of Forestry,
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Sprivefie

la, 
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Beax Toumy: 

I spent a day lest week with lynn Mutchens, our Wildlife Technician
, 

ak Deult, DREIEDO SE he Chats Detenah Beet Saveur, oftnelas
 
Suerte 

ar mae a on eee ban we tyomplent
ed, 

using occ 
labor, the ghores of our Skokie Leppons. 

‘Qravelin: north on the concrete highway betwem Yolo ami For Lake 
(Route 12) I spied the topes of some temerack trees same distame west of the 
MMighwey. Aft-r we wore through in the evening,

 we searched for these temmracke
 

end finally foun’ this large temarack bog, which is undoubted
ly the one I have 

heard referred
 
to os ons of the finest in the countey,

 noted among botanist
s 

end wild life people. 

wi We explored it theroughly
, 
essing the entire beg ani traveling

 ell 
“epounl

 
te There io nothing like it in Tliincis. ‘There ie a smaller temrack 

bog south of but this is gradually
 
disappear

ing. 
The temreck boas 

in the dines are bogs and richer in flore, but they do not have sam of 
the desirable chara

cteri
stics

 

of this Yolo bog. Untor
tumte

ly, 

the lenfower
 

has hed some kind of machine in there and dug a dea ditch through the peat into 

5 the heart of the bog end extending
 
some distence southsest,

 
a factor which will 

progresai
vely ruin the bog, which I teMieve t be his intention

. Ther
e is wn- 

siderable fine merehlend
 surroundi

ng the temarack bog proper and extending
 
to the 

highways sout
hwes

t 
anf southeast

. In all there are more then 200 aerea which 

should be rese
rved

, 
in ay opinion. 

I om urging you to place this on your preferred List for purchase under 
the Pittmen-f

obinaen 
appropria

tions 
which you tmve oni I an enlisting

 
ali the 

seientifi
e and other support which I om get for this pmject.

 It not only shold 

tmve consider
able walue end signific

ance to yu az 2 forest, but it fe af great 

importance
 
in the botenical

 end in the wildlife pietures.
 
= ee 

in Chicago I wuld Ike to show you this bog. I bave elveady talked to Kingery, 

who thinks highly of the project.
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I spent Saturday end Sunfay in Havana on the Anax end was quite in- 
pressed with your now building there. There is om more thing needed at that 
seamen ate Sab Be os Rigetes Sate 2 Rates See as kak cae” 
for emlking and repair. wild be of service to both your 
Gepartuent end the Neterel Nictory Survey. 

Coriially, 

Roberts Hamm, 
BM/9ja Supt. of Maintenance. 

@- Pref. Aldo Leopolé 
Dr. D, He Thompson 
Arthur Nawkins.
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URBANA 
Faville Grove 
August 15, 1940 

Dear Aldo: 

Sorry to have missed seeing you before you left for Delta. 
The important developments I wired about had to do with our Cooperative 
Delta-Illinois plan which we discussed at our last meeting. 

I stopped at the A. L. Eustice farm near Barrington and later 
had Mr. Eustice's waterfowl man spend two days with me at Havana. Result: 
All seems to be ripe for our proposed joint conference with Mr. Eustice 
and outline to him a program similar to that which you have outlined for 
Delta. ; 

Mr. Eustice seems to be a second Mr. Bell. (Pirnie knows him 
well and could verify or disagree with my conclusion.) He is very wealthy, 
extremely interested in ducks, and willing to spend big money on ducks. 
He employs a very good man, Carlton Beckhart (not college-trained, but of 
the Peter Ward calibre), who spends full time in caring for the water— 
fowl and ornamental game birds. Beckhart banded nearly 1500 ducks on 
their fifty-acre lake last year, goes to Wilson Club, etc; meetings, 
went on the Lyon gull-banding expedition, and is anxious (and capable) 
of cooperating with us one hundred per cent. 

To To return to Mr. Eustice a minute: He donated that snow i 
mobile and a special aeroplane to the Byrd expedition at an estimated 
cost of upwards of a quarter million, so you see he has funds. Despite 
his wealth, he is a Hard-working business man who enjoys nothing better 
than spending Sundays sitting by the hour looking at the ducks. He 
has read Pirnie's "Waterfowl Management" and visited Prrnie. Pirnie 
has been to his place several times. I lent him my copy of "Game Ji 
Management" because of his interest in literature of that type. 

You may be surprised to learn after all I've said about Mr. © 
Eustice that I never met him personally. Miy authority is Beckhart, 
but we discussed his boss's traits so thoroughly that I'll be much 
disappointed if he is not all I have said of him. 

I am now thinking of the Eustice set-up as a possible American 
duplication of the Velta set-up. I think Mr. Eustice is the type who 
wants a detailed and concrete plan with reasons. If it looks good to 
him, I suspect he might sink $10,000 quick as a wink.
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I suggest that we meet with Mr. Eustice soon, preferably the 

day after Labor Day, at his Barrington farm. In fact, Mr. Beckhart is 
ready to set a date with Mr. Eustice the minute I hear from you that 
September 3 is 0.K. Could we get together September 1 or 2 in case 
the third suits you for the Barrington meeting. 

As I said before, Pirnie and Mr. Eustice are on friendly 
terms. I'll leave it up to you whether or not you want Pirnie at the 

Barrington conference. If you say "yes", I could stop in and arrange 

it with Pirnie on my return from the East, about August 30. Should 

we also have Dr. Frison attend the meeting? If so, you, Pirnie, Dr. 
Frison, and I could go into a huddle before talking to Mr. Eustice. 

(Mr. Eustice doesn't return from his Chicago office until late afternoon). 

Please write me as soon as you turn the matter over in your 

mind a bit. My address until August 25, c/o John R. Hawkins, Hendrick 

Avenue, Manands, N.Y. 

Best regards to the boys and Joan. 

Sincerely, 

Art 
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424 University Farm Place . 
August 9, 1940 

Mr. Irven ©. Buss 
1101 Third Street 
Menomonie, Wisconsin 

Dear Irv: 

Arthur was here the other day and very generously 
offered to turn over to us for your survival paper the weight 
data on a bunch of pheasants liberated October 12, 1938, on 
the Crystal Lake Club, Henderson County, Illinois, and shot 
during November. ‘The loss or gain in weight is shown in the 
attached copy of Arthur's notes. I am returning his original 
notebook to hin. 

Arthur also gave me the stomach contents of these 
birds at the time they were killed, together with the stomach 
contents of wild pheasants killed at the same place and time. 
T am holding these until you get here. 

The notebook record, by the way, also includes the 
weight of wild pheasants killed. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management
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yok University Farm Place 
June 24, 1940 

by.T. H. Frison, Chief 
Illincis Natural History Survey 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Prison: 

Thank you very meh for sending Arthur Hawkins up to launch the 
Contimation of the nesting study at Faville Grove. 

After re-examining the older records, I am more than convinced 
that an additional year's data, to be collected by McCabe, will salvage and 
release a large accumlation of distinct value to both your organization and 
mine. In fact, I came away with the idea that Hawkins and McCabe should not 
only publish a Hungarian nesting study, but that Hawkins, more than any other 
man I know of, is equipped to write a paper or a chapter in the proposed 
wildlife mamual of the Wildlife Society on nest study techniques. ‘This should 
ineluée not only the techniques develdped at Faville Grove, but the wood duck 
teohniques which Arthur has developed since. It should, of course, include 
the criteria of ineubstion which Artimr started and which McCabe is contiming. 

This leads me to the further thovght that your organization and mine 
seen to be headed for joint projects more or less unconsciously. For example, 
the Illinois duck work plus the Delta duck work add up to make a whole in 
many respects, especially in the more modern aspects of banding and in the 
Cloacel criteris of sex end age. To this end let me suggest that you visit 
Delta in order to glean your ewn idea of what is going on up there. I will 
be at Delta from June 26 to July 4, and Hochbaum and I would welcome your 
vieit should it be possible for you to drop in. Hochbaum would also welcome 
your visit at any other time. I can't recall whether I have told you that we 
hope to make Delta » kind of "Wood's Hole" for the waterfowl management field, 
that is, we hope that other institutions with especially qualified men will 
from time to time send those men to Delta to round out their researches and to 
exchange idees. We are not extending such invitations to any and all groups 
working in waterfowl, but I do most heartily extend such an invitation to you 
and your group. 

Thank you again for your cooperetion. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
- Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Hawkins a7 

Hochbaum
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Report on the suitability for Prairie Chickens and martes | 
Grouse of Two Areas in the Cook County Forest Preserve 
District, and Recommendations for the Development of 
these Areas. 

Areas inspected--McGénnes and 95th Street sloughs and va- 
cinity, Cook County Forest Preserve District. 

Date of inspection--January 30, 1940 

Party--Forest Preserve representatives: Roberts Mann, Lynn 
Hutchens; Natural History Survey representatives: 
R. E. Yeatter, C. 0. Mohr, A. S. Hawkins. 

Primary purpose; The Natural History Survey had been requested 
by the Forest Preserve District administrators to render 
an opinion as to whether or not the areas inspected are 
suitable for prairie chickens and ruffed grouse, or if 
not suitable at the present time, could they be improved 
sufficently to satisfy the needs of these two grouse 
species. 

The Opinion: (1) Prairie Chickens. Chances for the success of 
a planting are only fair under the present conditions 
found--extensive fall plowing, almost complete crop re- 
moval, heavy pasturing during the past summer and lack 
of hay land. However it would be a valuable test to 
determine whether the range, as it now stands, will hold 
prairie chickens. We therefore recommend that a small 
planting--about 7 cocks and 5 hens--be tried immediately. 
We further recommend that @mmediate steps be taken and 
every possible effort be made to improve the present 
range. Immediate action is advisable because the grouse 
cycle is now near the peak. Chances of obtaining grouse 
planting stock and of establishing a new planting are 
probably best at the peak of a cycle. The cycle will 
soon be on the downgrade and will not again attain a 
peak for another 10 years. 

(2) Ruffed Grouse. The range as it now stands appears 
to be capable of supporting several pairs of partridges. 
We recommend that every effort be made to obtain (from 
central Wisconsin or some other point equally near to 
Chicago) several pairs for release. As in the case of 
prairie chickens, this release should be made during the 
present peak of the grouse cycle. The present grouse 
range can be improved by adding drumming logs, and sup- 
plementing the extensive haw and crab thickets and black 
oak woods with other species named under suggested develop- 
ments. 

Recommendations for prairie chicken range management 
1. If possible, drop the water in McGinnes slough to a 
point at least 75 yards inside the present limits of the 
shoreline. Reason: perhaps the weakest point, in the 
MeGinnes prairie chicken range is the small bottomland



acreage and lack of marsh grass covering. Prairie chickens 
are extremely fond of marshy hay meadows, much more so 
then of uplands, apparently, but this may be due to the 
fact that there are no extensive upland or hay areas 
left. The correlation between remnant prairie chicken 
flocks in this region, and hay-covered marsh lands is 
very conspicuous. The uplands which adjoin these hay 
marshes occupied by chickens at present, receive com- 
paratively little use, in the cases which we recall. 

We could list a dozen or more other good reasons 
, for reducing the water area of McGinnes slough but two 

will suffice: (1) Aquatic food production of the slough 
would increase greatly with lower water levels. (2) An 
unbelievable increase in value to marsh nesting species, 
muskrats and ducks would follow the increased emergent 
vegetation able to survive following lower water levels, 
If the water level were permanently dropped, even though 
there is the chance that most of the water might evaperate 
during unusually dry summers, leaving the area unattractive 
to ducks in the fall, the benefits to other species might 
well over balance the loss to ducks for that one year tes 
few years). 

2. Upland development would involve the restoration of 
at least 100 acres of hay and fallow land and the plentiful 
provision of corn, soybeans and greens. A strip roughly 
50 yards wide, from the present shore line, should be 
left fallow. Corn should be planted in the more fertile 
valleys, alfalfa or other hay in the draws subject to 
erosion and on the steeper hillsides. One drained pocket 
which is now plowed should be permitted to revert to its 
original marshy character. A patch of aspen (for budding) 
should be planted at one edge of the p&ithole. The large 
pasture west of the slough should be allowed to revert 
to blue grass and red top. The top of the south-east 
exposure knoll which at the present time is covered with 
herbs, jersey tea and has a few shrubs and oaks, should 
be planted to hazel (catkins utilized by chickens). 

3. Brush species should be discouraged from invading the 
main chicken range. Occasional mowing may best serve 
this purpose. Prairie species should be incouraged in 

every possible way. 

4, Farmers surrounding the range should be organized into 
a buffer zone of protection. 

Recommendations for ruffed grouse management. 
Some major requirements of ruffed grouse range follow: 

Cover: (1) Breeding 
(a) Drumming logs should be surrounded by cover too 
dense for a person to see the drumming bird at 
50 yards distance. Since each male grouse "hogs" 
his drumming territory to the exclusion of all rivals,
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drumming areas should be well scattered over the grouse 
range, at least one territory per male. 

e 

(bo) Nests are usually placed in coverslignt density 
such as is found shortly after a forest fire or 
lumbering operations. Edges of woods, wood lanes 
and near woodland roadways are favorite places. 

(2) Brood Cover. It will suffice to say that the haw-hazel 
dewberry type offered on the proposed Cook County 
grouse range is almost ideal for this purpose. 

(3) Winter Cover. This should be dense, such as red cedar 
thicket or grape tangles might offer. 

Openings or "edges": Also a requirement of the grouse range. 
An opening does not mean a field when acres an grouse 
range. It means open strips (such as rosds or fire lanes), 
or blocks (an acre or so); also changes in forest type. 
the most heavily utilized part of a grouse woods is the 
first 100 yards in from clearings. Solid blocks of woods 
several hundred yerds across contain much waste area, so 
far as the grouse range is concerned. 

Food: Grouse should be provided the following kinds of food; 
berries amd buds,and catkins, which last through the win- 
ter; summer berries (blackberries, mulberries); succulent 
vegetation (greens such as white or alsike clover).* The 
degree to which the above requirements are interspersed 
determines the carrying capacity for grouse of the range. 

Suggested Developments. 

1. Supply logs for drumming in a variety of sites. Slopes are 
good locations. Logs should be placed in thickets, perhaps 
supplemented by clump plantings of gray dogwood, aspen or red 
cedar. Use the largest and most weathered logs obtainable. 

2. If not against the policy of the forest preserve, patch 
thinning of the canopy to permit the growth of shrub and herba- 
ceous species at scattered points within the solid oak stand 
would greatly aid the grouse range. 

3. The felling of an occasional tree to form brush piles is 
desirable. ‘These trees should be sawed five or six feet above 
the ground. The stump will then serve as a center support for 
the limbs. Trees that have vines growing near them are best for 
cutting.The vines can then be treined over the brush pile. 

4. ‘the borders between the marsh land and the oak ridges should 
be developed into thick tangles of shrubs and vines by plantings. 
A combination of dogwood, grape, aspen, hazel and wild plum is 
suggested. 

5. Fire lanes should be planted to white or glsike clover.
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6. The following tree species furnish good grouse food and cover: 

Red cedar Wild plum 
Aspen Mulberry 
Poplar Juneberry 
Hazel Virginia creeper 
Wild cherry Bittersweet 
Apple Elderberry 
Blackberry and raspberry Viburnums 
Wild rose , Honeysuckle 

Cretfurr 4 ite Dig 

Some of these species should be planted in clumps, others as indi- 
vidual plants. 

General Observations and Recommendations. 

Red Squirrels: Since the little red squirrel (not be be 
confused w: ocally common fox squirrel) once occurred in Cook 
County, and perhaps still does, Dr. Mohr suggests that a release of 
this species be made, Planting stock can be obtained at a reasonable 
cost within 200 miles of Chicago. Mixed hardwood stands, perhaps 
augmented by red cedar clumps, are the best eresas for release, 

Deer. ‘The area around 95th Street slough could easily sup- 
port a few wild deer. We would recommend definitely that a few deer 
be planted were there not the chance for accidents due to deer being 
hit by fast moving cars. This danger is, of course, present in nu- 
merous other places inhabited bydeer. Perhaps city officials at 
Rockford, Illinois, near which deer are plentiful, could help answer 

. the question, would it be dangerous to plant deer? 

Prairie Relics. In a draw near 95th Street slough was found 
a prairie relic covering several acres, containing the following 
prairie plants: Compass Plent (Silphium terebint ceum), Blazing 
Star (Ldatris sp.), Prairie Golden-rod (Ss. r * ro 
(scoparius and furcatus), Indian Grass (So 8 nutans), and more 
than a hundred plants of Rattlesnake Master um yuccifolium). 
Every effort should be made to preserve and improve this relic. 

paaeeane Swamp. If it is found that tamarack swamps once 
occurred in Coo. ounty, it is suggested that one be reconstructed, 
following as a plan the procedure used at the Arboretum, Madison, 
Wisconsin. 

It might be well to study, in detail, other aspects of the 
development plan for the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, Prairie 

restoration is included in this program. 

Arthur 8. Hawkins 
Section of Wildlife Experimental Area
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Blackstone Bldg., 

QUINCY, ILLINOIS 

December 2, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

On a number of our farms we are establishing game refuges for quail and other game, 

on a few there is a small amount of hunting done while on other no birds are killed. 

One of the places on which we have protected the birds for three years and allowed 

absolutely no hunting has a great many quail and they all seem to be in fine condition. 

I would like to have your advise on the stock argument of all bird hunters that it is 

necessary to shoot a few birds each year in order to keep them from inbreeding. 

In our opinion this would be necessary only where a perfect control of the natural 

enemies of the birds was established. It seems to me that nature has provided for 

the necessary control of this kind and that man need not take it on himself to help 

in this control except in cases where man has increased the natural enemies of the 

birds and I can't imagine any case where man has helped to increase our wild life. 

One so 6ften hears a hunter say that certain hawks should be shot to protect the quail 

and then turn right around and say that the quail should be killed to keep them from 

inbreeding. This seems to me to be talking in circles so to speak. 1 personally feel 

that the balance of nature should not be destroyed, that what is hear serves a very 

definite purpose and should be left alone, if it were not for men's many methods of 

control and slaughter i feel sure we would have plenty of geme but the way things 

seem now i hate to think of what will be left in fifty years. 

Owing to a fine breeding season we have a great many quail this year but it also 

seems to me that there are more hunters than ever before. As i wrote you last year 

I am not killing any more of these birds asiI can no longer justify this sport. I 

shot one "mess" but was sorry I even did that so have not gone out again. 

We are interested in taking care of our birds and therefore I would appreciate your 

advise on the above. I have my own opinions about it but of course have not had the 

experience you have so I may be all wrong in my views; in any event we want to do y 

what is the best for our quail so that they will continue to increase. 

Very truly yours, 

~ ‘John R. Cruttenden.



424 University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management December 6, 1938 

Mr. John R. Cruttenden 
Blackstone Building 
Qincy, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Gruttenden: 

I am very glad to hear from you again, particularly on the 
questions which you raise. 

In my opinion there is not « shred of evidence to support 
the contention common among sportsmen that shooting is necessary to 
the welfare of quail. There is a good deal of evidence to support : 
the contention that limited and moderate shooting does not have any . 
effect on next spring's population, in other words, does not harm it. 
This, however, is a different proposition. 

I agree with you that there is an incongruity between the 
contention that shooting is beneficial and predation by hawks and 
owls is injurious. Our evidence all points to the conclusion that 
the population level. of quail is determined by food and cover, and 
that predation ordinarily has no more effect on next year's population 
than limited hunting. I manage quail on five different areas and we 
have no predator control on any of then. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
va Professor of Wildlife Management



Copy to Dr. Frison 

1532 University Avene 

Mr. Roberts Mann 
Superintendent of Maintenance 
Yorest Preserve District of Cook County 
Cummings Saquare 
River Forest, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Mann: 

I do not know the Palos Hills but I think I have seen similar ‘ 

terrain and my guess would be that the chance for chickens is good. 

I agree that a development plan should precede stocking. How 

much preparatory work and what kind would be best passed upon by Ralph 

Yeatter or Arthur Hawkins of the Illinois State Natural History Survey. 
Both these mon have as great a knowledge of chickens as exists as yet in 

this country. 

Food patches would be desirable but perhaps not essential, because 

the chicken flies a long way between cover and food and the birds might be 

able to do their feeding on surrounding farms. If the soil is exhausted 

you will have to fertilize to produce good food patches. 

If the area is a park I would oppose without qualification the 

introduction of chukars. 

Chickens might re-establish themselves without planting because 

migrating chickens tend to occupy suitable sites encountered during their 

winter wanderings. 

The most important thing I can tell you is to let Teatter and 

Hawkins outline your teehnical strategy. It is a lucky accident that you 

have two such good chicken men in your own state. 

; Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

wh Professor of Gane Management
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March 15, 1938. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I hope sometime to see you and tell you 
of the progess of our program of education for park and 
forest recreation men, The talk I had with you was worth 
a great deal to me. Started me off on the right track in 
my thinking. We are really getting a concrete program 

evolved. 

By the way, I enjoyed your article in 

American Forests anent the controversy over the proposed 
Department of Conservation. One of the few pieces of 
lucid thinking that I've seen on the subject. 

For some time I've had a yen to reestablish 
prairie chicken in the Palos Hills section of our preserves, 
They must have been there many years ago. There are 8000 
acres there in one big block slit east and west by the Sag 
Valley. There are practically no pheasant and few quail. 
Reason: No farms and no food. Native grasses and weeds 
long ago destroyed by fires and by cultivation. There are 
hills and long rolling meadows of 300 or 400 acres in extent, 
surrounded by woods, with numerous marshes large and small, 

Would prairie chicken survive without a 
feed crop, in your opinion. There is absolutely no hunting. 
Some time ago, in the Saturday Evening Post, I saw mention 
of a dwarf milo maize that was developed for planting in the 
Dust Bowl. Why would'nt that make an ideal feed crop? Do 
you know anything about it? 

The Dept. of Conservation wants to go off 

half-cocked and plant chicken right away. I am holding back, 

I am writing Dr. Ralph Yaetter also.



Dr.Aldo Leopold 
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‘ The Dept. of Conservation also wants to plant 

Ghukar partridge in the same area, Because I know absolutely 

nothing about this bird I said no, Here are my reasons, which 

may be wrong: 

As far as I know it is not a native bird. 

For all I know the two species could not both survive in 

the same area, 
Why should we plant 6hukar when this is not and does not 

serve a hunting area? 
Why plant Ghukar just to be planting something when we 

are primarily interested in maintaining or restoring native 

fauna? 
I know you are busy but we would appreciate 

your advice on these questions. It is so hard for amateurs, 

Sincere though we may be, to find the right answers to this 

stocking problem. 

Yours very truly, 

Lobster — 

Roberts Mann, 
Superintendent of Maintenance. 

RM'CH



1532 University Aveme 
Jamary 14, 1938 i 

Myr. Bob Becker 
Outdoor BAitor f 
Chicago Tribune } 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Bobs 

None of my crowd hae ever undertaken any work 
in game breeding, so none of my men would be qualified 
for your opening. I am, however, in active touch with 
two young fellows whom I think would fit your specifications 
very wells 

Ralph ©. Gonway, Wisconsin Conservation 
Department, Madison, Wisconsin 

oe Gilbert Gigstead, U. $. Biological Survey, 
\ Detroit Lakes, Minnesota 

I do not know their present salaries, but I 
suspect Conway is getting $1,800 and Gigstend $2,400. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

vh Professor of Game Management
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TRIBUNE TOWER * CHICAGO 

Doctor Aldo Leopold 
DaE er eet of Wisconsin 
Madison, “isconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Apparently Colonel McCormick wishes to go into 
the breeding of game birds extensively this spring. It 
seems that I have the difficult job of finding for him a 
youhg mam who can handle this job. I wader if you could 
make some suggestions about fellows who know how to raise 
a veriety of game birds on the Colonel's farm at Wheaton, 
Illinois. If you have any suggestions I will appreciate 
them very much. Also can you give me any idea on what these 
young men will want in the way of salary. I understand the 
Colonel is also going to put the job of raising turkeys on 
anyone who is hired. 

Many thanks for your help. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely yours, 

X } ‘ Q rn 
“ad ‘ nO Bob Becker 

eee Outdoor Editor 

BB/ir
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1532 University Aveme 
December 6, 1937 

Mr. Howard I. Potter | 
Marsh & McLennan 
164 West Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Howard: 

I imagine you have been wondering why Hamerstrom 
and myself have dropped out of sight during recent months. 

The story is this: Hamerstrom found when he signed 
up here last fall that he had to take a lot more courses than 
either of us had anticipated. Accordingly he is spending the 
entire first semester getting rid of his courses and is doing 

no field work except such banding work as we can get done 
through volunteer cooperators scattered over the state. The 
upshot is that he will not begin serious field work until 
next February. 

We are still interested in work on the Leach Creek 
Marsh but naturally cannot be definite about it until Hamerstrom 
has had a chence to look over the area, which will not be until 
February. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



1932 University Avenue 

July 19, 1937 

Mr. Howard I, Potter 
Meveh & MeLennan 
164 ¥est Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear Howard: 

On the last couple of occasions when we have seen each other 
there hae been such a rush of other business that I have had no chance 
to post you up to date on the matter of possible research work on the 
Baraboo region. 

Hamerstrom is definitely intending to start graduate work in 
the University and to take over the prairie chicken study in August or 
September. He will do thie regardless of whether any financial help 
from the Baraboo group is forthcoming, but since he is operating on his 
savings, the work will have a better continuity if such help should be 
available. 

I think Hameratrom is writing or has written you for « date 
when he might call on you te get acquainted. 

He ie aleo favorably disposed to the use of the Leach Creek 
marsh as one of the study areas on which his work will be concentrated. 
He agrees with me that an isolated population unit such as thet on your 
marsh offers a chance to throw light on a good many problems which would 
be harder to attack on a blgger range. 

Only incidental attention could be given to deer, pheasants, 
ete., tut I have another student calling on me today who is interested 
in a decor study, and I may be able shortly to figure out some way to 
get at the study of the Baraboo deer herd. ‘This herd presents the same 
advantages as the prairie chickens on Leach Oreek marsh. 

As compared with a year ago when you firet asked me about 
Yesearch plans, we now have the advantage of a perfectly flexible pro- 
posal under which much or little work could be undertaken to advantage. 

I would like to talk the whole thing over with you and would appreciate 
your suggesting a date when I might call on you or when you would be 
able to come over and look at my plantations. 

t Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



1532 University Avenue 
June 30, 1937 

Mr, %m. W. Welsh 
Welsh and Green 
135 South LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Welsh: 

I am interested in your Big Rock Greek project 
and would, of course, be glad to talk it over with you, 
During the sumer I ghall be in and out, but if you can 
@rop me a line a few days in advance, there would be a 
good chance of finding me in. 

You also have in your state a reguler service 
for advising landowners vith problems of your kind. The 
State Natural History Survey at Urbena has taken on 
Dr. R. EB. Yeatter, one of my former students. You might 

. get his help in drawing your initial plens and ley-outs, 

Yours sinceroly, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



WELSH AND GREEN 

135 SOUTH LASALLE STREET 

alee uh iieeeen CHICAGO Tet Ree he 
WM. PRESCOTT HUNT,UR. 

DE WITT DAVIS 
H.W. VENEKLASEN 

June 24, 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Professor Leopold: 

While in Ann Arbor last week at my 25th reunion I had a most pleasant 
talk with Professor Jocelyn Van Tyne. of the Zoology Department, on the 
subject of birds. I advised him that with a group of friends I ac- 
quired 45 acres of nicely wooded bottom land on Big Rock Creek, one 
mile south of Plano which is sixteen miles southwest of Aurore. 

We are planning to make a game and bird refuge and are applying to the 
State Conservation Department for their protection which we understand 
we can get by leasing our property to the State Conservation Department. 

The woods is mixed with hard maple, elm, oak, butternut, red cedar, syca- 
more, and basswood with plenty of undergrowth and wild grapevines. Some 
of the trees must be close to eighty or a hundred years old. There are 

fox, coon, mink, opossum reported to be on the land and there are plenty 

of song birds. We are planning to do some planting to make it more at- 
tractive for the birds and are raising some wild turkeys, mallards, 
pheasants, and quail to release on the land. 

We are distinctly amateurs and so we are seeking any advice and assistance 
we can get in what we believe is an enjoyable end well worthwhile project. 
In telling Professor Van Tyne: about our plans he recommended that by all 
means we get in touch with you, because of the very fine work that you 
and your men have been doing on these lines. I would certainly appreci- 
ate being told how we can acquire some of your books and literature cov- 
ering your work, and would greatly appreciate any suggestions or words 
of encouragement that you might give us. 

If it isn't asking too much, I would appreciate your advising me when I 
might have an opportunity of meeting you. I come to Milwaukee quite often 
on business and could arrange to drive up to Madison--or, if you are going 
to be in this vicinity at any time, I would certainly make every effort to 
call on you if it was at all convenient. 

I trust that I am not imposing on you and if so, it will be the fault of 
Dr. Van Tyne: who urged me to write you and tell you what we were doing. 

Very truly yours, 

WwW: Zp pipe



Copy to Hamerstrom 

1932 University Ave. 
April 15, 1937 

My, Howard I, Potter 
a 

West Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, Tllinoie 

Dear Mr. Potter: j 

We had so many things to talc about that I'm not sure I made 
elear to you my reactions to your marsh, and the plans for the Prairie 
Chicken Study, 

I think the marsh would mike a very valusble study area, 
With your consent, I'd like to focus o part of the work there. Much 
of the work of course, will be in the counties to the north, 

I have selected F. %. Hamerstrom, Jr., now of Necedah 
(Resettlement Administration) as the student for the chicken study. 

He has been saving up to do further graduate work here for two years, f 
He waa trained by Brrington at Iowa State College, where he took 
his master's degree. I om sending you two of hie joint publications. 
He will begin work sometime during the sumer. 

The first thing as to work near Baraboo is to mke sure that 
you have confidence in Hamerstrom, To this end I am asicing him to 
@all on you sometime. He, in turn, would like to meet you and see 
your land, 

Hamerstrom and I desire to work with you regardless of whether 
any financial fon later materializes, Since, however, he will 
be coving aubisely om 040 own Govings, anh Wall have to yoy Suiblen 
and operate a car, it is clear that any help we can get, from the 
Baraboo croup or elsewhere, will edd to the continuity and effectiveness 
of the work, 

I think 4¢ would be a good idea to desoribe the undertalcing 
to the Baraboo, quite apart from any financial help from them, Accor~ 
dingly I am still at your e211, or Mr. Steeps' call, for a date at 
Baraboo. I enclose an extra copy of this letter, should you care to 
seni it to Mr, Steeps. 

It goes without saying, of course, that if Hamerstrom and 
I are working in your region, we will be available for consultation



2-H, I, Potter April 15, 1937 

by local organizations and landowners. I hope, for instance, 
that as a sidewiseue to the prairio chicken study we can, between 
us, learn a good deal about the Baraboo deer herd, Also about 
perpen gameneng Bye dg ne | feeding, fur species, and relation 
of canary grass to mrsh questions. 

Personally, 1 look forward with a good deal of enthusiags 
to breaking inte these new fields of inquiry, and I predict we will 
poth get a good deal of irick out of the enterprise as it unfolds, 
Dees my outline sound agreeable to you? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

P.3, Thanks for sending uy grip. ‘



April 4, 1937 

Notes on Berehoo Rance 

Leach Creek Marsh, Drained by Binder Bros, between 1916 and 1923, No great 

decrease in tamarack area remembered by local men. "The Popples" started from 

a fire occurring in about 1923, lech popple thicket examined is in the form 

of a narrow strip paralleling a ditch, and represents, no doubt, an extra dry 

zone in which an extra deep peat burn took place, This is confirmed by the 

fact that the spoil bank opposite such thickets is in each case entirely 

consumed, 

Much of the area is in nettles, especially on the east end, Carex (Ripgut) 

seems to follow directly after nettles, Phragmites is confined to the lightly 

burned spots near the north tamaracks. Bog birch is nearly run out by fire. 

Much of the north side is grassy and ready toe come back to pussy willow if given 

& short respite from fire. 

No hay is cut. ‘The frequent spring fires are said to be set for the purpose 

of gathering duck eggs, Ducks nest along the old natural channel of leach Creek, 

Howard Potter is considering canary grass strips for firebreaks. 

Werden Ademski and local farmers agree on about 22 deer and 200 prairie 

chickens as representing the winter population in 1936-37. Pheasants are 

increasing. 

A local trapper (Selmltz) reports rats, mink, and coon, but no otter. 

Baraboo Deer Herd History. AK, Bassett of Ski-High Orchard cays deer were 

abundant just previous to 1900, An open season was allowed which progressively 

shortened as deer decreased ani hunting increased (30, 20, 10, and 5 days), 

By 1902 the deer were virtually wiped out, They built up again during the war, 

and about 1919 reached a peale estimated as 10 times the present population, 

They remained fairly abundant until 1927, but have since been decreasing rapidly, 

due presumably to poaching,



i *ae 

Bassett says they de-tmd his apple trees and trample his alfalfa while 

the ground is soft. 

Howard Potter has used electrie fence to protect apple trees, but Bassett 

doubts the effectiveness of this device. The state might reduce the killing 

around orchards by providing eleetrie fences. 

Deer Wintering Grounds, Sauk Co., 1936-37 (Walter Hillmer and Adamsici). 

(For locations see Sauk Co, map, field book.) 

Leach Creek 22 deer 

Dell Creek 10 

Pine Hollow © (but might winter there if fed) 

Honey Creek below dam g 

Merrimac Marsh ? 

Below Delton? ? 

lone Rock Marsh ? 

Below Tom Barrows ? 

The Caledonia Marsh (Columbia) held 30, and the Mazomanie bottoms a 

considerable muber, 

There is something lacking in the above inventory, since there are doubtless 

several hundred deer in the county, 

Quail. All observers agree on a steady decrease of quail through 1935, 1936, 

1937, even on fed ground. 

—Aldo Leopold 

Vile: P. C. Investigation 
Deer Study 

Sanuk Co, 
Copies to: Starker 

Roy Case 
H, Potter



1532 University Aveme 
March 15, 1937 

My, Howard I. Potter 
Marsh & McLennan 
164 West Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr, Potter: 

Tt aa delighted to hear from you. Professor Aamodt 
had told me about his trip on your marsh and I am anxious 
to look it over with you, All you have to do is to say when. 
The period April 17-27, however, I will be planting on my 
place and could not get away very conveniently. I am also 
tied up on Tuesdays and Thursdays until April 17. 

There must have been some mix-up about the spealcing 
date with Mr, Steeps, since I have never heard from him, 
However, that does not matter and we can talk it over at the 
time of our next visit. Meanwhile I have generated a lot of 
new ideas bearing on the general subject of research in the 
Baraboo region which — would like to lay before you, 

Don't forget that I am also anxious to have you 
gee my plantings this spring. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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MARSH & MCLENNAN 
INCORPORATED 

NEW YORK 

Mepene ne INSURANCE “0s ANGELES” 
BUFFALO 

PORTLAND 

CI TSBURGH 164 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD Feces om 

COLUMBUS 
PHOENIX 

INDIANAPOLIS 
WINNIPEG 

LONDON CHICAGO DULUTH 

March 11, 193°70"*4r°r'® 
rerento H.1.P. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

Conservationist - U. S. Department of Wild Life, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. ; 

Dear Prof: Leopold: 

You will be interested to know that I have acquired title to 520 of 

the 760 acres of reclaimed marsh lend just North of the Notch West of 

Route 33, which is a paradise for game. 

Last weekend Dean Christensen, of the Agricultural College, and 

Prof. Aamodt were up there and we saw three deer feeding on the marsh 

and as we circled the Tamaracks five deer came out and leisurely aociens Laxton cf 

across the marsh and were within view for a mile or more. 

There are some 200 prairie chickens in one flock, according to Mr. Bailey, 

a farmer in that neighborhood, who made the cout recently. 

Steeps said he wrote you about coming to Baraboo but gave you such short 

notice that he was not surprised when you had other eppointments. 

Whenever it is convenient in the near future I would like to arrange 

with you to look over this new acquisition because it is my intention to 

make it a Wild Life Refuge but before doing so would like to discuss it 

quite carefully with you. 

Sincerfly yours, 

* | pe 
HIP:D oward I. Potter. 

OUR SERVICE INCLUDES A LIFE INSURANCE DEPARTMENT



. : Copy to Mr. Potter 

1532 University 4veme 
December 30, 1936 

My, H, J. Steepa 
Bank of Baraboo 
Baraboo, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Steeps: 

Mr, Howarl Potter advised me that if I did 
not hear from you in regard to the proposed meeting 
at Bayaboo, I should bring the matter to your attention. 

This is just to remind you that if your 
group should desire me to present the matter of wild~ 
Life research, I would be glad to de so at your call, 

Youre sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Frofessor of Game Management
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1532 University Ave. 
December 10, 1936 

My, Howard I. Potter 
syere © Niteonm 

164 West Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear My. Potter: 

T am mach pleased to have the news and to know 
of your contimed interest. 

I fully understand that it would not be strategic 
to move at the wrong time and I am in no lmrry. If Mr. Steeps 
should not write me before December 20, I will drop him a line, 

Meanwhile I have been giving our venture a good deal 
of thought and think I have untangled some of the organization 
difficulties. I will not try to discuss these by mail but 

will be interested to talk the thing over with you at the next 
opportunity. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Signed in Professor of Game Management 
Mr. Leopold's absence, 

'



MARSH & MCLENNAN 
NEW YORK INCORPORATED 
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VANCOUVER 

COLUMBUS FEDERAL RESERVE BANK BUILDING PHOENIX 
DETROIT 

TULSA 

aariee ea 164 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD ani tan 

MILWAUKEE 
ea” 

CHICAG® December 4, 1936, 

REFER TO Hits Ps 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

Department of Agricultural Economics, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisemsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Vice-President H. J. Steeps of the Bank of Baraboo, whom I mentioned to 

you some weeks ago as being enthusiastic about getting together interest- 

ed parties for the preliminary work on the game survey in Sauk County, 

told me last Saturday that it was still uppermost in his mind but that 

President L. S. VanOrden of the Bank had been confined to his home most 

of the time during the past few weeks which left the burden of the Bank 

with Mr. Steeps. Accordingly Mr. Steeps has not had an opportumity to 

date to give the attention necessary to our proposal. Further, he men- 

tioned that a good many of "those who do things" along this line in Bar- 

aboo have been engaged in a campaign of the local Elks Club, in the pur- 

chase of the former Al Ringling home for Club quarters. However, he 

thought these activities would be over soon and he hoped to get a chance 

to do something along our lines. 

I mentioned to Mr. Steeps that in view of the fact that I was located in 

Chicago most of the time perhaps it would be best for him to communicate 

with you. My suggestion now is that if you do not hear from him within 

a week that you drop hima line saying that you are doing so at my request. 

State that you would like to arrange a date convenient to you and to him 

for the preliminary gathering. 

Steeps is a fine fellow, brother-in-law of Judge Evans, whom you know, and 

I know you will like him. 

My experience has been that unless one follows these things rather active- 

ly they "die on the vine". 

If you agree with the above procedure let me have a line from you so that 

I will be advised in order to help you in any way that I can. 

Sincgrely yours, 

HIP:D Mine 
ward I. Potter. 

OUR SERVICE INCLUDES A LIFE INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
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Sopy. 

THE NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

Milwaukee, Wis., July 6, 1936 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin { 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

In accordance with our conversation some time 

ago, the following is a description of the manner in which 

the fox was killed by cockleburs, 

"Some years ago while hunting with another 

young man in Calhoun County, Illinois, we happened on a 

fox suspended by his tail from the fork of a projecting 

limb of a fallen tree, ‘This limb projected some fifteen 

feet into the air. i 

There was a bad infestation of cockleburrs in 

that particular part of the county, and the river bottom 

soil is a black gumbo, In running through the weeds and 

wet soil, the fox's brush had become matted with the cockle- 

burrs and gumbo soil until it closely resembled a rather 

large ball. 

He had evidently run up the protruding limb 

to throw the pursuing dogs off the scent, and in jumping 

off again, the matted ball at the end of his tail caught . 

in the narrow fork of the branches, leaving the fox 

hanging in mid-air, Unable to release himself, he had 

perished where we found him sometime afterward." 

Yours very truly, 

A, C, Medler 

Copies for Fox folder / : 

: Tilinois folder 

Original filed Accident folder
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April 4, 1936 J a 
yt 

Professor Aldo Leepeld, 
in Charge, Game Research, 
New Soils Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: % 

Thank you for the literature you sent me recently. 
We have found only sbout normal losses of prairie chiekens 
this winter on our area in Jasper county, southeast-rn 
illinois, but something lixe 80 per cent loss of quails 
on the same area Since last September, including a moderate 
kill during the hunting sesson. 

Sincerely yours, 

RE. re 

Game Specialist



H.L.STEVENS & COMPANY 

2Ol Wortli Wells Street 

CHICAGO 

March 30th, 1936. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 

* Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I see that you have returned from 
your trip to Germany, and I hope 
you had a profitable and enjoy- 
able trip. 

I am sorry to say that the build- 
ing business has not recovered 
sufficiently as yet to justify 
my providing for a graduate 
student in game at Valley Farm, 
near Tomah, Wisconsin, but my 
desire to do this is just as 
strong as ever, and you may be 
sure that just as soon as busi- 
ness conditions justify, I will 
make such an arrangement. 

Sincerely yours, 

HLS: dhh - 
C7. ttDJ
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i UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE , 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY ; ot F 

WASHINGTON, D. c. ; ¢ (- 

ADDRESS REPLY TO (ein eL ) 
CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO : Qype 

FH-Z May 28, 1931. 

Quail 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. National Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Wallace B. Grange has asked us to send you a copy 

of his report on a proposed quail management demonstration 

at Seneca, Illinois, which we take pleasure in inclosing. 

Sincerely, 

We Neudewhry 

Incl. B-9657. Acting Chief. 
;
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An inspection of the Seneca Hunt Glub property near Seneca, Lasalle | 
. Gounty, Tllinois, was made on May 19, 1931 in company with Mr. John Ball, 

field representative of the du Pont de Nemours Company and Mr. w. B. Gaith. 
President of the Seneca Hunt Club. A conference had been held the previous 
day, in Chieago, with these gentlewa ani with Capt. Willian Spears, Mr. 
Ge B. Cooks, and Mr. Frederick Farnsworth. 

SPU a tes cxose pao extaitln cams ah Go Whee teoel ew acres, 340 eres are actually owned and the balance leased for 
hunting rights only at 104 per acre, 

Pe cane The ares is typical of much Tilinois territory in being 
tivated and bare of cover for the most pert, and the river 

wreaks section is typical of the bluff country along the Illinois River. 
A portion of the ares is high, imtensively farmed plateau Land above the 
breaks; another section contains the bluffs and gullies, often partially 
wooded, overlooking the river; the third section consists of alluvial 
pottomiand along the river, this aleo being mostly cultivated but with 
some warsh and pond land. 

oe ‘Thess are such, for the most part, as to wake a 
very Present~-day quail environsent over much of the property. 
Weodlote are invariably grazed and the muaber of horses, sheep, cattle, and. 
hogs is large. Ono pasture of 160 acres was seen. Hoge and cattle graze 
off the standing corn in winter. Osage orange hedges are «till found but 
are being grubbed out and those which are left are comonly trimmed up 
every few years. De~bvrushing of roadsides, fencerows and even gullies and 
etreom courses hes been carried to an extrem, except along the breaks. 
It ie eaid that the whole cleaning up wrocess was accentuated during the 
wer when such slogans as “Kill your deg and food a hog" were the rule of 
the doy. The cleaning up process has continued and is now secepted 
practice. Just below this area, and perhaps in if, the practice of moving 
feness by mtual agreenent of landowners to acre effectively eliminate all 
fencerow vegetation is used, resulting in cultivation of every foot of 
lend. Corn and cate are leading crops with sou wheat. 

A Very unfavorable conditian is the tenant syeten in use. While the 
lané is fertile and productive it was over~boomed in and following the war 
to such an extent that much of it was taken over on foreclosures and is 
now owed by banks and absantee owners. Kentale are generally on a half 
the grain crop tasis with oagh paid for pastured land, but difficulty is 
said to be experienced in collecting cash rentals and many of the tenants 
farm for one or tro years and move on. Conseqvently there has been little 
or no opportunity for auy permanent policy of Land use being worked out for 
these forms, especially in view of the common tenant attitude of taking 
whatever the land will produce while the taking is good.



SE Peat Jae iced Sn Be sees 800 quail have been released on 
the area, 500 Mexican bobwhites in March, 1930 and 300 native quail, 
probably from Mississippi, in Mareh 1931. 

25 feeding patches have been planted about the property. In 1950 
very little grain matured as rainfall from April until fell was negligible. 
En 1931 the patches have been planted to Korean lespedeza, soybeans, 
millet, keffir corn, and sorghum but apparently these seeds were all mixed 
up and planted together. The patches are centralized in the interior of 
the property. 

61 grain feeding hoppers or boxes were in use last winter, the box 
being set up off the ground so that the quail must jump up into it to eat. 
The box is covered over with wire to afford protection ani the hopper is 
often partly covered by cornstalks and brush. 

Whble there seems to be a very definite feeling against hawks and 
owls, as well as fur~bearing animals, there has not been, apparently, any 
organized effort to destroy them. I believe, however, that farmers are 

' encouraged to kill possible predators. 

Artificial propagation of quail is being undertaken on a small 
scale in pens which are a wide departure from the ordinary equipment. Peng 
are only a foot or 16 inches high, are small and have wire bottoms raised © 
from the ground for breeding birds. A fish net top is designed to act as 
buffer in case the birds are excited. A few eges are being produced. 
An attempt to rear young quail under hens will be made, bringing the birds 
up to an age when they can be turned down with cock quail. 

The farmers on whose properties feed patches have been located are 
Paid for the land thus used. Payments average about $20 per station and 
totalled about $800 last year. 

eee The Seneca Hunt Club has a membership of 23. Most of these 
men have little or no hunting on the property. 

TRESS In 1929-1990 it was estimated there were 1200 quail 
c. property: In 1930-1931 the estimate is that there are 

not more than 400, or half the mumber of released birds only. Quail 
declined seriously in the last year. Whether or not the decline is 
Permanent cannot be ascértained at this time. 

(SeRS GLE tee _Joune tration! 4s fer as the land, agricultural practices, 
‘ present results are concerned, a quail management’ demonstration gould 

reasonably be expected to produce results, barring extraordinary circum- 
stances beyond control. The land is naturally productive. It is typical 
of the farming lands of a large part of Illinois and from this standpoint 
a demonstration would be very desirable. Se far as the area itself is 
concerned, then, a demonstration would be possible and desirable, and in 
fast the lands embraced in the preserve would, in my opinion, be excellent 
for the purpose.



However, the elub actually controls only about 400 aeres, the 
balance of the preserve boing subject to Little or no eontrol so far as 
managment of cover is concerned’. Absentee ownership hinders such control, 
particularly if agreements are meade with omers but actual working relation 
ships must be established with tenanta. In the opinion of Mr. iith, ' 
President of the club, it would be too expensive to purchase cover reetora- 
tion rights on most of the high-priced farm land of the aves, It would 
also, in most eases, in his opinion, be virtually impossible to enter into 
effective agreewenta as to the preservation of exinting cover because of 
the costs involved. The selection of one ausli area for intausive develop~ 
ment would not be feasible, in hie opinion, for the reason that formers in 
this area would receive more compensation than thoge outside the suall 
aren and this would engender dissatisfaction and would tend to raise the 
eoste for the whole preserve. i. Smith iuforsed us that he did not ; 
believe any control of coverte could be aswured for the three year period 
and thet if such cover restoration were o major uethed involved, he did 
net believe the plan feasible, fron the standpoint of cost. It was 
explained that the cost might not be great for natural revegetation 
methods, but the point at issue is not the aethod of restoration but the 
eoet of the land use itselt. 

Goeaaandnt ions: Under the above cireumtanees it does not seem possible 
@ quail manageuont desoustration. I watld not recomend « } 

Gouonstration unless definite control of enough ieand for cover restoration 
(say 1 to 6% of the area) ean be aseured. If suoh control can be offered, 

for the area as a whole or for a good siged tract within the area, I 
would recomend favorably. 

Signed: “Wallace 3. Grange 
; Cooperative Agent. 

OO to: Major Waller 
Tohn Ball 
He Le Stoddard 
Aldo Leopold : 

; Paul Berington 
Se Be Grange
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Copy to: 7 
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY Mr. Aldo Leopold, —, 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 404 Univ. Ave.Natl. jank Bldg. 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT Madison, Wig. 4 
AP 

Mr. ane N. Ball uu 

May 2, 1931. 

MR, HENRY. Po. DAVIS.— OUTGOING MAIL: 

Your discussions with Mr. Farnsworth relative to 
a@ Quail demonstration in Illinois strikes me as being desirable 
and promising. Wo doubt Ball will notify us of his conversation 
with Mr. Farnsworth at a later date. 

I note that you are sending a copy of your letter to 
Ball and to Leopold, and I am doing the same with this so that 
they will be informed of what is going on. 

Of course it would be impossible for me to make any 
guess as to whether or not Grange would be available for this 
works However, I ouite coneur in Leopold's suggestion that it 
might be advisable to have Errington on this job and to have 
Grange look in on it as and when his duties take him within 
striking distance of this location - this primarily with the 
idea of acquainting Grange with the Illinois situation and 
the developments, so that the report of this demonstration 

¥ could be coordinated with the other reports, and in that way 
the demonstration, as far as results are concerned, would be 
tied in with the southern quail area demonstrations. I am 
not sure whether this could be tied in in any other way,however, 
althowh I am quite confident that Ball, Farnsworth, Leopold and 
Errington could work out satisfactory methods of procedure and 
I suggest to them that they take this matter up with that end 

fe Gorse 
Le W. T. WALLER, JR. 
DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION. ’ 

LWTW/e 

f
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May 5, 1931, * 

Dr. Henty Baldwin Ward 
Head of Zoological Division, 
University, of Illinois, 
Urbana, Ili. 

My dear Dr. Ward - 

Following out my talk with you recently at the 
. Isaak Walton League Convention, I am attaching hereto copy of 

the "Proposed Cooperative Quail Investigations and Demonstrations 
for the Bobwhite Quail Belt of the South." These investigations 
and demonstrations are being gotten up by the du Pont versonnel 
and operated by the Biological Survey. 

’ The underlying idea is fairly well expressed. 
These demonstrations were oer about primarily by the inability 
of our personnel to induce landowners to practice game management 
in accordance with the Stoddard method because of lack of informa- 
tion concerning cost. This of course was an item with which 
Stoddard was not unduly concerned. ; 

This thought led to the adoption of the vr It 
demonstration which was later enlarged to include Tyne I investi- 
gations, et as nearly as is necessary and practicable a dupli- 
cation of Stoddard's type of work in locations where, due to 
élimate, changing — conditions, etc., hie own Georgia find- 
ings might not apply; thus, these Type I investigations become a 
continuation of Stoddard's originel investigations and should be 
productive of good results. . 

The proposed investigations and demonstrations have 
been accented by the Biological Survey, and several of the demonstra- 
tions are mow being organized. It is ouite noesible that by the fall 
we may have one or two of the Tyve I investigations. in operation, 
The vrincipal difficulty anveare to be trained personnel. Owing 
to the recent drought conditions in the South, the shortage of 
birds is so acute that cooperation and financing is a relatively 
minor consideration and can avperently be accomplished.



Dr. Henry Baldwin Ward -2- May 5, 1931. 

It is our hope that in a reasonable time we can have 
a Type I investigation going in every section of the South showing 
different conditions and that these Type I investigations will be 
surrounded by a sufficient number of Type II demonstrations to 
prove the feasibility of employing game management methods to 
the increase of the quail crop. 

Needless to say, this tyne of work has been going on 
such a short time that we cannot predict results and therefore are 
abstaining from all forms of publicity. We would much prefer to 

: publish and capitalize on achievements after the fact and not before. 

I thought that you would be interested in knowing that 
this type of work was going on and hence, this rather lengthy letter. 
Incidentally I may say that Leopold is quite enthusiastic and believes 
that these demonstrations will be productive of results. 

John Ball, our field man in your area, whom you met at 
Chicago, hae interested some Illinois svortsmen in the Tyre IT 
sort of demonstration, and one of these may de put on in the State 
of Illinois under the supervision of Errington, as this would be a 
little far for either Stoddard or Grange to suvervise in connection 
with the others. This Illinois project is at the present time merely 
in the formative stage. 

With best wishes, I am 

oer ae 
DL. W. T. Waller, Jr. ; 
Director of Conservation. 

LYTW/e 

Oren Qidy - Jp o der wy a 

\
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May 9, 1931 

: Major L. W. T. Waller, Jr. 
‘ Director of Conservation 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Major: 

Thanks for sending me the correspondence about 
the demonstration developments. 

I contime to be considerably puzzled abou the 
attitude and plans of the Biological Survey. I gathered 
that when you spoke to Redington in Chicago he appreciated 
the difficulties, but it would appear that he has not had 
time to untangle them. If there is anything you want me 
to do, I would be glad to try it on my next trip Rast but 
I think you could do it better and more promptly. 

I would like to make it clear that I cannot 
obligate’ Errington as to his relations to the Illinois ; 
project. I have talked to him about the matter and I 
think he is enthusiastic about giving them a limited amount 
of time, but until his degree is completed he will perforce 
have to restrict his contribution to that which yields re+ 
search returns. I would rather have you put it that Grange 
is the technical adviser with Errington occasionally help= 
ing out, than vice versa. I will see Grange shortly and —~ 
tall: this over with him. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Syrvey
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Nov. 24, 1930 * ‘ F 

Mr. Paul ¢.Redington, Chief 
U. 8. Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. : : 

Dear Red: § é 

: I have your wire of Novesber 21. I entirely agree with 
you thet without evidence, at least from a few localities, of a satie- 
factory quail crop during the sumer, the disease theory falls dovn 
and the Illinois situation resolves itself into a need for a compre- 
hensive quail investigation rather than a need for an energency disease 
investigation in order to prevent the disappearance of perishable evi- 
dence. Possibly Mr. Mansfield had not foun’ time to compile the disease 
evidence, bat will sen? it later. 

Let me interject a thought about the Illinois situation 
which may not have occurred to you. I think Mr. Mansfield 1s anxious, 
end rightly so, to start sone rind of action right away, even though 4 
it may not ultimately prove adequate. If the sportemen left room for 
anybody to say that they remained idle after learning of the ratical 
shortage, it would furnish emcamition for these who will mturaliy 
seck a remedy in such expedients as closed sensons, rather than the 
initiation of measures to restore favorable environments an? mach 
relationships between sportsaen ani farmers as will get those relation- 
ships applied to the cround. For this reason the cooperation of the 
Biological Survey in malring some rind of a start has a psycholocical 3 
and strategic value which should not be overloolzed. 

4 more thorough-coing plan micht arise out of a prelim- 
inary inspection by your organization. Public support for a real : 
quail investigation will be easiest obtained while the menory of the 
poor shooting season is fresh. My Illinois and Indiana reports my : 
be of some use as a founiation for formating a plan of actions : 

As a minim, ¢an you see your my clear to examining ! 
any pathological material which Mr. Mansfield my collect, and making 
a date with sone representative croup of Illinois sportemen at the | 
time of the Game Conference to thresh out final plans? I do not mean 
te be provosing what the Biological Survey should do, bet I do want . 
to emphasize the stratecic advantace of early action. : 

I am senling copies of this to Mr. Mansfield and Seth 
Gordon for their personal information. 

Yours sineerely,
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Nov. 18,1930 

Mee Co Fe Mansfield, Jr. 

Uniform Conservation laws Commission 
503 Leland Office Building : 
Springfield, Illinois 

Dear fir. Mansfield: 

Daring our telephone conversatim I of course did not have a 
very leisurely opvortunity to think over the mture of the evidence on 
the Tllimeis quail situation. I took it for granted that the evidence 
of a satisfactory crop last swuaser on the aren where birds are now very 
searce ~as conclusive. We of course have no particular reason for ms- 

peoting disease unless the evidence is conclusive, because there are 
many ways in which the hard winter plus the sumer ¢routh may have com 
bined to reduce the crop by perfectly ordinary and normal processes. 

That te why I wired you last night to seni Redington a ewamery of 
your evidence as to sumer coniitions. This letter is merely an explan- 
ation of the vire. 

Poul L. Zrrington, our fellowship student working on quail here 
at the University, would be a very good mm to make an examination for 

disease, since he is highly trained in that line, but I did not augcest 
him yesterday because it is practically impossible for him to leave on 
account of hie classroom obligations. 

If the evidence to support a disease theory is insufficient, ve 
etill heve left the probles of what to do te retimild the quafl crop. 

This, however, is lesa of o rush job beemuse the evidence ia not going 
to disappear over night. It would sean to mo highly appropriate for 
the BARAERER Suey Tela Sis Ss So Sou: SO eee a 
an examination. Zhe reason I suggested rather than Grange for 
the disense exanination fe that he hag had a lot of experience Im diag~ 

nosing diseases, but Grence is much easter to cet and is fully qualified 
to conduct a survey of the situstion. ee ee 

would help to asoure getting his services tf the [1: sportemen were 
willing to pay his expences, ani I thine it would also mim them more : 

receptive to the findings if they share’ the cost of cetting those find 
ingte 

I om gending copies of this letter to Redington, Olin, Gordon, and 

Stoddard. 

Yours sincerely,
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Rev. 17, 1930 ; 

Mr. Poul G. Redington, Chief 
Us S- Biolegieal Survey 
Washington, D. 0. 

Dear Redt 

During the last two or three days my desk has been flooted with 
revorte from gouthern Illinsie ant Missourl desertbing an extreme and 
unexpected scarcity of quafl tn localities where they are normally 
abunient, ant in many of which all of the evidences of a thrifty erop 
were visible up to a month or two ago. 

G. FP. Mansfield, secretary of the Uniform Conservation laws 
Comiission, 503 Lelent Office Butlding, Springfield, Mlinols, with 
whom you have corresponied in the past, reports that three gums during 
the two opening deys of the seuson near Carlinville icilied only four 
quail. 

Phil M. Smith, a very reliable corresponient of mine in Callaway 
County, Missourl, estinstes that the erop in his part of the state will 
not average 50 per cont of last year. He personally hunted recentiy 
on Black River {n southern Missouri and found tw covies on crount 
where last year he fount eighteen. He also hunted north of Mllington 
in Reynclds County, shere he says coniitions are even worse and the 
covies do not exceed 6-10 birds in size. fie also mmted near his 
plaee in Callaway County ané foun two covies where there are oriin~ 
artly 5-6. 

Bob Becker, the sports writer in the Chicago Tribune, I unferstand 
recently reported a severe and unexected shortage near Maftison, Tllinois, 
whieh is rated as the dest remaining quail country. 

All of this evidence would usually of course meraly reflect a short 
: crop, but Mr. Mansfield reports that on his place in Greene County, 

ee Be eae ee ee oe See, i Oe ee Se es See 
or two ago. ly only commmication with has been by telephone, 0 

I do not have much dotatl, but IT understand he ie in a position to fur~ 
nish evidence that there seemed to be a good erop until recently. I an 
wirijg him to send you a sumery of the evidence to thic effect. 

If there is satisfactory evidence thet there wes a crop until mid- 
gumer, then the subsequent disappearance may Indicate « condition of : ‘ 

disease, a field investigntion of which is important. Hence I wired you



as follows: 

“Uniform Conservation Lows Comission of Illinois reporte 
. extreme scarcity of quail where excellent crops were soon 

as late as mid-semer. Suspect disease. If Illinois should 
offer to pay travel expense, can you get Stoddard or other 
investigator to look over ermnd? Letter.* 

I told ir. Mansfield that it would probably be very difficult for 
you to arrange any prompt action on this matter unless T1linois paid 
the expenses, and I asked him whether the Conservation Comission could 
be counted on. He thought not. ‘That part of it, however, I think can 
justly be left to the Illinois sportemen. If they can arranze to pay 
the travel expenses, I assume they will let you Imow ané am senfing a 
copy of this letter to Mr. Mansfield accor@ingly. 

Yiven if there in not diseases, a field determination to gather 
evidence of the extent of the scarcity, and the connestion, if any, 
with the sumer drouth, would bo a valuable thing both to the Tllinois 
sportanen and to the Survey. 

Mr. Manefield 1s requesting his frients to save any material in 
the way of carcasses or sick biris found while hunting. 

; ly object in wiring you was to facilitate getting into the field 
quickly because of the greater chances of finiing pathological evidence. 
Without strong evidence that a crop was present until mid-summer, how 
ever, the diseases hypothesis of course breaks down in part. 

I om mailing a copy of this to Stoddard direct, so that he will 
Imow something about the clreumstances in the event you take the matter 
up with him. I take it that Grance 1s now in Washington, so I om not 
eending an extra copy to hin. 

\ Youre sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charme, Game Survey k



WHEREAS, the Illinoie Division of the Izaak Walton 

League of America ha& requested approval by the National Ex~ 

eoutive Board of the League, of the $14,000,000 bond issue bill 

sponsored by the Illinois Division, passed by the Illinois Leg- 

islature, and to be submitted to a referendum of the voters of 

Illinois at the fall election of 1930, and 

SHEREAS, the said bill,ae drawn, ean furnish little if 

anything @uggestive of example for use nationally, or in other 

states, and will not serve as an eduestional effort for Yalton- 

ian purposes, and the laudable aim of this measure to acquire 

lands for public purposes, will be obscured completely by at- 

tack on numerous other sufficiently valid grounds, 

NOW, THEREFORE, BH IT RESOLVED, that 
the Wxecutive Board of the Ieask Yalton League 
of America, commend the ends sought te be ob- 
tained by the Illinois Bon@ Iesue Referendum 
Bill, in obtaining for perpetual public use, 
teereational and refuge areas, and in the re- 
storation and preservation of unwisely drained 
swamp lands, provided there be combined with 
such acquisition, adequate control of expen- 
ditures of Be scarps funds and sufficient non- 
political inistrative machinery for the 
soientifie handling of the conservation prob- 
lems involved. 

Adopted July ist, 1930. 

Nebo, FLA yp ofp | 
U > Z yoo 

argh, |
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INDIAN REFINING COMPANY ( 

LAWRENCEVILLE, ILLINOIS 

OSCAR JOHN DORWIN 

GENERAL COUNSEL August el, 1930. 

Aldo Leopold, Esa., Na 

421 Chemistry Building, Qu 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Olive is under the weather as a regult of a strained 

pack, and I am therefore replying for her to your letter of the 

* 21st. The man of whom she spoke is S. H. Eaton, and his address 

is simply Lawrenceville, Illinois. I have talked with him and 

he says that Grey Foxes are probably extinct here at the present 

time. At least, he has not seen any, ano ne knows that many 

years ago they were reported as having been very rare. Red Foxes, 

however, are becoming more numerous. If by wolves you mean what 

is known here as coyotes, there are some reported occasionally. 

A den of coyotes was found in Crawford County. this summer. There 

is at least one crow roost in Lawrence County and one in Richland 

County, both in the northern part of the counties. He.does not 

ynow how old they are. He is of the opinion that Feral Cats are 

fairly numerous. He infers this from the tracks in the snow in 

the woods. They are frequently traded by coon hunters. He does 

not, however, know of any dens. Also, he knows of no Bob Cats in 

this vicinity. 

I trust that the foregoing will give you at least part 

of the information that you are seeking. Olive and I are hoping 

that your work will take you back to Lawrenceville soon. 

With very best wishes from both of us, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

oo = 

» et a ae
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; STATE OF ILLINOIS Che ue 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION i 

SPRINGFIELD 

DIVISION OF FORESTRY ROOM 600 STATE CAPITOL 

LEWIS B. SPRINGER, SUPERINTENDENT TELEPHONE: CAPITOL 1400 STATION 57 

August 25, 1930. 

: Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

Your letter of July 30 requesting statistics on 
the importations of Mexican quail had been delayed because 

E I was out of the office about a month only getting back just 
before the State Fair. 

Your figures for 1925, 1926. and 1927, I think are ue 
correct and I find out from the main office that there have 
been no quail imported since 1927 with the exception of 100 
pair which were recently purchased I think through a Mr. Coleman 
of Virginia or West Virginia, for use at the Springfield Game 
Farm. You may not know that at the State Fair Grounds they 
have fenced off 40 acres with a good steel fence and they are 
starting in to produce quail, pheasants and wild turkey. They 
also have a plot of 5 acres on the State Forest at Anna surrounded 
by a good woven wire fence and believe it is their intention to 
raise wild turkey on this tract. Of course if you are in the 
state we would be very glad to have you look these things over. 
The turkies have not yet been introduced into the pen in southern 
Illinois but I understand will be this fall. 

Trusting that under the circumstances you will pardon 
my delay in answering your letter and wishing you the best of 
success in your work, I remain, 

Very sincerely yours, tie 

Chief Forester 

RBM:R : 
enc.
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EAST ALTON, ULL. 

March 20, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building (U. W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

I have now secured the information requested in 

your letter of February 21st regarding the status of Illinois 

planted Hungarian partridges. IT am attaching a copy of your 

2 letter, the questions in which have been marked I, II, III 

and IV. The answers are as follows: 

i. Three covies have been seen between the Hospital 

grounds and Fosterburg, averaging from 17 to 18 birds ina 

covey. The Hospital referred to is the Alton State Hospital 

for Insane. The Game Farm is located on these grounds. This 

a) property is North of our Powder Company's grounds. Foster- 

vn burg is about 7 miles Northeast of the Hospital. 

ac. In addition to these three covies, five covies have 

been seen on the State Game Farm grounds, averaging about the 

same number of birds per covey; namely, 17 to 18. 

It, These observations were last made in February, 19350; 

about the middle of the month. { 

Lil, Observations similar to those quoted above were made 

for the three years after the plant and at various times during 

the three years. 

IVs There has been evidence of breeding. Mr. Metcalf 

States in February and March, but I doubt this. The rest of 

his statement is that eggs and young birds have been seen. 

The nesting has taken place in open fields and quite often 

the birds have built their nests in depressions in the ground 

caused by a horse's hoof resulting in destruction when wet 

weather comes. 

From the above information I am satisfied that Hungarians 

are still in this vicinity and that there will be some propaga-



March 20, 1930; 

Mr, Aldo Leopold - Page 2 

tion this year. I will try to secure more information as the 
year progresses. 

Yours very truly, 

ice President 

J.M,0lin:W
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- February 21,199 ° 28238 ¢ 

A« 
° 

Mr, John M. OLin oe 
estern Cartridge Co, 
Bast Alton, Tllinois 

Deer Mr. Olin: - : 

In making up the Hungarian map for Missouri, 
I wish to show the status of Illinois plants immediately across 
the river. i i 

Last year, while I wes making the Tllincis Survey, 
you told me that 130 Hungarians had been planted near-East Alton 
in.1927; that there were still some around, but a had not taken 

hola. me ee ben 15 miles y 
: north of where Lanted. 

; { : 
4h Does the phrase "still some around" refer to the 

drift birds seen 15 miles north, or were there still some in the 
vicinity of Alton? } 

Ay If the letter, when wore they last sebn? 

A\\y then were the drift birds seen, in 1927, 1923, oF 
1s29r (NY | 

AY Has there been any evidence of breeding whatsoever? 
If so, I would appreciate a statement of where, when, and what wos 

‘ i * | - 

I am sending you an extra copy of this letter so that 
\ your reply can be seribbled on the margin. | 

" In case you do not have the necessary information, | \ 
would you kindly forward this letter to Mr. — or someone élse 

Whom you think in a position to answer these ques lons? . 

“i Tanking you for your help in looking up this detail, 
Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Inel. : /



GAME SURVEY 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

421 CHEMISTRY BLDG. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

February 238, 1930 

/ Mr. L. C. Dadant 
Bee Supplies 
Hamilton, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Dadant: © ‘ 

Mr. T. E. Musselman of Quincy told me recently 

that you have in your company a Mr. Pellet, who may have 
evidence as to fall"migrations of quail. Mr. Musselman 
remembers somebody from your region telling him that quail 
were seen flying southward across the Mississippi. I would 
greatly appreciate your handing this letter to Mr. Pellet 

- and letting me have any evidence in your or his possession 
pearing on this mooted question. 

I desire this information for my report on the 

game survey of Missouri, which I have just completed. If 
your reply can reach me within a week it will be much ap- 

preciated. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Cele Lopolef ios 

| ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Dear ir Leopold: - 

This letter was mislaid and has just come to 
light. I regret that I am unable to give you any information 

whih will be helpful to you. The migrations of quial as I have 
observed them are very limited and I have not personally seen 
any of the birds flying across the Mississippi. 

Very truly yours 

: Frank ©. Pellett



421 Chemistry Building 

July 12, 1929 

Dr. W. T. MeAtee i 
Bureau of Biological Survey 

: Washington, D. 0. é 

Dear McAtee: 

; Mr. Redington has sent me your memorandum of June 3, and 
I appreciate your taking the trouble to comment in detail on my 
Tllinois report. As I have said before, my greatest lack is cure 
rent critisism and I am very anxious to gat ali of this I can, 

As to glaciation and pheasants, I certainly agree with you 
that their relation is merely an hypothesis, If f have implied 
otherwise in my reports I hereby back water, : 

I have heard of the pheasants on Sapeloe Island but I 
understood they were constantly being recruited by artificial propa+ 

gation, Can you tell me whether or no this is a fact? If it is sas a0 
the case of course does not constitute evidence of survival in a 

. wild state, If it is not, then there is one hole in the glaciation 
hypothesis, and a large one. 

Yours sincerely, s 

AIpO IZOPOLD, 
f Tn Charge, Game Survey,



(G (0) i | June 7, 1929. 

My. Redington: 

: I find Mr. Leopold's revort very interesting and it has 
value, I, too, think with Mr. MeAtee that in his theory concern- 
ing glaciation Mr. Leopold 1s going somewhat far afield for a 
governing factor in game bird propagation. This, if an influence, 
is probably of minor importance, 

In his conclusions relative to the sportsman former relation- 
ship Mr, Leopold is on a sound, progressive idea, I think, He cites 

a@ single instance and I happen to know of several similar arrange- 
ments that are now in effect or wmder way. I believes that this 
system ~ in use in England, by the way, eince the War and the 
resultant breaking up of large estates - will come generally into 
use in this country where upland game 1s considered. I believe it 
is a satisfactory method and should be welcomed, It will, however, 
greatly restrict that number of people who will shoot game. The 
pools will be limited and the fees sufficiently high to deny the | 

: privileges to a very large proportion of American gunners. Yet, 
exceot for such restrictions, American upland shooting cannot 

; flourish indefinitely. 

Mr, es conclusions ae tc enforcement work and the 
necessity for better cooperation between Federal and State officers 

o is generally true + particularly true of the district covered by 
the report + but it is not new to us nor is it, I think, due to 
any neglect or indifference on the part of the Survey. 

My. Leopold's statistics on game birds are interesting and, 
I think, as accurate as conditions will permit, h 

The eat discussion is valuable and indicates the distinction 
that is wrought by this useless creature, That bobcats will attack 

ak and kill housecats is a fact Zatrly well established, I believe. 
i. | I have known of instances, 

/s/ 3. P. Sheldon 

‘ 

, ' i



Ww : June 3, 1929. 

Mr. Redington: : 

I would submit the following comment on Mr. Leopold's game 
survey of Illinois. Leopold seems still to be sold (page 6) on the 
relation of glaciation to the distribution of pheasants. I think 
that this should be treated merely as a hypothesis; consider the suc- 

s cess now being hed with pheasants on Sapeloe Island. Personally I 
oe i think that establishment of pheasants, Hungarian partridges, and other 

adaptable game birds is in relation to the intensity of the efforts 
that are made toward this end. We observe the growing of plants in 
wide areas having no relation to the original distribution of the 
species; the same is true of domesticated animals, and I think the 

artificial aid that is given the introduced game birds has much the 
same effect on enabling them to live over wide areas and under a great 
variety of conditions. 

The program for reestablishment of quail outlined on pages 20 to 
21 seems very commendable. 

On page 34, Leopold refers to “the dispute as to whether quail 

eat chinch bugs." There may be a dispute as to this matter, but there 
Ca is no doubt as to the fact that quails do eat chinch bugs and some 
yk | times in large numbers. 

me Leopold stresses the importance of refuges at various points in 
the report, both for the protection of upland geme as well as migra- 
tory wild fowl. In this I think he is entirely right, and he will be 
pleased to know that our program calls for the establishment of 
Federal migratory bird refuges in Illinois. His suggestions along 
this line will be useful and I will see that Mr. Uhler, who is to do 
the work in that area, is informed about them. 

The case mentioned and Leopold's recommendations resulting from 
it on pages 58 to 62 is of considerable interest. Apparently here is . 
a new lead in getting cooperation between sportsmen and farmers and 

one that seems much more hopeful than education of individual farmers. 

Of interest to Federal officers enforcing game laws is Leopold's 

statement on page 41 that hunters in Illinois, even at the duck clubs, 

shoot the Federal limit of 25 rather than the State limit of 15. His 

allusion on page 49 to lack of cooperation between the State and 

Federal game wardens also is worthy of attention. 

W. L. McATEE



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

July 9, 1929. 

4 ye i 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leo: 

I am sending you herewith, for what they may be 
worth to you, copies of memoranda given me by Messrs. 

McAtee and Sheldon after they had gove over your Illinois 
report. 

: The report is certainly a most comprehensive one 
and gives a mighty clear picture of many aspects of the 
game problem in Illinois. I hope it will be possible 

for you to work out a plan similar to those that have 

been consummated in other States to get experts on the 
job to follow up the leads which you have given them for 
Tllinois. 

I am leaving to-morrow for a three and a half 

months' trip in the West and will probably not see you 
until my return. I hope that the ensuing months will 
be good ones for you. I know they will be busy ones, 
and I trust that throughout it you and your femily may 

+ enjoy the best of health. 

Sincerely yours, : 

i Paul G, Redington 
Chief. 

Inclosure B-7413



é : M, G. LAMBERT, PRESIDENT A. H. GRAHAM, SECRETARY 

W. B. CURTIS, VicE-PRESIDENT E. O. REAUGH. TREASURER 

Hancock County Farm Bureau 
ee at CARTHAGE, ILLINOIS Po ees ae 

Sop ceean, eee eae W.e.cuaTis 
Me ea J.H. LLOYD, FARM ADVISER H, R. BAKER. County CLUB LEADER oe ak 

aoa ie L. W. BAXTER, MANAGER INSURANCE DEPARTMENT Fewany been 

= led ee THERESE ROSENBOOM, OFFICE SECRETARY Ma Onan aRs 

W. A. VANCE P. A. FULTON 
ERNEST PAINTER PHILIP H. BUCKERT 

paras aber April i 1929. ROBERT M. COCHRAN 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I very much regret that I did not get to see you when you were in 

Hancock County. 

Mr.Dadant called me yesterday and asked for a conference on the 

project that you suggested to him. We hope that this can be arranged 

within the next few days and I will give it my personal attention, 

because I am very much interested in the game propagation, expecially 

the bob-white. 

With reference to the pheasant project, I must confess that he isa 

bird in which I am not interested. My home is at Girard, Illinois, 

a few miles south of the State Game Farm conducted for a number of 

years by Dr. Wheeler. Many pehasants were released from this Farm 

and they became quite numerous in that section of the State. ‘he 

pheasant is a very poor substitute for a game bird, and the shooting 

of pheasants is just about as sporty as the shooting of plymouth rock 

hens. 

As a matter of fact, I do not believe that the ring-neck pheasant : 

has become very well established in the southeastern part of Hancock 

County. I have hunted quail over a considerable portion of that 

territory and was down there on several hunts last year. Only on 

one occassion did I have an opportunity to shoot a ring-neck pheasant 

and that was during the closed season. Possibly my dogs worked on 

these pheasants on one or two other occassions but no finds were 

made because the birds would not lie for the dogs. 

This habit of the ring-neck pheasant together with the fact that 

apparently pheasants and quail do not thrive in the same cover, 

is the reason why I am not enthusiastic about this imported bird. 

What I would like to see done is to try out the Hungarian Partridge, 
which I am infomed, is a real game bird.



Mr. A. Le. =2 : 

In the territory in this State where the ring-neck pheasant has 

pecome established, I am certain that there is a tendency upon 

the part of the large majority of the hunters, especially the farm 
boys, to disregard game laws as applyed to that bird, and that 
is one reason why I believe and hope that it will be impossible 
to propagate the species in any considerable numbers. 

We need some reliable information about practical methods of 

quail propagation and I will be very glad indeed to confer with 

Mr. Dadant and other sportsmen in this territory who are interested 
in this project, with a view toward accomplishing the end that 
you have in mind, 

With best wishes, I am 

Very truly your 

Farm Adviser. 

les



File k 

421 Chemistry Building 

May 20, 1999 

My. ds BH. Lloyd. 

Farm Adviser . 
Carthage, Tliinois 

Dear Mr. Lloyds 

This is a very late acknowledgment of your kind letter 
of April 11. I quite agree with you about pheasants but nevertheless 
it was up to me to find the facts coneerning them, Would you mind 
writing me whether the stock of pheasants around Girard is still atun- 
@ent? Have the releases from the game farm ceased, and if so, when? 
Ali I am getting at is whether the apparent productivity was due to 
constant reestocking or whether they are really established in this 
loeality. 

I hope at o later date to send a copy of my report for 

reading to My. Dadant, and while he has it I would be glad for you 
te look it over. : 

Thanking you for your Co-operation, 

Yours truly, 

ALDO LEOPOLD? : : 
wn Charge, Game Survey. 

Dictated by Mr. Leopold, but 
signed in his absence — delay.



STATE OF ILLINOIS _ 

NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 

} URBANA 

1-10447 

Dear Aldo; 

This annoucement came in the paper 
Wednesday night. Thought you would be 
interested to hear Mills has been made 
Chief, if you you haven't already heard it. 

RLMh.



! be t || Montana State Entomologist 
To Head History S 
WOGtOr- Sarlow: “Be AMills,: statels. eee 8h ek 8 

entomologist, professor and. head| 8 —  . 
of the department of zoology and| : ee | 
entomology, Montana State college, | 33 — 
Bozeman, Mont., since 1937, on| ear == og 
Wednesday was named chief ofthe] i 3 
Illinois State Natural History sur-}@ @ = | T 
vey at the University of Illinois. |9 Peja) 

| Director Frank G, Thompson of]§ fF |ent 
the state department of registra-| Bees | = | pita 
tion and education, following al ms je | | Wee 
mail ballot by-‘members of the state| #2) ger we F | Doc 
board of natural resources and con-| 3 7 | mee 
servation, announced the appoint-| 2 = pee ary 
ment of Doctor Mills, effective] #2. . ote 

There will be a meeting of the| #25 FP meee _ ing 
state board here on February 3,))52 0 a | ane 
and it is believed the new chief} ef tu 
may attend that session. He suc-|= ee 10; 
ceeds the late Doctor Theodore H.| jg , 4 ey 
Frison, who died Dec. 9, 1945. Since erg mm 
the death of Doctor Frison, Doctor : — Ewe 
Leo R. Tehon, botanist and head : thy 
of the survey’s section of applied | Beye &, Le 8 : : 
botany and plant pathology, has|. The | pa 
been acting chief of the survey. ey su 

Selected From Five a 7 a pp to 
~~ oe ep 

_. Doctor Mills was selected from 6 wh sf w 
sive outstanding educators after 5 << S| ib 

‘|the field of possible candidates had ae a 
been narrowed. His experience has HARLOW B. MILLS a 
included a research assistantship 
in the Iowa and Texas agricultural « « « new survey chief 
oe Stations, and With the |e eee 7 

mited States department of agri- a = 
culture in Louisiana, He served ee —_— 
as assistant professor of entomol+| 
ogy and wildlife technician at 
Texas Agricultural and Mechan- 
ical university, 1930-31; ranger 
naturalist and wildlife technician, 
Yellowstone National park, 1934- 
35, and assistant state entomol- 
ogist, Montana, 1935-37, 

He has published over 40 papers 
and books in the fields of sys- 
tematic and economic entomology, 

mammalogy and ornithology, plus 
several magazine articles. . 

Professor Carl G. Hartman, sec- |? 
retary of the Illinois state board |?°® 
of natural resources and conser-|it® 
vation,. said of the appointment of|™ 
Doctor Mills: | st 

“The state board of natural re- z 
sources.and conservation has been 
most deliberate in canvassing the 
country for a man to Succeed the|* 
late Doctor Theodore Frison, who E 
combined scientific attainment, ex-|U 
ecutive ability and a captivating|§ 
personality to a rare degree. The|}! 
board’s choice from among a list|” 
of prominent and well qualified|® 
men, including local personnel,| ¥ 
Doctor Harlow B. Mills of Mon- 
tana, is an accomplished entomolo-|I 
gist, a successful executive, and a|t 
fine neighbor. He has been able|r 
to sell conservation research,*par-|¢ 
ticularly insect studies and insect |I 
control, to the state of Montana/f 
and its legislature. Recently the 
state college had asked him to or-|y 
ganize and head its graduate|y 
school. ‘Doctor Mills has studied}, 
the Big Horn in the Rockies at), 
first hand and is an inveterate!) 
hunter and fisherman; hence|} 
speaks the language of the sports- 
|man. It is my opinion that Doc-|_ 
tor Mills will continue the fine trav. 
ditions of the state surveys."™ pa 
“The hoard greatly appreciates |o 
the efficient interim administra- 
tion of the affairs of the Natural]; 
History survey by Doctor Leo Te-|; 
hon, head of the section of appplied |, 
botany and plant pathology, a po-|, 
sition which he has filled with dis-|, 
tinction since 1921.” 3 
Doctor Mills was born Aug. 20, |) 

1906, at LeGrand, Ia. He married 
Esther Brewer, Central City, Ia., 
on Aug. 27, 1930. They have three 
children, David Harlow, 14; Gary 
Paul, 18, and Judith Anne, 6, 

Holds lowa State Degrees 

After attending the LeGrand pub- 
lic schools, graduating in 1924 from 
high school, he went to Iowa State 
College, being enrolled there peri- 
odically between 1924 and 1934. He 
received a bachelor of science de- 
gree in 1929, a master of science 
degree in 1930, and a doctor of 
philosophy degree in 1934. 

His organization memberships 
include: Sigma Xi, Gamma Sigma 
Alpha, Phi Sigma, Phi Mu Alpha, 
American Association of Economic 

‘|Hntomologists, Fellow 1938 
Entomological Society of America, 
charter member of Wildlife so- 

-|eciety, Montana Academy of Sci- 
‘Jences, past president, American As- 
sociation for the Advancement of 
Science. : : 

Doctor Mills’ othergactivities in- 
clude: Secretary state leader’s ad- 
visory committee on grasshopper 
control; national research council 
committee‘on wildlife-and subcom- 
mittee on insect control; editor of 
Journal of Wildlife, and secretary 
of Montana state board of ento- 
SOS etary eee —- 

He also is a member of Rotary, 
Elks, and served as president of 
the Bozeman council of parents 
and teachers, 

MRS PT re
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DISTRIBUTION OF UPLAND BIRDS IN ILLINOIS 

S. Cartes KENDEIGH 

University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 

According to the life-zone concept of Bewick wren appears limited by competi- 

Merriam and others, distribution of birds tion with the house wren, rather than by 

falls into natural units consisting of the direct influence of any physical en- 

great trans-continental belts. Seven of vironmental factor. 

these zones have been described for In seeking units of significance for the 

North America, each bounded on the analysis of distributional phenomena, it 

north and south by isotherms of tem- is best to utilize the organisms them- 

perature. With the recognition that dif- selves rather than any combination of 

ferent species occurred in the west as environmental factors. Unless distribu- 

compared with the east, certain zones tion limits show some harmony and cor- 
were subdivided at about the 100° merid- relation, then distributional units, as 
ian on the basis of differences in humid- such, do not exist in nature. Actually, 

ity and rainfall. If one follows this con- plants and animals do exhibit fundamen- 

cept the state of Illinois falls mostly in tal distributional interrelations in the 

the eastern Carolinian Faunal Area of form of biotic communities. These com- 
the Upper Austral Zone. The Transition munities give the most substantial basis 

Zone enters the state on the north and _ for interpreting distribution. Exclusive 

the Lower Austral Zone on the south, of aquatic areas, two major communities 

but the extent of penetration appears to or biomes are represented in Illinois: 
be a matter of personal judgment. Such the forest and the prairie. Their occur- 
a concept is unsatisfactory for analyzing rence in the state is shown in fig. 1 which 
the distribution of the three hundred or was prepared originally by the Illinois 

so species of birds that occur, as it pre- State Natural History Survey. The 

supposes a uniform occurrence of a dif- limits of the constituent avian species are 

ferent group of species in each section of controlled by a complex of environmental 

the state with their distributional bound- conditions, in which moisture, light, and 

aries determined only by temperature. vegetation are especially important. 

Doubtlessly temperature does affect the In addition to these climax communi- 

distribution of birds. For instance the ties, there are numerous disturbed areas 
chuck-wills-widow, Carolina chickadee, and subclimax or developmental com- 

Bewick wren, mockingbird, sycamore munities. Most of the prairie has been 
warbler, Kentucky warbler, hooded war- destroyed for purposes of agriculture or 

bler, summer tanager, Bachman’s spar- has been greatly modified. Forests have 
row and others are found more commonly been lumbered or grazing has been per- 

during the breeding season in the south- mitted so that they no longer repre- 

ern portions of the state, and the black- sent original conditions. Marshes, lakes, 

capped chickadee, swamp sparrow, bobo- and rivers are subclimax, but if left alone, 
link, clay-colored sparrow, and savannah the smaller lakes and ponds will gradu- 
sparrow are mostly confined to the north- ally become choked with vegetation and 

ern portion. Very likely all species have transformed into communities similar to 
limits of tolerance to extreme tempera- those now on the upland. Meanwhile 

tures, but these limits vary widely be- they have a varied and characteristic 
tween species. When temperature con- bird fauna of ducks, grebes, coots, rails, 
trols distribution there is little agree- gallinules, bitterns, herons, and several 

ment between different species in exact species of song birds. 

limits of distribution. Likewise correla- From studies carried out in Trelease 
tion between distributional boundaries Woods at the University of Illinois, a 

and isotherms does not prove that tem- typical list of species occurring in an up- 

perature is the controlling factor without land forest in approximate order of their 

supporting experimental evidence. For abundance is as follows: indigo bunting, 

instance, the northward dispersal of the  starling, red-eyed vireo, crested flycatch- 

1Telford, C. J., Bull. Ill, Sta. Nat. Hist. Surv., 16, 1926: [-VI, 1-102.



TEP EE) tion. Representative prairie species that 
ee eid sot eae eet both feed and nest in grassy habitats in- 
<3 gee eae clude marsh hawk, ring-necked pheasant, 
af He ee Me WOES, \\ prairie chicken, upland plover, horned 
Cogs dls lark, meadowlark, bobolink, dickcissel, 

AY Wo 8 oat Ve Ea and grasshopper sparrow. These are not 
Sn Roh ep “Sot By 4) listed in the order of their abundance. 

Cee EAN” tee Is Merten leneet “| Total abundance of all species may lie 
ise EA NR Pe SL ; at ae eee 3 between one and one and a half birds per 

ree ie pee LR bro. 4 acre? which is considerably less than in 
fe Bo ener aaj tx || peg the forest. In disturbed farmland, pas- 

Coe st ef ti od tures, plowed ground, and crops, abund- 
es eS % Rely S to, a if cos ance may drop to one bird per two acres. 

i Ste ee S a Greatest numbers of birds may be 
“3478 ws ae fee P nad ah found in the forest-edge, or ecotone where 

Ons ee, ates. Wil eg forest and open fie!d meet and interdigi- 
Foy ae oe al. J 2] tate, for here there is a greater variety 

aS NOOR. pt P ae a 4 of habitats, and birds may take advan- 
a a ae ghjs-t evened tage of favorable features in more than 

2 cans, See one. Many of our towns and villages, or- 
aa nea 7 th eS chards, cemeteries, shrubby fields, and 
Ly RE 7, Rats Vise es woodlots are essentially forest-edge habi- AG fy oe hese Riri tats. Abundance commonly averages 

ae ay IRS Se’ three or more birds per acre and includes, 
oa in addition to some species listed for the 

ae eas. ey forest and prairie, the sparrow hawk, bob- 
Se aera 1 tg white, mourning-dove, flicker, red-headed 
£8 See woodpecker, kingbird, blue jay, house 
Ce wren, catbird, brown thrasher, robin, 
Lee ed bluebird, English sparrow, bronzed 
2a pees grackle, Baltimore and orchard orioles, 
oo 3k goldfinch, and field sparrow. 

SK Ss The presence of extensive forest-edges 

Fig. 1.—Map showing original distribution Was characteristic of early Illinois. Birds 
of forest (stippled areas) and prairie (clear were probably always numerous as a con- 
areas) it Ubnels: sequence, and except for the starling, 
er, downy woodpecker, tufted titmouse, English sparrow, and ring-necked pheas- 
wood pewee, red-headed woodpecker,wood ant, were probably of the species above 

thrush, cardinal, yellow-throat, yellow- enumerated. The present paper is in- 
pilled cuckoo, white-breasted nuthatch, tended merely to introduce the ecological 

barred owl, and Carolina wren. In addi- approach to the study of bird distribu- 

tion other species occur in irregular num- tion in the state. There are needed many 

bers. Total abundance of all species more intensive studies in all habitats to 
averages between two and three birds determine the occurrence of species, their 

per acre (Twomey, Hyde, MS). actual abundance, fluctuations from year 

Extensive tracts of original prairie are to year, interrelations for territory and 

difficult to find. Abandoned fields and food, nesting habits, rates of reproduc- 

railroad rights-of-way sometime resemble tion and mortality, migration phenomena, 

prairie both in appearance and composi- and relations to man. 

2 Forbes and Gross, Bull., Il. Sta. Nat, Hist. Surv., 14, 1922, 187-218.
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Wild Turkey 

Extract from "The Farmer's Attitude Towards Bird Protection" by 
Elmer R. Waters (Indiana Audubon Year Book, 1937) 

“One of my earliest and most vivid recollections was of the 
day when everybody combined to slaughter the last immense flock of 
Wild Turkeys. They enticed so many tame Turkeys away and were so 
destructive to crops, that their extermination was decreed by the grange, 
churches and general public. I am glad to remember that my father 
opposed it, however, he loaned his gun and went along and carried me. 
I cannot remember he was at all backward in eating the turkeys afterwards. 

"All that day the scattered flocks of Turkeys were gradually 
pushed into a large tract of woodland, nearly Willow Branch Church, 
in the Sangamon river bottom. A circle of men, women and children more 
than a mile in diameter, gradually closed in. Flint lock, and civil 
war musket, Kentucky rifles and other miscellaneous junk, roared in 
competition with the fine guns of the town sportsmen and the professional 
market hunters. The Turkeys milled around in that deadly contracting 
circle, without sense enough to fly out and were practically exterminated. 
I remember one grand old gobbler, flying so high as to be out of range 
of shot that sailed a mile away to safety. 

"I vividly remember my joy and exultation on the roar of that wild 

fusilade, and my sympathy for the slaughtered birds. I had no sympathy : 
for the cowardly wolves, foxes and wild dogs, nor for the savage boars 
and sows who fought fiercely to the last and made things exceedingly 
lively for the mnters. Wagon loads of all sorts of game were hauled 
away and distributed. My parents commentated on the savage lust for 
slaughter in apparently kindly folks." 

. ¥ 
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duly 15, 1937 

Meno for Fassett: 

‘ Dr. A. W, Schorger has given me the following reference to a 
book in the Hiatorical Library which might be of great value to these 
mnombers of the conservation group working on prairie: 

Gerhard, F. Hinoks As It Is. 1957. List of plants, 
pp. 238~249, 

Schorger tells me that the list of plants is the best list 
of prairie vegetation which he imows of, 

Leopold 

ce Sperry 
Curtis
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Tilinois State: Natural History Survey All of the hunters and trappers in Alexander and 
: i d 

Coons and possums are most abundant in southern eae ae P aa apres fees 
and western Illinois according to 6,380 hunters’ and the hunters and” trappers os Livingston County 

ee y an 4 eg oe Dep So - Cone caught them, and while the average for all trappers 
Sta 5 AS OES eae a tO in that county was only one, the average for the one- 

operative project to record distribution of our fur- fourth catching them was two. Cook County was 

bearers during five recent years, the average annual poorest. The average per. general hunter and trapper 

cate em ey ee milo reported) was foundisto) be lover there was less than one, and only fifteen per cent 
four coons and sixteen possums in the most favored sean : 
counties, and as little as no coons and less than one ou me ohn striking facts to be noticed is that, as 
possum in those least favored. a ae 

. 5 - compared with coons, possums are much more uni- 
ee we es parney pcan capa ang formly distributed. Even where possums are scarce, 

DP! Pes = : y & Eas 8 the difference in the best and poorest counties is not 

portraying the resulting figure on the map as dots, as great as it is for coons. Part of this is due to the 
it was possible to show the distribution of this pair fact that possums can live in scrubby areas which 
oe. ee eee coons cannot tolerate and are therefore more wide- 

: ? 3 : é 
one, competition between hunters was so great that Sane ee Cee ee ore aa oue 

the Oe eS oe Wenn av erase SOUS Some clue to the extent of this depletion is fur- 
state while the total catch per square mile was above nished by) the laverage catch’ of (coohsl per possum 
the state average. In order to give a true picture trapper (fig. 3), because possums are caught by 

of distribution, it was necessary to add enough spots ° : P 
to bring the county up to its standing above the SP TD ea Ye. 4 
average. pee 24 

Figure 1 shows that Alexander, Clinton, Massac, coon gi * rosan \S 

Menard and Monroe counties furnished the most ex- Egat AL? Jee any 
tensive hunting for coons. General hunters and Fe y"* ole" cele Ro ede * oe Ae 
trappers in these counties averaged three or more s i ree Pee : 

each as against the statewide average of less than fs TCA I LBL we Aes 
one. Half or more of all the trappers in these coun- no} Pa: Loa 
ties caught coons, and their average of four to six Dees i Be | Ye Ea HAY a 
apiece was considerably higher than that of the gen- Cin con ery ry Ra eT f i Bi 

eral hunters and trappers. The greatest number re- REGS rah af. eras ae att 
ported caught by one trapper was thirty-five in . ts ] i Ieee FES er ci 
Alexander county. Ye La ue pace saa 

Livingston, Kendall and surrounding counties pro- & i Le a sail 
vided the poorest trapping of coons. Hunters and aa | ie pe Sse: ny 
trappers there averaged less than one coon apiece eh Se $205 PCy 
and in Livingston County only six per cent of the ee ‘2 Tisace 
trappers caught any. None of the 168 hunters and : § ONG eel te ery 
trappers who reported from these counties caught Wg et Rete G 
more than two coons apiece. ee af eee 

Possums are generally common where coons are ay c s 
common and scarce where coons are scarce (Fig. 2). Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

3
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dil N Some Early Trapping History 

TH 1 Il Les Steel traps were used by Virginia fur hunters as 
early as 1709, at least 50 years earlier than their in- 

Gai HH troduction was recorded elsewhere in North America. 
mi a That is one of a score of interesting facts revealed 

TROOUCTS through researches conducted by National Park 
| OREO Service wildlife specialists into the history of the 

beaver in Virginia. Early manuscripts and other 
I obscure sources are being investigated for information 
HII concerning the beginning, development and decline of 

l lll eect fur trading with special reference to the hunt for 
i Hl er" beaver, America’s largest and most industrious 

ii. rodent. 
i || Captain John Smith traded small copper kettles 
UT le i fT FOR for piles of beaver skins worth $250 on the market of 

ll nit his day, but a single pelt sold for $100 in the boom 
} LH : | —_ of 1920, the study indicated. Virginia once had a 

4 | cou large share of the 60,000,000 beaver of the North 
wi e = ¢ American continent but estimates of 1925 placed the 
fill rere core state’s total at only 10. Protective laws, first enacted 

RAL Polen in 1932, have aided in restoring the animal and sur- 
Hil veys this year show an increase to approximately 

aii ll ane, 100. Trapping of beavers now is unlawful in 
Virginia. 

( ieee ionic Unsurpassed in the building of dams, beavers are 
(| mii 5 3 being planted throughout many western states to halt 

NUMBER c aaa soil erosion and river floods and to raise water tables. 
OF COONS el vill) Tae When they enter an area other forms of wildlife, in- 
REPORTED | cluding deer, ducks and muskrats, soon become 
PER HUNDRED } WILLIAMS " abundant. The Virginia Commission of Game and 
POSSUM TRAPPERS iii Inland Fisheries is seeking to increase the state’s 

K beaver population, according to Carl H. Nolting, 
ana 370-460 Vili! = chairman, and is cooperating in researches of the 
i 280-300 ces tH National Park Service. 
fm 100-180 7 Nii) Trade in the peltries of beaver, fox, otter, raccoon, 
[asco -90 l and muskrats was the sixth most important export 

of the Colony before the Revolutionary War, accord- 
Fig. 3. ing to notes of Thomas Jefferson, and in early times 

. ; the exchange of furs was the most powerful stimulus 
persons who are hunting chiefly for coons. If coons for travel between the backwoods and the settle- 
are not caught by these hunters and trappers, it is ments. Intensive cultivation of creek bottoms for because they are uncommon. In Lake County, where production of tobacco infringed so generally on 
few general trappers take coons (fig. 1), those who beaver habitats that the animals suffered progres- 
operate in coon-possum country average almost three sively as new settlers entered the colony, researchers coons each. They do well because the little patches point out. 
of timber still remaining furnish good hunting. Poorer Indians of Virginia used deer skins for 
Marion, Jefferson and Franklin counties on the other clothing, but aristocrats among the red men chose 

hand are very poor because their possum hunters beaver pelts. Skins were worn throughout the winter 
and trappers take less than one coon each. Evi- to receive a high gloss and in spring were sold to 
dently the remaining woodland has been greatly de- white traders for use in making prized beaver hats 
pleted of coons. The poor icoon! hunting in these or castors. In 1632, a tribal village at Anacostia counties is particularly evident when their yields are traded 800 pounds of prime beaver furs to Henry 
compared with those of the high producing counties Fleet in one of the largest of the early transactions 
bordering them on the west (fig. 3). on record in the colony. Such a lot today might 

[Continued on Page 8] command prices as high as $10,000. 
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REFORESTATION PROBLEMS IN THE Z ILLINOIS TRAPPERS’ AVERAGES REVEAL 

CENTRAL STATES COON AND POSSUM DISTRIBUTION 

[Continued from Page 2] [Continued from Page 4] 

ing to the purpose of his planting, and if he plants Natural causes such as the exceedingly cold and 

mixtures of two or more species, as is often advisable, snowy winter of 1935-36; the extraordinary flood fol- 

he must know how to arrange them so that they may lowing the 1936-37 trapping season in southern Illi- 

grow well together. Following the establishment of nois; and the long period of unusual drouths are re- 

his plantation he must be able to give it whatever sponsible for part of the reduction of coons. Human 

protection and subsequent treatment it may need to activities such as pasturing and burning of woods, 

meet his objectives in growing an artificial forest. pasturing of creeks, cutting of den trees and perhaps 

Lack of essential information in any one of the excessive hunting are responsible in part. Pasturing 

many steps of a forest planting project may result in and burning destroy berries and drive out small ani- 

complete failure. The magnitude of the reforesta- mal food. Little can be done about the weather, but 

tion program now being undertaken and its im- sportsmen’s organizations, farm communities and 

portance to the productivity and protection of mil- individual landowners can check further depletion by 

lions of acres of non-agricultural lands in this region observing practices for good woodlot management 

emphasize the need for keeping pace with reforesta- and erosion control coupled with care of big hollow 

tion research. Although every forestry agency, in- trees or a certain number of trees which give promise 

cluding this station, is making every possible effort of later providing good dens. Such trees afford auto- 

to meet this critical situation with the resources now matic protection to coons as well as possums. When 

available, it is a fact that much more essential in- a coon dens up during a chase, Sportsmen and trap- 

formation is urgently needed to assure successful re- pers should leave the tree standing and acknowledge 

forestation. defeat, taking satisfaction in the thought that this 

In this article an attempt has been made to men- particular coon may furnish more sport some other 

tion briefly the purpose and objectives of the Central night and, perchance, if he lives until the next breed- 

States Forest Experiment Station, in its effort to work ing season there will be richer hunting the following 

cooperatively with other forestry and conservation autumn. 

agencies. The many problems encountered in re- Nore—The term “coon” rather than “raccoon” is used in 

forestation, discussed in some detail because of their this manuscript because it is convenient as shown by its gen- 

present importance, are typical of those to be met eral use among hunters and trappers, because it is used by 

in all fields of forestry—forest regeneration, manage- Burroughs in literary works and by Leopold in a scientific 

ment, protection and utilization. As is the case in eae He authors are peo tedt helo 

every great enterprise, whether it be undertaken by “All hibernating creatures are out before April is past. 

private capital in industry or by conservation agen- The coon, the chipmunk, the bear, the turtles, the frogs, the 

cies for the public good, research must keep pace snakes come forth eat aeu ee From “Spring Jot- 

a . ane . tings” in Riversy by John Burroughs. 

with practice and administration for successful ac- “On the other hand, Stoddard believes that when a coon 

complishment. or skunk finds a series of quail nests he develops the ability to 
find more.”—Leopold. Game Management, p. 243. 

FARMER WINS BEER BY SHOOTING CROW WINDBREAKS 

Mike Dady, a farmer, shot a banded crow last “Windbreaks for Illinois Farmsteads” is the title 

week. The band was from the Hamm Brewing Co., of Circular 27 by J. E. Davis, Extension Forester of 

and stated it was worth a case of beer. Mr. Dady the Illinois Natural History Survey, published in 

sent in the band and was informed that he would re- April, 1937. The publication is a timely addition to 

ceive his reward within a few days. They also in- those on forestry and related subjects, with the pres- 

formed him that several hundred crows were banded ent widespread interest in both large and small scale 

and turned loose last year by a Kansas beer tree plantings. ; . ; 

distributor. The Circular is generously illustrated with photo- 

This has been the first band of this kind that has graphs and with plans for yard and farm arrange- 

been reported in this vicinity, and with such a re- ment and plantings. Planting of the Windbreaks, 

ward, it should serve as an incentive to kill more the care of the trees and the rate of growth which 

crows.—South Dakota Conservation Digest, July, may be expected are phases of this important sub- 

1937. ject included in the publication. 
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Pheasant folder 

Tllinois folder .~ 

Fritz tells me a farmer near Gladstone, Illinois, raised and released 

up to 50 pheasants per year from 1900 to 1908, None of these releases 

ever "took," although there are now a few birds nearby. 

AL 6/7/36
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WATRRVOWL CONDITIONS AND SHOOTING PRACTICES ALONG 

THe ILLINOIS WAIVER 

Mueh has been written and a great deal more said about 
the Illinois Kiver and ite methods of taking ducks. Some have 
tried to emphasize the good praetices and others have tried 
to paint these same practices as malicious. ome claim the 
ducks are slaughtered in countless numbers while others clain 
the birds are well taken eare of and that the Kilis are re- 
leatively emall. A Leading conservationist has eptly compared 
the Illinois iver to Russia, for there is so mech conflicting 
propaganda that one is at a loss to know what to believe. 

The writer hes spent considerable time in the Illincis 
River country contacting clube and commercial day shooting 
places making a etudy of their shooting practices, feeding and 
baiting of waterfowl and relative abundance of ducks as comered 
with other years in on effort to get at the facts and present 
an unbiased report of conditions as they exist over the ares as 
a whole, Too often opinions have been formed too hastily based 
on experiences at one place which may be looked on as an outlaw 
by the surrounding shooting places i the whole district must 
suffer from stories of unsportsmanl practices which may not 
be at all general. Feeding and baiting of birds has been the 
most reeent center of attack, There are meny angles to be con- 
sidered on this eubject, much to be said for it and auch to 
be said against it in an unregulated form. Most of the 
eriticiem has come from those who have taken a stand against 
baiting and feeding and have formed their opinions from stories 
whieh have drifted back to them of tremendous sleughters made 
possible by baiting ducks into holes but they have never 
actually observed conditions and seen how the birds work over 
fed grounds, Before starting on this trip the writer was 
strongly opposed to baiting of ducks basing his opinion purely 
on hearsay as so many others have. Since observing conditi ons 
and practices he has been forced to change his mind somewhat. 

Let us them consider the Illinois Siver from all of ite 
anglee which might have a bearing on waterfowl conditions and 
shooting practices, 

History of the River 
The Illinois iver prior to 1900 was in ite natural state. 

Waterfowl used it as their natural flight line to the Miss- 
issippi and South. There were large marshes and back waters 
and pot holes for severe] miles beek from the sain ehannel 
from LaSalle to the Mississippi a distanee of 230 miles. Ali 
of this.back water and over flow land abounded with natural
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feed in the form of weed seeds, wild rice, celery, duck potato, 
pond weeds, duck weeds and numerous other feeds which would at- 
tract ducks, The bottoms were covered with growths of ree 
and pecan making exeellent food for waterfowl. With this 
abundance of natural feed there was no need to put out corn 
and other feeds to hold the birds. 

This wes a period of spring shooting. O1d timers reported 
thet the fall flight was not particularly good and there was 
Little shooting then but the spring flight was very heavy and 
that was the time when most of the shooting was done, These 
were also the days of th market hunter but while the individuel 
Kills were large the number of hunters as compared with a. 
wes comparatively small. There wags excellent i all t 
way from LaSalle to the Mississippi and according to the reports 
the birds were well distributed, 

About 1900 the drainage craze began to put in an appearance 
and continued until recent years. WMarsles were ditehed, Land 
Was drained and diked, Much good duck land was lost, the river 
Was confined to a narrower channel, natural feed was gradually 
reduced to practically nothing and as they later found out 
little good farm land was obtained, and floods became more 
numerous and heavier, This drainage and ditehing started the 
dying eff of the fine big pinoak and peean trees and the flood 
or 1927 finished the job. Now most of the area is eovered with 
the rotting spars which once supplied an abundanee of duck feed. 
The attached maps showing the development of drainage districts 
best illustrates the reduction of the grounds suitable for 
waterfowl, 

Mow the area suitable for waterfowl ie confined to the dis- 
triet between DePue and Meridosia a distance of 140 miles, much 
of which is not suitable for waterfowl, Thus the birds are 
eoncentrated in « much emaller area than formerly, and thete 
natural food supply hae been reduced toe practically nothing 
except at high Water when emart weed, saw grass and nut oe 
are available in good quenities, The concentration of birds, 
however, Would clean out the natural feed within a very short 
time, not more than two weeks at the very outside, if they had 
to —— on this alone. Two other factors have entered into 
the picture, however, to prevent the ducks from suffering from 
hunger. One is the raising of lerge quanities of corn in the 
bottoms where natural feeds onee grew which supplies a feeding 
ground for the birds other than the netural feede. The other 
is the practice of feeding ond baiting of dueks which has been 
on the inerease since 1900, and is now under fire from many 
conservationists, and whieh we will diseuss in more detail 
later, 

The era of diking and draining ia over temporarily at least, 
the cost of upkeep has been more than the land will produce and
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the tases have been so high that many of the drainage districts 

have gome broke. All of the suitable waterfowl grounds along 

the river have been taken over by private elubs, commereisl 
day _—ot ree and farmers Whe have held om to their land 

have turned it into shooting grounds either leasing the shooting 
rights or charging on 4 daily fee basis, The waterfowl grounds 
are meh more valuable than the surrounding farm land and are 1 

taxed even higher than the best farm lanis some paying a dollar 

er more per acre taxes om land which has no other value than 

for Waterfowl. It is thru these taxes on the duck shooting 
elubsa that the school districts are able to survive. Saploy- 
ment is given to approximately 2500 men during the season and 
probably 1000 men the year round, The elubs provide a market 
for approximately 600,000 buahels of corn much of whieh is of 
an inferior quality and could not be marketed otherwise. 
Wildfowling in the Illinois Valiey is an important industry 
upon which a good many vesgte depend either wholly or partially 
for their mbsistance. This, however, is not of sufficient 
importance nor should we be so shortsighted as to let it be an 

important factor in influencing the teking of or continuing 
any actions which might greatly reduce our waterfowl supply. 

Selative abundance of Waterfowl 1953 
In eationting informtion es to abundenece of ducks during 

a given season it is impossible to meke an accurate est imate 

ef the mumbers of ducks — and area such as the Illinois 

River. There are too many birds, and the population is constantly 

shifting during the season. It was also impossible for the 

writer to compare the number of birds with other years as this 
was his first opportunity to make observations on the river 

~~ the fall season, Consequently it has been necessary to 

depend on information picked up from clubs, pusinrs natives, 

restaurant conversation and hunters who have been along the 

river for a it i@ believed that this method is 

accurate when @ ficient number of B pan heve been contacted 

in any one distriet. Some may have ulterior motives in trying 

to make one believe there is an abundance of birds but when 

the ¢onsensus of opinion is unanemous it is safe to say there 

ig an imerease, if there was a difference of opinion then the 

- testimony was weighed according to the interests of the in- 

dividual and the writer formed his own opinion as to the value 

of the statements, This was the method followed thrucut the 

survey, aud the information is believed to be accurate, 

Mr. Prank Mitehell, one of the owners of the Mitehell 

Bros, Shoot Club, a day shooting place, being desirous of 

Knowing how many birds they were feeding conducted a little 

research of his own. He found from mumerous specimens tle t a 

well fed duck would eat at any ome time an average of from 60 

to 70 grains of corn, Then he counted the grains of shelled
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eorn to the bushel and found thet it averaged between 70,000 
and 60,000 grains to the bushel or a bushel of shelled corn 
eonservatively will feed on the average of 1000 birds] Let 
us then go a little further and figure the number of birds 
fed in the atate of Illincis @ring the season and the number 
fed in any one day, Uvery shooting club mist be Licensed 
and there are 564 licensed slubs in the state this year. A 
conservative estimate of the average amount of feed put out 
per club would be 1000 bu. of corn per season, ‘Then in the 

. 9 State of Illinois $84,600 bushels of corn would be fed per 
Pe ’ geagon to waterfowl, Figuring 1000 birds to the bushel 584,000,000 
yn birds Would be fed in the state during « season, Of course 

there is much repetition in that number of birds for the sane 
bird is fed many times over so let us reduee this to an even 
more tangible figure. Feeding will usually start on the average 
of ten days before the season opens, That would make a-70 day 
feeding season with approximately 8, 545,000 birds being fed 
per day on the average, Within the state of Illinois and mostly 
along the Illinois Aiver. This figure is undoubtedly not 
aceurate but is probably the most accurate estimate of numbers 
Wwe ean get, Let us carry our speculation a little further and 
see if we can get ae good estimate of the kill. Practically 
all ducks killed in Illinois are killed at either private elubs 
or commercial day aoeeettt ase of which there are 584. Let 
us say then each elub kills 2000 birds during the season, whieh 
number the writer believes to be mich too ai ieene we wilh use 
it to be on the safe side. Then we have Illinois oe 
1,168,000 ducks eer season or about 12$% of the birds in 
only one day. is is mot a high kill, and could in no sense 
be termed a slaughter. 

Estimates of relative numbers of birds as compared with 
other years would seem to indieate that thre were more birds 
than last year early in the season from Beardstown to DePue. 
Later in the season the muwmber did not come quite up to last 
year in some sections. For the sake of convenience we will 
divide the river into three districts moavetd Beardstovn, 
Ravana and Henry an@ comsider each separately. 

Reports from the Beardstown district seem to be unamimous 
that the birds have been more numerous that last season and in 
most eases more numerous than in the past four years. This 
would imelude the following species in order of their abundance 
mallard, pinteil, widgeon, greenWwing teal and bluewing teal 
altho the season — too late om the latter to get any shooting. 

Que club reported er spoonbill where they ordinarily get a , 
good number of them, The speciesof birds a ¢lub will get varies 
from year to year depending om water levels, and feed con~ 

ditions, The above are the main species and ail seem to be 
more numerous but particularly the mallard. Neny places report 
more greemving teal than ever seen before. oodduck seem to 
be more plentiful and have shorn « good inerease.
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Reports from the Havana district are again unanimous that 
birds are sore mumerous that pest two to five years. again 
the species this applies to in order of their abundance is the 
Mallard, pintail, more bluebills and ringnecks but fewer baid- 
pate and widgeon, Greenwing teal heve been about the same for 
the past seversl years, ‘The Clear Leake Club estimates as many 
birds on the leke this year as the past three seasons put 
together, ieee lake reports more baldpate and widgeon than 
last year but the area as a Whole seems to be short of them, 
Woadducks are reported asnot quite so abundant. 

The most conflicting reporte have cowe from the Henry dis- 
trict at the morth end of the river. Apparently there were 
more birds at the winning of the season then last year but 
the mumber later on Was off. It is generally coneeded that 
the mallards wére more numerous but teking the season as a 
whole the mumber of birds around would just about equal last 
year which some report as the best in the past ten years. 
Woodducks were reported as more numerous. The writer believes 
from the reports that it is sefe to say that mallard are more 
numerous than last year and that sprigs: and both teal are 
about the seme as last year. aApparentiy bluebills were short 
eoot have not been as abundant as last year. : 

Taking the territory as a whele shooting Was excellent up 
until about Hovember 25, From thet time on there was practically 
no shooting. The birds were feeding at night and sitting in 
the open water ~—s the ~T The reason for this is attributed 
to the full moon eo thet it is Light enough for the birds to 
see to feed at night. This explanation may be true or it may 
also be that the birds are changing their habits somewhat as 
a@ result of the constant shooting. The field pens with ea few 
exeeptions have had little or no shooting this season as weather 
conditions have not been fevorable to the birds working into 
the fields during the day. 

Amother conventration point in Illinois for ducks and geese 
Which la becoming of inereagsing importance ia Horseshoe Leke near 
Gairo in the extreme southern part of the state. The late is 
in the shape of a horse shoe and the island in the center of 
it has been made into a refuge by the state. This island is 
about 600 acres and is planted to wheat and grains to attract 
and too It is estimated that there are between 30,000 
and 46, geese concentrated at this spot and the numbers is 
increasing every year, They are all Canada geese, The outside 
of the lake is surmunded by farms which have been turned into 
day shooting places. about 4000 geese will be killed here in 
@ season, There are approximately eighteen shooting places 
around the outside of the Lake. Dueks are also concentrated 
in this district. The writer eaw as meny birds here as at 
any one spot on the Illincis River, One morning the writer
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watched a steady flight of birds coming from the Mississippi 
River to Horsehhoe Lake from 6:30 A.M. to 11:30 AoM,. The birds 
were flying high and the flight was continucus in flocks of 
from 25 to 100 or more birds and in two flyways, The ducks were 
principally mallards. ; 

It is estimated that there are more ducks and geese than 
last year some even going so far as to sey twice ao many but 
that is undoubtedly a little strong, 

The Largest farm on the lake shore emsists of 700 acres, 
has @leven goose pens and one duck pen and will kill this year 
between 800 and 900 geese, 

Feed: Shoot Pract: 

The shooting @long the Illinois River may be divided into 
four general classes hanely, river shooting, marsh shooting, 
timber hole shooting and field pen shooting. 

The river shooting is done mostly by commercial dey. shooting 
@luba of the — _— and is not extensive or usually very 
productive altho at times good bags are made, The method of 
shooting is that generally used along rivers exeept thet eorn 
is used te bait the cwoanh and water in front of the blind, 
Live decoys up to oe but usually around fifteen and a 
few wooden blocks are placed in front of a willow or brush 
blind or sometimes where there is timber élong the bank no 
bling is needed, The live birds are kept thruout the season 
in wire enclosures on the bank by the blind, Whenever shooters 
are using the blind the birds are strung out in the usual 
fashion, The banks and shallow water ere baited daily with 
corn either early im the morning, at moon or in the evening 
depending on the individual place. The birds come in to feed 
in large mumbere early in the morming and in the evening. 
During the day singles, doubles maybe a dozen birds may geome 
in at a time but no big flocks are attracted, Arereeey 
during the day it is the live birds and a duck 1 that usually 
brings the birds within shooting —_ and not the feed as is 
generally supposed to be the ease, rly in the morning and 
in the evening the birds are undoubtedly attracted by the feed. 

Feeding is usually started about two weeks before the season 
opens to get the birds accustomed to using a particular place 
to feed. Most of the birds are shot coming into the decoys 
altho they are also potted on the water when opportunity offers. 
The river shooting places usually take full advantage of the 
entire shooting time from half hour before sunrise to sunset, 
Some of the larger places have rest days but the majority shoot 
whenever they have customers, There is some late shooting along 
the tiver end some abuses of taking more than the bag Limit 
when this is possible altho these abuses are a question of lew
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enforcement rather than any thing which might be ascribed te 
baiting. 

It is the general preetice to send a pusher out with each 
=” and usually two men go to a blind. fhe pusher puts out 
the decoys, uses a duck eall to assist in bringing the birds 
in and helps to shoot the birds for the party unless they 
specify that they desire to do all of their own shooting which 
few do. The pusher, however, by state law is prohibited from 
taking a limit for himself, in other words two men and a pusher 

ll entitled to bring in only twenty-four birds and not thirty- 
8 

Marsh shooting is the most impertant elass of shooting along 
the river. Most of the elub shooting and the larger day shooting 
places are marsh shooting. 

The system of shooting in the marshes is to have a pen con= 
structed of Wire, eireular in shape and about 15' to 20+ in 
diameter, ‘wenty-five live bird decoys are placed in these 
pens in front of the blind at the eeeseasne of the season and 
left there thruout the season, The birds are fed in these 
pens and additions) mye of grain are seattered on the 
benk and in the shal water around the blind. This feed is 
put out either in the morning around seven o'¢lock, about noon 
or in the evening, usually, however they start in the morning 
and finish up by noon or shortly after, 

Moat of the shooting is done in marsh holes erested by 
eooneens out a gmall shallow bole or by putting in a small dam 
to ereate « water hole by pumping or on open sloughs. The best 
shooting is on the larger open sloughs. Some of the Larger 
bodies of open water such as Crane Lake and Clear Lake are set 
agide as resting grounds for the birds, and not shot. 

The writer has heard many stories of the elaborate blinds 
used in this district, altho some of the largest ¢lubs were 
visited the writer failed to see any elaborate, heated blinds. 
Rost of the blinds were ordinary willew, brush and ge blinds. 
In the larger sloughs a blinde is sone tines placed the water 
but generslly they are on the solider ground, There are from 
one to three or four blinds to a pen of decoys, With these 
smaller holes th re are usually two eo that the shooter may 
adjust his position better to the wind, 

The clubs usually have a pusler go out with the members. 
Most of the birds are shot on the wing altho here again they 
are sometimes posted on the water. The commercial shooting 
places send out m pusher with the shooters. The pusher 
usually assists with a duck ¢all and helps to shoot the birds 
altho he is not allowed to get a limit for himelf., The
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pusher in some eases also indicates when the shooters are to 

commence firing, ‘The purpose of this is 6 conservation measure 

rather than a means to slaughter. Most of the shooters who come 

down have bad little duck shooting experience and do not Know 

when a duck is close enough to shoot at. They shoot when the 

birds are @lll way out of range consequently wounding eonsider- 

able numbers of birds and also burning out a whole in a very 

short time. ‘Thus it is good business not to shoot until the 

birds come within range. The clubs do not permit shooting into 

big flocks of birds and neither do the better class of eonmereial 

Gay shooting places. When a san = to a blind at the better 

commercial places he is imstrueted not to shoot into the birds 

as —— get up from the water when he goes into the blinds 

and not to shoot into large flocks. Some of the smller com 

mereial oe place no restrictions but beeause of that fact 

their heles are goon burned out and they find themselves with 

very poor shooting after the first few days of the season. 

fhus good eonservetion is good business for the commercial 

places and they are togieeine to weke up to this faet more and 

more, Apparently since 1931 conditions along the river have 

been improving steadily. There is still room for improvement 

but it is usually the small outlaw pleee whe is frowned on in 

thet section as Well as outside and is now a question of stricter 

law enforcement. 

Most of the elubs have either rest holes which they do not 

shoot or have rest days, a few however have neither. The com- 

mereial places vary some having rest days others shooting 

every day and still others having certain holes which they rest 

every day as they alternate the shooting from hole to hole. 

Most of the elubs do not start shooting until after eight 

in the morning and stop at four or earlier, The better class 

of commercial place has the same rulings as to shooting time. 

The writer shot at one commereial place where they made shooting 

atop at three. This Was on & large slough whieh they shot 

every day so to oo ae burning it out they bad to stop 

shooting early in afternoon. Many of the smaller places 

take advantage of the full time limit and sometimes go over. 

As the shooting gets poorer and the birds do not werk antil 

evening the tendency is to drag the time out later. 

Now how do the birds act to feeding in the marshes? In 

the early morning they are in feeding in tremendous numbers 

put get out about sumrise or shortly after and move to the 

open waters und rest areas, When the birds are in ~~. 

in the Oot sions Like this is when the opportunity is offered 

to make big slaughterse by potting the birds while they are 

sitting on the water and this is done by some of the smaller 

places but is frowned on by the area as a whole. During the 

day the birds will be working right along and drawn in by the 

decoys and tie feed which is scattered, not usually piled on
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the bank and in the water. During the day, however, the flocks 

are small and there is not the opportunity to make the big 
slaughters Which are attributed to feeding. During the day 

most of the birds are rafted up on Crane Leke, Clear Leke and 

other larger resting grounds, About four o'clock the birds 

begin to move, They get up in big floeks and Literally pour 

into the marsh holes ané feed on the corn, liere is another 

time when the shooter bas en opportunity to make tremendous 

Kills by potting the ducksand a few outlaw places take ad-~ 

vantage of it. The early morning and evening concentrations 

may be attributed entirely to the agen of feeding. During 

the day it is the writer's belief t feeding plays a minor part 

in drawing the birds into a given hole. ‘They are usually 

attracted by the decoys and duck eall, ‘he birds act over the 

peaited grounds during the dey just as they would if there was 

nothing but decoys there and the shooting is just as sporty. 

Potting the birds in the early morning when they are feeding 

and in the evening is not sporty oa but e@ wieiaee pres stee 

whieh should be wiped out. ‘The number of places where this type 

ef shooting takes place is in the minority, fortunately. 

For the most part the marsh shooting is pretty Well run 

beeause it is good business to see that it is not shot too 

heavily otherwise the birds will stop using such holes. 

he woods holes undoubtedly furnish the sportiest shootings 

These consist of dammed up river echamnels into which water has 

been pumped, natural pot holes and seooped cut timber holes 

whieh have been pumped full of water. Live decoys up to twenty- 

five are placed in a hole and corn is seattered around the bank 

and in the shallow water to get the birds accustomed to oe 

these holes, ‘he birds using these hokes are practically ai. 

mallards and react to the feed about the same as in the marshes 

and on the river. They come in in big flecks to feed early in 

the Eo and in the evening and dribble in all thru the day 

in small flocks exeepting on om oe when they seek the woods 

holes for added shelter. ‘These holes have either 4 prugh blind 

or no blind at all the shooter standing against 4 tree, The 

birds are shot as they come in ever the trees and this provides 

exeellent shooting. Shooting in these holes usually does not 

start before eight in the morning and stops wy four in the after- 

noon except toward the end of the season when Weather conditions 

are such that the birds do not work much when they shoot later, 

This type of shooting is done both by private and commercial 

day shooting clube. 

Let us now turn to the fourth and last type of shooting tint 

of field pen etn This type of shooting has come in for 

more ciritieism and is probably less understood by the outsider 

than any other type. The field pens are concentrated pretty well 

in the sandhill region of Mason and Tazewell Counties, in 4
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flight over Mason ani part of Tazewell Counties Uhler of the 
Biological Survey counted 250 different field pens. Field pens 
are put in by emall private clubs, by farmers who lease their 
pens by the season or take in day shooters or possibly for their 

own use, and by individuals who have gone into the business as 
their primary means of Livelihood. 

& field pen is a pen or enclosure of wire from twenty to 
io yards in diameter placed in the middle of a field or on 

@ hilltop up to about three miles from water and surrounded 
with from two to five cornshock blinds, Live birds up to twenty- 
five are placed in the pen at the beginning of the season and 
Left there until the end of the season. Usually a shellow 
pond is secoped out in the pen and kept full of water by pump ing. 
Sometimes these little holes are cmereted to make them hold 
Water better. A’ few of the pens are entirely dry but the ones 
with the ponds are more successful. These holes are baited 
heavily, Com is seattered around the ponds and often left 
in piles. One on @ hill above Glear lake is fed as much as 
twenty-five bushels of corn a day when the birds are working 
good. This partievler pen is shot daily. 

The birds are in the pens feeding in large numbers early 
in the moming and in the evening sbout four o'eloek they get 
up from the open waters and literally swarm into the field pens 
to feed and at these two times there is an opportunity to mke 

big slaughters by potting the birds on the ground. During the 
dey except in stormy weather when the birds move back into the 
fields more they come in in singles up to maybe a dozen birds 
and most of the shooting ie on the wing @lthe sowe ef the 
places continue to pot the birds on the oe The better 
Glass of places do not start shooting before eight and stop 
by four, Unfortunately there are a number of the small outlay 
field pens where they have no serouples aud shoot before opening 
time end after closing time potting the birds with eutematics 
as they sit feeding im large flecks, The lerge number of 
places and the ease of eseaping in the approaching darkness 
wakes it hard for the wardens to enforce the law, The writer 

f heard one field pen eut loose into a buneh of birds apparently 

feedi: with an mtomatic at three in the morning on a moon- 

ciaat wight. 

fhe field pen blinds are more elaborate that those used 
im most eases for the other types of shooting. They are 
usually made of wood and eovered With ecornshocks and are warm 
and comfortable. A few ere connected with buzzers to indicate 
when tie shooter is to commence firing but usually the pusner 

signals by word of mouth. This is a good practice because it 
prevents the noviee, which moet of the shooters are, from 
starting to shoot before the birds are elose enough and 
erippling lerge numbers of birds. A few of the pens use flier
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decoys to assist in drawing the birds into the decoys, This 

iw done by having a helf dozen birds whose wings have not been 

elipped end driving them inte a box in the pusher's bling then 
when the birds show interest but are not working well the 
pusher throws the fliers into the air in repid sueeession end the 

wild birde seeing them settle on the poolppoceed to follow suit. 
It is a very effective method of bring birds im but is not in 
very general practice as yet, 

there are many abuses of the field pen system but these are 
being gradually reduced and the outlaw places are being fought 
by the better elass shooting places, 4 few regulations and 
stricter enforcement will undoubtedly reduce these to a minimum. 
Field shooting is best in stormy weather and after ea freeze. 

What effeet does feeding have on the birds and what would 
happen if feeding were wherres entirely? These were some of 
the qeustions the writer tried to find the anewer to. It is 
the writer's belie#® that the heavy feeding of birds tends to 
draw the birds into ewall coneentration areas along the river 
whereas they might be seattered out more if the feeding were 
not dome. The feeding also holds the birds over longer then 
they would otherwise stay in this territory because such « 
concentration of birds would soon ¢lean out what natural feed 
there ig and the birds would move on south. It ie claimed that 
the birds would go straight thru and would not stay more than 

a Week or two if they were not fed. There is, however, Little 
to substantiate this point. Undoubtedly they would not stay 
in as large numbers but ay would stay around in numbers 
sufficient to supply good shooting. If the feed were not 
there they would turn to the corn fields ae they do after the 
feeding is stopped. Many of the places now having good shooting 
would, however, get no shooting without eee ere ee the 
birds would not naturally use the holes. The field pens would 
- no shooting to speak of. If the feeding were stopped a 
arge market for the local corn crop would be eliminated, erop 

damage from the birds eoming into the fields would be high, 
wany clubs would disband throwing men out of work, the birds 
would be more seattered and would not be so Well protected and 

the total killed would be meh larger then it ie under the pre- 
sent erg taxes would not be aes wp and the commas sy would 
be hard hit economically. The faet to be considered mos 
See the is the faet that wore birds would undoubtedly be 

sl tered if the feeding were not done, for in spite of sone 
of the ciriticiem of the elubs they proteet the birds, have a 

gmaller number of shooters and shoot fewer _— then would be 
the case if the clube gave up the land. Another thing to eon- 
sider is that the birds leave the river in meh better condition 

than they eome in and are in better shape to shift for them= 
/ selves thru the winter in the south. It is easy to tell the 

birds that have just come in from those which have been around 
for some time. Birds just coming in are thin and Light birds
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which have fed on natural feed, while the birda which have 
been amund for ome time are fat and in wonderful condition 
as a result of the eorn feeding. An examination of the gizzard 
contents of twenty-seven birds brought this faet out very 
foreefully. 

There are abuses of baiting and feeding some traceable to 
the practice directly others indireetly, Private clubs take 
more than their limit altho this practice has been dwindling 
the past three years and is —- frowned on, Tremendous 
wills are made early in the soming and in the evening by 
potting the birds on the ground or in the water while they are 
feeding at the field pens and in the marshes but this practice 
ie Gone by tha smaller pleces usually and _— are looked on 
as Outlaws lecally as well as from outside yet they subject 
the whole river to strong efkticism. SBirda ere eo and 
sold. A few commercial pleces will let you kill ali you can 
but these are in the minority end most of them insist that 
you abide by the limit. Some commercial places guarantee the 
limit ané when ae is poor they bave to get their birds 
by potting them at night. The tendency is to get away from 
guaranteeing liaits. Most of the violations ere by the local 
people who sneak in on the club grounds and pot birds and trap 
them and who have pens Which afford poor shooting so they pot 
birds at night, as they feed, Nearly 211 of these abuses are 
abuses Which arise anywhere where there is a coneentration of 
birds and cannot be laid direetly to the feeding, Without the 
feeding trapping and potting by the outlew would be made mich 
easier. 

Weighing both sides of the picture it is the writer's 
opinion that the feeding of birds does more good than harm so 
should not be eliminated but it does need some regulation whieh 
will tend to reduce the possible abuses of the practice. 

It ia interesting to note that one or two clubs slong the 
river permit only double barreled shotguns to be used. 

Recoumended segulations 

Se far tnere Lave been two methods suggested and coneidered 
for handling the baiting and feeding preblem ~- one to stop it 
altogether, the other to regulate the distance from the feed 
one may shoot. The objections to the firet heve alresdy been 
stated. Considered theoretically the second solution sounds 
logical but when one considers it from the way the birds act 
it would aceomplish little. The principal purpose of feed is 
to hold the birds within certain areas and to get them to use 
certain holes. Whether or net that feed ig placed in front of 
the blind or 160 yards from it makes little difference until 
after the birds have lit and start feeding in. ‘hey will nor- 
mally Light near the decoys regerdlces of where the grain is
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and then start feeding. It might prevent the concentration 

of feeding birds right in front of the blinds early in the 

morning and in the evening but #he man who pots the birds as 

they feed thus making big slaughters is the outlaw who would 

have no scruples about sneaking up and shooting where the 

feed was put down, Sueh a regulation would make Little or no 

aifference to the large club which had sufficient water area 

to permit feeding 100 yds. from the blind but it would work a 

hardship om the little fellow who has perheps only 2 forty 

with ome small hole where it is physically impossible to feed 

100 yds. from the blind. Sueh a ruling would be in favor of 

the wealthy shooter and against the man of small means who 

eould not belong to the large elub. In addition such a regu- 

lation would not be enforeeable for if the feed were dropped 
in the Water it would be almost impossible to cheek up. The 
writer would consider sueh legislation as unfair and not 

practical of enforcement. 

After watching the way the birds work to the feed through- 

out the day the most satisfactory regulation seems obvious. 

The birds feed early in the morning in large numbers and go 

to the rest grounds shortly after sunrise, during the day they , 

work but in small flocks so that large kills are not possible, 
about: four in the afternoon the birds get up from the rest 

grounds and swarm in to the feed making almost unlimited Kills _ 

possible. It is fairly dark at half hour before sunrise and 

a potter ean sneek in and cut loose with an automatic into the 

feeding birds before —— time and sneak away in the half 

light without the warden being able to locate him, The same 

th is true after sumset. fFotters may and do sneak in and 

pot feeding birds and get away under cover of darkness. Many 

birds are also lost by shooting up to sunset becatise of the 

darkness, ‘The writer therefore suggests that the shooting 

time for the country as a whole be shifted to from sunrise 
until four otelock. Such a ruling would be enforeeable be- 

eause there is sufficient Light at each end of the day to 

permit the warden to deteet and follow violaters, It will 

overcome the opportunities for the abuses whieh erise from 

baiting of potting large numbers of birds as they feed. The 

early closing time should alse be of advantage in the areas 

where feeding is not done for as it is how the birds are 
continually burned into as they come into the open marshes 

and when they are burned into at night the tendency is for 

the birds to turn and move to feeding grounds further south. 

The writer believes that this early closing time would result 

in better shooting in the north in the open marshes and the 

birds would stay around longer. 

In event there is too strenuous objection to fixing the 

above shooting time for the country as a whole the time might 
well be set for ereas Where baiting is the general practice
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only, such as the Illinois River Valley and the Erie Marshes. 
In this case the opening time might better be moved up to 
seven o'te¢lock. Sueh a regulation will meet with the general 
approval of the private clubs and the ecommereial day shooting 
phaens The better places already practice even shorter shoot- 
ing hours and it would give an opportunity to get at the oute 
lew. Such a law would be enforceable, and accomplish the 
purpose of meeting the objections to baiting and feeding to 
@ large measure and would meet with the eo-operation of those 
concerned. 

A regulation whieh many have suggested is a regulation to 
prohibit potting birds on the ground. This would be a good 
thing if it could be enforeed but the enforcement would be 
difficult and no regulation is better than unenforceable 
regulation, 

There is need for cooperation between the state and federal 
efficers, The writer understands thet the Direetor gave orders 
for the state men to stay away from the federal men because 
Creech would not appoint the deputées the Director wanted but 
appointed some men whom Thompson opposed. The state wardens 
are incompetent for the most part and apparently pay little 
attention to waterfowl violations for the most part. As long 
as such conditions exist it will be hard to get any regulations 
enforced and there will be a large number of violations, 

Rumors seem to be prevalent of trapping but no one seens 
to be able to put his finger on it. 

Summary 

Mallards, pintaile greenwing teal and wooddueks are more 
mumerous than last year as are the bluewing teal altho there 
Was practically no shooting on the latter beeause of the late 
open season. 

In spite of the large number of birds around the shooting 
bass not been particularily good beeause of the weather conditénans 
and the fact that the birds have been working more at night 

a full of the moon, Shooting has been particularly 
poor the field pens and kilis have been relatively small. 

Waterfowling is an important economic factor in the Tllinois 
Valley from DePue to Meriédsie employing some 2500 or more men, 
affording a market for about 600,000 bushels of corn much of 
Which is a poorer grade. about a quarter of this amount is 
raised by the clubs on their own property. The club property 
taxes maintain the sehool districts, to a large extent.
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Approximately 5,343,000 birds are fed per day during the 
season and only about 124 of the mumber fed in one day are 
killed. 

Shooting practices are with a few exeeptions good, shoot ing 
does Bot start before eight ani stopsat four or earliers and 
— flocks are not shot into at the better pztrate and commere- 
eial clubs, There are numerous abuses by small outlaw places, 
and poachers. Night shooting and potting is prevalent in some 
of the field pens, altho the number ig smal]. 

Abuses of baiting may be regulated by reguluting the shooting 
time from seven to four in fed areas or sunrise to four for the 
country as a whole. 

Closer cooperation between state and federal officers and 
stricter law enforcement is necessary.
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Appendix 

Im addition to mumerous pushers, farmers and natives talked 

with along the river and in restaurants the following elubs 

with their acreage and approximate amount of grain used per 

season were contacted; 

Stephen Greeeh - federal game warden. 

Uhler ~ Bio. Survey investigator for region. 

Olster Parrott - Acts as clearing house and agent for some 

thirty commercial shooting places both marsh and field pen type 

routing shooters to them, 

Riehard Kramer - Yarmer south of Beardstown has one shooting 

pete 

Duck Slough Club - Private club 360 acres, two blinds, 

twenty~six members, average between seven and eight bushels 

of corn per day. 

Fred I. Cline - Secretary illinois River Duck Shooters 

Assoelation. 

{resdway Rod and Gun Club - Private club 1700 acres, thirty- 

three members, 500 acres set aside as refuge, feed 3000 to 

8000 bushels of corn per season, Seven pense 

Le He Barkhausen - Private Club 1000 acres all under water 

whieh is diked and pumped, feed about 2000 bushes of corn | 

plus some wheat and barley Guring seasons 

H. D. MeCarty - Farner with two field pens takes in day 

shooters, 200 acres farm feeds about 200 bishela of corn per 

SeaSONe 

Qussell White - Private Club, $00 acre farm, three field 

pens, feed about G00 bushels of corm per season. 

Mallaraé Club - One field pen, feed about 1200 bushels of 

corn and popeorne 

Quiver Creek Club - Private elub, eight pens, fed 4400 

tushes of corn last season. 

Mitehell Bros. - Commercial day shooting place, four pens 

feed between 1400 and 2500 bushels of corn during season, 

Killed some 872 birds from best pen last year.
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Louis Sarff ~- Gommerecial Day Shooting Place. 

Director Thompson 

Gartwright Gum Club - Private Club, 40 acres, one pen, 
two members, fed 5C to 70 bushebs of corn then quits as birds 
were not working in to them 

Cartwright Hunting Club ~ Private Club, 500 acres swamp, 
four pens, seventeen members, feed on average 1200 bushels of 
eorn during season. 

O14 River Duck Club ~ Private Club, 400 acres, four pens 
(use twenty birds in the pen and tie out five), three members, 
feed about 650 bushels of corn per season. K4iil 19286766, 
1929-597, 1930-407, 1951~+69, 1932-534, 

Panther Greek Club + Private Club, 300 acres, two pens, 
three members, feed about seven bushels of corn ~ day. Plant 

rye in fall in dry river bed and after it gets started pump 
water in makes good feed, Ved 150 bushels of corn after season. 

Quiver Creek Gun Club - Private @lub, S00 acres, three pens, 
feed about 200 bushels corn per seasche 

Fred Lippert - Commercial day shocting, 55 acres marsh, 
four pens, feed about 200 bushels of corn thirty bushels of wheat. 

Geos As B}osanen + Commereciol Day shooting and farming, 
three pens, feed 400 bushels corn 100 bushels Wheat. 

Crane Lake Glub - Private Club, 2450 acres, 1200 acres rest 

ground, ow members, fourteen pens, feed about S000 bushels 
of corn and wheat, do not feed rest ground. 

Clear Lake Outing Club - Private Club, 5000 acres, all of 
Clear lake is rest ground shoot marshes and timber holes, 
seventeen members. 

Rhee Leke Glub - Commercial day shooting place, 2600 acres 

(three other small elubs on property) three pens, average £50 

bushels of corn and two tons by} ane seed, 200 acres rest 
ground, killed 394 birds te 1 9/33. 

Quek Island Farm Bunting Club - Members and day shooters, 

1600 aeres, 700 acres awamp, five members, four pena, S00 
aeres rest ground on Big Lake. 

Yoodlawn Gun Club - “efyats Club, 500 acres, eleven members, 

eight pens, feed 1200 bush f eorn season, 250 acres rest 
ground, feed some thru Winter and spring.
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Princeton Club - Private Club, 1640 scres, 50 members, 26 

pnes, feed about 1500 bushels of corn, planted some flax and 

millet but aid not do well, 700 acres not shot. Kill up to 

December 8 was 5968. 

Miller Bros. - Commercial day shooting place and members, 

1100 aeres, seven members, thircteen holes Faon't use pens 

take birds out and bring in at night), feed about 200 pushels 

of corn per season. 

Laneden Farm Hunting Club - Day shooting of geese at Horee~ 

shoe Lake, eleven goose pens and on¢ d@uek pen, 700 acres, feed 

thirty bushels of ¢o er day, killed 760 geese Last season 

and over G00 up to 12/8) 53. 

A hurried examination of the gizzard contents of birds 

taken on the Illinois liver revealed the following: 

1. corn, smartweed 6, empty lle wheat 16. least spike 

&, corn 7. corn 18. corn rush, grass 

3. empty 8. corn 1S, smartweed reot 

4 corn, 1 shot 9. corn 14. corm 19%, smartweell, 

S. corn 16. corn 15. corn eorn, gress 

18. sedge leaf, rootstocks 25. waterhemp, rice cut grass 

T8. corn, sedge leaf 26. grass rootstocks 

#0, ¢orn, rice cut grass, water £7. grass rootstecks, pondweed, 

hemp 
water hemp 

Bl. smartweed, sage pondweed 

22, 2 snaile, 1 lotus lily seed 

23, eorn, grass 
24. @orm, grass
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RESTORATION OF SPRING LAKE 
OT ON: ATTENTION OF ILLI- 

Cu \ONOIS SPORTSMEN 
. i Sa 

There is a strong movement being fostered in the - 
Prairie State to cause Illinois government officials / 
to restore the vanished glory of Spring Lake, once | 
acknowledged among the finest hunting and fishing 
grounds in the entire country. This action, led by 
the Pekin Chapter of the Izaak Walton League, 

seeks to regain for sportsmen throughout the state 
the whole acreage that formerly comprised this 
paradise for game and fish. Leaders in the move- eS 
ment declare that the time is ripe for successful roads and handbills boasted of the superlative bass 
action. Efforts are being made to have the Spring fishing. Sometimes these scrappers went to nine 
Lake area converted into a federal bird refuge or, pounds! 
this failing, these militant sportsmen, fighting for | Spring Lake in its original condition was one of 
the restoration of a former hunting and fishing the best resting grounds for migratory waterfowl 
paradise, will seek to persuade state conservation and a natural spawning bed for game fish. Although 
officials to aid in restoring the former beauties of the drainage project was for the redemption of agri- 
the lake. A brief history of the Spring Lake area cultural land and claimed to be ninety per cent 
may be interesting to those not familiar with its success, it destroyed navigation for both commerce 
past glory. and pleasure. That this engineering feat though 

About in the center of the state of Illinois are geared to scientific calculations, was not a good 
situated Tazewell and Mason Counties, which are financial venture is testified to by the defaulted 
bounded on the west by the Illinois River. This bonds of the Drainage District and the cries of the 
area has been a Mecca for duck shooters since rail- present land owners groaning under $11 an acre 
roads and highways have permitted visitations, and taxation. Land coveted when farm prices were 
there are today in this region more clubs and pre- high and going up has lost its attractiveness. 
serves given over to lake, marsh and stream hunt- The Pekin Chapter of the Izaak Walton League 
ing than any other equal space in the state. of Illinois has prepared for distribution a history 

Without consideration of the merits of drainage of the Spring Lake area together with information 
projects in so many parts of the United States, which touching present conditions. 
reclaim thousands upon thousands of acres for farm- 
ing, sometimes economically, let us look at the 
sportsman’s side—the tragedy of changing the face 
of nature, 

Hundreds of thousands of years ago nature began 
the task of making this particular region a sports- 
man’s paradise. Geologically speaking, it may very 
well be one of the oldest portions of the American 
continent as disclosed by formational phenomena. 
In any event we know that Indians came and found 
this place very much to their liking. Here were 
lakes, rivers and forests, full of fish and alive with 
game. Several tribes lived hereabouts. In this 
section are found today evidence of the prehistoric 
race of mound builders. Were they the progenitors 
of the savages met by the early fathers who paddled 
from Lake Michigan to the Mississippi? 

A region valued by the Indians has a call to 
the white man, woman or child who loves the out- 
doors. Wildness gets close to the heart. One of 
the many beauty spots in the extreme Southwest 
part of Tazewell County was a body of water nine 
miles long and three wide, with a translucent depth 
of twelve feet, having at its lower end an outlet 
into the Illinois River. Spring Lake, it was called, 
and in 1913 it covered 12,000 coveted acres. 

The organization of a drainage and levee district, 
perhaps inspired by motives of economical progress, 
was the nemesis of Spring Lake. By the simple ex- 
pedient of sinking a barge load of sand in the canal 
which connected this spring fed lake water with 
the Illinois River at the northwest extremity, the 
engineers emptied Mud Lake, Wade Lake and to 
a large extent Spring Lake, which has dwindled 
to a narrow, shallow, moss encrusted creek, only 
the width of a city street in some places and three 
miles less in length than before it was disconnected 
from the flow of Illinois River. True enough, a 
lot of land was made by this engineering exploit 
and in the restricted area the water remains good, 
but it will no longer support abundant fish life 
because it does not receive a quota of food through ‘ 
the canal from the Illinois. In the good old days . i Nf) 
before drainage schemes were fathered by political J a xX 
appropriations, there were three steamboat landings Ce AAC oS 
on the east shore and a busy traffic wended up and 
down the pellucid waters. Boats carried coal and 
cattle, barges—a dozen at a time—were moored at ) CO. 
the Smith-Hippen Company Elevator. Sportsmen, CA f / ( f J - & 
following the example of the two presidents, Benja- Y / . 
min Harrison and Grover Cleveland, who came here 
to shoot and fish, found Spring Lake a favorite spot. 
Excursions were advertised and run by the rail-
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Otto Hassel of Chicago Is 

. i 

Named Chairman. | 

BY BOB BECKER, 
,olllinois now has a staff of conserva- 

tion advisers as the result of action 

taken yesterday by Gov. Emmerson. 

According to an Associated Press dis- 

patch from Springfield five well 

known sportsmen have been appoint- 

ed advisers to the Illinois department 

of conservation, of which Ralph B. 

Bradford is the head. 
Those named by ‘the governor are 

Otto Hassel, Chicago business man 
and sportsman; W. R. James, presi- 
dent of the west park board, Chicago; 
Josiah Treharne, president of the Ili- 
nois division of the Izaak Walton 
league; Ben C. Overman, former di- 

°-| rector of the Izaak Walton league, 
'e| and William C. Duncan, Alton manu- 
o|facturer, Mr. Hassel was named 
d chairman .of the group. 

Northern Illinois Sportsmen. 

E At least-four of the five advisers 
are well Known to northern Illinois 
sportsmen. Mr, Hassel is one of Chi- 
cago’s most ardent duck hunters and 
owns an extensive shooting preserve 
on the Sangamon river. W. R. James, 

ca) | 2¢tive in the Lincoln Park Trapshoot- 
0g, |ims club, and an expert wing shot, 
aa was one of the leaders in the recent 
i fight to give Illinois the month of 

’|November for duck hunting. 
Josiah Treharne of Joliet is known 

to thousands of sportsmen throughout 

wr, | the state because of his work as head 
i | of the Izaak Walton league and more || 
in | Tecently for his leadership in the cam- | 

ae paign to abolish the open season on 

‘y | hen pheasants. | 

3 Advise Conservation Board. | 
e,}. Ben C. Overman is one of the|! 
ie} state’s most interested students of | 
id} conservation problems and is conver- | | 
ae}sant with the quail situation down | | 
om jstate. Mr. Duncan is one of the lead- | 
‘d. }ing sportsmen in the southern part |: 
id, }of the state. ] 
iti- | Although no information is avail- | j 
j able’ regarding the duties of this board 

of advisers, it is presumed that the 
members will counsel the department 
of conservation regarding policies and 
@ program to give the 340,000 Illinois 

hunters and many more thousands of 
fishermen in the state enough fish 

é and game to provide better sport. | 

: TNA Aan om Ne
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erly protected, will amount to a tre- 
Let Game Pay Taxes mendous sum for the entire state and 

in many instances will bring in more 

Sportsmen Plan to Pay for It—By C. F. Mansfield * Hoan oDanet money te Dav tle ae 
Under the terms of this lease no 

(TRESPASSING by irresponsible hunt- | nishes him with protection against the member of the Sportsmen’s Mutual may 
ers, fishermen and trappers, with | irresponsible and unprincipled hunter; | hunt without first securing permission 

careless and sometimes wanton destruc- | protects him against property damage | from the farmer upon presentation of 
tion of property and livestock has be- | that may result from hunting; compen- | his membership card, hunting license 
come a serious menace to the farmers | sates him for increasing the supply of | 4nd property damage insurance card. 
of Illinois. game and for extending the privilege | The farmer specifies the amount of each 

It is true that a farmer may post his | of hunting to sportsmen who are will- | Kind of game that may be killed and 
Tahd ‘and prosecute. trespassers | How: ing to do their share to increase the | the member is limited to that number. 

ever, this is unsatisfactory, as no farm- | #me supply and permit the farmers to At the end' of the day’s Sanne BS 
er has time to be a policeman, and in | Profit from it. pus aber Ol ns |e pet enema ye ta) 
many instances prosecutions are said This plan was submitted by these checks out at the on Soe ee 
to have been followed by deliberate | sportsmen to individual farmers in dif- farmer for the privilege of hunting 

property damage. ferent sections of the state for their based’ upon the amount of game that 
The farmer should own the game and | ‘Titicisms and suggestions. It was then Poe 

game birds on his farm. He is the one | Submitted to the Ilinois Agricultural | The Sportsmen’s Mutual has pur- 
who feeds and protects the game and | Association and to the attorney for the | chased an insurance policy which fully 
he should be entitled to compensation | association for further suggestions and | Protects the farmer against any prop- 
when he permits hunters to kill any of | to be sure that no harm could possibly | erty damage that may be caused by 
the game. The hunter has no more | come to the farmer from participating | any of our members. 
right to take game from the farmer | in this plan. This lease is not a cloud upon the 
without permission and without paying Under this plan the Sportsmen’s Mu- | title to the property as it is specifically 
for it than the farmer has to go to town | tual proposes to lease from the individ- | provided that the sale of any or all of 

and get money, groceries, clothing or | ual farmers the shooting, fishing and | the land covered by the lease automati- 

legal or medical advice without paying | trapping rights for the members of the | cally cancels the lease. 

for them. Mutual. Very few, if any, of the mem- In order to insure an increase in the 
Realizing these facts a group of | bers of this organization will ever de-| game supply and to prevent overcrowd- 

sportsmen met and incorporated, not | sire to do any trapping, but we do feel | ing or excessive hunting on any farm 
for profit, the “Sportsmen's Mutual.” | that by including trapping in this lease, | the membership in the Sportsmen’s 

This organization has worked out a | we will be able to save for the farmer | Mutual is limited to one member for 

plan which to all practical purposes | and his boys the trapping on his farm. | each 200 acres. The State of Pennsyl- 

Places the ownership of game in the | The revenue which the farmer’s boys} yania, which has the best hunting in 
farmer on whose land it is found; fur- © will derive from the furs, when prop-/ the United States, has only 57 acres 

for each hunter. In addition to this, 
a minimum of $12.50 per member is 

‘ SUIS TANS SSN Sela teh SOMA eo a cc cs UDR e PAA ARE spent each year for the propogation 
| and protection of game and fish on the 
Hl leased farms. 

GAM F AND FISH PRES ERVE To further promote cooperation and 
} a friendly spirit between the farmer 
4 y iy ean and the sportsmen, the Sportsmen’s 
i Mutual issues a guest card to each 
i 9 farmer who signs a lease. This guest 
i ecard is good anywhere in the county 
i and is to be used under the terms of 
| the lease. 

We believe that if we can lease two 
1 million acres of land in Illinois we will 

HUNTING ~ FISHING «"° TRAPPING bring to the farmers of Illinois a new 
i source of revenue that in many in- 

| FOR vay BERS AND FAMILI ES ON 4 | stances can be developed to more than 
i Sa enough to pay their taxes. We will also 

i ‘i provide a protection for their property 

i CF. MANSFI ELD oes ae . SPRINGFI ELD which they have never had and which 

ease clara GC ae ea Col they are needing more and more each 
(Quer) ip) year, and at the same time will in- 

y crease the supply of game and game 

PATROLLED BY GAME PROTECTORS | fiiabumanmsats 
eae *Executive Secretary Sportsmen’s Mutual, 

Springfield, Illinois. 

Reprinted From Prairie Farmer August 22, 1931



— For Release, Tuesday P.M March 10th 

Springfield, I1l1l., March LOth----More than 50,000 acres of- land 

in, Illinois have been leased as game sanctuaries and shooting, fishing 

and,camping grounds by the Sportsmen's Mutual, according to a state- 

ment..made by executive secretary, Cz F, Mansfield of Springfield, here 

today, at & meeting of the Senate Forestry, Fish and Game Committee. 

"Under the terms of this lease the Sportsmen's Mutual proposes to 

set aside part of the land as sanctuaries, to. carry on a campaign of 

predatory animal and bird control’ and to stock these sanctuaries with 

game and fish produced in our own game farms and hatcheries" Mansfield 

said, “"The organization: also proposes to assume full legal liability 

for damage done by any of its members eto farmer's propertye oe 

"The farmer will be paid for the privileges extended on the basis 

of game killed and grain fed. His property will be patrolled by 

skilled game protectors paid by the’ organization and.entirely free 

fromthe: influence and control of wasteful spoils politicians. : 

"Ten thousand acres leased in each eounty in Illinois, or a 

total of Z,000,000 acres protected against game hoes, hawks, rows and 

other predatory birds and animals and stocked with game and fish from 

our own game farms and hatcheriées.is the goal which the organization 

officers have set" said Mr. Mansfield. : oe = 

. "The almost complete breakdown in law enforcement by the: conser- 

vation department, coupled with a failure to maintain and properly 

operate state game farms and fish hatcheries, apparently is one of 

. the underlying causes for the desperate shortage of game and fish in 

2 Iiinois. Abandoned game farms, neglected fish hatcheries, with at 

__ least one of them used for boating and a swimming pool, seem to be 

the outstanding results achieved ‘in the past two years although the 

sportsmen of Illinois during that pericd have paid into the consér- 

vation department more than a million dollars in license fees, 

"Unless this session of the legislature stops all shooting for one 

year to give the quail, prairie chicken and” pheasant an opportunity 

to return to a normal population, the farmers and nature undoubtedly 

: will put on a permanent closed season, b - 

® "Sportsmen of Illinois do not relish the idea of a closed season 

: but it is the penalty we must pay for not sooner demanding efficiency 

. and a wise expenditure of our license money and the elimination of 

a wasteful spoils politics in conservation,"
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Bonds Gain Support Cuh \ 
ee proposed bond issue to develop in Illinois a big 

statewide system of lands devoted to conservation, rec- 
reation, and public hunting and fishing has gained friends | 
rapidly during the past two years. At the general election | 
last November 1,756,000 voters cast their ballots on the 
question of a $14,000,000 bond issue. | 

Of this large vote there was a majority of almost 18,000 : 
in favor of it. The proposition received about 150,000 
more votes than any of the eight proposals then before 
the Illinois voters, but because of the peculiar law govern- 
ing such matters the bond issue failed by almost 117,000. 

In 1928 the vote on a similar $20,000,000 proposal was | 
defeated by 400,000 votes. The Legislature of 1929 re- 
duced the amount to $14,000,000 and re-submitted it to the 
voters at the election of 1930. Friends of the measure in- 

tend to re-introduce the plan 
in the present general assem- 
bly in order that it may again | 
be submitted to the voters in 

; 1932. | 
pp ee New York has developed + £/ = 

(Lae her great public parks pro- 
(uk dow gram through bond issues 

and California is now devel- | 
aa! oping a system of state parks | 
rh? with funds obtained from a 

4 pry bond issue and by local and | 
private contributions.. The 
only other state, in addition 

‘ to Illinois, New York and 
California, ever to vote on | 
such a proposal is Pennsyl- 
vania. That state voted upon 
and defeated a $25,000,000 | 
bond issue for state forests, 
but in that case public lead- 
ers, after seeing the wide- | 
spread public interest in the 
program, definitely promised 
to appropriate funds from 
public coffers as rapidly as 
needed. It, therefore, served 
a most useful purpose and 
was worth all the effort made | 
in behalf of the bond issue. 

: The Illinois proposal was | 
unique in that the bonds were 

: : to be retired from funds de- 
rived from hunting and fish- 
ing licenses and not from 
other sources. |



Just for your information we have sent out 6,000 of these today. 
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3 By Senator Cuarves W. Baker, Chairman 

Senate Fish and Game Committee 

SENATE BILL 100 PROHIBITS ALL SHOOTING 

Springfield, Ill, Feb. 3, 1931—Repeal of the game code, a closed season on all game in 

P dee Illinois for two years, and the ownership of all game declared to be in the owner of the land 

¥ upon which it is found was advocated as the solution of the desperate shortage of game exist- 
ence in Illinois by Senator Charles W. Baker of Monroe Center, Chairman of the Senate Fish 

a and Game Committee in a statement issued here today. 

Cy — aS “Years of restrictive legislation coupled with the payment of many millions of dollars in 

FS why hunting license fees to the Conservation Department have failed to maintain or increase the 

peo. eS supply of game,” said Senator Baker. “The farmers who have prohibited shooting have done 
ime more to save a remnant of our wild life than all of our laws and the game wardens who have 
baad been paid by the hunting license fees. 

J : “The prairie chicken, quail and the partridge of former days are almost extinct. These 
4 he and other varieties of game will soon be found only in museums unless we take immediate and 

A drastic action,” Senator Baker said further. 

“I enjoy shooting, but I am willing to give it up for a couple of years so that my children 
Hon. Cuas. W. Baker and the children of other citizens of this state may have some opportunity to enjoy nature as 

Monroe Center Tehaverdons! £ \ 

“The voters failed to approve a plan to establish sanctuaries and public recreation grounds in every county in 

the state at the last election, so stopping of shooting apparently remains as the last opportunity to protect our fast- 
disappearing birds and animals of field and forest.” 

Secretary Mansfield Announces 
° . 

New Sportsmen’s Mutual-Farmer Co-operative Game Preserve Plan 

50,000 Acres Now Available for Members—Goal Set Is 2,000,000 Acres In Illinois 

Springfield, Il., March 10—More than 50,000 acres of land in Illinois have been leased as game sanctuaries and 
shooting, fishing and camping grounds by the Sportsmen’s Mutual, according to a statement made by Executive Secretary 

C. F. Mansfield of Springfield, here today, at a meeting of the Senate Forestry, Fish and Game Committee. 

“Under the terms of this lease the Sportsmen’s Mutual proposes to set aside part of the land as sanctuaries, to 
carry on a campaign of predatory animal and bird control and to stock these sanctuaries with game and fish produced 
in our own game farms and hatcheries,” Mansfield said. “The organization also proposes to assume full legal liability 
for damage done by any of its members to farmers’ property.” 

“The farmer will be paid for the privileges extended on the basis of game killed and grain fed. His property will 
be patroled by skilled game protectors paid by the organization and entirely free from the influence and control of 
wasteful spoils politicians. At least fifty percent of the annual membership dues will be expended for game and fish 
propagation and protection. 

“Ten thousand acres leased in each county with a total of 2,000,000 acres in Illinois protected against game hogs, 
hawks, crows and other predatory birds and animals and stocked with game and fish from our own game farms and 
hatcheries is the goal which the organization officers have set,” said Mr. Mansfield. 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT BREAKDOWN 

“The almost complete breakdown in law enforcement by the conservation department, coupled with a failure to 
maintain and properly operate state game farms and fish hatcheries, apparently is one of the underlying causes for the 
desperate shortage of game and fish in Illinois. Abandoned game farms, neglected fish hatcheries, with at least one 
of them used for boating and a swimming pool, seem to be the outstanding results achieved in the past two years al. 
though the sportsmen of Illinois during that period have paid into the conservation department more than a million 
dollars in license fees. 

“Unless this session of the legislature stops all shooting for one year to give the quail, prairie chicken and pheas- 
ant an opportunity to return to a normal population, the farmers and nature undoubtedly will put on a permanent 
closed season. 

“Sportsmen of Illinois do not relish the idea of a closed season but it is the penalty we must pay for not sooner 
demanding efficiency and a wise expenditure of our license money and the elimination of wasteful spoils politics in 
conservation.
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9 SPORTSMEN’S MUTUAL 
BULLETIN No. 57a2 MARCH 31, 1931 

SYNOPSIS OF BILLS INTRODUCED PRIOR TO MARCH 3lst 

S. B. 100, Baker—Prohibits killing all game and game birds. No time limit. 
S.B. 180, 181, 182, Searcy—Provide Department of Conservation may lease but not buy lands for game and fish pre- 

serves and for forest preserves. 
S. B. 202, Mason—Fishing in fish preserve with one hook and line only. 
H. B. 85, Handy—Shortens season on squirrels and foxes and raises non-resident license fee from $15.50 to $26.50. 
H. B. 87, Kuechler—Prohibits shooting quail and prairie chickens until 1934 and then allows five day open season. 

Prohibits use of dog or gun in killing minks. 
H. B. 177, Borders—Prohibits all trapping except wolves. 
H. B. 394, Rush—Repeals ten cent fee now collected for each bird or animal or dozen eggs sold by game breeders. 

H.B. 431, Allen—Employees of wholesale fur buyers to pay license fee of $5.00, breeders to pay 2% on amount of 
sales. 

H. B. 432, Allen—Extends date for use of seines from April 15 to April 25. 
H. B. 433, Allen—Removes all protection from foxes. 
H. B. 473, Waller—Prohibits use of gun holding more than two shells. 
H. B. 497, Waller—Prohibits shooting of any game bird within one-eighth mile of any place where corn or grain is 

deposited. 
H.B. 550, Allen—Prohibits possession of any game bird ten days after season has closed. 
H. B. 551, Allen—Prohibits killing of prairie chicken indefinitely. 
H. B. 552, Allen—Non-resident tourist fishing license, good for seven days. Fee $1.10. 

H. B. 685, Roe—Prohibits killing all game birds except migratory birds until November 10, 1933. 

H. B. 697, 698 and 700, TICE—REAPPROPRIATES $960,000.00 FOR FLOOD RELIEF. NOTE—THESE BILLS 
WILL PROVIDE STATE TAX MONEY FOR DREDGING THE MOUTH OF THE SANGAMON RIVER. SEE 
QUESTION 19 ON PAGE 4. 

Committee Action 
Both Senate and House, Fish and Game Committees have met and decided to refer all bills amending the game 

code to “Game Code” Sub-Committees. Fish code amendments likewise will be submitted to “Fish Code” Sub-Com- 
mittees. 

Personnel of Sub-Committees 
SENATE HOUSE 

Rep. Henry C. Allen, Chairman ; 

Game Code Game Code 
Sen. Simon E. Lantz, Chairman. Rep. Martin B. Lohmann. 
Sen. Ray Paddock. Rep. Harry M. McCaskrin. 
Sen. Charles W. Baker. Rep. J. E. McMackin. 

. Rep. James J. McVicker. 
Fish Code Rep. Truman A. Snell. 

Sen. Victor P. Michel, Chairman. ; 
Sen. Martin R. Carlson. Fish Code 
Sen. William R. McCauley. Rep. John Acker. 

Rep. Fred Bestold. 
Rep. Carroll Bush. 
Rep. E. W. Mureen. 
Rep. William G. Thon. 

e 

Destruction of Rest Grounds and the end of 
e e e e e e 

Duck Shooting in the Sangamon-Illinois District 
e 

will be the answer unless H.B.697,698 and 700 
are killed or amended to exclude the Sangamon River.
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SPORTSMEN’S MUTUAL 
INCORPORATED NOT FOR PROFIT 

. OFFICERS BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

GRAND PRESIDENT LO WILLIAM DUNCAN, ALTON 

WILLIAM DUNCAN, ALTON dS BROOKE ANDERSON, CHICAGO 

GRAND VICE PRESIDENTS Si - TRUMAN A. SNELL, CARLINVILLE 
Ne eNO Roneteianp Zara THOMAS A. JOURNY, ROcK ISLAND 

COL. GEORGE G. SEAMAN, TAYLORVILLE Sse") Been Tan ee 
GUY B. WAKELEY, HARVARD JOHN H. WALKER, SPRINGFIELD 

ROBERT N. CRAWFORD, MENDOTA DENNIS MCCARTHY, SPRINGFIELD 

GRAND TREASURER COL. GEO. G. SEAMAN, TAYLORVILLE 

E. E. CRABTREE, JACKSONVILLE OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY DR. A. E. RIVES, E. ST. Louis 
GRAND ED I OT LELANo orrice purLoine oes caus 

GRAND EXECUTIVE SECRETARY SE Ne OLS Ss 
Cc. F. MANSFIELD, SPRINGFIELD 

Incorporators 
Brooke Anderson—Chicago and Highland Park— Thomas A. Journy—Rock Island—President Rock 

President Red Top Steel Post Company, Past President Island Rod & Reel Club. 

Campfire Club, Member dzaak Walton League, Member Dr. A. E. Rives—E. St. Louis—Physician and Surgeon, 
Advisory Board U. S. Biological Survey, Prominent President Associated Egyptian Anglers, Park Board, E. 
Sportsman and Big Game Hunter. St. Louis. . 

E. E. Crabtree—Jacksonville—Past President Illinois H. C. Norcross—Carlyle—Journalist, President [linois 

Bankers Association, Former Mayor Jacksonville, Trustee Sportsmen’s League. 

Illinois Woman’s College, Banker. Dennis McCarthy—Springfield—Secretary Joint Labor 
Truman A. Snell — Carlinville — Attorney-at-Law, Legislative Board, Brotherhood Locomotive Firemen and 

President State Elks Association, First Vice-President Ili- Enginemen. . I . 
nois Division of Izaak Walton League of America. John H. Walker—Springfield—Former President Illi- 

‘ : : nois State Federation of Labor, Secretary-Treasurer United 
Col. George G. Seaman—Taylorville—Active in {ine Workers of America. 

Legion, First State Commander in Illinois, Farmer, Presi- C.F.M Hie Socinefeld—Preaident Midwest S 

dent Illinois Reserve Officers Association of U. S. . fl, Mansfield—Springheld— President Midwest ou: 
ply Co.—Secretary Illinois Uniform Conservation, Forestry 

William Duncan—Alton—President Illinois Stoker & Fish & Game Laws Commission—Member Legislative 
Co., Duncan Foundry and Machine Works, Incorporated. Committee Illinois Division Izaak Walton League. 

A Few of Our Members 
Robert H. Morse, Chicago E. A. Russell, Chicago Henry G. Miller, Chicago 
C. J. Hug, Highland H. E. Procunier, Oak Park H. C. Aulwurn, Blue Island 
Frank T. Sheets, Springfield J. A. LaChapelle, Chicago F. P. Hixon, Lake Forest 
Charles W. Firke, Monticello Carroll E. Gray, Jr., Chicago Leslie Wheeler, Chicago 

Frederick Grant, Terre Haute, Ind. Jesse F. Matteson, Chicago F. Matthiessen, Beverly Hills, California 
John L. Smith, Springfield C. S. Pope, Chicago Fred H. Farnsworth, Chicago 
W. A. Carlson, Chicago George F. Henneberry, Chicago, Ill. R. E. Hammond, Chicago 
George D. Duncan, Alton Neil Metcalf, Momence Irving J. Bissell, Grand Rapids, 
P. W. Beda, Chicago George C. Davis, Chicago Michigan 
R. R. MacLeod, Springfield Charles Einfeldt, Oak Park Dr. Herman H. Cole, Springfield 
O. K. Owen, Terre Haute, Ind. Nelson L. Barnes, Chicago John J. Mitchell, Chicago 
H. N. Scott, Chicago Franke Meine, Chicago William Einfeldt, Oak Park 
Gail B. Ranson, Springfield Edwin F. Swift Jr., Chicago Stuart Logan, Chicago 
N. Landon Hoyt, Chicago 

What the Sportsmen’s Mutual Will Provide 
The Sportsmens Mutual Will Provide in Addition to Our Leased Hunting and Fishing Grounds: 

Membership in hunting, fishing criminal extravagance and misuse of _ which should greatly exceed the fees 

and camping clubs, with Club Houses the sportsman’s money by wasteful and dues. 
and cottages. spoils politicians. Association with the highest type 

Our own game propagation and Travel accident insurance, includ- of sportsmen. 
protection. ing accidents incurred while hunting Trapshooting, bait and fly casting, 

Interest in and use of all club and fishing. hunting, fishing and other outdoor 

grounds, wherever located, for all Insurance against property damage _ sports in competition with other real 

complete members. caused by members while hunting. sportsmen. 
The opportunity to help in a pro- The opportunity to help establish For you and your family the en- 

gram to establish conservation and a fund to care for less fortunate joyment of camping, boating and 

forest preserves, and public recrea- brother sportsmen and their families. bathing at your own resort, away 

tion grounds. While they are still available at from the nerve racking noise, heat 

The combined power of the pur- present low prices, suitable hunting, —_and dirt of the city. 
chasers of more than three-quarters fishing and recreation grounds. The S 5 M. 1 

of a million hunting and fishing lis- An interest in the enhancement in ie epartsmen 3 Muha 
ences in Illinois alone, to wage un- value of these sites in which each Leland Office Bldg. 

ceasing and relentless war against the © member has an equal interest and Springfield, Ill.
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(Questionnaire 
We all know that migratory waterfowl and all other kinds of game are becoming less plentiful each year. . 

The officers of SportsMENS Muruat are striving to stop this decrease, to restore our game supply and our sport, 

and to prevent the loss of the millions of dollars that are invested in gun clubs. 
This questionnaire is submitted so that we may have the best judgment of those interested. 
Our Legislative Committee will be governed by the MAJORITY VOTE of our members in working for or against 

the following propositions before the general assembly: 
VOTE ON EVERY PROPOSITION BY UNDERSCORING YES OR NO AS DESIRED 

1. Shall all shooting be prohibited for three or more years? _...----csccsccseeececeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeteemeennnnennnsnnnee VCS No 

2. Shall all shooting (except migratory waterfowl) be prohibited for three or more years?................ Yes No 

3) Shall alll shooting beuprohibited forstwo years txt. cesta scree tree ee eS No 

4. Shall all shooting (except migratory waterfowl) be prohibited for two years with the provision that 

the Conservation Laws Commission be empowered to conduct a game survey and investigation in co- 

operation with the U. S. Biological Survey and declare season open after one year if game supply is 

tril CONDO RKOT Ian Peete er le ac eae versie RU ee eect cel Pt eecee race rens cet nee tetceersteres eee eecees- 7 LES NO 

5. Shall shooting be prohibited within one-eighth mile of any feed pen?........------e-eeeeeee Yes No 

G:. ‘Shall live decoys be limited tofive per per 2 ces cccte ieee ccccccccssscccceceencssseesnecesnssssestecreceeeseersommeren ees: OS No 

7. Shall guns be limited to two shots and one gun per man, not including pusher! ees «OS No 

8. Shall a bill for a State-wide system of conservation and forest preserves and public recreation 
grounds, providing for 35% sanctuaries and 65% public shooting grounds in every county, to be 

paid for by 30% of the present license fees and 90% of any increased license fees be submitted to refer- 

ericdunrra TLL OB a ec cnene cloaca eeedeernntereceeepeerevecesss yneastessamtesecteonstrcoeesss eesansnetmencusiiocecan LES No 

9, Shall certain days be rest days with no shooting}... s:h leecher eee es Yes) NO 
(Indicate which days each week.) 

10. Shall open season be shortened? (Indicate dates.) .....------------so-s---ccesseeeoeeseesnneeessenneteecensnmesenuneecennasescennsees Yes No 

11. Shall daily bag limit be reduced? (Indicate number.) ------cccc--essssvereseeeeeesecreeeeeeeeesnneneceeenemmunneseeenenestnnenseeee VOB No 

19 Shall-seasom limit’ be established?) noo an clees ce cccccsstteccsectectoceereeccteecmmanecemmetencneereseeescremres | VOB No 
(Indicate number for season.) 

13) Shall hours obshooting be limited| each: day Qo. reste cele ert eee eee LES NO 
(Indicate Hours.) 

14. Shall shipping permits be prohibited ?_.---------sseesceeeeccemeetec crescent Yes No 

15. Shall employees of the Department of Conservation be prohibited from owning or operating shoot- 

ing clubs or fishing resorts where a fee is charged or from acting as guides, pushers or caretakers 

rer Lye ean un nnn eS PU ren) trent Unnet Mpc ereeceitieeeeeett eee ees No 

16. Shall all trapping of fur bearing animals be prohibited ? ......--.----.--------se---e-coeceeeeeeneceneeeeeereeeceeeeeeeeencecnseees Yes No 

17. Shall a hearing be arranged before the Game Code Sub-Committee in Chicago on April 20 and also 

at Springfield on April 222... .---ccccccseseneeecccecceeeeeeeeeeeeeeerteeenenmeeenceeennaasesaeeeecenmnnsaseneesnnnnsarenseecennasseeerennnnnnanenssss Yes No 

18. At which hearing would you like to appear? .......----.--2-e-----------coeeeesnoeeeeeeconeeceeeeneenscenatenseenneenseconstomennecenscenaeees 
19. Shall House Bills 697, 698 and 700 be amended to prevent expenditure of any state money in dredging 

the mouth of the Sangamon River? SEE PAGE Decne eaneee an ceeaar eens tereneneanntsreceaneerneneeeeeecees Yes No 
* * 

We shall appreciate having your answers but, of course, WE CANNOT COUNT YOUR VOTE UNLESS YOU 

ARE A MEMBER. ; 

C. F. Mansrietp, Executive Secretary SPORTSMEN’S MUTUAL, Inc. 

Enclosed please find ten dollars ($10.00) for membership in the Sportsmen’s Mutual and for Legislative service. 

(If you have applied for membership write the word Member after your name) 

Name of Shooting Club Name 
SZ 

y Ke WAN Street City 

poe S Peat 

ee State 

If you want this questionnaire mailed to your friends send us their names at once. 

Vote Will Be Tabulated April 15 

“BREED MORE DUCKS AND GAME” 
WILL BE THE OUTSTANDING FEATURE OF OUR NEXT BULLETIN 

DON’T MISS IT. JOIN NOW.
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Release P.M. Papers, July 9, 1931 

Springfield, Illinois, July 8th, 1961l.s6.e- Distribution 

of live pheasants was started this week by the Sportsmen's 

Mutual from the Wagner Game Farm at Hanry, Illinois, accord- 

ing to a statement made by C. F. Mansfield, executive secretary, 

here today. 

"The Sportsmen's Mutual this year has placed 3,000 pheasan' 

eggs CN fonepits onde for as aed — of the 

Mutualyv “We expect to distribute 2,000 live birds this month. 

These birds will be liberated only on leased land and will be 

protected by game protectors, The farmer will then be paid 

for the shooting privilege extended to members of the Sportsmen's 

Mutual. 

‘The first shipments were sent to Vermilion, Piatt, McLec., 

Logan, Woodford, Macoupin and Greene Counties. The balance of 

the 2,000 birds will be released in other countics to complete 

the stocking of our shooting grounds which now amount to more 

than 100,000 acres,"



STATE OF ILLINOIS 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION ( 
SPRINGFIELD o Wy 

\¥ 

RALPH F. BRADFORD, Director . ROOM [21 STATE CAPITOL 

R.E.DUVALL, Asst. Director TELEPHONE: CAPITOL 1400 STATION 87 

October 20, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear sir: 

Complying with your request of October 
lst, I am enclosing herewith figures showing 
the distribution of pheasant eggs and pheasants 
by this Department during the past two years, 
and for the egg distribution period of 1930. 
The birds which have been produced in this year's 
hatching operations at the State Game Farms will : 
not be distributed until after the expiration 
of the hunting season, probably about December 
ist. 

I am 

Yours Buell 

Mh, 
Assistant Director 

R 
Enclosures.



DISTRIBUTION OF PHEASANT BOGGS 
— AAT emat 

BBB a ccm: 

County Alton Yorkville fotal 

Aéans 13 eee 13 
Alexander 325 oes 325 
Bond 39 oe 39 
Boone 208 ee 208 
Brown ~—— — meee 
Burean eer 334 234 
Calhoun 390 meee 390 
Carroll moe 377 377 
Cass 65 ome 65 
Chamosign om 611 611 
Christian 377 nee 377 
Glark 7 —_— ki 

Clinton 286 coe 286 
Coles 11? _— 117 
Gook ~— 1,417 1,417 
Crawford 104 we 104 
Guaberland 36 ~— a6 
Be “sib none S07 507 
De #2tt = 26 > 

= Page —— 260 260 

ctringhen = 8 
Fayet 260 <n 260 
Ford 13 —— 135 
Franklin 195 sree 185 
Fulton eee 39 39 
Gallatin 68 eee 65 
Greene 39 . 2 

Hamilton 633 oe 533 
Raneoek oe 403 403 
Herdin 273 ed 373 
Henderson woe 130 130 

a i ve 188 
Sener “30 ee . aeper eee 

dJeffercon 156 ee - 1B8 
Jersey 195 ee 195 
Jo tfaviess eee ~cnmee pesca 
Johnson 65 — 65 
Kane ones 288 aes 

Kankakee ~— 169 168 
Kendall —_ 32 38 
nox se 130 130 

Lake 168 1,495 / 1,664 
La Salle as 975 1,001



; ae : 

Lawrence 283 ene 182 
Lee ee 182 182 
Livingston 13 871 B54 

Be Donough 3 és 4 aD 

Ke Henry ee 975 e75 : 
ite Lean 83 1,420 1,873 
Hagon 195 13 208 
Masoupin 186 36 182 
Hadisen a&03 soe : 403 
Merion 156 ee 156 

Mason eee 53 52 
Maseac 286 coe 286 
Henaré teen ome seats 
Mereer eosin meee mee 

Sater = iE 
Nou! te i ae is trie 819 nd 619 
Ogle ape 26 36 
Peoria 65 546 611. 
Perry S64 ne 364 
Matt eee renee ; cme 

Pike % wen 7 

} Nene 

: Puhaoks 195 woe 196 
Putnan eee eine oe 

Randolph 313° ~— 313 
Richland 247 wees ' 247 
Roek Ieland wee 195 185 
St. Clair 1,066 see 1,066 
Saline 1,144 oes 1,144 
Sanganon 292 65 364 
Sehuyler een none wees 

“helby a — a 
ae Ee a 
Tazewell 26 195 221 
tmioen 872 teen 872 
Vermilion oe 299 299 
Wabash 65 woes 6S 
warren ee 169 169 
Sashington 130 me 136 
White 338 soe 338 
Hhiteside el 83 52 
Wa 398 148 188 
@42 liamson 268 pa po 

Soenrent Somead 63 

TOTAL 14,434 14,018 28, 452 vo 
"Wnarnmssenanscnenscamente?
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

Department of Conservation 

MEMORANDUM 

Die Oe Se ee 

TR 

ely et a ee 

Pheasant Eggs Total 39,628 v 

Pheasants Total 1,500 vA 

Cec,
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[PHEASANT EGG \DISTRIBUTION — 1928. haw am) 

County Yorkville Alton Wagner Evans oe 

Adams 152 (3) ---- 78 (6) 13 (7) 243 (10) 

Alezander --—- ---- 39 (1) 78 a 117 eS) 

Bond --- === 195 ay 52 (4) 247 (18) 

Boone --- ---- 39 (3) --- 39 (3) 

Brown --- === 13 tay --~ a {(al) 

Bureau 65 (1) a 58 4} 189 (4) 306 +3} 
Calhoun — =—-— 26 (1 --- B6 (1 

Carroll —— ome 299 ie 39 (2) 338 (18) 
Cass --- See 58 z 528 (1) 104 (2) 
Champaign 13 (1) oa 143 (7 429 ie 585 nd 

Christian 13 a ---- 39 (3) 26 2 78 «(6) 

Clark 195 iG a LL? (7) 26 (2 338 (10) 
Clay 97 (1) ---- 39 (3 39 (2) 175 «(6) 
Clinton --- ---- 528 (3 moe 58 (3) 

Coles — --=- 39 (8 486 (3) 525 (5) 
Cook 1,439 (4) a 26 (3) 1,586 (104) 3,051 (110) 
Orawford --- ---- 117 (9 --- 7 33 

Cumberland 26 (1) 26 (1) --~ 26 (1) 78 3) 

De Kalb 39 (3) ---- 299 (8) 494 (18) 832 (29) 

De Witt --- ---- 104 (8) --- 104 (8) 

Douglas --- a 78 (4) 26 (1) 104 (5) 
Du Page 13 2} ———— 247 (16) 91 (4) 351 (21) 
Edgar 26 (2) a 91 (7) — 117 (9) 
Edwards --- ee --- a oe 

Effingham a —— 52 (3) aot 52 (3) 
Fayette 13 (1) aoe 104 (5) 247 (6) 364 (18) 
Ford --- ---- LW? a 78 (2) 195 (4) 
Franklin 26 (1) ———— 169 (13) 39 (3) 234 (17) 
Fulton 1,200 (2) == 455 ey 156 (10) 1,811 (38 
Gallatin 156 (12) ee 65 (5) 39 (3) 260 (20 
Greene --- === 143 (9) 78 (4) 221 (13 
Grundy 26 (1) ---- 26 (2) 351 (4) 403 (7) 
Hamilton ——= oe 39 (3) --- 39 (3) 
Hancock = a 281 (14) 26 et 247 (15) 
Hardin --- ---- --- a6 (1 26 (1) 
Henderson 65 5 ——- 52 (3) — 117 (4) 
Henry 325 (2 ---- 221 (6) 91 (6) 637 (14) 
Iroquois 195 (4) ae 208 (10) 52 (4) 455 (18) 
Jackson 78 (3) 52 (1) 533 (34) 299 (4) 962 42) 
Jasper --- ---- —— 65 (4) 6&6 (4 

Jefferson --- a 13 er --- 13 (1 

Jersey --- ---- 26 (1 --- 26 1 

Jo Daviess 351 (3) ---- 13 (1 78 et 442 te 

Johnson — === 130 (0) 78 (2) 208 (12 

Kane 130 2 a 143 (9) --- 273 (14 

Kankakee 139 (3 a 273 (18) 130 (4) 548 (23
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PHEASANT EGG DISTRIBUTION. 

County Yorkville Alton Wagner Evans Total 

Kendall 163 in ---- 26 ce 126 (2) 315 (5) 

Knox 13 (1 ---- 156 (12) 13° (2) 188 (14) 

Lake 208 (2) ---- 182 (13) 65 144 455 (19) 

La Salle 449 (16) ae 178) 52 (4 618 (28) 

Lawrence -—- Saas 312 ey ac) Cah) 325 (25) 

Lee 200 (1) ——— 429 (31) 860 (8) ggg (40) 

Livingston 208 (2) == 260 (14) | 58 (1) 520 (17) 

Logan 156 (1) ---=- 26 (1) 113 (8) 295 (4) 

Macon 26 (1) ———— 130 (7) 156 (6) 31g (14) 

Macoupin 78 (1) 39 (1) 169 (12) 195 (8) 481 (20) 

Madison 65 (3) 13 (1) 169 (13) 117 (7) 364 (23) 
Marion 390 ie ---- 52 te Loa) 455 (6) 

Marshall 169 (2 ---- 130 (10) 91 (6) 390 (18) 

Mason a 260 -(1) --- --- 260 (1) 
Massac --- ---- 13 (1) 13 (2) 26 (2) 

Mc Donough --- oo 507 (38) 65 (5) 572 (43) 

Me Henry 495 (2) ---- 52 (4) 91 (4) 638 (10) 

Mc Lean --- ——— 91 (7) 195 (10) 286 (17) 
Menard --- 247 (1) --- --- 247 (1) 

Mercer --- ---- 78 (5) 600 (1) 678 

Monroe --- — 13(2) 494 (32) 507 (33) 

Montgomery sa 52 (4) eas 78 (3) 130 (7) 

Morgan --- ---- 117 (4) --- 117 (4) 

Moultrie 600 13) ---- 26 (2) --- 626 ee 

Ogle 377 (3) ---- 208 ia --- 585 (16) 

Peoria 226 (3) eee 182 (9) 52 (4) 460 (16 

Perry --- Soa 156 i 260 (1) 416 (10 

Piatt 26 io ---- 65 (5) 100 cP 191 (7) 

Pike 360 (2) — 65 7 169 (13) 594 (17) 

Pope --- — 130 (7 --- 130 (7 

Pulaski --- oa 143 (6 39 | 182 " 

Putnam --- ---- 52 (4 13 (1 65 5 

Randolph --- oan g1 (4 78 7 169 (5 

Richland 150 (1) a 234 (5 13 (1 397 «(7 

Rock Island --- 26 (1) 130 (8 65 (1) 221 (190) 

Saline 234 (18) ---- ee 234 be) 468 ay 

Sangamon 416 (3) == 13 (1) 499 (17) 928 (21 

Schuyler 13 (1) ---- 13 (1) 39 (3) 65 (5) 

Scott --- 52 (1) --- 65 (4) 117 (5) 

Shelby --- ---- --- 91 (6) gl a 

Stark Son a — 13° (1 1g (2 

St. Clair --- ---- 260 (13) 52 (2 312 et 

Stephenson 321 (3) ---- —— 130 (9 351 (12
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PHEASANT EGG DISTRIBUTION. 

County Yorkville Alton Wagner Evans Total 

Tazewell 299 (3) 130 (1) --- 637 (18) 1,066 23) 
Union --- ---- --- 104 (8) 104 (8) 
Vermilion 676 (3) ---- --- 143 (11) g19 (14) 
Wabash --- ---- --- 351 a 351 (27) 

Warren 25a) ---- --- 585 (19) 598 en 

Washington --- ae --- 195 (14) 195 (14 
Wayne --- ---- --- 143 (7) 143 172 
White --- 13 (1) 26 (1) 182) (2/3) 221 15) 

Whiteside 1,825 (2) ---- --- 117 (9) 1,948 (11) 
Will 734 (5) ---- ayes (Gh) 741 i 1,488 (32) 

Williamson --- 260 (1) --- 221 (12 481 (13) 
Winnebago 400 (2) ---- --- 39 (3) 439 (5) 
Woodford --- ---- --- 455 (15 455 15 

13,972 (145) 1,170 (15) 10,023 (599)4,112 (583)39,277 ) (1342) 

Items in parentheses indicate numbers of individual consignments.



December 30, (1928. ) PHEASANT DISTRIBUTION, 

County forkv ille Alton Distribution 
Crates Birds Crates Birds Crates Birds 

AGOM Bo accaccoconssece 3 3 6 
Alexander .cesceccccs 2 4 6 22 
Bond cccccccccccvsses 6 6 
BOON scocsessccccsce 3 3 
BOW cesses tcneecses z 1 2 
BUPCOU cecssecseccees 4 4 
Calhoun ..ccccccccces 2 50 52 
Carroll ceccocccssess 
CARS Gescectsacecseas 6 6 
Champaign .cccceceoce 10 37 4 15 37 
Christian «sss +s<«<«<« 2 6 2 4 6 
Clark sacsonsiasecies 
CIRY sivecececceceons & a 
CLINCON <acccccseceens 1 1 
COLGE eccéccccxeteness 4 4 
COOK cocccccccesveces 16 24 ay 24 
Crawford sessceneuaed 1 - 
Cumberland .ecocsseve 2 2 
De Kalb ccccccavescte 5 5 
De Witt .cccccssccves 6 1 7 
Douglas esrcocesccsee 5 4 8 
Du Page secccscvecves 4 6 
Edgar s-ccccsvevereve 3 3 
Edwards sccoccesscccce 

Effingham ..-csecaees 28 
Fayette secccccecscce AL 
POrd coocccscccscevve 6 6 
Pypanklin 1424206340098 5 6 1 6 30 
PultOn ss0ccccsscseos 

Gallatin cesccssoeeee 3 6 1 4 6 
GPOONG secccccccccece 1 12 50 2 62 
RNA 6 6 tc ack acseweee 3 6 3s 6 
Hamilton ..cccccccceee 1 EE 12 
Haneook ccscsccvev os 4 4 4 4 
Hardin ‘esecnncevs sae a 
Henderson ecccececes 5 25 5 25 

HORPY (660030 + ce bes oes 

Ipoquola seveceeovses 2 2 
JACKSON cocccccseseve 21 45 
JABPET cavcccccoscers 1 1 
TOLFOETBON cscevcccess aL a 12 
TOPBOY cecccccccccsce 16 400 416 
JO Daviess seosssecves 2 2 
JOMNBGON 2 sacecevenees 2 a x 1 
Kan® scecvaness veered 6 is 6 15 

Kankakee secccecccces 3 13 4 13 
Kendall .scssscvecess 3 3 
EROX seeder sion ce saves 3 3 

TAKC secccccccccccece 9 13 9 13 
Te Salle secccccccoces il 16 13 16 
LAWPONCE soscccccscve 3 - 4 

LOO seacwcssoceetseet 5 3 
Livingston ....ceccee 2 2



Se ‘County Yorkville Alton Distribution 
Crates Birds Crates Birds Crates Birds. 

Loan cecceccscecercs a 2 3 , 

MACON cecccccncescous 5 1 6 : 

Macoupin .-ecceceseses 15 5 95 5.. 110 

Mad 49 On cecccsesssces 125 1 1.. 187 

Marion .cccosessceccs 10 ie 1 aE 30 

Marshall cccccocceess 3 3 3 3 

MASON coceccenscesses 1 Zz 

MASSOC crcccccccorcce i z 

Me Donough cseccescees 5 5 

Me Henry scocressecce 4 4 

Mo Lem cccccceccencs _2 18 2 18 

Menard scocccscvecses 
Mercer ‘.sccccccsceces 5 5 

MONTPOG oecccecsasccce 2 d 1 1 

Montgomery secccssesse 3 4 7 

MOPQZAN sesccccccecces 
Moultrie wsecccescecce 5 5 

Ogle cscceccecesecece 3 4 . 3 4 

PEOPLE coscceoceseeon 2 4 2 4 

POrry ccrcccccovecses 1 3 4 a 7 

PIGtt wesdencoeveseuw 11 al 

PLKG wcccccccccccseve 4 4 

Pope ev esseeseecer oe 3 2 

Pulaski cccccssccvecs 6 20 3 9 30 

Putnam 6c ceseessvets 2 2 

Randolph .cccusessses 2 2 1 3 50 

Richland ..sccceseces 6 6 

Rock Island sescceses « 12 7 ae 

Saline sacocccccsccees 5 6 5 38 

Sangamon eccoessesers 3 30 3 30 

Schuyler cccerscesesce 
Scott sccccccesccsers i 2 3 

Shelby weer rece scee ee = gL 

Stark coccscccceseces x . 

Bt. Clalr cecvsccvcce a 8 2 608 6 276 

Stephenson ceecececcoe i 1 a 1 

Tazewell ..ceccesesce x 12 3 4 12 

Union: ««se<ccwsescres® 12 

Vermilion cescccseece 2 2 ie 4 2 

Wabash ecccecesecvene 2 2 

WArren eecccccccveres 2 10 Z 3 10 

Washington ..cccesece 2 i 

WAYNE eroeescecseseese 12 

White cecccceseoseses 2 2 

Whiteside secveseseee 3 3 

WL11 seccccccscovcese 5 il 7 al 

Willdamson ....sceece 3 3 6 24 

WinnedDago ecesceccsee 4 4 

Woodford «.cccseseces 3 11 3. aa 

TOTAL 239 555 87 1,207 326 1,762



: | ALL AGREEMENTS ARE CONTINGENT UPON STRIKES, FIRE, FLOOD, ACCIDENTS,OR OTHER 
; CONDITIONS UNAVOIDABLE OR BEYOND OUR CONTROL 

. ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. 

r iN N 
WN! ag yD? | aw Dy vg & { apy WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY 

MANUFACTURERS v SS 
WESTERN AMMUNITION X coh 
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EAST ALTON, ILMLe 

June 14, 1929, 

r. Ajydo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building (U. ¥.), 
fadison, Wisconsin. 

ear Mr. Leopold: 

I am returning herewith the tabulation 
of Hunting Clubs in Illinois which you very kindly 
sent to me. 

Thanking you, I am 

Yours truly, 

J.MeClLin:W me



LICENSED HUNTING CLUBS OF ILLINOIS Aa 

“af 1928-1928 | 

Buffalo, Braidwood A. H. Nelson, Pree., ofo 1st 
Bat'l] Benk., Braidwood 

Alfred 5. Gerdes, Bath 

George Lynn, Bath | 

Dick Genseal, Zesrdstown 7 
Mason Go Bank, Hevena Robert H. BoFadden, Trust Officer, 

Timber Hole Hunting Club, Pekin D. '. Morite, Pree., 1001 Carlin 

Isch's Hunting Club, Washburn ane | 
Edward Barrett, Seth 

Ralph Hibbs, faston 

F. ®. Martin, Beth 

John Cest, Bath : : a 

‘Harry Shelly, Sheldons Grove 

Lb. E. Johneon, Seidora 
Earl Ames Lewistown g 

Hermen W. Korsmeyer Arenzville 

meter Lake Club, Burlington, L. M. Pilger, Sec., Burlington,Ia. 
wa, 

se Crystal Lake Club, Burlington, R. R. Burns, Sec., Burlington, Ia. a 
owa ; 

Treadway Rod & Gun Club, Daven— P. Bendixen, Sec., L.E. Treadway , Supt’, 
' port, Iowa Beardstown, I11. 

Paddy Island H. Club, Burlington, Fred Sheagren, 812 Wash. 8t., 
Iowa, Burlington, Iowa 

Peter Friedrich, Havana 

Harry MéCarty, Topeka 

Leo H. Borgelt, Havana : . 

H.E.Hoag & Neil Metcalf, Momence 

Coontail Gun Club, Mefedosia W.E.Boyd, Pres., Meredosia | 

: Eugene Edes & 3 others, Delavan 3 

_John Q. Schulte, Havana a a iy 
Roy.Matthews, Bluff springs 8 ie a ee 

‘OQ. S. Grubb, Springfield 

Martin Reinel, Chicago 3116 Lawrence Ave., 2 

Chas. Squire & Chas. Walker, : 3 é 
Topeka, 4 ; 

Tri City Gun Club, Beardstown : 2 

George E. Wheeler, Putnam : 5 

L.A.England, Mgrs, E.Point Club, 
Havana, 

Elmer Warren, Easton 

3



| -—-LEGRNGED BUNTING CLUBS OF ILLINOIS ma 

. 1928 = 1929 ole | 

Ernest Sarff, Bath 
Harmony Gun Club, DePue Geo. Habieht, Pres., DePue 

a. @. Lewis, Pleseant #111 

®. B. Dillow, R. 2, Virginia . 

3. 8. Seeff, Bath 

Gerl Wilkerson, Glasgow 

Sori Grigeby & Others, Pittsfield = Farmers Stete Bank . "% 

Forsese Gun Club, Kewanee Jobs Peart, Kewanee 

A. T. Aimeworth, Saidora 

. Daniel 8. Morgan, Putman : 

John H, Kramer 

J. %. Solarry, Havanese : : 

Arthur Preiderich, R.1, Topeka 

Joe Gensenl, &.1,Besrastoen 

Eugene Daniel, Ssidora 

ad. Rockford -B. . ees 

isan ae > en aoe 
Beardetown 

H.A.Abpott, Saidora — 

Edeard Behrends, Hevensa 

William Whitehead, Sath 5 : 

Blue Ying Duck Club, Hennepin $B punmmeen hates SB Seoul 

Julius Specketer, Beth 

a. BH. Merring, Seth ; : 

H. &. Bleseman, Bath 

Bertha A. Simmel, Hevana ? a. 

&. &. Diggle & 5 Others, Gridley . sie 

Warren C. Rowen, Belvidere las 

K. H, Strauch, Mashburn ; as = 

Garl Wieeenhofer, vashburn 

3. Kenneth Looman, Meredosia 

Bartmen Suck Club, Helfab e/o Chas. Hotton, Heeb =” —= 

A. be Boulware, Bluffs 

Old Hickory Duck Glub, Virginie By John . Taylor 

Homewood Gun Club, Havana Auguet Z. Mallen, Pres., Hevene ,
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LICENSED BUNTING CLUBS OF TLLINCIS we ; 

ss 1928 ~ 1929 i : 

Roy Wonglin, Pleasant Rill a 
Hoxie Ridge Gun Club, Canton | de @. Thompson, See., Canton , 

Hogen Gun Club, Springfield . D. Hogan, 612 ¥.6 St., Spfid. | 
Stanton Sisson, Beth 

wT. - 
Belleview & Nebo Hunting Club, G..G411,Pres., Bellevies = 

 Gharles Saith, Beardstown ee: 
Rudolph #. Dierker, 8.1,Havane 

itima ern. «= 
Springfield Gun Club, Spring Dr. A, &. Walters, Springfield 

Mester Hester & Fred Hursh,Havena 
Gurtis Logedon, Beardstown 
Jasper Greenlief, Sheldons Grove 
G. H. Wilkins, Beardstoun 
Willian Cooper, R. #2, Bath 
J. B. Stuke, Seardstoen = — 
R. J. Birnbaum & H.1.hapman, Jack , 

L. H. Smith, Bath . 
Robert Armbrust, Topeka a 
Roy L. Phelps, Seardetoun 

Ben Billings, Miller city me 
Wing Gun Club, Chandlerville H.A.Olegg, Chandlerville = ; 
Ray C. ishr, Lewistorn . 

Harl Holman & Syn Gurley, Thomson ais 

Diy Lake He & F. Club, Gainey Fe de Tonk, Sees, Guiny 
Cngeey take 1 tuanting & Fishing ‘Hermon Huxel, Sec., Granite oity col 

Dennis Bell, Havane Sy 
Behl Munting Glub, Mseon Gity H. H. Logery *res., Meson City = 
Herold Heye, Bath i. Heye, Bath = 

Edrerd Long, R. 1,S3eardetoen — 

Big 5 Gun Club, Pekin #-7-Wett,de-, 2202 Summer OR 

Kewanee Club, Kewsnee : Roy ¥. Powers, Gec., Kewense 

Oliver G. Horton, R.2, Rockport a : 

Edison I.Sarff, Beth | |



LICENSED HUNTING CLUBS OF ILLINOIS Wes 7 

G. H. Nelson & % others, Pittsfield ee 

Pestime Gun Club, * : - Berry Gamble, * 

Mallard Sun, Mapleton WAlliem Seott, Mapleton 

ls - 
John Peuberton, forest City —s 
& tj Soe, mat & Brnect | | = 

Consne-st. Lowis Duck Glub, ®. A. Clemone, Mer. &.2,8ath 

&. J. Schnoldt, Beardstown 

Gurless Gun Club, Astoria Jemes Gurless : 

Sud Slough Gun Club, Seardstown Charles Rexroct, Beardetown 

John ¥. Flsharty, Seidore : 
"Allow Blind Club, Springfield %. H, Moceley, Springficia : 

avondale Gun Glub, Beardstown A. &. Brandette, Pres., G. Ka. 3 

Federal Gun Club, Bloomington maak nn Elven, bees, taeieine’ 

Botor-Cycle Hunting & Fishing enn heme, ene, Jereey- : 
| Club, Jerseyville ville : eg 

Chester Heidersoheid, Fieléon 

Chester Autery, Nebo : 

Walter Lohmar, Coal city 

a | 
Bruce Strade, Hevena 

bonaty Sake Hunting Club, Jersey- Ghas. H. Terry, See., Jerseyville — = 

+ @laude &, Clinton, Olive Branch Burnham Island Hunting Lodge 

Fred Lippert, Bath 4 

Bre Me Be. Be athe jazi 7 ln ama itis iia ag 

%. Ke Rey, Bovana ee 
Raging Sate Sam Renting Cite, * S, en, tot oY , | 

Paul Hughes-Mearry &. Otto, 
Me redovia ss 

Best End Hunting Glub, Grafton By ¥.. Freeman (Box 216) Grafton. 

L. H. Kramer, Both 

Charles R. Bell, Seidora 

George Pfeil, Saidore oe 

Homes & Knox, 1437 W.Nadison,Chgo.  %.P. Humes <



LICENCED HURTING CLUBS OF ILLLNOIS 4 

1928 + 1929 pe 

Duck Island H. & F. Olub, Peorin H.R.Paknectock, Hippecrome B1ag., | 

Spon River Gun Club, Lewistown 2, Glarenge Sheehan, hee... a 
323 S. Seorement Ave., bnicage ; 

Sapeippi Gane Ferm, Cordova, #2 k. 4, Sharon, ss | 

MRE SLAF ts ee. © bas ave be Chicago’ : 
Cherry Girele Suck Glub, Chicage Lawrence Heyarth, Pres., 518 

WieCormick Bldg: , ?. 8. Boyer, 

| Suan Lake Glub, Ghicage, 6 Geott ot., HB. Oonover, Seo-Treas., 6 Seott st, 
Tllinois Valley Club, Shiesge,“ * ra Same 

Lanark Sporteman Club, Lanark 3. R. Brenaman, See-Tress,lanerk 

Hammond Gun Glub, Shieage : oe See., 62351 4. aoe 

Peru Gun Glub, Peru sul Dingler, beo-Treas. ie ; 
2404 8t., Pera 

S FPrenk Didier, Evaneton,330 Asbury 4v., ‘ 

. Jules ®. Bonand, 11940 Stewart Ave. 
chicago : . 

Gram Lake Game Preserve, Bath Thos. Taylor, Supt., 6/6 B.F.o. 

Bleck Kellerd Gun & Boat Club, Peru Wm, Gross, Pree.,2215 Market St.,, 

Spring Gronch Duck Glub, Chillicothe 3.8, Truttt,Zec., 1805 B. Kostner 

Blue fing Gun Club, Hennepin Gari Tesch, Peru 

Edvards Shooting Club, Orion OS. lawean, Pees. George P.¥ileon, 

Quiver Greek Gun Club, Havene domes Ki, Smith, K.R.,Havena,T11. 
: : Horace _AeSlOper, S60-Trens. ," * 

Pera Gun Club, Peru George Papnernick, Sec., Peru . 

Grand Telend Beth ¥.Lesoh,Trees., Blackstone | 
: ei venotel, Ghiosgs : 

The Greenheed Club, Chicago ee ee eee 

Bly Club, Oglesby Jona'b. Giydesdnle, Jz.,Se6.Qglesty 

Ides] Hunt & Fish Bur J. B. Sehier, See-Treas. 4 * Glub, Burlington, an » Se ,Burling- . 

George 4. Blesemn, Bath a 

Jobn G. Fletcher, Sath a ga 8 

Ghieage Guting Club, Chienage “‘B.EeBook,See., 353 N.Mehigen 3 
Gettfried Pershnick, Dwight ae 

Krueger Gun Club, es Plaines weet Gelike,Pres., R.F.D.#2, 

Knapp Isl.Gun Club, Browning Robt. Sertlett,Pres., 69 ¥.Weeh.st., 

Harvard Game Club, Horvard G.?.Wakeley,?res., Horvard 

Douglas Ghoot’& Fish Club, Peoria 8, J.H. MeCork}e.,901 Lehman Bldg.,
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LIGENSED HUNTING CLUBS OF ILLINOIS pe 
aa 1928-2920 | 

Sasesvers Gun Glub, Hollis Tep., F.A.Backes, K.#3, Box 225A, Peoria 

: Fish hake H. & F, Club, Sdwards- SJ. G. Martin, See., Bdwerdeville 

Worthvest Gum Club, Des Ploinss H.B-Lengans, Beo-Trens, Ra, 

Rockford Brass Yorks Gun Club, 
Rockford + % ante! Pres., 1518 Bet'l., siti 
a “ . : . : abe a ae 

Teak Fors Gasn Cheah annem A mn 

Fletcher Hunt Club, Bath George A. Sihler,Jr., Litehfiela 

Quek Club, Grand Rapids H.R.Bissell,Jr., See, 210 Erie st. 
Michigan 2 . Grand Saplas, Michigan Sten 

Be bbe KR. Reserve, ¥.L.Tedd, 320 do. ad St. : 
Gniliieothe Chillicothe Z : 

Upper quiver Rant Club, Bloom Ge I. Jasver, teo-Treas. | 
ton et cof a. hain St., Bloomington 

Pekin Kod & Gun Club, Pekin kL. &. Selby, Sec., Pekin 

Hinsdale Quek Club, Hinsdale f. BE. Glark, Trexs., Hinsdale seat 

- Kewanee Duck Club, Kewanee _& A. Sounders, Kewanee, dec. 

G. R. ¥. H. Club, Dundee Herold Ssertel, Seec., Dundee . 

Gentralia Mint & Pish Club, Réward G. Parthing, Seo., Centralia : 

Warren Grant, Bureau 

Lockport Guck Club, Joliet J.R-Eorriven,200., 107 Go.0ttara, ; 

Gnup & Painter, Hickory Jwp. Rufeell Painter, Astoria a 
Tll. Valley Rod & Gun Club, J.C. Smtth, See., Lacon 
Lacon | 

| South Shore Hunt Club, Ghgo. Bendel K. O'Malley, Sec., 7727 
- Gregier Ave., Seott & korgan Co., 

Ghiesgo 3 
B. Lb. Axtell, Snrvara 

@nderson Lake Hunt Ge., Astoria doe. Knapp, See., 316 Bo. Central Ave., 

Buell Guddy, et ai., Alsey BH. MeLaughlin, Tresas., Aleey ag 

Ben A. Hall, Thomson, York Txp. ; ‘ 
ina icine inlet comm oo oe iii assess itis iNet an Neti i tie Re 

8. Ae Patterson ~ a 

 ‘Wiekel Lake Gun Club, Pekin Cues, Herold, Pres., Geo. Ricketts, 

Joseph Engelhsupt, Peru Se 

Independent Hunting Club, Grafton &.J.LeFaivre, Grafton ; 

Frenk Potter & Prank Leavers, : 
Savenne 

Patterson Bunting Club, ‘BH. Conover, Virginia 
Seasnante . 

Rey Cogier, Peoria e/o Sater Works Company Office : 

> ~ -



LICENSED HURTING CLUBS OF ILLINOIS ae = 

- 1928 - 1928 v 

Deer Plain Club, St. Louis ” Dr. & T. Senseney, 316 Mister Bldg. | 
Seo-Treas., St. Louis fae 

Sandwich Gun Club, Soring Valley e/o wartin ¢. Sadmick, Spring Valley 

a. K. Jenney, Revane 

Schulze Bickel & Go., Chenos ¥. L. Mickel, See., Chenon 

H. B. Cumminghem, Hevens az 

test Bnd Gun Club, Goering Valley w. J. Woneghan, See., Spring Valley _ 

Mareeilles Island Hunting Club, FP. R. Chandler, Pres., Merseilies: 
Mareeilles 

Split Rock Rod & Gun Club,ieSalle 6. ©. Elbert, Gec., batelle 

Arthur Eallett, Pieldon : 

Henry Gun Club, Henry D. P. Hurd, Gec., Henry a 

Employees Rod & Gun Club, Depae Glenn Glover, Sec., depus 

Mossville Gun Club, Moseville Be-de-sene D. EZ, Browneli, See., ; 
__ eseville : 

Depue Rod & Gun Club, Depue BH. B. Witt, Sec., Gepue i 

Magnolia Gun Club, Kegnolia R. A. Hecht, Sec., egnolis 

George Price, Browning 

Keponset Gun Club, Neponset Sectt Buawell, Pres, Neponset 

The Pim ORE Ridge Gun Club, Bearde- ¢. iH, Whitney, Pree., Vermont . 

Henry Hunting Club, Chicago ofo H.R. Hall, Henry 

Pekin Duck Glub, Pekin Henry G. Ailts, Sec., Pekin 

The Glades Glub, Alton VY A. H. Gaifell, See., o/o Citzens 
Wet"l. Bank, Alton 

Williem torkmen, Beardstown 

Harry =. Trantseh, Peoris City Hell a 

Herry L. Goultes, Jacksonville : 

Moline S04 & Gun Club, Moline John Trent, Gustedien, Frederick ; 

Royal Hunting Club, “ood River Mailed to Riley Heffner, food River 

Horse Shoe Gun Club, Galesburg Io Gs Teige Goda, S67 Gburohiti = 
Ave., Gaiesbu: Saal 

fri City Gun Club, LaRose G.5.Herper, fec., Latose 

Forest Gun Club, Forest Park Thos. F. Allen, Pres., Forest Park 

Big 8 Bunting Club, Geneseo ZB 

Glen %1 Gan Glen El 1.8.Glark, See., sent to ivans : 
iyn Giub, lyn ta Bash . 

Russell White, Havana ‘ <a 

Moscow Bay Co., Jacksonville H.K.Chenowath, Sec., Jacksonville 

Emden Rod & Gun Club, Emden John Zinmer, Pres., inden 

Pullu Lake Hunting Club, Alton AeH.Camnell, Sec., Citizens Neti . 

Bank, Alton 
William Kramer, Seth 

ao Frank Behrends, Havans



ia ss REGENSED RUNTING CLUBS OF IELINOTS wee 
1928 - 1929 

Longwood Outing Club, Ghicoge David Seslender, 11009 Londwood 
Herbert Z. Hatton, Hinvena ow 
The Henry Club, Rockford Y. A. Welsh, See., Rockford 3 
Long Tslend Club, Davenport, In. P. ingomreins, Pres., Davenport, Ie. 
Aux Sable Gun Glub, Minooks ‘a. H. Hart, See., 30H. LaSalle st., 

R.F.Johnson § 5 others, Dees tur R.F.Johnson, 117 "Water St., Deostur 
Millen, Renting, Piching & Ross X. Twitehell, Sec., Hardig ae 

% g. uiller, Peoria, 712 x. . 

Owls Neet, Pekin wm. S. Prettyman, Trustee, Pekin 

Prea 4. Ford, Henry 

——<—< “Prank BeBlacks #3] Siatelieschgse 
~ syeut Duck Club, Chendler- ¥.M, Bard, Pres., Chendlerville 

_ Ashmore Gun Club, Sirmingham 4.H. Ashmore, Sec., Sireingham 

Ke¢ Mill Gun Olu, Bureau 

tes, Tharp, Pleasant Wii 

= ee Sm. F. Hildeman, Gee., Ghgo.Hte. 

J.L.Buerkett, Beardstoen — 

Smileys Hunting Glub, Grafton = v Ernet J. Linde, Pres., Grafton 

Pronk Toupier, Orland 

i. M. Boyd, Browning 

oc? alae be ee 
Mokena Gun Club, Mokena Alfred R. Zechlin, Sec., Hokena 

diame a * 
; ee 

John MeGarty, Havana 

_ Big Pour Gun Club, Riverside = Preo., 106 Butell Ré., 

Earky Lippert, R.#2, Bath 
Lippert 4 Sarff, " S " 

Murphy Islend Gun Club, Hamilton $F. C.Kepsikn, Sec., Hamilton . 

Green Hing Gun Club, Blue Ielent Geo. ‘J. Roll, 337 Vermont St, 

Chas. ¥. Ingersoll, Bstehtow 
Green Wing Hunting Clubg Peorta Wm. R. Allen, Pres., Peoria



LICENSED HURTING CLUBS OF ILLINOIS = oe 
i. 1928 - 1928 

Centre] Ill, Bunting Club, Chee. i —— Seo, 9 H.Hash.Ste, 

J.D, Lester, Milton 

Js & Pratt, Beardstown 

Dow Dueck Glub, Dow Me R. Price, See., Dow 

Sutearte Teland Lodge, Chicago oo a nae i 

Ladd Red & Gun Club, Ladd R. EB, Davis, See., Ladd 

Vermont Gun Club, Vermont DB. G, Belson, Seo., Vermont 

light Ieland Glub, Devenport, Ia. —- Eo 3634 uiddle 

0. Ranting & Pishing Club, Otis kekels, Sect, ¢/o Carrier 54 

Pinochle Gun Club, Chicago Peter J. Mayer, See., 1943 Bertran 

ss Bert E. Staehely, Joliet ——— 
618 E. Jefferson 

£. J. White, Forest city : 

wa a mg re 
: i Polwyre Gun Club, Pelayra Glena ae Geo. 

Clifford *. Juby, figin i 

Taylor Islaend Gun Glub, Hamilton kL. ©. Dodant, Sec., Hamilton 

v7. H. Lowe, Pittefiela 

William Resters, Havana 

Shes Sing Glub,’Beusesis™ John Menke, See., Srussele 

Leonard Holoomb, Rockport 

Plessant Pistne D eas Club, HA. Seeia, pees.» B.P. Hurt, Sec., = 

i. ®. Aten, Broming 

A. G, Commer, Springfield ile 

ee Tones, MoMBoker, & ss domes, 324 8. Washington, Peorie 
5 Others, Peoria site 

Lem Tharp, Pleasent Mill 

bk. Sarff & Son, Bath se 

Paduesh & T1l. Fishing Club, ¥. R. Hummel, See., Paduesh, Ken, 
Paduesh, Kentucky 

Harmony Gun Club, Chicago Oy Sa 1939 ¥.Nerth Ave., | 

a. &. Peter, Beredosia i 

Geo. F. Pletcher & Sons, Beth, 
R.$2 : : 

Wanetke Hunting Club, 83, Peoria Frank L. Junker, Peoria 

Emmet Leeda, Rockport Superior Gun Club, G.¥.Johnson,



LICENSED HUNTING CLUBS OF ILLINOIS 

1928-1929 — 

Homer Coleman, Walter Hood & Beardstown : 
Fred Cline 

John W. Johnson Saidora, 

Simon Hohenstein Mokena 

A. E. Hutchisom Morris 7 

Chas. ©. Hartwig Chicago : 2 

Bester Harlow & eee Bedford 
Elmer Harford 

: George Hall Beardstown ; 

Ray Hampton Hevana 

Earnest Oest Bath 

Duck Slough Club, Rushville John ©. Graff, Secy., Rushville 

Pecan Grove Gun Club, Chandler- J. HE. Armstrong, Pres., Chandler— 
ville : ville - 

Silver Lake H. & F. Club, R.T. Dietlein 
Burlington, Iowa 

Andrew R. Gilmore, vt : Mason oity - 

Mike Basso -2013 E.Wash St., Springfield 

J. D. Taylor Saidora 

Everett Buster Peoria ” 

Hallard Gun Club, Bureau John Weeks, Sec., Bureau 

Chillicothe H. Club., Chillicothe Fred J. Larchn, Pres., Chillicothe 

Wabash Gun Club, Naples J. HE. Stumpf, Sec., Naples 

Louis Moser, Tremont 

Pete Harshman, Rockport 

Willow Lodge Gun Club, Lomax L.R. Bolick, Lomax ; 

George J. Bauman, Chenoa 

Burlington Island Club, Henderson W. T. Doughty, Henderson 

Leonard Lane Saidora 

The Cartwright H. Club, Spfld.-——=<CS~Sss«*éarrry Hayne, Sec., Springfield 

Frank Shakelford : Carrollton 

A. S. Clemons Saidora 

Carthage H. & F. Club, Carthage R.D.Denton,Sec., Carthage 

Dick Osing : Bath 

Fred Bestman Des Plaines 

C. C. Himmel & H.F.Deverman Topeka : 

eet Rodd& Gun Club, Rose— WeA.Lee, Sec., Roseville 
ville
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: Le LICENSED HUNTING CLUBS OF ILLINOIS 

1928-1929 

J. E. Knapp Jacksonville 

Amos Robinson Pittsfield 

Hérman Koke Bath 

San Jose Gun Club, San Jose Roscoe Smith, Pres., San Jose 

Mueller Land Improvement i 
Trust & Mueller Co.,Decatur Robt. Mueller, V—Pres., Decatur 

Cascade F. & H. Club, Burlington, Walter V. Appel, 2136-1.3, ~ i 
eis “Towa : z p= ER Relonte) a oe) 1 -~ ci aa 

John G. Friedrich Havana 

Marion Co. H. & F. Club, QO. B. Rettinghouse, Sec., 
Centralia Centralia 

Allegheny Gun Club, Chicago By Geo. G. Leibrandté} Lincoln 
State Bank, Chicago 

Cyprus Grace Miller City 

Fred Poor & Marvin Barnes, 
Bellview 

John A. Herring Saidore
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SYNOPSIS OF A BILL FOR AN ACT IN RELATION TO THE ACQUISITION 

AND ESTABLISHMENT BY THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, OF A STATE-WIDE SYSTEM 
OF CONSERVATION AND FOREST PRESERVES AND PUBLIC RECREATION GROUNDS 
AND THE PROVISION OF MEANS FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE COST THEREOF, BY : 
AN ISSUE OF BONDS OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS. 

$14,000,000.00 thirty year Bonds at not to exceed 4% interest. 

Not to exceed $1,400,000.00 per year to be issued or sold. 

No bonds to be issued until there is a surplus of $750,000.00 
in the Bond Issue retirement fund. 

‘If surplus is sufficient to do away with the necessity for 
selling Bonds in any year the surplus may be used and the Bonds pro- 

vided for in that year shall be cancelled. 

The Department of Conservation to acquire an average of 2000 
acres of upland in each county where possible. 

The Department also to purchase 80,000 acres as nearly as 
may be of river bottom or marshland. 

The average price for all land not to exceed $50.00 per acre 
if possible. 

The lands shall be chosen for their scenic beauty, avail- 
ability for general recreational purposes, suitability for re- 
forestation and forest purposes, propagation of wild life and suit- 
ability for fishing and hunting purposes. 

25% of the land shall be set aside for sanctuaries for song 

and game birds and shall be reforested,. 

10% to be set aside for general recreation for Boy Scouts, 
and similar organizations and Civic and Church organizations and 
camping and picnicking for all individuals. 

No hunting or fishing allowed on this 35%. 

The remaining 65% of lands ahall be open to any person holding 
a hunting or fishing license for hunting and fishing. 

Provides for a Conservation and Public Recreation Board of 
seven members to advise with and assist the Department of Conser— 
vation in selecting land and carrying out all provisions of this Act. 
The term of office is so arranged that a majority of this board holds 

over from one administration to the next. 

One prominent banker, 
One prominent member of organized labor, 
One person prominent in forestry and 

reforestation work, 
One active member of some organization 

interested in public playzrounds, 

One member of farmer's organization, 
Two orominent sportsmen. 

The Department of Conservation shall have full charge of these 
lands for reforestation, development of recreation grounds and other 
necessary management or development. 

Provides for the usual legal requirements as to the issuing 
of the Bonds and method of paying for the land. 

E Provides for annual report to the Governor by the Director of 

Conservation. a 
Provides that monies derived from sale of licenses for hunt-— 

ing, fishing, etc., shall be used to retire the Bonds and pay the 
interest, but if the funds are not sufficient then a tax shall be 
levied for this purpose. 

Z Provides for submitting the proposition to a referendum in 

: November 1930, showing the form of the ballot. 
Provides for publication in newspapers in different sections 

of the State.



HOUSE BILL NO. 570. APPROVED JUNE 26, 1929, 

AN ACT IN RELATION TO THE ACQUISITION AND ESTABLISHMENT BY 
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, OF A STATE-WIDE SYSTEM OF CONSERVATION AND 
FOREST PRESERVES AND PUBLIC RECREATION GROUNDS, AND THE PROVISION 
OF MEANS FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE COST TYEREOF BY AN ISSUE OF BONDS 
OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS. 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, 
REPRESENTED IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY: 

SECTION 1. A State-wide system of conservation and forest 
preserves and public recreation grounds shall be acquired and es— 
tablished by the State of Illinois, and the State of Illinois (Act- 
ing through its officers), is authorized and empowered to issue, 
sell and provide for the retirement of bonds of the State of 

Illinois to the amount of fourteen million dollars (%14,000,000.00) 
for the purpose of paying the cost of acquiring and establishing the 

State-wide system of conservation and forest preserves and public 

recreation grounds. Before this law which authorizes the debt to be 
contracted and levies the tax for the payment of the principal and 

interest of the bonds to be issued as an evidence of the debt, shall 

go into force and effect, it shall be submitted to the people at the 

general election in November, A. D. 1930, and receive a majority of 

the votes cast for members of the General Assembly at such election. 

2. The State-wide system of conservation and forest pre-— 

serves and public recreation grounds shall be composed of all fish- 

ing and hunting grounds and of all fish and game preserves, refuges, 

rest grounds and sanctuaries now owned by the State of Illinois, and 

of tracts of land to be acquired in various places throughout the 

State, under the provisions of this Act. 
The Department of Conservation shall acquire as nearly as may 

be, an average of 2,000 acres of upland in each county in the State. 

Land lying along or traversed by a stream of water which is elevated 

and dry except for the channel of such stream may be acquired as up- 

land. The department shall also purchase 80,000 acres, as nearly as 

may be, of lowlands, land commonly known as river bottom and/or 

marsh land. Both upland and lowland shall be purchased at an aver— 

age price of not to exceed $50.00 per acre, if possible. 

The lands acquired under the provisions of this Act shall be 

chosen for their scenic beauty, their availability for general rec- 

reational purposes, their suitability for reforestation and forest 

purposes and the propagation of wild life and their suitability for 

fishing and hunting purposes. 
3. Of the lands acquired under the provisions of this Act: 

1. 25% shall be set aside as sanctuaries for song and game 

birds and wild animals, and for fish hatcheries and preserves, and 

shall be reforested. 
2. 10% shall be set aside as camping, including tourist 

camps, hiking, picnicking and general outdoor recreational grounds; 

and 
3. The remaining 65% of such lands shall be open to the 

public for fishing and hunting in accordance with the "Fish Code of 

Illinois" and the "Game Code of Illinois" except that trapping is 

prohibited. 
The lands so set aside as sanctuaries for song and game birds 

and wild animals, and as camping, hiking, picnicking and general out- 

door recreational grounds shall not be used for hunting, fishing or 

trapping purposes, nor shall any hunting, fishing or trapping be 

permitted therein, except that the department may destroy any pre- 

datory or destructive animals or birds on such land, or remove rough 

or undesbrable fish from preserves. 

The lands so set aside as sanctuaries for song and game birds 

and wild animals and to be reforested shall be handled by the de- 

partment in accordance with the most approved methods of forestry 

having due regard for the conservation and propagation of game. 

The department may devote not to exceed one hundred acres 

of each one thousand acres of the land acquired under the provisions 

of this Act to the production of grain suitable for feed for song 

and game birds and for wild animals. The department may do the work 

necessary to produce this grain or may lease this land to others 

who will produce the grain for a grain rent that is customary in 

the locality. 
No part of the lands open to the public for fishing and hunt- 

ing may be leased except for the production of grain as above pro- :
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vided but the Department of Conservation may lease a portion of the : 
land set aside for general recreation to associations or organ-— 
izations organized for humanitarian purposes and not for profit, as 
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Catholic Boys Brigade, church and civic 
clubs, farm bureaus and labor organizations and like organizations, 
for a nominal rental of not to exeeed five dollars per annum and 
for a term of not to exceed five years, but not more than five acres 
shall be leased to any one group or organization. All moneys so re— 
ceived shall be paid into the conservation and public recreation 

fund in the State treasury. 
The Department of Conservation may close not to exceed 25% 

of the lands open to the public for fishing and hunting for a period 
of not to exceed one year and prohibit fishing and hunting therein 
during such period in order to permit fish and game to propagate. 

4. The issuance, sale and retirement of the bonds and the 
acquisition and establishment of the State-wide system of conserva- 
tion and forest preserves and public recreation grounds, and every-— 
thing incidental thereto, shall be under the general supervision 
and control of the Department of Conservation, subject to the 
approval of the Governor. The Department of Conservation is author- 
ized, empowered and directed to take whatever steps may be necessary 
to cause the bonds to be issued and sold and to cause the State-wide 
system of conservation and forest preserves and public recreation 

grounds to be acquired and established. 
There is hereby created an advisory board to be known as the 

conservation and public recreation board consisting of seven members 
to be appointed by the Governor with the consent of the Senate. Of 

the members of this board, one shall be a prominent banker, one a 5 
prominent member of organized labor, one a person prominent in for- 
estry and reforestation work, one an active member of some organ- 
ization interested in public playgrounds or other like recreational 
grounds, one a prominent farmer and two persons who are prominent 

sportsmen, of this State. 
Of the members of such board first appointed two shall be 

appointed for a term of two years, two for a term of four years and 
three for a term of six years from the third Monday in January, 1931, 

and until their successors are appointed and qualified. Thereafter 

their successors shall hold for a term of six years. The Governor 
may remove any member of this board at any time for failure to 
carry out the duties herein imposed or for any other misconduct in 

office. The members of this board shall receive a per diem of not 
to exceed ten dollars per day and shall be reimbursed for their 
actual expenses incurred while performing their duties under this 
Act. None of the members of such special board shall be an em- 
ployee of the State nor shall any member be interested, directly 

or indirectly, in the sale of any property acquired under the pro-— 
visions of this Act. If any such member is interested in the sale 
of any property so acquired, the contract for the purchase of such f 

property shall -be void and any conveyance executed in furtherance 

thereof shall be voidable at the option of the Department of Con- 
servation. 

This conservation and public recreation-advisory board shall 
have the power and it shall be its duty: 

To advise with the Department of Conservation and to assist 

the department in selecting land to be acquired, in the management 
and development of these lands, in determining which portions shall 
be set aside for sanctuaries and reforestation, and for public rec- 
reation grounds, in formulating rules and regulations governing the 
use and occupancy of these lands, and in carrying out all of the 
provisions of this Act. 

5. For the purpose of raising the sum necessary to carry out 

the provisions of this Act, bonds of the State of Ijlinois to an 
amount not exceeding the sum of fourteen million dollars (#14,000,000 
00) shall be issued and sold as herein provided. The bonds shall 
bear interest, payable semi-annually, from the date of their issue, 
at the rate of three and one-half per centum per annum, unless 
financial conditions make a different rate advisable, in which case 
the Department of Conservation may, with the Governor's approval, 

issue part or all of the bonds at any other rate of interes% not ex- 
ceeding four per centum per annum. The bonds shall be serial bonds 
and be dated, issue and sold from time to time as the establishment
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of the State-wide system of conservation and forest preserves and 

public recreation grounds progresses, and in such amounts as may be 

necessary to provide sufficient money to carry out the provisions 

of this Act, except that bonds for an amount in excess of one million 

four hundred thousand dollars shall not be issued and sold during any 

one year; PROVIDED HOWEVER, that the first sale of bonds shall not be 

made until there is a balance or surplus of at least seven hundred 

fifty thousand dollars in the conservation and public recreation fund. 

Each bond shall be in the denomination of five hundred dollars 

($500.00), or some multiple thereof, amd shall be made payable with- 

in thirty years from date. The ponds shall be engraved and printed 

by the Department of Purchases and Construction, under the direction 

of the Governor and be-signed by the Governor and attested by the 

Secretary of State, under the seal of the State, and countersigned by 

the State Treasurer and by the auditor of Public Accounts. The bonds 

shall be deposited, until sold, with the State Treasurer; and when 

sold, the proceeds shall be prid into the State treasury and become 

a part of the State bond conservation and public recreation funde 

6. In any year in which the current revenue or accumulated 

surplus is sufficient to make unnecessary the selling of all or any 

part of the bonds to be sold in that year, such bonds may be returned 

to the State treasury marked cancelled if an amount of such revenue 

or surplus equal to the amount of the bonds so cancelled is used for 

the ourchase of land as provided in this Act. : 

7, The Department of Conservation shall have the care, control, 

supervision and management of the State-wide system of conservation 

and forest preserves and public recreation grounds, and its officers 

and such of its employees as the director my designate, are vested 

with police powers for the enforcement of the laws of the State and 

the. rules and regulations of the department. 

8. The Department of Conservation, in addition to the other 

powers vested in it by this Act, is empowered: : 

1. To receive lands by donation or devise for the State-wide 

system of conservation and forest vreserves and publie recreation. 

2. To make and enforce rules and regulations for the use, 

care, improvement, control and administration of the State-wide sys- 

tem of conservation and forest preserves and public recreation : 

grounds. 
3. To lay out, construct and maintain roads, trails, bridges, 

camp sites, shelters, houses, and other reasonably necessary or con- 

venient improvements. 
9. All payments for land purchaseé or obligations incurred 

under the vrovisions of this act shall be made by the State Treasurer 

out of the State bond conservation and public recreation fund upon 

warrants drawn by the Auditor of Public accounts, based upon bills 

of particulars and vouchers certified by the proper official of the 

Department of Conservation having knowledge of the facts upon which 

such vouchers are based, and audited and approved by the Director of 

Conservation and approved by the Governor, acting through the De- 

partment of Finance. 

10. The Department of Conservation shall, on or before the 

first day of February of each year, make a full report to the Gov- 

ernor of 211 business transacted by the department in carrying out 

the provisions of this Act during the year ending on the preceding 

thirty-first day of December. The Governor may cause the books and 

affairs of said department relating to the work provided for herein, 

to be audited in each year. 
11. The money in the conservation and public recreation fund 

crented by and under the provisions of "An Act to revise the law in 

relation to the conservation of fish, mussels, frogs and turtles in 

the State of Illinois, and to provide penalties for the violation 

thereof and to repeal all Acts in conflict with this Act," approved 

June 30, 1923, as amended, and "An Act to revise the law in relation 

to the conservation of game, wild animals, wild fowls and birds in 

the State of Illinois, and to provide penalties for the violation 

thereof, and to repeal all Acts in conflict with this Act", aporoved 

June 30, 1923, as amended, shall first be appropriated and used for 

the purpose of paying and discharging the principal and interest on 

the bonded indebtedness, herein provided for, then due and payable. 

Each year after this Act becomes fully operative and until all of 

snid bonds shall have become retired, there shall be included in and 
added to the tax levied for State purposes, a direct annual tax for 

such amount as shall be necessary and sufficient to pay the interest
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as it shall accrue, on each and every bond issued under the pro- 

visions of this Act, and also to pay and discharge the principal 

of such bonds at par value, as such bonds respectively fall due; 

and the respective amounts of such direct annual tax shall be 

appropriated for that specific purpose. The required rate of such 

a@irect annual tax shall be fixed each year by the officers charged 

by law with fixing the rate for State taxes on the valuation of 

real and personal property in this State subject to taxation, in 

accordance with the provisions of the Statute in such cases. How- 

ever, if money from other sources of revenue has been appropraited 

and set apart for the same purpose for which said direct annual 

tax is hereby levied 2nd imposed, then said officers shall, in fix- 

ing said rate of said direct annual tax, make proper allowance and 

reduction for any such money so appropraited and set apart from 

other sources of revenue. Said direct annual tax shall be, and it 

is hereby levied and imposed as herein provided, and such direct 

annual tax shall be assessed, levied and collected in the same 

manner prescribed by law in the case of general State taxes, and 

shall be paid into the treasury of the State by the officers 

legally entrusted with the duty of collecting and accounting for. 

general State taxes. No such direct annual tax, however, shall be 

levied for any year in which a sufficient amount of money from 

other sources of revenue hns been appropriated and set apart to 

pay the interest 2s it shall accrue on s2id bonds for that year 

and 2lso to pay and discharse the principal of any of said bonds 

falling due during such year. 
: 12. This Act ruthorizing the State to contract the debt 

for the purchase set forth herein, and as an evidence of such debt, 

to issue bonds of the State of Illinois to the amount of fourteen 

million dollars ($14,000,000.00) and providing that in case other 

sources of revenue are sufficient no direct tax shall be levied 

but in case such other sources of revenue are insufficient any 

deficiency shall be raised by a direct annual tax and levying a 

direct annu2l tax sufficient to pay the interest on such bonds, as 

such interest shall accrue, and also to pay and discharge the 

principal of such bonds at par value, as such bonds respectively 

fall due, but providing that such payments may be first made from 

other sources of revenue, sh2ll be submitted to the People of this 

State at the genernl election to be held on Tuesday next after the 

first Monday of November, A. D. 1930; said Act shall be so sub- 

mitted on a separate ballot, which shall be in substantially the 

following form: 

(STATE-WIDE SYSTEM OF CONSERVATION AND FOREST 

PRESERVES AND PUBLIC RECREATION 
GROUNDS BALLOT) 

Shall an Act of the General Assembly of Illinois 

entitled, “An Act in relation to the acquisition 

and establishment by the State of Illinois of a 

State-wide system of conservation and forest pre- | 

serves and public recreation grounds, and the pro- 

visions of means for the payment of the cost there- 

of by an issue of bonds of the State of Illinois," 

which in substance orovides for the acquisition and 

establishment by the State of Illinois, acting 

through its Department of Conservation, upon rec— 

ommendation of a special board of seven members, YES 

subject to the Governor's approval, of a State-wide \ 

system of conserv2tion and forest preserves and pub- i 

lic recreation grounds; sets aside 25% of such | 

grounds for sanctuaries for song and game birds and 

wild animals and, to be reforested: 10% of such | 
grounds for camping, hiking, picnicking and general 

outdoor recreational purposes, the remainder to be | | 

open for fishing and hunting; gives the Department 

full power to execute the Act; provides for control, \ 

maintenance and regulation; authorizes the State to 

contract a debt for such purpose and to issue 

#14,000,000.00 of serial bonds, bearing interest at 

i not to exceed four per cent, not more than #1, 400,000, NO | 

| 00 worth of such bonds to be sold in any fiscal year; { 

|
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| provides that the first sale of bonds shall 
not be made until there is a surplus of $750, 
000 in the conservation and public recreation i 
fund; requires moneys in the conservation and 
public recreation fund derived from the fees 
for licenses to fish and hunt to be first used 
for payment of the principal and interest of 
such bonds but in case such fund is insuffi- 
cient provides for the levy of an annual tax 
sufficient to pay the interest as it shall 
accrue and to pay off the bonds within thirty 
years from issuance; provides for publication 
and for submission to the People; makes the 
provisions for payment of bonds and interest 
irrepealnble and pledges the faith of the State 
to the making of such p2yments; go into full 
force and effect? 

This question shall be so submitted at said election, and an 
election on this question shall be held and returns thereof shall 
be mide, where not otherwise provided herein, at the same time and 
in the same manner and by the same officials as in the case of the 
election of State officers 2n@ in accord=nce, as near as may be, 
with the provisions, of the general election laws of this State. 
The Secretary of State is authorized, empowered and directed to cer- 
tify to the county clerk of each county the form of the ballot and 
also to take every step required by this Act .nd by the general 
election laws of this State to be t2ken in such cases; the res- 
pective persons whose duty it is under the gener2l election laws 
of this State to cnuse notices of election to be given and b=llots 
to be printed, and the elections to be held 2nd the results there- 
of to be ascertrined and declnred, are authorized, empowered and 
directed to take every step required by the Statutes of this Stnte 
to be taken in such cases, so 28 to cause this question to be prop- 

erly submitted to the People of this State. 
13. The Secretary of State is authorized, empowered and di- 

rected to cruse publication of this Act to be made, one each week 
for three months 2t least, before the vote of the people shall be 
taken upon this Act. Such publicstion shall be made in at least 
two daily newspapers, one of which is published in the city of 
Springfield, and one in the city of Chico. 

The Secretary of State sh2ll further cause a copy of such 
Act and a digest thereof to be published at least once each week 
for four weeks immediately preceding the election at which this Act 
is to be submitted to the people, in at least three drily newspapers 
published in Chicago other than the newspaper publis»ed there se- 
lected for the publicntion above provided and in at least one daily 
newsprper published in each of the following cities: Savanna, Free- 
port, Rockford, Waukegan, Elgin, Aurora, Sterling, Dixon, Rock Is- 
land, Princeton, Streator, Joliet,. Aledo, Kankakee, Galesburg, 
Peoria, Bloomington, Macomb, Canton, Pekin, Champaign, Danville, 
Lincoln, Decatur, Quincy, Beardstown, Jacksonville, Springfiela, 
Mattoon, Carlinville, Alton, Vandeli2, Robinson, Olney, E. St. Louis, 
Belleville, Centralin, Mt. Vernon, Fairfield, DuQuoin, Benton, - 
Carmi, Herrin, Harrisburg, Cairo, Metropolis, LaSalle, Ottawa, 
Pontiac, Effingham, Morris, Lawrenceville, Whexton, Mt. Carmel, 
August2, DeKalb, Monmouth, Pittsfield, Clinton, Marshall, Litchfield 
Murphysboro, Marion, Ann2, Sparta, Nashville, anc two newspapers 
printed in some language other than English. 

14. The provisions of this Act for the payment of the prin- 
cipnl of the bonds 2t maturity and of the interest thereon, as it 
shrill accrue, by 2 direct annual tax which has been levied herein 
for that purpose, or from other sources of revenue appropriated for 
that purpose, shall be irrepealable until such debt 2nd interest 
be paid in full, and for making such pnryment the f2ith of the State 
of Illinois is hereby pledged. 

APPROVED JUNE 26, 1929.



Gait STATE OF ILLINOIS eu 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

GUS H. RADEBAUGH, DIRECTOR FRANK E. ABBEY, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

HUNTING CLUB DAILY REGISTER 
MIGRATORY BIRD KILL—ILLINOIS GAME CODE, SECTION 27-A. 
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“IF YOU WANT MORE GAME AND FISH FOR ILLINOIS RESPECT STATE AND NATURE’S LAWS”
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THESE ENTRIES TO BE MADE AT 
DEPARTMENT OFFICE: 

PO aasiat is ra caassasysbessans stbresteadporeee STATE OF ILLINOIS 

quatic Gr SeeLTOGS SALAS adSscar as sthyendice coos teat ‘Approved by Director. 
Depth, oF Water wican ausstamnuaucuscc DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

GUS H. RADEBAUGH FRANK E. ABBEY Delivery order entered.....ssvessssssnnsrerssereee DIRECTOR ASST, DIRECTOR if 
INO, OF OPQ OR na casccsscsiccacsossseavesesesansanteasssveatesvingee 

ney or reclaiming APPLICATION FOR RESTOCKING FISH 

DLUCK seecesesrsssressssnsvsssssnsssssevnannnnsannnnnsennseneanenseneee TVLO Schanscoa cst eisserses estes vicceaitea storepass one tearrene 

Pique car ioriogiicn rahe eee TOWM OF Cit yoessersecssscccersrnssecceeoennnsnseseseenenanisiscersgesisansessonssensenesses COUTIEY sesssseneecesrqunnareecegeeenanpereececcovnansneoecogongs 
CSTIIDICGSD Bessa rasta estcss ce cs apecacsbatskostcterse keoeeeeasauoe Closest to point of Delivery 

To the Department of Conservation, State of Ilinois: 
‘We, the undersigned citizens, respectfully request that a delivery of fish breeders be supplied for restocking purposes. We Seve, when fish are delivered in fish car that all transportation charges from fish car to waters will be borne locally. We ‘further agree to Ro operate to the fullest extent with the Department Inspectors and Investigators in the protection of these fish during spawning or closed season. We are pleased to give your Department the following information: 

Lake OF Om: Name teresa sipasoerieceneinnsiasrneeveted «Fees yapanctastiasan esto ACSMELON BA. ial acsctan ecto sees ae ose oc ected ss can cet rca CO 
Miles and direction from town or city above 

Private or Public OWN€ Ps Source of Water SUD DIY Po actasasecsovesessatzeyesosdnasatvontascnelsttientes ups ODUM chetiesstedieccionrcsateets Depth during 

FFOUEH...rennnmnmfeet; Is lake or pond free from Pollution cms IS adUatic vegetation Present Pruners 

River or Stream Name ticecsenrrvcrearsssnrsereerermmmnenennnell WHAt Water SHO 2rssresermnusiennunnnsnene RIVEr GOPth..recrressssreeereresneesen OO; 

Depth during Grouthssnmnnfeet; Is aquatic Vegetation DreSent?.....nwsemerneedS factory waste or city sewage emptied in River 

OF ERO Pscscisseenvcscttaoresd IP. 80 TOW, MMUGH ®..d.csvesct rset ccscccess. Delivery Instructions: Railroad entering town OF Cityeesscssecccsssersesesesersseeenseeee 

Hard Road NOB... Name and telegraphic address of PAT Ty, 60 Be. MO EEN Occ nas sca vaesovscn seed ovaanccendltponcotbassonttond toevss conecbattesacste tet eoeaas to 

ey? Last delivery of fish made to these Waters ?sumssurnnmsussnnnen Was inerease in fish POPUAtion NOLICOD Paveesesecessserrsnesseeecseeeesesnaneere 

We are pleased to endorse this application: 

(State Senator, Members of Legislature, Judges, City or Town Officials). Name of Applicants: Address: 

Any additional information please write or type on back of this sheet. 
(87392--3M—4-28) 9 aig (OVER).
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LIST OF STRIP MINZS OF ILLINOIS, CLASSED AS SHIPPING MINES. 

eee eset 
Post office 

Name of Operator of the Main office of General Supt» Remarks 

mine the company 

emcee mn 

Black Servant C.Co. Elkville 310 Adems Bldg. 
Danville 

Gayle Coal Co. DuQuoin . 645 Rookery Bldg. 7,S.Cousins (a) 
Chicago 

Harrisburg Coal Harrisburg Harrisburg JeHeCrawford (a) 

Mining Co. #2 

Huskey Coal Co.#1 Carterville 960 01d Colony HeAeliuskey, (b) 
Bldg. ,Chicago 

Huskey Coal Cos#2~ " " " (b) Not working 

Mammoth Coal Co. Marion Benton D.C.Johns (a) 

Perfection Coal Co. Duquoin DaQuoin Jas.MeSherry(a) 

Prosperity Coal Co. Carterville 1418 Fisher Bldg. Jd.WeMcElvain, 
Chicago Herrin 

Pyramid Coal Co. Marion Marion C.FeHamilton (a) 

Tiger Coal Co. Cuba Canton Carter Norris(b) 

United Electric Me 
Coal Co. #1 Danville Danville J.BeF.Melville(a) 

United Electric 

Coal Co. #4 = * « abandoned 

United Electric 

Coal Co. #5 * = * " 

United Hlectric 
Coal Co. #9 Cuba - " 

United Electric 

Coal Co. #12 Catlin * " 

VanHoose Coal Co. Marion Herrin R.LeVantoose (b) 

Yenkee Branch 

Coal Co. Georgetown Terre Heute, T.Lelynch (a) 

Ind. 

e (a) Address same as that of the mine. 

(bd) Address same as that of the main office of the company. 

* Vice Pres, & Gen. Manager.
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Illinois, as party of the first part, and the State of Illinois, acting by and through the Department of Finance 
for the use of the Department of Conservation of said State, as party of the second part, 

the said party of the first part, for and in consideration of the leasing, and of the covenants and agreements 
herein mentioned and to be kept and performed by the said party of the second part, has demised and leased to 
the said party of the second part the following described lands, pieces and parcels of lands for the uses and 
purposes only hereinafter set forth, to-wit: 

To have and to hold the above described premises to the said party of the second part and to their successors 
TGC (hOn the ee ey OL ee ee Ae 

OC aga CNL Oa a on we Sk Ore cs 

And the party of the second part for and in consideration of the leasing of the premises above described 
and the covenants and agreements to be kept and performed by the party of the first part, agrees to pay to 

the said party ef the first part on:or before thes =. -<<ccqmcsectescoceapscscce han co teal cee nccereeree eee ee 
of each and every year during the term of this lease, the sum of one dollar ($1.00) as rent for each of said 
pareels of land. 

And the party of the second part covenants with the party of the first part that at the expiration of the 
terms of this lease, it will yield up possession in so far as it has rights and privileges hereunder, to the party 
of the first part without further demand or notice, in as good order and condition as when the same were 
leased by the said party of the second part, loss by fire, inevitable accident and ordinary wear and tear 
excepted. 

It is mutually understood and agreed by and between the parties to this agreement that upon the con- 
sideration above set forth the above described premises are leased to the said party of the second part for no 
other purposes than that of the conservation, propagation and protection of game and fur-bearing animals, 
game birds, song, insectivorous and other non-game birds in section 46 of the Game Code of Illinois, 
said party of the second part shall have at any time and all times full right and authority to enter upon said 
premises for any and all lawful purposes in connection with the propagation, conservation and protection of 
all game and fur-bearing animals, game birds, song, insectivorous and other non-game birds at any time found 
or raised upon the said premises; that it will, through its officers, deputies and agents, make such efforts as it 
may with the forces and means at its command, to protect the same from all persons whatsoever; that is to 
say, that this leasing and contract is expressly understood and intended by and between these parties as and 
for a game preserve, and that no game or fur-bearing animals, game birds, song, insectivorous or other non- 
game birds thereon shall be taken or destroyed by any person, including the parties hereto, during the term 
of this leasing, without the mutual consent of both parties. 

It is further mutually agreed between the parties hereto subscribing that the party of the second part 
may plant on such parts of the premises as may be agreed upon between the parties, but not to exceed five 
acres for each 1,000 acre reservation, patches of grain of the kind fitted for food for game and game birds, 
and that such rental shall be paid for the same as may be mutually agreed upon by the parties, but such rental 
shall not exceed the usual or customary rent of similar land in the vicinity or locality. 

It is also mutually agreed between the parties hereto that such grain as may be planted by the party of 
the second part, shall be permitted to mature and remain upon the premises during the entire season, and to 
be used for no other purpose than as food for the game and game birds thereon. 

It is further mutually understood and agreed by and between the parties hereto that the said party of 
the second part as represented by all its duly commissioned officers shall, at any and all times during the term 
of this leasehold, have free access to, over and upon all of the premises herein leased only for the purpose of the 
conservation, propagation and protection of the game thereon. 

It is further understood and agreed by and between the parties entering into this covenant that the party 
of the first part shall do all things possible and reasonably within his or their power to prevent any 
hunting or shooting upon the said premises, and will assist the said party of the second part in spirit and in 
fact to make the terms of this lease effective as affecting the propagation, conservation and protection of game 
and fur-bearing animals, game birds, song, insectivorous and other non-game birds; that it will, during the 
seasons when game are exposed to cold, stormy or snowy weather, make such provisions as it may deem best 
for the protection and feeding as well as the conservation of all said game and fur-bearing animals, game 
birds, song, insectivorous and other non-game birds. 

It is further mutually understood and agreed between the parties hereto, that the said party of the second 

part will furnish and cause to be posted at.......-------e------sececessesrsceseceeceseeeeseeee CONVENient and prominent places 
on said premises, signs advising all parties that the said premises have been legally constituted a game preserve, 
and that all game and fur-bearing animals, game birds, song, insectivorous and other non-game birds thereon 
are protected at all time during the stated term of this lease, and provide the same at its own expense. 

In witness whereof the parties hereto have set their TOnOg Gu SC GINO GAR cn cc aa ae 

Gey 0fssisn ee el 

STATE OF ILLINOIS, 

Approved: Oyen ee ee 
Director of Finance 

ee
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THIS INDENTURE, made and entered into thig....ccccccsessccccccseeecceeeC@Y Ofvccccaccecccceccneesseeceonnseseeceesneesseeeeen 
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Illinois, as party of the first part, and the State of Illinois, acting by and through the Department of Finance 
for the use of the Department of Conservation of said State, as party of the second part, 

EIS ee ny nee seg er erent errnnnn ren ecenecnen nner cnenennmncenecrennnrnenecnnerennressceeveeravonseauaaanganoartycseeteassescncncsenara= 
the said party of the first part, for and in consideration of the leasing, and of the covenants and agreements 

herein mentioned and to be kept and performed by the said party of the second part, has demised and leased to - 
the said party of the second part the following described lands, pieces and parcels of lands for the uses and 
purposes only hereinafter set forth, to-wit: 

To have and to hold the above deseribed premises to the said party of the second part and to their successors 
WL Qi1eO; LP Ot GG nee a re ue NOL ire aa ner A ae 

Gc CU i a nC NN cee ta wen 

And the party of the second part for and in consideration of the leasing of the premises above described 
and the covenants and agreements to be kept and performed by the party of the first part, agrees to pay to 

thegaid party of the first parton or-belorethe. se Oy OL ences 
of each and every year during the term of this lease, the sum of one dollar ($1.00) as rent for each of said 
parcels of land. 

And the party of the second part covenants with the party of the first part that at the expiration of the 
terms of this lease, it will yield up possession in so far as it has rights and privileges hereunder, to the party 
of the first part without further demand or notice, in as good order and condition as when the same were 
leased by the said party of the second part, loss by fire, inevitable accident and ordinary wear and tear 
excepted. 

It is mutually understood and agreed by and between the parties to this agreement that upon the con- 
sideration above set forth the above described premises are leased to the said party of the second part for no 
other purposes than that of the conservation, propagation and protection of game and fur-bearing animals, 
game birds, song, insectivorous and other non-game birds in section 46 of the Game Code of Illinois, 
said party of the second part shall have at any time and all times full right and authority to enter upon said 
premises for any and all lawful purposes in connection with the propagation, conservation and. protection of 
all game and fur-bearing animals, game birds, song, insectivorous and other non-game birds at any time found 
or raised upon the said premises; that it will, through its officers, deputies and agents, make such efforts as it 
may with the forces and means at its command, to protect the same from all persons whatsoever; that is to 
say, that this leasing and contract is expressly understood and intended by and between these parties as and 
for a game preserve, and that no game or fur-bearing animals, game birds, song, insectivorous or other non- 
game birds thereon shall be taken or destroyed by any person, including the parties hereto, during the term 
of this leasing, without the mutual consent of both parties. 

It is further mutually agreed between the parties hereto subscribing that the party of the second part 
may plant on such parts of the premises as may be agreed upon between the parties, but not to exceed five 
acres for each 1,000 acre reservation, patches of grain of the kind fitted for food for game and game birds, 
and that such rental shall be paid for the same as may be mutually agreed upon by the parties, but such rental 
shall not exceed the usual or customary rent of similar land in the vicinity or locality. 

It is also mutually agreed between the parties hereto that such grain.as may be planted by the party of 
the second part, shall be permitted to mature and remain upon the premises during the entire season, and to 
be used for no other purpose than as food for the game and game birds thereon. 

It is further mutually understood and agreed by and between the parties hereto that the said party of 
the second part as represented by all its duly commissioned officers shall, at any and all times during the term 
of this leasehold, have free access to, over and upon all of the premises herein leased only for the purpose of the 
conservation, propagation and protection of the game thereon. 

It is further understood and agreed by and between the parties entering into this covenant that the party 
of the first part shall do all things possible and reasonably within his or their power to prevent any 
hunting or shooting upon the said premises, and will assist the said party of the second part in spirit and in 
fact to make the terms of this lease effective as affecting the propagation, conservation and protection of game 
and fur-bearing animals, game birds, song, insectivorous and other non-game birds; that it will, during the 
seasons when game are exposed to cold, stormy or snowy weather, make such provisions as it may deem best 
for the protection and feeding as well as the conservation of all said game and fur-bearing animals, game 
birds, song, insectivorous and other non-game birds. 

It is further mutually understood and agreed between the parties hereto, that the said party of the second 

part will furnish and cause to be posted at.......---.---------0--ee-eceeeseeeeeeeeeseeeess---CONVENIent and prominent places 
on said premises, signs advising all parties that the said premises have been legally constituted a game preserve, 
and that all game and fur-bearing animals, game birds, song, insectivorous and other non-game birds thereon 
are protected at all time during the stated term of this lease, and provide the same at its own expense. 

In witness whereof the parties hereto have set their hands and seals. this......._..22.22..22.2.22.22020c::0:s0-eseseeceee eset 

UDG OL ee ee ge 

STATE OF ILLINOIS, 

Approved: Eye ee ee eae 
Director of Finance 

men Director of Conservation. SS
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On the skirmish line. Frank Collins about to go into action 

Shooting pinnated grouse, or prairie 4 Pe By BOB BECKER 
chicken, in Illinots A 

Ss E’LL have an Irish water-span- water-spaniel named Queen. I had shot hunt, was tearing around the wagon, tip- 
iel, an English Labrador re- ducks with Queen in the blind, and I ping over the water bottle and rough-hous- 
triever, a wire-haired pointing knew that she loved to hunt and could ing all of us in general. Guns stuck out of 
griffon, and—”’ But I didn’t get handle that type of gunning. Frank said every corner of the wagon—armament 

any farther. that with Queen he could get prairie chick- enough to equip a regiment. 
Bill rose to his feet, dramatically ex- ens and if we'd come down he’d show us It was a great day for a ride in the. rub- 

tended his right arm and in a deep bass how it was done. berneck wagon—if you had a cushioned 
voice said: Now there is nothing unusual in this seat. First through a field bordered by 

“Hold your horses, ladies and gentlemen. program if you’re familiar with the way cornstalks, from which blackbirds flushed 
The elephants are coming,” as if to imply some of the boys up northhandle the water- by the thousands. To the right, sailing low 
that I was going to lead a circus parade. spaniels. I know one breeder. up in Sas- over the weeds, we could see a marsh hawk 

Then and there the consultation broke katchewan and one out west who train hunting for mice. Passing one small pot- 
up in wild confusion. Thus started our their water-spaniels to hunt°to gun just hole, we flushed a few teal. As far as we 
plans for an unusual prairie-chicken hunt like the springers and cockers. The dogs could see there was nothing but corn, buck- 
inyolying everything, as Bill said, except rove within range of the gun, put up the wheat, fallow fields grown high with 
the use of a poodle dog and a Russian birds and then retrieve. When the duck weeds, wild sunflowers, thistles and rolling 
swamp hound—whatever that is. season is on, these water dogs take to the prairie. 
Laugh if you want to at the list of dogs water like true retrievers. 

enumerated, but I’m here to tell you that But I had never seen an Irish water- eH ok seor™ out!” called Frank, 
you can go prairie-chicken hunting with- spaniel gallop on a prairie,to oust prairie the boss of the covered-wagon outfit, 
in sixty miles of Chicago with an Irish chickens for hunters; so ‘Frank’s invita- after a short ride. “This is a good field for 
water-spaniel and a Labrador retriever tion to come down with Bill Hart and his chickens. C’mon, Queen. Get busy now!” 
and get a wonderful day’s sport. Yes, sir; Labrador retriever listened like a million So we piled overboard into a forty-acre 
laugh that off, gents—if you can. Now read dollars. Bill and I piled Diana, the non- field which dipped to a shallow valley. 
on, and we'll tell you how we did it with slip retrieving Labrador, into Bill’s bus, Queen, tail going, romped ahead of us. 
these two dogs, as the griffon wasn’t al- and away we went to Frank’s “feudal” Porky was on my right. Bill Hart was on 
lowed on the scene until later. estate early on the morning of the big my left with Diana, the Labrador, taught 

Frank Collins, the well-known sports- day. It was no trick to get down there, to heel when her master walked with gun. 
man and trap shot of Morris, Illinois, as sixty miles of concrete whizzes by Down the field we moved. 
invited us down for a whirl at the chickens in a hurry when you're on the way to Porky had all the luck. A bird was put 
on his place. Frank has without doubt the a hunt, up not twenty-five yards from him. I saw 
most remarkable private hunting preserve Frank was all ready for us at his lodge the old twelve get into action, and then 
to be found on the prairies anywhere near outside of Morris, He had ordered a fried wham! down came the chicken, a clean 
Chicago. There are thousands of acres in chicken dinner to be served in the field. kill. Queen rushed in to retrieve and shortly 
his tract bordering the Illinois River, You When we checked in at his place, he an- brought up the first bird of the day. 
can take a big wagon, attach a couple nounced that we would drive in our cars Three more flushed.a couple of minutes 
of horses to it, climb aboard, ramble over only as far as Bargo’s farmhouse and then later, but we didn’t get a shot. The ex- 
one stretch of Frank's prairie and see we'd leave the gas buggies behind. From _ pedition moved across the fields to the big 
prairie chickens, quail, pheasants, snipe that point on it was a case of rolling over sweep of prairie which rolls gently away 
and ducks in a few hours, the prairie in Bargo’s big wagon. from Frank’s wonderful duck pond, known 

One day last fall we stood in one of his No covered wagon in the days of ’49 as Round Pond. 
fields and watched a covey of seventy-five could have been more picturesque than our “Now, boys,” said Frank, making no 
prairie chickens whir away out of sight. “rubberneck” wagon as it started acrossthe move to get down from his back seat on the: 
Talk about your Dakota landscapes! Can prairie toward the haunts of the prairie rubberneck wagon, “here is where the: 
you visualize the hunting that Frank has, chickens that morning. Bargo sat on the shooting really begins. I’m going to let 
and all within sixty miles of a city of front seat, a jovial 220-pound driver whose you fellows do your stuff while Bargo and 
3,000,000? wear and tear on a plug of tobacco was, I follow with the wagon. Spread out a bit,, 

Frank owns an intelligent little Irish awful. Queen, excited at the prospect of a keep in line with Queen ahead of you, and: 

20



2/20/29. Leopold 

Digest of "Numbers & Local Distribution of Ill. Land Birds" Ww 

By Stephen A, Forbes & Alfred 0, Gross yo" 

(Bulletin of Natural History Survey Vol. XIV Art. X October 1923.) 

(Field Work 1906 ~ 9) 

Acreage Covered & Numbers All Birds per Sq. Mi. 

Winter Spring Summer Fall 

Acr. No. Acr, No, - acer. Bo. Acr, No. 

Southern 1400 836 

Central 2600 440 450000 
Northern 2300 420 1756 1458 

State 6400 520 ; 

Popujations per Sq. Mi. By Species 

Quail Grow Prairie Chicken 

Southern ( 81 winter 1906-7 380 fell 1906 19 fall 1906 
(565 fall 1906 

Central 72 we (winter 1906-7) 12 fall 1906 

Northern 1906-7 57 (winter 1906-7) 

Winter Populations per Sq, Mi. by Types & Species 

Quail Grow Prairie Chicken 

Cie wens YB owen nee BE te occice~ Ff 

Wheat --------------- 7 

CN ee a ee 

Plowed a few } 

Pasture ---- 9 ------- @ 

Sealing o- ~> Bo ewoweere BE:



Ween YF wes enee PF 
Shrubbery----- 377 

Waste & Fallow -- 115 ------- 90 

Erovortion of Totel Birds 

Prairie Chicken 2.2% Bloomington to Champaign March 1907. 

ae. * 306% Waukegan to Seales Mound * . 

* . 2.0% Harvey to Grant Park ® * 

Quail 7.0% Lawrenceville to Brownsville April 1907. 

Crow 1.2% " # us " # 

Bumbers Per Square Mile of all Winter Birds in the Several Habitats | 

Habitats ? Southern : Central; Northern + State 
smceecvonntinninisennmnmltaa mee nihalage asia RAAAAMOR snSccimriicsimnsininienisints 

: ° ; [se . ast 
Thess (ae oo) eee 
Stubble t + 59 3 3 5uO : 417 
Plowed ground 3 8 a5 2 86 3 218 
Pasture : 36 : : oe : Whe 
Meadow : : ™% 3 t 319 
Swamp t i eee $ see 3 eece 

nent : aist : e : ‘ite : 1354 
o $ 3 

Shrubs : ai i een 891 tH 
Waste and fallow $ 555 t 1989* : = t 1013 
Yards and Gardens 3 782 : Tgp eg : 3995 
Miscellaneous ' al t : 368 : 328 

Mainly tree sparrows. 
#inglish sparrows only. 

! 
7 

| 
7



File Illinois ; 

(Recreation Magazine, 1906) 

Digest of 

"fue Vanishing Prairie Yen" | 
By Clate Tinan 

pel 5,000,000 Prairie Chickens estimated killed in Nebraska “a few 
years hence" of hich 4,000,000 for market. 

pe2 “The true pinnated grouse is never found, except where man has 
broken the sod, sown the wheat, and dotted the prairies with 
groves of trees." : 

P-3 600 chickens killed in 10 deys in 1872 in Melean Co., Ill. by 
Capt. A. EH. Bogardus and Miles Johnson. 50 birds per gun per day 
considered “good hunt ing." 

asses "large flocks - - + during winter - - - in the 
cornfields of S. ¥. Iowa, though a fair days sport on 

them during the open season is unknown. * 

: pe4 Packg: "In localities where the birds are really scarce the 
number which will gather into what westerners call a "pack" is 
really remarkable, every grouse in the country seemingly heving 
his fellows." (These packs can be made to be by repeated 
flushing). 

pS "It is @ bird thet increases with the first stages of civilization, 
pauses with the second, and disappears with the third,”



| 

Quail in Illinois 

The year 1925 was the banner one for quail, when 10,975 

were distributed and a record was kept of the release of birds by 

counties, The numbers put out in each county are show on the map, 

where each dot represents 10 birds. 

In 1926 the number was smaller because of so many dying in 

shipment and inability to get them, and a great many orders had to 

be cancelled, We have a record of 5,000 which were released and 

assume that the same proportions went into different counties as 

in 1925. In 1927 quail distribution was curtailed on account of 

meny dying in shipment and the high cost of the birds. 

Sait 5st 
1h nny 

(5, ? 

a



Quail Distributed 
in Illinois by Counties (Totel 16,521 birds) 

1925, 1926, 1927. 

Adams 50 Knox 125 Warren 100 
Alexander 125 Lake 375 Washington 50 
Bond 100 LaSalle 375 Wayne 175 
Brown Lawrence 25 White 250 
Burem 400 Lee 225 Whiteside 275 
Calhoun Livingston 100 Williamson 473 
Carroll 50 Logan 125 Winnebago 50 
Cass 100 MeDonough 350 Woodford 150 
Champaign 100 McHenry 200 
Christian 375 MeLean 275 
Clark 200 Macon 50 aye 
Clay 87 Macoupin 125 16,521 
Coles 100 Madison 100 
Clinton 81 Marion 574 
Cook 25 Marshall 225° 
Crawford 50 Mason 150 
Cumberland 75 Menard 150 
DeKalb 125 Merced 250 
DeWitt 100 Monroe 50 
Douglas 275 Montgomery 256 
DuPage 100. Morgen 281 
Edger 300 Moultrie 200 
Edwards Ogle 75 
Effingham . 800 i Peoria 175 
Payette 274 Perry “3s 
Ford 200 Piatt 100 ' 
Franklin 300 Pike 225 
Fulton 175 Pope 75 
Gallatin 95 Pulaski 175 
Green 125 Putnam 
Hamilton 50 Randolph 425 
Hanceck 250 Richland 187 
Hardin 100 Rock Islend 50 
Henderson Saline 50 
Henry 225 Sangamon 450 
Iroquois 50 Schmyler 50 
Jackson 156 Scott 
Jasper 185 Shelby 75 
Jefferson. 175 Stark 50 
Jersey Stephenson 200 
JoDaviess 175 St.Clair 675 
Johnson 100 Tazewell 347 
Kane 125 Union 50 
Kankakee 75 Vermilion 475 
Kendall 150 Wabash 375



Pheasants and Pheasant igs 

In 1924 there were 40,000 pheasant eggs distributed 

and in 1925 this number was increased to 65,000.* In 1925 

about 3,000 pheasants were turned loose in the state but records 

by counties are incomplete, 

Mr. Radebaugh: (Perhaps Glen Palmer, of the Yorkville State 

Game Farm, could contribute some data on the 

pheasents put out in 1925 and 1926,) 

* There is a complete list of addresses of parties receiving 

both pheasant and duck eggs, but we did not use them,



Pheasants (1925 and 1926) * 

Adams 24 
Burem. 136 

Champaign 14 
Clinton 38 
Cook 28 
Dewitt 20 
Franklin 10 
Fulton a2 

. Troquois 12 

Jo Daviess 32 
Kankakee 38 
Lake 12 
LaSalle 10 

Lee 10 

Livingston 30 
McDonough ig 
McLean 12 
Macon 4 
Macoupin 10 
Madison 60 
Mercer 10 
Pike 12 
Scott 20 
Stephenson 12 

St. Clair 70 
Tazewekk 44 
Whiteside 6 
Williamson 10 

Total - 708 birds (out of 3,000) 

: * For which we had record of 708 released 

by counties, out of over 5,000.



File Illinois. 

Extracts from "The Grouse and Wild Turkeys of the United States, and Their 

Pp. 10 

(Tympanuchus americanus. ) 

The prairie hen, or ‘prairie chicken,’ inhabits the western prairies 
from Manitoba to southern Texas and Louisiana and from Ohio to Nebraska. 
The birds of southern Texas and Louisiana are smaller and darker than the 

common bird, : 

In summer prairie hens roost on the ground in a femily covey, as does 
the bobshite, but in winter, in many sections, they roost in trees. In the 

fall several coveys congregate in a pack, after the fashion of ptamnigans and 

crested quail. Prof. ¥. B. kL. Beal informe the writer that at Ames, Iowa, dur- 
ing the early eighties, he frequently found packs numbering as many as a thous- 
and birds, and that they habitually roosted in the long grass beside sloughs. 
fhe prairie hen is migratory in the northern part of its range, anid to # certain 

extent farther south also. The well-known authority on migration, Prof. ¥. ¥. 

Sooke, sayet zi 

In November and December large flocks of prairie chickens come from north- 

ern Iowa and southern Minnesota to settle for the winter in northern Miss- 

ouri and southern Iowa. This migration veries in bulk with the severity of 
the winter. j 

fhe eetimation in which the bird is held may be realized from the fact 

that in 1902 the supply at from $3 to $5 a brace nowhere met the demand, 

» i : 

Se reluectont oceasionally is it to fly that it can hardly be put up, and ‘ 
Professor Cooke informs the writer thet several times while hunting in northern 

Minnesota he saw a pointing dog jwap and estch @ three-fourths grown prairie hen. 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the prairie hen was extremely 

abundant throughtout Ohic and Sentucky. It is now rare in both states. A part 

of the ground it has lost in the Bast it has gained by a westward and northyerd 
movement. It has followed the grain fields of the pioneers of the plains, and 

with the extension of grain culture into Minnesota and Manitoba it hay become 

plentiful there. According to Dr. Hatch, it was by no means common when the
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Extracts from "Grouse & #ild Turkeys of the U.S" 

® 12 
; 

S ee Soe to Minnesota, and he says that in Illinois as late as 1936 

“@ wonter was extremely lucky if he could bag @ doz@n in a day. Some years later, 

with much less effort, one could have shot 50 in « day, and there were records of 

100 to a single gun. : 

he former status of the bird in the Bast is well indicated by Audubon's 

classic observations at Henderson, Ky., in 110, Audubon says: 

In those days during the winter the Grous would enter the farn- 

yerd and feed with the poultry, alight @m the houses, or welk in the ; 

very streets of the villages. I recollect having caught several in : 

a stable at Henderson, where they had followed some Wild Turkeys, Tn 

the course of the same winter, a friend of mine, who was fond if prac- 

ticing rifle shooting, killed upwords of forty in one morning, ‘but 

picked none of them up, 80 satiated with Grous was he, as well as every 

member of his family. My own servants preferred the fattest flitch of 

pacon to their flesh, and not unfrequently leid them aside os unfit for 

Cooking. * * * They could not have been sold at wore then one cent 

apiece, * * * So rare have they become in the markets of Philadelphia, 

New York, and Boston, that they sell at from five to ten dollars the pair. 

So far as the sporteman is concerned, the prairie hen is now extinct in 

Kentucky. 

fhrough ite operation the sale of the prairie hen wes virtually stopped 

4m 1902 and 1903 in ali the large cities of the East. 

¥, 13 

&. ¥. Nelson inforss the writer that in the early seventies in northrestern 

Illinois the farmers in many places burned the prairies in spring after the 

SA, prairie hens nested, and often gathered for household use large numbers of the 

eges thus exposed. ; ‘ 

The prairie hen has the sdvantege, however, of yielding sore readily to 

domestication then the bobehite, and strong efforts should be made to establish 

preserves of domesticated birds for restocking country where the species is ex- 

tinet. Successful enterprises of this kind would be profiteble. That euch 

domestication is possible and even feasible, the appended quotation from Audubon 

implies: 

The Pinneted Grous is easily tamed, ond eesil kept. It also breeds in 

; confinement, and I have often felt surprised thot it has not been fairly 

domesticated. While at Henderson, I purchased sixty alive, that were ex- 

pressly caught for me within twelve miles of thet village, and brought in a 

bag laid across the back of a horse. I cut the tips of their wings, and 

turned them loose in a garden and orchard about four seres in extent. Within
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_Bxtrects from “Grouse & Wild Turkey of the U. 8." 

Pp. 13 

/ a week they became tame enough to allow me to approach them without 

their being frightened. * * * In the course of the winter they 

became go gentle ae to feed from the nad of my wife, and walked about 

. the garden like so many teme fowls, mingling occasionally with the 

domestic poultry. * * * When spring returned they strutted, 'tooted,! 

and fought, as if in the wilds where they had received their birth. 

Many laid eggs, and e good number of young ones made their appearance, 

P. 15 ; 
VEGETABIZ FOOD, 

From October to April, inclusive, the prairie hen takes little 

wut vegetable food. This element amounts to 85.59 per cent for the 

year, Fruit constitutes 11.79 percent; leaves, flowers, and shoots, 

25.09 percent; seeds, 1't,87 percent; grain, 31.06 percent, and miscell- 

ansous vegetable material, 3.03 percent. 

The prairie hen eats a much smaller proportion of seeds, with the 

exception of groin, than the bobehite, and in this respect is less . 

weeful than the latter bird. It is, however, s better weeder than any 

other grouse, and its services in this particular are worthy of coneid= 

eration. 

». 17 
QRATN. 

The stomacks and crops examined in the investigetion contained 31.96 

percent of grain, The vobwhite, another busy stubble feeder, takes only 

17.38 percent. ; 

P, 18 : 

LEAVES FLOWERS, AND SHOOTS. 

Maturelly the prairie hen is much less given to budding than the 

ruffed grouse, wat 38 hens tone Ieee te, moa Yaee of ee Sl pine, 

apple, dward pbireh (Betula glandulosa), and bDieck birch (B. 1 . 

"TI have counted more than 50 on a single apple tree, * writes Audubon, 

‘the buds of which they entirely destroyed in a few hours. * * * 

They vere, in fact, looked upon with more abhorrence then the crows are 

at present in Massachusetts and Maine, on account of the mischief they 

counitted among the frait trees of the orchards during winter, when they 

fed on their buds, or while in the spring months, they picked up the grain 

in the fields.* : :
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“Extracts from "Grouse and Wild Turkey of the U. 5." 

‘ i THE HEATH HEN ; ‘ 
i en cupide. 

Williem Brewster in ascertained that, all told, there were probably 
only about 209 heath hens, and that they were confined to about 40 square miles 
of the island of Marthas Vineyard, 

THE IBSSER PRAIRIE REN 

(Tympenuchus pall idicinetus. ) 

H. 6. Oberholser, of the Biological Survey, found them common in August, 

1901, in Wheeler County, Tex.



' ; File: Illinois;~ 
/ Deer 

Fox 

Excerpt from "Some Concepts of Bioecology," by V.E. Shelford. 
Eeology, Vol. XII, No. 3, July, 1931, pp. 457-458. 

"One of the outstanding facts is the increase of the deer 

accompanying the destruction of wolves, foxes, etc., by early settlers 

in Illinois. Wood ('10) depicts a contimmous decrease in wolves 

and wildcats from the beginning of settlement to their practical 

extinction. When the wolf was reduced to about one half, the deer 

increased rapidly for a little less than 10 years, reaching a large 

maximum of about three times the original number. An increase in 

the raccoon, skunk, squirrel, and red fox began at the same time 

as the increase in deer." 

Accompanying the article, on page 57, is a graph showing 
the changes in abundance of 9 species of mammals following the 
settlement of Illinois.
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Table D.--Quail census and kill, Illinois 

ee ce a ts Sg 
: : : Population : Kill 

Observer — Place - County : Acreage: Year :Covies:Per covey:Birds:Acres per bird: Kill sAcres per bird:Per cent 

¢. F. Mansfeld, Jr. hes 4 Seeder ee a : 120'$ 3.6 : : : 

Preserve (owned), Green county : : 1926 : es : : 315 : 1.4 : : : 

Leased : 2400 :Best year : : : : : 1300 : . aos 
: : average : : : : s<000 3 4.0 3 

N. R. Huff : 640 :10 years: 5 : : 753 8.0 : Closed to hunting 

Farm, Hamilton county : (This is a sample of unproductive quail land.) : ; ; 

Wayne county : 10 :Several yrss aod : 453 0.3 : ? : ? : 

: (This is the heaviest stocked range Huff knows of.) : : : 

H. J. Bowman .  Re0 Ce) 1 a 0 ees 2.7 Closed to hunting since 1921. 

Fairmont property, Madison county : : 1924 : 50 : 20 :1000 : 0.2 :Always fed in winter. Killed 

: ¢ y0bOS Re 20 2s 00s 0.7 ta few cats. 

H. J. Bowman ¢, 2RS SASS ees Re. Blo 4 0.5 : : : 

Kirsch property, Madison county : : 1928 +: 18 3 20 : 360: 0.3 . 256g 5 del : 28 

: :Best year: 18 : 20 : 360: 0.3 : 250 0.5 : ss 
: : : : : : :(Fed in winter. Ten cats per yr. 

John M. Olin p60 4 GRR Ey Se aa 0.8 2. 150 1.0 : 80 

Kirsch and part of Fairmont property : : 1926 : 9 : 20 : 180 : 0.8 : 150 : 2-0 : 0 
Madison county : : : : : : : : : 

: : 1927 : ot 20 3: TBO: 0.8 : 150.23 1.0 : &0 
: : : : : : :Fed in winter. Killed 6-10 cats 
: : : : : : : per year 

Ed. L. Kanaker 99 4 ek a Es 16 66 : 0.5 : Closed for years. Fea 
$ : : : : : ‘ winters. 

Kanaker homestead, Union county $ : : : : : $ 

D. R. Abernathy cl pee core: eee gee aye a ae : : 
Lawrence county : : (This is average Lawrence county quail country.) : : 

oO. EB. Huff i 300r te 2986 Ba AR es 201 eee ee 4.0 : 50 

Elder Lee farm, Clark county : : : : : : : (A little better than average.) 

Cc. E. Huff 3g See? a ee 8 8 Se et tS : 
Edger county : : : : : : : : : 

M. M. Baker eR og dope > oh ee eos 6.4 !No shooting allowed. (Thinks 
: : : : : $ tthis is a little better than av- 

os) tists county (14 miles : : $ $ : 3 serage of local quail range.) 

: : : : : $ tat least: : 
Frederic Leopold, 1 mi. southof Hopper: 160 ; 1928 : a8 20 : 160 ; 26 60.2 : 

: 3 3 : : 3 :This is a sample of the best 
Henderson county : : : 3 : : & range. 

:(1/3 cult, 2/3 brambly slashed timber. Been heavily trapped. Fox but no cats.) 

Wm. Eroniger : 350 3 1928 3 : : 500 : 0.7 :No shooting allowed. (This is a 
: : : : : : :sample of the best range. 

Tom Gilbrath farm, Henderson county ‘ : $ $ : ; : ; : 

L. 0. Dadent oo MOS ope > os. 1g a oes 1:3 : (Brushy land, small fields) 

Dadent farm, Hancock county : : 24 survived winter : : $ 

Kenneth Knowlton : 160 3 1928 =: 3 : Ie 2s 36 : 45 :This is a sample of the best 
: : 3 $ : : sstocking in this county. 

Stephenson county ‘ $ $ : : : : : ; 
: : : : : : : : aes gna
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Preliminary sketch map of glacial moraines of Illinois - 1929 
Subject to revision according to studies in progress 

(After Leverett, Leighton, MacClintock, and others) Prepared by Kk. L. Leighton 
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Preliminary sketch map of glacial moraines of Illinois - 1929 
Subject to revision according to studies in progress 

(After Leverett, Leighton, MacClintock, and others) Prepared by U. lL. Leighton 
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Preliminary eketch map of glacial moraines of Illinois - 192 
Subject to revision according to studies in jrogrese 

(After Leverett, Leighton, MacClintock, and others) Prepared by kk. U. Leighton 
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Teble D.--Queil census and kill, Illinois 

hie A eiei oa  de : 3 3 Fogulation : Kill 
Observer - Flace - County tAcrees es Year :Covies:Per covey:Birds:Acres per bird: Kill Acree per bird:Fer cent 

0. F. Mensfeld, gr. 1 NS5G.4 1907) 14 coe: +120: 3.6 : : : 
Preserve (owned), Green county : : 1926 : 22 : : 315 : 1.4 4 : : 
Leased : 2400 Best yeor $ : : : : 1300 ¢ 48 ing : 2 aversce : t ? : : 600 ¢ 4.o : 

N. R. Huff : WO 3210 yeare:; 5 : 75 &.0 : Qlosed to hurtin 
Farm, Hamilton county : (This is 2 sample of Unyroductive quail 1 nd, ) : ? : 
Weyne county : 10 :Seeralyre: 3 + : 45: 0.3 i ee ? : 

i (This 16 the heaviest stocked rence Huff xnowe of.) : : 
H. J. Bowman is G20) suveaeeten, SNe! Dige. | got 2.7 tCloeed to hunting eince 1921. 
Fairmont property, Medison county : 1 984 74 Ub Go 201s tx000 | 0.2 tAlways fed in winter. Killed 

: + gees apis 20: 3. 30085 0.7 ta few cate, 

H. J. Bowman 2245 3) Gogh ememeMe, Peay". flog: 0.5 : : : 
Kirsch property, Macison county : : \192RM Ieee 20. 4 360 0.3 1 1004 i + 28 

: Best year: 18 :; 20 ; 360: 0.3 : 250 ¢ 0.5 : 70 : € 3 & 3 : 3(Fed in winter. Ten cats ger yr. 

John M. Olin i G150¢  geo vee em go. } 380; 9.8 se 150, <2 2.0 eae Kirech snd part of Fairmont property : $1926: 9°$ 20; 1d0 } 0.8 let 150 Lg 1.0 : 40 Madison county : : : : 3 : : : : : t 1907 earn eo” 180); 0.8 e160 14 1.0 : 80 : : : : : : tFed in winter. Killed 6-10 cats : : : : : : : per year 

Ba, L. Kaneker 1°29 |: \1ped/ Sime te? 6a 0.5 t Closed for yeare, Fea : : : : ve : 3 winters. Kenaker homestead, Union county t 3 : : : : : 

D. R. Aberns thy $2000: /a9g8) 4454 «ej isé | 6.4 : : : 
Lawrence county : : (This is everace Lawrence county quail country.) : : 

co. E, nuff 2.260%: ageeyees a a5; 75} 2.1 ten 36 os 4.0 : 50 
Elder Lee farm, Clark county : : : : : : : (A little better then evereze.) 

c. E. Huff (260) ee es) 5; . 95 2.2 : : : : : : : : : : 3 %5 : Edger county : 2 : : : 8 . : : 

v. u. Beker 2 6N0) 40) guests: W802 160% 6.4 iNo shootine mllowed. (Thinke " : : : : : : tthis is s little better than av- GourskePg? PtonisTs comme (AN alles | : : : : : terage of loccl quail rence.) 
: x 3 : : : : tAt least: : Frederic Leopold, 1 mi. southofHopper: 160 : 1928 ; 8 ; 20, 3 260 3 150: : 60 : : : : : : : : iThis is a sample of the beet Henderson county : 3 : : : : : Trance, 3(1/3 cult, 2/3 brambly slashed timber. Been heavily trapped. Fox but no cats.) ‘ 
: : : Pies ts cach OS Wa. Eroniger 1, 350° 3. RGB eee : 3 500 ; Oni :No shootins allowed. (This is a : : t ? : : ssemple of the best rance. Tom Gilbreath farm, Henderson county 3 t t : : 3 : : t 

L. 0. Dadent 280 0: gre mpm igh; (60 3 1.3 : (Brushy land, sm2ll fields) : : : : t 3 : : : Dadent farm, Hancock county : : 2h survived winter : : : 

Kenneth Knowlton aieaG0" 3 -SIgeeiuummese fis! |; 36 4.5 iThis is 2 sample of the best : : : : : : sstocking in this county, Stephenson county 3 : : : : : : : : SSE ype aT em 
sea ge et eae
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Teble D.--Queil census and kill, Illinois 

PEA be TSS LR eg mre nS te RG ae eee ie eee at ee ee at sae 
: : $ Fopuletion : Kill 

Observer - Place - County tAcreere: Year :Coviee:Fer covey:Birds:Acres per bird: Kill Acres per bird:Fer cent 

@. F. Mensfeld, Jr. 1535 5 00h 4 8 +120: 3.6 : : ia : 

Preserve (owned), Green county : 3. 19B6 ry OBL) 2315: 1.4 oe : : 

Leased : 2H00 tBest year : : : : : 1300 : 1.8 : 
3 3 averare ¢ : : : + 600 3 4c 3 

N. OR, Ruff : of0 ¢10 years: 5 : : 753 £.0 : Qlosed to hurting 

Form, Hamilton county : (This is 2 sample of unproductive queil lend.) : : : 

Weyne county : 10 sSeeralyre: 3 ¢ 2453 0.3 a0 ee ? : 

: (This is the heaviest stocked renge Huff «xnowe of.) : : : 

H. J. Bowman : $0220. Geb eee eb a eds 27 {Cloeed to hunting eince 1921. 

Fairmont property, Medison county : : 1924 3 50 : 20 310003 0.2 tAlways fed in winter. Killed 
t ? : ? : : : 
3 : 1928 4. 15. % 20 : 3003 0.7 3a few cats. 

H. J. Bowman 3.215 + 1916 Sp ae g¢ 20 ; eto: 0.5 : : : 

Kirsch property, Macison county : : 1988 Mee: 20 4 360; 0.3 4) OO ws Ua + 28 

: : rBest year: 14 : 20 : 360: 0.3 +. 250 : 0.5 : 70 
: 2 : : : : 3(Fed in winter. Ten cate ver yr. 

John M. Olin : 7 250 3: 19250 Go 20) ¢ ada: 0.8 17350 + 1.0 : . 80 

Kirsch snd part of Feirsont property : 2 1926 4 5 Se ica) 3 eos 0.8 b> 150 |: 1.0 : 80 
Madison county : : : : + : : : : 

: t 1987 999) 20) 4k BOs 0.8 me 1505 1.0 3 80 
: : : : : 3 :Fed in winter. Killed 6-10 cats 
t 2 t i i - : per yeor 

wd. L. Kanaker ; 29 8 \tge@ f° Bos ae: boy 0.5 t Closed for yeers. Fed 
: : : : a : 3 winters. 

Kenaker homestead, Union county 3 ! ¢ : t : 3 

D. R. Abernethy 2 1000 AgPR ns aes es ISG: 6.4 : : : 

Lawrence county : : (This is average Lawrence county quail country.) : : 

c. E. Ruff fibOrny | 2pesiaiens | t 154 8 75s Ria i) 3 a 

Elder Lee ferm, Olark county : : : : : : : (A little better then evereze.) 

¢. 3. Huff Sp 260g) ageyiusmesi 3) 15k 75) ete : : 

Edger county : : : : : : ie : : 

Xu. u, Baker + G40 ¢ | aoeeMe Nees = 20-4 100'% 6.4 {No shootine nllowed, (Thinks 
5 3 : 2 : : : tthis is 5 little better than av- 

Coun eye POP ekoria. ce eae : t : $ : : terage of locyl quail rance.) 

: a : : : : tat least: : 
Frederic Leopold, 1 mi. southof Hopper: 160 : 1928 t Ss 20 : 160: 1.0 2 60 3: : 

2 3 : 2 : : :This is a sample of the beet 
Henderson county : : : : i : t Trance. 

3(1/3 cult, 2/3 brambly slashed timber. Been heavily trepyed. Fox but no cats.) ‘ 
wn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn Penn nmin penn ns rnnn fren Ponte nnn [onan fone n nn nnn nnaen fon nnnna Ponca meen nn nnan fener rate 

Wm. Broniger 2.350 : 1928 3? : : 500 : 0.7 {No shooting allowed. (Thie is a 
: 3 : t : : ssemple of the best range. 

Tom Gilbreth farm, Henderson county % : ‘ : t : t t : t 

L. 0. Dadent : 80 : 1928 +: & s 15 -: 603 aa : (Brushy lend, smell fields) 
: : : z : z : : : 

Dadent farm, Hancock county t : 24 survived winter : : : 

: : : : : : : : : 

Kenneth Knowlton $1607 3 1988 Ss x2 6s 1364 45 3This is e sample of the best 
: t : : : : stocking in this county. 

Stephenson county : : : : : : : : :



Aldo: 
I was taught to fish, hunt and trap by my grandfather 

(David Allen Dryer). His stomping ground was the Kankakee 
and the Kankakee marsh from 1845 to 1905. He killed deer 

and turkeys there until after the Civil War. His cronies were 

his brother Wheeler and Henri de Moss of Momence, Illinois. 

Grandpa Dryer (1818 - 1908) managed to teach me to 

knit nets before I was ten years old, but he gave up teaching 

me to trap Indiana foxes because I wasn't as smart as they 

were. He witnessed the mass migration of the gray squirrels 

about 1828. With other boys he waded into the Ohio Riwer 

near Cincinnati and knocked them in the head with clubs. 

MD) atlig ide



DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION 

FRANK G. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

rar parinne BIOLOGY . . WILLIAM TRELEASE 

STATE OF ILLINOIS Gavinay ne i eert Panag 
DWIGHT H. GREEN, GOVERNOR PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD” 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF oe 

URBANA Qui 

September 7, 1945 

Dr. Henry B. Ward 

446 New Agriculture 

Dear Dr. Ward: 

I shall attempt to write out some of my impressions about 
C the proposed Kankakee Marsh project in answer to the questions which 

you raise in your letter of August 25, as well as to some which 
occurred to me while reading the pamphlet, "The 01d Kenkakee". 

O If part of the Kankakee Marsh is to be restored and put 
into public owmership for the sake of wildlife and public recreation, 
the sponsoring organizations would do well to make use of the exper- 
fence gained on a number of similar enterprises in neighboring states, 
fhe main thing is to make a general plan that will accomplish the 

P specific purposes of the project over a long period of years, and 
then stick to it. 

The period of acquisition and development of such areas 

¥ commonly extends over ten or twenty years before they reach their 
full usefulness. When they are administered by organizations in 
which the responsible heads change every few years, the continuity 
of the project is broken, and the original objectives often forgot- 
ten or set aside to follow other lines of procedure that promise . 
quicker returns. 

‘ I see no reason why certain kinds of outdoor recreation 
cannot be dovetailed into a wildlife restoration program centering 
around a rns waterfowl. There is Tr. need for a large tract 
of publicly owned land offering opportunities for outdoor recreation 
to the cities clustered around the southern tip of Lake Michigan in 
Indiana, very much as the Cook County Forest Preserve system serves 
Chicago and its suburba. The Cook County areas are devoted primarily 
to public recreation and have clocked up an annual average of fifteen 

to twenty million man-days of it on 35,000 acres in recent years. 
In spite of this heavy usage, they have been so well planned and 
administered that native wildlife has come back in a variety and 
abundance scarcely to be found elsewhere in Illinois.
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If this is to be an Indiana project with emphasis on wild- life conservation and outdoor recreation, one would expect it to be administered by the state Conservation Commission through their div- isions of fish and es forestry; and state parks, lands and waters. It seems particular 7 avevens that the Indiana state park a take a hand because y have an excellent reputation for eapable, long-sighted administration in matters concerning public recreation in the state parks. 

The migratory waterfowl program on the Kankakee area should be coordinated with the nation-wide system of refuges by seeking the help of the waterfowl people of the U, 8. Fish and Wildlife Service. They have been conspicuously suecessful with the Chautauqua Waterfowl Refuge on the Illinois River where occasionally on 3,000 acres of water, more than a million ducks at a time have been censused during the peak of the autumn flight. On this sane area the trapping and commercial fishing privileges are sold each year and, in addition, it C furnishes 10,000 to 15,000 man-days of the best angling to be found in the state. 

As you say, departments of conservation "are still some-~ O what influenced by other considerations than those which underlie conservation." In this respect, the Indiana Department of Conserva~ tion 1s probably no better or no worse than those of other states in the Middle West. They all suffer from the general defects of Gepertments supported by the fee system. ‘There is a tendency for P them to toy with schemes that promise an increase in revenue, and to cater to by Pond ideas about fish and game no matter whether it is sound wildlife conservation or not. 

‘ On the other hand, the Indiana Department of Conservation through its monthly magazine, "Outdoor indiana", its state parks, its forestry program, and its relations with schools and clubs, has gone out of its way more than most states to encourage those forms of outdoor recreation which ao not require the purchase of licenses. 

Although I have not seen the government plan for the Kan- kakee Marsh project, the following points summarize the main features of the experience i by various agencies in the management of areas combining w ife conservation and rather heavy public use. 

(1) Feet pp eries. ~-The gross acquisition area should include sii-etthe 0 mel of the Kankakee River and other adjacent areas, either already under water or capable of being flooded. Since the area proposed in the government plan is a rather narrow strip through the original marsh, it is important that there be no shooting within this area and that there be buffer strips with no shooting a least a quarter mile wide outside all water areas if
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it is to attract waterfowl in numbers. This is necessary because there 
will be no large sheets of water where ducks can “raft" at a safe dis~ 
tance from ~—? during the fall migration. 

The entire area should be made a game preserve from the 
beginning by hunting easement contracts with the option for indefinite 
renewal, or until the acquisition program is complete. If this is 
delayed until the refuge begins to show results, there will be a 
patehwork of specially favored areas open to shooting which will 
nullify its value as a refuge. 

(2) Water and peng eee adequate protection, 
the use of the area by waterfow. 1 be determined by the number of 

acres that can be put under water. It is particularly important 

that one or more sheets of water, as ee as possible, be created, 
if it is to make a substantial contribution to the system of refuges 
new in existence. The number of ducks using relatively small sheets 

C__ of water in this region may be juiged by the WeGinnes Slough taterfowl 
Les near Orland Park, Illinois, maintained by the Cook County 

Forest Preserve District. Here, 200 acres of water frequently accommo- 
date 60,000 to 100,000 ducks at a time. 

If the meandered oxbows of the old channel, formed when the 
Kankakee Ditch was dug, ere flooded, they should provided good 
fishing, good trapping, and may attract more waterfowl than I expect. 
Gertainiy, they will be an essential feature of the area from the 

P standpoint of public recreation. 

(3) Fire Pretestion---Fire protection will involve the main- 
tenance of an elaborate sys of fire lanes, fire fighting equipment, 

a end a fire fighting organization. 

(4) ante Det year round police patrol is necessary 

to prevent poa &, Wa or fires, keep the publie out of the 
waterfowl areas during the autumn migration, supervise one and 
trapping, and generally direct the use of the area by the public. 

(8) Goneen tration of public weer rs heaviest load of 
public use shou e@ concen at a few places where parking spaces 
and picnic areas are provided. As few roads as possible should 
cross the area, and, it is important that automobiles should be 
restricted to established roads and parkinggpaces. Hiking trails 
should radiate from areas of concentrated public use for the convenience 
of anglers and others who are interested in going farther afield. 
These safeguards protect most of the area from undue trampling and 
disturbance, and simplify its supervision.
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(6) Fishing. Fishing with hook and line can be one of 
the principal forms of outdoor recreation permitted on the area 
although the number of people participating will be only a smali 
fraction of the numbers that come to picnic, hike and sightsee if 
picnic grounds and trails are provided. 

The flooded oxbows of the old channel, and the larger and 
deeper sheets of water should furnish a sufficient acreage to allow 

unre stricted angling. In these waters the important species will be 
largemouth bass, crapples, blue gills and bullheads with a scattering 
of a few other kinds. Formerly, pickerel occurred in fair numbers 
in this old channel, but I would not expect them to come back because 
they do not thrive in small bodies of dead water so far south. 
I understand that the Kankakee Diteh has fair numbers of fish now, 
including a few wall-eyed pike. 

Attempts to restrict the fish population to a few desirable 
C kinds in any of the ponds may be useless because, wnless I am mistaken, 

the whole area floods during wet seasons. It will also be useless to 
maintain flah are after breeding populations of the hook-and-line 
kinds have been established. While it might be desirable to net out 
carp, buffalo and other rough fish as an unutilized source of food, it 

O should not be done with the expectation that enough of them can be 
removed in this way to appreciably improve hook-and-line fishing. 

The song ean ¢ season and the public use of the tract should 
P Open sometime in April and close in September. 

(7) Duck Foods Protection, water and food are the 
essentials for a success resting and feeding station for wild ducks 
migrating through this region. Artificial feeding of grain during the 

i ve early years may serve to toll the birds in until they grow accustomed 
to the refuge, but the mainstay of their dlet, as shown by the Survey's 
Illinois River studies, is almost certain to be shelled corn from the 
fields for which they will range out thirty or forty miles. The 
inereased use of mechanical corn pickers in recent years has greatly 
increased the amount of shelled corn left on the ground. (We estimate 
thet a mallard gets between one and two miles per grain of corn.) 

The acorns of the pin oak (Quercus palustris) are reputed to 
be an excellent duck food and there are considerable stands of this 
tree along the Kankakee in Indiana. Natural stands of wild rice 
occur in a few places along the upper Kankekee but the grain is usually 
taken by other birds before the duck flight, and further attempts to 
propagate it, as an important duck food in this part of the country, 
do not seem worthwhile. 

The management of marginal and submerged aquatic plants to 
produce the kinds and quantities best suited for a duck refuge is both 
complicated and difficult, except in a general way by regulating water
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levels. uite probably it would be best, in the long run, to impound 
as much water and marsh as possible and accept whatever volunteer growths appear without spending much time and money in trying to change then around. iir. Frank ¢. Bellrose of our organization is unusually well Scqueinted with duek food plants under loeal conditions. 

Geese are supposed to require gravel on a well protected open shore or island. 4 

(8) Waterfowl nesting Nesting areas suitable for certain kinds of waterfow © provided even though it is not likely that substantial numbers of birds will be produced. ‘he most = species are eee tome. Miser wood duck, coot, rails, grebes, mal ard, black duek and © goose. Certsin large marshy ereas, with little water suitable for fishing, might be protected throughout the year 
against public use. 

‘2 The use of wood duck nest boxes is an effective way to 
increase this species in places where trees with natural cavities 
are scarce. 

A pair of Canada gene is reported to have nested in the O MeGinnes Slough Refuge in 1941, and Dr. Miles D. Pirnie has had con- siderable success with them at the Kellogg Bird Sanctuary near Battle Greek, Michigan. 

P The spectacle value of moderate numbers of nesting waterfowl to the visiting public in this region is mush greater than their con- ; tribution to the hunters' kill. 

(9) Native Flora and Fauna There should be no predator control Y of any kind excép g8 and eats and, perhaps, the ordinory take of fur bearers. 

While good biologists may not subscribe to an unquestioning belief in a "balance of nature", it so happens that most predator control measures have either been futile or, if effective, have often set up a chain of events that aggravate the conditions they are intended to correct. Witness the attempts to improve fishing by destroying animals that prey on young fish. Fish conmonly become so numerous, and 
are 60 stunted ee increased competition that fishing quickly 
becomes poorer than before. 

Visitors will try to visualize their project as a restored portion of the historic old marsh. if there is too much evidence of the man-made and the man-managed, the illusion is lost. | 

For these same reasons, the introduction of exotic plants 
and animals is to be avoided. They lend an sir of artificiality 
and introduce unknowns whose consequences are seldom predictable. 

Above all things else to be avoided on the area, especially 
if it is to be open to the public, is the artificial propagation of game 
or fish. The contributions of this practice to the kill of game and
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fish is not only questionable in the eyes of almost every experienced 
wildlife technician, but 1t gives conerete support to what seems to 
be a growing popular eo i.@., that our native wildlife has 
become co ope and, even if left alone under favorable conditions, 
is incapable of managing its affairs in an orderly manner. 

(10) Cottages, concessions, etc. The ropes Kankakee 
Marsh restcration aye vast S$ sO closé to cities with hotels and 
restaurants that there is no need to provide visitors with lodging, 
meals or vefreshment on the premises. It would be e fatal error to 
consider any plan which would allow the construction of eottages on 
the area, or the creation of a resort atmosphere. On the contrary, 
it would be well to forestall the development of this abuse during 
the acquisition period by a clause in the hunting easement contracts, 
mentioned earlier. 

} The buildings, alone, take away the outward appearance of 
@ natural area; but what is more serious, cottagers on such public 
lands quickly assume a proprietary interest and seek in many ways 
to increase their own privileges, md to restrict those of the general 

O public. 

it is gustomary to license private boats for use on 
such areas. If there is sufficient demand, a concession for a boat 

P livery may be desirable. 

Trapping must be done in late fall or early winter, but 
furs reach their prime in this region in December. This also allows 
time for most of the duck flight to pass and thus causes less distur- 

y bance on the refuge. On other refuges it is common practice for 
selected trappers to harvest the ¢rop on a share basis. The estinates 
ef the fur yield given in the pamphlet are a good deal higher than our 
people are able to figure it. 

fo sum up, 1t seems feasible to combine outdoor recreation 
with wildlife ponservation on a restored portion of the Kankakee 
Marsh. Because of the special needs along these lines in this locality, 
it may also be justifiable as good land use. 

But there are difficulties which have not been discussed. 
There is too much optimism about the wildlife ylelds and benefits to 
be expected, and too much talk about the wealth of life in ae 
marsh. The restored portions will not exactly duplicate primitive 
conditions, but even if they did, 1t must be remenbered that things 
like waterfowl are not “isolationists” but oitizens of the entire 
continent. A more realistic procedure is to assess the physical 
features of the area, accept present day conditions, and bulld from 
scratch as if no marsh had ever been there.
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fhe tract blocked out in the government plan, while com- 

day about a tenth of the ede marsh area, includes most of 

the sites where water can be restored. In spite of this, it seems 

to be 40,000 or 50,000 acres in extent. At prices as low as $40 or 
#50 an acre the cost is about two million dollars. It would not 
seem unusual if another million were spent before the construction 

and development program had gone very far. 

Ib is hard for local waterfowl technicians to believe that 

a hundred or more miles of narrow, meandered oxbows will make a good 

duck refuge. They expect a few ducks in such places, but not the nun- 

bers one associates with successful resting and feeding refuges during 

the hunting season. Also, even though several thousand acres of marsh 

are restored, they cannot imagine that the numbers of ducks bred there 

will be more than a few hundred, or at most a very few thousand. In spite 

of the fact that this is intended as a major waterfowl project, such 

a duck production would be scarcely one percent of the annual duck 

® kill claimed by Indiana. 

In view of the excessive cost and doubtful waterfowl value 

of the entire tract, itimight be better to choose smaller, more com-~ 

O pact areas where broad sheets of water can be created. 

While some of the observations and conclusions given here 

are my own, many of them reflect the findings and the views of other 

Pp members of the Survey's staff. The remarks on public use are largely 

modeled efter the practices used on the Cook County forest preserves. 

Respectfully submitted, 

David H. Thompson 
Zoologist 

DHT mse



New Soils Building 

April 18, 1935 1 

Mr, A, W, Pinne, Forester 
Martin County ECW Camp 57-8 
loogeotee, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Pimne: 

I know of no publications on rabbits or squirrels from the 
Management viewpoint. 

There is no single publication on quail but Paul L. Errington, 
Towa State Coliege, Ames, Iowa, has a series of reprints which consti= 
tute the standard reference material on this species. I am ony, | 
you a few samples of his reprints, If they apvear usable to you, let 
me mow and I will send you some more, Some of them are getting scarce 
and I do not like to part with them without being sure that they fit 
your needs, 

4s to pheasants, send for the following: “Suggestions for 
Pheasant Management in Southern Michigan" by Howard MU. Wight. Depart= 
ment of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan, August, 1933. Wight 1s also 
just publishing a book on pheasant management, 

I assume you have my “Game Survey" and "Game Management", 
The bibliography in the latter is a ready-made list of literature from 
which you can select. : 

' You might also be interested in the mamecript of "Game 
Survey of Indiana," copy of which ought to be in the advent library. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold \ 
ae In Charge, Game Research : 

Via Tinie ne , oe as, kT. 
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Martin County State Forest 
Martin County EOW Camp 5/-S 

Loogootee, Ind. 
April: 15; 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsig, 

Dear sir, 

I am writing to you in regards a game management problem we have. 

The Federal Government, through the AAA, is purchasing 40,000 

acres in the northern part of this county, and turning it over 

to the state for management. We will develop the area from all 

conservation standpoints--this includes the building of roads; 
telephone lines; a fire tower; fire prevention; forest stand im— 
provement; erosion work; stream improvement, including the build- 
ing of a dam to create an artificial lake; forest planting, and 
game management. 

As Forester for this camp I am in charge of the forestry praghice i 
and game management, and ag such I am writing you. we 

This area, being enfin, has rabbits, squirrel, quail and 
a few ring-necked ph¢asants on it. Our problem will be to establish 
all. kinds of game cover, in order to improvement game conditions. ; 
In other words--do all me can for the game. 

I have received some material from the Biologigal Survey, and 
wrote Mr. Bode, of the Iowa Conservation Department, for a copy 
of your survey and 25 year plan, but he informs me it has never 
been published save as a magazine article. Do you have a copy we 
might have ? I beleive you gave a talk in reference to suiting 

the game management to the ecology of the region (that is what we 
hope to do, as it seems to be the most practical plan)-—have 
you notes on that talk, or similar lectures we could have ? 

This work is presenting quite a problem to us as it is a relative- 
ly new field, and we haven't the time to experiment and judge by 
the results what the best practice is. 

Any material, bulletins, technical notes, etc., that we could have 
or use, would be very much appreciated. 

Hoping to hear from you soon, and thanking you for your attention 
in this matter, I am, 

gw" Yours ro 

or de 
a we par A. W. Pinne, Forester, 

fa nt ot) ‘ ECW Camp 57-S 

we



New Soils Building 
October 29, 1934 

Mr, A, Z, Andrews 
Fish & Game Division 
Conservation Department 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

Dear Mr, Andrews: ; i 

I do not know the cause of extra large quail covies 
except that they seem to accompany extra good breeding years 
and also occasionally they seem to occur in locations which 
are inhabited during only part of the winter season, such as, 
for instance, upland prairie with a great excess of food but 

: not enough cover to carry birds over winter, Such ranges often 
show during fall extra large covies, and during winter no birds 
at all, : 

In Mr, Caster's case the best guess I could venture 
is simply an extra good breeding season, 

Incidentally, the question of why covies exist and 
what determines their numbers is one of the least solved 
riddles of wild life ecology. 

I need your good wishes on that matter of a 600 score, 
since I have not yet made one, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

a Aldo Leopold 
: In Charge, Game Research 

vh



STATE OF INDIANA 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

Board INDIANAPOLIS Administrative Officer 

Governor Paul V. McNutt V. M. Simmons 

feces Clifford Townsend October 23, 1934. 

Virgil M. Simmons 

Paul Fry 
James D. Adams 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

: Jesse Caster of near Crawfordsville, in Montgomery 

County, Indiana, was here in the office to-day. Mr. Caster is the over- 

seer of the quail area in Montgomery County which has been in existence 

for several years. He reports that for the first time, at this time of 

year, he sees bevies of thirty to forty quail. In previous years the quail 

have been in smaller bunches of twelve to sixteen at this time of year. He 

asked me what could be the cause of the larger bevies and I told him I 
would write you and ask you if you had an explanation. ’ 

Mr. Caster advises that he evidently has an increase 

of quail again this year but says that foxes have begun to disturb the 
pirds and that he hears them give their get-together call early in the 

mornings. He is planning a small fox drive. I found a fox den on his place 
last winter. You may be interested in knowing that Mr. Caster is getting 
about three hundred osage trees to set out on his tract in accordance 
with suggestions made in your books. 

_ Wishing you some six hundred scores and a good deer 
hunt this year, 

: Sincerely 

GU Gio att ectes, 

AEA/LR A. E. ANDREWS 
Fish and Game Division.



New Soils Building 
April 30, 1934 

Mr. Edwin B. Steen 

Department of Biology 
Purdue University 
Lafayette, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Steen: 

I have heard of you through John Ball, and I am glad 
to give you a sketch of our set-up, 

The overhead, consisting of myself and secretary, is 
provided for in an endowment fund furnished for five years by the 
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, We have no other working funds, 

the only teaching consists of orientation courses, One 
course is offered to the short course farmers and another one to 
biological juniors, seniors, and graduates. ‘the latter is deseribed 
in the attached mimeograph, 

The tulk of the effort of the Chair is in research. I have 
found enough funds to carry two men, one making a qycle study (W. B. 
Feet) SO Se eee & Sore iene Sey oe yeree See 
(P, J. Sehmidt), Mamerous other projects, however, cre under way, 
not under me but under the Conservation Department, the Soil 
Brosion Service, and various University departments. I act only in 
an advisory capacity toward these. 

I am attaching a mimeograph showing the kind of graduate 
research projects we are trying to build up, ‘here are as yet no 
publications either descriptive of the Chair or announcing research 
resul ts. 

The text used in Game Management 115 was my "Game Management." 
No text was used for the farmers’ course, 

This is probably not a complete anewer to your inquiry but 
will indicate enough to enable you to come back at me for whatever 
additional details you need, I would be giad to help you in every 
way possible in building up such work at Purdue, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/vh In Charge, Game Research 
Encl, :



PURDUE UNIVERSITY ; 

LAFAYETTE, INDIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY 

ApBil 28, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Medison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was interested in learning some time ago, 
thet a Department of Game Management had been established in 
Whe University of Wisconsin. I am interested in learning some= 
thing of the set-up of the department, what courses are given, 
how much time is given in instructional work, how much to ex- 
perimental work,etc. 

For the past three years, I have had charge of 
a course in Fish and Game given in the Biology Dept. here at 
Purdue University. There is a possibility that I will be trans- 
fered to the torestry Dept. with the idea in view of developing 
the work in Game Management. Conwequently I would like to learn 
as much as possible of the work carried on in Other institutions. 

If you have any bulletins or pamphlets pertaining 
to the newly established Game Management work, I should be glad 
to receive them. [ Will appreciate any information you might give 
me congerning the work, 

Very truly yours, 

Edwin B. Steen



New Soils Building 
. Pebroary 14, 1934 

Major Chapman Grant 
Medaryville, Indiana 

Dear Major Grant: 

i understand your situation, but since I have 
no direct connection with CCC camps, I om not in a good 
position to bring sbout the transfer which you desire. 

It is the intention of the Conservation Depart- 
ment, however, to use, perhaps, a half dozen CCC camps 
this sumer on trout stream improvement and marsh land 
restoration. It will doubtless be advantageous if the ; 
commanding officers of these camps are sympathetic with 
the work to be done. I am forwarding your letter to 
General Ralph Inmel, director for the Conservation Com- 
mission, He may see some opportunity to act on your 
wishes. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALD LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/ mis 

General Ralph Immel



STATE OF INDIANA 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

Board INDIANAPOLIS Administrative Officer 

Governor Paul V. McNutt V. M. Simmons 

Lieut.-Goy. Clifford Townsend October 11 4 1933 

Virgil M. Simmons 
Paul Fry 

James D. Adams 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mir, Leopold: 

Several days ago I received copies of 
papers on fall plantings of small grain for upland 
game birds and reports on similar work by Mr, Stoddard. 
I appreciate very much your thoughtfulness in re- 
membering to send this information to me, I have 
already taken steps to carry out many of the sug- 
gestions regarding the planting of other varieties 
of Lespedezea. This morning we received the an- 
nouncement of your book "Game Management" from the 
Charles Schribner's Sons Publication house. We all 
want to purchase copies of this book at the first 
opportunity, which means as soon as we can afford it. 

If I remember correctly, you are a follower 
of William Tell, and since several of the foresters 
here in Indiana have become interested in archery, we 
have been ever on the alert for good material with 
which to make target bows, If you desire a good seven 
foot stick of seasoned osage, I selected one last night 
from several I have at home and will be only too glad to 

send it to you. This in appreciation for your thought- 

fulness in sending me the papers on Game Bird Feed Plant- 

ings. 

Awaiting your reply, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

A Nae 
seph F. ayer, 

ssistant -taté Forester 

JFK: Vile



Soils Building 
October 16, 1933 

Mr. J. F. Kaylor 
Conservation Department 
State House : 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

Dear Kaylor: ; 

My sending you the dope on feeding was a very, small matter 
indeed, but I am not for that reason going to turn down the chance to get 
some osage. I would be very mich pleased to have you send me the stock 
which you mention, shipping charges collect on this end. We archers get 
to be hopelessly acquisitive as far as osage and yew wood is concerned, 

‘ Since writing you the Biological Survey has published a 
leaflet by Grange, entitled "Winter Feeding of Wild Life on Northern Farms. " 
This is sound work and it will be worth your while to send for 4 conye 

In addition, you may find gleanings 4n the following publi 
cations: i : 

5 "Winter Feeding Stations in Michigan." Dept. of Conservation 
Bulletin No. 1, Jammary, 1930. 

"Suggestions for Winter Feeding Wisconsin Game Birds." Wisconsin 
Conservation Dept., October, 1931. (Inclosed) 

"More Food for Upland Game." Bulletin 11, Pennsylvania Board of 
Game Commissioners, Harrisburg. 

"Management of Upland Game Birds in Iowa." Iowa ish & Game 
Commission, Des Moines. ; 

Let me hear from you occasionally. I.enjoyed seeing you 
again. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
E Game Manager 

AL/vh 
Incl.



STATE OF INDIANA 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 

Board INDIANAPOLIS Administrative Officer 

Governor Paul V. McNutt V. M. Simmons 

Lieut.-Gov. Clifford Townsend 

Virgil M. Simmons July 31, 1933 
Paul Fry pe 

D. Ad James lams Ry 

—o oo” ea 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ws 
Madison, Wisconsin L: of 3 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The sportsmen of Indiana will be very much disap- 
pointed if you are not connected with our pro- 
posed game survey, even if it is only in an : 
advisory capacity. Under the present financial 
condition of our Department the cost of such a 
survey should be returned to us by our obtaining 
the opinions and ideas of someone thoroughly 
capable and reliable. 

No doubt John Ball is capable of conducting such : 
a@ survey but his name would not convince the 
sportsmen that the report was correct and thorough. 
If it is at all possible, in the event that we 
obtain Mr. Ball, I should like very meh for you 
to act in an advisory capacity to Mr. Ball. I ; 
shall write at once to Mr. Ball and see if it is 
possible for him to start this work at once. Later 
on he could contact you and possibly work under : 
your direction. 

You mention in your letter that you will probably 
confer with Mr. Ball some time about August Sthe 
I would appreciate it very mech if, after your 
conference with Mr. Ball, you would let me know 
your decision. 

Yours very truly, 

KK :MJS K M. Kunkel, leche. 
Fish and Game Division <u a 

: Fs c ww” 

es 
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On Sunday, March 4, the writer made an inspection of the Crawfordsville 
Quail Management Demonstration Area in company with Mr. Jesse Caster, the 
project manager. 

Progress on the project was held up somewhat during the past summer and 
early fall due to the fact that Mr. Caster did not feel certain as to the 
attitude of the new administration toward the project,as they were swamped 
with reorgenization work in the department and had not hed an opportunity to 
go into the various individual projects under way. ‘There is no question as to 
the Department's attitude now, however, as they are 100% for the project. 

Beesuse of this uncertainty the maps ani records of the work have lagged some~ 
what, Mr. Caster has promised to bring these up to date and submit his 
expenses for the past year, together with his estimate of the amount of seed 
necessary for feed plantings this spring. 

It has been a comparatively open winter and because of the uncertain 
status of the work Mr. Caster did not have an opportunity to make a census 

until lete in Febraary and then was unable to get over the entire property, 
At the time of the inspection he had counted 173 queil on his own place and 
had not covered it all, neither had he gotten a report from the other two 
farmers on the project. ‘his compares with 29 counted on the entire area in 
December of 1932, Mr. Caster feels that there were a good mmber of young 
birds lost last sumer becsuse they could not reach water during the drought, 
He found six young birds dead in the fields, which he believes died for want 
of water. Judging from the mmber of roosts in evidence when we went over 

the area, there were considerably more birds present then the mmber actually 
counted, Ag complete a census record as possible will be made out when Mr, 
Caster turns in his report for the year, 

There seems to have been a considerable influx of predators to the area 

and several hawcs have been killed, At least three foxes are known to be 
working the area and Mr. Caster plans to take steps to remove then, Apparently 
both the hawe and the foxes have been doing some datiage to the quail, Rabbits 
have increased tremendously and are undoubtedly largely responsible for the 

influx of predators. 

The cover improvements are coming along in good shape as originally mapped 

out and are showing results in the form of additional coveys. ‘The traction 
right of way affording excellent cover over most of its length, but Mr. Caster 
4s planning to improve it and mike the cover of a more permanent nature by 
planting some osage hedges. ‘the only suggestion to make in the way of improving 
the cover other than that already mapped out is a suggestion made by Mr. Caster 
that any beech or oaks which are going to be cut in the late winter or early 
spring for timber be felled in the fall and allowed to lay until time to mt 
them up. Both of these species hold their leaves well and this is a good method 
of providing good winter cover in an otherwise pasture’ out wodlot. Cover on 
the project as a whole is progressigg very satisfactorily and Mr. Caster is 
planning to provide an additional large tract of cover in the form of sweet 

Glover which he plans to allow to grow up without cutting or pasturing to enrich 

the soil for a crop the following year.
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Nesting cover along the fence rows and the specially fenced off nesting 
areas appears to be adequate and well distributed, 

All of the feed patches were used regularly through the winter and 
were absolutely necessary to carry the birds through the winter, Mr. Caster 
believes. In addition to the feed patches and strips Mr. Caster did some 
winter feeding where he felt it was necessary. 

It was noticed at one point along the traction right of way which was 
grown up heavily to rose bushes that the birds had been feeding entirely on 
rose hips, ‘this diet of nothing but sere Mune ie capaventtiy Wwineion on 
a diarrhetic condition, as indicated by the extensive red red droppings. 
No birds were flushed so it was impossible to determine what condition the 
birds were in from this diet, Mo other food supply wis near by and possibly 
the birds had been forced to stay under cover during the recent snow and to 

‘ avoid lurking predators, A feed patch was recommended here for next year, 

A feed strip along the edge of the Classified forest on Mr. Caster's 
farm was destroyed last year by stock but it will be put in again this spring ‘ 
and should be a great help to the coveys wintering in the forest. 

the writer went over plans for the coming year with Mr, Caster and it 
was felt that progress to date was very satisfactory and that plans for the 
centage yous Sens VS oeuitaane Sens Se tase setrioumty oaes ie Oe 
addition of feed patches in the southwest corners of fields number 5 and 
Sanat DD Suh ah SORTS Pine witie Siang Te mies 8s vey eek 
nuniber 43, One of these will wean the changing of the location of a strip 
and the other two will be new feed plantings to afford better distribution 
of feed over the entire area. 

My. Caster 1s to be complimented on his interest in the project and the 
fine results obtained to date, It is also encouraging to note the interest 
some of the neighboring farmers are taking in leaving out feed. 

JOHN MW, BALL 

Copies to: Jesse Caster 
Ke M, Bunce) 
Herbert L. Stoddard 
American Game Association



Albuquerque, New Mexico 
June 14, 1933 

Mr. Kenwth M. Kunkel, 
Superintendent of Game, 

Department of Conservation, \ 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

Qear Mr. Kunkel: 

Pardon my delay in answering your letter of June 2, which did 
not catch up with me until the other day because of my absence in the field. 

I appreciate your interest in thematter of a game survey for 
Indiana. ‘The obligations on my time will fall into one of two possibilities, 
depending on a decision to be reached within the next month: I will be 
available either (1) about October 1, or (2) not until June 1, 1934. I have 
no way to guess at this time which of these conditions will prevail but I 
will know by July 1, 

Answering your question about the game manager: the man for this 

position should by all means work with me and Mr. Ball during the entire 
survey, and upon thecompletion of the survey should become the technical 
member of your staff. A large part of the value of any game survey is lost 
if a local man does not participate in it and remain behind to execute it. 

You mention another alternative: taking on an experienced man at 
the completion of the survey. This is theoretically all right but practi- 

cally there are no fully experienced men. 

I am glad to see that you realize that a fish survey correpponding 
to the game survey should be undertaken in Indiana. May I suggest that the 
outstanding man for this purpose is Carl Hubbs of the University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor. He did the fish work in Iowa and you will find that the Commission 
there agrees that there is no one else in the same class. 

I hope you get the point of my previous suggestion that if you can 
borrow John Ball from the American Game Association full time for the duration 
of the survey then my original estimate of amts could be considerably scaled 
down. Mr. Ball and I are accustomed to working together and I would like very 
mach to work with him in Indiana. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Copy sent Messrs. Ball & Gigstead 

GA0 avid. 
Dictated by Mr. Leopold 

but signed in his absence
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Aldo Leopold, 
c/o Regional Forestry, 
Alburquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Sir: 

In your letter of May 22nd you speak of knowing by 
June lst when you would be available for work in 

j Indiana. I am particularly anxious to find out 
whether or not your prior engagements with Wisconsin 
would make necessary the postponement of our work 
for a year. 

‘Could you please send me a more complete picture of 
the qualifications necessary for the man who would 
act as your assistant? I do not know how Mr. Ball 
is at present situated in regard to obtaining a 

: leave of absence for a few months. If he were avail- : 
able he would be very satisfactory to me. 

The choice for the permanent position as game manager 
would necessarily be something to determine at a later 
date. Is it your idea that our permanent game manager 
be associated with you in your survey work or would he 
be someone employed at a later date who has had ex- 
perience in this work? 

I am endeavoring to start much the same line of work in 
regard to our fish in Indiana so that we may appear to 
the sportsmen as not favoring either game or fish, one 
to the disadvantage to the other. 

As our plans develop I shall keep in touch with you so 
that you may be kept fully informed and be advised at 
all times. A 

Yours very truly, . 

 KMK:MIS eth M. Kunkel; Di etor 
Fish and Game Division | 

| {
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June 2, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Forest Service 
Albuquerque, N. M. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have just returned from a two weeks trip to Indiana and will : 
endeavor to give you a resume of the new setup down there as far as 
I could gather it. 

Things are still in the process of reorganization especially as to 
the warden force. Practically 311 of the old department members have 
been removed both in the office and in the field. Kunkel, the new 
Director of Game and Fish, is a very fine fellow, sincere and anxious to 
do a good job. He admits that he knows nothing about the subject and is 
convinced that the only thing to do is for you to make a survey and lay 
out a program as was done in Iowa. Unfortunately Kunkel does not have 
a free hand to do as he pleases. He has no say as to who may be hired 
as game wardens or other staff positions. These orders apparently are 
all coming from up stairs. This situation I feel will be more or less 
straightened out in time when they get thru distributing patronages. 

Kunkel I feel can be depended on to play ball 100%. 
Simmons, Chief of the Department of Public Works which includes 

the Conservation Department, seems interested in the idea and I believe’ 
will play ball alright. He is a politician from the word go but Kunkel 
is very close to him and this should help. 

Vandenbark, Kunkel's assistant in charge of hatcheries and refuges, 
is a strong politician but at the same time anxious to do a good job. 

Naturally with a complete change as hasbeen made in the Department 

many of the sportsmen's organizations have not yet fallen in line. 
However, this situation 1 feel will right itself as soon as they see 
that the new outfit mean business. Several who started out antagonistic 
have already fallen in line. 

There is too, I understand, considerable undercurrent of dissatis- 
faction within the McNutt organization which may eventually cause a split. 
Much of this propaganda, however, comes from the opposing party so can 
be discounted. +here is some smoke tho and considerable indication that 

The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”
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the McNutt crowd will not be reelected at the end of this four year term. 
With this in mind and realizing that unless a long term program 

could be reasonably assured a survey would not be worth while it was 

felt that the instigation of the idea coming from the,/§p rtsmen of the 

state to the Department would have a great deal more es the continu- 
ance of the program in case of a change of administration than if the 
idea was fostered on the sportsmen by the department. Consequently a 
meeting of the I. W. L. Ten Year Program Committee was called and the 
proposition put up to them. They fell in line immediately and went 
further to recommend and urge that the Departmat have a survey and 
program of development for both game a:d fish to be made by experts in 
both fields similar to Iowa's work. The same thing will be put up to the 
Fish Game and Forest League for their approval. 

I feel very optomistic about the outlook and feel sure they will 
go thru with it. The only draw back is tne question of the amount of 
available funds. As yet they are not in a position to know just how muca 
they will have. I believe if this can be put accross it will do more than 
anything alse to bring the opposing interests together. the thought has 
occurred to me that if they are not quite able to raise the necessary 
funds the ammunition people might be willing to kick in a little for that 
type of work as they did in Iowa. It might be worth a try anyway. “e can 
wait and see where the departtlent stands. 

I am sending you the above for your information as I thbught you | 
might like to know a little more in detail just what the set up is down 
there. There my be some difficulty getting them to take on a suitable 
game management man as they are hopelessly politically minded along wee 
lines but I believe that can be ironed out to your mutual satisfaction. 

Thank you for sending me a copy of your memorandum to Kunkel. I 
will be very glad to work with you on this proposition. Hope everything 
is going along smoothly in New Mexico. 

Sind regards, 

Lo BALL 

| 
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chy 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

May 22, 1933 

Dear Mr. Kunkel: 

1 am sending you a rough outline of a survey as you 
request in your letter of May 17. 

If you can get John Ball to help me it would cut down 
my time, or enable us to do a more thorough job. We worked 
together in Lowa and understand each other's methods. 

The big thing ie to get the right man for your Game 
Manager. If we cowld find another man like Schnenke, whom we 
trained as Iowa's Game Manager, you would need only a month or 
two of my time to get started, plus an occasional follow-up 
consultation. Such finds, however, don't grow on every bush. 
A survey which does not end in finding and training such a man 
amount to little or nothing. You and your Commissioners should ! 
distinctly understand we are all gambling on this - if we don't 
develop a technical leader we have done nothing. Such a man is 
not necessarily a formally trained biologist, Schnenke had no 
training. 

Yours sincerely, 

Enclosure- 

Copy sent John Ball, Kennedy Manoy, Madison 
Gilbert Gigstead, Conservation Dept., Madison



‘ May 20, 1933 

Plans for Game Survey of Indiana 

Aldo Leopold 

A. Qhjectives of the Survey ' 

1. Private Lands. Organise. a series of geme-producing projects, to be 
undertaken by groups of farmers, each group to tyy out some different 
method of organizing farmer-sporteman relationships. These demonstra= 

tion projects should elso cover all upland game species and combinations 
thereof. 

2. State Lands. Organize a series of game-producing projects on prevent 
and prospective State lands and waters, tobe undertaken by the Devart- 
ment. ‘hese State projects should cover waterfowl (State lakes) and 
big game (State Forests and Parks). They will include both refuges, 
and (except on State Parks) public shooting grounds. 

3. Zechnical Service. To operate No. 2, and to furnish advisory and 
inspection service to No. 1, select and train: 

(a) A Game Maneger (to be part of the executive staff) 

(>) A Game Research Director (to work in one of the biological 
institutions of the State, preferably the Agricultural 
College). j 

Also help these two men make preparations for 

(c) A Game Warden Training Camp (to be held annually on some 
one of the demonstration sreas). 

4+ Education. Write a "Hariibook for Farmers", advising them(and the 
sportsmen) what methods of cover and food improvements, regulation 
of shooting, predator contro, restocking, etc., are best for Indiana. 
Make public addresses wherever needed in connection with the Survey, 

; to inform people of its objectives, and what is desired of them. 

5. Binance and Legislation. Work out with the e cutive staff and Come 
mission the necessary ways to support and gradually expand the Game 
Program. 

6. Cooperation. Dovetail the game progmam in so far as possible to fit 
the agricultural, forestry, park, fieh, erosion control, and recreation 
programe of the State. Try to show the bird-lovers and sportsmen that 
their ultimate interests ere nearly identical, and to this extent demand 
mutual cooperation.



B. Policy of 
These objectives are rent the basic principle of the American Game Policy, They imply that Puvabualiees production is the function of the @armer - all the Department and the Sportsman can do is to help and encourage the farmer to produce, and to compensate him in some way for his efforts, How best to compensate is one of the objects of the demonstration areas pro- posed under Apel. “he idea ig that the best way will spread, by experience and imitation, until it becomes general. 

{ 
On the other hand, the objectives imply that migratory and big game production and management are at least in part the function of the State. 
The net result in the form of organized areag on which game management of some sort is being practiced, might, at the conclusion of the Survey, prove to be about as follows: 

Species of Game Qverator Orgenizetion 
4 Quail and Rabbit Areas Farm Groupe Daily Fee Basie 1 Pheasant and Rabbit Farm Group Daily Fee Basis : 6 * * State-leased farms Fee Public Shooting Ground 1 ® “ « Ferm Group Williamston Plan 1 Prairie Chicken Ares Statesleased farms Refuge 1 Ruffed Grouse Area State Forest Refuge 1 Turkey Area State Forest Fee Public Shooting Many Waterfowl State Lakes Refuges 1 Waterfowl Reflooded Drainage Public Shooting h (if finds available) 

C. Gost of Survey 
Separate Costs Administrative item for Survey Sosts, continuing My time, 6 months 

$ 3600 My e ses, 6 months 
500 Gane Nasmoes, to be trained, salary 

$ 3000 ® e o8. © "| @xpense 
1000 Printing Farmers Hendbook 

500 Financial aid to encourage farmer projects at start, 
500 “Research Director (possibly carried by institu- 30007 tion) 

“Printing Sur vey Report 500 

$ 5600 $ 7000 

*Could be deferred till later if absolutely necessary and if right man is secured as Game Manager, 

20
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
c/o Regional Forestry, 
Alburquerque, New Mexico s : 

Dear Sir: 

Mr. William Collins has give to me your letter of May 5th 
addressed to him, \ 

Perhaps I should explain the situation in Indiana as regards 
the new personnel in the department. In the first place, 
there will be no political strings to be pulled in the enploy- ; 
ment of you for such a survey as you suggest in your letter nor 
will there be any political interference with the successful 
completion of the work, once it is started. We hesitate to f 
start any program in this state without knowing exactly the i 
objective towards which we are striving. Therefore, it is the 
concensus of opinion that we should have a definite program to 
work upon. 

Possibly you are aware that the funds used in this department ) 
are derived solely from the sale of fishing and hunting licenses i 
and, therefore, the sportsmen of the state are vitally interest- 
ed in the way their money is spent. It follows, naturally, that 
any major expenditure made by this department should have the 
wholehearted support of the organized sportsmen in the state. bi 
Realizing this, we have decided that the initial steps towards ~ , 
having a complete survey made should be instituted by the sports- 
men. We will push the matter but feel that before presenting \, 
this project we should be able to lay before the different ' 
sportsmen's organizations a detailed plan showing what will be f 
attempted in the sruvey. If you could furnish me an outline of } 
your plan of proceedure and results sought along with the ap- 
proximate cost, so that I might present this plan in a concrete 
form before these organizations, I would have something definite 
upon which to base my claims for action. 

I have spent a few days with Mr. John Ball of the American 
Game Association recently and he has promised to help in puting 
this over in any way he can. 

You memtion in your letter that you would like the privilege of 
personally meeting the official: sponsors of this job. We would f
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FISHERIES AND GAME 

Aldo Leopold--2 

be very pleased to have you come to Indianapolis at any time 
as no doubt your presence would go a long way towards convinc- 
ing the sportsmen of the state that a survey such as we con- 
template is one of the first wise steps toward the establish- ; 
ment of a definite policy for the conservation department, 

I can not very well go ahead with plans until I know exactly 
the extent of the survey, the probable costs, the results sought 
and the length of time necessary to obtain these results. If 
you could send me the answer to the above questions I will be 
able to determine, in a short time, whether or not such a 
survey would be popular in Indianapolis. 

Let me assure you that the present administration of the con- 
servation department of Indiana is honest in its endeavor to 
promote better game conditions in this state and would cooperate 
with the makers of such a game survey to the fullest extent. 

Hoping to hear from you promptly concerning this matter, I am 

Yours very truly, 

KMK:MJS eth M. Kunkél, Director 
Fish and Game Division
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Albuquerque, New Mexico 
May 5, 1933 

Mr. William Collins, 
904 Test Bldg., 

‘ Indianapolis, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Collins? 

Your message transmitted through Gilbert Gigstead caught 
up with me today just after I had closed arrangements to make a game 
and watershed survey of projects to be executed by the Civilian 
Conservation Corps in New Mexico and Arizona. I am obligated to go 
ahead with this job for at least the next two months. Accordingly, 
any work in Indiana would have to come after the first of July. 

It is hard for me to make an estimate of what such a job 
in Indiana would cost without a conversation with you to find out 
what you want; assuming that you want just about the same thing as 
Iowa did, only confined to game. - The estimate would be roughtly as 
follows: 

My time, 6 mos., $600 per mo. - ~~ ~ - - - ~ $3600 
My expenses, -------- +----+-~-.- 500 
Financial aid to be extended to farmer 

demonstration projects, ---- 500 
5 Publication of findings, --- --+-+... 500 

Total ,$5100 

Z am not including in these costs the trainee er assistant whom I would have working with me and leave behind with you for the ex»cution of 
the plan upon the completion of the survey. Such a man would presumably 
be a necessary member of your administrative forcey in any event, so it 
would hardly be fair to charge his cost to the game survey. Partially 
trained men suitable for rapidly learning this jod are availsble at salaries 
of $2400 to $3600 or, with good luck in cat¢hing the right man without a job, 
for even less. 

T am assuming that the work would consist first, in a sizeup of 
present game conditions which would simply be built upon the previous game " survey mede in 1929 although with the assurance of active interest by the 
State Department, the survey would be of quite a different nature. Following 
the gathering of this preliminary information there would be installed a 
series of demonstration areas, each consisting of a suitable group of farmers .
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who would be shown how to embark upon the production of some particular 
game bird. "By shown" I mean the preparation of a development plan showing 
fin detail just where each item of food and cover improvement is to to, the 
cost estimate, and a plan of procedure. In short, each demonstration will 
be put in such shape that the man I leave behind me can develop them and ‘ 
keep them going. Each would also be eo organized as to be capable of 
spread by imitation among other farmers in that part of the State. Sports- 
men's and farmers! organizations would, of course, be made a party to each 
development plan and organization plan for each area so as to minimize the 
number of subjects to quarrel about after the work gets started, 

To keep such work going there should also be started a research 
project within thy State at one of your bielogical institutions. The 
survey would include selection of the proper institution, together with 
the selection and starting of a proper man if and when you have the funds 
to install him; likewise a program of fact-fingings for him to work one 
I am not including this in the cost estimate because it could safely be 
deferred for a year or two, meanwhile leaving off the research factors 
which are being developed in neighboring States. 

If you want a more detailed analysis I would refer you to the game 
survey of Iowa coming out serially in Outdoor America. You might also gain 
some insight from my new book, "GameManagement", now on sale by Charles 
Scribners' Sone, 597 Fifth Ave., New York City. 

Before standing committed to such a job, I would like the privilege 
of personal acquaintance with its official sponsors befause so much depends 
‘on the attitude of the overhead organization and the political strings, if 
eny, by which they are tied. Whebher or no you can launch this survey I 
hope that an improvement in the administrative situation will be attained. 
Please imeep me posted as to your possible need for my services. You may 
address me for the next month - care of Regional Forester, Albuquerque, 
New Mexico. 

Very truly yours,



F abe Yds 
The Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company 

Hartford 

WILLIAM F. COLLINS 904 TEST BUILDING 
Inspector of Farm Loans Indianapolis, Indiana 

December 25, 19352. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold i 

905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of December 15th, 

I shall possibly have something interesting to talk to 

you about immediately after the session of the Democratic 

Legislature in this State. 

CoC



» Jan. 3, 1933 

Dear Mr. Collins: 

In accordance with your letter of 
December 23, I will assume that Indiana has no need 
for my consulting service unless I should hear from 
you further. ; 

Should there be any substantial prospect 
for such work I would suggest you let me know about it 
tentatively as far in advance as possible, since my 
time tends to get dated up in such a way as to handicap 
jobs requiring any considerable period. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD



Copy to Mr. Gigstead : 

Dee. 13, 1932 

Mr. William Collins 
904 Test Building . 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Collins: 

Through our mtual friend, Gilbert Gigstead, I have received your inquiry 
as to whether I would accept, if offered, the job of conservation director 
in Indiana. 

I am afraid that I could not give you any such assurance without a great 
~deal more lmowledze of the situation than I now have. In a general vay, 

I can say that it would take an extremely attractive opportunity to induce 
me to give up my present line of consulting work in favor of an adminis- 
trative job. 

In talking over with Gigstead the possibility that I might be of some use 
to Indiana, it had not even occurred to me that any permanent position 
was under discussion. What I had in mind was whether my services would be 
worth your while in organizing and training a game personnel. I was con- 
sidering only a temporary commission, if any, of the same sort as I had 
in Towa. 

My sucgestion to Gigstead was based on the report that a change in per- 
sonnel is to take place and that accordingly you would have a lot of new 
and untrained men who could get their stridge more quickly if offered 

some initial advice on administrative policies worked out in other states. 
I would be interested in such a funetion, and in regard to my capacity 
for performing it, I would refer you to Dr. W. C. Boone, chairman of the 
Iowa Fish and Game Commission. Before committing myself to even a 
temporary piece of work, however, I would first want assurances as to 

the Icind of new personnel available to worl with. 

In short, I am interested in a consulting job helping to organize and 
orient your local staff, provided on inspection they appear to be good 
material to work with, but I am not interested in any permanent job, 
although I might become so if it later proved that your state offers 
exceptional opportunities for accomplishment. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



R.R.#6 i 
Lafayette; , Indiana 
Sept. 30, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Mr. D-C.Royer and myself have selected"AGame Survey 
of Tippecanoe County" as the title of the thesis which we will 
submit to the faculty of the Department of Forestry, School 
of Agriculture, at Purdue University. A thesis such as this, 
on subjects chosen by the student, is required of all candid- 
ates for Bachellogs degrees. 

We are both students in the Department of Forestry and have 
had first hand contact with game rearing and management, since 
we both spent one summer on the Indiana State Game Farm where 
we took active prart in rearing and releasing mallards, quail, 

pheasants, and Hungarian partridges. 

We have deemed it adviseable to turn to you in our search for 
methods and procedure in making such a survey. We intend to 
make this survey intensive enough to provide a thesis of prac- 
tical value to the Division of Fish and Game, Indiana State 
Department of Conservation. This Division has already sanctioned 

our project. We will probably be able to allot about fifteen 

days to the field work of the survey. This much time in the 

field would certainiy provide enough data for a good intensive 

survey, provided we are able to work out a definite plan of 

procedure. The idea we have had in mind is to try and correlate 

cover, water, topography, etc. with quail and rabbit population 

and the success of pheasant plants. Whether or not we will ke 

able to make observations on other game and fur bearers, is : 

doubtful. 

Prof. B-N.Prentice, head of the Forestry Department, recommended 

that we write to you concerning our project. We both (Mr. Royer 

and I ) consider ourselves pretty well acquainted with your 

work since we are using the "Game Survey of the North Central 
States" in a Fish and Game course which we are enrolled in at 

the present time.



Much of your method and procedure is contained in the above 
book and also in the current issue of "Outdoor America", but 
we feel that we should establish cleser contact with vou in 
regard to our proposed project. May we hope to hear from 
you in the very near future? 

I shall take this opportunity to thank you for any advice 
and counsel that you may care to make available to us. : 

Yours very truly, 

Walter Nicéwander
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Oct. 10, 1932 

Mr. Walter Nicewander 
R. R. $6 { 
Lafayette, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Nicewander: | 

Glad to hear of your project. 12 try to answer 
specific questions if I can. 1 

; Do you have access to my MSS. ‘ Survey of 
Indiana"? TI have no extras, but Mr. C. Stewart Comeaux, 103 
Park Avenue, New York City, might dig up a copy from one of his 
Institute members who doesn't want to keep it. 

My "Game Management" (Scribner s to be available 
this winter) may help you. Price $5. Your school library might 
get one.. 

f: There may be a copy of the Indiana Survey in the 
Conservation Department, but I think not. La 

Wish you luck, 

‘ 

| Yours sincerely, 

| 

ALD LEOPOLD 
| 

AL/vh | 
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} 
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Established in 1845 

Huntington, Indiana 

TOM L. WHEELER September 30, 1932. 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of the 28th came to-day with the 
handbook for Iowa sportsmen and famers. It is all very interest- 

ing, and I am going to study it in detail. ‘The remarks on sportsman- 
farmer relationships are very good and, I think, give us the only 

means by which near-home shooting is to be made possible for Tom, 

Dick and Harry. It is either that or sportsmen's clubs and rented 
game rights, and I do not like that---too expensive for the average 

i man. 

I took up the subject with Mr. Wheeler of a survey, 
our publication to pay the costs; but he says it is impossible under 
present conditions. I know The Indiana Waltonian does. not have the 
money to do the job. 

I believe our pheasant-carrying capacity equal to 

Iowa's, and that would give us 23,000 birds in Lancaster township. 

We stocked 200 and indications are that we got some good increase 

this summer. Allowing 10 for 75 females that survived, that would 

mean only 750 this fall in the township. Call it 1,000 and we are 

still only a twenty-third of capacity. We have stocked 100 more 

this year in Huntington township, which is the township that includes 

this city. 

In this state, in my opinion, we should be chiefly 

interested, after the next year or two, in quail, prairie chickens 

and ruffed grouse---all native birds and natives of Indiana. One 
game farm this year promises to put out 1,000 bobwhites and probably 

will increase that in another year. 

Our cover is very good, but what we need to know 

more about is the botany of conservation. 4 

My scores have been low this year, down toward the 

foot. But I feel I can still hit a rabbit and in another five of six 
weeks will get a chance to prove it. How I wish we had deer hunting 

within reach of us. 

Or The Only Farm Paper that is bint Megane? Gl 7 - 

Pasplets tie tolerate tfatitas THE IND ih 3a SER wt 
ones LAS LL Ce Cee S> 

ABAndrews-HB asdistaht nat



: Copy to Mr. Olin 

Sept. 28, 1932 

Mr. A. &. Andrews 
The Indiana Farmers' Guide 
Huntington, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Andrews: 

I am sending you the new Iowa Handbool on Game Management. As 
you will see on reading it, it is written for farmers and sportsmen, 
and deals solely with what to do to land to make it productive of game. 

It occurs to me that the future expansion of such ventures as 
the Huntington Area would be aided by a similar handbook for Indiana, 
backed either by the authority of the Agricultural College, or the 
auspices of your paper. 

In either event, do you see any chance of scaring up funds to 

Carry enouzh of my time to execute such a venture? As you Imow, I have 
hung out my shingle for that kind of work. ‘The familiarity I gained 
with your state in my Game Survey, plus the experiences you have 
accumlated at Huntington, ought to make it a rather short job. 

How is your score? I fell down, as usual, ‘uring the state 
tournament, but am now back to normal. I hope to go after deer in 
November. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 

P.S. I haven't mentioned this to anyone else in your state, pending your 
opinion of the matter. 

Melee 

AL/vh 
Incl.



HOWARD MEYER, Chairman 
GROVER PAGE, Sec’y, 

805-6 Lemke Bldg., 
1703 De Pauw 

Indianapolis New Albany 

Gen Year Conservation Plan Conunitivr Le p4 nen 

of The Jzaak Walton League 

of Indiana 
IVAR HENNINGS 

South Bend Bait Co., 

is August 30th, 1932. 
HARRY H. HILGEMANN 

Standard Bldg., 

Fort Wayne 

OTTO JENSEN 
ik 

825 Wabash Ave., 

Terre Haute 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Real ec og) ar esi cr VN 905 University Ave., 
W. Lafayette Madison, Wis. 

LW 

amar a Re isk My dear Mr. Leopold: 

State House 

ennenens Our mutual friend, Mr. A. E. Andrews of 
S$. B, LOCKE Huntington, Indiana, has forwarded to me some corres- 

Nat'l, Director of Conservation pondence concerning your concluding the game survey 

eel Wel eee ere ine in Iowa. About the middle of September, I expect, 
Chicago, Ml. there will be the next meeting of our Ten-Year Con- 

servation Program Committee of Indiana, and at that 
time I will present this matter to the committee. 

Courteously yours, 
ee 

a J OVARD M. MBYBR, CHAJAMAN 

Sy As Za zn a 

Oy Vil Ys ed hess—o- 

EMM :M 

CONSERVATION IS THE WISE USE OF FISH, GAME, FIELD AND STREAM



August 13, 1932. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Yours of the llth came to me to-day and I am taking the 

liberty of forwarding it to Mr, Howard M, Meyer, chairman of the 
10-year survey committee of the Izaak Walton League, Lemcke 

r Building, Indianapolis, I am not a member of the committee but have 

tried to keep in touch with the committee's work and did succeed in 
attending one of the meetings, at the state game fam, 

Just what will happen after next October I do not know, The 
committee has been functioning now nearly a year and will have a 

; report to make in October, Whether the committee should be continued 
for another year I do not know, but assume that its work should be 
continued, The survey is a conservation survey, which includes 

fish, game, forests, policies, all kinds of resources and kindred 
angles, 

As to game, I personally believe we have more quail here now 
than we have had within my memory, but my observations are confined 
to the northern part of the state, I have not been in southern 
Indiana now for more than a year, It looks as if we would turn out 
more pheasants this year than last and last year's turn-out was 
about 9,000, For the first time quail are hatched this year, The stock 
was native wild stock and did not begin production until late, but 
it looks now as if there might be between 500 and 1,000 for liberation 
this fall, The figures I have given you are my figures, not official 
state figures, I feel, however, that Indiana is coming rapidly to 
the fore in game propagation and that in a relatively few years we 

will have some of thebest upland shooting in the United States, 
I have a letter this morning from Mr, Reckord, mentioning you 

in connection with the sage grouse work, I do hope that some time 

we can find means of propagating our native grouse---all of then— 
just as Dr, Allen has done with the ruffed grouse after 12 years 
of hard work, : 

How I wish I could report to you an improvement in my archery 

scores; but I can't, You will realize what kind of dub I am when I 
say that my best score lacked 5 points of breaking 400, You must be 
shooting between 500 and 600 regularly now, But I do not use point a 

aim, as my purpose is to improve my field shooting, I like to hunt 
with a bow, Son and I have a range of our own at home---three bales 

of straw, This about holds the standard target face, I find that a 

single piece of tie wire, put sidewise around the bales and tighteneg 
with a tournique, will hold the bales better than elaborate torn buckles. 
I do not shoot through these bales as I have done on all other butts 
of the kind, Thought you might find use for this idea, Had hoped to 
go deer hunting this fall but can't make it, Hope you get your deer 
I wouldn't give a dime to shoot one with a rifle, but should like 
just one chance with a good broadhead. By the way, my choice is 
a togs-up between Harry Hobson's producé and the one turned out at 
Racine. 

With best wishes, 

Since 

ABAndrews, YY LL 
, 

es Weper,
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ae a 301 East Fourth Street 

PX Mishawaka, Indiana : 

June 22, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

At the suggestion of Mr. R.T.King at the University of Minnesota, I am 

: writing you requesting copies of available reprints of your articles 

pertaining to Game Management. I have been working under Mr. King for the 

last two years and so am quite familiar with the literature in the Game 

Management field but desire copies for my own library. 

As a student under Mr. King I hope to work on a farm game problem in 

cooperation with the Minnesota Game and Fish Department and as a resident 

of Indiana I have been attempting to get a place on the steff of the 

Indiana Conservation Department in case the Minnesota work does not mater- 

ialize. I had understood that you hadseen someone in the Indiana department 

concerning the hiring of some trained men and I shied like to know if you 

know whether or not they plan any direct action soon. I talked with both 

; Mr. Walter Shirts and Mr. Sidney R. Esten of the Indiana Department on 

June 1%, and they did not think that anything would be done before next ee 

so I would appreciate it if you had any information on the subject. 

I wish to thank you for any literature that you may send me and for any 

help that you may be to me. 

Yours truly, 

AF facdlaw-



wo! 
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Report on the Indiana quail Management Dewonstration Project. wr 
oS \ 

On April 29, 1938, I inspected the Indiana ppoject in 
company with Walter Shirts, Indiana Superintendent of Game, and 
with Jesse Caster, the project manager. 

The inspection consisted of going over the property, with 
the aid of a fine map which the Conservation Department's engineers 
have made specially for the project, and discussing the general 
operations to be conducted. In a mmber of cases specific areas 

: were discussed for specific handling, but in general we did not 
3 attenpt to bring the actual site of operation into question until 

Mir. Castor has an oppprtunity to discuss the same with the land- 
owners. Consequently, no final plen was drawn in on the map; 

f instead general suggestions were made and the completed plan will 
; be put on the map after it has been executed, or step by ater. 

The general operations to be conducted include, especially, 
6 the fencing off of small patches of woodlots which are now 
te, intensively grazed; fencing off certain fence rows; reserving strips 
i along rail fences on ground that is now very bare; purchase of 
ip strips of crops adjacent to cover. It will be possible to fence off 
454 enough thicket and woodland areas to increase by many tines the 

aie available winter quail headquarters, and in most cases these areas 
bet Gan be connected up by fencerow and crop strips in order to increase 
ng availability and use. In a few instances special crops may be 
ae planted, as soybeans in outside corn rows. In other eases the last 

hi cultivation of outside corn rows may be dropped, to stimlate weed 
: growth. But, in general, the problem and the operational procedure 
oe are concerned with increasing thicket cover and gBeserving food 
uy crops in usable winter form. ; 

he The map which the Department has made at considerable labor 
: is probably the best in use on any present project. The attitude of 

3 the Department and the personnel of the project are Very gratifying, 
and coupled with these major advantages is the effort which is being 
made to operate the project at the minimm cost consistent with good 

Z results. I am very glad to report that the Indiana project is off 
to a very fine start and that it appears to me to more nearly 
approach the ideal set-up for the quail projects of any. Whatever 
results are secured, and results seem almost certain, can be trans- 
ferred bodily to thousands of acres now in the same condition as to 
quail. 

On the following day we visited the State Gane Refuge and 
Game Farm near Maderyville, where there are also excellent 
opportunities for future quail, prairie chicken and ruffed grouse 
management. The most interesting feature of this visit was the 
suall pond which the Separtment has made, by plugging up an old 

i drainage ditch, md on which we saw mallards, teal, shovellers, coots 
and pintails, and near which were jacksnipe, killdeer, bitterns, 
yellowlegs and a whole host of other birds characteristic of pond | bre enviroments. In this little development of ten or twenty acres, | 

Lee Wi ee EN SER ee : : ‘3 BE REE ae Sap aS | 
, ' |
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the Indiana Conservation Department has shown what can be done. Many hundreds of ducks have used even this small lake this spring. 
There are thousands of opportunities for similar siall ponds and lakes all through the mid-west country, and in the aggregate they would be fer more effective than large blocked out areas far 
apart. Such undertakings might conceivably be made local chapter 
projects for sportsmen organizations, if the proper leadership within the organizations could be developed. At any rate, the Indiana Department is actually turning sod ean these and similar gaue manageuent operations and it is a pleasure to be in contact with public officials who are doing rather than talking. 

The new Indiana State Game Farm, built within the last 
year, is a very modern and progressive institution, with something over 1200 breeding pheasants and a good many quail and save other species. Its location in the heart of a very diversified gane refuge still inhabited by prairie chickens, quail and waterfowl makes it particularly interesting, and the opportunity to do field management on the native species is noteworthy. 

Respectfully subnitted, 

/s/ Wallace B. Grange 
Cooperative Agent
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Report on a Trip to Indiana in Connection with Mperimontal Gna: 

Inspection Dates: February 25, 26 and 27, 1952 

Sponsors: Indiena Msh & Game Departuent f 

Agtion: Project approved. 

a See Seversl possible sites for the pro ject were 
& woport will. be made only on the Crawfordsville tract, 

which Messrs. Wolter Shirts, John Ball md I agreed held the most 
promlaee 

This is « tract of four fame, totalling 1200 acres, of very 
intensively cultivated, high priced agriculture land. The main 
exrops appear to be corn and theat, corn leading. ‘Some com is left 
standing (grazed), in the field, ond a Limited part of the exop is 
feet ig onal caer gp hicagy tf: gem ponlpied say meg A geong 
bares Some pigeon grass / some amartweed were noted, but not in 
large quantity. i Pg Pe or agediy: or gt tage 2s Miear yr th (egy egal : 
not of the best quality. I would say that the cul. vated Molds, in 
their present condition, are poor quell rege, especially in winter. 

There are several watercourses in the area, including me smell 
river, and at one time there ms considersble woods along these and 
in othor spots. Most of the wooded tracts are now grazed bare by 
horses, cattle, sheep and hogs. The head of livestock is large, 

One fine 41 acre woodlot, entered under the wodlot lav, is not 
grazed at dll. It foms a fine sot for wild life in general end a 
covey of quail uses it at the present time. The trees are minly red 
and white cooks, tulip, suger maple, beech, ect; considerable met 
is produced. > ; 

1a chuntored mttroat trwvor{fito tracts nt clon the old 
right-of-way a good thicket is The thicket species appear to 
be mostly trees; not sumac, sassafras or the usual. varicties, 

pa nee 2 ee ‘The problem of quail management here 
s one eover end adding a certain amount of food 

on typical Indiana high-priced, intensively farmed lid. I am informed 
the land is valued at $100 to $150 an acres (present veluation), ani 
that texes are around $2 an acre, Grazing and other farm practices 
mist be nd justed. ’
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Rec qunendations: 

I would suggest the following general operations to be 
followed out after preparetion of a large~sceale map showing the 
essentéal features of the tract. 

l. Femme in portions of all present grazed wodlada, f 
Ur an ccna or eee eee” 

Rell fences prefersble if mtericl is available at 
reasonable conte) 

2» Encourage thicket growth elong most of the present rail. 
fomes, This can be done at least in the corners of the 
fomeo, by woing barbed and hog wire to keep stock avay, 

S Plant sweet clover strips (ami protect from grazing), 
vo supplesnt the thicket cover. 

' 4— Drop the last cultivation of corn on outside rows 
\ next to cover, and allow corn to ranain stending. 

S. leave strips of wheat unharvosted, near cover. : 

6» Plamb severcl patches of quail foods. (Japan clovor, 
Say Se eres cece eh tone cl aoe 
koffir com, etes, of whieh will help out onteover 
as well as on food.) 

%, Leave as much wheat stubble for spring rather then fall 
plowing ss can be arranged. 

These practices, carried on for throo years, slould result in 
creating more coyey headquarters for year-round use. There are 
mmerous other molificetions of agrialtural. — which can 
eee tas seat akin a Ek ae ee eee worked owt in detail 

on the ground with the afd of the large-serle mep, and when 
_ & fs possible to talk with the landower concerned, 

The Crevfordsville tract is typical of much high-grade 
Nd-Westorn country, and for that veason is especiclly mitable for 

an experimental quail monegenont sroject. I em enthusiastic about 
the area, the prospective manager, and the possibilities, 

Cooperative Agent 

:
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6’ N Arthur Mac Aethur 

Ys Sanesville Wis 

September 14, 1931 
Northern 5 " 
Breeders of 

Superior Quality 
Game Birds 

; QUAIL Mr. Aldo Leapold, i 

PHEASANTS ee ree 7 
aqison Wisconsin. 

WATERFOWL "i 

BANTAMS 
ear Nir. Leapold: - 

oS if 

You will remember our short interview 

Ianufacturers of march 20th, last. I vividly remember that at 

and Dealers in that time you talked of game ma lagement in e wild, 

Highly Perfected its dewelopments and possabilities. 
Game Farm 3 

Foods A I have recently been transfered to the Brown County 

and Equipment preserve at *ashville for the purpose of practici 2 
for every need this type of propagation. I find that you visited 

this area while workings on your si rvey and thus 

All quotations for you are no dovbt familiar with the conditions here. 
immediate I thiak that you found it to be the reverse of normal 

acceptance same problems, namely the cover and cropping conditions 
‘everged, Excesste amdht of cover and insuffictent 

Satisfactory amount of land under cultivat re 

live delivery 

guaranteed I have azvranged to plow all available clearings 
this fall and plant them to suitable food and cover 

25 per cent cash crops/in the spring,feeding stations have been 
with order erected, wo hundred of them ai thig any more will 

be built, We have erected one hundred and fifty 
Reference ole traps and many other vermin contral methods 

First National ave been organized.I feel that this, is a start 
Bank toward game management, which in this case includes 

~ 71 aqnea47 ry 7rPTea a ST 1 aa] er 

Janesville, Wis. only quail, squirrels an ie aidecd 

The preserve seems to be infested wit! rabbits, in 

feet they are so numerous that disease will no 
doubt'place ancheck on them if theiy numbers are 

not méchanically thinned out. For this reason 
we have made plane: tc iberate them in various 

sections of the state. Trapping will begin soon 

OSL SRL EET, Mas oem OO) 

BIRDS OF QUALITY - LARGE AND HEALTHY - PURE WILD STOCK oe 
—— ee ————eeeeeoees®sSaeaeeeaaa SS
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"®' SX Arthur Mac Aethur 

ws Sanesville Wis. 

Mx. Aldo Leapold -en 9/14/51 
Northern a ays 

Breeders of 
Superior Quality 

Game Birds to test traps, holding pens and shipping methods. 

) QUAIL Liberation will take place immediatly after 

PHEASANTS the close of hunting season. 

WATERFOWL When reading our Game Survey publication it occure 

BANTAMS to me that many conclusions could be formulated 

in work of this type and since arriving here 

bn dd I can see great possabilities of practical research, 
the reshlts of which could be used in your future 

Ianufacturers worke, We have fifteen thousand acres of refuge 

and Dealers in area end hundreds of covies of quail which will 

Highly Perfected not"shuffle" due to definite clearing divisions, 
Game Farm we will be trapping thousands of rabbits which 

Foods would reveal sex ratios and weights,;as would the 

and Equipment quail, 
for every need 

T hope that you will have some definite work whicl 
All quotations for can be carried on here in a systematic form. I will ¢ 

immediate be very happy to cooperate with you to any extent 
acceptance and submit the results in detail. 

Satisfactory I will also appreciate suggestions or theories 

live delivery whichyou may have from time to time in regard to 

guaranteed this type.of work. I hope that you will find consid- 

eration for this new project, and that all may 

25 per cent cash benifit from such action. 

’ with order 

Reference ery truly yours, 

First National é 

Bank Unt Wall rela 
| Janesville, Wis. Ns f e acar hn a 

Ale Li Lo My Unt " 2 be i rve, 

<< o> ashville, Indiana. 

LS nO) 

BIRDS OF QUALITY - LARGE AND HEALTHY - PURE WILD STOCK 
ee



Sept. 19, 1931 

Mr. Arthur R. MacArthur 
Brown County State Preserve 
Nashville, Indians ; 

Dear Mr. Machrthur: 

I was much interested to hear that you were on the Brown 
County Refuge, and I thoroughly agree with you that it offers almost 
endless possibilities in game research ani game management. : 

It is difficult to make suggestions from a distance. You 
suggest that you determine sex ratio in wild rabbits trapped, and 
this to my mind is an excellent susgestion and one covering a sub- 
ject heretofore untouched. 

It is not clear from your letter whether any mail are 
being trapped, but if so, sex ratio figures would be particularly 
valuable since Indians is the state from which most reports of \ 
alleged disturbances of the ratio have come. ‘The figures would be 
especially valuable if carried out throuch « series of good and bad 
seasons. 

You do not mention turkeys. Has the stock planted therea 
few years ago all disappeared? 

Your proposed introduction of cenltivated food patches is 
obviously in order. There is mech room for useful work in determin- 
ing what food crops require a minimum of cultivation cost and furnish 
a maximum of food, also what combinations of food »rovide for the 
fall, winter, and late winter seasons. \ 

Let me hear from you from. time to time, and I will be glad ‘ 
to make any suggestions I can. If you ean tell me the operations you 
are going to conduct anyhow, I might be able to suggest work which 
world go with theme I would also be glad to be of any help to you in 
the publication of your findings latar. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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Huntington, Indiana 

July 8, 1931. 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

If you will give us the address of Harry Johnson, 
we will forward this to Mr. Haus, That you may use your 
pleasure about keeping track of the correspondence, I am 

enclosing a carbon copy of my letter to Hahuse We appreciate 
your efforts on His behalf. : 

I fell completely down in the state tournament, held at 
Muncie June 27 and 28 I shot the latter day in the double 

American, sitting all day in the surshine with a temperature 
of about 100 ami no shade. I would not have remained, most 
likely, had not a very elderly woman from Kentucky been there, 
leading all the ladies morning and afternoons Her husband shot 

with us and wes umeually good. He must have been about 70. He 
used a Flight Daily bow about 5 feet long---first one I ever sawe 
I shot just under 300 for my best. My osage bow got so far down, 
from lying on the ground in the sun, that I had to aim in the sky 
at 60 yards, and dropped arrows consistently between the target | 
legs. My son, 14, took the junior, however, shooting my osage 
hunting bow, which he chooses over his own two bows for a tourneye 

He shot 776 in the double Metropolitan, Juniox, and got quite a 
hand when he went up to get his prize---a set of arrows that looked 
ag good as sticks of candy. That kid may make an archere 

| 
With very vest wishes and again thanking you, 

Sin orely, 

THE INDIAN, a GUIDE. 

7 | 

Assistant re I | 
AEAndréws | 

f 

Narry i od LOS | 

| 10 | 

oO ke | 
More than 160,000 copies weekly



July 8, 1931. 

Mre Alvin F. Halms, 
Oriole, Indiana. 

Dear Mr. Hahus? : 

Herewith I am enclosing copy of a letter from Mr. Leopold. 
You will note Mr. Leopold suggests Mr. Johngon might wish to test : 
out the trap. I believe it would be better for you to take up the 
subject with him direct, but if you wish us to write him we shall 
be glad to do go. 

Perhaps I should mention a point that occurs repeatedly in the 
correspondence we have hae My first impulse was that your trap will 
get the bad hawks and not get the imocent ones. Mr. Leopold and Mr. 
Grange both doubt this. Their position is thie: That a large hawk, i 
which is not a good chicken catcher, would take advantage of a captive 
chicken when not able to catch one st liberty, and that thus the innocent 
or less damaging hawk would be caught. I have thought this over and 
rather believe they may be right about it, but, as Mr. Grange indicates, 
a@ real test is needed on this point. It is what the trap actually will 
do, not what we thirk it will do, that counts. ‘The photo you forwaried 
showed you had caught one of the most villainous kinds of hawks, ami if 
you trap will not catch the "lubberly" hawks but will take these snipers, 
it is going to be a great invention, not only for the poultryman, tt, 
what is going to be more important, for the game farms and game preserves. 
This game business is growing by leaps and bounds. 

I shall be glad to hear from you further, but the more you keep 
your own name connected with the trap, the better it will be. My only 
purpose is to help yous I don't want any credit that may belong to youe 

: Very truly yours, 

THE INDIANA FARVER'S GUIDE. 

Director of Service Bureaue 
AEAndrewse
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CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

July 8, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University National Bank Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. Grange has sent to me for reading letters you received 

from Watson Hall of Athens, Illinois, and A. E. Andrews of 

Huntington, Indiana, which I am herewith returning to you. In 

response I may say that I believe we have referred sufficiently 

to the use of sweet clover in our manuscript on the Natural 
Increase of Wild Life on Farms. 

With regard to the hawk trap invented by Mr. Hahus, I 

would say that it has some good features but I doubt that it will 

be as discriminating as he expects it to be. Predators of most 

kinds are ready to pounce upon apparently helpless creatures in 

which category they probably would put live chickens confined in 

the cage that is part of this trap. Another disadvantage is that 

living creatures used for bait would not live long exposed to 

strong sun. Still another point that appeals to me is the undesira- 
bility of the control of natural enemies being commercially 

exploited even if the motive does seem to be increasing the use of 

a somewhat discriminate trap. . 

Sincerely, 

W. Le MeAtee 

In Charge 

Inel. C-37742. Food Habits Research.
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Tucson, Arizona, 
June 29, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University National Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks very much for the corres- 

pondence with Mr. Watson Hall of Athens, Illinois, 

relative to sweet clover cropping practices. 

We had already incorporated material of this same 

kind in the manuscript of the Farm Bulletin, but 

I am glad to have the additiona’ information, 

and am pr ag the correspondence on for oo by 

Mr. McAtee, with the request that he return it to 

you when through. 

I also was mach interested in the corres~ 

pondence with Mr. A. E. Andrews of Huntington, Indiana, 

relative to a patent hawk trap, which he has developed. 

I am sending this correspondence on to Mr. MeAtee 

also, with the request that it be returned to youe 

I do not doubt that the tran is extremely effeotive for 

almost any bird of prey, but I doubt very much whether Ee 

4t would be at all discriminatory. Without having had 

any opvottonity to test it in the field, I should be 

inelined to feel that the trap would be more dangerous 

4f anything than the poletrap, although this pelief 

certainly needs checking, It occurs to me that 

Errington might be interested in testing this trap out. 

If not, I have no doubt that Harry Johnson would test 

it out at the Wisconsin.Game Farm, if the inventor 

should care to furnish sample traps. If you would oare 

to mention this to either Mr. Andrews or the intentor, 

Mr. Alvin F. Hahus, I should be glad to complete 

any eee with Harry Johnson through Grimmer, 
that might be necessary. 

Sincerely, 

W. B. Grange, Co-overative Agent, 

U. $. Biological Survey



Copy to Mr. Grange 

June 12, 1931 

Mr. A. B. Andrews 
The Indiana Farmers Guide 
Huntington, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Andrews: ; 

I appreciate your sending me the interesting information 

about the new type of trap. 

It seems probable that a trap baited with live chicks in this 

way might be likely to catch a high proportion of injurious hawks 

than the ordinary poletrap, but this tendency might not be as great 

as one would suppose, for the reason that the non-injurious hawks 

are so because of their clumsiness ani consequent inability to catch 

game and poultry, and not by reason of any lack of appetite. ‘his 

is why many of the non-injurious species commonly catch cripples. 

I am afraid that there is little doubt that they would go after 

these chicks and get caught. 

The high jaw which kills the bird outright 4s certainly far “o.c— 

humane than the ordinary poletrap, but against this would of course 

have to be balanced the larger size. 

I have no particular opportunities to draw public attention 

to this invention. It occurs to me, however, that the Biological 

Survey might be interested in knowing about 4t, and accordingly I 

am forwarding your letter and photograph to them. 

I would like very much te shoot with you sometime, and if I 

ever get in your neighborhood I hope to bring my bow and arrow. 

With kindest regaris, and thanking you for your interest, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 

¢ In Charge, Game Survey
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| Huntington, Indiana 

June 9, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 

National Bank Bldg., 

-Madison, Wisconsin. 

\ Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Herewith is a carbon copy of what I am 

writing to one of our subscribers to-day. Mr. Hahus has | f 
invented a trap, photo of which I enclose, together with 

copy of Mr. Hahus! letter. i 

Mr. Hahus lives in southern Indiana, in 
a natural game country, a territory that could support 
deer and turkeys, where forestry is most rapidly coming 

| to the front. This territary could be a hunter's paradise . 
if we could get a real start down there before private ; 
interests gobble all the land up. I recently found 10 

square miles with only seven families and the land very 

poor for agriculture but able to support good tree crops, 
both broadleaves and conifers, including good mast-producers. 

I thought you might have a suggestion for 

getting'this trap before those who can best use it. Getting 

it manufactured seems to be the big problem, but you may 

have connections that will put the thing over. On the face 
of it, this trap looks superior to the pole rig usually used 
BECAUSE IT GETS THE GUILTY BIRDS. I have not experimented 
with this trap but do have faith in it. 

Was mighty glad to get your letter of May 

28. Mr. Ball tells me you hunt deer with the bow. When I 

suggested that the Kankakee be stocked with deer and that 

the hunting be opened to archers only, the superintendent 
of fish and game, a lawyer, told me that would be discrimin- 
ation and unconstitutional. That is the manner in which our | 

division of fish and game attempts to "big town" us ignorant 
fellows who are supposed-to have no thoughts of our own. I've 
never gone deer hunting with my bow, but hope to do so some 

| More than 160,000 copies weekly |
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Mr. Aldo Leopold. 

time when I can afford it. I'll have two youngsters in college 

next fall and don't see how Dad can get in any hunting more 

serious than cottontails. For two years I have hunted them only 

with my bow. I hope some day to be able to use my new 20 on 

quail. Up to this time I've never bagged one, but to-day there's 

no excuse for not having all of them we need, with profit to the 

landowner and not excessive cost to the hunter. 

Have you read "Nut Growing" by Dr. Morris, f 

MacMillan Co? It contains some real literature and real con- 

servation. The revised edition is out this year and your 

library there should have or get it. You'll relish his irony, 

satire and keen wit. ; 

Shot two rounds last evening--337 and 307--- 

; not much to brag about. 

' Very truly yours, 

im % ee ie 
a 7 

: Assist: itor 

ABAndrews-HB 

Encl.



copy. 

A fewyears ago I wrote you on the hawk 

question and on my invention the "hawk trap" I now have 

it patented and received patent letters Feb. 24, 1931, 
Pat. No. 1, 794,228 

I have caught more than fifty hawks in 
the same way as you see in the photo enclosed. My neigh- 

bors have all caught some too. - 

I was In Chicago in April at the Patent 
Exposition. I have tried to interest hundreds of Manu- | 
facturers. I am now meeting with opposition and criticism 
such as inventors usually experience. I am enclosing a 
letter from a trap co. which criticises the size of the 
trap from the standpoint of state laws. I don't know how 
many states prohibit such traps but it seems that this trap 
would not infringe on such law because it is set with live 
chicks and will not. catch anything except a hawk or crow 
attempting to catch chickens and is only set near the home 

where it is watched. 

Beside the above objection I hear such as this -- 

"There aren't many chickens or poultry caught by hawks". 

"There are but few hawks in the U.S." 
‘Hawks ought not be killed". 
"Farmers can not afford to buy a trap for this purpose." 

Others say: "I don't belive the trap will work", 

Still others say that the shotgun is the only 
; good method; and so on. 

¥ 

I am experience in these lines a little myself < 
and know some species of hawks should mt be killed but you can 
not catch one of those kinds in this trap. My county is paying 

$1.00 each for hawks killed; nine out of ten are the wrong hawks 

but the officers can not tell the differenc sane ghee rm ess hawk 
is soon becoming extinct through Speen. vé & solution for 

this if I can put it over before it is too late but I will need 
help (not financially). My trap has a hundred percent record, it 
has never failed. Testimonials and affidavits prove this over and 
over. 

I will be pleased to get a few lines from you. 

tae: THaiaha.



3 Tine 9, 1931. 

Mr. Alvin Ff. Hahus, 
Oriole, Indiana. 

Dear Mr. Hahus: 

Your letter and enclosures were turned over 
to me by Tom lL. Wheeler and my interest in hawks, hawk-owls 
and other predacious birds prompts this long letter, copy of 
which I am sending to Mr. Aldo Leopold, 404 University Avenue, 
National Bank Building, Madison, Wisconsin. I am sending the 
copy to Mr. Leopold for the reason that, it seems te me, you 
are overlooking a most important thing in modern rural American 
life---the conservation movement, coupled with forestry and 
game propagating. Mr. Leopold probably is the best-infomed : 
man in the Middle West on game and will take an interest in 
your trap I am sure. He may have something very definite to 
suggest. 

I am enclosing four sheets from Manly . Miner, 
son of the famous Jack Miner, who made a world-famous study of 
birds. You will note from the analysis that hawks are very 
serious menaces to wild life. You will note from the sheets that : 
even the red-shouldered hawk is bad at times. ‘he worst types, 
however, are the one you picture in the trap, which is either a 
sharp-skin or a Cooper, and the hawk owl. ‘The latter owl flies 
in daytime and looks white as seen from the ground, and is often 
mistaken for the osprey, I believe. ‘There are now many of these 
in Indiana. \ 

Even such an authority as Bailey, with a strong 
prepossession in favor of all bird life, speaks of the Sharp-skin, 
Cooper and hawk-owl as "bushwhackers", and that is what they are. 
If a hawk of any kind gets into your trap, he is a chicken and 
game stealer or he would not get there. 

Game keepers---of whom there are now many and 
will be many more---will take an immense interest in your trap 
I believe. ‘the best thing they now have is the pole trap-<-a 
pole set in the ground near game with whitewash sprinkled over
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Mr. Alvin ¥. Hahus. 

the ground near to represent the droppings from birds. On 

top the pole is a small trap. ‘This trap gets results very 

often, but I think yours is better. ‘The pole catches the 

innocent hawk; your trap gets the guilty one. 

If departments of game in the various states 

get interested in your trap you may depend on it that it will : 

be used; the laws being changed if necessary to conform, being 

so worded that your trap will be excluded. You should get in 

touch with these departments in the various states. 

It will not be long, in my opinion, until 

the farmers will be making money from game, charging for tres- ; 

pass rights or for game killed, and that will make further 

demand for your trap. I am sure you will find some one who 

will manufacture it and that your invention will do much good. 

I am sending Mr. Leopold the photo. ¥ 

Very truly yours, 

THR INDIANA FARMER'S GUIDE 

Assistant Editor 

AEAndrews-HB 
Encl.
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ALVIN F. HAHUS JOSEPH M. HIRSCH 

ORIOLE, INDIANA CANNELTON, INDIANA : 

Ska 

The enclosed photo of our new Hawk Trap shows an actual catch, made on 

April 26, 1931. 

We know by repeated tests, that this trap is a perfect device, which meets all 

demands of a trap for a bird of prey. 

; We believe, that this trap has unusual commercial promise and will be well 

worth your careful investigation. 

A copy of the patent, testimonials and names of many, who know the effective 

work and the needs of this trap will be sent you on request. 

: We would like to hear from you by return mail. 

Address all communications to Hirsch & Hahus, % Cannelton National Bank, 

Cannelton, Indiana. 

HIRSCH & HAHUS
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| Huntington, Indiana ae 

| June 17, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
' 404 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsine | 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

We enclose carbon of our letter to Mr. Hahus, relative to 
his trap invention. We wish also to thank you for your interest 

in the subjecte Your suggestions interest us very much and present | 

an angle regarding the clumsy hawks that had not occurred to use 
I believe there would be danger of getting the innocent hawks and 
that I was or might be mistaken in my first judgment. Perhaps 

the Survey will make a test of the thing. This would be very | 

interestings 

I hope you get down this way sone time for a shoot with | 

me and some of our archers. You are better than any one in our | 

| club heree After bragging to you I went out and fell dow to 
: less than 300. My ambition is 450---an average of 5 at the 

dmerican. I've advanced to the place where I find myself 
disliking the black and white rings at 50 and 40 yards; so 
there is still hope. | 

I've found a "sloppy" stance a good thing---a loosening of 

the left shoulder joint when aiming and releasing, instead of 

the hard, set stance I formerly used. If I tighten up I do not 

| do so well. I fell into this “sloppiness” accidentally and then 
learned that one of my archer friends cultivates it. I do not use 

| @ conscious point of aim but have a feeling that I am about right, | 

which, most likely, 1s a sub-conscious point of aime | 

Sincerely, 
| 

| ARAndrewss A 

| More than 160,000 copies weekly |



dune 17, 1931. 

Mre Alvin F. Halma, 
Oriole, Indiana. 

Dear Mr. Haus: f 

Roforring to our letter to you of the 9th., wo axe 
enclosing herewith carbon copy of letter received to-day 
from Mr. Leopold off Madison, Wisconsin, the author of 
the mid-western game survey. 

You will note that he $& forwarding the photograph 
and lettex to the Biological Survey, which is « part of 
the United gtates Department of Agriculture. It seems to 
ue that this ie a very goo thing to do, and, os the 
letter comes to the Survey from Mr. Leopold, it wild 
reeeive special attentions 

If there are developments we will advise you. We, 
of course, have no way of knowing what the «mtcome will 
be but feel there should & a good use for your invention 
and will do what we cane 

Very truly yours, 

ABAnd rews THE INDIANA FARMER'S GUIDE 

Direstor, service Bureme 

% 

| 
|
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June 9, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leapold, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leapold:- 

I am very sorry to have delayed return 

of the survey book which you gave me to read last 

spring. One Saturday before leaving I took the’ . 

pook to your office but could find no one in. Mac 

and I tried to locate you as we intended to take you 

for an airplane ride. We found that you were in 

New Mexico on a field trip. 

Was much surprised to find excellent quail country 

down here, they are large birds and very plentiful. 

There are also numerous prairie chicken, we hatched 

twenty one young but have had poor success in, rearing 

them. 

we have at the present time, seven thousand pheasants 

in the field with seven’ thousand more eggs to hatch. 

This should give the state a great number of birds 

this season. The preserve in entirity includes an 

area of nearly seven thousand acres,a tract recently 

obtained through tax delinquent lands. It is worthless 
from an agricultural standpoint, but excellent game 
cover. 

Have read Stoddards book which you reccomended, at 
present I am going through it as a study. I have 
also read and have in my possession, your Game Survey 
of the North Central States. It is a fine piece of 
work and denotes much labor expended. 

I wish you a happy and successful season, 

Truly yours, unas aaa) 

if Wlbuaés 
Arty ‘



**Protect, Improve and Use the Forests of Indiana’’ ” 

‘h STATE OF INDIANA jen 

THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

DIVISION OF FORESTRY 

INDIANAPOLIS 

RALPH F. WILCOX 

Rue eres February 24, 1931. 
psi corent 
JOSEPH F. KAYLOR 
ASSISTANT STATE FORESTER 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Avenue 
National Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I just received word from one of three class mates of 
mine who have been with Colonel Bunker in Alabama for the last 
four years. It seems that politics have taken an adverse turn 
and these three men may lose their positions, 

I am particularly interested in Mr. Harry Smith, Box 1458, 
Mobile, Alabama, He has a fine personality, is over six feet tall 
and weighs in the neighborhood of 200 pounds, and is an all around 
capable chan who has worked his way from the mines in Scranton 
through night sehool, high school and finally through college. 
He has absolutely made good in Alabama, Unless some employment 
is available during the summer he plans to take a year of advance 
training at Cornell or Syracuse. He writes me that he is parti- 
cularly interested| in Fish and Game management, and subjects per- taining to natural history. I have written him that I feel that probably the best opportunities for a forester today in specialized training are along the lines of game management. 

I wonder if you would be kind enough to write Mr. Smith in regard to that particular field as it looks to you at the present time and send me a copy of your letter, Any assistance to Mr, Smith to become oriented and take advantage of the best opportunities 
at this time will be greatly appreciated by both of us. Smith is not afraid of any amount of hard work or sacrifice which may be necessary to carry him through, ; i 

Sincerely yours, 

& a ee Oe 

R. F. WILCOX 
State Forester, 

' RFW:G 

PREVENT FOREST GRAZING AND FOREST FIRES—IT PAYS



Feb. 26, 1931 

Ur. Harry Saith 
: Box 1456 2 

Mobile, Alabama 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

My friend, R. I. Wilcox, state forester of Iniiana, tells 
me you are interested in specializing along game management linese 

There is at this moment a fellowship open at Michigan Acri~ 
cultural College to stuiy the fam economic relationships of man- 
agement measures applied to the ground. Your training in forestry 
ought to prove valuable in this kimi of a job. I would suggest 
that you promptly get in touch with Dr. H. R. Hunt, Michigan Agri-~ 
cultural College, East Lansing, and I am sending him a copy of this 
letter. 

After you have considered this proposition, feel free to 
@ome back at me with any other matters that may be on your mind. 
I of course do not now you, but Mr. Wilcox's recommendation coes 
a long way with me. 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LeoroLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Copies to Messrs. Hunt 
Wilcox 

» .



PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA 

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE 

February 

13th 
a PS da. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In charge, Game Survey, 
Room 404, University Av. Bank Bldg,, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Sir: 

I thank you for your kind letter of the tenth, I should i 
be very glad to receive suggestions from you as to contents ‘ 
of a course in fish and game which would be practical prepa- ie 
ration for work in this state. 2 

Mr. Shirts, Head of State Department of Fish and Gam, has * 
kindly expressed himself as very much in favor of this type of sy 
instruction at Purdue, so much so that he would be willing to .y 
use his influence to supply some funds for this purpose, 

I am not decided as to the necessary length of such a 
course, its contents, graduate or under-graduate nature, etc. 
It might be that a man taking the regular Forestry course for 
the first two years, could major in Fish and Game during the 

last two years and then in exceptional cases, graduate work in 
Quail or the like might be given, 

I should be glad to have your suggestions as to some such 

program. Following your suggestions I am going to attempt to 
interest the State Organization of the Izaak Walton League in 
this program. 4 

Very truly yours CZ i 

[Gere SS (Leeditiee 
Burr N. Prentice, 

Head-of-Forestry Department. 

BNP/ALB



Copies to Messrs. Otterson 

Doyle 

Feb. 19, 1931 

Dr. Burr N. Prentice 
Yorestry Department 
Purne University 
Lefayette, Indiana 

Dear Dr. Prentice: 

The content of a course in fish and game would, I 
take it, vary according to whether it is proposed to give yooa- 
tional training te came keepers ani wardens, professional training 
to game administrators, or scientific training to game research 
men. I am not quite sure from your letter which you have in mind. - 

2 I might say, however, that the first two kinds of 
courses are not provided elsewhere as yot. 

I do not mean to imply that I could write a satia- 
faetoery curriculum, even after the kin’ of course is decided upon 
I would, however, be at your service in trying to do so. 

In a new subject like game management, it would mean 
little, however, to write a curriculwa in advence of-an inventory 
of man-power to teach it. Any such venture would have to have at 
least one geome maz. Such mon are scarce ani becoming scarcer. 
My fellowships, however, micht remlt in a fev men being available 
within two years. 

If there ie a real chance of Purtue brealsing into this 
field, I am at your service if I can help you moke-a start. Will 
you be at the Izaak Walton League convention fn April? ‘That might 
furnish a convenient opportunity for us to talk this over ani for ; 
you to meet other game men. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO ImoPCLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA 

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE 

January 19, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Dear Leopold: 

Though I regret to say that we have 

not as yet been able to take up further with you our gradu- 
ate work in qwil, nevertheless, we are still considering the 
subject of fish and game at this Institution. We hope to 
be able to at least establish some adeawte instruction in 
this line and that it may develop into such a position that 
we can take up further with you the desirability of the es- 
tablishment of fellowship. 

Of course, I realize the fact that 
there may be no fellowships at such a time. 

I am anxious to find out what the 
Institute in New Jersey is doing along the line of fish and 
game, which I understand is the only institution in the coun- 

try giving a complete instruction in this field. 

Would you kindly give me their ad- 

dress in order that I may inguire further as to their curric- 

ulum? 

Very trul (Ee . 

flier g Veciliee 
Burr N. Prentice, 
Head of Forestry Dept. 

BNP: ALB



Room 104 
University Ave. Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

: February 10, 1931 

Dr. Burr N. Prentice ; 
Head of Forestry Department 
Purdue Universi ty 
Lafayette, Indiana 

Dear Dr. Prentice: 

The game sehool in New Jersey is called the | 
Conservation Institute and may be addressed at Clinton, New 
Jersey. 

You are possibly a little confused about the 
nature of their instruction. It is "complete* in the field of 
artificial propagation, but the course is vocational rather than 
professional, and hardly parallel to the graduate work which you 
have in mind, 

If you would interest the State Division of the 
Izaak Walton League in conservation activities at Purdue, they 
might be of rmch help in securing the necessary financial back- 
ing. 

I am glad to lmow of your contimed interest, and 
hope you will call on me whenever I can help further your game 
programs 

Yours sincerely, 7 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



i *“*Protect, Improve and Use the Forests of Indiana’’ 

( it STATE OF INDIANA 

THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION . 

DIVISION OF FORESTRY 

INDIANAPOLIS 

RALPH F. WILCOX 
STATE FORESTER 

Cas, Cane January 7, 1931 
JOSEPH F. KAYLOR 
ASSISTANT STATE FORESTER 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
c/o Game Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Ir. Leopold: 

I was sorry to miss you at the Society of American For- 
esters Meeting in Washington. Col. Lieber asked me to convey his 
warm regards to you while attending the meeting. However, I heard 
your very excellent paper read and took down a number of interest- 
ing notes about it. Col. Lieber is anxious to know if a report 
of the survey will be off the press in the near future. I explain- 
ed to him that I believe it is your plan to collect this material 
and that you are at present editing parts of it in preparation 

for the final copy. 

Enclosed find several additional photographs of grazing 
and game cover together with prospective pictures contained in 
several of our leaflets. Some of these cuts are being used in 
a publication at the present time but will be available within 
the next three weeks. In case you wwild like to use any of them 
please mark the ones you can use and we will mail them to you. 

While talking with Mr. Paul Reddington the other day he 
explained that you had a few copies of American Game Policy bulletin 
available. I am wondering if it would be possible to get five 
or six copies of this since I have glanced over the material rather 
hurriedly but find it a very constructive collection of thoughts 
and believe we can be of service in disseminating the information 
contained therein, We will appreciate receiving any copies you 
may have available. 

Singerely yours, 

Aa ey 
JFK:M Asst. State ‘Forester. 

PREVENT FOREST GRAZING AND FOREST FIRES—IT PAYS



421 Chemistry Building 
Mafison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 16, 1931 

Mr. J. F. Kaylor 
Division of Forestry 
Department of Conservation 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

. Dear ix. Kaylor: 

I am sending you five copies of the Game Policy. 

The report on the game survey is now on the press 
and you will get your copy sometime in March or April. 

Thanks very much indeed for the additional pictures. 
I will hold them for a little while if you don"t mind, as 
I am waiting for certain others. It was thoughtful of 

you to send these. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



¥ gee De THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
bi, =e AN STATE OF INDIANA Vw 
| jj y eae DIVISION OF FISH AND GAME x \fp C 
VY OMNIS) - 

Mea . Nov. 13, 1930 

eee Vy 
WALTER SHIRTS 

SUPERINTENDENT 

FISHERIES AND GAME 

Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

In reply to your letter of 
November 5th, addressed to Colonel Lieber, 
I am sending you under separate cover copies 
of our annual reports 1923, 1925, 1926, 1929. 
The 1930 report is now being compiled. I am 
also enclosing herewith a copy of our game laws. 
Please note that section 51, page 40, covers the 
question of requiring the hunter to obtain 
the landowner's permission. This act was passed 
in 1905. i 

Hoping this information takes 
care of your requirements and assuring you of 

our co-operation, I am, 

Yours truly, 

S. F. Zufall, Asst. Supt., 
: Fisheries and Game 

SF2/MB 
Encels.



¢ ae Report on Bo. Gent. Resion 
eee: Chapter XII 

Status of Game & Fish Law Enforcement — 

; Arrests Convictions No of Convictions 

State Year —Uo.) {%o.) (Ber Cent) Counties Per County 

Minnesota 1924 2,070 1,991 96 87 2.5 

Wisconsin ‘192627 1,210 - 1,122 92 nh 15.8 

Michigan 1928 3,360 3,511 91 83 M23 

lows, 1925 783 723 92 99 7-3 

T1linois ieee eee 102, pee a 

6 y 9% 2 728 Indi 1928 2,631 2,472 0S oe fey ci 988 #3 iv ye 
Ohio et aes races nea a ae 83 ae 

Migzsourd x 24 cS eats ae 

The above information represents the latest information which I 

have in my files and is to be published in the chapter on state game adminis- 

tration in my report on the north central region. If you have more up-to-date 

information which you wuld prefer to have me use, I would appreciate your | 

substituting it and returning to me the inclosed extra copy of the table. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

: Yours sincerely, 

‘ Ao: 

4u ALDO LEOPOLD - 
ov) vi In Charge, Game Survey 

4 a: 
SP | 

‘ : Re



é RINGNECK PHEASANTS PLANTED IN NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

____ (Private plants are underlined. 256 of eggs are added to birds released | a 
NI to get total birds released. Yes = plants made but number unknown) i “Wa 

Minnesota | Wisconsin Michigen Towa Tllinois Indiana Ohio Missouri 
i | I " ? 

Pheas. Regs Total Pheas. Regs Total Pheas. Tegs Total Pheas. Regs ‘Total |Pheas. Eggs Total iPheas. Eggs dials Rech Totel|Pheas. Hegs Total is + meas pases = - : : 
1900__ le ee me Moa | | ae | | | | bail eee 

ey Loe ta ea | | | | 

Batt | 1 i$ | | | | pe fog 
1905. t He Be: ft t { { | | pat i +t 

6 tu th Galea Lot | | | | | | | | 
7 | a | 4 | | 500 | » 32 
S i fae oh } | | 2000 | Lit 
9 | bd to+# | | | Yes | t = | | gio i $ | Yes Yes | 2000? 20007 4 
2 24 tg | | | ; 10, 000? 
ot at Lo} Chabot) | 4 | | | Tes _ { 
3 4 4 ‘ & \ Yes | Yes 
4 oe } Ini j ? 

1915-4 | ra ort f $5.1 Lit | | q i aul S4RRE) BNGUERABE | be aa 7 8 H 4 ; 2396 27000 | } 3- - | | a . 
9 | 3800 42300 ; aa Sg 

A9po_t Lg Ft ++ | W461 38463 | a : i 3 be | 
a4 | | 5222 20650 | oe iia i 
et dio aise | Phe Me en a 
pg ish | ait . |§500 3l4p00 | Vs 9123 52,00 2 | 
ya | | 2553 18213 | 5 | 13807 00 £ an 

1925 ! + 5293 10785 ' | | | 10941 '22,850 | 7, 
6 i H / 5841 30040 | | 12900 5,000 
pie) | HeLa + 6321 29750 | 1674 | . 6894 2k, bos 
ee 1 ~}-3000.1g000 ~ | 335016235 | | 8080 40,492 g 10040 | 150007? | 1500 or : 
3 ptt ~ |-3000. 8000 | | HA? 148 / | 200? ot 

1930 + 7005 | | | | 2300? 30,000 ; 

| | | | | 
| | | | | 4
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Sept.2't,1930 

ix. Willism Hiestana _ 
Department of Biology \ ‘ 
Purdue University i 
lafayette, Indiana at 

Dear Bill: | 

; I appreciate very much your thoughtfulness in sending 
me the avtographed photo of Art Young. I am very glad to have it. \ 

The best horn nocks now available are made by George i 
Snell, 161 King Street, St. Paul. ‘hese are so well designed that 
they are already to use s3 is. ‘They are, however, very small and 
light. His price is $2. 

Por heavier nocks, such as those for mmting bows, I hm 
use those put ont by Captain ©. H. Styles, 75 Roble Road, Berkeley, aS 
California, at $2. I always reshape these, but they have the funda~ EEey 

mental merit of being bored straight and being good material. There hee 
is plenty of material in them to re-orie to any shape desired. 4 

Are you at all mimfed to tale e hand in the game conser- 
vation movement? If so, you might want to get acquainted with Fred (a 
Dobelbower, 719 MN. Main St., lafayette. I am very anxious to induce ly 
Purdue to become active in game research and Mr. Dobelbower has done NS 
original thinlcing along that line. \X 

I stand ready to help push anything in the way of a be- i 
ginning which the University may propose. ‘the attached list of game \\ 
research projects in the United States might be ammunition for you to 
persuade the University authorities which way the wind is blowing. 
Their initial move should of course be on quail, since that is the < 

most valuable Indiana species, If they would ask for an appropriation 
for a life history study of qail similar to that now started by Wis- 
consin, I am gure the sportamen would back them and that the Biological 
Survey would offer advisory services in getting things started. If | 
this interests you I can send you any amount of additional ammnitions ' 

Please give my best regards to Betty. We look forward to 

seeing you next sumer. 

Yours sincerely,
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Ong ? 1930 
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Rucheker 

Darel 
acne ce: ae meena ms es cee ea ie 

Dear lu. Rik; 

I am preparing a book on "Game Management,” and also a : 
report on the "Game Survey of the North Central States," 

I am lacking the information specified below and would 
appreciate your filling in the reply blank in so far as you are able, 
Please return to me in the enclosed envelops. Thanks for your coopere 
ation. 

Yours sincerely, 

AdLe Beit 
ALDO 

In Charge, Geme Survey 

: fateh 
Subject: Q wonk us Fl ocvrte | Ona | Qs hac M nee) an lF29, 

: 1 

Questions aYesccclilelanitentsrntiscocssasath 929 Aad tise Pesca bool 

Loko se he oel Poe Lrtatedeuse Chasscractel tyregden ducal 8-2. Crs abel 

(220 base SE cege ——- Ceres fe fock herr 8 fell ef {42.9 bag 

vacsadioweflI29= S02 (Le bet Lien ty thick of Ue acicseralet buwwb,) 
4 J 

Reply: Lxzuihéiaa tH es at celle ae ME K 

LP ZL. she calle Ee ze Z ee. edie 
J 7 Pr a ELLE LLL SES, 
EE DEE wa LIZ Ag UD LE, EG LEC aaa 

Meat 
Oe aiae



August 14, 1930 

Urs Pred Rah . 
Rochester . 
Indiana 

‘ Dear Mr. Ruhs : 

I am sorry to hear that you were sick last fall. 

When you got to the Harris fan this fall I would 

| appreciate your finding out {f you can not only what is on the 
place this year, but what was on the place last year. Also, has 

the brush been allowed to re-sprout or is it really gone? 

I will remind you later of this matter. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Suurvey



Oct. 2, 1930 

; Mr. Fred Ruh 
Rochester : 
Indiana 

Dear Mr. Ruht 

You wrote me some time ago that on account of siclmess 

last fall you had not been able to observe the effect of renewal 

of brush on quail on the Harris fem. As I understand it, this 

was formerly good quail ground, but the brush was all cut out 

during the winter of 1928-29. 

j I would be mech interested to find out the number of 

covies which were on this farm before and after the brush was re- 

moved, also whether the brush has been allowed to sprout back at 

the present time or whether it remains in a de-brushed condition. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



ie THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

STATE OF INDIANA 

x RICHARD LIEBER, DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION 

INDIANAPOLIS 

cs 
August 16, 19350. Ne 

e 

Ma. Aldo Leopold, ; 
Geme Survey, 
421 Chemistry Blidg., 
Madison, “Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your inquiry of July 29th please be 

advised that our state has never, so far as our records, or 

personal knowledge go, imported any southern or Mexican 

quail. 

Some years ago at the request of the New Albany, 

Indiana sportsmen we tried to make a deal with a southern 

importer who, however, was unable to fill the order. 

With best personal regards, I an 

Very truly yours, 

Richard Lieber, Director, 
Department of Conservation. 

RL: BP ‘
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Pile 

; Copies to: Major Waller 
; Mr. Olin 

Mr. Yeatter 

March 17,1930 

GSolonel Richard Lieber | 
Director of Conservation 
Indianapolis, Indiena 

Dear Colonel Lieber: 

You may remember thet in my Indiena report I pointed 
out that thore were » good wany unsolved probleme comaon to Indie 
ana and other combelt states in connection with the Hungarion 
partridge, 

Since thet time, thie Institute has financed « fellow 
ship for the study of Hungarian partridge in the hope that some of 
these problems might in time be untengled and answered, Thies fellow 
ship is headquarted at the University of Michigan, end the work is 
being done by Mr. &. E. Youtter, who works under the direction of 
the School of Conservation. 

The State Game Department in Ohio, at the sugeestion of 
Mr, Siekliff, director of research, is putting on a field party of 
two men during the coming sumer to study the distribution end rels- 
tive abundance of the bird in thet state, and ie working in close 
consultetion with Ur, Yeatter, so that the plens of each agency aug- 
ment snd dovetail with the plans of the other. 

At a recent meeting Mr. Wiekliff suggested thet it might 
be o fine thing if Indiana and Tllinols could also undertake work along 
parallel lines, I am very enthusiastic about this general trend which 
males our fellowship just e sort of service bureau for the independent 
initiative of the states, rather than an igolated effort at unravelling 
eo tuge « problem, 

The of this letter is to sek whether Indiana 
eight censtite atedting © stetanth geniees on 00 oun Wangaciann, and 
if wo, whether it would be willing to work in conjunctia with Ur, 
Yeatter and the neighboring states. If so, Mr. Yeatter would be glad 
to ¢all om you to discuss the matter. 

I think that Mr. Kaylor could give you an opinion es to 
the worthwhileness of this kind of work, since he ot one time investi- 
gated ite possibilities,



2 

It seems to me that Indiana, Ohio, Michigen, and Illinois 
have a common problem in Hungarians in much the same sense as the 
various lake states have « comaon problem in Make Michigan fisheries. 
Ae you of cuugue ben, th prinsighs ef avestinntes offech ie socking 

: very well in connection with the fisheries problems, and it ought to 
work equally well in connection with many of our geme problems, 

IT am purposely omitting any mention of technical object- 
ives or ways end means, but simply limiting thie iaquiry to your 
attitude toward the proposal, Mr. Yentter can answer any questions 
about the technical end, should your reaction be favorable. 

With kindest regords and beet wishes, : . 

Yours sincerely, 

AIO IEOPOLD 
Tn Charge, Game Survey
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* THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

STATE OF INDIANA 

RICHARD LIEBER, DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION 

INDIANAPOLIS Be 

March 21st 1930. + i! 

e 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 

- 421 Chemistry Bldg., 
‘Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

Replying to your's of March 17th, please be advised 

that Mr. Yeatter called on Superintendent Shirts some time 

ago and received the offer of all possible assistance from 

this Department, including the service of game wardens. 

In as much as Ohio and Illinois seem to be interested 

and in the hope that ultimately something can be done, we are | 

glad to join, although for the time being a survey in this "i 

state would not show very much. ‘ 

Since your last visit here we have employed m expert 

pheasant breeder, but in view of previous unsuccessful attempts 

have not given the matter of Hungarians any thought. 

You perhaps have learned that in January we lost Mr. 

Mannfeld; after a few days illness he died from double pneu- 

monia, His place has now been taken by Mr, Walter Shirts. 

With best personal regards, I am 

Very truly yours, 

Bu. Mh, 
Richard Lieber, Director, 
The Dept. of Conservation. 

RL* FG
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: } DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY ye 
’ : INDIANA UNIVERSITY Vy . 

Rpoeemeor Gc ome hic Saeniorre BLOOMINGTON, IND. 

Dee. 27,1°29 

Mr. Alde Leovald, 

Madison Wis. 

Near VSir:- 

I am enclosing the quail tally tor this year. A freind 

was out with me each day and I never knew just how many each of us 

Killed. However I personally tallied all the Bag hence the sex 

ration is correct. I note on my card a grodval inersasein cocks 

towards the last of the season. 

There were more covies this vear than last. I thi k 

thers was much less huiting due to bad wecther, There wamvery 

many days of severe rain and at other times the cold was extreme. 

I also had much less tine available for hunting this year than in 

past years. There is unlimited food (rag weeds) unless the cold 

weather combined with sleet or ice makes the food rina ened A 

eheck of food contents showed that in the early vagrt of the season 

the rag weed was almost the sole food. Later corn was the main 

food. The# reason for the change to corn is that corn was not 

available on the ground until after husking was partly completed. 

There were fewer rabbits than in other years. I am informed that 

one bunch of ring necks has been seen several times, 

‘ Yours tyily,



DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY 

pnormsson oF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY BLOOMINGTON, IND. 

Oct. 31,1929 
Oet. 81,1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wis. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I shall be very glad to keep the quail record 

this year. I had intended to keep it anyway. I thought of using 

@ pedometer and retording the covies and bag per mile. 

I read the bulleting you send last May. It was 

very very interesting. 

I wish to say that I have alvady seen three 

covies on my farm this month. I dia not see that many last year 

under about the same conditions of walking etc. However these 

quails were very samill in size. j 

1 shall report any additional observations that 

may be of value to you, 
; 

Yowrs truly, Ci 

Symartka, 
F.0 Mathers,



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Ae 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 7 Ns eo 
WASHINGTON, D. C. \ gw 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

x August 12, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, A 
In Charge, Game Survey, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you very much for sending the copy of the interest- i 

ing and stimulating report on your Game Survey of Indiana. It 

will be circulated to interested people in the Biological Survey 

and will be available to Mr. Buckingham whenever he wants to see 

it. We surely appreciate having the material contained in your 

series of State reports available in the Biological Survey, and 

I wish you continued success in making them. . 

A With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

We Wenduror 

W. C. Henderson 
Acting Chief.



tik uth Vth . 

August 2, 1929 

i Col, Richerd Lieber, Director 
State Conservation Department 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

Dear Colonel Tieber: ; 

I was very mech interested in your letter of __ 
July 30 and the memoranda by Messrs. Waliace, Wilcox, 
and Mannfeld. These are the most useful criticisms that 
I have so far received and I wish to thnk you very much 
for taking the pains to let me have them. I have made . 
Corrections in my file copy with respect to almost every 

' point raised. 

I wish you would thank the various members 
; of your department for the help they have given me, TI am 

: returning the memoranda herewith. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ATDO TSoPpoLD, 
; In Charge, Game Survey. 

Ine.
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Boyes ee ie. Aldo Lep pod, : 
Be _. 42] Chemistry Building, 

Re Madison, Wisconsin ‘ ; , 

< Dear Mr, Leopola: : : 
Bes 
ae ‘ »- o> Loam returning, reluctantly, your tentative 4 

ao report and hope to see it in print real soon. Messrs. liannfeld, , 
ie Wallace and Wileox have read it with the same interest that % 
e I did. In order to let you have direct information, I am ee 

f enclosing three memoranda by the above mentioned Division heads. ‘ 
‘ You will. notice that the writers tully appreciate the 
petys extraordinary amount of labor performed by you and, therefore, 4 

Hs I know that you will take their criticizm for what it is, ! 
im namely, an expression ot triendly interest even where they } 

i disagree. } ‘ 3 

3%; ‘ nee For myself, I want to thank you for your 

: reterences to the Department. As yours is a Game Survey of ¥ 

a Indiana, you could not very well enlarge upon the importance : Noe 

a which the building up of a public estate in Indiana bears to f 

; additional. protection of wild lite. ‘Ten years ago, we had only a 

a 1800 acres, today, approximately 28,000 of public lands are in 4 

charge of the Department. By the end of the next tiscal year, i 

4 we hope to more than double this amount. In that respect, I a 

; ' pelieve Indiana has adopted an advancel program in Conservation ei ' 

: work beeause its parks and forests will immediately become of 

é interest to the game protector. 

: The statement made on page 15 by Mr. Frank Gentry J 

yy and, referred to in Mr. Manntela’s memorandum, in my opinion, is 

; Xd of doubtful value. Knowing Mr. Gentry as I do, I should hesitate | 

1 OF  ugpat oe jinelude the statement. As among other things he is one of the 

i e-¢ ‘men who tries to obstruct the policy of our Department. in the 

Brown County Game Preserve since he is apparently more interested 

in the preservation of the red fox Yor sporting purposes than birds. 

i “@n page 68, you give this year's buaget and : 

revenues. In the tirst place I corrected the period of the Dumes’). ‘ 

ce A Park levy which is tor eight years instead or ten, The Clarke- 

ral McNary co-operation amounts to $2000 nursery and $1700 fire. Line 

Ae 3, Department appropriation from General Treasury and income 

es shoula vead $219,477. Wot incluaeé in this amount are the specific 

oe appropriations tor our. historic monument with the exception of the 

Reet ee. Lanier house and grounds. , - 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold - page 2. 

Whenever you have finished with the memoranda 
of the Division Chiefs, kindly return the same to our files. 

In conclusion I want to thank you Yor your very 
kind personal reference. 

Very truly yours, : : 

Richard Lieber, Director, 
RL-M The Department of Conservation 

‘ P.S. One of the hardest things to comply with is, as you know, 
the other man's questionnaire. It is a sort of Procrustes bed. 
The State gives us rather small amounts to conduct our Parks 
and it is left to our ingenuity or call it downright "brass" 
to find liberal triends and contributors. Not included in the 
above receipts, for example, are two presents received for the 
consideration of $1.00 each; the first being an old mill building 
and half section ot land in Lawrence County (Spring Mill State 
Park) from General Harry C. Trexler of Allentown, Pennsylvania, 
Chairman of the Board of the Lehigh Portland Cement Company, valued 
at approximately $24,000. The other is a 000 toot strip of land 3 
6/10 of a mile long, entrance to the Indiana Dunes State Park, 
received from Samuel Insull Jr. and his utilities, which is 
valued at approximately $60,000. 

I also mentioned our incane we have estimated tor this year 
to be $81,120.-which, plus a balance of $24,347.30 carried over ‘ 
trom last year, gives us a total of $105,467.50. Thus, while the 
State has been somewhat penurious in making needed, at least 
highly desirable, appropriations, it has been very liberal in 
leaving us to our own devices and not grabbing off, as so 

: frequently is done, the proceeds. 

I have added these figures merely to give you a better 
insight into the workings of our Division of Lands and Waters. 

; Again with best regards, I am 
RL. 

ete) 5 2 eo ee eee



pay ie fae THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
P fees fi DSS Be We iN STATE OF INDIANA : 

i ig Ip a ae DIVISION OF FISH AND GAME 

eel nen el j INDIANAPOLIS } 

nog Anis NEW i} 
bX ro a 9 
St e oa : 

Costes a 

oe June 18, 1929 
FISHERIES AND GAME 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, Sporting 4rms and Anmunition 

Manufacturers Institute, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I took up the matter with Mr. Oliver 

Neal regarding the pheasants on the Brown County 

State Game Reservation, and he positively states 

that he has seen broods of young ring-necks with 

their hen mother on the ridges in the Reservation, 

Personally, 1 could not verify Mr. 

Neal's contention, as 1 do not visit the Reserva- 

tion very often. If I can get any further informa- 

tion regarding pheasants in Brown county, will be 

glad to forward same. 

Yours truly, 

George Mom ;. 
Supt. #isheries an# Game 

GNM/MB



ae 
5 dune 21, 1929 ' 

Mr. Geo. N, Mannfela \ 
Department of Conservation } 
Division of Fish and Game a 

f Indianapolis, Indiana im 

Dear Mr. Mannfelds if 

Thank you for your letter of June 14, veri« aa 
fying the breeding of Pringnecks in Brown County. 

. - Sinee writing age received a report 
from your Geology tt, changing the glacial 
boundary so that the center of Brown County is ine 
cluded, Accordingly Mr. Neal's observations do not 

; depart from what appears to be the adherence of 
pheasants to glaciated territory. i 

: I hope Mr, Neal understands that I was not 
questioning his observations, but simply wanted 
to be sure that I had understood him correctly, since i 
my interview with him was a very hurried one, 

My Indiana report will reach you within two ai 
weeks. : 

With best wishes, . 

Yours sincerely, i 

ALO IZOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

i 

\
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CROSS REFERENCE 

"Wild and Domesticated Elk in the Harly Dayg of Franklin County, Indiana," 

by Amos W. Butler, Note in Journal of Memmalogy, Vol. 15, No. 3, August 1934, 

pp. 2h6-2h,
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K k k R | | ankdkKee Iniver 

Interesting Early History of the Kankakee River| PWA 

Area As It Was Sixty-five Years Ago drawy 

(BDITOR’S NOTE). Inasmuch as)exactly where, probably the land- 
Hey Ete Ment Of the Koce: |lord might inform mé, | 
kee river area to its original state} On returning to the hotel and The 
ook % sation StioR ce thet the | getting breakfast, the landlord} Works 
Taclis’ Vives and WHnteR, pananed at|told me he thought my best plan | ington 
this time appears to be opportune.|would be to go down to Harmon|percen 
The story was written by E. W.|Granger’s. He said Mr. Granger|of bri Irwin, who at the time of writing] 7 “a Psy agp sia 
was totally blind, having dictated|WaS an old duck shooter and| stat 
it for publication. Mr. Irwin will be|trapper, who lived on the edge| North 
remembered by many of the older/of the marsh southwest of town.|in thi 
ity of Hebon, where he spent much |He said “if you take the road it|of thi 
time on the once famous, but now|will be five miles; if you go} Con 
almost forgotten river and marsh.) | straight across, down through the |ianapq 

et | woods, it will be about three. I|ing t 
On the 18th day of October,| will go out and show you where cial | 

1869, during a _ blinding snow-|to start. Mr. Granger may be out | funds 
storm, I drove 10 miles to West-|on the river now but he is home| state 
field, N. Y., a station on the Lake| frequently and I think while wait- | @Wwar 
Shore & Michigan Southern rail-|ing for him you ean find fine |Sion 
road, and bought a ticket to|shooting right near his house”, | have 
Chicago. I was going duck shoot-|So putting my gun barrel through|__It 
ing. I did not know the exact|the straps of my _ valise and| Mair 
scene of my depredations but|throwing it over my shoulder, Be b 
would determine that upon in-| was off in spite of the heavy load | of t 
quiry after reaching Chicago. [on my back. I was walking patece 

A friend of mine had told me| alr. | the he had a brother-in-law, F. J.| After leaving the hotel, 1} ditio 
Abbey, who kept a gun _ store| passed through heavy timber for | vetar 
on South Clark street, and who,|}a mile and a half, passing many | ment 
he was sure, could give me some|/ponds all of them full of ducks| Thi 
valuable advice in my search for|and I shot as many as I could force 
a good shooting location. On my| carry. bridg 
arrival at Chicago, I made my| When I reached the highway jects 
way at once to Mr. Abbey’s pore ba man came along with a load|%- p 
and found him a very genial and|of lumber and carried me and my jects 
pleasant gentleman. I gave him|plunder to Mr. Granger’s house.| ing 
my muzzle-loading gun to be re-| Arriving there just before noon, ruary 
bored and furnished with new|Mrs. Granger said she was ex-|p. § 
tubes for percussion caps, After) pecting her husband every min-| hiohy 
he had given the gun to his|ute—‘hang your ducks on the 
workmen to make the above re- | Clothes line and come right In, | 
pairs, I asked him if he could | dinner will be ready ~ Mr. Gran- 

direct me to the best place he|#er came to a late dinner. He 1 
knew of for duck shooting. He|Said he was anxious to get back 
said: “I think we had better|to camp that night and would 

take a walk over to South Water | take me with him. When ready | 
street, the great game market,|t0 Start we walked four miles | 
and see what we can learn there.” | &2st to the Hebron canal, enter- | 

‘ es _|ed Mr. Granger’s boat and start- | Upon arriving there, I saw,/oq for the river a short distance 
what to. me, was a_ wonderful away. | 

sight. Comission houses ined) “We began Yo. see ducks the, [I 
ie the street son’ both sides and| minute we entered the river. | wagon loads of) game of all kinds They ware constantly in pichitl 
Awere. piled. On phentids. 4 Lorrtib-wetséachea vantp, mallards | hung from thé awnings; drays|in the edge of the timber and were constantly arriving with | onen water ducks in the channel. Frat fresh supplies and hauling away|We also started several deer that 

that already sold. Buyers from|ran back splashing through the| Il 
hotels and restaurants were pres-|water, We did no shooting as 
ent getting their day’s supplies-| My Granger said we would have 
It was a scene of great activity.|no time to stop and pick up | 
Carcasses of deer were hanging|came that evening. We reached | 
from the awnings; also wild tur-|a high island called Indian Gar-} 
keys, geese, brant, ducks and|den where Beaubein & Sargent’s | . prairie chickens. This was going|camp was located, We met then |,, Hig on, on both sides of the street as|just coming in with their boats | that 3 
far as the eye could see. We|loaded to the water with ducks { COnfin 
stepped into the commission house ]and geese. After supper the mar- | econ 
of Joyce & Cunningham. As soon/ket shooters suggested that we |the g 
as we could get the attention of|help them cut a boat road | It 
the manager, I told him I was|through the timber next morn-| 0? de 
looking for a place for good duck|ing to a marsh back three- | hardly 
and goose shooting and asked him|fourths of a mile where they |™°re 
if he could advise me where to/could hear geese but were unable|2 ‘tu 
go to find it. He said “I surely|to get to them on account of the|2 7% 
can. You go to Hebron on the|timber and brush in the way. land 
Pan-handle railroad about 50} Next morning we started on| Brida 
miles from here. There is the|this job which took until 4 p. m.| 0 48 
greatest duck and goose shoot-|When we entered the marsh a] eBoy 
ing I know of.” He handed me|wild scene met our eyes. A north- | re ie 
a package of his shipping tags—jeast gale was blowing, whipping aie 5 “and if you have anything to sell|the tree tops which surrounded a 
while there, ship to us and we|an open marsh. perhaps three- Ree 
will guarantee quick and satis- | fourths of a mile across. Ducks hoadit 
factory returns”. | and geese were constantly pour- hours Things began to look pretty/im& in from all sides. We decided | POU"S 
rosy #0 me and: after getting |t? aa nothing but geese and with 
back to Mr, Abbey’s store, I| PARE We pushed out into the willy 

bought a 25 pound sack of Nowe ce ,and ee our stations. del, d 6 shot, and a 61-4 keg of pow. |p caubeln an Sargent each | had cate 
der, 1000 Ely’s felt wads and f boat anc going ahead picked into 
PUNTER: soaben Drone voreunsioni ee Places some distance apart. | Cp, Rae aoe & Mr. Granger followed and put me|™°™ fe rice ea ces g put m ; caps. This was just for a starter. on the first big mush rat house | Util 
Mr. Abbey told me he would. be he Se 18 ges eee OnEe So 
glad to ship me anything I might| © Came to. He had not proceeded | 4, nts 5 Bm Sa ase &g more than. 75 yards from one| <<" want at any time after I got lo- before a large oxfoale of brant | Highw 

cated: Then after paying for my jcame pouring over the tree tops | 2! diy gun repairs, he insisted on show- directly over him. He gave them |1t0™ £ 1 y - He gave them ing me the way to the Pan-handle|} oth barrels and I saw seven of | ‘hroug 
rairload station. . |them fall. That opened the’ ball| the Here was true western hospi-|and a million ducks and. geese | M¢mb¢ tality for you. My train left at| rose in the air and began to cir.|42 is about 9 o’clock in the evening] oe round the marsh thirty or|i" 2 ? 
and arrived at Hebron about 11 forty feet high. A bunch. of |"umer 
p. m, I enquired..of Mr. Scott,|Ganada geese came ‘directly over | °CCUrit 
the station agent, for a place to|me. I shot at the leader and kill-|__™ 
spend the night. He pointed to aled him. I aimed at another when | Ported building on a knoll a little way|I saw the dead one falling diy mnree south of the station. I walked|rectly towards my head. Freeh 
and found the place shut up for| By quick work I managed to much the. night. I knocked | several| dodge him so I kept from being | be div 
times and the landlord at last|knocked off the rat house. He | and SC 
came down with a tallow candle fell so close I reached out and which 
in his hand. He showed me to a|took him by the wing and pulled | throug! reom at the head of the stairs. I| him up beside me. We were all rose early next morning. It was using muzzle loading guns, the| y a bright and _ beautiful October| market shooters each had two _ Mrs. 
morning. Upon looking down on|double barreled ones, and could ae — the station I saw the platform|lcad them very rapidly. In an eee nuea 
covered with game. I went down|hour’s time we had the three boats | Meeting 
at once to look it over. There|loaded with geese and made our|°”. W 
lay the carcasses of four deer way back to camp. I do not know Aside : 
and bundles of ducks in large'|how many there were but they unig hs 
quantities, also many geese and|made the biggest pile of geese 1|"® Ye4 
brant. Each deer carcass and bun-!ever saw together at one time. } 
dle of game had a card attached| That was probably the first time Bator 
which proved to be one of Joyce|a gun had ever been fired in that eat rae & Cunningham’s tags. Each tag | marsh. Next morning Mr. Gran- tes ditori 
read as follows: 5 deer; 167 | ger and I were going back up months! 
ducks (large); 392 ducks (small);|the river, in his boat which we nighti; 9 22 geese; 16 brant; from Beau-|intended to load with ducks on||ively j 
bein & Sargent, Hebron, Indiana.|the way. He was to push the ehildsen 

Mr. Scott, the agent, was there| boat and I to do the shooting. He litinn Ea 
and informed me that Beaubein| was in the stern with a long pad-|cent and & Sargent were making ship-|dle. I was kneeling on a bunch party. thi 
ment about the same size two|of hay about two thirds of the isfaction or three times a week. He said|way to the bow of the boat. In organizat 
they were shooting on the Kan-|front of me as a shallow box on|ion of 
kakee river but he did not know] (Continued from Page “J |by the s



; ( ing I had even found up to that] the fight ceased and my dog was|sleigh and went to the dog. A 

e time. barking “treed” again. But his|good sized tree had turned up— 
(a There were two brothers living| was the only noise we heard. by the roots some time previous | 

ih < nearby that hunted coon in the] On arriving at the spot my |and left a round open space about — 

ih swamp and as soon as the ice/dog was trying to chew down a six feet in diameter with heavy — 

was strong enough to bear in|small black ih stub and bark-| pucker brush on three sides and | 

é ° the fall, they tsed three dogs,|ing between mouthsful. The other| the large root on the fourth. This 

a large savage bull dog, an Eng-/three dogs sat back at a very|Space was covered with smooth | 

6 (Continued from Page 1) lish setter and an ordinary farm |yespectful distance licking their| ice. The deer was facing the dog , 
is : dog. They claimed these three|bleeding wounds. One of the men| Which was constantly trying to | 

1 dogs could not be beaten for) started to cut down the tree but|get behind the animal, and kept | 

finding coon. I told them I had at|my dog wotild not let him come|the deer turning round _ and | 

‘i/the bottom of the boat contain-|home a dog that I raised and|near it until I told him to stand | round. Then the hunters called | 

mjing extra ammunition consisting trained for coon hunting. He was|back, which he did, being thor-|to Mr. Pratt, saying “come -on 

roe one hale Bee of. shot, two |iotoe andya Wet years old, &|oughly trained. Burl, here’s your deer”. Burl-soon * 

tl boxes of gun wads; a box of per- large handsome hound, afraid of} While one man was cutting |'Tived on the scene and when ! 

‘2 | cussion caps and a large powder |Mcither man nor beast and would! gown the tree the other fellow |he Saw the deer he laughed. and_- 
i|fask belonging to Mr. Gtanger, kill a coon oe than any 408) cut a club. I asked him what he seid: “I don’t want that little. 

m | which Webi ane ahd a& fourth aba I ever saw. They said if I would) ¥45 going to do with that and he| thing, I want a full sized deer.” 

3 of: powdebs It wae! for He. used to send him on trial and he proved | sai f would ill the eouns when) 22cy said “You had better try ; 

; eect good they would give me $75.00] the ¢ Wc" | this first and if it is not large . 
1; | replenish mine when empty. The : @ tree came down. I said, “nev . ; 
w . €/for him. As I had no_ further ted. the kk * enough we can easily get a big-' 
‘.|spring of the charger of this fous hi i Pid hin the hound will attend ” The d id t- 
“\flask was broken which let the|US°, 7°" im at home, to the coons and if you under-| Se" ome. 1oe ceer paid. ne ab- | 

= sent. He came with a strong col- take to butt i fi tention to the men, being too, 
| powder leak out, a small portion |; deol hin and F vas. ake to butt into his game, you bi with th a Ss tt 

| being in the bottom: of the box.|1er 3 Gi in the Be 2re going to get badly bitten”.| 3° 7 Bee oct eae | 
S, ogee: : ., tened him in the barn and fed] Ww) hi r slipped up behind the roof and» 

s;|The wind was | still blowing a| yj Wf Oh potne out with| “nem the stub fell, three toons | tien the deer eame Hround just * 
Kleale which ‘made it wore favor-|mm myself. On pelng out Wnis(ieled out on the ice, In less! ene he launched himself ‘full ° 
1.!able for our purpose which was B8. SUPEF: ‘ll si ve ro a than half a minute the hound Ie h u Back The dhexta 

BE lty follow close to the’ bahke of | Coe en oe sone, 1 went) tad,them ready for, skinning and Oe ane Spa TR mead EL 
Bes Fainack | Danna Meher (ore tee 08 wes one I went| started off to hint 'for more. hind feet slipped, he crushed it» 
4 le Nee Heat BAYO! Se ducks | outside and whistled and called My dog was sold! down on to the ice, his hind feet * 

as they flew up out of the edg¢/put he did not show up. The morhiti after th slipping forward and ,Pratt .grab- ' 
.|of the timber and also out of the 3 ‘ iz * the coon) yaa one ih’ éach ae and held’ 

ts bayous bordering the river. That night at supper time, a|hunt, broke with a wild blizzard. th . tight fost wah ‘deer’ ‘ 
| he nag G host! fur buyer by the name of Fox, Although it was the 20th of De- ae up tight agains! ie v's » 

Le ae ic aes UL ae 8 2 ae from LaPorte, whom I after-|cember it was the first snow we "The men aalted ‘dh the do di 
ieee ves si — mae eet wards came to know well, called|had had that fall. It was a foot| ior Pratt and the d et ire 
.|ting the game. We started up the/to stay all night. Hearing me/ deep and badly drifted. There was le! ra n ie deer to fight ; 

river and had gone but a short/ speak of the dog he asked me to|/an Osage hedge a short distance if ont alone. The deer was’ Badly } 
|distance when we came to the|describe him. Then he said “I/from the house and the snow |fandicapped ‘but, he slung Pratt j 

1 erat of - pevon range eg came up the river this afternoon|banks on the lee of the hedge mee ann, bneee ae ieee ene’ 

43, ducks, Gn’ eaing a thes anhied re ae - a Rie beat rs ae ae See a ene Pg HORS the : packer brush. and chutned | 
8, § 2 D } am sure | kens. C 

“i; |lately arose and with their great saa ones My boatman, who onnaytee a white sheet from|the breath out of Pratt's Body. + 

Be aed erek oes Giseh ue ou os Wak ad. he ‘onic’ Ro|ateded bee bad ofaktad ct kee cUaeh ke Mem io bapeeiee: 
hand fired first one barrel and.then fon him”. He said he was go-| ing belind ithe Sue aa ae hunters fo. Bier the deer i the” 

another. Then something happen-|ing to stay at Grape Island Camp carefully I soon had bagged five head. They replied “Hang ons 
og i ore ant A ae ek that night eres og le th of them. I was now ready to re- Pals ih i phe bhafice )Yeuslong 

e-|pewder in_ the extra flask ing on down the river. I said “I| tur i - or; you may never | 
b lexploded. The wind pressing Gen veh be “o Grape Island before Sekine de cha end. |et, another”. As “soon as Pratt; 
*\over the tree tops must have|merning.” It was four miles to| ed. i ent) could speak again he said “Yous 

y;/driven the fire from my gun|the Hebron canal by road and} I arrived home just in time to knock. tis’ deer’ tm the head: boa I 
'sidown into’ the box and ignited twelve miles down the river to have the chickens cooked for our wall Jet i om Lane i 
;|the powder. Tt blew everything |Grape Island. As soon as I got|Christmas dinner. I promised to Se seater Basia es oye 
~ |out of the boat except the sack|my supper I started out and/go back in the spring and did werd), Waiting’ for, and: ey ,-Aeon » 
x |of shot and that wag» burning.|walked to the canal. There Iso late in Match’ Ths dhoke had had the deer killed and. in the; 
gat also’ blew the plan®ing. loose |found several boats but no pad-|all left for the north. sleigh. Then they took stock ot, 
*\from the bow of the” Jat and dies. Looking about, I found a| Mr. Granger had moved aw: att. His pants .were..campleta:s 

spread it. out flat like a raft. The| piece of one, a‘ blade and about)and I boarded with Wm. Fi at ly torn off and hung in strings: 
x | whole inside of the boat was cov-|6 inches of handle. With this I|a well-to-do farmer, hi of s,2 {on the brush. He was scratched} 
€!ered with blue smut like paint.|put a boat in the canal andjwards became a Banker ak’ a and , battered and). ‘bruised arid, 
"!The explosion deafened me so| started. Coming out through the/bron. I put in a few days visit- coda in many places. ,They* 
9 toa 5 sone Seareely hear any- Spier into oe open a I eek ing before returning home. I got Lae a cae elie covers 

z ing. ith great presence of | © or some landmark by which) acquainted with George Allen, al q h ith ets and, 

‘mind Mr. Granger pushed the|to find my way back. I noticed |prosperous farmer, who original- rove home without waiting tos 

n|bow of the boat up into the|2 large oak tree with big limbs,|ly came from my native pl Beta load of - wood.” Mr, Beate 
bushes and go kept it from sink-| Standing straight out on eacti| Chautauqua Lake, and Married hie used to take great delight in} 

-ling with ws. Just at this time |Side like a man’s arms. Then I|wife there. He had a large fam- telling this story on himself, and, 
an old trapper from Hebron by|Sttuck out into the stream and |ily of children, a large farm aid tie ts fet ae ais wie 

“Ithe name of Hunter Rice, came| Started down with the swift cur-/many horses, cattle and hogs Now to go back—George Allen! 

n}down the tiver and took us into|temt. In my former trip with Mr.|Mr. Allen was a very intere: tee | nad 2. food | friend ~ in- Hebron 
r/his boat and towed our boat down | Granger he had shown me Grape |talker and I think some of the peraes i Polsam “who Hates 
= |tc Indian Garden, where we pulled| Island on the south side of the| tales he told me would be inte |eamp in Red Oak Island amt: 
“\it up on the bank. There we dis-|Tiver with an open bayou stand-/esting in connection ith his owned a trapping ground there. | 
.|covered the heavy Bee rei ling back 100 yards or so to the arti€le, He said the fi io this | Unlike most, of the trappers of : 

lof the exploded flask acter tee CAIND. could raise no hiSpe he eee these, days, he saved his money ' 

. ne the stern post about six| Tt was a bright, still, cold, star- re Pe plentiful, He showed me al ann earn haat net 

6 we es above the bottom of the|light night. I made pretty good or pe had his first 40-acre|camp in the fall with a. camp’ 

| poak ie "must have aaned ier |tine going. down. Mallard, ducks | soon Ral Mem, the Howe and the| cok and ‘ro assitant trapper Trice ees al een | 1 a Fi in drove: ; 9 

‘his feet without touching either side of the river, and I started thirty and forty at a fine. ie a. ge aig bat} 
-|of us. sees 2, or iar Hate gee t ae Bo ane Ht the morning|their furs up ae she Hophen | 
Bt We’ s new mus pretty we a dog and drive t 7 3 , | tie, goam to, have, had a.most|fem, 1 Bogan 10 onc for the |and by the cine he got heck ts Sen? beet, there by, teas 
Ulaate Y possibe death. Mr. Rice | bayou and island and on arriving |the house they would bé in the|the vi re poten 

F eee Neyhar fellowa. anerh Me there could see the white frost) field again. whe ae ee = the fur buy- 
on ust Aave/on the roof of the camp. Turn-| All the ‘ ers would meet by appointnient; 

eevee coe, Paes tio co. img “tty boat into the bayoes I | swamp eh ee Saeko fi ay hake tb Sader } 
: a Y S MY|soon approached the shore. When|ncr. But the next wi x Ot tur. e highest bidder + 

a wi ' 
: Sustain ak gto Ate ig od within a few feet of land the|came an unusually ec paee de oe ee Allen used ! 

‘Jap the river with Mr. Rice who en af a x Pe ‘tt oh oe ar ale eee, on the surface] spring He told me te ‘droves 
lIindly offered to take me, Mr,|{0rmed since dark. made a|that would bear up a man and|down there with a sttone tear? Granger told me 1 would Hhd crashing noise on the still night}a dog, but the small sharp feet|/of horses and a ha trek Ad ; 

diane) tluckeishootiieneat is ote |g Nett, ere syed ate a of the deer would cut through it|binding pole on. his wagon and | 
in the ponds and Eagle Creek ee beuin ae fe, ay could not run and were|Mr. Folsam’s winter cote “inde 4 
ditch with no other shooter to sy name. He knocke e door pless. Then the farmers took | as hea load 14 

‘linterfere. He said I cottld board | 2 and ¢ame running down to|the opportunity to destroy them. | draw. vy a loa as he could! 

shatshis house as‘ Tas meet me. He plunged into the|They killed the deer with clubs! The ind 
Ss long as I wished.| water and I soon had him in the|and drew th . © furs were all packed ins 

; I nd Need Pie Does Nel for| boat. He seemed as glad to see| their buildings” fe nek to| bales, the muskrats, by them-* 
wonderfu shootin " < Be ey skin-| selves, als i wae 

||tiver and Siac kia oe sea biot ee ey oe te He a ee fore quarters. to be ee cee wee ects hole womie é 

ee inel to see more of it different matter going up stream}arcund the hind ee p07 fe tl anc ok ee ee : 5 RG 5 i S $ nd covere 

: i Next morning I _ started out rete - ee are ot soe at dep dee eee of fond ot ce ae oo AY i , Cte tie: ce x ike that now-a-days + | aoa (Granger’ home, age my hands mom cu al Miner Ser an we Ruced thir samar coming into town wot cag 
|Creek ditch which ran close wer ing on the bottom of the boat Swamp ana are eek wie cee Bur ta eee 4 at hs kaise fa raeewe co See waa: Geet aaiitent cin eget ay never bothered them|days there were several wagen « 

|three miles et tying ais the the morning. t seen ot into tne} load of ie would take a’ sleigh leads coming in from the. var- * 
'|Grand marsh, re ie wbolit 16 canal again but it ea he frozen the small t saddles and drive to| ious camps. I doubt if the: old { 

feet wide and shallow enough ti over. T pulled the boat out on the|fatmers b: oe ee by. and to|Kankakce valley will ever pro- | 

be waded in most pl be The bank and left it there. I got back| sold the ack from the river and|duce another crop as valuable cs ‘ eh Chom che Rion poet i e to Mr. Granger’s just a they ~ Whil m out at 50 cents each. | the fur crop was. in those days. 

the left bank or th id or a were ‘sittin down to breakfast|I will : as the subject of deer, At the time of which I write 

the house. On top “of this “Rage but 1 had oe dog. c Burl Pratt ae Sinn in. by i; aaa a oo ee 
; g : pow- DP as ng wi - 

ie ds cee ee It was sg tate in December = ane wittte buyer and well|the shooter, waithy Silbienens 

Pee le ee Te Te eee ee ee ee tan| When old bectae int Rae ion dean) Cee g sone conmnliesg 
ea Wnead und cote th e if ‘roze up and in a day er two the aaenee ea told him that |®Way) were flocking to the“rivers 

lof fieeks of Backs. ‘Th e aie sion |ice was strong echough to bear. with ‘hi Sa hold a live deer|in ever increasing numbers. ‘Tho 
tod Ce the oi, na pping Then we started out to try the pie S hand alone, Pratt would | only places where they could be™ 
lavet side pa a ene e land-|dog. They had their three dogs mA ie Snort of contempt and| accommodated were at the*trap-~ 
leaaeey oath a 7: Ik along | on chains leading them but mine he ora ee he had a chance, | Pet's camps. And the only” gnides-» 
Re dees . ‘0 “ oe lace where|was running loose. I asked them | 7° ae show them. In those|@vailable were the  ‘trappers™ 

Faaclay of tain ee as age why they had their's tied and ag 2 prairie dwellers owne« | themselves. They owned the only” 
ae ee ‘ing os - them. | they said to keep the bull doe. ne oe swamp timber. When | beats on the river and knew év-2 

1 the ribaene . van ie ‘an on|from killing my hound. I told z ean t strong enough to bear ery inch of the swamp ahd» 
dicey as hare ae ine as|them not to worry, the hound ous "to ue would haul enough | Marsh. These sportsmen were” 
iedecls 3? hs ee Ce could take care of himself. Mr. Prat eir year’s firewood. |#ble and willing to pay them™ 
‘Td dade in y A Bena a 3 en| We had to cross on a narrow one fee it drove jn the swamp | Prices they could hot refuse. Mr... 
ear ee ee fe ticks |marsh and when we reached Be ay with Renz Brainard and |Folsam’s camp was situated at = 
et ai : em ta re -bank;|edge of the swamp timber where TH Trvin for a load of wood. | the extreme lower end. of the® 
m ae ne py e ditch and|we could see ahead a little way,| eee two men were old hunt-|SWamp timber and thus com-% 
Be Big performahee until Ijmy dog started and ran about fe. had often heard Mr,|manded both timber and marsh 
peal ch re pee I could sixty yards and caught a large then fen he would like to. show | Shooting of the finest kind. He» 
ans a a a wo bushel grain mink which he killed, dropping | he could hold a deer, They had a famous camp cook named ~ 
re Ae Upper gol lower cor-/it on the ice and went on into a a dog with them and when | Uncle _Harl Seymour, an-“old = 
oa one side being tied to-|the swamp. -We stopped and pas 3 a the swamp the dog forty-niner who could cook “the ~ 

a a Eh Maes is over my skinned the mink and while do-|®tarted up a small deer. The ice | best camp meal and make the™ 
ight st oe e and under my left ing 80 z heard my dog bark|W@S very slippery without snow | best camp coffee I ever tasted. ™ 
7 wit oa open end in front| treed’ . I said “he has found and the dog could easily outrun | His camp was always “neat and™ 

the le a handy way of carrying|ccons”. Then they let their dogs|@ deer under these conditions| tidy” and any shooter who could = 
A eng _The ducks were all/loose. In about a minute there | and soon had the deer at bay in| get accommodations at the old 

Mallards, widgeon and teal, all was a dog fight going on. They | the brush. They drove the team|Red Oak camp, was in luck, 
the finest kind of ducks for eat-|said ‘“Let’s hurry! They'll kill) as near to it as they could, the! Ser 

‘ing, and it was the finest shoot-| your dog”. While we were talking|two old hunters jumped off the| TRY A STAR WANT AD
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Ba a rank outsider—especially rank OE p - oe: 
—I’d like to tell Minnesota something, - . ~~ oe: £ ‘ s 
but I won’t. What right would I have 9 -. § . , ad 

to hint to Minnesota that the Cloquet, White- r -. | _. si ¥, 

face, Paleface and some other streams on _... 4g “ots vik le 

the way from Duluth to Eveleth ought to rr | “e ae . ok — 

be stocked with trout? So I shall forget all a 0Ulté~“‘ité‘“<i«é‘iR oc ue : 

about the time Art Von and I fished the es \ x | | Lo — = eS 
Rain Falls—all_ about the time he and I ee — : : ie — ee 
walked from Freedom down to the old Ss L | ' i. > 2 Aa 

track to 51 and 49 of the Beaver River— i‘ j z a ee. oe 
all about the conclusions I might draw Read us i s . neg ce oS hee 
from fishing with the Gold Island Club up ae p | > te da ait Vere 

on Lake Vermilion—all about the time on Pe a aie 49 og Rae tL Oe OT 

Elbow Lake—all about—. NAA MRE, O . ye ee a vel 

My subject is “Hain’t We Doin’ It in Be a Nae or : ay ~ “on Pe ce 

Indiana?” I’ve been cussed and discussed : ae et ed —_ 

so much for this subject that I have almost 

Indiana Farmer’s Guide got out signs, in <= the farmer were at odds and the sneak 

paterproot ink on good cloth, which said: ec the grapes—in this case the quail and 

unting allowed here, only by written Millions - rabbits. 
permission of the owner. This is private : Ot tes of qe, Lancaster farmers have found that the 

property and persons who trespass without ginal lands in Minnesota hunter is not such a bad sort after all, and 

obtaining permission of the owner will be oui ie the hunter has found that the farmer is not 
prosecuted under the provisions of the should be restored to their an able HOS) unreasonable, fault- 

law.” So the idea seems to be going for- sat, nding, peevish, narrow-minded individual, 

ward. a. original purposes, of grow- as he once imagined. And the law-violator 

You get a better idea of what it’s all ing woodlots, protecting does not go on the premises—at least not 

about when you consider how W. W. 2 in such great numbers as was once the 

cae! former secretary of the Indiana watersheds, and furnish- oe ne hen ' 4 

ivision, I. W. L. A., and I talked once . . ° So it happened that only a short time 
Hen we were. one driving. ing wild life refuges and ago, the Indiana farm publication, for the 

Said Bill: “Good place over there for outdoor places. first time in American history, so far as 

quail.” 2 eee pee we know, came to the assistance of the 

Cuidils “U'd sike-to oo hunting inode eee idea and offered to farmers signs with the 
place like that and feel welcome. ['d like (™miiHiiiHmiiimmmMAMOMAAAEAMNAHANNAMNN foregoing wording, to be sold at the cost 

to buy a ticket at the entrance to the lane of printing plus postage. 
and drive right up to the house and feel The farmers did not get rich from the ,, Would it work in Minnesota? I don't 
I'd paid my way.” plan. One man got $10 in 1931, which was _ live in Minnesota; so how should I know? 

Said Bill: “Let’s get it that way.” not very much. We asked the farmers not All I know is what has been done here, 
Then along came Fred Stuck from the to let birds be shot for two years, but plus a few general notions. And here is 

National Headquarters of the I. W. L. A. — some of them liked to shoot quail and they 0N€ general idea that I have garnered along 
Fred got the idea and set it down on paper, invited some of their friends out and shot the way: That unless sportsmen of the 
the first time the things Bill and I and them. That was their business, not ours. Tom, Dick and Harry kind get together 
others had talked of had ever been thought We planted 200 pheasants and obtained a With the farmers, Mr. Iva Lotta Dough and 
out through a typewriter. The idea was few hundred pheasant eggs. These Asiatic Mr. Bushelbucks will have them all in their 
to set aside a tract and interest the farm- birds have done well. list. In one state adjoining Indiana there 

ers; to stock the tract, give the game pro- On the farmer’s side of the case you find Was organized last year a shooting club 

tection and feed and let the farmers collect this as soon as a project of this kind is that went out wholesale-fashion to lease 
for the hunting. Lancaster township, started: That the back-fence climber stays hunting rights from the farmers with an 

Huntington county, Indiana, was chosen. off—the sneak, the poultry thief, the game idea of keeping You, Me & Co. off the 
We got no complaint from the farmers, hog; and the decent man comes. The old land. We pay 25 cents a hunt in Lancaster 
but we got kicked in town. Men said they idea of sticking up a sign saying “No township to shoot rabbits; get our admis- 
did not want to pay to hunt; willing to buy Trespassing”’ did not work. The law- S!0n tickets signed by the farmer and turn 

guns, ammunition, dogs, knives, match abiding citizen remained aloof, but the 1 the tickets and show our game on the 

boxes, pants, shirts, coats, boots, socks, but poacher said to himself: “Here’s a place Way out. That is better than standing in 

not willing to pay an admission. Only the where there’s game. The sports stay away the road and hearing Bushelbucks loose 

other day I got a letter from Kalamazoo, from it; so I'll sneak on and get mine.” both barrels into a bevy of birds. Before 

Michigan, arguing the question with me. He did sneak on. The farmer thought he I am cussed any more by men in Salem, 

But the Lancaster project goes gayly for- was a sportsman and he cussed all the Massachusetts; Atlanta, Georgia; Alpena, 

ward. It is a success. sportsmen in the world. So the sportsmen (Continued on Page 15)
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7 don’t they grow in pine cones—or do they? 
Hunting or You see, I am not Ee authority on Minne- Join your nearest Chapter now. For fur- 

ther information write to the Izaak Walton 
Lawlessness sota. League of America, Minnesota Division, 

> " 3 zi Station, F, Route 1, Minneapolis, Minne- 
Coanied P. 5 "THERE is another little idea I should ‘Sota 

(Continued from Page 2) like to mention. It is this: That the peo- 
Sa ee " ‘ ple of the U. S. A. are going to need some Cares K. BLANDIN 

Michigan, or Red Wing or Wabasha, I’d outdoors. Some fifteen years ago I got the St. Pau, Minn. 
like for Tom, Dick and Harry to re-read jdea that, with the coming of machinery, 
this paragraph and think it over. (Bird there would be an overproduction and hard 
hunting will cost more than two bits when times. The great economists—most of them 
Lancaster is ready for it.) — of the uiversities talked about the price |__| 

I suppose some questioning quizzer will of hogs and came to the appalling conclu- Home of the Mallard 

Tene new what adjacent state it was sions that if the cost of pork should go up, Pike Fishing Supreme 
in which the farmers were asked to sign hog prices probably would be higher. I , 
up. It might have been Illinois, but as 1 eeald not follow euch ponderous lecie, and $ E WE L L S C A M P 
am not supposed to be accurate and de- stuck to my simpler reasoning that eventu- In the Heart of the National Forest 

tailed I’ll not mention it. ally man would be emancipated from Recreation — Fishing and Hunting 

I don’t like to tell Minnesota anything. drudgery by the engineers; that it is the Cottage System—Rates $3.00 Per Day 

It seems to me you have so much and that most absurd absurdity for men to labor $17.50 Per Weel 

you ought to be so thankful to somebody, eight hours a day; that when they quit Special Rates tor Children 
some organization or to the gods of nature! laboring so long, they can be saved from a Phone or write for reservations 

I sometimes wonder if you need anything million evils only by an outdoors made by AL. SCHAEFER, Manager 

else. But the other fellow’s lot always the Vast Intelligence. That was fifteen Winnibigoshish Dam, Deer River, Minn. 

seems better than your own. When Art years ago. Now a President of the United 

Von and I stood on that old right-of-way States has come to the conclusion that 

near 49 and looked at some moose tracks, hours should be shortened, and even the 

I bemoaned the fact that we have so little American Federation of Labor has reached =————————___——__._____ 
hunting in my own state. He was surprised a similar conclusion. At last ie Fee WALTONIANS! Boost 
and said to me: agrees to an economic principle that men ct ATRONIZE 

“Some of the best hunting I ever had in 7 overalls saw a decade ago. YOUR Magazine! Ge ROeiZe 

my life was in Indiana. We went rabbit But no one but the Izaak Walton League Say you saw their advertisement in 
hunting.” seems to realize that when man has more me ee ieoeae Tee ay 

I hadn’t thought of that. Here for a time he will either go hunting and fishing YOUR magecine buedossn’t. ees Rew Godie yeu: 
half dozen years I have even gone out with or go to the bad. advertise in THE MINNESOTA WALTONIAN?’" 

my bow and put enough arrows into The only way to have an outdoors is to pie io re BGs ire eetnbe DeNtey ciaeazine Me Cameo 
enough cottontails to let the double twenty take out of competition with the farmer 
rest. But I keep thinking of how much _ the lands that should not be in competition 

fun it vould be to aim one of those arrows wi Hin eek veno.some= colleses prOLessOrs)~ js amracena og ann an ay a GT 
at a duck, goose, shoeshoe rabbit, grouse will now agree to that. As for those who 
or deer in Minnesota. . do not agree, they mistake bookkeeping for Pp I L E Ss in 

And again: We have no forests in In- economics, and should be on a high stool, CURED ose” 

diana such as you have. We have had state Pen behind ear. ‘Ambulatory: Method ee 
forests for a third of a century, about, but This land that is taken out of competition Samer eae 
the state forester warns us hunters out of | may be taken in large lots by the state, Practically Painless. Pa 
them. So we have little hunter support for or it may be taken in smaller lots by the Office Treatment — No po 
state forests and without hunter support we farmer-owner. I am not going to discuss aye ior Chlotoreren: eS 

get no forests. We now have about 23,000 the merits of either, but personally, I favor treated’ successfully by oe 
acres, which means one standard township. both. A Doctor of Bookeeping, who failed office methods which do ot 

And I read in your Minnesota Waltonian to see the depression coming but who not confine patients to fo 
* . Fi y . the house. Nothing to . 

that you took over three whole townships assures you he is an economist (there are fearvordresd! 
in one gobble and nobody even batted an exceptions to this, of course) might write Write for aces and Re Booklet or 

eye. a long paper on the subject. Personally, eer enone y 

There is another angle to this subject. 1 prefer the opinion on the Man in Over- suadve ead Holidays Ey Anpeisenant 
I will not talk about Minnesota but about lls, either in the shop or on the farm. Leland Van Gorden, M.D., Proctologist 
our own state. We have a county in In- He has been saying for a decade that hard Silt Ce 208 eeibune a ee: 

diana that has many lakes, But the folk times were coming, but his language may OO sinnespolls; Minh, : 
in that county never raised a bass and they 0t have been polished nor even polite. 
include more poachers than any other As for me, I say reforest, reduce the 
county in the state. In the county where agricultural acreage for the good of the 
I live there is no lake but there are three farmer and the good of the rest of us. 
excellent smallmouth bass streams. We Why? Because in a few years now we 
have always gone to the lakes to fish until must either go hunting or go plumb into gens 
1932. At last we have got the idea that the hands of the keeper of the abode of evil Tg a —. 
there is something at home infinitely better. spirits. bra Sa SA 

Also, we produced 7,100 large-sized small- ee oe fe 
mouth bass for our home waters, some of KENYON PLANTS PHEASANTS tag fare fH 5 aS 
them 9 inches long. In Indiana, the fish- i é | aoa Bas é RN 
ing and hunting always look a little better A shipment of pheasants was received J eee ead a: ane 
over in the next county. In Indiana, con- by the Kenyon Chapter last month from SE ten oeeams Ener z 
ditions always look a little better over in the State Department | of Conservation ayes tak irt beeen 
the next state. I don’t know how it is in nd planted near the village limits. The SS 
Minnesota; I am talking about Indiana. chapter will feed and protect the birds 

Here in this county we do not like our through the ‘winter. T bs 
state forester’s policy. So we have raised a> he Curtis 
1,500 young walnut trees and will plant CARVER COUNTY IKES HEAR 
them. Here in this county many Walton- KLANCKE Hotel 

eae gers ip Senien aa Ren Albert C. Klancke, superintendent of MINNEAPOLIS 
i SLCVELY, a y 80 tne ee commercial fishing in the State Depart- Headquarters Hotel 

ping on a walnut is the easiest way to plant : se @ walnde tree. F do not em i would he a 0” of Conservation, gave the principal for the 
a walnut tree do not say it wo ce 2 = 5 : 

thi c . : 7 pees address at the February meeting of the Minneapolis Chapter good thing for Minnesota Waltonians to Garver C Chapter held Wa 
carry a few white pine seeds when they go arver County Chapter held at aconia. Izaak Walton League 

into the woods. I do not live in Minne- Si ae WEEKLY LUNCHEONS 
sota; so why should I say? But you can Twenty new members were secured by and for the 
get the pine seeds from a private citizen in the Meadowlands Chapter during Feb- Annual State Convention 
Indiana if you have none yourselves. But ruary.
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~ An Individual =| n Individua ee 
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a Conservation 
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_. Project 
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y ot An inspiring summary of Mr. Powel Crosley’s 
effective efforts in behalf of our country’s 

game supply. 

ee By BARKLEY SCHROEDER 

oe ee * He ee ae his actions to hy theories ctaual ae was too rugged and hilly 

poration, and, practical conservationist. and, two years ago, egan ee to be especia. ly attractive to pheasants, 

look about for a location in which prefer low marshy land, Mr. 

OWN in south-eastern Indiana, which he might carry on his own in- Crosley determined to specialize in the 

D where the historic Muscatatuck dependent experiments in conservation. raising of quail, although he expected 

River winds its picturesque way This location he found up among the to produce some pheasants despite the 

through gradually rising hills stretching rugged hills of Jennings County. hilly nature of the surrounding country 

away into a soft blue haze towards the side. 

Ohio, there is now being developed one "THE land Mr. Crosley acquired was To this end, he acquired last season 

of the most pretentious wild bird propa- for the most part made up of aban- thirteen pairs of quail and thirty pheas- 

gation and reforestation projects yet at- doned farm land and hills, much of ants. With this beginning, he produced 

tempted by private enterprise anywhere which was still heavily covered with last year some two hundred quail and 

in the United States. forest. Since the soil in this section was about four hundred pheasants as breed- 

Already this project, scarcely two of a type poorly fitted for cultivation, ing stock. 

years old, has enriched southern Indi- a large portion of the cleared land had At the start of the 1932 season, Mr. 

ana’s wild life by several thousand birds been used as pasture for years and, as Crosley augmented his breeding stock 

— quail, pheasants, ducks—and it is the result, one of his first major prob- with a sufficient number of pen-raised 

forested by well over a hundred and lems was that of providing suitable _ birds to bring his entire stock of breed- 

fifty thousand trees—evergreen, walnut, cover for the wild birds he expected ing quail to a total of two hundred 

tulip, poplar and locust. to produce. pairs. This stock has produced approx- 

This important pioneering conserva- All grazing was immediately discon- imately 8,000 eggs, many thousand of 

tion activity which has attracted nation tinued and, with the exception of suf- which have been hatched and young 

wide attention is the work of Powel ficient acreage necessary for the raising birds raised. About 2,000 pheasants’ 

Crosley, Jr., prominent Cincinnati in- of corn, oats and hay needed as feed for eggs were hatched during the season. 

dustrialist and sportsman, and president his stable of riding horses, Mr. Crosley Some conception of the enormity of 

and founder of the Crosley Radio Cor- permitted the entire holdings to “grow the task of raising these thousands of 

poration, who for many years has inter- wild”. As the terrain of this section wild birds can be gained from the fact 

ested himself in the cause of conserva- was admirably fitted to become a haven that more than forty acres of land on 

tion. The scene of this large-scale ven- SAREE Le Se CA ah ne RSE EAR re e 

ture into the realm of Nature is Mr. Loe ice Soir eee os, Oy Ge Be Sha, g 

Crosley’s beautiful 1500-acre preserve— oa SS RNS Bar io Sh eeeges NS oes EeL VET 7 
Se SASS SOE eC AT 3 1 EOS RNa a ea tal v 

Sleepy Hollow Game Preserve Forest— Gar aa eeree fA Beg [5 : 

i i SEE ae ee en eR eee aL ues 
among the hills of Jennings County, Sees Re eet ce Ro Se ame Ve NORE TEAS hc ee 

Indiana, some eighty miles west of SSS ae gr as Rom ane got key ied es Oe eae go ye 

Cincinnati and about seventy miles ees OU pg utes eS Be Ne @ Uae Ne 3 ae 

south of Indianapolis. Spe Sr a es cn eee 
It has always been Mr. Crosley’s con- Sacer COR ONS Yaa nee ae oa en ea DEORE perma Ott ey 

viction that no greater impetus could eve Baie Pe ca td CE EIS SUSE CEN: age 

be provided the cause of conservation Pipe ee Sacre eee ae RENIN eds 3 Tee oan 

on a national scale than the personal So nes De ‘Raaieaes eget Ge i 
Res eign). E é zi Ra 1 lng eRe Sas ee ere 7 PON es 

activity of individuals interested in wild Sot ae SS | pee aa . BA os 

life in actually setting themselves to NET eT SS Pe - 77 a) era na 5 ENG 

the task of leading the way towards SS arall A 7 \ eS ae EB pvr Rind 

a definite country-wide program of wild aww MRR ICuE cs iret Deas IE SR EY Rk 

bird propagation and reforestation. sin Pee ay eran ae _ ae kes Ee 

Himself never one to “let George do Benalla NA RO Sea oS Se a eee as 

it” — as has been so dramatically ; 

evidenced through his pioneering career Pen-raised quail are hatched under bantams in these nesting boxes. The brood- 

in the world of radio—Mr. Crosley coops are used to confine the hens while feeding. 
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The GAME BREEDER for October, 1932 ; 

the Crosley preserve is devoted entirely of a side line at Sleepy Hollow, where of more than 175 Ringneck pheasants 

to the work of breeding, hatching and the principal activity is to be that of are housed in a breeding pen divided 

raising the young chicks to maturity. quail propagation, this phase of the work into twelve large compartments, each 

Thousands of pounds of grated hard- there is rapidly assuming sizable propor- approximately sixty feet long and ten 

boiled eggs, lettuce, biscuit meal, barley tions. Whereas some 400 Ringneck feet wide. About twelve hens and two 

meal, alfalfa meal and cracked grain pheasants were raised last year, Mr. cocks are enclosed within each compart- 

will be consumed by these birds in addi- Crosley raised more than a thousand ment. 
tion to the fresh clover and grass eaten of these birds this season. Pheasant eggs are set under common 

while in their movable run-ways. Of the pheasants raised last season, hens and, after hatching, the hen and 

The breeding her brood are transferred to the pheas- 

quail live in com- ff ant rearing field. Unlike the young 

fortable laying quail, the pheasants are not confined to 

pens—one pair to i Bk enclosure pens but, after they are three 

each pen—which : - days old, are permitted to range at will. 

are light, airy and” : we This is for the reason that pheasants 

clean and have A —_ . : i Ae \. = ~—s remain tamer than do quail. 

spacious run-ways [gee \, >) bE ie ila 

to allow the birds ~ i is JN addition to the extensive pen quail 

room for exercise. 1. we i Hq + breeding activity under way this 
The pens are LY oe ni * mj season on the Crosley preserve, Mr. 

moved frequently . od P, Crosley acquired approximately 250 

in order to pro- : * co wild quail early this spring which were 

vide the quail ES Se aor ares pe dene later released in covies of three pairs of 

with an ample oe F quail each. These birds have paired off 
at 3 | So oe i y 

supply of fresh tage Se eee / eR so that additional covies have been raised 

growing grass and . / in the wild during the late spring and 

alfalfa. The Cros- FA es ey summer months. 
ley breeding field oN a - ee Much work is being done here this 

contains two season to provide a suitable natural 

hundred such Mr. Crosley and John Y. Eller, his gamekeeper, beside one haven for quail to thrive and multiply 

breeding pens. of the portable pheasant pens. in a wild state. Many acres of the land 

Eggs are careful- formerly under cultivation are being 

ly collected once a week. During the Mr. Crosley added about 150 birds to allowed to revert to natural wildness. 

laying season it is not unusual to find his stock of thirty breeders and liberated Promiscuous grazing of stock has been 
seven eggs in a single nest, although the remaining 250. Although it was stopped, thus saving for the birds the 

these birds will usually average about discovered that the freed pheasants for seeds of many weeds on which they 

35 to 40 eggs in one season. the most_part lost little time in leaving thrive. In addition, throughout the en- 

From the laying pens the eggs are | the hilly haunts of Ther Batty tor tire estate, areas are being spotted of 

placed in storage where they remain | the marshy lowlands which are more to from one-half to an acre of ground, 

until set under bantam hens. Bantams their liking, Mr. Crosley nevertheless which are to serve as cover for birds. 

are used in hatching quail eggs because expects to liberate several hundred more These areas, which will be allowed to 
of their light weight. An ordinary | grow rank, are 
chicken would crush these delicate eggs. ff : j : being planted in 

In this connection it is interestin, q Lek eraa © Ree ak ol aa Kaffir corn, millet, 

to note that Mr. Crosley found himself eta ee 165 dee Aaa ee 3 # =6cane, buckwheat, 
in a rather unusual difficulty. Before [ea 000 ty °7) "Nees ce pee ee ees sorghum—all of 
the current hatching season ended more }y Poe aud Seg a Pee ee which serves the 
than 300 setting bantam hens were |jee acne Sasa CR eM et eaoe ool dual purpose of 
required at the Crosley hatcheries. At  [anapigsy se RMle ny s.armia eee a ee sproviding both 
the start of the season it occurred to MUR QS Sena awe” ie atia@es ample cover for 
no one that there might be trouble in MEAN St ee eS ec os y SSuee = birds and a boun- 
locating enough bantams for this pur- [2 coor ee “a cate = tiful food supply 
pose right in the neighborhood. Such, (AaUR " ae ae throughout the 
however, proved to be the case, and it eam AeNae lnieemme fens iSine tog aes winter months as 
was not long before every available  jMyiyenenal ls ewes Boe well as summer. 
bantam hen in Jennings County was to [gee A = Sift ee f As a further pre- 
be found on the Crosley preserve. Even e orice aes aed : S caution in assur- 
then their numbers fell far short of the [Re : ee ree a # «ing an adequate 
requirements and it was found necessary (ERE eyo ee este umeem ets | §=©6 food supply for 
to ship in bantam hens from distant both quail and 

points. More than 150,000 trees have been planted by Mr. Crosley pheasants, more 
From twenty-one to twenty-three on his preserve in the past two years. than 225 pounds 

days are required to hatch a setting of of lespedeza feed 

quail eggs and, following hatching, the of these beautiful wild fowl this season. has been planted in suitable locations 

bantam hen with her brood of about This public-spirited action on the part about the preserve. 
twenty tiny quail is transferred to a of Mr. Crosley is expected to go far A constant warfare is being waged 

brooding pen in which the young quail towards restocking Indiana with pheas- on the Crosley estate against the natural 

remain until maturity. ants, particularly in view of the fact enemies of bird life. Snakes, hawks, 

that at the present time there is no weasels, mink and other carnivorous 

DESPITE the fact that pheasant rais- open pheasant season in that state. animals which prey particularly on bird 

ing is considered more in the light Mr. Crosley’s present breeding stock (Please turn to page 320) 
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Huntington County Chapter a ¢ 

IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
Defender of Woods, Waters and Wild Life 

Huntington, Indiana. 

Covering the main points of a game restoration movement 
involving five counties in Indiana 

COUNTIES PARBICIPATING IN THIS COOPERATIVE PROGRAM: Whitley, 
Wabash, Huntington, Wells and Grant, 

Under auspices of Izaak Walton League in collaboration with 
the Farm Bureau, Equity Exchange and Indiena Department 
of Conservation. 

PURPOSES OF PROGRAM 

This program has been devised by the Izaak Walton 
League of five Indiana counties for the purpose of bring4 
about a more harmonious feeling between the town hunter nal 
the farmer and to give to agrioulture a definite place in a 
Conservation ses through which the farmer = Sr a 
reasonable profit for his activities, thereby i asing 
his interest in promoting game as an auxiliary crop. 

This program will also more er 
the —— of game birds and will place them on the basis of 
a scientifio experiment that will prove valuable to both far 
mer and conservationist« 

THE TOWNSHIP PLAN OF GAME ADMINISTRATION 

soap, an'offore ast'bs ands by tae foam Tatton ssagis' se an effort w @ m 2 nm Le 
interest all farmers in some township centrally located in 
their oounty, to enter into an agreement with the sportsmen ‘ 

to regulate Ranting on their farms and propagate veoeee = 
ousil under direction of experts from the iana Departmen 
of Conservation. 

A scientific study of game covers already existing 
in these townehip aress wild be made with =e lo pe A ayaa 
ing Whatever cover is deemed pesnaeaty, —T birds on & large 
farmer's wishes, of course, for production 

. scale. 

f feeding methods will also be made under 

mean Scams to dsteraine the proper method of de- 

veloping food orops within the areas “ 

Construction of feeding spartans, $2, seatener ” 
throughout the area to facilitate win
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Establishment of suitable vermin control to regulate 
predatory species of both winged and ground varieties. 

Development of suitable watering places for game birds 
and animals in sheltered spots. 

Devising of means of patrol during open and closed season 
to proteot against depredations of ponents as well as vermin. 

Gonspicucus posting of 411 lands within the area as a 
“SHOOTING RESERVE. * 

Arrangement of a fee consistent with the wants of the 
farmer so he may derive a fair revenue from the experiment and 
at the same time not make it unduly hard on the hunter, 

Regulation of the number of hunters allowed in the — 
during the hunting season based on amount of game stocked pro= 
ductivity of area from the standpoint of a game crop. 

Devising a tag system of ——* on all hunters entering 
the area and accurate date on the game killed, 

THE TOWNSHIP PLAN OF GAME-—BIRD PROPAGATION 

PHEASANT: This plan provides that the Izaak Walton 
League, either by ae or through the Indiana Department 
of Conservation, will furnish pheasant eggs to the farmers . 

within the township for hatching. 

Under supervision of experts from the Department of 

Conservation, these eggs sre hatched and the birds are liber- 

ated within the areas 

pee a program of developing natural conditions 

suitable for this bird, it is mone eT will remain and re- 

produce within the area and then br ly expand to other 

areas stocking them also. 

Unde igion of the Department of Jon- 

wae: * eel ia the different townships and the 
servation, quail are a . ‘con opens 

prood stock is mixed. the bredding and ma mes ie aa , 

these birds are planted one pair to every three m wate 

guiteble distance, one foreign bird with one local . 

this 
Quedl will produce normally, one covey per year, 

pian often inszeases the hateh, to, tn 20080* You wilt find trios 
sz 

she emhte are obtained and hatdier birds result. 

METHODS OF FEEDING GAME 

armer few rows of wheat millet, 

kaffir ete abate in his field during the winter for the 
purpose of feeding the birds. This is « very re ick ,
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but must be nted by establishimg artifioial feddi 
stations to whioh birds oan travel regularly and be fede 

A study of the tracks around these Soothes stations 
will no doubt reveal the faot that many species of birds are 
attracted to them. A system of pole+traps planted in clearings 
Close to these feeding stations will result in ridding the area 
of many hawks, owls and other predatory birds, aahurat enemies 
3 both song and game birds as well as the domestic fowls on the 

REGULATION OF HUNTING 

The farmer within the township, where this experiment 
is carried out, poste hie land against trespassing. He posts it 
ae a" SHOOTING PRESERVE" which means, the ‘ter must secure 
writéen permission of the owner of the lands before he can hunts 

Red cards or buttons to be worn on the coats of the 
hunters are issued by the farmer, for which he charges a reason= 
able fee. This oard or button instantly identifies the hunter 
as a guest hunter and allows him free range of the township. 

The number of hunters allowed on the lands of the 
township is ners according to the amount of game that can 
be shot without materially one ae seed stock, or brood 
stock necessary for reproduction the following season. 

The me of game to be killed is first determined, 

[Then the number of hunters daily during the hunting season, 

assuming they each take their ae limit, it will take to 

kill the Gre amount of game. Then (for the sake of illus- 

tration} tage are issued evenly young the farmers of the 

township. (If this number is arrived at) and for a certain sum, 

daily these see are oe to menvare 55 5n Se ee ene 

that he is to pay for any damage at m a 

of his wanine, close all gates behind oe and conduot himself 

as a sportsman, taking no more than hie requirements and never 

more then the legal limit. 

The sportsmen must return to the house after hig hunt 

and give the forme? gocurate record of the kill and turn his 

card baok to the farmer. 

RESULTS HOPED FOR FROM PROGRAM 

rogram will satisfactorily 

solve the PI lap Ri Ren 0 of over-shooting, rural . 

thkavery, destruction of private property, regulation of supply 
and demand and promote better sportsmanship in any game program, 

the farmer and the hunter. 

HUNTINGTON OOUNTY CHAPTER IZAAK WALTON 

LEAGUE 

By 0. =. Favorite, President



March 14,1931 

Mr. C. EB. Favorite, President 
Izaak Walton League 
Huntington, Indiana 

Through the Du Pont Company I have received the 
prospectus of your sportaman-farmer game management venture. 
I congratulate you on this plan and wish you would put me on 
your mailing list for all future material describing your 
progress. 

Will you kindly send a copy of your plan and all 
future material to the chairman of my committee, Mr. John M. 
Olin, Western Cartridge Company, Hast Alton, Illinois? 

I an entering your name to receive a complimentary 
copy of my Game Survey Report on the north central states, 
which will shortly be off the press. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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VOL. CXVI, No. 51 CHICAGO, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1931 Subgenre price, gocunen vear 

A : FIELD claimable swamp, whereas, the fact was that it is thereto, the Kankakee was a great. natural breed- 
THE AMERIC N an elevated plateau with a mean level of ninety feet ing ground for many varieties on account of its 

PUBLISHED WEEKLY above Lake Michigan and six hundred and seventy northern locus. The draining of the Kankakee 
a feet above the ocean. The plateau has a slope west- marshes crowded the ducks closely to the territory 

WILLIAM F. BROWN, Manager ward of one foot per mile. along the Father of Waters in their flights and this 
FRANK M. YOUNG, Editor The water of the Kankakee was remarkably pure crowding was the opportunity for their slaughter. 

STEWART J. WALPOLE, President and clear and was regarded as exceptionally health- If the duck stock of this continent is to be saved 
Tene ful. Iron was found in solution, which was thought it will be necessary for the Federal government to 

SUP CRO ers a $5.00 to add value to it, and for a time before the city establish refuges, so that the ducks can fly over an 
Six thonthe strictly in advances. ooololeceececouneeee 278 of Chicago found a practical way to use the) waters extended terrain and thus prevent the annual mass- 
pore pone. $1.50 additional. Single copies: Scenes of Lake Michigan it was seriously proposed and ing and slaughter. 

Spaeee PepeeeuR nore oe acu wey Bane nee oe advocated that a considerable portion of the water The first and most important step in the estab- 
fotif ing us of their temporary postoffice address. of the Kankakee River be diverted by canal to the lishment of refuges will be the restoration of a 
REMITTANCES should be sent by Postal Money Order Bank city of Chicago to become its source of pure water portion at least of the former Kankakee marshes. 

partons Chicaag) Oe. Rew Sore pe by hee ered Letter. supply. How much should be restored depends upon the sys- 
NEWSDEALERS—The Trade aapptcd by. the American News The fact was that the Kankakee Valley was a_ tem devised, but the government should take a large 
&. foe is ay ee are located in principal cities in great natural reservoir of good water. The bed of view of this project and deal in terms of hundreds 

ie Uni Bene ee , the river and its tributaries was generally fine sand of thousands of acres. When restored to the place 

Pe PET eENG uA eestinetirid Aaice adtetiiing males and gravel and the underlying strata throughout intended by Nature this valley will make liberal 
for all lines ae business none better can be found, as a fair the valley are fine sand, increasing to coarse gravel. repayment in fish, shell fauna and aquatic life. 
Toa lieeny, prove. For advertising rates see “Notice to Clay beds and stone are rare. The work should probably commence near Mo- 
DEPARTMENTS.—The Departments. of THE AMERICAN Nearly every state has some dominant natural mence, Ill., where the first great destruction of the 
FIELD are Game and Shooting, Fish and Fishing, Natural feature that serves some special purpose of nature marshes began, and by a series of wing dams work 

ee speared Kennel (hich teiedes pid aa Saving in its scheme of life or which exhibits some special eastward until a great area is reclaimed to Nature. 
foretate to canine interests); Field Dog Sead Book regis- interesting phenomena of nature. Many of these The restoration of the Kankakee, when completed, 
ratcney enrpiiaedts and transfers, and Answers to Corre- features have been preserved in national parks and will tend to right a great wrong, a great crime 
5 5 sbutis ted reserves. The western states especially have been against the fish, wildfowl and aquatic life that was 

CONTRIBUTIONS — Contributions from all Metered blessed by the generosity of the United States gov- perpetrated by its drainage. 

elevation of sportsmanship, free from personalities, are invited ernment in creating great national parks. The state Those responsible for the destruction of this re- 
ie eae FIELD does not assume responsibility for Of California alone has nearly 30,000,000 acres in markable valley are essentially as those who might 
Verma i cerceed by correspondents or statements made by national, alate and other ee ou orea consider- say, mies s08, 18 aa se ae gous Sastre or 
advertisers. . eee . ably greater than the entire state of Indiana. as says the bandit, the old people of the world have 
OCR Ts inet ons pablication etteeambaaed by the Indiana, the richest piece of cake into which this got all the money, let’s kill ’em. The treasure they ——— 

writer's name and address, not necessarily for publication, great country of ours has been sliced, which has gained was soon spent, but the loss they inflicted 
but as 8 peyote ipuacentcs Gf Sood faith. No manuscript Contributed greatly to the wealth of the nation and was incalculable and increasingly felt these many 

ALL "CORRESPONDENCE, upon any subject, or for any the development of the West, has no great parks years. : 
department, to receive attention, must be addressed or reserves. The almost infinite wealth of the Kankakee as a 

THE AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING CO., The Kankakee Valley was the greatest natural habitat of fish and wild life was detsroyed to un- 
440 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, III. phenomena of the state. It was not only a region cover land supposedly for agriculture and to more 

ee _ Of great charm, mystery and surpassing beauty at easily get at the flourishing trees whose feet were 
Foretcn Suzscription Acency—International News Company, 5 times and places, but in the natural scheme of in the waters. Today hardly any calculator would 

nee ES eatery ae ns Ae ng things served a great fundamental, irreplaceable buy the land and hundreds of thousands of acres 
IG OCR eee « ‘ purposes in Nature’s scheme and plan. are a burden upon their possessors. A fish hatch- 

———_
 

..  - \-—”—~—*«*EPd, Indiana and Illinois, the three great states TY costs several thousand dollars per acre to put in 
f immediately south of the Great Lakes system, are €ffective working order and many thousands each 

Game ano Shoo ng blessed by a flow of subterranean water which has Yar to maintain, and the protected fingerlings that 

J its origin in the Great Lakes. It is this water which @Té raised disappear as they are planted. The Kan- 
P aa \ is accountable for the marvelous fertility of these ae ee ace Ace eee See 

\ states. The Kankakeee, with its more than a mil- : , no pe again, and Its fin- 
RESTORATION OF THE KANKAKEE } jion acres of water, was also a source of filtered ¢Tlings were to the manner born. Acre for acre, 

VALLEY | water that contributed to the underground supply. the Kankakee as a fish hatchery was worth double 
es } But more than anything else, more than any body ®0d triple any fish hatchery ever built by man. 

BY DELOS A. ALIG | of water in the world, the Kankakee contributed Added to that was its infinite value to wild life. 
ES / with amazing fecundity to the fish and waterfowl hese great values, this natural wealth, can be re- 

re than a millon acres of swaying reeas,/flut- life of the entire Mississippi system. Practically re 
fering teas clumps of wild rice, ieoeuAaty every part of its more than million acres of shallow, | The Foy ernment Dye the: sy seems inaumuretod per pads, soft beds of cool green mosses, shimmering living waters sereved as the most wonderful fish ™! ited this great crime to be perpetrated. The gov- 

ponds and black mire and trembling bogs—such was hatchery that Nature ever devised. In the Spring @™#ment must supply the remedy and as far as 
Kankakee land. millions of fish swarmed in the great marshes to Possible restore this sreat natural reservoir to its 

Those wonderful fens or marshes, together with spawn in the warming, shallow waters, and each Place in the divine order of things. 
their wide-reaching lateral extensions, spread them- Bete its es and Fall billions of ae de- —————— 
selves over an area that reached far into the nm2igh- scended into the Mississippi system to spread them- 

boring state of Illinois and extended northeast from selves through every state involved in that system. DECISION ON HOW TO TAX FOWLERS 
English Lake almost to South Bend and eastward Why are the fish disappearing from Indiana, Mli- UP TO COMMITTEE 

along the Yellow River and its branches to Lake nois, Iowa and Ohio, notwithstanding stringently ee 
Wawassee. administered laws? Twenty-five years ago Indiana Sportsmen of the country who rely upon the an- 

The Kankakee was the natural drainage for the had a population nearly equal to what it has today. nual American Game Conference at New York for 
lake system of northern Indiana and by far the Everybody had time to enjoy the good fishing. To- a reflection of nation-wide public and official senti- 
greatest habitat of wildfowl and fish in the entire day there is hardly any fishing for the few who bave ment on game problems are still asking what the 
United States if not of the world. the patience to indulge the desire in this state. chaotic eighteenth session of December 1 and 2 

Near Momence, IIl., about a dozen miles or so west The same is true of all the central states. At grea‘ really accomplished toward saving the sport of 
of the Indiana line, was a natural limestone ledge cost all these states and the Federal government waterfowl shooting, its chief object, comments a 
which, by the providence of Nature, acted as a nat- have built fish hatcheries, but each year the returns bulletin of the American Game Association, sponser 
ural wing dam in maintaining the level of the waters are diminishing, notwithstanding the millions spent of the meeting. 

in the western Kankakee Valley. Early in the late in these vain efforts. Reports of the conference show that it succeeded 
eighties the state of Indiana paid a Chicago firm of Fish are a phenomena of Nature and man cannot in clarifying an apparently hopeless situation, com- 
contractors the sum of $25,000 for the blasting away destroy the natural cause and basis therefor with- plicated by clashing local opinions regarding the 
of this natural barrier to the flow of waters and thus out destroying the phenomena. No matter how many existence of a wild duck shortage, resentment 

began the first serious attempt at the draining of fish hatcheries are erected and how many millions toward this year’s short-season waterfowl regula- 
Kankakee land in Indiana, which continued until spent thereon, there will never be good fishing in tions, and the appearance of two opposing plans for 
consummated in its entirety. these central states until the Kankakee is restored. raising funds to finance the restoration of water- 

The country adjacent to the river was a broad The Kankakee was a wonderful growth of the ages. fowl nesting, resting and breeding grounds. 
plain varying in width from one to twenty miles, It produced untold billions of fish every year and After a heated debate, the 450 game leaders repre- 
along the borders of which are sand ridges which was. the finest natural waterfowl country of the senting state and national conservation departments 
give to the region the designation of Kankakee Val- world. and organizations, voted their promise to stand sol- 
ley, and which at first produced the erroneous im- The famous wildfow] shooting places of the world idly behind the decision of a special committee. The 
pression that the great marshes were a low, irre- never surpassed the Kankakee, and, in addition purpose of this committee, not yet announced, will
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By - A. E. Andrews 

"This report is written in reply to many inquiries relative 
to the five-county project in Wabash, Whitley, Wells, Grant and 

Huntington counties, Indiana. Huntington county being in the middle 

position. The purpose is twofold: First, to provide real upland 

hunting; second, to give the farmers an opportunity for some rea~ 

sonable pay for their cooperation. 
This fact is really the basic motive behind the movement, 

from the sportsman's angle: That the no-trespass law has warded 
off the sportsman and invited the law-breaker, the law-abiding man 

being alienated from the land. To this should be added the disap~ 
pearance of game and of cover, and the cutting of woodlands and 2 

removal of plants providing feed for wild life, together with an 
apparent increase in predators, including especially the sharp— 

shinned hawk and the hawk owl, which in the five counties has been 
especially numerous for the last year or two. 

The -five counties are traversed by the Wabash River and such 
tributaries as the Mississinews, Pipe Creek, Salamonie River, Little 

River, Eel River, Clear Creek and Rock Creek, along some of which 

are lands well adapted to forestry. 

The Division of Forestry of Indiana has been especially ac- 

tive, but, though it has accomplished much, its work has been small 

as compared to the effort expanded. It has seemed to the sportsman, 

-—- many of them at least ---, that no farmer can be expected to 

plant trees and wait a half century for them to mature, unless he 

is getting an immediate return even though small. Our forest ex- 

emption law provides for $1.00 an acre valuation, which would re- 
duce taxes to 2 to 3 cents an acre; so any return from a forested \ 

tract would be practically net to the land—-owner. 

f") - 
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Fred C. Stuck of Ohio, then field representative for the 

national organization of the Izaak Walton League, was in Huntington 

and suggested putting the five counties together, each county to 

select a township for an experiment with game improvement. The 

\ Leagues of the five counties approved his suggestion and meetings 

were held. 

Huntington county led off, after the League meetings, with a 

session, on April 6, with the farmers of Lancaster township, which 

is a centrally located township of usual size, 6 by 6 miles, with 

average conditions, including both level, highly cultivated corn 

lands and some stream margins including those along the Salamonie 

River. Not a single objection came from any farmer present at the 

meeting and 26 farmers signed up acreages at the first session. 

In addition, the science teacher at the township consolidated 

school, where the meeting was held, offered to assist boys in rear— 

ing ringnecks. Since that date others have become interested. 

Col. Richard Lieber, director of the Department of Conserva— 

tion, and Walter Shirts, superintendent of the Division of Fish and 

Game, lent their complete cooperation. Col. Lieber surprised the 

Waltonians by showing a complete knowledge of ringnecks both in 

this country and abroad, and he approved the idea that the farmers 

deserve compensation. 

As this is written, the hatching season is opening and young 

birds probably will be in the charge of hens on the various farms 

of Lancaster township by the time this is published. 

Details of the relationship between the farmers and sportsmen 

have not been worked out. It is likely that each farmer will have 

a certain number of permits to issue at a specified charge when the 

time for hunting comes, which will not be until the state is open 

for pheasant shooting. Three methods of charging have been sug- 

gested: One is a trespass charge; second, a charge by the amount 

of game killed; third, a charge for trespass plus a charge for game 

killed. The decision on these points is to be left very largely 

with the farmers on the theory that they cannot overcharge, be- 

cause, if they do, no one will pay. On the other hand, they have 

as much right to make their own charges for the city man's enter— 

tainment as the city theater owner has to charge these farmers for 

their entertainment in a theater. 

Quail also are to receive attention and it is hoped that an 

actual propagation program can be worked out with them as well as 

with ringnecks. 

There is a strong sentiment in Lancaster township for restor- 

ing forests and Joe Kaylor, assistant state forester, when in : 

Huntington recently, offered his cooperation. He suggests conifers 

for protection and feed." — From Indiana Farmer's Guide, Huntington, 

Indiana. 

qi —__—_____—_ 
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It Might be Made to Help Pay Taxes and Farm Profits pe ee te 
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- [ERS] ANISL L: HOSTETLER, of By A. E. Andrews ‘Yét, when. quail are’raised like poul- (8 abe © 2 Set Men ys 8 ae LO 

Ce Fy Wells county, Indiana, came try, I might hunt them. There is cer- Ly ' eid) he Sa Er ech 
va LE] into the office recently and we talked about tainly nothing-more delectable to the palate than Fe es kk aaa Ss a 
Peay the game problems of the farmer. Mr. well-cooked quail ‘and some. authorities maintain i. eee, 
Hostetler told of trespassing on farms and I asked that restricted shooting of the birds is an aid in* a ; 

him why farmers do not go together where large their propagation. © ~ as : = Bak - i 

areas are suitable, and provide good hunting for city There's. a Demand For ‘Pheasants x a ee | ous 

sportsmen, charging them to come on their land. There is also a demand, for pheasants. They are o — . eer 
Such charges might be sufficient to pay part or all foreigners, more. brilliant than‘ the bobwhite. quail oe 2 ee Pp oe 

of the taxes. and larger. Bulletin 1613 tells how to raise them, : ek ee Pe 
“Ld hate to charge a man to hunt,” Mr. Hostetler ruffed grouse, wild turkeys and other bitds. It is ' wee eo es 

replied. likely that a successful poultry man could soon learn Be eee ae 
For a long time I had been studying the hunting how to raise game birds, but he would have to pays RE 

problem, and so had Mr. Hostetler. I visited him for a license at $10 a year. This law applies even if ee te ee ae | 
later on His farm, saw his big trees and the piles of you have only a pet raccoon, as in the case of Mr. Sian eosin Se ea a lect ap eee ee 
brush and hollow logs that he had constructed as Hostetler. He likes wild animals and tries to give A i 
refuges for all kinds of game. Mr. Hostetler is a them a fair chance and he adopted a coon for a er Rew eae eae ay Pe Palling tee ee 
student of wild life, knows every den tree on his farm _pet, but that pet costs him $10 a year. 

and feeds the quail, squirrels and rabbits. Yet, he Most Hunters Will Gladly Pay corn. But it might be better to have sportsmen in 

receives no return from them. From what I learned — Perhaps the law should be modified to encourage these fields, after the corn is cribbed, than to have 
from him and from interviews with many others, it more game in Indiana. This law is observed by the vandals running over them. The farmer might pin 

seems to me that night hunting is the really serious man who does not need such a law; the outlaw gets a big tag to the back of the paid hunter. Then, 
problem. Day hunting for quail and rabbits can be his game out of season in spite of it. I once intended when the owner went into his field and some one 

solved and is being solved in some states. As for to rob a quail’s nest, set the eggs under a Bantam, started running, he could tell whether or not the 
night hunting, possibly only a stricter closed season ~ jet Mrs. Quail lay another clutch and thus raise two fugitive had paid. The men who bought numbers 
will result in increased produc- would not take kindly to the 

tion of such game as the coon. : trespasser and would help to pro~ 
Not a New Idea : : tect the farmer’s property. 

Charging men to hunt is a new Interesting Things Around the Farm Is Considered Nationally 
idea to Indiana, but not to many " It is the marginal land that 
other states. Farmers’ Bulletin ; sy Bey h | might thus pay best. The wilder 

No.-1049 says of North Carolina: is a ne ee Se sy) | and more broken, the more it 
“In 1904 probably two-thirds of ees A SB A Fg aE | would lure the sportsman. And 
all the real estate taxes outside : ee gue — Qe 2 | the hunter could be made to pay 

the towns were paid by receipts Sga= = Bes the cost of reforesting. In fact, 
from hunting privileges.” Cy “B) Se =e [ as things have been, the hunter 

But Indiana farmers hesitate — = Wa SEZ might be a more valuable crop 
to make a charge. Yet why PSs] i= za ee | than trees. The point was made 
should they hesitate? The more R S=2] 2 ae q=. -— 2. Ss | plain by Paul G. Redington, chief 
we have legislated on the sub- Ras == ae oS => ——>"* SEZ of the bureau of biological sur- 
ject, the more we have injured Kw Se SS i = vey, United States Department of 
the farmer. The trespass: law RS Sse : i= SS _—— Agriculture, speaking before the 
seemed exactly the right thing ‘ise =a 4 || Shuth caretinn “toreettr—tonter—— 
when it was passed and many co. = = Se ee | ence last January 22. He said: 
farmers, driven to desperation, 2 5 Sa —S SSS = =z “Game might prove to be the 
posted their lands. The result SS ae Ss — ae Sez | major source of profit while 
was that the law-abiding citizen SSS eee Mig ee —— Ss | other forest crops are reaching 
remained off the land and the B ae a So = ——— =e) | | maturity, and may be made to 
vandal went on it. And the van- A SS = ee = See cover interest, taxes and other 
dal looked like a sportsman and * CSS Ss SS = ¥ BS | carrying charges during the long 

the sportsman got the blame. by SS SSS SS SSE period when forest trees are 
This sort of thing has brought z : p Tren growing to marketable size. 

the end of free hunting in Indi- SG ‘ ce " “The part that wild life may 
ana. Repeatedly I have written Lenticels on Black Cherry. - Soon After Destruction of the Stomata to Which play in making forest and other 

that quail ought to be on the pn ieee Succet a a ece Pcie Grew ree. lands fully productive and its 
song-bird list to protect them, s a os y importance in affording means 

but that also is being changed. 3 How Plants Breathe for their profitable utilization 
While farmers were driven to 1 2 = have in the past had altogether 
desperation on one hand, sports- a Be) N va one Pees of the but on branches of moderate size they too little attention.” 
men recognized a crisis. A de- SI Kg y bark of many kinds of twigs become lengthened at right angles to Will Attract From Other States 

mand came from both that D0 and young branches—for ex- the length of the branch. In many In Indiana the farmers have a 
something be done. Virginia led ey ample the birch, cherry, kinds of birch and cherry the lenticels friend on the conservation com- 
the way. Turn to Page 48. of elder and sumac—there are found ‘become narrow, oblong or lens shaped. mission in Martin R. Goshorn, of 

Farmer’s Bulletin No..1613, and many dots or markings with a rough Lenticels originate as stomata or air Clay City. He undoubtedly will 
you find: this: about,, that’ state: puree known as lenticels. These are  holes-in the epidermis of the young guard the farming interests. 

“Production: (of: quail) on a still nearly circular on the younger twigs, (Continued on page 21). United States Senator Harry B. 

larger ‘scale merely awaits the Pa Se eae ae ae es Hawes, of Missouri, asked for a 

demand that will justify it.” statement for this article, wrote 
That is what the United States Department of Ag- bevies instead of one. I asked the state and got the The Guide as follows: “A better understanding be- 

riculture says in a farmer’s bulletin, andIndianacan reply: “Cost you $10.” The state would not let me tween the sportsman and the farmer will bring bene- 
raise quail if it wishes, and perhaps this would help aise quail and did not raise them itself—a dog-in- fit to both. Game can be made a valuable by-prod- 
pay the taxes or even make an important farm the-manger attitude, like it or not. uct of the farm with little effort upon the part of 
operation in some areas that are particularly suited Will the Indiana sportsman pay to hunt? I think the farmer. He can turn this profit into money, or 

to game and forests. I believe quail will be raised in he will. He now pays for boat and bait when he he may use it as a matter of hospitality to his 
Indiana just as poultry is raised, and that the farm- 80es fishing; why not pay for the right of trespass? friends. I have always believed that ultimately a 
ers owning marginal land will come to reap a profit Suppose ‘a farmer. raised. some quail, had good theory would be established that game belongs to 

from it. But farmers are not going to raise game cover, and charged $1.00 .a day for a hunter and the land, and the land belongs to the farmer, and 
and let city folks shoot it without cost. In my $2.00 a day for a bird dog. A party of three:men the sportsman who recognizes this and respects it 
opinion, they are going to learn to make a charge and one dog would bring in $5.00 a day. Ifthe farm- will help the farmer to make a profit.” 

for hunting. a er had a large amount of cover and much game, he (Continued on page 25) 

This is not a plea by a quail hunter. I have huntea ™#@ht take in $10 a day. There are 40 days in the SE at ee ete Nea —— 
since boyhood, but I neved bagged a quail in my life. quail season and 30 days of real hunting weather, 6 ee Senator Hawes was one _of five 

not counting Sundays. On a forest-exempted area, |_|. 423) United States senators appointed to 
the owner might do more than pay his taxes. It is | .% (¥eq§ make a national study ne Sine and 

ye wy | _— something to think about. eg De an authority on the su 

Wh Me GME OB i of course. Farmers would have many vexations. [| | JM] Guide last year, is $46,000,000 a year. 
cf ly | L Ve | | 1 ” ul . u Some city folks are awkward and thoughtless, but a 4g 3 [4] We can get more of this crop if we 
ae a iB <. a... farmer might soon choose his own hunters and build me ‘4 will. The hills of the South will bring 
a . ee A up a sort of clientage. Who knows? It might even |. | || in millions of dollars, if stocked with 
oe ae i 8 io oe pay to construct stiles for climbing fences, prevent- . == quail and if the honest hunter can 
ong mS : —— ing the vexation of repairs. ce hunt wunont, gency, a sists 
ss . : Ses s 9 tO * a assing. e marshes 0! e No: 
a = hgh er Oe Angler Always Pays oa Suge a provide duck shooting. It is 

oS Peg eae Just as no angler rents a poat to fish a frog pond, ae. a new idea, but it seems to be taking 
, ART ee een eae a so no hunter will pay to hunt quail and find only ——— in Indiana. 

‘ English sparrows. And, again, farmers with good an a program will not make any- 
Cee coe a eee land will not turn it over to hunting while husking 7°? % Brush boat rich, but it might bring in a rea- 

sonalble income in season. If it will re- 
~ duce“ destruction of property and live 

| stock by the vandal while earning this 
income, it is worth consideration. i
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Cross Reference 5 

“The Wild Turkey in Indiana," by S. E. Perkins III. : 

: Wilson Bulletin, December, 1930, pp. 233-235.
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Gray Squirrel in England A PAGE DEVOTED TO CONSERVATI Hawks and Owls 

A lesson for those who are forever advo- } FROM VARYING ANGLES To those who have seen in operation a so- cating the planting of exotic game species / an rs called game farm, which is usually a place is afforded by England’s experience with’ The Bob-white in Indiana \where Pheiiee are reared bade sdgniene our own gray squirrel. About the year 1890 A letter from a member of the Indiana fowls and turned loose for sporting purposes, a few of these sprightly animals were libér- State Audubon Society tells of her effort to yes not seem so unreasonable that the ated in the famous Woburn Park in Bedford- have the bob-white removed from the list. owners should take steps to prevent their shire. They were much admired, and their of birds that may be hunted for sport. The birds from being picked up by the bird-kill- possessors were envied. Others were turned arguments advanced in opposition to this by ing hawks. From owls these birds can be in loose in the London Zoological Gardens in the hunters and ‘“‘conservationists” have a but little danger, and game farms are not 1905. There were a few other introductions. familiar, if not a convincing, ring. Many yet common enough to figure much, either The colonies prospered and extended their would not hunt except for the quail; the as replenishers of the game supply, or as ranges to such an extent that they covered state would be deprived of the license fees; detriments to normal wild life increase. many of the counties and they are still the hunters would shoot quail anyway; by The real danger, however, to our vanish- spreading. They are now described as a allowing the birds to be shot they were pro- ing hawks and owls comes from the multiply- national menace because of their depreda- tected by the hunter and fed in the winter; ing of reports, by game producing or game tions on fruit and nut trees, and a great that quail were increasing in Indiana; that exploiting organizations, of what are in many variety of garden and orchard crops, and on the protective law in Ohio was a failure, cases isolated examples of undue destruction 
the eggs and young of both wild and domest- _and that the birds were not increasing there. of game by these birds. From these a pub- icated birds. Now guns and traps are enlist- But we notice that in Ohio people seem _lic interested in wild life largely from sel- ed in their destruction and the threat of very well satisfied with the kind of protec- fish or mercenary motives and little informed classification as a fur-bearer is threatened. tion they are giving the bob-white, and that as to the true situation, is inclined to England is a country where the larger birds some people there are kind enough to feed be encouraged to believe that predatory birds of prey are practically extinct and these the birds without a high bag-limit. Such __ live mainly on game species and even natural checks cannot help. conditions will obtain too, in Indiana. that they are primarily responsible for their 

Present rapid diminution. This, of course, ite 166° 0 ; Sone a is not true. 
EY a Egat ay 

“> f; yy Yj fe aan 
a Ley Drm oe. : spe ae W7/ / cat oe Michigan Protection as % “NA i F i sean bes An even dozen species of birds which have 

oe ee. Wy , A Lalo earned, by their alarming decrease locally OA. gr Ly Uf YY Yyf, _--|---- the protection of the Conservation Com- see Y/ Uy Y UP GY a mission of Michigan, have recently been V/ Wf WW N given further protection by being exempted aS WPA YUL: =e u from taking under “scientific collector's” per- 4 Y Uf 1 y Mere mits. The list includes the sandhill crane, lebs eo A) x 5 . 1 wee eS: whooping crane, whistling swan, trumpeter V LW TILA SKA 1 swan, loon, bald eagle, osprey, plese ee eS Upp fas 4 woodpecker, raven, Kirtland warbler, blue ee es 4 on grosbeak, and mockingbird. While scientific as 1 2 Se aa C ! r Doe = collectors are reported not to have made eK hee cs AB) RC wba fee oe serious inroads on the scattered numbers of Le DP Ene v4 ’ gee, 2 RS these birds, the Commission feels that every oa En Sloe Fe oe wi ENR agency should cooperate to protect them. 

°“WZNo closed seaso om ee e en se ea b aoe Os 
(lug. 20 Deo.31 Ag? Ee YEN) Ruffed Grouse Hunting | oc J sd) Gawre| * , = me me 72" oo aN “4 Though a bill extending another year’s iL o ° 38, i= | a\eeee 4 Protection to the ruffed grouse recently am $e e no sae = PAG passed both houses of the New York State Legare dies ae " legislature, Governor Franklin D. Roose- 

velt vetoed the measure, thus ending the 
The Unlucky Caribou arises from the inability of the authorities | much needed protection which the bird has 

to police a region where a few stranded been given for several years. Previous to his 
About a year ago we had occasion to “‘sour-doughs” take a caribou for meat when- _action, the Westchester County Conservation 

point out that the Alaska Game Commission, _ever they need one. Association conducted an elaborate survey, 
in whose hands rests the fate of her game We seriously question the wisdom of this report of which was sent to the Governor. 
birds and animals—incidentally, these are action, The neighboring Canadian Province The survey showed that in Westchester 
probably her most valuable resources—had of Yukon where conditions are similar has County at least, ruffed grouse were in no 
seen fit to impose a year-long open season not found it necessary to deny all protection condition to withstand hunting. The report 
on caribou over all that part of Alaska north to this interesting species, though there, as states: “Out of 96 field-trips in Westchester, 
of the Arctic Circle. We are now sorry to in Alaska, it has long been the custom to al- _ two years ago, the grouse was recorded only 
report a further retrograde step in conser- low natives and prospectors and travelers in 17 times, with a total of 23 birds.” Never- 
vation—the extension of this condition to need of food to take caribou at any time. theless, the wishes of the sportsmen’s organi- 
all the territory north of Yukon River. Only This would seem in these days of increasing _zations prevailed. It will be interesting—and 
those who have become familiar with con- scarcity of nearly all forms of wild life to | somewhat sad—to see whether hunters can 
ditions in our northern territory, either by constitute a sufficient privilege. find any more grouse than trained investi- 
travel or study, can fully realize what this Reference to the map will indicate the gators can, now that the fellow-governor and 
may mean to a species already greatly de- immensity of the area over which the cari- cousin of the great bird lover, Theodore 
pleted. The reason for this extraordinary  bou now receives no protection, even during Roosevelt, has made it possible for this 
action is not divulged, but we suspect it the season of reproduction. remnant to be destroyed in New York State. 
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By A. E. ANDREWS 

ARSHES along the ewan and Alberta produce game 
Kankakee River Go Kankakee marsh at one time was noted for the wild fowler of Posey 
formed the last great \ as a haven for wild waterfowl. Thousands of county, Indiana, so would a pro- 

: ad life i of In- buds a oe et ee duction in the Kankakee relieve 
: es a Ss 2 : 2 e i i im- de ; eee ets hes pre now Duihe seeiunl cadl scorer qiemnecd ond afar the Canadian provinces and im: 

ained and dry through most 7 d h : prove the attractions of Florida € thi What journeyed to the famous marsh and waters to enjoy shes ‘ 
of this year. at once was a a bit of recreation. However, the hands of com- and Louisiana. For wild ducks 
wilderness for fur, game and mercialism finally wrought destruction and the are great travelers. 
fish is now given over to Span- marsh was drained—ruining its beauty and value. To get the story of the Kan- 
ish needles and stick-tights. Now the sportsmen of the middle-west are working kakee we must think, not only in 
Where once came President to reclaim this great area to restore its natural con- terms of biology, but of geol- 
ee ae oo a ogy; not in terms of our modern 

lace, author o en Hur, : si fj or ele industrial age, but in terms of 
Maurice Thompson, author of ested i TOR. our natural heritage for pos- ages; for it is true that the work 
“Alice of Old Vincennes, Em- that was done by Nature in 

: erson Hough, author of “The thousands of years in the Kan- 
Covered Wagon,” and princes x : : kakee was undone by man in 

of Germany to shoot wild fowl and prairie chickens, is now less that a quarter of a century, and what was intended by 
not only a wilderness, but a waste. And the Izaak Walton Nature as a permanent wilderness and wild park has been 
League of Indiana has the hope of seeing restored to the turned into a ruin of weeds and brush by man in his illogical 
citizens of the state the Kankakee in some of its old and efforts to create a garden. 

historical glory. 3 f In the genesis of the story “the waters of the flood were 
_ This is not merely a state project. Its effect will be even upon the earth.” Science says so, and there is the word 
international; for, as the breeding grounds of the Saskatch- (Continued on page 37) 

—_ FD ee 

— = =—rs—— 2 4 ia — 

ee - ed OS 3 

The Kankakee today—straight as an arrow; interesting as a One of the old bends in the picturesque Kankakee of yesterday 
ditch—nothing more. —no longer in evidence. 
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piece of weedy or high sedge grass cover. . . 
They do not know how to run in it, jump- Historic Kankakee aa 

‘ing around ridiculously, and they become (Continued from page 17) (es b 2 “aN 
lost very quickly from their handlers for 2 é 4 ss aS 4 
no other reason than the one that they are Of another Genesis for it. Science points le ~ | 
not permitted sufficient experience in it to to the sandy nature of the soil and other hate 
develop their bumps of locality for coping signs and says all this was once a great i 
with the condition instantly in a correct ake we its nets cee ae pouy 4 
manner. whence slopes the land to the Ohio River. a fe 
We are personally in love with the great pes science ee at to the wert se fe FREE ‘ATreat orYourDog 

field trial dog individually but not collec- ice barrier of the glacier. Then the lan ‘ 
tively. Its improvement is an eternal hobby. partly drained and the ice melted. Many Send today for crisp, fresh, 
Instead of merely now and then one field rivers, mightier than those of today, flowed appetizing samples of 
trialer being a great bird dog in every over the land, washing out wide valleys, Miller’s A-1 Dog Foods and 

sence of Hae oo We would like a see all eee of these valleys wae he aeaee a valuable dog book. 
of them, but this will not occur while pres- _ It was a long stream in those days, rising 
ent training, the devotion to the sky liner in the south of Michigan, flowing through 152 see ezeel Dow deed eed 
or the made-to-order courses persist. Nor what are now Mendon and Three Rivers 
will it be either when championships are and Elkhart and South Bend, and contin- | ~ a 
repeatedly given to dogs that false point, uing westward to tumble its tremendous a ae S| P x 
or fool persistently with footscent, or dogs ice-ake current into the flood waters of 4 ee a Sou ‘ointer 
that point and run away off on the sky line the Illinois. te Te oe 
and pass up bevy after bevy. As the ice melted, the slope of the land Rae. eee ae a and 

The driven dog has to be subjected to was to the northward, and the stream broke P pa . ar ss Setter 
some curtailment. The best way to effect in two in the middle, the tide sweeping , Ae ae 
it is by choosing real bird dog courses with north from South Bend, Indiana, to become i d nat F 4 P 
the hazards which a real bird dog must what we know as the blue-clear St. Joseph. Z P ee ups 
encounter. The cover must not be dodged The remainder of the stream continued as ; — “that point” 
but encountered, even though the gallery, it was, the. brown-clear Kankakee. pens wonclebest AOS a ee 
the judges and the press are forced to dis- During the time the Kankakee carried ay ee ae ; ; ; ane MISSISSIPPI BIRD DOG KENNELS mount and go through it to see what is the waters of the melting glacier, its vol- LAUREL, MISS. 
one Even jeolang at euall ane dog ume was a great that it peed a wide id Ss 
on singles is preferable to letting it run expanse. ut as it continued only a short si - 
away is a fast cep anes a country mage time, in the time-measure of Nature, it had or Own a Thorobred! 
any objective. en courses are selected not scoured out a deep valley when it 4 4 Fe eee rnin bree 
and the bird cover hazards are followed broke in two in the middle. And that ex- | § : ' + tcand and trail game tothe cane 
through, that designation, ground work, plains why it is that the valley of the Kan- | | aa A thoropred Ae eee 
will in the future have such a negligible kakee today is as wide as it was in that age | 7] Send 20c for official beagle magazine 
or fallacious significance. z when the glacier yielded its grip on north- | a for nant (be Breeding erating abd 
What a travesty on a classy bird dog ern Indiana and retired into the depressions | | ~ hound on earth, ‘Hundreds of world's best 

happens when it is forced to quarter or that have become the Great Lakes. ina Cecnok wie, Pees ‘ 
perform in full view of the judges what The Kankakee, dwiidled: in. size; but || > 
is politely referred to as ground work, on through the thousands of years from the Attract Wild Duck: 
bare ground, with a big corn field on one ice age to this, it has continued. The Teen iyeaae verti ieee 
side and a big weed field on the other flank- gravel bars of the old valley became low | heed food. Something suitable 
ing it, where common sense tells the dog ridges stretching over the level marshes, fer Srety condition, 22 vancucras 
birds ought to be, and yet he is meticulous- and on them grew oak and beech which | More material included freeon early 
ly whistled away from either of the likely produced feed for turkeys, geese, bear and | orders ,35 Years’ successful experi; 
spots. Let every dog man having the inter- squirrels. Red or yellow birch sprang up | helpful suggestions, write 
ests of the field trial dog, or shooting bird in groups in the lower ground and persist | TERRELL’S AQUATIC FARMS nt 
dog, at ee peace cues on wiics unto ihe ee Willows and quaking 119 L Bik., Oshkosh, Wis. 7" 

piece of terrain ought the highest class asp and cottonwood and sycamore are there 
animal hunt over, and right then he will be despite modern destruction. But the low- bah iss thei. a Malia Me) 
able to answer for himself the question and trees flocked to themselves and became | s PERFECTION Doe FGo 5 
whether the outstanding trialers are real swamp, leaving open, unwooded spaces that | fl Kn MMMM 2 stoekedlin convenient sizes, by Pet shops, 
bird dogs or not. ‘| were to become the most famous marshes Pees) Order igeally, oo if you prefer, we will aby 

An annual convention of amateur and of all the world. FPA ro| | tons point in the United States all chargeg 
pro-field trial clubs, with the motto of $ Food Preteen Gir Gout cr puppies will relish 
real bird dogs as their guide, would have bee this land came men, and the aiainis prepared ready for use—all you dois feed it, 

i senat ‘ ? y ica MCL Ma aCe hd 
a lot to do oo ae pees solving ot called themselves Pottawatomies, as Spl idan, ees ede 
many or most field trial perplexities ae Heatlyeas we ean reproduce the word 46) —_—_————— 
Eee ae are era aoe letters. They gave names to places and For Import from EUROPE 
ee ree 8 streams, and even today their language per- 
ee And, too, the actual igniicance sists and parts have been adopted into ours HUN GARIAN PARTRIDGES 
of real amateurism will come to the sur-  eyen as we have adopted many of the Pot- English Ring-necks, Dark necks, Chinese, Mon- 

face. Today’s perplexity when the word tawatomie devices and absorbed an un- Fels Melanie Mueant cre Loe 
Se Popa | asa es guessed amount of his blood. The red |] February shipment. ‘ ; 
SOMERS Be ne i man was crushed and removed as an indi- N 
now who commercialize in dogs, bartering, vidual, but his talughoe Bes an JULIUS LOEWITH INC. New vor Nv 

selling: and area De stud fee ee descendants have so proved themselves that | LASS toute: | Muearan Partders [ plete 
there are pro ae stalin W ee y iene not only do they succeed in our competi- 
to training and handling dogs for a living. tion but they are elevated to public office. BOB WHITE QUAIL 
Se _ Romance? Yes; it is romance. But it * Amostioats Lae out, Eoidpeer 

is true romance; as true as geology, geog- Big, brown, native southern; also im- 
Town Forests raphy, ethnology and history. And if there Drie OF Rie ee remanence 

(Continued from page 23) were no other reason than merely to pre- and pen Talsed for pen breeding 
: serve something of the Indian’s wilderness Sone nL ioemnives Bw, Fildes 

“Second, for profit from the sale and use for the future to see, the salvaging of the : Ber 2S ae aia ae 
oF ora products and resources. Kankakee would be worth the while. - ae ww M. E. Bogle, mlm ees 

re ird, oe public reo f Much more than that; however, await eee eS 
1s not only @ question of town tarm or success of the Indiana project; and that is WHITE COLLIE PUPS 

town forest, now. It is a matter of farm- the modern part of the story of the Kan- Re : . 
ing forests in the towns whose farms have  kakee. a ee eine roe bematetal see pis nacok 
been abandoned, leaving idle acres as an oe partons caseniltane anreligest: 
actual expense to the towns. Kd Low prices, Illustrated circulars free. 

a di 1 ak Comrade Farm Kennels, Galion, Ohio 
second installment of this story of 

the famous Kankakee region will ap- UNTING HOUNDS Sy. 
JOIN. THE IZAAK WALTON pear in the February issue of Outdoor $15 and up Cn . 

LEAGUE America. Trial. Supplies. Catalog free. ~® , 
Dixie Kennels, Inc. FM69 Herrick, Ill. 
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Total bomber Total twas in LABD SUITTD GHEY FOR PORVSTRY aS OF 1925. 

fares 8 86Ares Farm Area (Native Waste Foodland 4 TCTAL SOOPLAND 

In 1926 Im Forme 1919-1925 Voodiend iend Wasteland ABP WASTTLAND 

In 1925 ats im Ferme In Yerme Hot in 4 of 
‘ Fares fatire 

Cley BEL, 040 2,529 202,482 9%,978 26,250 2,020 22,967 62227 22.3 

Daviess 277 120 2,550 242,327 «411,175 18,604 17,679 21,083 87,456 24.7 

Dubois 273,280 2,168 263,684 6,992 63,012 19,639 14,896 $7,547 22 

Gibdsen Bll 040 2,24 246,277 26,825 15,694 1,409 66,268 77,266 060-35 

Greene 347 ,520 2,266 286,220 28,852 45,921 2,526 $6,100 104,546 = 

j Knox 726,400 2,°87 284,961 24,126 22,964 $,402 24,299 66,605 20 ‘ 

Bertin 216,960 1,569 121,765 17,112 82,686 4,680 32,065 89,411 41.2 

Oven 261,520 1,683 194,440 6,822 65,854 62,300 118,106 47 

Parke 266,080 3,129 240,646 15,746 72,298 2,568 28,984 112,870 6.8 

Pike 216,320 2,029 161,990 22,732 4,512 387,461 48,980 70 954 92.8 

Pesey 237 ,280 2,041 221,742 17,092 14,922 2,221 20,828 48,681 19 

Patnas 209,120 2,412 262,962 28,407 72,772 2,242 28,988 114,072 3? 

Soencer 267 ,820 2,267 207,660 28,999 22,722 12,296 46,460 $2,487 22 

Sulliven 294,400 2,205 227,409 17,600 24,254 61,791 76,046 26 - 

Venéerburg 149,120 1,598 116,285 16,292 8,296 2,921 25,264 26,482 24.5 

Yormilien 162,560 894 190,006 19,267 19,606 2,717 28,955 $1,278 91.5 

Vigo 261,766 2,428 186,782 44,707 24,0380 68,977 86,067 83.7 

Warrick 950,880 2,280 210,595 24,699 14,649 15,012 25,245 4 86965,007 28.9 

totais  Te7ETHSO Belves viees,ces Zos,ie7 See,a08 T6s,992 Fis,160 1,408,786 

Bote 1: Yor wastelend in Farms ~ Deduct from Consus Item “all other land in Ferme* 

, & eeres for onch ferm for area cecupied by house, bern, garden, esttle let and 

other improvements. : 

Bote 2: Yor Yoodlend Rot in Ferns - Deduct from *fotel Aree Hot in Perma" spcropriste 

; atreage for areas occupied by Cities, torns and villeges and arene cecupied 

by B.2. and highvey rights-of-ray. i 
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LAST YEAR THIS YEAR—After the fire 

THE PROBLEM THE PLAN 

MTG f native f lying chiefly in th tral Bey On ee 2 a Crea ane oui ea It is better to prevent forest fires than to be required to extin- 
half of southern Indiana at the present time are without eee guish them’ and suffer the Heavy losses which they involve. A. gen- 

Aes ee protec oa 5 ost” Cioeiand setae. oF these: terete: hate eral educational campaign is needed to teach hunters, fishermen and 
QuSR Ue Nees Av ee a ‘ recreationists that their forest playground is a tinder box in the 
eee (Oe arn ee ibaeie (elon for yihis lerde uae dry spring and fall months. A eareless match, cigarette or camp /y 

of Indiana. Their restoration and development, like any other business, eR aaa tee a eecoRtaress Be 
must be assured of adequate fire protection before forest owners can i 
justify increased investments of time and expense in the improvement The farmers and laborers who start fires in old fields, along fence 
Bra cnveseeines rows and in brush piles must be made to realize that brush burning 
ABANDONED FIELDS AND MARSHES is a serious hazard te adjoining forests. It should only be permitted 

€ ae aos under closest guard and supervision to prevent the fire from getting 
A recent forest fire survey showed in addition to the two million lit ok contral 

acres of native forests 1,000,000 acres of old fields reverting again to i 
brush and forest cover. fon 

The reforestation of this vast waste area will eventually come about EE COR ee ‘ é 
by the natural seeding in of young ash, maple, tulip, oak, hickory and eS ne ee ecucenion ee the ‘outdoor public to the pre- 
walnut seedlings. The first cover to this land is weeds and grass, ee - iy Pees eee ee pete 
then brush and finally a good second growth cover of hardwood trees. Fheriy ue nS eerve Hen ysarine 
Weeds and brush are very susceptible to the start and spread of for- Ee ie era Cae ene 
est fire. A single forest fire in a few hours will destroy all the natu- One observer from a steel forest fire tower can overlook several |} 
ral reforestation slowly established in twenty-five years. Thousands hundred thousand aeres of native forests and old fields reverting to |} 
of acres of marsh land in northern Indiana burn over each year with forest cover. At the first sign of smoke the observer calls the near- 
a distinct loss to bird and game cover and young forest growth, which est forest fire warden. 
would naturally reforest these waste areas. 
PLANTINGS SUPPRESSION 

With a reforestation planting program of several million trees a The observer on the fire tower notifies the local fire warden that 
year from the state forest nursery, land owners find the menace of a forest fire has started in his neighborhood. By previous arrange- 
forest fire a serious hazard for their investment. ments the warden knows where he can immediately summon an or- 

The great bulk of reforestation planting work falls in the waste ganized fire fighting crew to assist in suppressing the fire. No time 
and abandoned land portion of southern Indiana, where forest fires are is lost, and before a given forest fire can spread to serious propor- 
the most prevalent. An adequate system of organized forest fire pro- tions an organized crew of men are on the scene with special axes, 
tection is a basic policy to the vast reforestation program for southern rakes, torches and spray cans and the forest fire is promptly extin- 

| Indiana. guished. : 
a ee ee



FOREST FIRES ARE COSTLY 
10,000 acres burned in Indiana last year 

STATE LAND IS PROTECTED 

Every forest property acquired by the State of Indiana has been 

py ios ravaged by forest fires. To prevent recurring losses the 

SI first step taken by the Department of Conservation in the development 

of its own state forests, game preserves and larger parks is’ to erect 

steel observation towers and equip an organized fire fighting crew to 

protect the forest property. 
Dunes State Park has a 40-ft. steel tower. The Brown County 

Game Preserve has an 80-ft. steel tower and the Clark County State 

Forest has a 72-ft. steel tower. 

PRIVATE LAND SHOULD BE PROTECTED 

By recognizing the need for adequate forest fire protection on 

every large forest area being developed by the Department of Con- 
servation the State of Indiana is asked by adjoining private owners 

why organized forest fire protection has not been extended also to 

their forest lands. 
The three million acres of private forest lands in Indiana can ke 

protected for less than ONE CENT AN ACRE. 

The Forest Fire Regions in Indiana 
we tee 
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@ Mareh 1, 1929 

(Excerpt from Col. Lieber's letter to Gov. Leslie) 

Honorable Harry G. Leslie, 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

Dear Governor: 

Pursuant to my conversation with Mr. Brown, I beg to sub- 
mit the following excerpt from a study of tax economics for thirty- 
three southern Indiana counties. An arbitrary line running east and 
west on the north edge of Monroe, Brown and Bartholomew counties, as 
shown on the accompanying map, leaves thirty-three counties for the 
southern third, ; 

(A) Owen Daviess Perry 
Monroe Pike Spencer 
Brown Martin Warrick " 
Ripley Dubois ’ Posey 
Dearborn Orange Decatur 
Switzerland Crawford Ohio 
Jefferson Washington Bartholomew 
Jennings Scott Sullivan 
Jackson Clark Knox 

@ Lawrence Floyd Gibson 
Greene Harrison Vanderburgh . 

These thirty-three counties contain- 

: 25.5% of state population - 743,044 people 
34.2% of land area - 7,991,400 acres 
44.2% of woodland - 629,755 acres pastured 

572,516 acres unpastured 

; 1,202,271 acres total 

54.1% of idle land ~ 543,573 acres 

' TAX INCOMES AND REPAYMENTS of 29 counties 
(Excluding from the 33 listed - Sullivan, Knox, Gibson 

and Vanderburgh ) f 
School Aid 

Total taxes collected Repayment __ 
1921 1928 1928 or ya8 

29 Counties 17,210,875.55 17,527,579.75 1,895,465.15 1, O95, 264.16)’. 

Marion County 17,020,198.88 19,747,918.64 1,767,543.56 None 

(B) Remaining four counties (bounded by blue line) 
4 pivcougalnig $24, 

Knox, Gibson 8,478,238,67 9,119,526.02 671,055.39 40,128.65 
& Sullivan ) 

Lake County 9,261,207.31 9,611,409.68 936,807.95 None .



ee ee ee 
a ee School Aid 
ae ee Total Taxes Collected State Tax Repayment _ 
= 1gei 1928 = 1928 1928 
Ne + = 

a (C) (Marked by green X's). Take 10 typical forest counties: 
These ten pay: 

sc Brown, Jennings) 
4 Jefferson, Ohio) 

29 Switzerland, ) 
Ze Scott, Harrison 2,997,529.10 2,916,950.25 182,957.35 444,941.61 
a Crawford, Perry 
2g and Martin 

. (D) (Marked by yellow X's). If you add to these ten counties 
at five more - viz., Ripley, Jackson, Warrick, Dubois & Spencer - 
es 

et The total fifteen pay: 
ae 6,192,156.44 6,158,293,.25 402,057.81 591,989.18 

| 

- Compared with the above fifteen, Allen County pays: 
cy 
ipo 5,556,204.44 6,448,604.32 715,472.84 None 

2 and St. Joseph 
i County pays: 5,855,584.04 6,901,219.07 649,106.87 None 

ee 

ve It should be noted that: State Tax 

et The 29 counties paid in 1928 a total state tax of $1,895,465.15 

sat The 29 counties received back for school aid alone 1,075, 254,16 
OS 
ey : Net contribution to State Government 820,250.99 

a Of which Public Utilities (Railroads, 
ee Beaks, Bldg. & Loans, Telephones and 
on, Utilities paid (1927) 250,860.76 
a 
oe While the City of Indianapolis alone paid $1,532,860.96 
a 

‘ The above statement reveals a momentus economic situation, 

ea It is bad enough as it stands and would be considerably worse if we were 

‘efi to add all of the State aid received by way of highway construction, park 

=o and forests maintenance, Board of Health activities, and the services of 

: our State eleemosynary, correction and penal institutions. The great 

E resource of old was the forests of stately hardwoods, Agriculture and 

< industry are notably restricted in this territory. i



so Sa Se ee B f ae 
See 

ae 
— The solution of the many troubles of this southern third are 

r first, contraction of counties and, in our particular field, reforesta- 

| tion, extention of grazing lands, and last, but not least, the tourist 

| business, aided by good highweys. 

; Bibliography 

References: : 

U.S. Dept. Commeree - Census of Agriculture 1925. 
Indiana Year Book - 1921 (for population). 
Indiana Dept. of Public Instruction (for school aid) 
Indiana Board of Tax Commissioners (for taxes). 
Data for 1921 by Division of Forestry, 

G. R. Phillips, Asst. State Forester. 
Data for 1928 by Division of Forestry, 

Ralph Wileox, State Forester, 

Respectfully submitted, 

5 Richard Lieber, Director, 
The Department of Conservation 
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: PRELIMINARY FOREST FIRE SURVEY FOR INDIANA 

Winter - 1928 - 1929 

County % - Forest and Abandoned Area-Forest and 
and Abandoned Land 

Clark 60 141,085 
Washington 35 112,388 
Floyd 70 62,224 
Crawford 70 135,195 
Orange 40 100,953 
Dubois 35 62,495 

j Perry 75 178,265 
Spencer 50 74,294 
Martin 60 127,254 
Greene 50 51,861 
Lawrence 40 113,494 
Bartholomew 45 32,256 
Jackson 60 : 125,389 
Jennings 25 56,604 
Jefferson 25 25,1835 
Scott 25 25,510 

Cy Harrison 70 188 ,524 
Monroe 50 119,728 
Brown 75 149,462 
Clay — 20 25,978 
Owen 30 64,613 
Morgan 55 95,569 
Johnson 55 : 15 , 836 
Putnam 20 41,360 
Parke 15 41,635 
Montgomery 15 20,082 
Fountain 15 27,132 
Jasper 20 41,849 
Pulaski 20 51,558 
Newton 20 50,637 
Starke 20 20,040 
Ripley : 20 55,810 
Elkhart 10 28,160 
LaGrange fot ae 25,702 

: TOTAL 2,443,703 

x



j Notes on H.Be 87 = Svans. ; 

) ORGANIZS® FORMS FIRE PROTSCTION POR INDIANA i 

Ps ad « FORSST PIRE PAOTROTION = 
Indiana hes State Parks, Game Preserves, State Forests, 500 

' Yorest Reserves requiring protection, < 
! The State recognizes the problem on its lend now and already 

has the system in operation, 4 
The lew provides similar protection to private lands. Indiona oa 

BES S00) 2Ores 8 year Tro 4 
ASrGS GO BULK Ube : : ce : : 

Indiana Yearbook 1924 « pp, 922 shows 12,055 seres burned in 1925. 
In 1983 examples + 200 aere Fire in Jefferson County - 760 acres " 

in Harrison snd 1,000 scres in Srown County, : 

(Ohio is similar « Agriculture Sxperiment Stetion, Jan, 24, 1929 4 
reper tar~ 4 

nt in B66 Porest five ~ burned Ata tth, serten = actual ecst_of fi easel 
a them was [6,265.96 (exclusive of towers, equipment and Rare m9 

. S- Area Requiring protection 4 | é 
(Indiana Yearbook 1920) : na 

: 4 

i Timber lend 1,597,248 Acres 4 
Total 5,574,999 sores ae 

1928 = Survey « of Conservation and 0.5. Forest derviee. Sa 
~ $6 counties show 8,445,703 Jeres of native woodland, old fiel’s ; 

i @qning up to forest cover again end abandoned lands. - 

4» Forest Fixe Regions « (see pink oiroular) ; ‘ 

«Be Gost oF adequate protection : 7 
UsSs Forest Service and Assn, of state Foresters have adopted ; 

ag an sore as a standard basis, 4 
+4 counties « 2,445,705 Acres & 2¢ © 648,274.06 mee 

| & ; 
: 40 states now co-operate with U.ie Forest Sorvice A 
bei _ . Ghie with 2/S es much land requiring protection as indiana, has 2 

- $22,500 a year 
Illinois, Kentuoky, Tennessee, Missouri, Michigan and Wise? nein | 

ali have a forest fire program, ‘ 2 ag 

oe PREVENTION = Réueation of public (farmers, sportsmen, outdoor = = Cy . organizations.) 
DETECTION = fire towers - telephone lines =~ districts - 4 district —_ 

| 4 werden and iogal wardens to receive pay only when 

curragsazom = tosh waptene enh Grgaaisation = fire soske.os : , ° * a eee af = Ps. Fakes, torches, spray caus, ete. Local wardens and 

INDIAHA REQUIAMMENTS + (annual) to proteet 8,500,900 acres of forest land. 

Bod: Seree''Se"fd ede fort oeryie atenéant) © 420000 acres x 1 « Forest Service s 
10 Towers (a minimum number) x $2500 © 925,000 :
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Wet “G Be ea ae a fe Fe SS sae 
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ote (Oe le ei | 
Seat ay Be rg > We / : oa com « e rie a = reel 

i Ses LD 3 a 
cp aa Ad ! 

ee ee aie: 7 7 
oa Migs ean Wild Bird Rest, Inc. fe 

4 Se —; S (AT REDFIELD, CASS COUNTY, MICH.) Pe IF 
ghee (a aw TREASURER’S OFFICE, 322 EAST COLFAX AVE. OP . a Se ee 

ak ne SOUTH BEND, INDIANA in ae Oe 

oe July 24, 1929 aes 
Za =— To the Stockholders es ee 
|e Geils Of "Wild Bird Rest". oy 
5 TN 1 __ “Sagi 

i \ Ay id ie R. F. Peck, president and prime "mover" of SS 

EN; | 1). 4 "Wild Bird Rest" says - "There is only one thing =a 
ub AU Li y - . SNR ee 

Et VV ie ee between us and the biggest flight we have seen in Say Seco 
WH ae Os ears and that is corn, corn, plenty of corn." ae 

ee iE : : ean gk 4 ye “ 4 sa . 
NRL ile Pee ecgy § Ma \ \ 
i A> id Let's get behind Peck and provide enough Ee De) et : 

ee feed to realize the result of this five year effort. ™ ei woe 

Pt ee The "Bird Rest" is just coming into its own. eee ail 

' aN { With more than a hundred decoys to dispel ie na 

Das Var ene any fear to the migrating flock, we should provide #7 2° = Rey 

% As) sufficient feed to retain the confidence of these [7g | fe by 

OT | —— wild birds and assure the largest flight we have s oy pr - ee 

ior ae eA. o ever had. ~~. ce COE 

SS ae PAE ah > 
< Sy. “ fen dollars puts ten bushels of corn on oS 

eS ied the ground,- one dollar means one bushel. eee a, So 

a Pin a check to this letter and mail it heen TT | 
| f E immediately. Then drive out this Fall and see - P Ae ney Oe 

a ae the result. ak 2 uae 
€-&_ ace a a Cordially yours, ) nol 

my at a PN 
<> "Wild Bird Rest, Inc.” ceo = 
a j ee Rs. 

be rs bas dra Hy, eee &, 
— a ne DKS:MO Pi 

aN = : ee = = reas a ee 

Ea = neal R . uy aR - za i =~ ues aa 

“es Cae a ‘ ¢ i . chi - i] vy oe cs ee " ef 

EEC eR a ae f \ | a oe >. Ree 3s 
oe a ies (Cpe er it eT as i> x 

gem Fag ee GR) ne I OO ey it. Game ay 

men REE iN AS” Oe 
we es 3. 1k uaa 1 ae Me aca re NS i Fst} SS ® | fe ead \ LC. 

eae a — [~ free oe Rae <a. ee eee | aie |



"WILD BIRD REST" 

We have been fortunate indeed in raising seven Canadian Geese 
this Spring, bringing up the combined flock of this rare bird to a total 
of twenty sevene We lost only one goose over the winter, which is un- 
usual in a flock of twenty one birds. The young geese have grown so 
rapidly that they are now fully feathered out and will be flying within 
three weeks and a wing trimming party must be staged soon or we will have 

a general migration of our decoys. 

The cold, wet weather has been disastrous to young ducks, a 

hundred and fifty or more having died from one cause or another. The flock 
now stands at forty birds and together with the Canadian Geese all the de- 
coys necessary are available. We hoped for a surplus of ducks that they 
might be distributed to the South Bend sanctuaries, but 350 duck eggs al- 
ready placed on these newer units is all we can do this season. 

A careful survey of the "Bird Rest" situation shows a bigger and 
brighter outlook than evere Several broods of Wild Mallards were hatched 
and reared on the ponds in addition to a family of "Coots" or md hense 
These birds are now living with our decoys and flying all over the district. 
The first flight of young birds was noted July 7th, which, seemingly, is 
several weeks early for this locality and an early migration is anticipated. 

Steps are now being takm to place the 300 acre tract under the 
direction of the Michigan State Conservation Department. With this declara~ 
tion the "Bird Rest" will become a State Preservee It will be policed by 
the State and no hunting will be permitted within 150 feet of its boundary 
line. This will include both banks of Christiana Creek where dozens of 

ducks were killed last Fall. 

That "Bird Rest” ani Izaak Walton members my thoroughly compre= 
hend and appreciate the project, an auto road is being laid out within the 
grounds. When it is completed a circuit of a mile or more will permit 
the motorist to view the decoys on the ponds and see wild birds in their 
normal state. Wild ducks do not fear an auto, while it is moving, but the 

click of a door causes fright and flight.’ This auto road venture is merely 
an experiment and nothing elaborate should be anticipated. It doubtless 
will be a mere trail at first, but, should the idea be popular, a dam or two 
necessarily mst be widened to permit cars to drive through the heart of the 

district where migratory birds thrive. 

Out there now there are actually thousands of polliwogs just losing 
their tails and becoming frogse The long legged birds are having a great 
feast as the tadpoles are so thick they can be scooped up by the handfuls in 

shallow watere 

Fully 90% of the 2000 pine trees planted by the Boy Scouts last 
spring are growinge The wet season has been wonderful for treese 

An experiment is being conducted in feeding and attracting ducks,- 

an area a hundred yards in diameter is being fenced off in the center of the 
feeding grounds where feed will be kept constantly and the decoys thus being 
fenced out will not be able to gorge on the surplus feed while wild birds 
will always find food available. 

Between three and four hundred bushels of grain were consumed last 
Fall and in carrying the decoys over the winter. The new crop of oats, 
wheat and corn, of course, will not be available in quantities for some time.



=~2= 

The ponds are all running over, we have plenty of water. The 
decoy flock is the most attractive evor and we seemingly are all set for 

our biggest season, except that more feed is needede 

Probably the greatest single accomplishment resulting from the 

conservation lesson demonstrated out at "Wild Bird Rest" is the establish- 

ment of the 10,000 acre game and bird sanctuary area here near South Bend. 

Actually a hundred or more people are taking active interest in redevelop= 

ing local game resources and their continued effort will undoubtedly put 

game back here on 1 definite basis. 

The greatest task facing the local enthusiasts is the curbing 
of poaching. Considerable propaganda must necessarily be spread to cause 

the local population to permit quail, pheasants, ducks, etc. to remin and 

live within the city limits. At the present time if a duck alights on the 

river it is immediately shot or stoned out of town; a quail or pheasant 

looks like part of a meal and the inborn idea of killing for possession pre= 

vails. Within the city limits and in the sanctuary areas this habit must 

be overcome e 

Reports from the various sanctuaries surrounding South Bend are 

as follows: ; 

TWYCKENHAM 1000 Acres Milton Kile, Mgre 

15 out of 28 Pheasant eggs hatched. 13 alive. 
10 covies of quail on premises. 
We are still searching the market for black squirrels and if anyone 
lmows of a source of supply we shall appreciate the information. ’ 

TWIN BRANCH BIRD REST 900 Acres Ge We Schmidt, Mer. 

24 out of 36 Mallards hatched. 
2 flocks of Quail on premisese 

: 2 pair Grouse on premiscso 2 

17 Pheasant eggs due to hatch. 

NOTRE DAME UNIVERSITY 3,000 Acres Brother Florence, Mgr. 

Decoy flock increased to 87 Mallards and 4 Canadian Geese; 65 young ducks 

raised this spring; 30 Pheasant eggs due to hatch; Old Ring Neck and Silver 

Pheasants doing fine; 100 smll birds banded and reported to Biological Survey ,- 

20 different species included. 3,000 Blue Gills and Black Bass pianted in 

lakes. 35 men have shown active interest and are seemingly enthused over 
nature subjectse Bad weather killed most of the incubator birds. 

COQUILLARD LAND AND INVESTMENT CO. 20 Acres Russell Smith, Mer. 

15 out of 16 Pheasant eggs hatched. 14 alivoe : 
One hen still setting. 
5 covies of quail on premises. 

ST. MARYS ACADEMY 2,000 Acres. S. G. Hobart, Mere 

9 Mallards raised ard about ready to fly. 

: 32 Pheasant eggs due to hatch. : 
30 small birds banded, including 9 species reported to Biological Surveys 

Spring storms and cold weather disastrous to young ducks, as 65% of incubator 

eggs did not mtch and of the 22 hatched only 9 survived. 

CARLISLE MANOR = 
GREEN MOUNTAIN FARMS- 340 Acres Ce A. Carlisle, Jr. 

Grounds posted. Cages being constructed for Pheasant and Quail breeding.
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A. H. TYLER - South Bend 28 Pheasant eggs due to hatche 

GEO. DAVIES - : " Pheasant and Quail Cage under 
construction. 

M. S. CALDWELL - a " Weasel destroyed 14 Pheasant 
Eggse 

GEO. HEPLER - Chain O'Lakes Skunk destroyed nest of 17 

Pheasant Eggse 

CULVER - - Culver, Ind. 17 out of 28 Mallards hatchede 

3,000 Blue Gills and Black Bass planted in Clear lake 
3,000 t " n " wt n " Chain Lakee 

This somewhat lengthy but complete report will give you 

an idea of the general local activity in bringing back the birds. Ninety 

per cent of the people want nature preserved, but five per cent do the work 

and jay the bills. Some of us are doing more than our proportionate share, 

put are enjoying it, : 

So = come on = "loosen up" a bit and let's buy some corn.
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Quail Census and Kill Data - Indiana 

° ° eS 

Observer - Place : Acre- ; Year a ee ee ae 
County $ age os s-Covies $; Per ¢ {-eores = : Acres 3: Per 

3 : 3 s covey ; Birds : per : Kill : per : cent 
3 : : : $ SO sa $ bird <3 

Frank N. Wallace 5 MO 217 yret-— 2-3 ¢ 15 +: 4O- 1.0: Never shot (many 
Albert Wallace Farm : $ : ‘: : : : foxes) 
Martinsville, Morgan Co. :(All orchard except 10 acres brush and 6 acres pasture. 25-30 usu- 

: ally survive winter.) 

D. A. Dunlevy e100 — 55 yrev: = 15 : 60 : 1.6 :Not known. Hunted 
J. W. Russell Farm : : : : : : & some, 
Henryville, Clark Co. :(This is the "birdiest farm in this section.) :; 

John Greyersen : 6000 4; 19297 # 80 : 12-2 960 3 6.2 3 7 3 : 
Training Grounds : : 3 : : : : : ¢ 
Jefferson and Ripley Cos. :(This is better than average ground for 8. Indiana; 1927 a good year) 

John Greyersen , Os 19eE Se se ase ks : 
Part of above : : : $ : $ : : : 
Jefferson and Ripley Cos. :(This was the best section of the 6000 acres.) ;: : : 

John Greyersen - 86: 1927 : 633 es 72 : 0.3 :- 23 : 
Part of above : 3 $ : 3 : $ : : 
Jefferson Oo. :(This was the best spot on the 6000 acres; shows influence of size 

= : of area. on census figures.) 

H. D. Newsome : 470 : 1928: 5 $:10-35: 60 : 7.8 : WNot hunted : 
Jesse Newsome Farm : 3 : $ : : : $ $ 
Bartholomew Co. :(1927 same or a few more. This iscreek bottom and near average.) 

Frank Gentry : 640 31928 # 80 :- 20 3 400 : 1.6 + 150: 4.2 3 237 
1 sq. mi. NE of house (hills) : : ; : : 3 : $ 3 
Brown Co. :(Never less than 100 birds killed on this section last four years) 

Frank Gentry >: 64o : 1928: ho : 20 : 800 : 0.8 : 200: 3.2 : 2 
1 sq. mi. SW of house (bottoms) : : : : : : $ : : 
Brown Co. :(Never less than 150 birds killed on this section last four years) 

John H. Gude : 640 3 19889] «(5 ¢ 165 : bo tlt : 
1 sq. mi. just W. Bruceville : . - - : : ; $ : 
Knox Co. :(This section had 15 covies 1927, 6-7 in poorest years. Is sample 

: of best ground. ) 

R. E. Llewellyn : 100 :192: 5 : 15 : 75 : 1.2 : ? ¢ (Hunted) 
Edgewood Grove $ ‘ : : : : : : : 
Vigo Co. :(This is suburban real estate. Is sample of heaviest stocking.) 

R. E. Llewellyn ; M003 ised f- 5 4 22 s 60 + 3.33 7 3 : 
Y : $ : $ 3 : : : : 
Parke Oo. :(This is better than average for the county.) 

Fred 0. Dobelbower oes. st : 
Guy Van Metre Farm : : 1928 : ss Bas ee tet 15.0 ¢ 18 
Warren Co. (5 mi. NE Williamsport) :(This is a very careful census, made on Jan. 9 after about 32 birds 

shad been killed. Owner conserves cover and winter feeds. Many foxes; 
sno control. Sample of best ground.) 

M. L. Neeley ee ee ee ee ee ee eee : 
J. P. Doty Farm :(Also 1 covey of Hungarians. This is a sample of the best quail 
West Marion Co. 2 ground, ) 

Wm, Wugeman : 066 415s == 5 iG Hh tl tt : 
Outskirts of Ft. Wayne : $ : : $ : : : : 
Allen Co. : (This is a sample of the best ground.) 

Dr. Geo. Hunt Oe Re ee ee eee ee : 
N.E. Wayne Co. :(This is a sample of the best ground in the county, along creek.) 

John Goodrich : WO Fe se 0 7 : 
Suburbs of Winchester :(This is a sample of the best ground in county. Suburban real 
Randolph Oo. 3 estate ‘ 

George Cass ee ee ee ee eee : 
Suburbs of Nappanee 3 : $ $ : : 3 : : 
Elkhart Co. :(This is his training ground, was thoroughly worked. Averageor better) 

Geo. W. Smith, Jr. : Bom 4 1988's 6 2 15-503 200’: 6.6 5 2? + : 
Farm near Kewanna : elle oe t= 10's 7: 150: 4.6: : : 

Fasten Co. : : 1923: : : : : =e : 
: :(This is his own farm. Better than average ground for this region.) 

Don Wright and Ray Smith : We + ieee ss Ss 15 80 2 62S ft : 
Rennsalaeu Field Trials $ : : : : : : : : 
Jasper Co. $ (This is the best ground in the county.) 

: : ; 3 : ; 3 : :
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| ae | i | t. e 

1909 | NS | Supporting Evidence: 
as Ss bea 1903-9 plants increased to full 

a eS _ stocking on Jas. B. Powers Farm 

1910 =—+— |—|— — — + ——~— — pi— — = Wallace — — Wancock— — J (see <census)y falling off-again 
| : Re ar (Ind. ) around 1914, 

| XS 

1911 4 Be Contrary Evidence: 
{ 4 bes jet Many plants disappeared, but 

Siena sees a . : mostly on ground since proved 

1912 | iv NI] : unsuitable. ; 

* 

| —— + 

: L #8 ee disappeared from Powers 
1914 Oe | = |] — — — +) —-— -— — + — Wallace — _ Hancock _— =< Farm about 1914. (See census). 

| | (Ind. ) Date uncertain. 

1915 | J | 

1916 | 

| _— 
| Previously thriving plants disappeared in 1917 at 

1917--———- |} Pf Je LS Vernon (Jennings Co-) and Attica (feuntaimm=eer): 
= ‘\ Plant at Seymour (Jackson Co.) disappeared between 

Se) 1915 and 1920. 
1918 = i 

nan nenorrcenenrrsccemommaaniieeicin - Sige cmecininomal een “= : ere presets 

1919 | = <i 

: ee 
1920 | 

| | | 

' | St. Joseph Co. birds spread 
192k —— ee ee ee | — — Parks — — = Blkhart — —< 15 mi. SE to Nappanee region 

| and have been thriving there 
a \ ever since. 
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| 
1923 | 

1924 a | (a 
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: | | Supporting Evidence: 
1925 at (a) Abundance: Bowman(Wells Co.) & Goodrich(Randolph Co. ) 

| SS say 1927 was the banner year. Wallace(Hancock Co.) 
| at ot H. Says birds beck to full abundance on. Powers.Farm. 

1926 | | | (b) Spread: Decker(Pulaski Co.) says Cass Co. birds spread 
| | | 12 mi. NW to Starr City; withdrawn again by 1928. 

| | | Hunt says first birds appeared in NE Union Co. 1928 
1927 —-—-=-— -\-—-—-- ——---—— fH 5 (c) Drift: Drift covies seen by Korsgard in Wil! Co.(I1l1.) 

test | ot ! 15 & 30 mi. SE of home range near Wheaton, 1927. 
| | | i Parks(Noble Co.) saw drift covey at Wolf lake, 25 

1928 | | A. oe Ho mi. N. of Huntington Co. range, in 1928. 
| | | | \ Drift birds seen at Rochester(19277), Manitou 

| Lake(1928), Mentone(1927 or 8). 
1929 | 

‘ | Contrary Evidence: Birds at Moscow(Rush Co.) disappeared * 
| 1928 and at Spencer (Owen Co.) 1926. 
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July 2, 1936 

Mr. Ray Yarnell 
Hditor, Cappor's Parner 
Topeka, Kansas 

Dear Mr, Yarnell: rr 

This is a very belated acknowledgment of your 

letter of May 20. I am afraid I am swamped and cannot 

undertake your article at the present time. ‘thanks 

nevertheless for your interest, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Managenent 

vh



(ap er's farmer 
pers BAR EN EIA, PRN LE 

RAY YARNELL —-7 Copp 
EDITOR 

TOPEKA, KANSAS 

May 20, 1936 

Professor Aldo Leopold, Director 

Wisconsin Game Department 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

In the spring of 1934 I had some correspondence 

with you in regard to your efforts in behalf of game 

conservation and the management of wild life in a way 

which would result in benefit to the farmer. 

If you have continued the work since that time 

it would seem to me that you possibly have gathered 

together information which you could put into an 

article on this subject of vary material interest to 

farmers. 

, It would be particularly interesting to us if in 
such an article you could present the experience of an 

actual farmer or several farmers, who have put some of 

the ideas you recommend into practice on their farms. 

I would be pleased to have you prepare an article 
of 1,000 to 1,500 words and supply five or six good 

photographs that would help get your idea across, and 

submit them to me in the near future. Of course we 

will pay our regular rates for the story and for the 

pictures. 

I will appreciate it if you will let me have your 

reaction to this suggestion in the near future. 

Very truly pad if 

f\ 
Editor, 4 ‘s/Farmer 

Ray Yarnell. | 

Y



New Soils Building 
May 10, 1934 

Mr. Ray Yarnell, Editor 
Capper's Farner 

‘ Topeka, Kansas 

Dear Mr, Yarnell: 

I have not overlooked your request of March 31 
for an article on using contracted lands for game food 
and cover. 

After repeated attempts I was unable to get a 
clear authorization from the AAA to plant sorghum, keffir, 

sweet corn, or other plants which would stand up during 

' gnow. They did authorize the planting of buckwheat, cow 

peas, sudan, and other plants which are good food in fall 
but of not much value during winter. 

The attached mimeograph was issued to county 

agents in Wisconsin, It was so far from satisfactory, 

however, that I did not think the whole mbject merited 

an article. If the plan contimes for another year I hope 

4 for better luck. This is simply an explanation of why I 

aid not communicate with you further. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh 
Enel.



New Soils Bldg. 
April 2, 193% 

ur. Bay Yarnell, Mditor 
Capper’s Farmer 
Topeka, Kansas 

Dear Mr, Yarnell: 

fo write the article you requested, I should 
first have definite authority from the AAA for farmers 
to devote contracted acreage to game food patches, 

Prof, W, ¥, Clark is asking for such aithor~ 
ity. Attached is a sample publicity sheet we hope to 
use, As soon as I hear from the AAA I will write up 
something for you. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO L#OPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh 
Enel.
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Published by Arthur Capper 
RAY YARNELL ~ m 

EDITOR 

March 21, 1934 ene 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Director Wisconsin Game pepartment 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

In a recent release I notice that you are promoting the idea 

of putting withdwems acreage, withdrawn under the various crop 

control plans, into food and cover crops for wild game, native 

to the locality. 

I am interested along this line and I wonder if you could 

develop an article for us running from one to two thousand 

words in length, which wuld set forth your idea and showing 

how it is being put into effect. I think the article should 

tell in some detail just what the farmer can do and how he can 

do. ite This should apply not only to Wisconsin but to the 

entire middle west if you have the information to cover so 

extensive a territorye To go along with it I should like to 

have some illustrations which will help tell the story. 

I also should like to have the article at the earliest possible 

date as it seems to me this would be an excellent time to 

publish such an articles 

Very truly, Ss 

Ray Yarnell



STATE OF KANSAS 

es HD AJ h 

FORESTRY, FISH AND GAME COMMISSION 

ALVA CLAPP, SECRETARY AND STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN 

PRATT, KANSAS 

September 23, 1931. 

Game Survey, 
404 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: ; 

There are bobwhite quail in every western 
border county of Kansas at present. Do not know 
how far west they originally extended. In the south= 
west border counties, a good many of the small blue 
quail are present. 

I have seen fine coveys of bobwhite in 
central Idaho at an elevation of 5000 feet. 

Sincerely yours, 

L077 > 
OY, Af, ff Gla Lafofe 

ate Tish and Game Wérdén 

AC/FH 

Build a Pond )“,, 

i Grow a Tree#5 
eee
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E.l.0u Pont pe NEMouRS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT June 4th, 1931 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

HENRY P. DAVIS 

1735 CARRUTHERS AVE 

MEMPHIS, TENN. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
404 University, , 
National Bank Bldg,, 
Madison, Wis, 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your letter of May 25th but please do 
not become too enthusiastic over the Kansas Prairie Chicken 
Investigation status until it has reached a more mature stage, 
I certainly appreciate your offer of assistance and will un- 
doubtedly call on you when thé time comes, in fact you are 
one of my main selling points, 

In reference to the chenge in your views as to the 
practicability of managing cyclic birds, I am wondering if you 
have as yet put your thoughts in writing, If so, @ copy would 
be appreciated, 

I am not thoroughly in accord with your remark 
concerning our being able to duplicate the éfforts of the Scotch. 
For years they have been engaged in the manufacture of most 
delightful and refreshing beverages, the quality of which we 
have never been able to equal, 

With kindest regards, I am 

Yours very Wal] 

Chew, “ i 

oy pt : 
L v 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION |
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May 21, 1922, 

Tot Maj, Iele?.Waller,Jr., Director of Conservation, : : . 
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WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

May ©1, 1951, 
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q ; May 25, 1931 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
1735 Carruthers Avemme 

; Memphis, Tennessee 

Dear Henrys 

: i I am extremely please! with the favorable outlook which 
results from your efforts in connection with the Kangas prairie 
chicken investigation. To stir up that mech interest in these 
hard times is extrenely cratifying. 

Whenever this thing reaches the proper stage, you have only 
to eall on me for any hélp which I may be able to give. It occurs 
to me that whenever the financial set-up approaches any real 
assurance, you and I might go out there together and cet Grange 
to go with us if at all possible. : 

Wisconsin is not pushing their prairie chicken investigation 
very hard, ani I an in hopes that Kansas can seize the lead in this 
important activity. -lfy om views as to the practicability of man- 
aging eyelic birds have uniergone a complete chance in the last year. 

; The Scotch are absolutely mecessful regardless of the cycles, and 
we can do the same thing. 

With best regaris, — 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Copies to Messra. Waller 
Grange
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E.l.pu Pont pe Nemours & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION Nov, 6, 1930, 

HENRY P. DAVIS 
1735 CARRUTHERS AVE 

MEMPHIS, TENN. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
Chemistry Bldg,, 
Madison, Wis, 

My dear Aldo:- 

: Enelosed please find copies of two letters to Maj, 
' Watter, which are self-explanatory, 

I would appreciate it if you will write immediately 

to Alva Clapp, state game warden, Pratt, Kan,, outlining ; 

what you think could be accomplished by a prairie chicken 

investigation, what other research projects ere doing, and 

giving him complete data concerning such a project, Also 

please tell him whether or not the Institute is in position 

+o contribute to such work, Clapp will make a big effort 

to sell the idea to his commissioners, and wants a written 
proppectus to lay before them, Thgy meet Nov, 21, 

When you make your survey of Kansas, I would suggest 

that you see George A, Clark, Topeka, and Tom A, McNeal, 

editor Kansas Farmer, Mail and Breeze, Topeka, two old- 

timers who can probably give you a lot of information, I 

can give you other contacts when you are ready, 

Will see you at the Game Conference, 

Si ry 

ae 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION



Nov, 6, 1920 

ToMAT, L.W.T.WALLER,IR., DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION, 

From: Henry P, Dovis, 

Subject: STATUS KANSAS PRAIRIE CHICKEN INVESTIGATION PRoguCT, 

I heve now gotten the forces necessery for the estab- 
lishment of a prairie chieken investigation in Kenses work- 
ing together and have aroused sufficient interest, I believe, 
to carry the project through to a successful culmination, 

@ reuchors near Yates Center, Ken,, over whose grounds 
the wiaeGontinent prairie chiclen field triels ere run cach 
year, are intensely interested in securing the Pa vy and have 

: offered their full cooperation ond the use of this ores 
which is probably the bent in the state for this purposé, 

Alva Clapp, stete game warden, Pratt, Xen,, hae a. a 
to a the matter before his boord of eonnissioners ot 
their next meeting lete this month, He will recommend ite 
adoption and believes that they will accept it, However, he 
States that he 1s cugte confident thet he could secure its 
ae rege af the titute would a to contribute 
i, or even $500 per yeor to the ee your project, I 

am sending a copy of this letter to Leopold, ae him to 
write Clapp at once, ae the various rese projects 
under way over the country explaining the plan, ite 
Denefits, ete,Glepp has asked for this in order to have the 
plen in writing for presentation to his board, 

Dr, R. K, Nebours, heed of the department of zool 
Kensas Aericultural sagt 0, Menhatten, Ken,, is oastoul. 4 
to see such a proj gtarted, Bo hae 'cqvesd te pisk te 
final selection severel possible fellows for this work, 

He has in mind now two young instrvetore end five or six 
Gemete ascistents in the zoological a end bee 

deves thet out of this group he can find a man who would 
prove seticfectory.Dr, Nebours will ast as pupervisor, 

L, B, Coll, dircetor of the experiment station, ot 
the college, is also quite interested and will lend his 
eooperstion,



#2, 

‘Several years e Dr, Jewell, with the colle, cone 

Sertotee tte enniennas ne ee ete cart tes e 8 e not re: sa ectorily, 
but friend rolobio detween the Co'lege and the Ripertanns Nore setotenat™ 

C stetes that squere-teail chickens are seattered — 
fairies all over the stote, even in the eastern’ pertion, 
In some sections they are showing a little increase, 

During the % ceveral years, the depertment has preet- > 
ideally concentrared ite efrorts on the establishment 7s. 
series of — ond state lekes, ereeeoeg ware more in this 
direotion for fish and geome, Im 1 5,000 quail were 
released; in 1929 3,000 more were imported and released,. 

Siepp believes thet the pinged pheasant will ‘thrive 
Sufficiently in Kanses to meke it a yeluable contribution 
to the hunters' bag, He says they are arene well in Toe 
coun Three thousend os geen were planted during 19 
ona 8,700 in 1930, 26, ogee were distributed lest year 
and fap plensa to place 30, pheasant ecgs this yeer, 

Hungariens ao not seem to do well im Kansas, One 
hundred and three pair were imported and released in various 
sections, with preetically no results, ee were 

. made in bourbon at te pert of the state); Butler 
county, the Flint hn section, om an 16,000 sere ranch; 
Ft, Hayes Agricul 1 Experiment station in the northwest- 
ern section of the state, clevetion practical'y 3,000 fect, 
hatched one re then Alearnenredy Meade County, near 
Protection, - the send hil ond sace brash seution, no 
results, i 

The politice] situation in Kenses may affect our 
chicken investigation plans, The gubernatorial race has 
reculted in pragtically a decd heat, with the absentee , 
ballots orn the deciding factor and yet to be counted, 
wit = not or cremres are ei apy and hey Piet ard 

be names Seraelites “ae ws - > wash geoney



. PBs 

Unofficial returns to date give Harry Woodr (Den, ) & deed of outy 86 Votes over Freak Rauske (Rep, ) Tf neucke is elected, Clapp will im all geohalen ity remain ond M, B. Gourley of Topeka, viospresident of the HiaeContinent fici@ 
trial assn,, will eer be nt ye to the geme and 
fish commission, the event % bn reba | does not care 
to agers the seegee mam will be appointed, as Gourley 
and R, I, Hell of Topeka, both close friends of mine, are 
powerful ey and they’are both intensely interested 

the eken investigation, Hell's brother-in-low managed Houcke's end will heve much to say concerning appointments ided, of course, Haucke comes At prosent the {ow makes the governot chairman of the Gone, 
vestry and Fish Commission, Efforts are being made by 

the BeVelede of Kensas to take the department out of ye 
ities considernble publicity is being given the pian, 

Gla p will probably be o% the Game Conference ond 
Leopold and I oan go into the metter more fully with him 
there, 

Kk PBXs ; oA



ya Copies to Messrs. Davis 

ag Olin i 

Grange — , 
King 

Sov. 11,1930 . 

Mv. Alva Clapp | 
State Gane Yarden : | 
Pratt, Kansas 

Bear Mr. Clapp? 

Henry Devie hae aged me to write you what, in ay opinion, | 
eould be acnomplished by a prairie ehicien investigation in Kansast 
also what other game research projects in other states are ottemting 
to acoomlish. 

I could write teo pretty good-sized volumes tn filling Benry's- 
orier. I imow, however, thet you do not want me to do thet even if I 
had tine. Our best bet fe te talk the thing over at the Gane Conference. 
Meamifle I will attempt only a very brief an! incomlete outline of uy 
thoughte. {I will make this outline as if I were contuecting the investi« | 
gations 

the first thing I would do would be to gather as complete a 
history as possible of the ups ani downs of Fansac chiciens. I would 
then cnapare this history with wonther recorts, shooting recoria, disease | 
recoris, recoris of agriemtural developments, tnelwitng cover chancoa, 
ant anything elee thet might yield a clue as to the gyjgg of the upsiand 

4a a practical man, you may think #¢ foolish to spent tine ond 
money on spilled milk. It haspens, hovever, that tn these species aib+ 
ject to eycles it ts the qrickest my to determine causes. This histor- 
foal metho? may not absolutely prove whet fe the cousa, Imt it will olin 
inate a lot of possible eauses,an’ it will bot] the problem down to tro 
or three thince. | 

Hew Gomes the secon! move, the deliberate mantoulation of the 
indisated causes on a definite tract of lant to ace whet effects are 
produced. Suppose, for instance, that the historical stwly should shew 
that the chickens have declined in proportion to the axcunt of a certain 
kind of cover reasining. ‘the secon! move would then consist tn talcing 
& piece of lant ant deliberately increasing thie kin? of cover ant find- 
ing out thether we cet a reqonse in chicirens. 

“hile these two first moves ara going on, the investiention 
ahould also make a contimous study of food, cover, prolators, diseases,



mechanieal accidents, ani other sources of mortality. This, too, is 

merely another process of elimination, trying to cet dow to the thing . 

that detersines the chicken crop. 

‘Nobody can predict in advance in just what direction the 
investigation would ultimately have to go. It 49 = ease of feck your 

waye 

This may not sound very convincing, but If you will cive ae 
another chance when I see you personally, I aa eure we oan have a meet- 

ing of minis. 

Henry Davis suggests the matter of the Institute making at 

least a asall contribution te the proposed prairie chicten study. If 
we had any money available, I would consider this very seriously. As 
4t fa, however, all of our available research money is allotted and 
there is no present prospects. 

Way don't you see John 6. Huntington while you are in lew York 

end fini oat shether the newly organized Enasp Fountation, which is to 
be finanged on a lance sesle, can sive your project a 112%? 

Youresineerely, 

; ALDO tROPOLD 
Tn Charge, Came Survey



POND eae ule 
E.l.DU PONT DE NEMourRS & COMPANY ow 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT December 19 > 1929. 

WILMINGTON. DELAWARE 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, i § 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Leopold: 

Just returned from a very interesting 
and instructive shooting trip in the Mississippi Valley 
with Nash Buckingham and in which Mr. duPont and Mr. Dodge 
accompanied us, to find your letter of December 10th asking 
for the acreage of the Saline Game Preserve. 

You will find this notation on the bottom 
of the sheet covering years 1924, 1925 and 1926, a total 
acreage of about 20,000; approximately 1,100 devoted to the 
Club and 18,600 under shooting lease. 

Most sincerely yours, 

Aya QIN 

w/P L.W.T.WALLER,JR,--ASSISTANT DIRECTOR



‘ 7 File Kansas : 

Extract from a letter from Major Waller, October 7, 1929 

I am in receipt of two letters from Henry Davis 

dated October lst, in one of which he goes into some length : 
in explaining the field trial grounds at Yates Center, Kansas; 
this is the Mid-Continental Field Trial Association. 

Davis states that he was present at a running on 
these grounds on chickens, and’ that points on quail were dis- 
regarded. I will quote one paragraph from this letter which j 
seems to be extremely interesting. "While the trials were run 
on chickens and but little valpe attached to a point on quail, 

it was a revelation to me to see a,number of covies of quail 
ranging along side of covies of chicken and while none were 

pa flushed, at the same time, several covies of each were found not 
over 200 yards apart and on the oven prairie probably a mile 
away from any considerable amount of cover." :



421 Chemistry Building 

April 17, 1929 

Prof. Robert K. Nabours : 
Kansas State Agricultural College 
Manhattan, Kansas 

Dear Professor Nabours: 

Is there any fixed date by which Mr. Moore aust make 
. up his mind about the Biological Survey job which has been offered 4 

him? It now looks possible for me to get out your way in May or 

Jane, although I am not sure of it yet. 

I can understand, of course, how an imuediate job might 
be very attractive to a student, but if Mr. Moore has the research 
ability which you think he has it seems too bad for him not to get 
all the éduection possible, porticularly education in applied 
science, such ac is involved under the Institute fellowships. 
There are lote of biclogists in the country, so that that field is 
more or less competitive, but there are only one or two wen of the 

type of H. 1. Stoddard and their services are going to be enormously 
in demand, unlees I miss my guess. It is to create some new Stod~ 

dards that we have principally in view in offering the fellowships, =, 

Let me know about Moore's dates. a 

Very sincerely yours, \ x 

ALDO LisyvoLD, i 

In Charge, Geme Survey. \ 

i |
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KANSAS STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE i 4 yt 
i MANHATTAN, KANSAS 

) DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY KX Ai Past 

March 29, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was very much pleased to learn of your favor- 
able impression of our situation here, gained through 

your talk with Dr. Hisaw. 

} Just a slight cloud has come up over the horizon 

with respect to the matter, dGue to Mr. Moore's having 

been offered a state leadership by the United States 

Biological Survey from which he is now on leave in order 
to study. This means a promotion for Mr. Moore, but he 
is having a hard time trying to decide whether to take : 
this state leadership or continue with his studies. 

As I wrote you some time ago, my hope in the pro- 

ject lay to a considerable extent in the prospect of 
having Mr. Moore look after it. I have had so much ex- 
perience starting students out on projects, and if one 
does well then having to start another or sometimes two 
or three before getting the work under way again after 

this fivst efficient one leaves. 

However, we shall look forward to your coming to 

investigate the situation. I hope that Mr. Moore will 
decide to go on with his work, as I think it will be 
best for him to continue his studies. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ao / 

CL o Ca VI2 
REN; LL Robert K. Nabours. 
275%



} A File copy. a 

42k Chemistry Building 

March 13, 1929. 

Prof. Robert K. Nabours, 
Agricultural College, 
Manhatten, Kansas. 

Dear Prof. Nabours: 

T accordance with your suggestion, I had a very interesting 
talk yesterday with Dr. 7. %. Hisaw. He clarified very mach my idea 
of the facilities available at Manhattan and made me anxious to push 
our negotiations further. I was particularly interested in his 
opinion that there is a large amount of broken land suitable for quail 
management in the state. 

T can not yet set « date for a visit by either Mr. Stoddard 
or myself but you may be assured that we will get there as soon as we 
can. ; 

Tours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

Copies to Mr. Olin & Mr, Stoddard. 

?.S. Drs Hisaw gives an exceptionally high rating to the whole lay- 
out at Manhattan both for scientific omer: cect ol 
departments, and interest in game. In tion we are assured of rather 
extra good cooperation oh the part of the Game Department on account of 
Mr. Clapps personal interest. It looks like a good bet. 

beh



KANSAS STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
MANHATTAN, KANSAS 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

February 20, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It has just occurred to me that Dr. F. L. Hisaw 

of the Department of Zoology, University of Wisconsin, 

was lately a member of our staff. He knows the situa- 

tion here very well, and I think you might be interested 

in talking with him about our situation in general. 

Very truly yours, 

151.



KANSAS STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE oe ‘Se 
MANHATTAN, KANSAS V 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

January 29, 1929. A wrt 

ae 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Mr. Roy E. Moore is here where he has been stationed 

for several years. However, I hope you will look up his 

record in the Bureau of Biological Survey. I know that Dr. 

W. B. Bell has him in mind, and could give his personal 

opinion of him, 

Mr. Moore is planning to resume college work here 

this week. It is my understanding that he has secured 

leave of absence from the Survey. 

I hope it will be convenient for you to visit us, 

meet Mr. Moore, and investigate the situation here at 

some not far distant time. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Joh cticbondinn— 
REW:LL Robert K. Nabours. 
129.



KANSAS STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE ' 
MANHATTAN, KANSAS 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

January 12, 1929. G 

(i t \ i yi? 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ' ee 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

My answer to your letter of December 27 has been delayed 

due to a week's absence from town and then another week of the : 

flu. The prospectus you sent presents a very interesting 

project, and I am sure we would like to undertake it, and for 

which we have excellent environment and facilities. 

For several years the Forestry, Fish and Game Department 

of the State, of which Mr. Alva Clapp is now warden, has been 

undertaking to reintroduce or restock the state with queil, and 

the College has cooperated in every way possible. Just. last 

year several thousand quail were imported from Mexico at con- 

siderable cost for distribution throughout the state. 

We have a young man, who for the past several years has 

been in the employ of the Biological Survey with the Extension 

Division and the Department of Zoology here in rodent control 

work. He has impressed us as being of the finest integrity, 

and he is aggressive and persistent. Unfortunately, he did 

not get to finish his college education, and is now contemplat- 

ing getting full leave of absence from the Biological Survey 

| (they do not permit part time off for study) in order to finish 

his studies, and possibly to do some graduate work. This man, 

we | Mr. Roy E. Moore, has a splendid record here, and I think also 

: yw | with the Biological Survey. Dr. Bell and others in the Biological 

ou a4 | Survey know him well. Although I have not as yet taken up this 

we matter with Mr. Moore in any detail, it has occurred to me that 

Yow he would be the very man for the undertaking. 

Our ranchmen and farmers in the neighborhood of Manhattan 

are very favorably disposed towards the College in all matters, 

and some of them from time to time have asked us about matters 

of this kind, and have offered to cooperate in any way possible. 

I do not think there would be any trouble in finding the demon- , 

stration area that would be desirable. It would be a matter of 

selecting the most favorable place. 

I hope you will keep us in mind, and that you will arrange 

for a visit at some early convenient time. 

Very,gordially youys, a 

RKN- DL Robert“. Nabours. ;



Tonnary 23, 1929. 

Mr. Robert K. Uabours, 
Professor of tology, ‘ 
Keneas Stato Agricultural College, 
Menhattan, Xaneas. 

Deer Prof, Nabours: 

I have your letter of Jenuary 12 aga am glad to mow 
of your interest in the Gane Pollowships. 

Sete ites ctanee tar comune te oak it is sy 

suis misth be eonaay Seekemnana Wa’ te cath ae Sosenalaen quail would be vastly st by the work on restoration 
of ceverte which would be developed uncer a Yellowship. 

am glo te bane sboat Ray 3. Neovo oe 0 pesethte 
eanddidate for Fellowship. I» ho now in Yeshington, D. ¢.? 
Tf sa, I will Zook him up there about February 3, 

Yours sincerely, 

Algo IoPoLD, 
I Charge, Gene Survey. 

File Copy. Copies cout Olin, Dodge, W aller and. Dill. 
Also copies of original letter sent.
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421 Chemistry Bldg. 

Dec. 27, 1928 

Dr. Robert EK. Nabours, 
Kansas St. Agric. College, 

Manhattan, Kansas. 

Dear Dr. Nabours: 

: T enclose herewith a Prospectus of the proposed quail 

fellowships, which I think are what Mr. Clapp had in mind. 

In connection with this Prospectus, it might also be 

well to read the reports of the Georgia Quail Investigation obtainable 

from the U. S. Biological Survey. _ 

If your department is interested in this kind of work, 

either on quai) or some other local species, I would be glad to dis- 

cuss the matter with you when I have an opportunity of calling at 

Menhattan, although I cannot promise any particular date. 

Yours very truly, ; 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
: in Charge, Game Survey. 

Ene.: 
Prospectus. 

(COPY SENT TO MR. ALVA CLAPP, ST. GAME & FISH WARDEN, 
TOPEKA, KANSAS.) 

|
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ih KANSAS STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
MANHATTAN, KANSAS 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

December 12, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Mr. Alva Clapp, State Fish and Game Warden, 

has informed me that you are by Gienae of a project 

which looks into the establishment of experimental 

farms relating to game propagation and conservation. 

Mr. Clapp was not able to give me very definite 

details of your plans, and suggested that I write to 

you directly. I would be very much pleased to know 

your plans, and if possible to have a member, or 

members, of our department cooperate in your under- 

ayn ye taking. 

qu 
Very sincerely yours, 

on ere —



Novenber 22, 1934 

Memo for Wing: — 

Dan Ramsey, State Quail Farm, Pittsburgh, Kansag, tells me 

prairie chickens at the Yates Centre field trial grounds in Kansas 

were low in 1934, 1 gather that there would be a decrease as compared 

with 1933. Mr. Ramsey 1s mch interested in both chickens and the 

cycle and can supply further information on request, 

Aske 

m..-
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KANSAS STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

We recently carried a notation of the formation of a Wild Life Committee 

of the State Chamber of Commerce of California. Now comes the information that 
the State Chamber of Commerce of Kansas is interested in conservation, fores— 

tation and recreation; devoting several pages to this subject in a booklet on 
"Program for State Development" in Kansas, from which the following extracts 

are quoted: 

"In line with the basic policy of the State Chamber of Com- 

merce, which we understand to be that of giving aid, where practi- 

cal, to all existing agencies which are working for the upbuilding 
of the State rather than setting-up any new or over-lapping organ- 

ization, this committee recommends that a start be made towards the 
development of hunting, fishing, camping and similar out-doors at- 

tractions by lending all possible aid to the Fish and Game Commis-— 
sion. This will be a small beginning of what should ultimately be 

a comprehensive plan of conservation work by the State Chamber of 

Commerce and the State itself, 
We believe that anyone who has given the subject a thought 

: will agree that no State Development Program worthy of the name 

could be written without including in it a Conservation project. 
It deals with a subject for which public appreciation is growing 

rapidly. It deals with the fundamental economics of right usage 
of that which nature has given us. We therefore earnestly recom 

mend that it be undertaken along the lines outlined."
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PR AIC Kal RACKING ON EG PI_LY LT) LF] UU WH V] ZS lr DA HZ As L yj d br yy 
LL) &PLi QZ Zk ElQe J | Q7 df Zi J WZ AY Li \J Ji4 2 2 SO 29 Jl 

eI I ES BVES EEA Z§ ZELOP Zh oo DY HUANG KTFo ll \ S ww 

T IS popular = The journals of 
Hee 2 oe : ot 3 the Lewis and 
refer to early  . Se ~~ : oy, ee : Clark Expedition 

America as a oo oe : AS : Co eee / : dwell at some 
“hunters’ para- — . _- | : -— =. / im- 

dise.”’ Fite. fF ‘ 7 & ee ay —  . : . ae tonnes 
tradictory as it ee : | | : : : Bey ous gathering of 
may seem, there — {7 | af ! i 1 — Uhl izzli 

is a widespread eek oo. oa ee : - ree ee Le a 

tendency, even pe: pei |Rashemg lage - oo S7ies ~ ma Aa he eee 8 eo = = souri to feed upon 

so refer to it, to ee BR od ee te eg ee drowned buffaloes 
oe a ee ti = —— Lo SR OU fe 

brand\as Gleuers eae ee ie ea el Several of their ations the chroni- - oe ek. ae Lae oO a ‘ ‘ta, Fe 5 party had narrow 
cles left behind by 4 ee 3 —— Gra fot ee i ri} ae ti ce escapes from the 

earlier generations eho RA eek ar Re ‘ Wiss y on ee Ce bears. Pattie’s 
describing the vast : [fe Pi 9 ry he ss ‘ fig i} \¢ = a ‘fo ee party was not so 
hordes of game. a ee re a ye | ig . Geto“ -——= Py ee fortunate. One 
Yet the weighing ee ie Y eg : ee i oe cs member was 
of the evidence ee. ; Aa _ fe ee ee Zo). ey charged and killed 
points to the in- Fe mS i ee A % yl ee by a grizzly. 
evitable conclu- oS ; ee if Reo \ eee 
sion that, far from ems at " -_ Bear Facts 
being greatly ex- a bee s 4 . 
aggerated, those Se Foie ' : ae a ™% : QIMILARLY, a 
early accounts of phe S ‘ ce 4 Bees re i catastrophe 
eyewitnesses pre- ee yw Caer” nae 4 pA : occurred within 
sent accurate pic- EAE TORS yy % ; ae . oe Bo wee F the ranks of an- 
tures of America — hs -~ f MP _—__ a a 4 C “ss ees other party that 
as the greatest ee # Bs od es : ee o . Se ang al hee Le invaded the gen- 
huntinggroundon eS eae. = Lee. ee =. - , d aN s a eral region of Pat- 
oo first Rc ees = “ - eS Oo a Sh : Se tie’s flock of bears 

e white man set SSR eee ae pe Ee ae | a i CE Oe from a different : os eee ee a gag eee be F as ‘eren 
foot upon it. y s a ny as " Be AR direction at about 

To declare to- FROM FRANK LESLIE'S ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER, JUNE a, 1871 - the same time. 
ies s 0 Kanes The Far West. Shooting Buffalo on the Line of the Kansas:Pacific Railroad One of the party, 
unter that his Jacob Fowler, 

state was once the habitat of the grizzly would be toinvite in a life of such incredible adventure as that led by kept a journal, later edited by Coues. The party came up 
incredulity. To assert that an early adventurer oncecounted Pattie, grizzlies were of minor importance. He accounted the Arkansas River, and when just beyond the western 
220 grizzlies in one day in Western Kansas would assure for their amazing numbers in that vicinity by the fact that boundary of the present state of Kansas, near the present 
one’ 's being placed under observation as an eligible candidate they were feeding on the carcasses of dead buffaloes; also site of Las Animas, Colorado, one of its members was 
for the incurable ward. that they were killing such animals as ventured within charged and killed by a grizzly bear. 

It does seem somewhat incredible tous of today. Yetin rushing distance. Many other early travelers commented That region was the known habitat of large numbers of 
ee 8 bine ae Narrative, an account of Pattie, his upon this trait of the grizzly. grizzlies. Considering scores of early accounts of grizzlies 

‘ather and other members of the fur : E congregating to feed upon buffalo car- 
brigade that crossed through North- casses, coupled with the scrupulous ac- 
western Kansas in 1822, Pattie cites such : curacy of the checkable portions of the 
an occurrence during a day’s march near ¥ : oe narrative, the similar occurrence in the 
the head of the Smoky Hill River. ; Be : : ranks of Fowler’s party, there seems no 

: | = a reason to doubt that Pattie at least saw 
Trapper and Historian i — 3 a sizable swarm of bears on that occa- 

\ sion. 
FTER numerous adventures in New : f a  . For many years it has been a hobb: 

ix Mexico and other parts of the South- : if . i eee Seg of mine to collect the chronicles left be- 
west, Pattie trapped down the Gila River : : 1 hed is hind by American adventurers and ex- 

in Arizona to its confluence with the > ee ji Ul Z es A plorers on our frontiers of a hundred 
Colorado; then down that stream to its * / ile Pe | ‘ le ? £, 4 years and more ago. It is a fascinating 
mouth. It was his second or third at- : s - : \ 2 4 se Js Pe 2 rie Ses pursuit to wander back over early trails 
tempt. On each former occasion he had _. _- ot | ee Lf eg | tif through those pages to rediscover an 
been one of the few survivors that had a eeel 0 ee ee a ere. America that remains forgott: - ees ince Moise rug idttecced x ob | aS Bi ate Re eesti? Ue 
turned back. i ete, one ee os ip We fe. 2 if ig af * heard of by present generations. Among 

On this final trip, with six surviving ‘4 ee + .e ee a phe a. yy. o fs ey 3) ar ots Sa ye. other points of interest, all early chroni- 

oa s cone fms ie oti ae = Lee oY AS A iia Ft Fay BE eee clers of the frontiers picture an abun- 

crema f be inpecead tos «| Alli a, fete a MAP | reat of comprehension when compared aera g ‘ eT tne 2 Sg ee a Fog Ap) OARS ' ; Spaniards in San Diego. et ee sat ee n ry be jd oe with our present conception of plenty. 
The historian Thwaites later edited / oe eT Tc NG RUS aren -- th. A e ee Strangely enough, observers of more than 

and checked Pattie’s original book. The ,—mlmUm™té—=<“<‘“ eC, | own si > . 6 ip wo) i . a hundred years ago, while writing of 
characters, Spanish, English and Amer- ite | <3 a \ i a3 hp ‘ Lt nt | RB \eS) ee > game conditions which seem to us in- 
ican, of whom Pattie made mention, the pee ge th Tle ea 2 eae NS lel credible exaggerations, nevertheless 
incidents which he related, all were Ce eee Te io NY rg commented scathingly or sorrowfully 
Checked by Thwattes tomo maldecie a —— ee Ee upon the fact that wanton slaughter had 
ments relating to Pattie’s imprisonment, % re ocean ee an ge =|, _ left butaremnant of former abundance; 
Spanish army and official archives, the — ni ee ea ee ee a trait, incidentally, that has persisted 
accounts left behind by others who met hoa ee a ee ae nl =< > through all such writings down to the 
Pattie, and so on. All checkable portions arr _ Ss See = se a ce — -- - present day. 

of the work are amazingly accurate. _ — eee es -S —s 5S oe es The most popular gauges by which 
Why, then, should we doubt him in hae: pao e ee ® re og 3 past abundance is contrasted to present hears or ticular of the apparen fly too ee ae aga — — - peer: of course, are the triple classics 
numerous grizzlies? On no other poin a Pe a of destruction—the extermination of 
does Pattie seem to exaggerate in the soto, exatbull enon ata: : the beaver by the trappers throughout 
slightest, Also, it must be recalled that The Lewis and Clark Expedition (Continued on Page 48)
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(Continued from Page 46) ————— aiaiania — eas they had roamed in untold mil- almost the entire continent, the ee rrr——“‘i<i‘“( aw lLhmhLUmUmh6mmh—©6—™——h6m—mhm™h—hm | lions. Only the bleaching bones, slaughter of the last buffalo | ee er, r——™~ the pockmarks of buffalo wal- herds by the hide hunters al- Po _ , a Se ee a lows and the.deep-rutted trails most half a century later, and fe _ — a . -_ See — . gave evidence of their former the subsequent extermination a eee oo Fr existence. He declared that the -pi tsi -~ ee S bein termi- 
of the passenger-pigeon hordes Pe a _. : 2 oe : buffaloes were ig ex! by market gunners and squab a or Cio . ©| . nated with incredible rapidity, hunters. All have been so widel: we a Se ee CrCl and predicted that the Sweet- 3 » a oe Ce Sr u heralded as to call for no com- _ 9 ae. i 2 : a me water country would know them ment here save by way of a brief SO SE ee ya SS lr le ~~ no more. And even at the time reference to illustrate our point. ee ry ee a ho - ae ak ce of Gregg’s first trip across the That widespread tendency to | MMI ee ee oa plains in 1831, other writers brand as exaggeration all early ig “4 oe om oe A " . ee “Ge ee : were bewailing the fact that the accounts of game abundance is e c. : “i tinal 4 Zo ote buffalo was extinct east of the leveled largely upon the written eel 0) Z v3 oo Se re : Mississippi River. By 1790 it estimates of eyewitnesses as to . ee M e oN - a \ fed . F was observed that the great buf- the numbers of buffaloes and a Cae - Ege : os Le jj — falo herds of the Kentucky pigeons remaining in the 70’s, /— oe ee o> (Ae ea im region had disappeared. A dec- during the height of the hide- ) a a ea, » _ = Ss cS ~~ ae ade later, in 1800, Alexander hunting and pigeon-gunning es eee er « oe er ee ie Henry, one of the partners in campaigns. All that occurred at. Gas 4 eA NA ee sae \ on . : the Northwest Company, jotted a relatively late date, yet ob- Tt QA gi a 2 down in hhis journal daily ac- servers of that day, writing the iy. PT ee aS 4 Pe ee 2 : counts of tremendous slaughter accounts now deemed exaggera- eee ee... _ a : among thebuffaloherdsin North tions, were unanimous in declar- i, De. So a — = =< } me ee . = = ] a oa Dakota and Southern Canada ing that the buffalo and pigeons le ee r——C—sésCOWCOCO by members of his fur brigade; 
that remained were but pitiful —— =. ee Fe 8 eo oe the tongues being taken from remnants of former vast hosts. we Se ee some, others being left to rot 

— 2 eS ee—ee— _ = = S| «Native Cattfornians Whatever the actual number ee ee Lassoing a Bear of buffaloes killed in that last = ee lr . decade of slaughter, the over- SS = °°} 2 =— SC ...UhUhmLUmUmUmrmCmC—COC—O helmi f testimony of still earlier days leaves no 
ee Se | os - i = room for doubt that the hide hunting accounted merely for 2 ee the last remnants of a once vast throng. 

Pe ae te Organized Slaughter in the Old Days 

poe secur eet By a Se = accounted merely for the last remaining flocks, the num- Se eee =a GN ve (Ae rl creer ba ome bers of which, in a still earlier day, had staggered the a ee sete, it er SNL | = | po ee imagination of observers. ; Ree, Bre ee hele (eat [gees fe uu Ps ee The wild trappers returning from the wilderness with =. see = ee cae pice es be C7 Rate >2 ry p Bam es 3 + a ae a Ne “a fortunes in furs stowed in flotillas of boats or transported -S epee ee me re nS Pre | Sad aw og A rl oF" ee f oe by pack train, the herds of buffaloes that “blackened the a , 5 (3S pe a 1 . YU aes le prairies” as the pigeon migrations “darkened the sun,” all —— y we Yl eT Te AY Ve a Br a were spectacular and gripped the imagination of the be- a ae Se IGS aaa Te) ay a ee oe Bee eos ind! 7 | PIG iy es ie ‘ Coe a Be a holder. 4 5 ae i : ee fens. € ee ne | eras i eee Beaver trapping, hide hunting and pigeon gunning nae oo alg be i) & OTT Magee ! De ae Oa i, |, apap each in its way was an organized industry that provided a - : . i Se ed ms 2 Poo ee - Sas TNT MAY ey. oy livelihood for hosts of individuals. For those and other ; BE CaS UY race men Ae eG Oey reasons, more eyewitness accounts, more data and more Lee to ee a ae A : WS _ Ce statistical records were left behind relating to the beaver, “Dare qi be a pe) a on i 7h = i the buffalo and the pigeon than those pertaining to all f=. pee ul. Xe Ory LEP NL OR, ie, other species of wild life combined. ee eee fOr, ON LY oe hey, My on i : = OF NW OG Sg A oe ae —_— (Continued on Page 179) oe oe Se Se GS BD xy tee See 

A Lively Scene on an American Prairie. : 
A Buffalo Hunt by Steam oe 

The number of buffaloes slain during the last . : ) al ba : decade of hide hunting is variously estimated at ; tag ) mes. D8 — from 5,000,000 to 12,000,000. No doubt the actual NY) omy, Ais oe figures are somewhere between those two extremes. - Y a S Abe Oe; Ce - Y ; Yet competent observers of that day believed that, ~ % As a aete Es ay . when the widely heralded era of hide hunting be- ec —— ng a Lea a gan, there was but one buffalo remaining for every ois a 4 ee ny ak a. : eight or ten that had graced the original American eee ss | iy ue ye Mh = S.. . herds. ee oS Be see aN al posh ee 

The Disappearance of the Buffaloes S 4 { yl : : ’ if | a, : o - / «ae Ls AS oe ies, 
AS EARLY as 1819-20 members of the Long Ex- noe | bn 4 aN GS epee, | MGI G Be Soe ii pedition to the Rockies observed the fact that ane A | ‘ Q. . cay SS a. fee) Ee ee the buffaloes were far more afraid of whites than TAN ait CE ar : 4 oP | Ae aN } Ls | ge ote of Indians, and ascribed it to the fact that whites | {Mauls Bacay NG an a ’ a eg ee always killed ruthlessly and wantonly. There was By ae Ese: Fie aN 7) a 7, a hs ity ae eae SENS an implied prophecy that the teeming game of the = ee PISSED SS om e a eo, 4 on 4 a be D it ee i Sa West would be exterminated as that of the.East al- Saget Pe a fee Sl fp Vas IS Pe ee ENS Vii hog p< me ae ready had been slaughtered almost to the vanish- LOFT eI ELIT EER os VAAN z GES OS LPM Lay ys MITT PRR a aR ne Ny ) , e SNe eae * 
in int Ac Sep ak LITE UF Mei ee tee kA BL hy ee & ht age | g pointe: | iC Vigo TEL IVT iS NN a | Ba et a — Gregg, in his Commerce of the Prairies, the A aE eel Miia FT vs 3 \ we Pe els Se, a - ; classic of the early Santa Fé trade, wherein Gregg PR a aa ee. OI NY venom ee” | LO & Fe made his first trip over the Senta Fé Trail in 1831, Seis eZ is See ean ee ee <a wrote that at a somewhat later date the buffalo was NIT BE. Za og ee hosel Lip yO ae 4 te Y oS less numerous than formerly along the trail. In A EL Sad, ON ee ae AY Ri Pye Li A er aa ee uae ie HEAR. 1860 another observer bewailed the fact that the Wit OPN UEP se) ie NS Pe pee 7 a SS < ZAG buffalo had been exterminated ‘throughout great AVS NIN ARIE OL lin |, at NORTE areas along the Sweotwater and its tributaries; == Wawa 2Pa ss a LAA aL Le “formerly a veritable hunters’ paradise” where Trading on the Plains. A Seductive Offer. The Indian in Doubt
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BACK-TRACKING ON EARLY GAME TRAILS 
(Continued from Page 48) 

If nowadays we are inclined to brand as Townsend commented casually upon the _ other writers of round 1890. It seems even great turkey roost in a timbered creek bot- 

exaggerations those triple classics of slaugh- great numbers of deer, turkey, prairie hens more preposterous to us that while game tom. In one night, using double-barreled, 

ter at relatively late dates, and upon which and other game on all sides as the walk was so abundant that a kill of “200 plovers muzzle-loading guns, they killed 114 tur- 

so much evidence is available, how are we progressed. Black-bellied plovers he fourid a day, 1000 in a week” could still be made keys and hauled the meat home. 

to view still earlier accounts of the over- in such numbers that frequently several by market gunners, both Hough and Lef- In his manuscript in the Kansas State 

whelming abundance of less spectacular acres of prairie would be covered and one __fingwell should consider the country almost Historical Society, George Brown tells of a 

species of American game birds and ani- or two shots fired into them provided food gameless as compared with past abundance. turkey hunt of far greater magnitude in 

mals? for all hands. Yet it is evident that they and many of that general locality in the spring of 1869. 

For example, if the average sportsman Near the little village of Columbia, Mis- their contemporaries did so consider it. When returning with Custer’s and Sheri- 

of today has so much as heard of the Caro- _ souri, thirty men engaged in a squirrel hunt, Also it is certain that their views were justi- dan’s forces after the campaign against the 

lina parrakeet, he thinks of it vaguely as and between sunrise and sunset 1200 squir- _ fied. hostiles on the Washita, great droves of 

a shy, rare bird of dense Southeastern for- _rels were brought to bag. Townsend wrote Leffingwell wrote of a pigeon-nesting turkeys were encountered on the North 

ests, hunted down to extinction for its that despite the persistent, year-long ground in 1878 that was from three to ten Fork of the Canadian. Sheridan permitted 

gaudy plumage. Far from it. Though slaughter, the squirrels did not seem to di- miles wide and forty miles long, with from the men of the command to engage in a 

never so numerous as the pigeon, it did minish in numbers; that, as the two nat- five to fifty nests in every tree, where hun- general turkey hunt. Brown estimated 

exist in vast numbers. It was the opposite uralists moved on, it seemed that “there dreds of gunners and squab hunters were that at least 5000 turkeys were slaughtered 

of shy—so tame that parrakeets could be was a squirrel for every tree.” getting in their deadly work. Yet, at the in the course of the hunt, most of them left 

killed with stones and clubs. From the day time of his writing in 1890, the pigeon was to rot where they fell; and that at a date 

of the earliest settlers in America it was Huge Bags of the 90's no more and the parrakeet was extinct. He when the turkey had largely disappeared in 

hunted ruthlessly as a game bird and for wrote that the swan wasso nearly gone that the East. 

feathers. In view of its habits, it is a mys- For those who consider such casual fig- it was only by a fortunate chance that a To revert again to our larger game ani- 

tery how the parrakeet escaped extinction ures so incredible as to be stamped as exag- hunter could expect to secure a shot at one. mals, one is apt to think of the buffalo as 

during the first century of white settle-. geration, it might be well to peruse the Goss, the famous Kansas naturalist, already outnumbering all other species combined. 

ment in America. literature of a still earlier day, wherein the was railing against unrestricted slaughter. The herds “blackened the prairies” as the 

‘An idea of its original abundance may be vast squirrel migrations are described. If In 1891 he wrote that the majestic white pigeon hordes ‘darkened the sun.” But it 

gathered from a few observations made by those, too, are believed to be still greater whooping crane was a very rare visitor in is highly probable that both the pronghorn 

the naturalist Townsend in 1834. Recall departures from the truth, one may fall Kansas, the heart of its former habitat. antelope and the deer actually outnum- 

that long prior to that date the buffalo had back upon yet earlier statistics. Yet Audubon had described whoopers in bered the bison. 

become extinct east of the Mississippi and Dr. E. W. Nelson ferreted out and pub- clanging hosts of many thousands in the 

that a deer was becoming cause for com- lished the fact that in 1749 a bounty was South, and Alexander Henry had written Deer Steaks for the Miners 

ment in the great hunting grounds of Ken- placed on gray squirrels in Pennsylvania casually of lakes and marshes in Canada 

tucky and Tennessee. Missouri was well and that 640,000 scalps were brought in. and the Dakotas literally covered with Many early observers on the plains testi- 
settled and the beaver had been trapped al- Also, that in 1808 a law was inforcein Ohio swans and white cranes. The buffalo had fied that while the antelope was not so 

most to the point of extermination clear to which required that every free white male been extinct east of the Mississippifor sixty spectacular, it existed in numbers equal to 

the Pacific Coast. So, in game matters, deliver 100 squirrel scalps annually. years, exterminated in the West a decade those of its heavier plains mate. From the 

1834 was relatively a late date in Missouri. Evidently, then, Townsend’s squirrel before; deer had become extinct in Ver- days of Lewis and Clark on down, traders, 

Townsend walked through that state with hunt was not out of line with fact. As to mont fifteen years before and were very trappers and travelers wrote of the vast 

his fellow naturalist, Nuttal, in that year. Townsend’s acres of plovers, more than a_ scarce throughout the entire East at the throngs of antelopes. In this connection it 

Vast swarms of game were such common- half century later, in 1890, despite two cen- time Hough, Goss and Leffingwell were must be recalled that in the deserts and 

place matters to him that he mentioned  turies of unrestricted market hunting, ploy- writing. Bears, elk, deer and turkeys were semi-arid regions of Washington, Oregon, 

them but casually. Even the beautiful ers still were incredibly abundant. In that extinct in Kansas. There werenomorekills California and parts of Idaho, Utah, Ne- 

Carolina parrakeet, fourteen inches in year Emerson Hough wrote that in Illinois of 1200 squirrels in a day’s huntin Missouri, vada, Arizona and Mexico, where the buf- 

length and with lovely, shining plumage in a bag of 100 to 150 golden or upland plovers as in Townsend’s time. falo was unknown, antelopes ranged in 

brilliant colors, seemed to him to callfor no per gun a day for a party of sportsmen was When one considers the shooting thathad millions. 

special comment. The flocks gathered not unusual; that 200 a day, 1000 a week resulted in such tremendous decreases in The case of the deer presents a similar 

round in great numbers, he related, hud- could be killed “even now” by market those species, it is apparent in the very na- picture. While nowhere so plentiful as the 

dling together in packed ranks on every hunters, if one had the heart for such ture of things that a dreadful toll must also buffalo in its great prairie range, the habi- 

limb. As the charges of shot tore through slaughter. Hough, even then beginning to have been exacted from among the swarm- tat of the deer was far larger. Some faint 

them they seemed merely curious, peering realize that American game seemed des- ing ranks of the shore birds and waterfowl. idea of the original number of deer may be 

down at their fellows flopping on theground, tined for extermination, wrote that the It isnot surprising, therefore—even though gained by a recent estimate that around 

as if wondering what it was all about. In- sportsmen should be guided by conscience they did not marvel that ‘200 plovers a 500,000 deer exist today in Pennsylvania. 

stead of scattering, it was their habit to in the matter of limiting their spring kills day, 1000 in a week” could be killed by California boasts almost as many; possibly 

close up their ranks after each shot, as if by when the hen plovers were heavy with eggs. market gunners in Illinois—that Leffing- more. The great mule-deer herds of the 

pressing closer together they would find He stated that he could kill three or four well, Goss, Hough and their contemporaries Kaibab Forest in the Arizona Strip, and the 

safety. He wrote that, in view of their dozen upland plovers any day in July considered the remaining game only a piti- teeming herds of Columbia blacktails in 

tameness and habits, the slaughter of par- within twenty miles of Chicago, but did not ful remnant as compared to a glorious past. British Columbia and Southeastern Alaska, 

rakeets was the most murderous and least care to shoot at that time of year. all aid in visualizing the past when deer were 

sportsmanlike of hunting. If, after almost It is difficult to imagine such an abun- Too Much Canvasback! similarly abundant throughout their vast 

two centuries of ruthless parrakeet hunting, dance of game in the vicinity of Chicago in range from Southeastern Alaska to South- 

they still were as numerous as naturalists the Jate 80’s and early 90’s, in view of the Leffingwell intimated a future with still ern Mexico, from the wilds of Quebec to the 

and observers of 1830-50 report, what must fact that thousands of gunners were hunt- _ lesser abundance of game, Goss predicted Everglades of Florida. A friend told me of 

have been the number of the original parra- ing plovers for the city markets. Market it, while Hough was even more explicit. He having seen forty-odd big freight wagons 

keet hordes? hunting for all varieties of game birds still cited the teeming abundance of the recent loaded to capacity with deer saddles des- 

held sway throughout the greater part of past, the unrestricted hunting of the pres- tined for the mining camps of Colorado. 

Days of Plenty in Missouri the United States and game was displayed ent, and flatly predicted an absolutely Another told me of having killed thirty-two 

in all the markets and served regularly in gameless future, and that almost immedi- mule deer in one morning in Wyoming for 

A number of years ago I read an account every restaurant and hotel. ately, unless the tendency toward wanton the market. There is a record of one na- 

of wagoners—waiting at Independence, Nevertheless, there still remained stu- slaughter was checked forthwith. He de-  tive’s having killed eighty-odd blacktails 

Missouri, as they prepared to set forth pendous numbers of wild fowl in addition manded if Americans wished their sons to for their hides in one day in Southeastern 

upon the Santa Fe Trail—shooting “par- to the shore birds. Leffingwell, a Chicago grow up in town without the possibility of Alaska. 

rots,” of which there were thousands in the sportsman, wrote of killing eighty redheads going afield with rod and gun. Right up to the end of the last century 

region. I knew, of course, that the refer- in the first hour of shooting in the morning, As one progresses backward, so to speak, _ such kills were being made wherever in the 

ence was to parrakeets. Curiosity impelled stating that he could have killed 200 as through earlier chronicles, one finds that West any game was left. It is fairly cer- 

me to delve into matters until I learned easily. the accounts depicting the abundance of tain, I believe, that originally the deer out- 

that the beautiful parrakeet, instead of be- Within my own days a market-shooting game from 1850 to 1890 pale into relative numbered the buffalo. 

ing a resident only of obscure swampy friend killed 375 canvasbacks, redheads and insignificance beside the tales of still ear- Dropping back a bit, in 1755 James Smith 

Southeastern forests, had been abundant bluebills in one morning’s shoot. Still an- lier observers. There are even records of was captured by the Indians and adopted 

summer residents of my native state of other friend on the same marsh at a later workmen in the Chesapeake region having by them, living among them for a number 

Kansas, nesting in colonies until well into date killed eighty-seven mallards with six threatened to rebel unless they were given of years. His subsequent narrative, among 

the 70’s along the wooded streams that shots of a pump gun as they rose in thou- relief from a straight diet of canvasback other items of interest, reveals the incred- 

threaded the prairies. The parrakeet has sands from a hole in the ice. A market ducks, the cheapest and most easily procur- ible abundance of game in Western Penn- 

long been extinct. gunner on the Cheyenne bottoms killed 136 able food. So much for the lordly “can.” sylvania and the country between the Ohio 

It is not surprising that Townsend and ducks with six shots from a pump. It was While on the subject of feathered game, and the Great Lakes. Deer swarmed on 

Nuttal failed to be greatly impressed by the this last affair, widely advertised, that it must be pointed out that the turkey, far every hand, as did turkeys. Buffalo, elk, 

vast flocks of parrakeets in Missouri, be- roused public sentiment to the point where from being a rare bird of isolated forests, wolves and panthers were numerous. Bears 

cause then those brilliant birds still per- market hunting was prohibited in Kansas, actually existed in great gangs throughout were so plentiful that it was not unusual for 

sisted in huge flocks throughout most of though it flourished almost unchecked for the greater part of the Western prairie an Indian hunter to bag several in a day’s 

their native range; though sadly depleted several years thereafter. states, frequenting every water course, un- hunt even in midwinter, by locating the 

from their original numbers. And it is not In view of the intensive market hunting til a relatively late date. Mr. Smythe of denning trees and killing the animals in 

human custom to marvel at sights that are that had been conducted from the first ad- Wichita, Kansas, told me of a turkey hunt their dens. The Indian youths hunted rac- 

of commonplace occurrence in our daily vent of the white man, it now seems almost in which he and a friend engaged in the coons by day and trapped them by the 

lives so much as it is to marvel at those of incredible that plovers and other game 170’s. Desirous of securing asupply of meat hundreds with deadfalls round all the 

the past who could consider such vanished _ birds persisted in Illinois in such numbers for the winter, the two men drove south of Indian villages. 

sights as commonplace. as described by Hough, Leffingwell and Wichita for several days and located a (Continued on Page 182)
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(Continued from Page 179) facts in his journal. He found the plum Columbia to the Pacific. And before Mac- 
° sh Despite the picture of teeming wild life brush literally torn to pieces by the bears, kenzie’s time his partners in the Northwest 

al L he i depicted by Smith, it seems that game had as were many of the shrubs and trees in the Company had explored much of the North- 
4 been even more plentiful in that region ata scattered patches of timber along the west. Before their time, the French had 

bay P | ys T q still earlier date. Already the French had streams. Having selected his site, he in- traded with the savages of the region for 
a 7 f ne aa ~ settlements extending to the Mississippi. structed his men to kill bears and render many years. The two Verendryes, father 

[ iL f A The Ohio and Great Lakes region was over- their fat into lard. Between stretches of andson, had traveled to theMandan villages 
Ww S a Pt run with fur traders. Increasing settlement work on the stockade the men hunted bears in North Dakota as early as 1738. Long 

WN AYN had crowded the Indians farther into the in the immediate vicinity. He jotted down before their time, however, other French 
/ l ji we \ \A nae . ( West, thus creating something of a con- a complaint that his men were too lazy, too traders had penetrated Minnesota, among 

ve =azyeeigm | gestion west of the Ohio and along the drunken and too fearful of the Sioux to thema trader explorer named Le Sueur. As 
by. FO OO southerly shores of the Great Lakes. This work efficiently or to hunt far from camp. _ early as 1683 he penetrated the eastern edge 

oo — eri congestion caused added hunting for meat; They were in a constant state of panic. of South Dakota. Collecting a fortune in 
Wo 0 (>) UF | and the increasing demand for furs on the Nevertheless, they seemed to do fairly well furs, he rafted them down Big Sioux River, 

=(Q0 = | part of the traders must have exerted a_ in the matter of bears. the Missouri and the Mississippi, and thence 
oem) tf ‘dole double strain upon the game and fur re- to Europe. Prior to 1700 he had established 
ce ak ch ane p asure sources of the region. Still earlier French Seventy-four Bears in Ten Days a permanent post near the present site of 
routes. . .are the D&C lines explorers, prior to 1700, reported that the Mankato, Minnesota. He made a map of 

spanning Great Lakes waters. | prairies of Michigan swarmed with incred- On September eleventh a hunter and his _ the Western country, including the Repub- 
£ z ible hordes of deer, elk, bears and turkeys. squaw came in, having killed four bears. lican and the Platte in Western Kansas and 

Whether on a business trip, OF Perrot, in 1671, wrote that 2400 moose had Three Indians came in, having killed twelve Nebraska, that checks out very creditably 
a vacation tour, your travel time peen snared during one winter on Grand bears, being credited with same on the with modern maps; though no doubt much 
will be more enjoyable on aluxu-| Manitoulon Island. So the game, evi- books, though demanding their pay in of it was drawn from information derived 
tious steamer of the DXC fleet. dently, even before Smith’s time, had been liquor at once. Another killed two bears from the Indians instead of from personal 

more abundant than he found it. Some- and was given due credit—eighteen bears exploration. The French carried on an in- 
You'll find large, airy state-| thing more than a century after Perrot’s for the day. The next day two Indians, tensive fur trade in the Northwest for 
rooms; spacious lounge rooms; | time, pioneers in Kentucky were unanimous sent four miles upstream to spy out the almost a century before the famous North- 
and anexcellent cuisine. Dances, | in proclaiming that fair land the greatest land, killed four bears. A day was skipped, west Company was formed. When Canada 
afternoon teas, deck sports and hunting ground in the world. __ four bears were killed the next, and six was ceded to the British in 1763, hundreds 
other social activities for your | It is certain, therefore, that originally the brought in on the fifteenth. Several Indian of French adventurers elected to remain 
pleasur e. Every taile and every region east of the Mississippi was as abun-_ hunters had been absent for several days. among the Indians of the Northwestern 

A ill b £ fort | dantly supplied with game as later explor- They returned on the twentieth, having prairies. The ‘“Northmen” found them 
eS wh mene es Lore | ers discovered to be the case west of it. By killed forty bears. An Indian lad killed two _ there, together with swarms of French half- 
and enjoyment. | 1800 much of the game of the former region _ bears. breeds, when Mackenzie, Peter Pond, Alex- 
DAILY SERVICE 1 WAY R.T. | had disappeared and early adventurers in Thus, in the ten days from the eleventh ander Henry and their contemporaries 
Pete Betas 5 = aoeo the West were giving accounts comparable to the twentieth inclusive, we have a re- penetrated the region from 1775 to 1800. 

3 SAILINGS WEEKLY to those rendered by early explorers in the corded total of seventy-four bears slain in It is not so surprising, therefore, that 
Paves tachide meals and berth East. the vicinity of the prairie post that Henry Henry, in 1799, wrote of localities once 

Detroit-Chicago $31 $52.50 In 1799 Alexander Henry pressed on with was constructing. That still more were famed for beaver, where they had disap- 
Dee Ae ue esd a fur brigade into the prairie region that we _ killed is evident from an entry made on the _ peared because of intensive hunting. Also, 

Tickets, reservations from any authorized | now know as the Dakotas and Southern . twenty-first. Henry had sent a party some _ these records make clear the fact that there 
ee eee ee ce iia Alberta and Saskatchewan. In his journal, miles upstream. One of the men returned had been something more thana century of 
tiday for diluateatedl. <V nention, Days.” | Henry set poy eee a _ matter ot pus an a canoe paced wit es ang ence ree eee ong PUREE prior 

ness record, unembellishe y flights o! ears’ oil. e reporte al upper to the 60’s an e 70’s which we now con- 
DETROIT & CLEVELAN D fancy or attempted literary flourishes, ac- party had killed many bears, but that the sider the days of the Old West—the days of 
NAVIGATION COMPANY counts of the game and fur bearers in the squaws of the hunters were too lazy to dress boom mining camps, lurid cow towns, trail 

® BE. H. McCracken, P.T.M. region he visited during the next fifteen them and that the hides and fat were spoil- herds, hide hunting and the later Indian 
3 Wayne St., Detroit, Mich. | years, He pretty well rambled over the ing near the camp. How many were killed wars. 

SO EET N OTthwest. Fur and game were his by this upper party during the same period Far from being a rare denizen of the lofti- 
| business; the former for profit, the latter as we have no way of knowing. Also, with the est peaks, early observers recorded the big- 

EY me ® | the only means of provisioning his men. antiquated weapons of that day, all early horn sheep in great numbers in the foothills 
| [ | } aS >A) a Jt | _ As early French explorers had depicted accounts indicate that more wounded game __ of practically all the mountain ranges of the 

NG Asa = | the prairies of Michigan swarming with animals escaped to die than were killed on West and even in broken and bad-land 
aT LG | game, so Henry left behind a similar por- the spot and salvaged by the hunters. stretches in prairie regions. Since the Dall 

% FEELIN | trayal of conditions on these more westerly Without attempting to estimate these latter and Fannin sheep still range in thousands 
j N Taye prairies. items, nevertheless it is safe to conclude at various points over a vast area from the 

| ar LIX] Even at that early date, with the buffalo that bears were not rare on the prairies in Cassiars of British Columbia to Clark Lake 
4 I) ¥ practically gone from all of its former range Henry’s day. at the base of the Alaska Peninsula, from 

| east of the Mississippi, numerous entries That the ten-day bear hunt had not de- the head of the Pelly in the Yukon to the 
made by Henry reveal the fact that already pleted their numbers to any great extent is Endicott Range in the Arctic, there is small 

| the whites and their hired Indians were evident from the fact that Henry, superin- reason to doubt that similar numbers of 
slaying with wanton abandon in the North- tending the work of erecting the stockade,  bighorns ranged in the milder climes as re- 

OW to : | west. Literally thousands of buffaloes were saw many bears daily, none of which he ported by scores of early eyewitnesses. 
| shot down and only the tongues removed. killed. One of his hunters encountered a 

HOLD A WIFE | Elk, deer and moose were slain in great large albino bear, but failed to kill the white The Lost Art of Exaggeration 
| numbers; in many instances only sufficient animal. 
meat for a single meal being cut from an It must be recalled that the entries were It is unnecessary to go into any estimate 

A Short Short Story animal, the rest being left to rot. “Such is all by way of being business records; for of the original numbers of the elk. Vast 
. | the improvidence of men in this land of Henry, of course, was obliged to account to herds are described by many early explor- 

an was lazy. Car was dirty. Brown | abundance,” Henry wrote. his partners in the Northwest Company for ers and adventurers in the Eastern prairies 
i a ee ay Ree De the liquor, trade goods, and so on, which he and semiwooded districts. Lewis and Clark 
Wask Cloth). ave Wes wife.. Showed he Killing Bears for Lard paid out to his hunters. ; found them in great numbers on the Colum- 
how to wipe car clean. Result: Brown | F 5 Certain fur bearers, now denizens of bia. Thousands were killed for the markets 
still lazy. Still has wife. Car always spotless. What is not generally known is the fact mountain fastnesses and isolated northern in Colorado, and the California stampeders 
Any woman can keep her car clean with that during the early days of the fur trade, forests, are popularly supposed never to described them as ranging in bands of 
KozaK. It’s sold with a money-back guar- much of the work was done by hunting in have been inhabitants of the prairies, even thousands in the broad valleys of that state. 
antee . .“If you don’t like KozaK for any | the broad light of day instead of exclusively of prairies threaded by wooded streams. There still remain somewhere between 
reason, dealer will refund your money.” by trapping of nights. Smith’s account of Henry’s tabulated records for the winter of 25,000 and 50,000 head ranging the Yellow- 
For sale at almost any garage, gas station, hunting raccoon by day, as one now hunts 1802-03 on lower Red River show, in addi- stone region, and many smaller herds in va- 
car dealer, accessory, hardware, or drug rabbits, is amply verified by scores of other tion to great numbers of the usual prairie rious parts of the nation, so some idea of 
store, at any gas station of Colonial (New chronicles. Henry’s men hunted with great fur bearers, 496 fishers, 722 martens, 127 their original numbers may be grasped. York and New ease Indian Refining | success for otter, beaver, mink, raccoon, raccoons, 190 foxes, 194 lynxes, 10 wolver- Therefore, if we are to wax skeptical con- 
(indiana), Vane eet aes ye aeiic marten, fisher and wolverine along the ines. Though his men, apparently, made cerning the accounts of writers of the 70’s, 
i oe dea ee ee onan oe sparsely wooded creeks that threaded the no particular effort to shoot wolves, which we must at least confess that exaggeration 

aceayia i K di Sas ee. Minnesota, Dakota and Canadian prairies. _ were extremely numerous on all sides at all was becoming a lost art among them. Be- 
leroy io aah eee q ae ae His almost daily entries of such kills were times, Henry listed 801 wolf pelts among ginning with the accounts of the earliest 

: matters of business record. Henry was the his returns for that year. French explorers, one may cruise ahead 
trader always. For those who are inclined Yet even in Henry’s time the Northwest through the pages left behind by later ad- 

Ko Z AK to hoot with derision at Pattie’s account of was pepe cary new. Oddly ener venturers and find that, almost generation 
the swarm of grizzlies encountered during a one of the first entries in his journal deals by generation, the penned portrayals of 

The Dry Wash Cloth day’s march on the Kansas prairies, Henry’s with the fact that some localities, once game abundance, though seeming to us in- 
ae ee a entries concerning bears on these more abounding in beavers, now were entirely credible, nevertheless paint word pictures 

KozaK, Inc., 8 Park St., Batavia, N.Y. northerly prairies might prove of interest. devoid of them because of excessivehunting. that deal with progressively fewer and 
Enclosed is my check for & for. While marching in search of an advan- Ten years before Henry’s advent upon fewer numbers of each species in every dis- 

Rorhis ce = e wish, my money willbe refunded | tageous point at which to construct head- the scene, Mackenzie had reached the Arc- trict in turn as the years rolled on. We 
ee er quarters for the operations of the winter of tic Ocean by way of Great Slave Lake and must either confess, then, that the game 

Name 1800-01, he found bears extremely numer- the Mackenzie River, a few years later hav- was there and grew fewer and fewer in 
eS SS eS | ous, as he did other game, jotting down the _ ing crossed the mountain ranges of British (Continued on Page 185)
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(Continued from Page 182) in the Canadian provinces has been settled northern ranges from Newfoundland to 
numbers with each succeeding generation, and the caribou killed off. It must be con- Unimak Island off the tip of the Alaskan 
or ascribe such progressive moderation to ceded, therefore, that the caribou herds Peninsula there are still some 8,000,000 A 
the fact that the art of exaggeration was on have been greatly depleted from their origi- head of caribou ranging. It is a most con- LL 
the wane. nal numbers. servative estimate, surely. i 

We need not.touch here upon the original Nevertheless, the caribou still ranges in What, then, must have been the original 
numbers of the moose, the mountain goat millions in British Columbia, the Yukon, numbers of the caribou herds? And what 
and the musk ox. Alaska and the country between the Mac- must have been the original numbers of 

For purposes of present and past com- kenzie River and the Yukon. buffalo, elk, deer and antelope when the : 
parison, we have one outstanding example Yukon River steamers are delayed by more southerly ranges were stocked to CCS Ae 
that may serve as somewhat of a gauge. swimming hordes of migrating caribou as capacity with those animals, as early ex- HT | 
The caribou has disappeared from much of once engineers were forced to halt their plorers described them? i Z 
its original range; practically extinct in trains because of traveling herds of buffaloes In the light of the remaining caribou <<>> Z Uy 
Minnesota and with but few remaining in on the prairies. herds, early accounts of similarly huge ea Z 
Maine and Nova Scotia, the former -vast The caribou herds that stillrange the Bar- numbers of other game animals in a more ew 1 2 ih 
caribou herds of Labrador and Newfound- ren Grounds from Northern Saskatchewan _ friendly climate do not seem to lack plausi- to i >.< I Fa\ 
land also are sadly depleted. Onceranging to Victoria Land are variously estimated _ bility. i (wucticns) He C= 
the Alaskan Peninsula in great herds, but'a’ to contain from 7,000,000 to 20,000,000. The game fields of Africa and Asia afford brin | ea My ZA 
few caribou now remain there. It is gone The temperate zone in North America a greater variety of species than do those of Y Brrr NZ 
from the Kenai Peninsula. More than afforded the finest body of rangelandin the America. All evidence, however, points to h 1% 
1,000,000 reindeer now usurp parts of the world. The Arctic and sub-Arctic regions, the fact that in regard to sheer numbers, MC, 
former exclusive caribou range in Alaska. naturally, are much less hospitable. Sup- the North American continent, when the 
Hunting for the market for several decades pose that we concede—even after being white men first set foot upon it, was not a the i 0. tf Youth 
has depleted the caribou herds of Alaska exterminated over great areas and de- mere “hunters’ paradise” but preéminently 
andthe Yukon. Much of their formerrange pleted everywhere in numbers—that in the the greatest hunting ground:-in the world. of ANY FE To r@) R
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WORTH TEN MILLION A YEAR ate y be 

"That Kansas gets at least $10,000,000 worth of good out of 

its game, fish and birds every year, is asserted by J. B. Doze, 

former warden. This is the way he computes it, and the figures 

look reasonable. 

"Ducks, geese and other migratory birds shot every year would 

sell on the market for $1,000,000, and quail for $50,000. The 

60,000 rabbits sent away every year bring around $50,000, counting 

jack rabbits. The prairie chicken bag will sell for $25,000. All 

other game, including rabbits shot for eating purposes, doves, etc., 

will bring $20,000. The actual business done by Kansas fur dealers 

exceeds $1,250,000 a year. A million dollars' worth of fish is 

eaten every year. The birds which are not shot but are protected 

by the hunters are worth five or six million dollars every year 

in taking care of noxious weeds and harmful insects, as it is es- 

timated by the biological survey at Washington, D. C., that each 

bird is worth a dime a year to agriculture and that the average 

bird population is two to the acre. This estimate is probably 

too low." 

te ah eas



Hunting Popular as Season Opens in Fansas. - Game Protector 0. D. Steele 
reports that in the Cheyenne Bottoms, near Hoisington, Kans., on Sunday, Sep- 
tember 16, the opening date for hunting dicks, he was out at 3210 aem. for 
breakfast, and every restaurant and eating house in town was jammed, so that 
he had to stand in line. Hardware stores were doing a thriving business, sell- 
ing cartridges and hunting licenses. It was estimated that there were fully 

10,000 ducks on the 42 flooded sections, and about 900 to 1,000 hunters. The 

. e@stimated kill was about.1,000 ducks. Of the numbers of hunters checked up by 

‘ Mr. Steele and a State game warden, only ‘two were found with 15, the legal bag 
limit, and about 50 per cent of ‘the mere had not killed a duck. Most of the 
birds were locally .bred mallards, ‘pintails, widgeons, and teal, the lmst being 
-the most numerous. : 

; “Qells of Florida Hurricane. - An interesting report on the hurricane 
! that. struck Florida on September 16,.with the resultant loss of life and proper- 

} ty, was furnished the Survey by Game Protector J. V. Kelsey about a week after 
the storm. He stated that the: greatest loss of life was along the eastern shore 

Eiibege CHEGESB Erg as hak ob a MBBS LBRTEE ESTAR sashanow many persons gore 
pw? 

ee yy lw 

ee!



The following interesting letter from Mr. W. H. Anderson, of the Federal Car- 

tridge Corporation, tells us of his remarkable suecess in raising ringneck pheas- 

ants. This is the kind of work every individual sportsman who has a little land 

available, should be doing to help maintain a good supply of upland game birds. 

Aiilaer, Kansas. 

Novembe# 19th, 1928. 

Du Pont Company, 

Wilmington, Dele. ae 

Major L, W. T. Waller, Jr.’ So \ 

Dear Sir: 

Your Promotion News Bulletin comes regularly and is read with much 

interest. 

Naturally being interested; apart from professionally, 1 obtained 

a cock and two pheasant hens. From which the little flock increased the 

first year to 40, putting at large this past Spring 5 pair and keeping 18 

hens, can report as follows:- : 

Have distributed mostly to sportsmen and Izaak Walton League chap- 

ters over 1000 eggs, hatched 40 more, and have just finished new pens. 

Of those at liberty we have been getting reports now here, now there, 

over a radius of 3 miles, and of one small flock; this year's brood. 

ie have small farm, 80 acres just West of Kansas City on Highway,~ 

which the flat-dwellers use to dispose of their surplus cats. 

Right sort of protection will soon place Missouri and Kansas in 

position to have good pheasant shooting in a few years time. 

Yours very truly, 

(Signed) M. H. Anderson, Salesman.
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= Copy to Mr, Wn, T. Cox 

July 20, 1936 

Dr, 0, ¥, Thompson 
Pikeville 
Kentucky 

Dear Dr, Thompsont 

I wired you regretfully that I kmew of no mitable candidate 
for the Kentucky position as director of fish and game. 

One reason for this is that the New Deal bureaus during the 
past year have sucked the country almost dry of mon trained in wildlife. 

I know of one man wio would be excellent for your purposes, 
but I doubt if you could him because he already has a good job, and the 
job involves mech less political risk, Accordingly I did not feel at c 
liberty to mention his name in an unqualified way in a wire, ‘the wan 
I refer to is Willian Selmenke, Resettlexent Administration, Black River 
Falls, Wisconsin, 

Sehmenke is about 40 years old. He has no formal education, ; 
bat he was selected by me as superintendent of came in Towa at the time 

I wae drawing the Iowa Conservation Plan, Despite brilliant work in 
this position, he fell victim to a political upset, after which he 
accepted the Resettlement job which involves the practice of game mm-~ 
agement on a large area of sub-marginal farms being purchased in central 
Wiesonsin, In addition to being an experienced game manager, Schmenke 
has something akin to genius in law enforcentn and warden organisation, 
I consider him the best law enforcement man I know of, both as an 
individual performer and as an organizer. 

I have no idea whether you could interest him in your opening 
and in view of his past experience, he would doubtless want to kmow a 
whole lot about your set-up before considering it seriously. ’ 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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Kentucky Game & Fish Commission 

j Frankfort 

November 10, 1933 

Ur. 0. L. Born, President 

Federal Cartridge Corp. ; 
Minneapolis, Minn. i 

Dear Mr. Hornt 

Acknowledging receipt of yours of October 30th relative to the pheasant 

experiment we are making in this State, I will say that at the present 

time I would not like to say that it is an absolute success. We are hav- 

ing a five day open season this year on cock birds and we should be able to 

ascertain by the end of this season our apparent progress. However, on two 

or three of our refuges these birds have successfully propagated themselves 

in the wild state the past two years. 

i As soon as I have completed a report along this line and we are absolutely 

’ sure that this species will establish itself south of the thirty-fifth par- 

allel I will give you the first report on this subject. 

Very truly yours, 

Curtis S. Allin, (Signed) 

Publicity Director : 

KY. GAME AND FISH C OMMISSION 

CSA; RRH ‘ 

copied bg



KENTUCKY STATE FoREST SERVICE \w 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 

Eugene Flowers. LABOR and STATISTICS 

con EIGHT, cone, Eee 

eo ena aes FRANKFORT Rasirene Ne eer raaeeste 
W. E. JACKSON, JR. 

a ovbtntr nouns 
E-C-FA-Central States 
Forestry Congress October 6, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chief 
Spprting Arms & Ammunition 
Manufacturers Institute : ’ 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The third annual meeting of the Central States 
Forestry Congress will be held at the Brown Hotel, in 
Louisville, Ky. on November 17, 18 and 19th. The program 
committee has been working very hard to make this coming 
meeting an exceptional one from the standpoint of subjects 
presented and the speakers who present them, and I think a 
successful meeting is assured. 

The program committee has drawn up a program 
of subjects for discussion and this committee wold like to 
know if you would be good enough to handle the subject: 
THE MAINTENANCE OF FOREST COVER AS A BASIS FOR WILD LIFE 
CONSERVATION, on the afternoon program of November 17th. I 
might say that this first day's afternoon program will be 
taken up entirely by considering the Maintenance of Forest 
Cover as a Basis for Wild Life Conservation, Public Recreation, 
and the Place of State and National Forests in Public Recreation 
and Wild Life Conservation. 

We are asking Mr. L. G. Staley, State Forester of 
Pennsylvania and Mr. Paul G. Redington, Chief of the Biological 
Survey to handle the other two main subjects on this afternoon 
program. 

There are one or two other persons who will be 
asked to discuss each one of these subjects after they are pre- 
sented by the main speakers. 

Trusting that you will accept this assignment, and 
will notify me as early as convenient, I am with kindest re- 

gards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Seer a i 
WEJ:RSW oréstry Co ess. 

SS: Ke PK ENE UICK YS? WOODS <GR EEN



Oct. 11, 1932 

Mr. W. E. Jackson, Jr. 
Kentucky State Forest Service 
Frankfort, Kentucky 

Dear Mr. Jackson: : 

I seen to be out of luck in accepting the repeated 

invitations of the Central States Foresters. I am scheduled 

to speak at the Wisconsin Izaak Walton League Convention 

; Nov. 17-18 and cannot well break this engagement. — 

. I'm extremely. sorry, since I would particularly like 

to take part in this year's meeting. I hope you will give me 

: another chance next year. all I ean do is to wish you success. 

2 Yours sincerely, 

; * ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



‘Ss LSS he COMMISSIONERS 

Od Kentucky Game and His Commission 2524 285 
Kd / SE : DR. B. L. KEENEY mt 

se Grankfort HARLAN H, WINTERS Ve 

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO JOHN Es 

KENTUCKY GAME AND FISH COMMISSION 
NOT TO INDIVIDUALS 

June 17, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Medison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Sir: 

Your letter of May 20th, together with Iowa Handbook 

of Game Management, was duly received, but due to the change of 

the Commission and other matters, the hand book was not brought 

to my attention until today and after hastily reading it I am 

mailing it to Mr, Jacob L. Crane, Jr., 916 Wrigley Building, 

Chicago, Illinois. I hope this splendid report will soon be 

published in order that each member of the new Commission might 

have a covy, conceding the necessity of like work in Kentucky. 

Expressing the appreciation of the Commission and 

the writer for your courtesy in this matter, I am 

Yours, sincerely, 

is had 

JQW:GHS Supt “4 Wardens and/Hatcheries.
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May 12th, 1932 

“Me. a. My hin, Chairmen Our File: 
Committee on Restoration Game 
and Protection of Game. 

Dear Wr. Ulin: 

Game Survey - Kentucky 

Referring to copies of correspondence 
between this office and Mr. J. Quiney Ward, Superintendent 
of Wardens and Hatcheries, Kentucky: 

Mr. Ward has acknowledged our letter of 
the 4th instant, ami thinking you will find it of interest, 
we quote same below. 

fp very traly, 

csc :s Secretary 

Copy of letter dated May 6th, from Mr. J. Quincy Ward; 

"Your letter of May 4th, '32, in re of the Game Survey 
granting the Kentucky Game ani Fish Yommission permission 
to use all or parts of Mr. Leopold's game survey has been 
received. I wish to express to you and your associates 
the appreciation and their gratefulness for your generosity 
in this matter. 

"Thanking you very much for advising me that Mr. Leopold 
could give the information as to fellowships ete., and 
hope the Kentucky Commission cen see fit when financial 
eonditions improve to undertake work of this kind.” 

4 

- Copies to Messrs. B.*c. Dill 
ot. 2 ®kelly / 
Aldo Leopold
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- May 4th, 1932 

Mr. J. Quiney Ward, Cur Pile; 
Supt. of Wardens 4 Hatcheries, Game 
Kentueky Game & Fish Commission, 
Frankfort, Kentucky. 

Dear Mr. Waré: 

Game Survey - Kentucky 

Acknowleiging yours of the 30th; asking 
for details as to the establishment of a fellowship in 
ree similar to those financed by the Institute in 

Winnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan: 

I am very glad to say that the Institute 
would have no objection whatever to your using any portion 
.of the Game Survey of the North central States, made by 
Wr. Leopold. You ean consider this authority to extract - 
any part of the "Game Survey" which has been copyrighted 
by the Institute. 

However, I regret to advise that the 
Institute does not at the present time have funds available 
thet will permit of an extension of its fellowship plan, 
which makes it impossible for us to outline terms and condi- 

; tions as requested by you. It might not be amiss, however, 
‘to say that other States have established somewhat similar 
fellowships at their own expense. Mr. Leopold, I am sure, 
is fully informed on these cases and you ean undoubtedly ‘ 
obtain full details by communicating direct with him. 

Regretting our inability et this time to 
eooperate other than to authorize the use of the "Game 
Survey”, and assuring you of our wishes to help to the extent 
of our ability, we are ; 

cse:5 Seoretary 

1a Copies to Messrs. H.C.Dill, J.M.Olin, J.?.Skelly, 4ldo Leopold. :



American Game Agsoriation 
“America’s Oldest National Game Protective Organization” 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

May 2, 1932 

Mr. J. Quincey “ard 
Kentucky Game and lish Commission 

Frankfort, Kye 

My dear Quincey: 

I have your Sar et April d am glad to note 

that you think so hig’ y pid's S of the North Cen= 

tral States. 

We did Aefexpstj/to make any money on the distri- 

bution of this volume Lief fact we have spent considerably 

more than we can ever hogKto get out of it as so many people 

do not seem a Sk: YX Floaee of this Survey. The 

actual dis fation st Day been entirely too small. 

While wo on ad actually have $1.00 per copy, since 

Ae you want 100\copies wiJl/make you a special price of 90¢ each 

MoafrX and will havyhem soto d direct from the printer. Let me know 
© on. yoprw: ; a Gtcers - 

etd e . 

. em mighty sorry to learn that your recent session 

ff the legidihture upset. the plan adopted in 1930 to assure the 

lection of food men for the Kentucky Game and Fish Comaiscsione 

Oe the 9 rnor will undoubtedly select fine men,taking it 

Pte ty# year out the plan in vogue since 1930 would undoubt- 

edly assure less political turnover and far better cooperation 

from the sportsmen. 

How your legislature expects to get a Rood big up- 

. standing man to devote all of his time to the job of executive 

offieer for $2500 per year is beyond mes. 

. At first blush it would seem that the hearings before 

the Senate Committee early in April did not accomplish very much 

but in reality a great deal was accomplished. You will see my 

evaluation of those hearings in the Association's bulletin in the 

June issue of “Field and Stream," "Sports Afield" and "Outdoor 

Life" and other magazines.



American Game Association 
“*America’s Oldest National Game Protective Organization” 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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re! Je Quincey Ward 5/2/32 ; 
T 

™“e, ; 

The new Advisory Board has gotten off to a good 

start. In the end, however, it may be necessary to come back to 

your original suggestion and you can bank on it that if I find 

the Advisory Board does not intend assuming its full share of the 

responsibility, I will sever my connection with it. Unfortunately 

in 1931.the Advisory Board had very little to do with fixing the 

waterfowl seasons. We are going to do our best to see to it that 

it does not happen againe ae ; 

The enclosed news service which hes just’ 

gone out to about 2200 papers throughout ountry is self-ex- 

plamatory. If the Senate Comnittes brings a recommendation of 

this kind it will be up to all of us to for, our ownideas and 

get squarely behind it. 

With best rega an : 

Cordially yours, 

| ae 

e/p O President 

Reply 5/5: While of course I have no authority to say so, I 

would think that the Institute could afford to make you a very 

low rate, let us say 50¢, on quantity distribution of the Game 

Survey to conservation organizations.
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le adh Kentucky Game and His Commission DR. JOE W. JONES | 
ul Ht Age DR. B. L. KEENEY 

SS Grankfort HARLAN H. WINTERS 

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO ere Fee eae 

KENTUCKY GAME AND FISH COMMISSION 

NOT TO INDIVIDUALS 

April 30, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Yours of April 27th concerning the re-print 

of the quail chapter of the "Game Survey" has been received, 

for which accept my sincere thanks. Knowing that the Game Sur- 

vey publication was being sold through the American Game, Z 

wrote Seth Gordon previous to the receipt of your letter, ask- 

ing for a rate, and if the Commission can see this matter as I 

do, I will be pleased to place a number of them with interested 

sportsmen throughout the State, as I am convinced of its great 

value. 

I think your second suggest an admirable one, 

and I am taking this matter up with the Commission at their next 

meeting and will advise you as promptly as possible of their de- 

cision. 

I would appreciate a manuscript copy of the 

hand-book which you have prepared for the Iowa Fish and Game Com— 

mission.
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Trusting that I may have the pleasure of giving 

you some definite information on this interesting subject in the 

near future, I am “ 

Sincerely and cordially yours, 

§ Ln ney Pith. 

t+. of Wardens and Hatcheries. 

JIQW-Ss
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Kentucky Game and Fish Commission — > 95m, sones 

Ley Ago —— MARLAN TERS 
‘ ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO eee eer 

: gl KENTUCKY — a Ss On IERION 

Cn” April 25, 1932. ow 

a 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Sirs: 

Under date of February 10th, '32, I wrote you ask- 

ing for terms as to making a survey of the State of Kentucky with 

the attempt to determine the possibilities of successful planting 

of ring neck pheasants in Kentucky, but due to the fact that we 

haven't a full Commission this subject has never been discussed 

or action taken thereon. Ina further reading of your splendid 

report I find your chapter 2, on bobwhite quail, as set out on 

pages 24 to 88, inclusive, is very interesting and would be of 

great value to the quail shooters of Kentucky if they could have 

this information, and I am wondering if there is any way in which 

the Kentucky Commission can be allowed to publish this and other 

sections of your report in bulletin form. Should it be used in 

that way by the Kentucky Commission we, of course, should be 

delighted to cover the pamphlet with a preface giving you and 

the Committee on restoration and protection full credit there~ 

for and making reference to your game survey. 

I would be very grateful tf you would advise me of 

your decision on this matter at your earliest convenience. 

Yours vety truly, > 
x po Tar 

JQW:GHS Sunt. pf/iardens and Hd@tcheries.



April 27, 1932 

Mr. J. Quincy Ward : 
Kentucky Game & Fish Commission 
Frankfort, Kentucky 

Dear Mr. Ward: 

Yes, of course I would be glad to have you reprint the quail chapter 
of the “Game Survey” in bulletin form, ‘Technically the copyright is in 
the hands of the Institute, but I am quite sure they would be more than 
@lad to have you use it. Just to make sure, I am sending a copy of your 
letter, and this one, to Mr. John M. Olin, with the recommendation that 
he give you formal permission to reprint any part of the report you want to. 

TI will also be glad to furnish you any of the evts you may finally 
select. This would save you a little expense. 

There are two possible modifications of your proposal which I am 
going to take the liberty of suggesting for your consideration. | 

One is this: the Institute has a reserve stocik of the Game Survey 
Report which is not moving well. Seth Gordon has been retailing then 
at $1.00 each postpaid. ‘They might make you a lower rate on these, if 
you wanted a quantity. If this interests you, I would tle the matter up 
through Seth. 

The second suggestion is: os ey en ee ae 
Kentucky conditions, and male it an or ocal publication of your 

own, if I cold be retained for a month's field work plus a few weeks 
to do the writing. This is virtually what I have just finished doing 
for the Iowa Fish and Game Commission. I have written for them a popular 

(non-scientific) pamphlet, called "The Iowa Handbook of Game Management.“ 
I can send you a mamscript copy of this “Handbook” in a week or ten 

days 

My guggeation, in short, 1s to write a "Kentucky Handbook of Quail | 
Management," for which I would need about 1-1/2 months total time at 
the rates quoted. | 

Another alternative would be a “Kentucky Handbook of Game Manage- = 
ment" for which I would need a longer time. It mizht be wise, though, 

~ ee ee ee ee ee 

welle | 

My time is booked solid to July 1, mt after that I am at liberty 
to consider additional jobs. 

Yours sincerely,
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JOHN L. TRUMBO 
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO EXECUTIVE AGENT 

KENTUCKY GAME AND FISH COMMISSION 

NOT TO INDIVIDUALS 

se February 10, 1932. 

pt 
o 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

During the year of 1931 the Kentucky Game and 

Fish Commission liberated about 1000 English ring neck pheasants 

in Kentucky. They have contracted for about 10000 eggs of the 

English ring neck that we will deliver to parties throughout the 

State for hatching. The Kentucky Commission will purchase all ~ 

birds raised by them in a sound and healthy condition when from 

ten to twelve weeks of age, After the birds are banded, the 

Commission plans to liberate them throughout the State. 

I have advised the Commission that before the 

birds were liberated they make a survey of the State in order 

that they might determine where conditions were most ideal for 

successful planting, and, in order to.do this intelligently, it 

will be necessary to secure the services of a competent person. 

I am, therefore, writing you to know if you would be willing to 

undertake the work, and, if you are, I would thank you to give me 

your terms. In the meantime the Kentucky Commission will possibly
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pass upon my recommendations, and if their action is favorable, I 

will then be in a position to negotiate with you. 

Thanking you to advise me at your earliest conven- 

ience, I am : 

Yours 7 oO truly, A 

ak Wardens and Hatcheries. 

JQW-Ss 

1182



Feb. 22, 1932 

Kentucky Game & Fish Commission 
Frankfort 
Kentucky 

Attention Mr. J. Quincy Ward 

Dear Mr. Wards 

Your letter of February 10 came during my absence on field 
work in connection with the Iowa Game Survey, hence the delay in 
replying. 

Your problem interests me very much, but I infer from your 
letter that the work would have to be done well in advance of the 
season for liberating the young birds and preferably in advance of 
the season for setting eges. I assume this because you would probably 
not want to place eggs in counties which were not to be stocked and 
from which the resulting birds would have to be shipped. 

If this assumption is correct, then my present engagements 
would prevent me from undertaking your job. I am obligated to work 
in Iowa until April 1, after which I am obligated by contract to 
spend at least a month and a half getting out the final text for my 
book on game management, which goes to press this summer. In other 
words, I am completely tied up until May 15. 

Upon completion of these engagements I have an informal 
understanding with Bill Tucker of Texas concerning some work down 
there, and I would have to find out whether and when Bill wants me 
pefore obligating myself elsewhere. It is probable, however, that 
he might be entirely willing to postpone the Texas work until fall. 

I will be back here about March 1 and would appreciate your 
letting me lmow the date by which the Kentucky job would have to be 
completed. I will then write you more explicitly about the possi- 

bility of my undertaking it. 

You ask me to indicate my terms. I have mightZy little 

experience in what private work of this sort should be worth, but T 

have been thinking about a rate of $1,200 per month, plus travel 
expenses.
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I think I could deliver you more value unter an arrangement 
where I would give you a month's field work each year plus a contin- 
uous consulting service on anything pertaining to game policy. For 
this kind of service I have been thinking of charging $1,800 per year 
plus travel expenses. This kind of service ought to eventually end 
up not merely with a fair answer to a few specific problems, like this 
present problem of pheasant policy, but rather with the gradual 
tuilding up of a game policy for the state. Iowa has indicated that 
it wishes to enter this kind of an arrangement. Before definitely 
suggesting such an arrangement, however, I would like to be better 
informed on the internal conditions in Kentucky with respect to the 
execution of sich a policy. 

Should you want this immediate job done before I am free 
from my present commitments, I would recommend that you communicate 
with Mr. W. 3B. Grange, who is just leaving the Biological Survey to 
engage in this kind of work. He is the successor to H. lL. Stoddardts 
old position and has been the technical supervisor of my fellowships. 
He is intending to settle somewhere in Wisconsin ani mail addressed 
in my care could be forwarded. [I do not have his emet prospective 
address. For the next two weeks you could reach him in care I. T. 
Bede, Fish and Game Commission, Des Moines, lowa. : 

ir. Grange really knows wore about pheasants than i do. 
In his former capacity ae geome management man for the Biological 

ss Survey, he advised with the state of Missouri on a problem similar 
to yours. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO EROPOLD 
In Cyarge, Game Survey 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence.



E.I.pu PoNT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION March 16, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. Nat'l Bank Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo - 

Henry Davis has sent on a report on the Bernheim 
Foundation which he suggests might be of interest to youe I 
am therefore quoting it herewith for your information and such 
use as you can make of it: 

"In Louisville, Ky., yesterday I contacted Mr. I. 
Sidney Jenkins, trustee of the Isaac W. Bernheim Foundation, 
a project which offers possibilities in furthering the game : 
restoration movement in Kentucky. 

“Mr. Bernheim is a retired businessman, having made 
his millions out of I. W. Harper whiskey, and has set aside a 
large sum of money for the creation of the Foundation, which 
now owns a tract of 13,100 acres of cutover land near Clermont, 
Ky., and a short distance from Louisvillee It is the plan of 
the Foundation trustees, of whom Mr. Jenkins is chairman, to 
bring the land back to its original state of forest primeval 
and to restore its animal and bird lifee A museum of natural 
history, an open-air community theatre and other buildings will 
be erected and I have been given to understand that funds have 
been provided for its perpetual maintenance. 

“Seven foresters are now at work on the tract, fire 
lanes have been cut and tree planting has begun. Mr. Jenkins is 
especially interested in the wild life phase of the work. I have 
suggested to him that the fire lanes be planted in game food after 
the system employed in the Thomasville-Tallahassee and Camp Lee 
arease This suggestion will be carried out. 

"A covey. census this fall shows 9 covies of Mexican 
quail which are supposed to have sprung from 75 Mex planted last 
spring. The Ky. state game department has been given a 20 year 
privilege to make the tract into a game refuge and have planted 
some turkeys and a few deer. The Foundation is anxious to buy 
more turkeys and deer and I have given Mr. Jenkins information 

as to where they can be securede 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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"The Foundation plans to give each interested boy 
or girl attending the Clermont High School, this spring a setting 
of pheasant eggs, with the provision that some of the hatch will 
be planted on the areae They also have a few other ideas but 
are admittedly groping in the dark insofar as game is concernede 

"I am trying to interest the game department of Ky. 
in instituting a quail demonstration on this area and believe if 
they cansee the light, funds for such a project will be forth- 
coming from the Foundatione 

"It strikes me that this ia an excellent opportunity 
to interest the Foundation in a forestry-game demonstration as 
a contribution to science and that this contact should be follow- 
ed upe With the whole project in the raw state and starting from 
“taw", as it were, I believe that the trustees can be interested 
in starting such a project which would undoubtedly be of much 
value to the forestry-grazing-game problem. 

"I suggest that this letter be called to Leopold's 
attention and would appreciate suggestions from both of youe 
Mr. Jenkins is in a very receptive mood for information and 
action and I am very sorry that an engagement with Governor 
Horton of Tennessee tomorrow prevented my being able to stay 
over another day and spend more time with him." 

Most sincerely yours, 

L. W. T.'Waller, Jre 
Director of Conservation. 

LATW/e



March 20,1931 

Major L. W. 2. Waller, Jr. 
Director of Conservation 
B. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Major: 

Tt am glad that Henry Davis is taking a hand with the 
Bernheim Foundation. 

I have been previously in touch with one of their for- 
esters, and I agree that it probably presents a good chance 
to demonstrate some kind of came work. My knowledge of 
Kentucky, however, is too slim to enable me to be very specific. 

It might be well to go easy on the pheasants, since in 
my opinion they are almost sure to fail in the long run. 

If I can get a look at the property sometime I might have 
a good many suggestions about a game-forestry demonstration. 
From a distance, however, I can hardly think of anything that 
Henry has not already thought of. ‘ 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



at ND TO MR. ALDO LEOPOLD, Univ.Wisconsin, 421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. : 

4 oS oro 
COPY OF LETTER TO MAJOR WALLER ye” 

FROM HENRY DAVIS 
from Gulfport,Miss, May. 5,1930. 

Camp Knox Developments 
“Wr. H.J.Gates, of Louisville,Ky.,president of the Kentucky Pointer 

and Setter Club, is sojourning at this place for the summer. I have out- 

lined to him my plan, as discussed with Leopold and Heyward in Chicago, 

and he shows much interest. 

The present status of the Pointer and Setter Club's activities 

toward the making of Camp Knox into a game sanctuary is this: 

In the past, several attempts have been made to interest several 

corps area commanders in the project. These have met with failure, the 

commander's attitude being that the post, as is, is inadequately manned 

and could not spare the force necessary to enforce the restrictions on 

such a large area. The Pointer and Setter Club offered, and is still 

willing, to provide the necessary personnel, but you can understand the 

army's reaction to civilian assistance. In the past the camo commanders 

have been frankly "courted" by the officials of the club, in the inter- 

est of keeping the issuance of hunting permits to a minimum. These 

tactics have, in a measure, been successful until the present commander 

took charge. He is not a sportsman and has manifested no interest in the 

rifle trials or the protection of the game on the area. 

At the last semi-annual meeting, which occurred recently, Judge 

Robert W.Bingham, publisher of the Louisville Courier-Journal, who, I 

understand, has wanted to try his hand on the matter from a political 

angle, was given carte blanche in the project. Judge Bingham planned to 

see General Summerall, who is his personal friend, and see if he couldn't 

interest the general in closing ~— on the area. He recently made 

a trip east with the idea of going to ashington for this purpose and may 

or may not have returned. Mr. Gates should have a letter from Judge 

Bingham soon, giving him General Sumerall's reaction to the project and 

Mr. Gates has promised to write me upon receipt of this letter. I think 

it best to delay my activities until Judge Bingham reports. 

The only approach upon General Nolen, the present corps area com~ 

mander, was made through General Ellerbe Carter, of Louisville, adjutant 

general of the Kentucky National Guard, and member of the Pointer and 

Setter Club. He showed but little interest, I understand, but it may be 

that he did not feel particularly kindly to General Carter. The Ky Nation 

al Guard uses Camp Knox to stage its annual maneuvers and there may be 

some friction between the N.G. and the regulars. 

Mr. Gates is agreeable to the combined shooting ground-sanctuary 

project and is also interested in the American Legion slant, altho the 

latter proposition may be dangerous as it would bring another factor into 

the picture and might further complicate matters by having four inter- 

ests represented, i.e., the Army, the National Guar‘, the American Legion
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and the Kentucky Pointer and Setter Club. I feel that we should keep | 

the interests of the Pointer and Setter Club paramount. | 

In the event that Judge Bingham's conference with Gen. 

Sumerall should accomplish nothing, Mr. Gates is anxious that we 
try to reach General Nolen through Col.Barney, if such an action is 

possible. He is writing Ed Hilliard, of Louisville, who will be 

the next president of the club, outlining the various projects I 

sugzested. In the meantime, I believe it best that we mark time until 

Judge Bingham is heard from."



_ ISAAC W. BERNHEIM FOUNDATION, INC. 

Clermont, Ky- September 20, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, In Charges 
Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Wniversity of Wisconsin, 

_ Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you very much for your letter of the 5th 

re our game problems here. I have not answered it before, as I 

have been going over numerous bulletins on the subject, inclu- 

ding Stoddard's preliminary report( 1925-1926). 

To answer some of your specific questions- The 

ruffed grouse was originally native here, according to the na- 

tives, but has been killed out by indiscriminate shooting both 

in and out of season, and by annual and severe forest firese To 

my knowledge there are none left in this region. Pheasant- both 

native and ring-neck- are represented by a few isolated birds, 

which are evidently left from birds released in the vicinity a 

few years ago by one of the residents. I question if: the pheas- 

ant was ever numerous here, and I have not recommended its intro- 

duction. I should apprechate any information you can give me on 

the ruffed grouse. I know that it is subject to an apparent epi- 

demic of an intestinal trouble, but the cause and control I am 

ignorant of. . 

I have submitted a preliminary report on game 

foods and stocking to the directors, in which I recommended the 

introduction of ruffed grouse and wild turkey, and of deer and 

plack bear. I also stated that, in my opinion, there was no need 

at presént, of planting additional game bird foods, since there 

was an abundant supply on the forest at present, byt that our 

problem was one in forest management- in so regulating our land 

use that we insured the retention of open and semi-open areas 

scattered thruout the area of the preserve, and the growth of 

the present food plants. I also stressed the necessity of pred- d 

- ator contral- and of a preliminary biological survey of the whole — 

tract by a competent naturalist familiar with the flora and fauna 

of Kentucky. I would appreciate your suggestions on a man qual- 

ified and availabke to make such a survey for us. I have also 

written the University of Kentucky for suggestions. 

In regard to your question on the possibility 

of the Foundation engaging in game.research, I assure you that 

as far as I personally am concerned, I shall do all I can to 

get such a program approved by the directors. I have already 

recommended , in my "Report on a Program of Development", that 

the Foundation make one of its primary functions the practice of 

research in all phases of forest practice-which would surely in- 

elude game research. I feel that in the line of research, pro- 

% perly conducted, would lie,perhaps, the greatest benefit of the 

Foundation. There is to be a meeting of the corporation in 

Louisville on October 4hh, and at that time I hope that we can
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come to a definite understanding on the scope and extent of our 

work, at least for the first few years. 

Re the nearest scientific institution at which laboratory 

servicé and scientific advice would be available- I presume the 

University of Kentucky at Lexington would the closest. This is 

about 80 miles from Glermont. It may be possible to arrange for 
such work at the University of Louisville, which is only 25 miles 

from here. Still another possibility is Berea College, at Berea, 
Ky-, also about 80 miles from here. This college, the largest in 
the state, has a faculty ranking very high professionally, and 
is at present cooperating with the Appalachian Forest Experiment 

Station of the Service in its research program. Mr. S. H. Mayfield, 

head of the Science Departments of the college,is now doing grad- 
uate work at the University of Chicago, so I do not know just who 

is in charge there at present. 

I have written Mr. Stoddard re the work here, and expect to 

hear from him shortly. Sheldon, Acting-Chief of the Biological 

Survey, has sent me numerous bullefins, and has also written me 

in regard to the work. With such an abundance of advice from you 

and the others I should be able to work out the problems satis- 

factorily. 

I still am hpping to see you shortly, and would appreciate 

any information and assistance you can render. I shall write yop 

again after the annual meeting of the corporation, re the deci- 

sion, if any, on the question of the Foundation engagéing in re- 

search. 

Very sincerely, 

Forester.
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; September 24, 1925 : 

Mr. Ronald 3. Craig, Forester 
; Isanc %. Berne{m Foundation, Ine. : 

Clermont, Kentucky ; ; 

Dear Mr. Craig: : 

I wae interested in your letter of September 20, ex. \ 
pecially to know thet there is poesibly a receptive attitude \ 
on the pert of the trustees for the initiation of research ‘on \ 
your tract. J heve just had en opportunity to tell Stoddard \ 

‘ about your venture and he agrees with me that the potential “ 
j usefulness of such a trect ‘is greater in the direction of res. \ 

search then in any other direction, Dy 

I would hesitate, however, to heve you oresent this wae 
idea to the directore in abstreet rether than conerete form. hawes SN 
The merit of game research, like any other research, lies al. } 

: together in the reduction of conerete projects feasible of exe. t 
cution on the areca end with the funds proposed. This process \ 
is wheat I can not very well help you on by mail. Stoddard may 
ve in the Sotth late this fall, and if I were you I would keep ' 
after him to get him to visit you on the ground. I have no i will 
imnediate prospect of getting South, : . 

With best wishes, xX 

af Yours sincerely, . a 

# 

F ALDO ImOFOLD, 
In Gharge, Game Survey, 

b 4 vege \ 

fl ;
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ISAAC W. BERNHEIM FOUNDATION, INC. 

Clermont, Ky- September 2, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

At the suggestion of Mr. E. F. MeCarthy, I am writing 
to you re our plans for developing this Forest. I enclose a copy 
of that portion of the charter of incorporation dealing with the 
purposes of the corporation. 

The I. W. Bernheim Foundation has acquired a tract of 
13,100 acres in Bullitt and Nelson Counties, Kentucky, about 25 
miles south of Louisville, on the Springfield branch of the 

Louisville & Nashville Railroad. A good description of the tract 
is contained in the August 26th issue of the Service Bulletin, to 
which you no doubt have access. 2 

As you will see from the charter, one of the fundamen- 
tal purposes of the corporation is the establishment and maintain- 
ance of a large game panctuary of the species originally indigen- 
ous to this state. To accomplish this purpose, we must, of course, 
restock with those species now entirely gone, or now very rare, as 
well as protecting those still remaining. Our plans, to date, call 

. for putting in ruffed grouse and wild turkey to augment the already 
abundant quail; also deer and black bear. Coon, skunk, fox, and rab- 
pit are at present quite plentiful, as well as mink and weasel. The 
latter, and some of the foxes, will have to be thinned out, I be- 
lieve, if we stock with game birds. 

The question has arisen of the necessity of planting food- 
stuffs for the game birds. In looking over a list of plants suita- 
ble for Upland Game birds, which list was prepared by the Wiston- 
sin Aquatic Nurseries, I noted that of the 23 trees, shrubs, and 
herbaceous plants listed, all but four were native to the Forest, 
and of those four, two would not grow here. E amcof the opinion 
that, with adequate fire protection, there will be no necessity of 
such planting. This is also Mr. McCarthy's idea. I should like 
your advice along these lines. There are about 1000 acres of open 
land on tie Forest, now, in most part, reverting to forest. The 
remainder is in mixed hardwood, with scattered areas of red cedar | 
and virginia pine, all of which is second or third growth, and 
in some cases, little more than a brush type. The latter areas are 
usually contiguous with open fields and would serve admirably for 
game birds. This brush type consists of black locust, sassafras, 
scarlet oak, pignut hickory, sumac, and various species of Rubus, 
Crategus, and Pyrus. 

Mr. McCarthy suggests that it may be possible for you 
to pag us a visit either this fall or winter or next spring, and 
go over the ground in more detail. I assure you that we should be 
delighted to have you do so, and we will see that you have a pleas- 
ant visit. If you can arrange it, please let us know in order that 
we may make suitable arrangements. I have also invited Mr. Reding- 

|



ton of the Biological Survey to visit us, if possible. I sincerely 
hope you both can arrange to do so. 

I would appreciate any @uggestions you van offer along the 
line of game protection and propagation, or any souces of such in- 
formation you know of that are available. If you can do so, I would 
appreciate your opinion of the Wisconsin Aquatic Nurseries and of 

| their Mr. Coon, who has suggeated his services for a survey of the 
Forest with a view to advising us on necessary plantings of game 
foods, etc. 

Thank you for any help you can render us. 

Yours very truly, 

ISAAC W. BERNHEIM FOUNDATION, INC. 

By: ae 

Enel. Ronald EB. Craig, Forester.



Purposes of Incorporation of I. W. Bernheim Foundation. 

The purposes for which this corporation is formed are 

as follows: é 

1. To afford means for further development in the peo- 

ple of Kentucky-##f####i#- of love for the beautiful in natural 

life and for kindred educational subjects, and to strengthen their 

love and devotion to the State of Kentucky and the United States, 

and the institutions which have made possible the development 

thereof. 

2. To establish and permanently maintain an arboretum 

and herbarium for the raising of trees and shrubs and to distri- 

; bute such trees and shrubs, free of charge, thruout the State of 

Kentuaky -### to add to the beautification of the parks ang pub- 

lic places of the State-and to aid in the forestation and #efores- 

tation of the lands of the State of Kentucky. 

3. To provide a sacred sanctuary for the non-destructive 

wild birds and wild animal life, in order that their expinction 

may be prevented. 

(Provision is also made for the est: blishment of am art and science 

museums, but no such development is at present contemplated. )



7 Copies to Stoddara 
McCarthy 
Olin 

421 Chemistry Building : 

: i September 5, 1929 

Wr. Ronald B. Craig, Forester 
Isase W, Beruheim Foundation, #he. 
Clermont, Kentucky 

Dear Mr. Craigs 

I wae interested to receive your letter of September 2, 

aeseribing your problem on the Berheim tract. 

I think you hed better make up your mind to begin with 
that specific advice on the management of your game is going to be 

hard to get. 

The most reliable and ebundent infomestion will be on. 

. quail, and the source of this is H. L. Stoddard's Georgia study, as 

I have already written you. Your difficulty will doubtless be to 

hold your quail after cultivation has censed and the old fields be+ 

gin to revert to forest. when this occurs you will doubtless have 

to put in food patches, After you have read the Stoddard bulletins 

I would take up with Stoddard direct the problems that remain clouded 
in your mind, 

Om deer there is relatively little information, tt the 
problem is easy. For your section of the country I would consider 

the best authority to be Clinton G, Smith, Yorest Supervisor, Athena, 

- Tenn. Since there is grent variation geographicaliy in the forms of 

whitetail deer I would suggest that you approximate the Kentucky deer 
as closely as posible in choosing you planting stock. Possibly that 

} on the Pisgah Game Preserve, which Mr. Smith can tell you about, will 
pe the most suitable. ; 

° As to turkey, there is no reliable authority thet I know 

of who really understands manegement. Stoddard had a good many turkey 

on his Georgi land and is the best man I can think of, Again I suge 
gest thet you get ae near to pure native stock as you can. There is 

gome exceas stock on the Wichita Game Preserve, Oiclahoma, and of course 

many game farms carry stock, although I do not kmow who has the purest 

stock. Most of it is mixed with the domestic turkey, which of course 

wag derived from the southwestern subspecies. You have a great odvane 

tage in having a tract really large enough to hold wild turkey, Here 

again the planting of food patches may be neceetary. In handling your
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forest there will be certain precautions advisable, such as leaving roost 
trees, Just whet is the definition of a roost tree in your state I do 
not know, but Stoddard might be able to tell you. It will be necessary to 
wateh the possibilities of disease tranemiseion by domestic turkeys, 

In the control of predators Stoddard is again by 211 means the 
best authority, both ae to what needs control and how to effect it. 

: i I am not surprised that you find most of the food trees, shrubs, 
and herbs already indigenous in your property. My hunch is that your probe 
lem will be not the introduction of these plants but their encouragement 
through the skillful handling of your land. Just which ones ore really im 
portent is a problem you will probably have to figure out for yourself by 
first hand observation, 

Ave all of your native ruffed grouse gone? ere they originally 
indigenous on this particular tract? This bird you will find more of a 
mystery than any of the other species, particularly with respect to ite cy+ 
elie fluctuations, Possibly I can tell you about these as well as anybody 
else, If your birds are gone your beet source of stock is the Piageh Game 
Preserve but you may have to wait for a high point on the cycle before 
they can get you any. I understand that ruffed grouse is approaching a 
high point in thet country now, so do not wait too long. Again Clinton 
Smith can advise you as to possible stack. 

In response to your question, ac near as I know the Wiseonsin 
Aquatic Nurseries are entirely reliable. Clyde B. Terrell of Oshkosh op- 
erates a similar inatitution and deals in upland plants. I think both of 
these outfits are just getting started in this field, 

As to visiting your tract, I cannot foresee 9 specific oppore 
tunity but I shall certainly keep it in mind and the thing would interest 
me greatly. Come back at me vith your questions after you have read this 
letter. I am sending = copy of this to Mr. McCarthy and aleo to Stoddard. 

Is the Bernheim Foundation so organized and financed that it 
sould support game reeseareh work on the Bernheim tract? If so, its oppore 
teunity for useful service would be very great. Take turkeys, for instance, 
I do not know of a single fragment of sericus fact-finding work which hag 
been done to lay a foundation for the tremendously important job of oe 
conservation. Nothing is known about ite diseases, ite foods, ite nat 
enemies, its nesting habits, or the other questions fundamental to manage. 
ment. In this connections I would like to ask what is the nearest scienti+ 
fie institution at which loboratory service end scientific advice would be 
obtained. If there is any chance of doing research work on your land I know 
thet my outfit would be interested in cooperating in every way possible, 
and I imagine that Mr. Stoddard and Mr. Redington would feel the seme way 
with regard to the Biological Survey. Your tract could be the proving 

: ground on which the Conservotion Department of “entucky could work out ite
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unanswered questions on game management. Tf there is any chance of , 
your venture talking this particular angle let us by all means discuss 
it thoroughly, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO GROPOLD, 
In Change, Game Survey.
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‘Extracts from "The Grouse and Wild Turkeys of the United Stetes, and Their 
Beonomie Value" by Sylvester D. Judd. Biol. Survey Bull. 24, 1905. 
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THR PRAIRIE HER, 

(fympanuchus americanus, ) 

The prairie hen, . ee Se inhabits the western prairies 
from Manitoba to southern & and Lovuisiena and from Ohio to Nebraska. 
The birds of southern Texas and Louisiena are smaller and darker than the 
Common bird. ' 

In sumer prairie hene roost on the ground in a family covey, as does 
the bobwhite, but in winter, in many sections, they rooat in trees. In the 
fall several coveys congregate in a pack, after the fashion of ptarnigans and 
erected quail, Prof. ¥. &. iL. Beal informe the writer that at Ames, Iowa, dur- 
ing the eerly eighties, he frequentiy found pecks numbering as many as a thous- 
and birds, and that they habitually roosted in the long grass side sloughs. 
The prairie hen is migratory in the northern part of its range, and to @ certain 
extent forther south also. ‘The well-known authority on migration, Prof. ¥. % 
Cooke, sayst 

In November and December large flocks of prairie chickens come from north- 
ern Iowa and southern Minnesota to settle for the winter in northern Miss. 
ouri end southern Iowa. This migration varies in bulk with the severity of 
the winter. 

The estimation in which the bird is held may be resliszed from the fact 

that in 1902 the eupply at from $3 to $5 a brace nowhere met the demand, 

1 

So reluctont occasionally is it to fly that it can hardly be put up, and 
Professor Cooke informs the eriter that several times while hunting in northern 
Minnesota he saw @ pointing dog jump and ¢atch a three-fourths grown prairie hen. 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the prairie hen was oxtremely 
_~ oundant throughtout Ohio and Kentucky. It is now rare in both states. A part 

of the ground it has lost in the East it hae gained by » westward and northward 
movement. It hag followed the grain fields of the pioneers of the plains, and 
with the extension of grain culture into Minnesota and Manitoba it has become 
plentiful there. According to Dr. Hateh, it was by no means common when the
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Bxtreete from “Grouse & Hild Turkeys of the U.S" 

Pp, 12 

white men first came to Minnesota, and he says that in SiAdnaie a0 tote 20 1698 

‘ge hunter wne extremely lucky if he could bag & dozen in a day. Some years later, 

with auch less effort, one could have shot 90 in a day, and there vere records of 

100 to a single gun. 
he former status of the bird in the Bast is well indicated by Audubon's 

clagsic observations at Henderson, Ky., im 1610, Andubon seyes 

In those days during the winter the Grous would enter the farm- 

yard and feed with the poultry, alight én the houses, or walk in the 

; very streets of the villages. I recollect having caught several in 

a stable at Henderson, where they hed followed some Wild Turkeys. In 

the course of the same winter, a friend of mine, who wae fond if prace 

ticing rifle shooting, killed upwards of forty in one morning, but 

VY picked none of them up, so satiated with Grous vas he, as well ae every 
member of hie family. My own servants preferred the fattest fliteh of 

bacon to their flesh, end not unfrequently leid them avide as unfit for 

cocking. * * * They could not have been sold st more than one cent 

apiece, * * * So rare have they become in the markets of Philadelphia, 

New York, and Boston, that they sell at from five to ten dollars the pair, 

fo far as the sportsmen is concerned, the prairie hen is aow extinet in 

i Kentucky. 
~_————---* = - 

Through ite operation the sale of the prairie hen was virtually estopped 

im 1902 and 1903 in all the large cities of the East. 

% 13 ‘ 

BE. W. Melson inforas the writer that in the eerly seventies in northwestern 

Tllinois the farsers in ny places burned the prairies in spring after the 

prairie hens nested, and often gathered for household use large numbers of the 

egee thus exposed, . 

The prairie hen has the advantage, however, of yielding more readily to 

Aomestiestion then the bobwhite, and strong efforts should be msde to establish 

preserves of domesticoted birds for restocking country where the species is ex 

tinet. Suecessful enterprises of this kind would ve profitable, That such 

domestication is possible and even feasible, the appended quotation from Audubon 

implies 

The Pinneted Grous is easily tamed, and eesil kept. It also breeds in 

confinement, and I have often felt surprised that it hac not been fairly 

domesticated. While ot Henderson, I purchased sixty alive, that were ex. 

/ pressly caught for me within trelve stiles of thet villege, and brought ino 
pag leid seross the back of a horse. I cut the tips of their wings, and, 

turned them loose in a garden and orchard about four scree in extent. Within
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a week they became tame enough to allow me to approsch them without 

their being frightened. * * * In the course of the winter they 

became go gentle as to feed from the nad of my wife, and walked about 

the garden like so many tame fowls, mingling occasionally with the 

domestic poultry. * * * When spring returned they etratted, ‘tooted,’ 

and fought, as if in the wilds where they had received their birth. 

Many laid eggs, and a good mumber of young ones mode their appearance, 

» 15 
VEuETABIA FOOD, 

Prom October to April, inclusive, the prairie hen takes little 

wut vegetable food. This element amounts to 95.99 per cent for the 

year. Trait constitutes 11,79 percents leavee, flowers, and shoots, 

25.09 percent; seeds, 1.87 percent; grain, 31.06 percent, and miseell- 

aneous vegetable material, 3.0% percent. . : 

The prairie hen ests a much smaller proportion of seeds, with the 

exception of groin, than the bobehite, end in this respect is less 

useful than the latter bird, It is, however, o better weeder than any 

other grouse, and ite services in this particular are worthy of conside 

eration, — 

Pr 17 

GRAIN. 

The stomacks and crops examined in the investigation contained 31.06 

; — of grain, The bobwhite, another busy stubble feeder, takes only 

7.38 percent. 

P18 
: LEAVES FLOWERS! AND SHOOTS, 

Naturally the prairie hen is much less given to budding than the 

ruffed grouse, Wah 90 Sins Wake te Oe eee ae seat pine, 

aprle, dvard birch (Betule glendulosa), ond black birch (8. lenta). . 

*T heve counted more than 50 on @ single apple tree,* writes Audubon, 

“the buds of which they entirely destroyed ins few hours, * * * 

They vere, in fact, looked upon with more abhorrence than the crows are 

at present in Massachusetts and Maine, on account of the mischief they 

comnitted among the frait trees of the orchards during winter, when they 

fed on their buds, or while in the spring wonths, they picked up the grain 

in the fields, ;
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Extracts from "Grouse and Wild Turkey of the U. 9." 
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; ‘THE MEATH HEN 

cupide. 
Williem Brewster in 1293 ascertained that, ell told, there were probably 

only sbout 200 heath hens, and thet they sere confined to about 40 square miles 
of the islend of Marthes Vineyard, 

THE LASSER PRAIRIE HEN 

(Tympenuchas pall idicinetus. ) 

H. C. Oberholser, of the Biological Survey, found them common in August, 
1901, in Wheeler County, Tex. 

&
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LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AND 

AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
BATON ROUGE, La. 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

EXTENSION — RESEARCH 

TEACHING 

March 20, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I understand that you have written a4 book on Game 
Management. Will you please advise me who the publishers are? 

We expect to devote some time to game management and 
I wish to secure a copy of your book. I have a copy of your 

report to the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers Insti+ 
tute. 

If you have a bibliography of publications on game 
management including material not in either of the books men-— 
tioned, I would like to secure a copy. 

Very truly yours, 

Bryéatt A. Bateman, 
Associate Professor of Forestry. 

BAB: ED 

je 

po
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Re 600 Stern Bldg. 348 Baronne St. 
Ge New Orleans, La. 

June 18, 1934 

Dear Leopold: 

Could you spare time to drop me a paragraph concerning the place 
this darned Emergency Conservation Committee actually has in the picture? 
I'd like to know, just for my own satisfaction, Some of their stuff is 
hardly temperate, and yet their Board boasts a few names to conjure with in 
one way or another, Darling, of course, has been elevated to great influence. 
Adems has done notable work, has he not? Romell and Gates I am acquainted 
with, and while I don't entirely make them out, I shouldn't expect to find 
them lending their names to too doubtful an enterprise. The Committee's 
bulletins annoy me exceedingly. 

You remember on your trip to New Orlsans some years ago, you went to 
lunch with Wahlenberg and me, at Arnaud's as I recall, and drew the pheasant- 
planting map on the table for us? We spoke at that time of the possibility 
of some vitamin or other nutritional factor originating in the glaciated soil 

and reaching the birds through their plant foods. Naturally I was interested, 
when your Game management came out, to find the point elaborated, particularly 
on Pages 91 and 388-565. with a reference to the findings of poultry research. 

f Now comes one George WW. White, on Page S49 of Science 79(2059}:, with a 

very definite note on mineralogical differences in the soils of Illinoian and 
Wisconsin glacial drifts. How do his data check against your map? 

I've enjoyed immensely all of Game management that I've read. I 
, picked it up for the first time immediately efter reading Bob Marshall's 

Arctic village, and was considerably tickled at the parallel between his 
discussion of people and yours of game species. 

I also enjoyed greatly your Conservation economics in the May Journel. 
I wonder if you could spare me a reprint. 

Sincerely yours, 

wet 
we i
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Mr. Stewart Comeaux, 
103 Park Ave., 
New York City. 

Dear Stewart: 

It has been some time since I have heard from you but I suppose : 
that you are still at the stand where I heard from you last. 

Another hunting season has come.and gone. Business not quite so 
active this season. Depression has everyone. Those that 
couldn't return wrote in deploring the fact that they had nei ther 
the money or the time this season but hope to make it next year 
and stay longer. 

@ Well, the question before the house at this writing is: - what 
effect has the gray fox on quail propagation? IT would like to 
have this question answered very much and I believe that you 
must be in touch with the proper authorities to know. 

And this is how the question has arisen and the circumstancial 
evidence that Ican offer, - in Nov. I attemded the National Fox 
hunters meet at Lexington, Ky. Old fox hunters told me that the | 
more foxes you have the more quail you have. That the fox preys 
on the enemy of the quail (the field or cotton rat) &c. Now I 
have thought over this ami this is what I have observed, — up to 
23 we had lots of foxes in here ami quantities of quail. For 
Some reason, disease or otherwise, the foxes passed away in 23 qe 
and immediately vast hoards of cotton rats set in and the quail 
has been on the decline ever since and at present I am about 
the only one that seems to showing any increase in quail which 
I know is due to my efforts along that line. 

Now I could introduce some foxes in here but before doing so I 
certainly would like to hear from some authority as I feel that 
this matter has been thrashed out. So I would appreciate it very 
much if you would give this little matter some consideration 
and let me hear from you. In the meantime kindest personal 
regards. 

Sincerely, 

& E. M. Percy. yf 

p M ,
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Mareh 29, 1932 

Myr, 3. Me Perey ; 

West Feliciana Parish ' post & 

Plettenberg, La. 

Dear Mr. Perey? 

My friend Stewart Comeanx has forwarded to me 
your letter of March 3 asling about gray foxes. / 

: Your conjecture that the effects of gray foxes 

on eottontatls are more important than their direct depreda~- 
tions on quail sounds extremely probable to me, although I 

know of nobody who has actually measured both effeete and can 

say finally that your conjecture is true, ‘The man who could =; a 

come closest to it is H. L. Stoddard of Thomasville, Georgia. 
He has made an exhaustive study of quail but until very 

reeently there were no foxes on the range which he studied. 

I understand that they are now more mamerous. If you want to 
follow this matter up, I would write him about it. His mail 

address is Route 1, The Hall, Tallahassee, Ylorida. 

Iam sending Mr, Comeaux a copy of this letter, 

< ours sincerely, ~ 

, ALDO LROPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHERN FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

-ADDRESS REPLY TO fits 

DIRECTOR 346 BARONNE STREET, 

AND REFER TO NEW ORLEANS, LA. 

RS - SS February 23, 1932. 
Library 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The Southern Forest Experiment Station is desirous of building 
up an adequate reference library in forestry and allied subjects. We 

are somewhat handicapped in having no access locally to good reference 

libraries in the subjects in which our men are particularly interested. 

At the Southern Station we have a staff of approximately 30 technical 

men, most of whom are graduate foresters, although some of these men 

are working on special projects where access to the literature in 
fields allied to forestry is highly desirable. 

In addition to purely forestry references, we often have need 

to refer to works on such subjects as taxonomic and systematic botany, 

biological botany and zoology, entomology, soils and soils chemistry, 

meteorology, economic and physical geography, biometry and statistics, 

forest and land economics, etc. 

I am writing to ask for your suggestions as to reference books 

on the subjects of biological botany and zoology and related material, 
which you could recommend to us as appropriate additions to the books 

which we already have in these fields. I am attaching a list of these 

books, and any suggestions which you could furnish regarding additions 
to this list would be very much appreciated. Standard foreign 

references are desired in addition to the principal works in English. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Director. 

‘ : ' r 
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; Biglogies) Boteny end Zoolegy - legietton, vant epelelets plant 
ond reloted gubjectas 

Allen & Gilvert. ‘Text of botenys 

ktwoote Biolegye 

Bartonstrights Regent sdvoness in plent physiology. 

Denecke & Jort, Pflensenphysiclogi¢. Bend I end ite 
Bowmen » Forest Phyelogra phys 

Busgenedtunch » Structure & Life of forest treons : 

| Canphelie Cutline of plant geoersphys 

Chemberlins Methods in plent histology. 

Clemente. Aeretion & AirsJentente The rele of oxygen in root 
activitys 

Clanentee Plent indtestorse 

Clamen tse Plant suecessi one 

Clementse Plant suceession and tettenteres 

Clements & Clements.  Plent succession ad indiestorse 

iE Clemente & Goldamith. Plont physiology ent seologye 

Clemente & Coldanithe ‘The phytometer methed in Keolegye ‘the plent end 
Community a6 inc trumntie 

Glenmen te & “eavere Experimentel vegetetion. ‘The reletion of 

Glimaxes to elimetes. 

a Clements, Yeaver & Hensome = Plant competitions An enalysis of 
commmity Pune ti onse 

Coulter, Bernes & Cowles. A temthook of botany. Vole 8, Physiologys 

Cowles. A textbook of botamye Vole TIT. Reologys Revised ond 
 qnlerged by Fullere 

Curtiss Nature ani development of plentse : 

Fairehild. Sxplering for plants. 

Gagere | “Fundenen tale of botenys 

Gagore Generel botenys ;



Biglogion) Botany & Looleny = /8s 

Greebner. | Lehrbuch der eliganeinen pflenzen-geographie. 

Greene Vegetable physio}ouys — | 

Bass & Hille Chemistry of plant progucte. Vols I and [le 

Hinberlendte Phystolegien] plant enstonys 

Harveys Pleat Phystologios} chemistry. 

Half. Root stedies with reference to forest treese 

Honeamp. Handwash dor Pflenaenernchrung und Dungerlehre, 
Jeffreys The eneteny of woody plentse 

Kootyshersiyonss Pent reaptreti one 

Leavi tte Outlines of botany. 

| Leopolde Report on « geme survey of the North Central States. 

Livingston & Hawkinge The water reletion between plent and solle 

Livingston-Pelindine = Plant physiology. 

Livingston & Shreves Distribution of vegetation im the Use om related 
to Glimatie condi tionse 

Lloyde The physiology of stometac 

Lothae Hlements of physics biology 

Lundegerdh Environment ond plent development. 

HineDouge Le Growth in treese 

MaaDougel « ‘The Hy@rostatio aysten of treese 

WineDougel, Overton & Smi the the Retegetattonopennetse aysten of 
trees; Movements of liquid. 4 gasese 

WaeDougal & Shreves Growth in trese 4 massive orgens of plents. 

Meximove Textbook of slant physiologye 

Maximove The plant im reletion to waters 

MeDougell. Plant Reolegys 

: Millere Flent physiogrephy, with referenee to the green plente 

Munehe Die Stoffhewegungen in der Pflenze.



Bighogieal Rotem & Zoology --- /3 

Onslow Prectio¢nl plant dic~chemiotrye 

Plereee Bmperimen tel plant phystolegye 

Poole Plowers end flowering plants. 

Ridley. The Giepereat of plaate throughout the world. 

Bubele Pf lenzengeselieschaften der irdec 

Sehimpe re Die epiphyticehe vogetstion smerikes. 

Sehimpers Plant Geogrephye 

! Shelforde Laboratory ani field ecology. 

Shelford. Naturalists’ guide to the Americas 

Skenee Biolegy of flowering plon tae ; ; 

solerender. Syeteme tie anatomy of the aieotyledons. Vole. I snd Ile 

Somervi Les How © tree gromse 

Spochre Photoayuthesias 

Stiles. vhetesynthesiae 

Stoddard. The bebentte quailt Its hebite, preservstion and 

otreseburgers ‘textbook of botenys 

Teneley & Chippe Aims ood methods in the study of vegetations 

Thetebore Chondatey of plent lifes 

‘Trenneate Seienee of plant Lites 

Bomninge Cecolosy of plants. 

Neavere Beelogies] velutions of weston ! 

Senvere Root Development md field eropee 

Keavere Root development in tho grasslend form tions 

Nesver & Clenentes Plant Reologye 3 

Weaver, Jean & Criste Development & Aetivitioe of roots of erop plentse



Mologienl poteny & Loolosy = i4 

Willstetter & Stelle Investigetions on Ohlorephyll. 
Methods & Regul tee 

Roodruff. Foundetions of Biologye
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Jamary 5, 1931 

oth “te Aldo Leopold, Chairman, ww \u x 
Committee on Game Policy Noe ¢ yw 
American Game Conference, ¥ x ge 
New York, N.Y. i, 9 
Dear Mr. Leopold: 

On account of a press of other work it was only recently 
that I have had an opportunity of reading the pamphlet entitled 

: "A proposed American Game Policy to be discussed at the Seventeenth 

Annual American Game Conference, New York “ity, Decenber 1 - 2, 1930." 

I regret very much indeed that I was unable to attend that 
conference, 

I have read the pamphlet with much care am it makes me ap- 

preciate the broadness of the scope of the work carried on by the Com- 

mittee and the efficient manner in which the same has been handled, 

At the sam time, the main thought occurs to me that it wmld 

be only through a national organization of aggressive character and with 
fands sufficient that there could be carried on the plan outlined in the 
proposed American Game Policy, am undoubtedly the first ones to be in- 

terested therein would be the Gonservation Commissioners of the several 
States of the United States of America. 

Thereafter I believe the matter could be worked out. 

The plan of working with the farmers necessarily is going to 
be avery big proposition and one that would require considerable research 

and data to get in contact with the proper people who own lands susceptible 
of game production. 

I had occasion about a year ago to make a rather intensive study 
of the situation in Louisiana as to the fur producing lands, and obtained 
from the Assessor of each of the Parishes (Counties) of our State, a list 

of the names and addresses of the land owners as appearing on the tax 

rolls, whose lands were susceptible of fur development in the matter of 
the culture of fur bearing animals. This included marsh lands frequented by 

migratory game birds, as well as the higher lands frequented by game 
Quadrupeds. I have all of this data by names and addresses and approximate
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Aldo Leopold, Chairman, 
January 5, 1931 

acreage, ani if that cam be of any assistance to you in any of the plans 

that you are working out, I shall be glad to arrange to have the Sam 

copied ani forwarded to you for such use as you may think proper in the 

premises. 

I believe, however, that the simplest plan would be the carry 

on the organization in each State by a state representative there, backing 

up such policies as may have been agreed on at the American Game Conference. 

I shall be very glad indeed to be of any assistance that I can 

in a general way and would be pleased to hear further from you at your 

convenience. 

Yours very truly, r 

John ee 
President. 

f



F Copies to Messrs. Redington 
Buckingham 

421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 15, 1931 

Mr. John Dymont, Jrs, Pres. 3 
Delta Dack Club 
1001 Maison Blanche Bldg. 
New Orleans, Louisiana } 

Dear Mr. Dymond: ‘ 

Thanks very much for your comment on the Game Policy. 

Your survey of Louieiana marshlants which you so kinfly offer 
might, it appears to me, be extremely valuable (a) to me, in case 
&@ game survey were made of Louisiana, (b) to the U. $. Biological 
Survey, if they do not already have it, (¢) to the American Wild- 
fowlers, in case they do not already have ite [ 

T have no immediate prospect of working in Louisiana, but 
shall call on you if I ever do. 

I am talking the liberty of sending a cony of this letter to 
Mr. Redington of the U. S. Biological Survey and Mr. Bucleingham 
of the Wildfowlers. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LR0POLD 
In Charze, Game Survey 

~ \
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RS November 11, 1930. 
Reports 

Major L. ¥. 7. Waller, Ire, 

Direetor of Conservation, 

E. I, du Pont de Nemours & Co., 
Wilmington, Delaware. 

Dear Major Waller: 

At Mr. Leopold's request, I am writing you 
direct concerning the preparation of a summary of my report on 
the Kurtz place in Greene County, Mississippi, for use in the 
Conservation News. 

We will be glad to have you work up any synop- 
sis you care to of the report I originally transmitted to Mr. Leo- 
pold. The note I am plaming fir the Forest Worker will be very 
brief indeed, and any article which would appear in american Por- 
ests and Forest Life probably would be prepered fresh from the be- 
ginning by some qualified author visiting the plece himself and 
taking his own pictures, 

We would appreciate receiving a dozen or so 
copies of the News containing your summary, so that we can spread 
further the information about Mr. Kurtz’ place. 

Sincerely yours, 

E. L. DEMMON, Director 

Ft, Wakeley 

By. 
Assoc. Silviculturist. 

ee to Mr. Leopold.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE MH 

FOREST SERVICE fos 

SOUTHERN FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

i ri 

AUSIREGTOR Se Sas aeecane eee 
AND REFER TO . NEW ORLEANS. LA. 

RS 
Reports November 4, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of October 31, commenting on my 

report upon Mr. Kurtz's property in Greem County, Mississippi. I em 

glad that you found it of so much interest, and I em sure you would 
find the area itself more interesting than any report could possibly 

bee 

I am preparing a short note on the area for the Forest Worker 

and will transmit a copy of it to Mr. Butler, together with your sug- 

gestion that he have the article written up for American Forests and 
Forest Life. I em waiting a few days before doing this, in hopes that 
my photographs will arrive and that I can send him prints of those to 

accompany the note. | I 

I would be glad to send a copy of my first report to Mr. 

Davis, but unfortunately have no more copies available. I take it from 
your letter that you may have forwarded him a copy already, and if not, 
I hope that you will do so, as in that way some time will be saved and 

he will have the added benefit of your comments. 

Very sincerely yours, 

E. L. DEMMON, Director, 

a: I 
Associpte Silviculturi st.



600 Stern Bldg. 348 Baronne St. 
New Orleans, La. 

Sept. 20, 1950 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was greatly pleased to have your comment of Aug. 
8 on my suggestion concerning strip planting, and have given the matter 

; a good deal of thought since I received your note, 

It seems to me that my proposition ought to apply particularly 
well on aréas such as the 500 acre blocks involved in New York's 
current reforestation program, the memorial forests sponsored by 
the Detroit News, and the National Forest plantations in the Lake States. 
Certainly hunting and recreation play a large part in the economy of 
these regions. If game management and reforestation can mutually 
support each other in these localities, let's talk ‘em up. 

Have I ever written or spoken to you about a chap named Gardiner 
Bump? Perhaps you know him already, He is a graduate of the Cornell 
forest school and has done additional work with game, I believe under 

, Allen, and is now engaged in game management work somewhere south or 
southwest of Ithaca. I believe he can be reached either through 
the Department of Forestry or the Department of Zoology, Cornell University, 
Ithaca, N. Y., and may be able to cooperate with you or work for you, 

as occasion offers, 

Sincerely yours, 

av 
ee 

A/ 
iv



Copies tot 

ir. Stoddard 
Mr. Olin 

Mr. Davis 
Major Wal ler 

Mareh 31,1939 

ie. Le. I. Barrett, Junior Forester ; 

Southem VPorest Experiment Station 

Custom House 
Yew Orleans, Louleilana 

Tear tte. Barrett: 

T have just been reoding the article by yourself ond 

P. I. Righter in the Jounal of Forestry far Novesber 1929 on thinnince 

in southerg pine, “ 

t take it thet witle severel experimental thinnings hove 

alreody been wader say at Urania, Louisians, additional ones are con~ 

temiated, Yay T sugeest that station give consideration in the 

sociing vlen for ove eétisicesl Soe teos thinaings, to a special ; 

type nantes ane te SERIES SPEIES SNe 

dastion of 
4 

2 hate alsenty Veen tn tench, shee et ee eeeribalitien 

Es, Greene at Voleill on matter of determining cae te 

of Combining quail aanagement, range management, end ailvicultare in 

gouthern ping. a aan Sw 

Both are beeed on the fol prenisest 

(2) The aaah soareataton $0 ceememesttin of 0. 

: detorained rily ty the composition of the 

understory. 

(2) Stoddard bas proven in the Georgie Qual! Inveotiga- 

tion that too dense broom sedge @liminates quail, 

sad eumer grasing greatly reduces them by ¢linin« 

ating legaxinous plants from the understory. 

(3) Revenase from quail management mre relatively sare, 

quick, end stebie, and might help carry forestry — 

on lande deliberately managed for dual or triple 

produgtion. 

Tf thinnings can ieprove the compesition of sheunder~ 

sotey without undue sacrifice of growth rate or grade yield, it would 

represent ont nore step in the direction of dual or triple anasgeasnte 

Whether thie is soseitle, however, con presumably only be anewered by 

experinentation. I would Like to ask, however, whether your observe : 

tions ao far can shed any Light on it whatsoever. ‘fhe conditions



which it is desired to produce in the understory will te quite 
e Glosely defined in the report of the Georgia Quail Investigation which 

is now on the prema, end are already understood by Mr. Deamon and Mr. 
Greene, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LBoPoLy 
in Change, Game Survey
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FOREST SERVICE i fade 

CENTRAL STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO iS On10 Scare Cuvee, 
DIRECTOR 
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RS 

Cooperation April 7, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ? 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your very interesting letter of March 31 has just been received. 
As I was transferred to the Central States Station over a year ago, 
copy of your letter is being forwarded to Demmon. 

The development of an understory after thinning was the cause of 
much speculation and discussion: during the course of our work. The 
idea has entered my mind and has also been suggested by others that 
our heavier thinnings, which seemed to give promise of the best returns 
from seco. growth southern pines, might allow e@ development of such 
a dense understory that natural regeneration of pine would be difficult 
to obtain after the final cut. Although this understory might be favor- 
able for the propagation of quail, there is the possibility that it may 
turn out to be poor silviculture. : 

As you know, a number of thinning plots were established at Urania, 
Louisiana about fifteen years ago. Most of these plots are located in 
what was originally a long-leaf pine site but which seeded in to shortleaf 
or loblolly after logging, Considering the former site, one might expect 
the development of broom sedge under very heavily thinned plots. However, 
as I recall, there is very little,if any,broom sedge in the understory of 
these thinned stands. My recollection is that the understory developing 
under thinned stands consists mostly of berry bushes, wax myrtle, French 
mulberry and numerous herbaceous plants. There is usually some hardwood 
reproduction also such as red and black gum. I believe that more accurate 
data could be obtained by a detailed examination of the understory on 
these older plots, : 

During my last year at the Southern Station, two or three coveys 
of quail were raised on the 1500 acre Greeley pasture near Urania, We 
flushed these at almost any time by merely visiting the meadow-like open- 
ings, most of which contained numerous clumps of berry bushes. Old 
“house places" also seemed to be a favorite retreat,



You may be interested to know that Mr. Alexander Thomson, 
Vice President and Sales Manager, Champion Coated Paper Company, 

n Hamilton, Ohio, has purchased approximately 2000 acres in Ripley County, 
pm Indiana near the town of New Marion, Mr. Thomson is an enthusiastic 

\ uy sportsman and plans to make this tract into a quail shooting grounds. 

wk Our permanent sample plot work in this territory is just commencing. 
VW av” I would be glad to have any suggestions you might care to make in regard 
fe to similar work that we might do in this region. The work you are doing 

is of great interest to me and I will be glad to give your ideas and 
suggestions all the consideration possible consistent with our work. 

Sincerely yours, 

hana I. Barrel 
Leonard I. Barrett 
Assistant Silviculturist
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ESTABLISHED 1802 

E.I.bu PONT DE NEMouRS & COMPANY 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT March 3 > 1930. 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., : 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. : 

My dear Leopold: ' 

Report from Henry Davis under date of Feb.2lst, 

says in part: "This week I had an interesting visit with E.L. 

Demmon, director of the Southern Forest Experiment Station at 

New Orleans, La. Mr. Demmon is anxious to secure the attachment 

of a biologist to his staff in order to more thoroughly study the 

relationshiv.of forestry and game. He stated that he had a little 

encouragement on the project of accomplishing his purpose through 

private subscription and wants to know if he could expect some aid 

from the industry. I could give him no encouragement. Attached 

hereto are some of the pamphlets from his office. He is a friend 

of Leovold and is acquainted with his work." 

Most sincerely yours, 

W/P L.W.T.WALLER, JR,--ASSISTANT DIRECTOR



FOMMIOIOe’ os 

« 
ESTABLISHED 1802 \ i a 

E.l.bu PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY £ 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT February 28, 1930. 
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, uy 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison,Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

I am attaching hereto photostatic copy of a 
report just sent in by Henry Davis for your information, and : 
have copied his letter to me as follows: : 

"My dear Major Waller: 

Am attaching hereto report of the take 
or ki11 at eight of the 29 licensed duck clubs in Louisiana 
during the season just closed. When I visited the department in 
New Orleans this week these were the only reports to have arrived, 
but I have been promised the final figures when they are compiled. y 

The department is in such a state of con- 
fusion that I was unable to get the figures on these clubs for 
the season 1928-29 but fhe figures for this season are much lower, 
I understand, than those of last. 

The public shooting club, owned by the 
state, at Pilot Town,La.,and called "Pas ala Loutre" was visited 
by 251 gunners during the 60 shooting days. The kill was 3,006 
ducks (mostly black ducks) and 115 Canada seese. 

Upon my return I find that Bob Carrier is 
in Florida and will not return until next week, at which time I 
will secure the additional data on Mud Lake, as sugcested in your 
letter of Feb.11." 

Most sincerely yours, 

hw iT. Walden, ie 
wW/P L.W.T.WALLER, JR.--ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

#
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Sex Ratio 

Longevity 
Toulsiana~ 
Waterfowl 

Extract from Bird-Banding, Vol, ¥, No. 4, October 1934, p. 195, 

BANDING PAPERS 

" 

Gite Ge #, A, MeTlhenny, ‘the Auk, LI, 328-337. This interesting 
paper summarizes results from banding 21,996 water-fowl of 19 species, 
2116 recoveries have been reported--9,.6 per cent, An impressive map. 
shows that bands “have been returned from a territory covering the 
breadth of the land from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean, and from the 
Arctic to the Tropics," Homing experiments were made on a mumber of 
ducks trapped in Louisiana, Of 276 liberated on the Pacific Coast 40 
were retaken in the Mississippi Valley and 9 along the Pacific Coast, Of 
164 liberated on the Atlantic Coast, 30 were “retaken from the Mississippi 
Valley and two from the Hastern Route, showing that the great majority 
of the birds sent out of their home range return to the migration route 
from which they were taken." 

One of the most umsual returns was that of a Pintail (Dafile acuta tzit- 
gzihoa), banded at Avery Island February 14, 1930, liberated on the Potomac 
River near Washington, D, C,, and killed in California, November 2, 1932. 

( Three birds lived to be at tf 10 years old--a female Lesser Scaup 
Nyroca affinis), a male Ring-neck (Nyroca gollaris), and a louisiana Heron 
(Hy@ranassa tricolor ruficollis), 

As to sex ratio, MeIlhenny has found a great preponderance of males, 
the ratio of males to females being as follows in five species: in 6159 
Lesser Seaup, 2=1/2;1; in 7067 Pintails, dG) 30 in 913 Ring-necks, 41/211; 
{2,292 Miuewiaged, Teel, (Cuarmueduhe diacoxa), 1/511 and in 461 Canvasbacks 
(Marile valisineris), 1/2:1,
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On the Alert—an Intruder Approaches aie iy & ; ON m e : Abe The Mother Egret Leaves Her Nest and Young 

HE child sat very still, a contemplative, blue- ele at  ! ie : ; Anyhow, the beautiful egret was gone,* and no- 
| eyed boy who did not fidget in the boat, nor i fb BROS cee A . body eared—nobody except the powerful blond ath- 

disturb his father’s sport of catching redfish as cay 6B hs ah Gs 5 a f dais Ps % ) lete, twenty-three years old, fresh from college’ and 
and mottled drums. As far as roving eyes could see, . x TV mie SS MN ; Aretie adventures, who now led another expedition 
little Ned was surrounded by high grasses in that oe ‘Pi hy we bea rae Sed \ - Pp rt we } a SY to discover if any snowy herons had survived. Two 
vast prairie country of Southwestern Louisiana—a ; ke Se: DU Sa aaa) ar a g gue French Negroes, John Goffney and a fellow named 
region of lone lagoons that wound through marshes : “6 ih Aga) Ran \ CF pst Fe ee Pierre, went with him, for days and days wading 
and broadened into shallow ponds which Creole na- : \ z er Aaa «i eee | ‘ rn Pe eo . a} s waist deep in palmetto and cypress swamps that 
tives called “‘creveys.”’ Tall reeds grew rank along Pea i oi aaa y ’ is & . ‘ were full of water, crawling through cane brakes and 
the shore, the water was filled with undersurface eee ra BS ath ia se yo 4 oe . . : A thickets until they located eight young birds. 
growth, and myriads of ducks were feeding near the ei Ne See we F Ue i Pee td ; ec ron Nik Ree el Between two low hills near the Tabasco factory 
boat. Tortuous bayous meandered sluggishly toward a ; ws ‘Ogar a. bs Pages ee Ne BF, sae they built a dam which formed an artificial lake, 
the Gulf of Mexico, three miles away, wriggling like i hee ; a ce aN e & + = hee Se Re called Willow Pond—perhaps a couple of acres. In a 
the serpents that also dwelt in this natural habitat : : : Ln UE edi 9 ia : E = “ eee —atale ses growth of scrub trees beside his shallow lake, E. A. 
of aquatic and migratory birds. The land was scarcely Mellhenny, promoter, laid the humble foundations 
above sea level. Muskrats built their half-thatched The seaketee Aokigge es cure ltcao tae periad) een Repitics Pies \on Mambranecs Wings A Few Snow:Crested Inhabitants of Bird City, Showing How Close Together They Must Build Their Nests of Bird City, soon to become the heron metropolis of 

homes, each with its tunnel underneath the water. E America. Not a pretentious start; no more than one 

A lazy alligator sunned himself. A belated possum fair-sized cage of woven wire in which to keep his 
sneaked home from his night of prowling. An alert 7 protégés, spending several hours with them every 
mink dodged out of sight. 3 2 sities 4 1 alld day and getting acquainted. They were bottle babies, 

In this wide domain of sugar fields, dry marshes, Ft PS ¢ shes ti but he knew how to handle eight helpless orphans 
jungles and duck marshes, every variety of animal i ee | , a Ri) a Ge : bs RANE gay a that responded to kindness, came when he called and 
life found food and shelter—black bear, bald eagles, lg ~ ri ‘ 3 ed 7% é is i 5 Re ere 1 fluttered around him, perching on his shoulders. 
raccoons, deer. The waters teemed with fish. The air ete J * FP en eae " eho SS ga Hace. ae aig ee eae Pr Good luck smiled upon the adopted family. All 

bi ‘ oe hints so F . &..9) Ne ar Ee P i: a US ar) i ad ji ne ivi was sibilant with flying birds. There were so many f 3 "4 é ) See ee Bian. ae # : PURE eight of them matured into sturdy herons, living 
things to see that it was no punishment for the boy ah NOE sa sgolienss 3 a - . ON ee ee a 4 ‘ ne ie ale: 2 ie ‘ joyously through the summer, with plenty of food 
to keep still while a dexterous Negro paddled their os orks ch eo ae fee re [eee ae = - Pri meee 2 em $ and congenial company. 
boat, creeping’ forward inch by noiseless inch and ae omen ere pata eee we: igen I yg PO cm, } ibs ary re ay per ee | 
rounding each reedy bend without a ripple that ae ae Se ee Phe Re? ae RE ae ht ee ona ae Pier ee PONE dicdesii Y,) cy, ty alan. Sid Home:Loving Herons 
might startle the fish or cause the ducks to fiy. Ned PA esate he. gs .. = So BOO ee Sn ee p oars oe Say cabana ou" eM pret 3 A ee ts 
was eight years old and, like his cultured father, oie Fe a oe ts <n ales ra ao a ha oe Mosk: bP ahah Fork «ee Bea Ps Fak < oe } : HEN sere October came, the yellow leaf, the 
deeply interested in all wild creatures. He would § wee : ee Pt ae iat Me as all rue ; a ( Sieucaey ane Ct oe 5 4 oa a Ty i W chilly night, their guardian noticed the restless- 
hide for hours in the reeds, admiring a roseate spoon- ty cians ere ieee re) in, Miia gill nae, | i h ; $ pease ness of his feathered friends, whose instincts stirred 
bill, whose loveliness was unrivaled amongst the eS ee So : el aN a Pr A , xs t a A la them to fly away, whither they knew not. Ned knew, 
feathered denizens of this marsh. Erratic poules ee aaa = = csi Le ee rhe is ery 1 os %, % Wee 7 a ais a and at the proper time for migration he left their door 
d'eau dived and darted about or the water; here and aes SS eee eet fs Se , ‘ ae a eae ar) wr) ra wide open. Next morning, to his surprise—and he 
there a wood ibis, or the snakelike anhinga, the 5 =~ a ee ee ee eis eer zt ReAnioe confesses a delight—there they were, all on their 
oldest form of bird life, a survival from the first faint perch, clamoring for fish and affection. Tactful coax- 

morn of time when reptiles flew on membranous wings. Playtime tn Bird City. Ducke Enjoying Themselves Splashing Around in the Safe and Tepid Waters Settling Down for the Night. Photo Shows Only a Hundred Yards of the Thickly Populated Thirty-five Acres ing lured them outside their house, yet they unani- 
. mously refused to leave. Mellhenny didn’t want 

The Eden of Avery Island > = = prisoners, like canaries behind the bars; he wanted 
(14/7 VY) 7 voluntary neighbors, free to come and go according 

Ma loved the snowy herons, which at HY OY oo, to their habit, living and loving and breeding as 
mating season bedecked themselves with nuptial a ee — normal herons should. So he tore down the jail 

plumage of more delicate lace than was ever worn by house, only to find that for three uncertain days his 
a royal bride. Plume hunters had not yet invaded pets still hung around, chattering to themselves and 
this out-of-the-way locality, so these herons were B y HARRIS DICKSON wondering what it was all about. Nights grew cold, 
unafraid of men, and from his gliding punt the child and frost was sparkling on the lily pads that morning 
observed them closely. Slender and graceful, they when his foundlings vanished. Gone. Gone on their 
stalked along the water’s edge, to stand motionless— a long, long journey to Central America. 
until suddenly a sharp. beak shot downward like a did, it was also natural for him to join the Peary Ex- Plume hunters had pandered to the vanities of wiped out. It was only during this period that the The conception of this story goes back to little Eight ignorant little tourists, without father or 

spear and came up with a squirming fish or shrimp. _pedition, which included Doctor Cook, and make a fashion and ransacked the marshes—efficient men feathers were valuable, and none were taken by any Ned in the boat, and cannot be told without inter- mother to guide them, had flown away, and their 

Then little Ned smiled, because Papa Heron would study of migratory birds in the Arctic. Afterward he who operated with dugouts, boats and skiffs of light method except killing the birds. weaving the personality of Mr. Edward Avery Me- foster parent did not see the travelers again until the 

take the choicest titbits to his babies in their nest. financed his own expedition and led it to Alaska. He draft that could navigate anywhere. Day after day, The rewards were tempting. Twenty feathers on Tlhenny. eighteenth of the following March, when four of 

Once an old Negro hunter had stealthily guided hunted in Labrador, explored the Greenland glaciers, keen-eyed scouts spied upon herons at the feeding each shoulder of an adult male or female—forty Avery Island is not an island, but a freak of pre- them returned. There they were, sitting in the bushes 

the little boy to a herons’ nesting place, which they and shot wolves in Northern Siberia. Several years grounds, maybe thirty miles distant from a nest, plumes in all—made the bird worth about forty dol- historic nature that lifted this range of hills from the near the site of their old cage, a marvelous sense of 
built in low trees around a pond to rear their fledg- of adventure kept him away from Louisiana, off and and marked the direction of their homeward flight. lars to a plume hunter, whose slow-moving lugger bottom of the sea. It was then surrounded by water direction having brought them, straight as an ar- 
lings, that soon grew up and flew away to South on, and on one of his home-comings he found that This might require a week of reconnoissanee, stead- passed along the bayou laden with fresh skins for and at some distance from shore, but centuries of row’s flight, to this one sweet spot called ‘‘home.” 
America. Next spring they always came back home the snowy heron had disappeared. Small blue herons _ ily narrowing their field and drawing nearer, nearer, dealers in New Orleans. The hunter collected cash an overflowing Mississippi River had brought down Another pair arrived on the second day thereafter— 
for a happy love-making and another brood. were still plentiful on the lagoons, they and their nearer, until a colony was located for massacre. for his cargo, which was shipped at fat profits to sediment and filled out solidly to the island, so that a ix out of eight. Two had possibly got killed or gone 

Some of the birds on Avery Island went south in larger Louisiana cousins—neither of which bore Not a solitary bird escaped; for at this season of the wholesale feather trade. Business was brisk highway and railroad now reach the salt mines. A somewhere else. Of the six returning prodigals one 
autumn, some went north in spring, and it seemed plumes, and consequently were not worth killing. guarding and feeding, the heron would not desert a few years ago until, largely through a persistent Tabasco factory employs many operatives, and 1700 disappeared, and on the trees beside Willow Pond 

natural, when Ned became a big boy, that he should But he saw not a single one of his beloved egrets, its young. If male or female were killed at the nest, fight of Mr. Mellhenny, dealers in New Orleans people live on the community estate, which belongs two pairs nested, rearing eight lusty youngsters that 
fly north to Holbrook Military Academy and, later, which had been slaughtered for milady of Paris and its mate infallibly returned to receive a load of shot. wrote to Paris milliners that they could no longer to Avery descendants under an ancient Spanish squalled for fish. 

graduate at Lehigh University. Loving birds as he London and New York to adorn herself. Fledglings were left to starve, and that colony was supply these coveted plumes of the snowy heron. grant.
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‘At tirst the old birds that came home an army of birds couldn’t provide for off in less time and with less harm than alternate with those of thesummer black 

were shy, but a little petting reéstab- themselves, so kind-hearted truckmen getting a haircut at the village barber’s. mallard, that goes back home to South 

lished friendly relationships; and after hauled load after load of branches and Ten prime adults were selected and America in winter. The greenhead, a 

many visits to their nests, even the twigs all ready to be set up, like col- their plumes removed, legally as wellas table favorite, may be shot for food, 

fledglings accepted a man as their pal. lapsible garages shipped from Grand painlessly. Being packed and shipped, because he’s here in the open season, 

‘At the usual time that autumn, thir- Rapids. Battling with a frenzied mob the wholesale milliner promptly sent while the tourist from the South finds 

teen healthy egrets winged their south- of home seekers, Papa and Mamma his check for $550. Fifty-five dollars himself protected throughout his stay. 

ward flight, departing in a bunch on Heron first selected a site for their per bird, and the plucked heron would To produce a hybrid of toothsome 

the night of November seventeenth.... bungalow, then mamma squatted on it grow another crop next year. table qualities, as well as one that 

Note the accuracy of Mr. McIlhenny’s to guard their claim while papa flew It looked like a sound commercial would remain in Louisiana all the year 

records thirty-seven years ago. away for timber. In a suitable tree proposition—thousands of snowy her- around, wing-tipped birds of both spe- 

Two of these reappeared at Willow fork they laid the foundations, then ons and no.competitor, for nobody else cies were collected and mismated in 

Pond on March 18, 1897—the same one or the other hustled for lighter on earth could offer a dependable sup- pens, until the hybrid became fixed and 

date .of their arrival the previous stuff.. Never for one instant did they ply of plumes. But! But! If quanti- would reproduce its kind. Then they 

year—five others came home on March leave their claim unguarded, because ties of plumes were sold and aigrettes were turned loose. A bird of fine body, 

twentieth, and six more on March other herons would grab the flooring. came back in style at such faney prices, but something had gone wrong with 

twenty-eighth—all thirteen of the Mamma or papa was always vigilant poaching outlaws would again slaughter his head. Muddled. Got his wires 

emigrants being now aceountedfor. No with a sharp beak to drive off a bandit. the birds singly at their feeding grounds. crossed, so that in early spring, when 

desertions. No casualties. On April Together they broke the twigs and That consideration blocked the en- the greenhead part of him said ‘It’s 

second the first eggs were laid. Five mashed them down with expert toes, terprise, and only one. shipment of time to fly back North,” the Southern 

pairs raised twenty young. until a stout platform was constructed, plumes ever left Bird City. half objected, ‘No. I’ve just got here.” 

A subtle sort of grapevine telegraph slightly cupped in its cénter, so the eggs The up-to-date hostelry on Willow In autumn, one half of him suggested 

carried messages amongst the birds wouldn’t roll out. Now! Ready for Pond operates along the lines of a re- ‘‘ Now for the Gulf of Mexico,” and the 

and beasts. They whispered to one an- the children. sort hotel that’s jammed with July other half replied, “I always spend my 

other in a language that humans can- golfers and tennis addicts, while No- winters in Louisiana.” Twice each 

not comprehend, circulating the news When the Herons Come Home vember brings a different flock of pa- year that silly bird argued with him- 

that Bird City was safe for democracy; trons, with skates and skis and tobog- self, split fifty-fifty on the vote, and 

so, in 1897, the first of the little blue Since 1911 no new census has been gans. Through the long, sweet dalliance never left at all. 

herons joined their snowy cousins and taken, but at dusk in the balmy spring of summer, herons hold undisputed Many of these migratory birds are 

took apartments. But not until 1900 time you may sit upon a bench at the possession until, with the tang of frost, banded on the leg, so that scientists 

did the conservative Louisiana heron edge of Willow Pond and watch a sky winter guests begin to come. Such a may learn their routes of flight. A 

decide to gamble on a mushroom town. that’s white with clouds of plumy whirring of excited wings, a quack, banded duck from the Arctic may be 

In 1905, five varieties of herons were egrets. Some fly high and some fly low. quack, quack,-and honk, honk, honk, shot on Marsh Island. A tern from 

nesting around the pond, with all spe- Some from the east and some from the as herons move out of Bird City and Northern Maine is killed in British 

cies of land birds—scarlet tanagers, west; specks in the upper ether, or the ducks and geese move in. Nigeria, near the mouth of the Niger, 

blue jays, mockers, thrushes, wrens— flapping just above the tree tops. Di- The swift little blue-winged teal is 7000 miles away. Charts, carefully 

everything that wore feathers and was rectly over Bird City they fold their first to show himself, speeding 1000 kept by our Government, show where 

native to Louisiana. wings and drop like plummets, each miles from Canada through a fusillade they go, and when. 

According to the annals of this one straight to the branch on which he of guns. Gadwall, thegray duck, comes; 

unique heronry, we learn that in the is accustomed to roost. It’s a bewil- widgeon, the baldpate, and the lesser Louisiana Bird Airports 

Sixteenth Year of Salvation, 1911, dering sight and more bewildering scaup, locally known as dos gris, fore- 

2500 pairs of snowy herons were chat- sound—the whir of countless pinions, runners of feathered legions that hurry Naturalists regard these Louisiana 

tering along the edge of Willow Pond. the gabble and gossip and shrewish southward from vast white silences at preserves as the pivotal point in a chain 

Their scalps were secure. Twice Mr. quarrels, witha gradual diminuendo of the north. And how they do enjoy it— of game refuges that must ultimately 

Mellhenny enlarged his lake, until its mutterings before they go to sleep. The to drop out of frozen skies and splash stretch from Canada to Panama; as 

original two acres had expanded to darkening, somber foliage beside Wil- about in tepid waters, for a dinner of essential for migratory birds as landing 

thirty-five. Every inch maintained a low Pond has been changed to white— wild rice and duck potatoes. fields are to the aviator—safe places 

pird. The sanctuary became so popular not merely dotted with white, but an for rest, for sandwiches and gasoline. 

that 20,000 of them occupied treeforks almost solid white—by the close- A Tall Tale for Hunters Since he was a little boy in his fa- 

at one time, while 5000 other pairs packed bodies of snowy herons. ther’s boat, Ned Mcllhenny has nursed 

could find no space to rock their The instinet—or shall we call it the Amateur sportsmen who crawl over this hobby. In 1910, in connection 

cradles. knowledge—of these birds is uncanny. winter sand bars on the Mississippi with Charles Willis Ward, the Michi- 

Ordinarily, for their nesting places River, trying to stalk wild geese, will gan lumberman and sportsman, he do- 

The First Census of Bird City they choose an inaccessible swamp, re- brand my statement as a nature fake. nated thousands of acres of the finest 

mote from all the paths of man. This Empty bags have convinced them that wild-fowl territory to the state as a 

Bird City was a real-estate success, colony, however, is established within a goose thay be a goose, but not afool. permanent wild-life refuge. This was 

and in 1908 its promoter attempted a 200 yards of the Mellhenny residence, Long-necked sentinels invariably see the first wild-life refuge in all the world 

census of inhabitants, using what is where guests are constantly arriving him, and the whole flock mounts sky- to be donated to the public by private 

known as a cottonseed checker. This is and departing, and where hundreds of high. So the baffled hunter would individuals. 

a contraption that the mud clerk of a sight-seers come to view the spectacle. never believe that on the Avery Island In 1912 he was instrumental in per- 

steamboat carries in his pocket on cold To the east, skirting the suburbs of marshes, where thousands of geese now suading Mrs. Russell Sage to buy 

days when a hurrying line of roust- Bird City, is a gravel road and railway congregate, the promoter of Bird City Marsh Island, a tract of 73,000 acres 

abouts is loading thesteamer withsacks where automobiles pass and freight may lead out a party of strangers— lying just off the coast of Central 

of cottonseed. By the pressure of a trains rumble by, not twenty feet from vouching for them as harmless per- Louisiana, a celebrated duck-and-goose 

finger it registers each sack that passes. their nests. Many a brood is peace- sons—and stroll amongst the big fellows territory which had always been a 

With that contrivance in his hand, fully hatched within three paces of this just flown down from Canada. shambles for the unbelievable slaughter 

Mr. Mellhenny made it click every railroad and highway. Our host, my daughter and myself of wild fowl. Market hunters operated 

time a heron, settled down on a certain Day after day, Mr. McIlhenny’s fa- moved freely over the marsh, and the there by the boatload. 

area of Willow Pond, and within two miliar figure goes amongst them in his geese showed no fear. Anywhere else, In 1913 he induced the Rockefeller 

hours had tallied 4734, which gave him boat, with the greetings of an old an experienced hunter could not have Foundation to purchase the Grande 

a basis for guessing. As the male or fe- friend. Frequently he carries his cam- crept within a mile of them. Cheniere tract, which lies along the 

male heron always stays at home when era, and Mother Heron on her nest. The northern breeding space of ducks coast a little way west of Marsh Island, 

its mate goes foraging for food, a count will pose for him as unfrightened as a and geese is being constantly narrowed, containing 85,000 acres of splendid 

would show just half of the adults that movie star. Perhaps she scolds be- millions of acres having been drained duck-and-goose territory. These prop- 

lighted on a particular section of the cause he takes so long to focus his for wheat or corn, and wild life driven erties were later donated by their pur- 

pond. No youngsters were registered. machine and wakes the babies, then away. On the contrary, at Avery Is- chasers to the State of Louisiana as 

By a conservative estimate, fully 10,- obligingly lifts her crest and spreads land a considerable tract of sugar land permanent wild-life refuges, and placed 

000 grown herons were now citizens of both wings to display her gorgeous is now made into duck ponds, dammed under control of the state. At the pres- 

Bird City. plumes. up, artificially flooded with fresh water ent: time almost seventy-five miles of 

In 1911 more than 100,000 free egrets The snowy heron has been saved; and stocked with abundant food. Since seacoast, to an average depth of seven 

made their home where eight little the exportation of plumes has been for- shooting is prohibited, every known miles, is patrolled and protected, con- 

orphans had originally been settled— bidden by Federal statutes, and boot- species of duck comes here to feed and stituting by far the largest wild-life 

which meant that Bird City, Louisiana, leggers’ activities broken up. Once- breed. refuge in all of North America. 

sheltered about nine-tenths of all the fashionable aigrettes have fallen into Some we see that are hitherto un- This was little Ned’s hobby; and’ be- 

plume-bearing egretsin North America. disuse for milady’s toilet, because they known, for little Ned has successfully cause he loved his herons, Mr. Edward 

A boom town, a gold-rush camp, are no longer obtainable. Then this Burbanked the duck. The greenhead A. Mellhenny, more than any other 

with swarming arrivals every minute happened: mallard, or French duck, habitually man alive, has helped to bring about 

demanding homes. A wolfish fight de- Birds at Willow Pond can easily be spends his winters in Louisiana, return- the preservation of our migratory game 

veloped over building material. Such caught and valuable feathers snipped ing to Canada in spring. His visits fowl.



2 - : Ki : Lousiana. 

3 See Twenty-Two Years of Banding Migratory Wild Fowl at Avery Island, La. 

by EB. Ay MeIlhenny, ‘The ‘Auk, Vol. LI, No. 3, July 1934, pp. 328-337,
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¢ ¢ ¢ Twenty-two Years of Banding Migratory Wild 
¢ e Fowl---at Avery Island, Louisiana 

By E. A. McILHENNY 

BEGAN trapping and banding migratory wild States as follows: Alabama, Arkansas, North 
| fowl in Jandary of 1912, using at first strip Carolina, South Carolina, Colorado, California, 

bands made of pure tin having a lead seal. North Dakota, South Dakota, Florida, Georgia, 
These were private bands and, although a large Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Idaho, Kansas Kentucky, 
number of them were placed on ducks of various Louisiana, Missouri, Minnesota, Mississippi, 
kinds, not very many returns were received ; I think Maryland, Michigan, Nevada, Nebraska, Oregon, 
largely due to the fact that the bands were private. Oklahoma, Ohio, Texas, Tennessee, Virginia, West 

On February 14, 1916, I began using bands sent Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming, various parts of 
its members by the American Bird Banding As- Alaska. 
sociation, whose headquarters were in the Ameri- Then provinces of Canada including: Alberta, 
can Museum of Natural History, New York. Manitoba, Northwest Territory, Ontario, Sas- 

In 1921 the work of the American Bird Band- katchewan, Quebec, Yukon Territory, Chipinyan, 
ing Association 

British Colum- 
was taken over s bia, Newfound- 
by the United ne 3 eS ee be: land. 
States Bureau 2 fe Fo ee oe, i 
of Biological ks oe a ol 
Survey, and | (oe oc — ) ae c 5 from then un- eS a 1 wt oho 4% ee Matamoras, til now I have i. \ peewee eT Coahuila, Cam- 
cooperated in wy ie ~ ie x | bs} ag peche, Laguina bird banding — rh. ae aN ee Palos Prietos, 
work with the B 4 Cie Cl and Guatemala. U. S. Biologi- ee PT a aes fe ie 
cal Survey. My ee 7: —_ 0h eee iia oa 2 The usual 

: 4 a ; a; (= 98) | conception of complete rec- eat , A $ ie Ne le ae es 
ords go back |iaem bar — "| bird migration 
more than =: | A ae =a 4 A ‘ Se | *. north and 
twenty years, ome s me le fi eg south Oe 

andinthat |i i : ee | Tt this time much val- | Reet eng Eee ges See nce) Were strictly 
uable data on ie eS, eegere ee e | true it would the life-history Lae ae oe ee eee AAS be expected 
ofourwild = ae ee that the bulk 
fowl has ac- Edward Mcllhenny Banding Pintails. Februeary, 1934, of the wild 
cumulated. 

fowl banded at 
Of migratory wild fowl I have banded twenty- Avery Island, La., would on their journey to the 

one-thousand, nine hundred and ninety-six be- northern nesting grounds follow rather a narrow 
tween January, 1912 and December 31, 1933, coy- territory and would follow about this same terri- 
ering nineteen species as follows: Greater Scaup, tory on their return from the North to their win- 
Lesser Scaup, Ring-Neck, Widgeon, Gadwall, Mal- tering grounds South. A study of the accompany- 
lard, Mottled Duck, Dusky Duck, Pintail, Blue- ing chart will show that bands taken from wild 
Winged Teal, Green-Winged Teal, Spoonbill, Red- fowl banded at Avery Island, La. have been re- 
Head, Canvasback, Wood Duck, Florida Gallinule, turned from a territory covering the breadth of 
Coot, Blue Goose, Lesser Snow Goose. the lands from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean, 

From these banded fowl there has been returned and from the Arctic to the Tropics; showing con- from birds killed or otherwise captured, up to De- clusively that Louisiana is the focal point to which 
cember 31, 1933, 2,116 bands. These returns cover a large part of the wild fowl of North America 
pretty well all of North America. come in Winter. 

Bands having been returned from thirty-three The greatest number of wild fowl banded in
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any one year was 6,126 in 1933, and 1932 was a Survey, to determine whether or not these birds 

close second with 6,091 wild fowl banded. had the homing instinct such as is shown by the 

The greatest number banded in any one day was Carrier Pigeon. There are three great fliways 
1,514 on December 12, 1933, but I have banded in which are used by wild fowl in their journey to 

excess of five hundred on many days. and from the breeding grounds of the North, and 

The value of wild fowl banding is: to and from the wintering grounds of the South. 

First, to determine the length of life of the bird. The greatest is through the central part of the 

Second, to determine the territory covered by Country between the Allegheny Mountains on the 
the different species in relation to the locality east and the Rocky Mountains on the west, and 

where banded. Third, to determine the sex ratio. is known as the Mississippi Valley Migration 

The oldest return band was taken from a Lesser Route. The next largest is along the Atlantic 
Scaup hen, banded December 29, 1922, and killed Coast from the breeding grounds of the North fol- 

during the Fall of 1932, at Clearwater, Manitoba. lowing east of the Allegheny Mountains, known 

Other long lived birds were: as the Atlantic Coast Migration Route. The third 

Louisiana Heron No. 36191, banded May 2, is west of the Rocky Mountains along the Pacific 
1921, was caught in trap February 11, 1931, at Coast following the Pacific Ocean, and known as 
Point Aux Feu, Louisiana. the Western or Pacific Coast Migration Route. 
Ring - neck Of thetwo 

drake, banded - hundred and 
February 15, : : : : seventy - six 

1922, was kill- : et banded ducks 

ed October 25, oo 5 : ae | : sent by express 

1931, at Fir- : oo ee ee from Avery 

ma, Missouri. | gyi : Island to Pa- 
Green-wing- [Rg hls —i«i(‘é*i| (ific Const 

ed Teal drake, | eommmmt1 ee ee ce || points and 
banded March |S ae aioe aanenanmmaabolemamet | 2 ee 
4, 1922, was : en Ee -. ed, forty-nine 
killed Febru- et) 2. || have been re- 
ary 2, 1980, at ete taken. Forty of 
Coahuila, Mex- i wat eee these returned 

ico. : : eae to the Missis- 
As migrato- pk ee hes EAL AAS Ee sippi Valley 

ry wild fowl ite aN NE te a Route, and 

banded in Lou- : . S nine were tak- 

isiana must go . en along the 
North to nest, : 7 | Pacific Coast. 

and then come as From the one 
South for the A Catch of 163 Pintail Ducks. February, 1934. hundred and 

Winter, this sixty - four 

means that for every year a duck that I have banded ducks sent to the Atlantic Coast and there 

banded lives, it has run the gauntlet of the gun- liberated, forty-one bands have been returned. 

ners of the Country from Canada to the Gulf Thirty-nine of these returns have been from the 

twice—once up and once down. The Lesser Scaup Mississippi Valley Migration Route, and two from 
that lived for ten years after being banded went the Eastern Route; showing definitely that the 

through the barrage twenty times—ten times up, great majority of the birds sent out of their home 
ten times down. I wonder how many times it has migration route and liberated in the eastern and 
been shot at. western migration routes, return to the migration 

One of the most interesting things brought out route from which they were taken, which is their 

by my banding operations, has been to learn how home route. 

true migratory wild fowl are to their original mi- One of the most unusual returns from any 

gration routes. Since 1917, I have from time to banded duck was, Pintail No. A658600, banded at 
time shipped ducks taken and banded at Avery Avery Island, February 14, 1930, and sent for 
Island, Louisiana by express to the Pacific Coast liberation to the Biological Survey at Washington, 
and to the Atlantic Coast where they were liber- D. C. This bird with many others was liberated 

ated by operators of the United States Biological on the Potomac River near Washington, and killed
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at Gustine, California November 2, 1932, at a males, often causing a breaking up of the nest. 
point on the Pacific Coast almost opposite the Second, because there is such a considerable ex- 
point on the Atlantic Coast where it was liberated. cess of males, the breeding stocks of our ducks 

: In their natural state almost all birds are is much smaller than an observer would suppose, 
monogamous. It is, therefore, logical to assume when seeing large flocks of these birds. 
that nature will produce an exact numerical quan- In order to give the reader an idea of the great 
tity of the sexes in birds as it does in mammals. distances covered by ducks on their northern jour- 
This supposition has been borne out by the care- ney from Louisiana, the following records are 
ful investigation of the sex ratio in domestic fowl given: 
by competent observers, who show less than 2% Lesser Scaup No. 35832, banded Feb. 14, 1916, 
difference in the sex ratio. An amazing fact was killed at Ft. Smith Northwest Territory, Can- 
brought out by my banding records is the great ada, May 26, 1919. 2,875 miles from the place 
predominance of males over females in many spe- banded. 
cies of wild fowl. This statement would have but Mallard No. 36164, banded April 8, 1918, was 
little weight if it were made with the records of killed at Johnston, Saskatchewan, Canada, Octo- 
only a few trappings covering one or two years ber 13, 1918. 1,667 miles from the place banded. 
to substantiate it, but with a record of more than Ring-neck No. 101,407, banded Feb. 17, 1922, 
twenty years was killed at 
to build from, : ; - Cross. Lake, 
covering, hun- | ae | Saskatchewan, 
dreds of trap- ee a. ee -—— | Canada, May 
pings, made |e. 2 ~ aur ——=| 12, 1928, 2,242 
from early Fall ——— ee 2 SE, =| miles from the 
to late Spring [2 Rm MM ace banded. 
each year, a hse _ pee a Blue-winged 
record is built ae Ge ee ae | Teal No. 504- 
up that is in- [7] Lae be, Sa =a _-| 165, banded disputable. sf at q [|| Nov. 28, 1922, 

During the | etnias killed at 
past twenty || fe me Bp | Le ie | the east side of 
years I have |- Meow By [ |S | Lake Manito- 
kept a careful = Oye: ee . | ba, Manitoba, i eco oe : mee. Pp pee record of the || = 2 fo Stags re eee Pt ee oo p| Canada, Sept. 
sexofeach |p. Segue ee gum soe ‘Sar ey ee Bee Seem «16, 1923. 1,610 
duck badd, === | miles from the 
and a study of | ee eet ee ee | ~Cépriacee banded. 
these records |jije ss ee ge ee i ce Pintail No. 
shows that the | ee we 0 A666191, band- 
males are A Catch of More Than 600 Mixed Ducks for Banding. February, 1934. ed Jan. 3, 1931, 
greatly in ex- was caught in 
cess of the females in all varieties of ducks that trap at Quithlook, Alaska, May 18, 1932. 3,565 
I have handled in sufficient numbers to build up miles from the place banded. 
a real record. Coot No. A666392, banded Jan. 26, 1931, was 

Of Lesser Scaups I have banded 6,159, and the killed at Bay DeVerde District, Newfoundland, 
males exceed the females 2 1/2 to one. Sept. 29, 1931. 2,357 miles from the place banded. 

Of Pintails I have banded 7,067, and the males Pintail No. A666445, banded Jan. 31, 1931, was 
exceed the females 4 1/2 to one. caught at Dillingham, Alaska, in the Spring of 

Of Ring-necks I have banded 913, and the males ~ 1981. 8,622 miles from the place banded. 2 Pintail No. A658851, banded Feb. 18, 1931, was 
exceed the females 41/2 to one. killed at Selawik River, Alaska, April 12, 1931. 

Of Blue-winged Teal I have banded 992, and the 3,507 miles from the place banded, 

males exceed the females 4 1/5 to one. Lesser Scaup No. B632981, banded Feb. 3, 
Of Canvasbacks I have handled 461, and the 1932, was killed at Northwest Territory, during 

males exceed the females 41/2 to one. the Fall of 1932. 2,817 miles from the place 
This excess of males over females is a real fac- banded. 

tor in the decline of our duck population, in some Green-winged Teal No. 50440, banded Dec. 26, 
species at least. First, because the unmated males 1922, was killed at Alberta, Canada, Sept. 1, 
will, undoubtedly, greatly harass the nesting fe- 1923. 2,127 miles from the place banded.
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Pintail No. A658863, banded Feb. 18, 1931, was by men who make the round of them all, several 

killed 30 miles north of Old Crow Village, Yukon times a day; bringing the birds taken in the traps 
Territory, Canada, Sept. 8, 1932. 3,162 miles in transfer cages to the station where the actual 

from the place banded. banding and recording is done. It is not unusual 
It is an interesting fact that banded birds have for small birds, such as Sparrows, Cowbirds, Red- 

no fear of the traps in which they were caught, winged Blackbirds and Grackles to be retaken 

and this is true of both the wild fowl and the from the same trap in which they were caught in 
smaller migratory birds; they return to the traps the morning, several times during the same day, 

and are taken over and over again often during although the trap may be as much as two miles 

the same day, and return to the place where they from the point to which the bird was brought for 

were banded year after year. the putting on of the band. Proving that birds 
For instance: have a keen and immediate sense of location, and 
Coot No. A658025, banded Dec. 29, 1929, was return, when liberated, at will to the location from 

retrapped in the same trap Dec. 16, 1931, Jan. which they may have been forcibly taken. 

19, 1934. I have found trapping ducks and other migra- 
Coot No. A665698, banded Nov. 15, 1930, was tory game birds and the smaller non-game migra- 

retrapped in the same trap Dec. 20, 1932, Jan. 25, tory birds, for banding purposes, comparatively 

1933 and Jan. 19, 1984. easy, but when I was requested by the Biological 

Coot No. A629279, banded Feb. 16, 1929, was Survey to try to band Blue Geese, I found I was 
i retrapped in the same trap Feb. 16, 1932, Jan. up against a hard task. The Biological Survey 

31, 1984. had previously sent two expeditions to Louisiana 

Pintail drake No. A666746, banded Jan. 6, 1981, for the purpose of banding Blue Geese, but not a 
was retrapped in the same trap Dec. 7, 1981, Dec. single goose was captured. First, I tried, without 
20, 1932, Dec. 22, 1938 and Jan. 31, 1934. success, baiting with grain areas where the Blue 

Coot No. A658126, banded Dec. 20, 1929, was Geese came regularly as they would not eat the 
retrapped in the same trap Nov. 5, 1930, Feb. 16, grain, preferring the natural food of which there 

1932, Dec. 20, 1982 and Jan. 31, 1934. is an unlimited supply in the marshes along the 
Coot No. A666140, banded Dec. 29, 1930, was coast of Iberia and Vermilion Parishes. Then, I 

retrapped in the same trap Jan. 28, 1932, Feb. 16, tried using live Blue Goose decoys to see if the 

1933 and Jan. 31, 1984. geese would come to them, and found the wild 

I operate for my banding of the migratory wild birds came to them readily. | I then built in the 
fowl two large permanent, wire-covered traps, centre of one of their principal feeding grounds 

measuring 50x50 feet, with a receiving cage 10x10 on my land at Cheniere au Tigre on the coast of 

feet on each side, and connected with the main Vermilion Parish, a pear-shaped poultry wire 
trap by a wire V. These traps are baited with fence three hundred feet across, tapering at the 

three hundred pounds of rice each morning, from smaller end to a wire-covered pen fifty feet 
the time the ducks arrive in the Fall until they  ®uare; the front of which faced and connected 
leave in the Spring. The traps are set up usually with the small end of the large enclosure. _Into 

one day a week. After the first four or five band- the large inclosure I put about sixty wing-tipped 
ings, banded ducks taken in the traps greatly out- Blue Geese, and had them trained to drive easily 
number the unbanded ones. I frequently get into the covered pen. My expectation was that 
ducks that were banded in the morning back in from the hundreds of thousands of Blue Geese 
the trap the same day, and by the first of Febru- that would feed near and fly over this inclosure, 

ary, the banded birds so greatly outnumber the  # 00d many would alight with the decoy geese 
unbanded, at each setting of the trap, that it is and follow them into the covered pen, where they 

no longer of any use trying to band; for some- could be caught and banded. 

times I will have to handle more than two thou- I built a small camp near the pen and stationed 
sand banded ducks to get one hundred unbanded there two men who had been trained for years in 

ones, and the banded birds knowing the grain is assisting me in my work of banding wild fowl. 

spread at a certain time, go into the traps as soon These men faithfully tended this pen for sixty 

as the man who spreads the grain leaves, and eat days, but only captured one hundred and seven 
it all up before the other birds get a chance to Blue Geese and seven Lesser Snow Geese. Great 
feed. numbers of geese lit in the pen with the decoys 

For small birds I have a series of small traps and would follow them as they were slowly driven 
set at widely scattered points, often two miles or towards the covered pen, but only an occasional 

more from the station where the actual banding wing-free goose would go inside. They almost 

is done. These small traps, when set, are tended always stopped as soon as they saw the wire over-
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head, and flew away. So this attempt was with- is killed by hunters. If there is a larger reduction 
out much success. annually of the wild fowl supply, it must be from 

During the late Summer of 1933, I covered the other causes than shooting. 
bottom of a small shallow pond in the centre of The great concentration of wild fowl in the low 
the Blue Goose feeding territory with fine gravel, lands of Louisiana in winter makes it imperative 
knowing that once geese found where gravel could that the Federal Government establish additional 
be gotten they would go to it regularly. Having feeding and resting grounds where the birds will 
procured a lot of very small steep traps to which not be disturbed in this State. 
light weights were attached, I, after the geese ee ee 
began coming regularly to the graveled pond, had ADDITIONAL POLLUTION REGULATIONS 
my chief warden, Lionel LeBlanc, build a blind PRESCRIBED BY COMMISSIONER 
of the native grass on the edge of the pond, and OF CONSERVATION 
after setting a number of the traps, he would get 

into the blind to wait results. In this way he General regulations issued by the Louisiana De- 
caught in a few days one hundred and fifty-two partment of Conservation, September 28, 1933, 
Blue Geese and nine Lesser Snow Geese; all of “prohibit the pollution of public waters in the which were banded and liberated at once. From State of Louisiana’. 

were sl atthe ene mere ca ay eg Atenlon i ited to the fac hat polon foes alse. caida chew . pil Bg ie fds : of navigable waters by oil eoustiruves a violation 

few muniited the toes would not even be bruised atidbe Meveralr ON Pollution Ad“. eppraved june ; severely. This. is by far the easiest way to cap- Lia banc ee rete), : : 
ture Blue Geese for banding. s pire Blane ig . nie of senile ae 4 immediately report to the proper Unite ates 
pends ; a Daegu = government officials for appropriate action under 
thetthennachineen : tt falecasth sth the above named law, any pollution observed in 

his hands, while Mer a. He ern For Se 
after they learn to eat grain, they will come to ee PUG ese fs ee males nee 
his feet if he spreads grain around him, and he poses gh a Sahat Sunt 5 fe echo e 
only has to make a quick grab to catch them. e uf : 

The 1933 crop of Blue and Lesser Snow Geese Rule 3. CONSTRUCTION OF WALL TO 
was exceptionally heavy, as there were more PREVENT POLLUTION: All persons, firms, 
young birds showing in the flocks than I have es ve eee producing oil in in seen for many years. tidal marsh or fresh water swamp areas in the 
When the ee first arrived in early Novem- ae fe men anes a ae fe eon vs so age ber, 1933, . sue a wall, composed of impervious material, sur- 

ou the 00th GEARS thay feed eaaloaed Surat CDRA oth peaetuctng ell cach Felay alata, . f each storage tank, and each loading rack. is 
ae os ca ein oa ces wall shall be constructed so as to prevent any oil 

would then tunnel in under the standing grass to fr oat escaping either beneath or above such wall. 
feed on the roots. Two of my men, Aras Guidry AoA wall ae * ane he to Ee a ee £. and Lionel LeBlanc, found that by walking as 28 _' Prevent high tide or overflowing waters 
closely as possible to these feeding selas and ‘eek from flowing over into the inside of such wall. running at them, they could catch some of the Where such operations are located on dry land, 
geese with their hands before they could take it will be necessary for the operator to construct 
wing, and in this manner they caught quite a a levee of sufficient height around each producing 
number, but as it seemed to frighten the geese, well, relay station, storage tank, or loading rack 
I had this method stopped. E in order to prevent any oil from escaping or over- 

The percentage of bands returned by sportsmen flowing in such localities. . 
in relation to the number of ducks banded is an Rule 4. DRIP PAN UNDER EACH DER- 
indication of the percentage of the wild fowl pop- RICK LOCATED IN WATER: ll persons or 
ulation actually killed by the hunters of the Coun- operators having derricks, used in the drilling of 
try. I think, fully 50% of the banded birds shot wells, for oil, natural gas, sulphur or other min- 
are reported to the Biological Survey. If this be erals, located in swamps, tidal marshes or fresh 
true, from my banding of 21,996 wild fowl, there or salt water bodies, shall be required to prevent 
has been returns of 2,116 or 10%. Ths indicates the waste of oil used for lubricating purposes. A 
that not more than 20% of the wild fowl supply (Continued on Page 11)
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e u a O 1 S = as SF By ANNA A. CASTEIX 

MONG the most important, commercially, of They reach a length of two to two and one half 

A the fresh water fishes of the State of feet and a weight of from seven to thirty-five 

Louisiana, as well as the whole Mississippi pounds. They are bottom-feeders—that is, feed- 
Valley, is the Buffalo-fish. Its annual take and ing from the bottom of their mouths, and like 
exportation from this State reaches far in excess most fish do not confine their feeding to any 

of the other fresh water species; the catch for depth, but seek levels where food is found, of 
the years 1930-1931 being over twelve million which they eat a wide variety. They are provided 
pounds, with a market valuation of over one with mouth parts well adapted for gathering 
million, one hundred thousand dollars, for the food from the muddy river bottoms, feeding on 

State of Louisiana. aquatic animal life found in these muddy waters, 
Several species of the Buffalo-fish are found rubbing their noses against this ooze in search of 

in the Mississippi River and its tributaries, but their food. They also feed upon aquatic vegeta- 
these are not designated in the reports of catch. tion, and upon grains and seeds found in their 
They are, the Common Buffalo-fish, sometimes spawning beds, carried in by overflows. During 
called the Red-mouthed Buffalo, or the Big- their spawning season, they feed mainly on 
mouthed Buffalo; the Black or Mongrel Buffalo, buffalo gnats, which they collect from inundated 

and the Small-mouthed or White Buffalo. They brush and debris. 
are all of equal importance, having about the During their spawning season, which occurs 
same commercial value. in the months of March and April, usually at the 

The Buffalo-fish are large and robust-bodied, time of heavy rains or during floods when 

and resemble the Carp; the scales are large and streams are full and marshes inundated, large 

coarse, the dorsal fin many-rayed, the meat runs of Buffalo-fish may be seen leaving the 

grainy and bony; they are usually dark in color deeper waters, to crowd into small streams and 

and inhabit the large rivers and lakes, tributary ponds, spreading over flooded marshes, for 

to the Mississippi River, in the State of Louisi- spawning. In these beds they remain only a few 

ana. They rarely ascend smaller rivers and days, and soon disappear as suddenly and as 

streams, except for the purpose of spawning. mysteriously as they came, but long enough to 
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COMMON BUFFALO 

Megastomatobus cyprinella (Cuvier and Valenciennes) 

One of our three Louisiana Buffaloes, this species contributes to the very important Buffalo fishery of the Mississippi Valley, which 
may attain in a single year a total catch of 17,000,000 pounds, with a value of over a million dollars. 

The Common Buffalo was first known to science when discovered by two French Zoologists from specimens taken in Lake Pont- 
chartrain. Like the other Buffaloes, .it has received very many confusing popular names. 

The Buffalo Fish is well equipped to strain out from muddy river bottoms the food which it eats. 
A two and a half’ foot Buffalo may weigh over 50 pounds.
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have deposited millions of their eggs. It is dur- aboard large enough to take care of his catch. 

ing their very short stay in these spawning beds The crew is composed of four men, and the size 

that fishermen trap a great number of these fish. of the seine varies from seven hundred to fifteen 

This method of taking Buffalo-fish is strictly hundred feet in length with a depth of twelve 

against Conservation Laws, and this Department, feet and a three-inch mesh. The fish are hauled 

through its agents, is always on the alert looking in, put aboard and iced, and taken to the whole- 

for such violations. sale fish dealers for the market. 

During the splashing of the brood fish, the Buffalo-fish are sold in two grades: No. 1 and 

eggs are expelled and fertilized; no nest is pre- No. 2. No. 1, the White Buffalo, is sold whole, 

pared and no attention given to the eggs, which just as it is caught and taken from the water, 

adhere to floating grasses, brush and debris in and must be unscarred and firm and must be in 

the streams and marshes, and which are left to first class appearance in every way upon reaching 

be hatched by nature in about ten days; the fry its destination. This class of fish is sold to the 
coming up immediately to the surface and ab- Northern markets and principally consumed by 

sorbing the yolk sac in about four days. the Jewish trade, which takes about twenty-five 

To preserve the supply of these valued food per cent of the catch. The large Northern fish 

fish, the Department of Conservation established, dealers send representatives into the State of 

during the year 1980, a Buffalo-fish hatchery at | Louisiana to purchase this No. 7 Buffalo fish, 
Lake Des Allemands at a cost of $1,500.00. This Pia ANG a, i a ei offered. ieee 

section, which is a natural breeding ground for i Cease ee - ne Witce ela a. 

Buffalo-fish, had insufficient fresh water neces- . 8 . os cn 2 ; ne 1. aa : : : 

sary for the spawning of the species. Due to Sahn. 7 a oe faa i. as ° 

this condition, the Department of Conservation fri a oo eae y o pa bes eG 

erected a syphon on the Mississippi River at Ed- oo ORIG nents tennant ecient oe 

gard, Louisiana, drawing the fresh water of the ase: ee the trp in! abouk/seyenty;uwo hours 

Mississippi into Lake Des Allemands. By this from Louisiana to all large markets. 

process was developed the largest and most ideal The No. 2 grade of Buffalo-fish consists of 

Buffalo-fish breeding grounds in the State of Black or Mongrel Buffalo and the Common Buf- 

Louisiana, which should become of steadily in- falo. This grade is dressed for shipment, and sold 
creasing usefulness and of great value to the to all markets from Texas in the west, through 

State. the States of Oklahoma, Missouri and Kentucky. 

The Buffalo-fish, being a commercial fresh In the shipment of these fish the greatest care 

water fish, is taken by hoop-nets and seines, and is taken in the packing as well as in the icing to 

under certain restrictions prescribed by the De- insure perfect deliveries, as all shipments must 

partment of Conservation. According to our con- conform to certain State health laws. 

servation laws, all Buffalo-fish must measure The total catch and valuation for the years 

eighteen inches or more in length before taken. 1930, 1931 to June, 1932, follows: 

Hoop-nets are barrel-like in appearance, rang- 1930—5,500,000 Ibs., valued at $490,000 

ing from ten to twenty feet in circumference, and 1981—6,500,000 Ibs., valued at $595,000 

are made with a mesh of not less than three 1932-2,600,000 Ibs., valued at $235,000 

inches square or six inches stretched as required 

by law. These nets are set out in deep channels RERUN AUTA ARENT T ON OO 

where the current is swift, each fisherman setting 

from fifteen to fifty nets, and sometimes more. IN MEMORIAM 

The fish are kept in these nets in mid-stream ae 

until they are ready for marketing, when the nets It is with deep regret that we announce the 

a ee one ne . oe death on June 20, 1932, of Assistant Farm For- 

direct to the Wholesale Fish Dealers; as soon as ester Grover C. Boswell, of Many, Louisiane. 

they are taken from the water these fish are im- Mr. Boswell has been with the Division of 

mediately iced to insure perfect condition and Forestry for six years. His interest in the for- 
delivery. estry work and his conscientious efforts in behalf 

A of conservation will make his loss keenly felt. 
To seine Buffalo-fish large boats are neces- 

sary, as the fisherman must have an ice-box [Rear ARRAS ose
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V. H. SONDEREGGER 
State Forester 

HE semi-annual forest fire report for the the lookout towers to the homes of three hundred 
period January 1-June 30, 1932. The increase employees. This system of detection for forest 

in acreage lost is two-tenths (.2) per cent fires is the means of promptly extinguishing all 

over the same period for 1931. However, the for- fires. 

est acreage for 1932 was increased by 479,000 Louisiana again is fortunate in being able to 

acres, making a total of 5,597,840 acres now control the forest fire situation, and is continuing é 

under intensive protection. A highly efficient or- to hold a low loss record. 

ganization of forestry employees maintain a Reduction of forest fires assures the State a 

twelve months’ patrol. Twenty-two steel lookout future supply of timber. In addition to the 5,597,- iy: y 
towers, from eighty to one hundred feet in height, 840 acres that the Department is protecting, ap- 

are located on the protected forest units. A total proximately 5,000,000 more acres are receiving 

of three thousand miles of telephone lines connect a general supervision and Louisiana today has 

TABLE No. 1—SUMMARY OF REPORTED FIRES FOR PROTECTED AREAS IN LOUISIANA. 

January 1—June 30, 1932 

Damage Suppression 
Preece: = ae a Nam per Ea ae avuege eS ee a ee ee eee ee 
rotection rea rotecte ol urnes en ize 

(Acres), | Fires | (Acres) | Burned | Fire | Timber | Other | Totaly | Aeurs oe | Pettmated 
pce Ne as aa a ee Ns Nc a sate ie tet Tae se ie peak, ie eee eee ee gee ee 

| I | | | | | | | 
Morehouse .........+...| 149,760 | 44 | 2,854 1.6 | 53.5 | $ 1,405 | $ 92 | $1,497 | 387 | §$ 102 

Union ae | 350,000 | 176 | 8,450 1.0 | 19.6 | 3,055 | 124 | 3,179 | 723 | 203 

North Louisiana ......| 2,200,000 | 1,084 | 44,092 2.0%] 40.7 | 31,174 | 1,767 | 82,941 | 9,549 | 2,291 
Bienville-Jackson ......| 800,000 | 164 | 7,350 0) aaa et 5,586 | 364 | 5,950 | 1,696 | 439 
Sabine Vea: oon | 370,000 | 100 | 2,283 6 | 22.8 | 2,320 | 150 | 2,470 | 518 | Lie 

Vernon é gkare-ot | 80,000 | 112 | 4,042 5.0 | 86.1 | 2,383 | 181 | 2,564 | 1,165 | 317 

Beauregard-Calcasieu ..| 75,000 | | 24 sal 8.0 | TBR |e veakee | a8 | 24 1 
POR 2158 + eae, | 154,580 | ORT 11,622 7.5 | 119.8 | 1,736 | 453 | 2,189 | 1,058 | 297 

Livingston, St. Helena | | | | | | | | 
and Tangipahoa .....| 690,000 | 258 | 17,097 250 )| P1676 |. koro y ae | 665 |) 17,9827 || oaieas | 528 

Washington-St. Tam- | | | | | | | | | 
many Ae Ae 600,000 | 215 | 9,804 1:6 || 45.6 | 6,973 | 375 7,348 | 2,480 | 666 

st Tammany .2..0..--|))) 120}000 wizntL al 5,954 64 | 68.67] 3,877 | 241 | 4,118 | 669 | 183 
St. Wandry.. se. .c.ce | LOU Naess eis PPTL elisa tatat es oul |e sien sete Eat Nt lites | chute 
State Worest 4.10.0) 7,500 | ane | 852 47 | 176.0) | 162 | 14 | 166 | 63 | 11 

| ee ee ee ee 
POUMIAS cnn | 5,597,840 | 2,861 | 108,424 1.9 | 45.9 | $75,251 | $4,416 | $79,667 20,553 $5,155 

| \ I I | I | | | 

TABLE No, 2-HOW FIRES WERE SDIScOVEEED over 10,000,000 acres of forest lands that are 
January 1-June 30, 1932 . . : . 

increasing their timber growth. Contrary to many 

Number |Percent| Area | Average reports by the uniformed who predicted that Lou- 

Discovered By of by, | Burned Fire isiana would be cut out of timber in 1932, the 
Fires | Number] (Acres) (Acres) e ? 

reverse is true. The State has a large supply of 
| | | | i irei 

Employee in Charge...| 824 | 84.9 | 36,288 | 44.0 pine and hardwoods, both Viren and second 
Mowernian |e lade: al are | cee | ae growth, and will be able to continue as a leading 

t r ate imployee 07 5 2 35.3 ° me 

Roliateces sca \ 118 604) seis |. 2800, forest products industry State, both in the South 
| ———— cme — : : : 

Totals..... hee 2,361 | 100.0 | 108,424 | 45.9 and in the Nation. The paper industry has more 
| | | | igus a ne ee Nee ati Reha a 

TABLE No. 4—CLASSIFICATION BY SIZE. 

TABLE No. 3—HOW FIRES WERE EXTINGUISHED January 1—June 30, 1932 

January 1—June 20, 1932 a a eS AE SS EES AEE SEE age ee rs ey 

ee ae Suppression 
at . r |Per Cent Area rn ea aT nee . Average Size of Fire) Numer fe B 

™N b Per Cent A 7 ry. urned 

How Extinguished ates | iby | nBurned Boe Bares Fires |Number| (Acres) | Hounsof | Bstimated 
Fires Number | (Acres) (Acres) 

| 
| | | | 0- % | 76 | 3.2 | 2 | 58 | $ 14 

State Oragnization . | 2,227 | 94.3 | 104,541 | 46.9 %- 10 ...| 934 | 40.0 | 4,236 | 8,041 | 728 

Wolunteers 0h oo ..0!) 55 | 2.8 | 1,077 | 19.6 10-100 ...{ 1,145 | 48.2 | 46,985 | 11,621 | 2,935 
Rained Out mais ig ed 14, | +64) 611 | 36.5 100-500 | 190 | 8.0 | 36,216 | 4,825 | 1,220 

Burned Out eee ata 65 | 2.8 | 2,295 | 35.3 500-Over_ .| 16 6 | 21,035 | 1,008 | 258 

ae | ee ee eS a 
Totals 5. ant 2,361 | 100.0 | 108,424 | 45.9 Totals | 2,361 | 100.0 | 108,424 | 20,553 | $ 5,155 

| | | \ | | | l I ee ai Cs RE eae le eee ATA AG) edie ammeter Ses alee Palate ee As PSE eae,
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TABLE No. 5—CLASSIFICATION BY CAUSE 

January 1-June 30, 1932 

HES a eta in aia Se -<  NR E 
Damage Suppression 

ee Percent aeeean a errr ee 

i urnes . ‘a rt 

ene er ie Fires Number (Acres) Timber | Other | Total «| #rours of | Baeaed 

Piliccane cetera an apa eR RE a ee ee eee 
| | | Se eo | | 

Diehtning Aes. oe «| 9 4 Saves 195 | '$ 18 4 Se eel 80 | $ 20 

RalIneds ye We hee Mle accant enceal 16 | av, 386 | 315 | | 330 | 147 | 39 

Gainers oe tice 46 | 1.5 678 | 603 | 102 | 705 | 822 || 84 

Sick chapter 17d | 7.5 8,058 | 6,252 | 340 | 6,592 | 1,945 | 484 

Brush Burning .............| 87 | 4.0 3,362 | 2,913 | 125 | 3,038 | 179 | 198 

Incendiary ese wal Mivcute i 1,533. | 65.0 77,200 | 49,570 | 3,102 | 52,672 | 13,757 | 3,478 

Logging a Seeds | 66 | 2.8 1,433 | 1,319 | 50 | 1,369 | 325 | 75 

Miscellaneous ...........-+:| 428 | 18.1 16,837 | 14,074 | 660 | teed =| 0 845 | 770 
Unknown fran ss lees errs 1 | 20 120 | 10 | 4 | 14 | 24 | 7 

Ee Ss UR oe ee eS ee 
Motale case viciasm ates aos | 2,361 100.0 108,424 | $ 75,251 | $ 4,416 | $ 79,667 | 20,5538 | $ 5,155 

\ I | | | | | MERE IP Sage ete em Mia Hate RELL en Ns era alco owes Bad De es Ss le 

TABLE No. 6—STUDY OF FIRES BY TIME OF DAY 

January 1-June 30, 1932 

Sri Oss se Re a re nC ected AE on RA eS 
A. M. FIRES l P. M. FIRES 

ASTM 219 2 econ ci oO eee Se 

Number Area Bees Number Area eNctaee 
Time of Burned ire. Time of Burned Hire, 

Fires (Acres) (Acres) Fires (Acres) (Acres) 

5 STARE WOU RAIN ie aR the MR OF DO [es IE 9 oe Ae a BR ad ee a 
| | | | } | y 

1:00 aie age S| iF | 284 | 40.6 TOD | ins th een: aed 427 | 19,470 | 45.6 

EOD Were aa ie reper | 3 | 39 | 13.0 BODOG cic cere ee oe we esel| 409 | 15,629 | 38.2 

3:00 Mr sas temptaned 1 | 35 | 35.0 G00. 35. seek wee hed 295 | 12,061 | 40.9 

C100 ree ae bs. ane 1 | 10 jeer 10.0 A200 ees Rien |s gos | 4,355 | 22.6 
BOO AR re eal 2 | 175 | 87.5 BOO tes tenes, eet 107 | 3,139 I 29.3 

CLO RAp ee caee..c eu SSuea 188 line 876 CLO 0b ie tele a 63 | 1,473 | 23.4 
WOO Me rare ican mice ses ail 895 | 64.0 THO ee tvene ne Al 84 | 1,880 | 224 
S00 we o.. bien etiete | 25 | 1,361 | 54.4 C00 vreen se eaae | 34 | 1,428 | 42.0 
9:00 . ite a aes el 49 | 2,156 | 44.0 DOG Re i) tue susan eal 12 | 228 | 19.0 

TO ODER tre Neneh I ledics sre 123 | 12,926 | 105.1 BOUOG) Ces Lp sain et Sl 7 | 55 | 7.38 

TOG se, Recieve ee el 171 | 14,025 | 82.0 TUO0Wiokcn ny) sear 8 i 221 | 27.6 

TOON cue amrat cenee edd sel 129 | 7,533 | 58.4 FROG ie ois aia. < Baie Meygesse if 112 | 5,962 | 53.2 

|___—__—_—_ | te] — | 

Motels saneu ahs 4 530 | 39,627 | 74.8 Motain. oot ie | 65,896 | 37.6 

| | | | | | 

than satisfied itself of this fact, and millions of d Area Burned 
z e No. of Fires Acres 

dollars are invested in our State. JACI Mec Mince ameter Au) Lio cs ou fal 530 39,627 
aes . ” PUMOMCe ce ee erence tes Tol 65,896 

It is interesting to note that wherever refores: Cusine a oot 

tation development has been established, the com- — — 
ks $ FE OEAIO Tap atta ietaks's Reale Sale tA 2,361 108,424 

munities are not so hard hit from the present 

depression. The cost of forestry in Louisiana is derived 

Timber growing depends upon forest fire pre- from the timber severance tax through an $80,- 

vention. Forest fire prevention depends on an 000.00 annual appropriation, the United States 
efficient forestry organization and cooperation Government allotted $50,400.00, and the land- 

from the public. The press and the public schools owners contributed $41,000.00. Not one cent of 

have been a great aid to the publicity and educa- this money is obtained from direct taxation. 

tional program. Continuing to prevent forest fires by all agen- 

The new system of good roads in the State has cies will create large supplies of timber resources 

been of material aid to forestry. The roads act as which in turn will create revenues from indus- 
barriers to fires and also aid the forestry em- tries converting forest products into commodities 

ployees in getting to fires rapidly. that are sold throughout the Nation and abroad. 

TABLE No. 7—STUDY OF FIRES BY MONTH IN YEAR : TABLE No. 8—FOREST TYPE. 

January 1-June 30, 1932 January 1-June 30, 1932 

Number | Per Cent A Average riiBer , Gs Average 
Month vot be See Burned Bizet Forest Type Aree pene Bored ey Size of Fires Month (Acres) (anes Fires [Number | (Acres) | Area | (size) 

(aRGRr eral: anc. Sela! «lol cio) SHR IAD ecamaieh Pee een ae re a a a ae 
January ......| 108 | 46 | 5,208 | 48.2 Longleaf Pine.| 859 | 36.4 | 54,158 | 50.0 | 63.0 ‘ 
February ....| 605 | B45") 1y BBsTMA: de] vgs Shortleaf Pine.) 875 | 37.1 | 26,398 | 24.3 | 80.1 
March oo.) aie | | 6ge98 | 1 857.8 Mixed Pine ..| 197 | 8.8 | 14,216 | 48.2.) . (72.2 
Aprile ei | 487 | 2-485 \ | iedase78 i)’ S272 Mixed Pine and| | | | | 
May eae. Ree. | es | 8105 sal 3,198." | 16.8 Hardwoods .| 417 | 17.7 | 18,499 | 12.4 | 82.4 
JURE 6 es | 83 3.5 | 1,134 | 13.7 Hardwoods ...| 13 «| 5 | 154 | ake, | 11.8 

Saas | ee Se ——_—  —_— {cj qx 
Totals.... i 2,361 | 100.0 | 108,424 | 45.9 Totals | 2,361 | 100.0 | 108,424 100.0 45.9 

spa STARA RI 9 Sti ES 1 Ee | | | I |
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THE WILD TURKEY "wiousana IN LOUISIANA 

HE WILD TURKEY! What a Wild Turkey Facing cially fitted for this position by 

Tem goes through the av- Extinction his previous experience as a law 

erage hunting devotee at officer,—is necessary to assure 

the very thought of lining up By E. B. Cope proper protection and propaga- 

one of these noble birds through eeu tion, the main problem today is 

the sights of a rifle or along the matted rib of his one of education and cooperation. 

trusty old scatter gun. For, though deer, bear, or hee 3 

some other species of the big game that inhabit ti me acon ee fonthe a aie? ty a te 

this continent have often proved alluring to the See ee ae ayould not lock yihaaaer 

hunter, true sportsmen would far rather kill a SHES MRO paone of the game Jaws and) en- 
maid takes! ‘ courage such violations by the purchase of the 

wild game sold by poachers. It would discourage 

When the Pilgrim Fathers landed on the violations by insisting, through public sentiment, 

Atlantic Coast and proceeded to carve, with hymn that respect be shown the conservation laws, 

book and bell mouth blunderbus, a colony out of enacted for the assured future of our wild life and 

a primeval wilderness, wild turkeys ranged from natural resources. With such cooperation on the 

the Southern border of Canada southward into part of the law enforcement officials and the 

Mexico. The descendants of these Pilgrim Fath- sportsmen of the various parishes in which wild 

ers, with typical American wastefulness and lack game ranges, the department would not have to 

of foresight, hunted this great bird in and out of continue its uphill fight for the present and future 

season. No thought was given to the proper of Louisiana’s wild life. There would be no reason 

protection and propagation of the wild turkey for why Louisiana should not resume her former 

the coming generations. The size and delicious place as one of the greatest game states in the 

flesh of the bird made it the quarry of every pot Union or should not again be able to point with 

hunter, market gunner, and poacher throughout pride to the opportunities offered the hunter. 

oie Heide Ruthless slaughter of wild life and of flocks 
Louisiana, at a time not so long ago, boasted of wild turkeys is due largely to a lack of coopera- 

an abundant supply of these great game birds. tion. The department’s attention has been re- 

Ruthless hunting, however, both in and out of peatedly called to the fact that serious violations 

season, the advent of the automobile, the motor occur, especially during the close seasons, in cer- 

boat, and the aeroplane, as well as intensive lum- tain sections of the state, but though they have 

bering operations throughout the State, have all immediately sent representatives to investigate 

contributed to a gradual restriction of its natural these reports, enough evidence to warrant arrests 

habitat and a sure decrease in the number of the has not been, in most instances, obtainable. If 

wild turkey, with the result that today this bird wild turkey flocks were left undisturbed during : 

is facing extinction. these close seasons, undoubtedly they would dou- 

ble in numbers before the next hunting season, 

EDUCATION AND COOPERATION for Louisiana offers many natural propagating 

places for this great game bird. 
Conservationists realize that, unless immedi- 

ate steps are taken to properly propagate and HIstorY 

protect the turkey, it will meet the fate of the 

passenger pigeon, the bison, and the prong horn There seem to be no authentic records of the 

antelope—wild life which was once plentiful in wild turkey’s existence in Europe, Asia, or Africa 

this country but which is gradually disappearing previous to the discovery of America, although 

as civilization encroaches upon its natural haunts. some of the older writers appear to confuse the 

So, though strict enforcement,—such as is now turkey with the jungle fowl and the peacock. One 

practiced by the enforcement division of the De- writer expressed the belief that the turkey at one 

partment of Conservation, under the able direc- time existed as far south as Brazil. However, as 

tion of Mr. J. B. Dauenhauer, Jr., who is espe- it is the opinion of scientists and “wise men of the
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wilds” that the wild turkey is a native of North lions, and other insects in which turkeys delight. 
America only, this Brazilian turkey was probably Such a country also affords good nesting retreats, 
not the same bird at present extant in the United with briar patches and straw where the nest may 
States. be safely hidden and where the young birds may 

PROPAGATION secure safe hiding from animals and birds of 
47 Mr. Charles L. Jordan prey, but alas! at present not from trappers, 

ey ( knew the wild turkey baiters, and pot hunters. Check this, and the 
S; ky probably better than any abandoned plantation of the South would soon be 

y AN e other man in the United live with turkeys.” 
Ys l States. Shortly before The dense swamps found along most of the 
ae , A his death, Mr. Jordan river bottoms in Louisiana, offer ideal natural 

(| \ began a book on turkeys sanctuaries such as are rarely found elsewhere in 
TAY entitled, “The Wild Tur- the South. Experiments undertaken by the State 

t ( y rs hy key and Its Hunting,” of Pennsylvania have clearly proved that the wild 
A hi interrupted when he was turkey, as Mr. Jordan states, increases abun- 

murdered while manager dantly under the protection of proper conserva- 
of the Morris game pre- tion laws and properly directed propagation. 

serve near Hammond, Louisiana, which was com- Therefore, since nature has given to Louisiana 
pleted and published by Mr. E. A. MclIlhenny, a these proper propagating places and the legisla- 
well known pioneer in the cause of wild life con- ture has given to us the proper laws, there is no 
servation in Louisiana. Quoting from this book I reason why the wild turkey should become extinct 
give the author’s view on the simplicity with in this State, except for the fact that the needed 
which the wild turkey can be propagated: cooperation has not been secured. 

“Any suitable community can have all the The Department of Conservation has contem- 
wild turkeys it wants if it will obtain a few speci- plated closing the hunting season on this game 
mens and turn them into a small woodland about bird for several years. Many old hunters have 
the beginning of spring and spread grain of some decried the present open season, which extends 
sort for them daily. The turkey will stay where from March 5 to April 5, as it is the “gobbling” 
the food is abundant and where there is a little period when the turkey is preparing to mate and 
brush in which to retire and rest. is very susceptible to the lure of a good caller. 

“It has frequently been stated that the wild However, the season is so short, and the country 
turkey will not live and propagate within the where the few remaining turkeys in the State 
haunts of man. This depends upon how the birds range is so difficult of access, that the department 
are treated. No bird nor animal can survive eter- believes little, if any, harm may result from the 
nal persecution. There is no trouble about the present open pooecne i ek 6 
birds thriving in a settled community if the Too, if the big lumber companies in Louisi- 
proper territory is set apart for their use and ana would lend their holdings for the propagation 
proper protection given. The territory should of the wild turkey, great good would result. With 
consist of a few acres of woodland or of some the coml.ined help of the proper legislation, 
broken ground, thicket, or swamp, to afford a needed cducation, and the desired cooperation 
little cover. In such a retreat a trio of wild turkeys wild turkeys _Saould propagate rapidly in our 
may be turned loose; in a few years, if properly State and their future would 
protected, the vicinity would be stocked with be indeed assured. 
them.” BREEDING AND HABITS x 

Mr. Jordan tells us further that the South is Charles Jordan, in Mr. __ ie 
well fitted for the raising of these game birds: MclIlhenny’s book, particu- ieee 

“There are thousands of acres in the South larly stresses the necessity of NS 
which were once cultivated, but which are now sparing some of the old gob- 4 i ey, 

: abandoned and growing up with timber, brush, blers of every flock, stating: in \ 
and grass. Such country affords splendid oppor- “T have ample evidence )y \ s\ 
tunities for the raising and perpetuating of the that wild turkeys will not es 4] 
wild turkey. These lands are vastly more superior shrink from civilization. It is 
for this purpose than are the solid primeval the trapping, snaring, bait- 
forest, in as much as they afford a great variety ing, and killing of all old gobblers that decimates 
of summer food such as green tender herbage, their numbers, not the legitimate hunting by 
berries of many kinds, grasshoppers by the mil- sportsmen,”
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His comment on the tendency of the wild tur- follow the long gentle quavering call or yelp of 

key to breed with tame stock is as follows: the mother hen arousing her sleeping brood and 

“In countries thickly settled, as in the one making known to them that the time has arrived 

where I now write, there is a great variety of for leaving their roosts.” 

wild turkeys scattered about in the woods of the HuNTERS’ EXPERIENCES 

small creeks and hills. Many hybrid turkeys are Several years ago, in company with my wife 

killed here every year. The cause is: every old and a friend, I was hunting quail near Alton, 

gobbler that dares to open his mouth to gobble in Louisiana. I was using a rascally old Irish setter 

the spring is within the whose chief tendencies 

hearing of the farmers, % ee : ? é were to whip every dog 

negroes, and others, and || > ee : he met and to tear apart 

is a marked bird. It is os P| e ts y 4 anyone who, to his way 

given no rest until it is : - ie OF | of thinking, was not 

killed, hence there are a } ‘ity Re ee . showing the proper re- 

few or no wild gobblers ‘ oo \ Be ee EE Ls spect due me. Regardless 

to take care of the hens, a fe See ‘ of these faults, however, 
which then visit the do- a a Y eae ee this old scamp had a 

mestic gobbler about the o nee Bee derful nose and was 
farmyards. This cross- me aa Rapiase Renee : 
i : : : oes Ween aaa a great help on hunting 
ing with the wild one is ET A ace ane i On thi ti 

responsible for a great hal | eas artes DAIS ace 
variety of plumages.” A “1 Be a Be lar occasion he was trail- 

. : ae re see ing through the chin- 

This being the case, | | Sc Po eee )6=—S—té‘ié~™~SCOéCéihith:sograss on what I 

Jordan comments fur- ra ae a | , m4 ae ; oe thought was a quail 

ther, selective breeding a Sey) le Pere scent. One hundred yards 

would restore the wild | J 0 —~—“—ts—s—sS| to my right was a branch 

stock, and if man would Oks oe \ ah me Oe a eee in which wild turkey had 

leave this wild stock os “| ee been killed during the 

alone for a short time, oe oe co previous week. Approxi- 

- it would increase rapidly, es SCS‘ mately one hundred and 

for the inbred wariness ae =o i oe fifty yards to my left was 

of the turkey offsets any : , [| an apparently deserted 

inroads that its natural : oa be house, fenced about by 

enemies might make. ‘ a Le ee snake fence. Suddenly 

Most old turkey hunters, " Uf ees ee the old Irish setter 

who have had difficulty ; ‘ i swerved to the left on a 

in outwitting the wily iy Se ee Ee eRe aaa Paesan a aciea: hot scent. Immediately, 

turkey, agree that, be- killed in Pearl River Bottom, 5 miles from Pearl River to my astonishment, a 

cause oftiis inbred ware eaten nas a flock of six or eight tur- 

iness, the turkey should thrive with the proper keys burst out of the tall brush and flew to the 

protection and feeding, and every one of these fence. There they rested, turning their heads to 

hunters, undoubtedly, have good reason for up- watch the dog. Apparently they were unconscious 

holding their convictions. They are almost unani- of the fact that my friend and I were concealed 

mous in their belief that the turkey is one of the behind the brush. 

hardest of all game birds to hunt. Jordan’s re- After a brief inspection of the dog, they 

marks along this line are as follows: dropped to the ground inside the fence. By this 

“Early morning, from the break of day until time I had changed my shells, preparatory to 

nine o’clock is the very best time during the whole taking up the trail, but I suffered an attack of 

day to get turkeys; but the half hour after day- plain cold feet, for I concluded they were tame ‘ 

break is really worth all the rest of the day and turkeys belonging to the distant house. So I left 

this is the time to be in the depths of the forest. the turkeys without further investigation, much 

One should be near their roosting places # pos- to the old setter’s disgust. To this day, however, 

sible, listening and watching for every sound and I often wonder if I did not throw away a good 

motion. If in the autumn or winter you are near chance to kill a wild turkey. 

such a place, you are likely to hear as day breaks Captain John K. Renaud, Confederate Vet- 

the awakening cluck at long intervals; then will eran, all around out- (Continued on page 32) .
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e e 

Occurrence of the Wild Turkey in 
erie By V. H. SONDEREGGER 

O UIs l ana oe = - ~ State Forester 

HE wild turkey in ER deere i. 

* [eosisiana sere gi Me ee eh in all Southern GO CEM orem gi. Ne 
States, thrives best in the ee tee, a “4 oe ea a ea ie. mall 
natural forested regions Rf ie oe ee es ee oe ee 
that have a good ground ys age ee J Sean a ag 

hf : ; Ba be ae ee cover of shrubs and |§ # et 4 ne i) oe be 
rasses. The undercover | Faggavaie bs A ty ee ae 

Ot a forest is particularly | 4 saa ae on ee Cerra a tee 
valuable for the propaga- . | 7 8 ee i \ Ae teed ee 
tion of wild turkeys as the —— a ee Wee Ae Vee er 
greatest amount of food || 4 @ = ™ an Le ; Be ies | 
the turkeys utilize is the | 2 ye". fim ec 
berries and seeds from |@e gi - as 
several of the trees and | ae ia ’ i ie SS a 
many of the bushes. ee ee eee | 

As a forest engineer |“ 7aaga F ee ye | operating in the Southern aL® : es ae es 
states for twenty-two years, twenty years of which have been spent Ne 
in Louisiana, it has been my opportunity to encounter many wild turkeys SS 
during this period. A forest engineer is only equipped with a pocket com- ) — 
pass and field book and cannot carry a gun, and his work carries him oe 
into the virgin forest and dense second growth. It was in these areas that 2 ees 
T encountered the many flocks of turkeys. It is the old story of seeing a i 
much game when one does not have a gun. : a | 

About ten years ago, it was my good fortune to assist in raising Ba, a] | | 
two flocks of wild turkeys in my former home parish of Winn. At that Sea ONE ibe eo 
time I was in charge of a logging operation and out in the deep woods \¥ee eee es eT é of ‘ we had a railroad junction where we transferred our feed from one \@ ae Lee ae 
car to another. In transferring the sacks of chops, many of the sacks \Se¥ gaat ae ome 
leaked from a handful to a half gallon of broken corn. During the spring | ue gee ae 
months, while waiting for my work train to arrive to pick up the trans- . as 
ferred feed, a turkey hen and her brood of chicks gradually worked to the || 
railroad switch and fed on the loose corn that had fallen from the cars. me 
I was able to count eleven chicks and watched their eating performance gf : 
before I was noticed. It — <i eee am 
was interesting to note “ ee aie eee Goer ho oft 

observed how the old hen ae ey Ld ae eh er Bees oe bedais 

disappeared in the brush | 0a oa? sa ee i ae RRS OE a eS : and the chicks partly fol- || 4% ee ote Ae Soe 

crouching flat to the | jae LS: a = ar ek ea tae 
ground. I remained quiet | jag Ao 5 ; 
for a half hour and it was PH : A ee ew 
interesting to hear the |g : 5 apeggteie i Ls 
way the hen called ‘her 4 ? : se _ : 
chicks and the way they - \ = 
answered her and gradu- Haunts of the Wild Turkey in Louisiana.
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ally collected around her in the distance and dis- towns and cities of central Louisiana, the tur- 

appeared. keys are rare and very few reports show that 

From that day on I saw to it that a certain turkeys are to be found. ; 

amount of feed was scattered and these turkeys In South Louisiana on the State Forest of six 

never failed to show up for their meals within a thousand acres that have been protected for the 

half hour after the train left. This performance last ten years against hunting, the turkey colony 

was again repeated the following year and two has been building up. In Southwest Louisiana 

hens with nineteen chicks were my guests. How- wild turkeys are grouped in the areas protected 

ever, the unfortunate part of the affair took place against fires, particularly in the branch bottoms 

that fall when either my employees or the local that feed into the Calcasieu River and those bot- 

residents became aware of the flocks and pro- toms that feed into Sabine River. Turkeys are 

ceeded to kill them. For a period of two years not propagating well in this area, due to being 
these turkeys had disappeared back into the extensively hunted, and there is no question that 

swamps, as I discovered later. they will be gradually killed out if some protect- 

There is no question that the wild turkey of ive measure is not established to give them a 

Louisiana has been rather ruthlessly destroyed by closed season for a period of years to permit them 
hunters who did not appreciate the sport or the to increase their flocks. 
enjoyment of real wild turkey flesh. The most interesting area in the state with 

In addition to the shortage of turkeys for the reference to the larger center of population is 
past ten years, the forest fire situation has been the Florida Parishes, because this area can be 
one big factor of the reduction of the wild tur- reached from New Orleans within four hours at 
key development. Turkey eggs are usually hidden any point. This region contains the largest num- 
in the dense forest and brush, and this material is ber of turkeys in the state for its size. 

very susceptible to fire and, naturally, the results Wild turkeys are to be found in the rough 
are that many of the eggs and chicks are killed woods and bottoms of St. Helena and Livingston 
each spring from the effects of these fires. Parishes, particularly where the undergrowth is 

The forest fire problem is well in hand on heavy and dense. 
over ten million acres of Louisiana’s forested I am indebted to Mr. Dan Houze, who has the 
lands. The rangers of the Forestry Division of reputation of being one of the best turkey hunt- 
the state report that in all areas where they are ers, for a great deal of information as to the 
obtaining forest fire protection, there is no ques- habits of the wild turkey in Livingston Parish. 
tion that the turkeys are coming back. Turkeys are also found in the dense hard- 

Forest Ranger E. M. Thornton in charge of wood bottoms bordering the lake and on the 

the area of Union and Morehouse Parishes re- rivers that enter into Lake Pontchartrain in St. 

ports that eight wild turkeys were killed during Tammany and Tangipahoa Parishes. Over fifty 
the past season. From information obtained turkeys have been reported killed in this area this 

from Mr. Thornton, there are, at least, fifty past year. There is another interesting area and 

known turkeys to be found in the forests of his that is the water sheds of the Pearl River, par- 
region. ticularly the Honey Island region which starts 

In addition to the piney wood areas mentioned at the junction of Pearl and Bogue Chitto Rivers, 

above, the region constituting Madison, Richland, which forms the head of the island. 
and the two Carroll Parishes are reported to have With the above information given by the em- 
more turkeys than any other section of the state. ployees of the Forestry Division considered as re- 

In the Northwest section of Louisiana, Assist- liable, and with my personal observation of the 
ant Ranger J. A. Frazer reports about fifty head wild turkeys in their natural habitat for the past 
of turkey in the woods, and further states that twenty years, will say that Louisiana can rebuild 
this year none of these birds have been killed. the wild turkey of the state with the following 
This is due to the fact that there are very few program: 
people living in this area and a greater portion That, the hunting of the turkey be regulated 
of it is cut-over and coming back with young by establishing a closed season of different 
trees and heavy undergrowth. lengths, in accordance with the conditions of the 

Wild turkeys have been reported in the cen- region; 
tral part of Louisiana, particularly in Winn Par- That the sportsmen give greater attention to 
ish along the Dugdemona bottoms, also in the the forest fire condition in the state and assist 
Castor Creek bottoms covering Caldwell and La- the Division of Forestry of the Department of 
Salle Parishes. As one travels toward the larger (Continued on page 37)
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THE WILD TURKEY, ITS HUNTING AND HUNTING METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS 

FUTURE IN LOUISIANA The most sportsmanlike methods of hunting 

——_ turkeys are from a blind,—attracting the turkey’s 

(Continued from page 7) attention by the use of callers,—and hunting with 
‘ 4 dogs. To shoot turkeys while they are roostin, 

doorsman, and old time turkey hunter, and assist- oe As y 2 
z either early in the morning or after sundown, is 

ant secretary of the Department of Conservation Pe dasa em alike 

prior to his death, used to tell an amusing anec- i 

dote of his first meeting with Mr. Charles Jordan. Jordan enthusiastically praises the rifle as the : 

His story is that while waiting for a train on his most sportsmanlike gun to use in hunting turkeys. 

return from a turkey hunt, he decided to practice He discusses the merits of several old time cali- 

with his turkey caller. This caller had been pur- bres, including the thirty-eight calibre and low 

chased from Jordan, whom he had never seen. power ammunition, but he finally declares his 

After he had practiced for some time on the caller,. preference for the 32-20. I believe that this cali- 

the man standing near him walked up to him and bre is the best to use, particularly when it is 

said: loaded with modern ammunition, as it prevents 

iyouidorthat rather well? the mutilation of the game. 

“Do you think so?” asked Renaud. Jordan’s choice of shotguns is the twelve 

“I do,” was the reply gauge full-choke. With this gun he uses the No. 6 5 : 
i : shot for the head and No. n th 

“Would you like to try?” questioned Renaud, t for the 3 3 and 4 shots for the 
, body. He does not believe that a turkey should be 

handing the call to the stranger. < 3 
“Yes,” said the st taking thé call a hunted with buckshot. He gives as his reason the 

ots ce ener ® fen s an 4 Cee small chance of buckshots reaching the vital parts 
Peet tas : i CO eee eee Oe cr of the turkey at, say, forty yards. Instead it is 

BO uC fy very likely that the turkey will be knocked over 
“ , . : 4 : : C 
Why, that’s splendid,” remarked Renaud, temporarily and will run away to die a lingering 

“ ” i i 
You call far better than I do. death. Mr. Jordan’s views in the matter of guns 

“T ought to,” answered the stranger, “I made seem to be the general opinion of all the old turkey 

that call.” hunters with whom I have talked. Most of these 

“Then you must be Charles L. Jordan,” ex- old timers say they aim always at the head of the 

claimed Captain Renaud. turkey, avoiding the body if possible. This, how- 

“That’s who I am,” said the stranger, “And ever, may be taken with a large grain of salt, 

you must be John K. Renaud.” especially with the turkey as scarce as it is now. 

Thus began a friendship which led to man e one : 4 TYPES OF TURKEY CALLS 
hunts together and which ended only with Jor- 

dan’s death. Mr. McIlhenny has inserted Captain The illustrations on page 4, will give you a 
Renaud’s picture in his publication of Jordan’s fair idea of what the various types of turkey calls 

book. used in Louisiana are like. 

DEPARTMENT TO ISSUE NEW FISH BULLETIN 

(Continued from page $1) 

THE BOWFIN, GRINDLE orn CHOUPIQUE 
Amia calva ee 

Known throughout Louisiana by the old LET 2 
French name of Choupique, the Bowfin is a re- cores ee ee sce ae ee 

markable species and there has arisen about it BERETS Ed Ok ORE Se URI Con et eR aaa 
a wealth of popular legend. The Bowfin is the Gee ee io | 
sole survivor of a great fish family that first We aes oe me = oe 
appeared in geology in the age of those great sis a A ge ne Ne 
Lizards, the Dinosaurs, and it may thus be said Se ee <a 
to be “a living fossil.” Uniting many primitive a 
characters the Bowfin, like the Gar, is provided oR Nak ee 

with a cellular air bladder by means of which ee he! 

it carries on accessory respiration. Indeed, live = 

Bowfin have been reported to have been plowed 
up in the lowland fields of Louisiana weeks after flood waters had receded and at a time when the drainage of the land had so tar 
progressed that cultivation was begun. 

Although held in Louisiana in low esteem as food (cut, split and dried, and used chiefly in making jambalaya) it is nevertheless 

established that when properly smoked, Bowfin make “one of the best of smoked fishes.” 
Among the many superstitions concerning the Bowfin, it is told in Louisiana that if the fish be wrapped in Spanish moss and 

buried with proper incantations at the right phase of the moon, it will, if dug up seven days later, be found to have changed into 

a moccasin snake. 
Bowfins are nest builders, the male protecting the nest, guarding the eggs and later caring for the young. So aggressive are 

they at this time that they will bite a pole pointed at them in the water. 
Bowfin reach a foot and a half to two feet in length, the female being larger than the male. The male has a dense black spot 

of elliptical outline with yellowish to bright orange border at the base of the upper rays of the caudal fin. 
Bowfin are savage and predacious and have been known to cut a two-pound fish completely in two with a single snap of their 

powerful jaws. They give a hard fight when caught with rod and reel.
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“A” is the cedar box call and is perhaps the A member of the forestry division of the De- 
easiest one to use. This red cedar caller is hol- partment of Conservation living a short distance 
lowed out to about a sixteenth of an inch. No. 1 is from the Pearl River bottoms recently killed a 
the hinged cover. No. 2 is the cedar box, or body fine gobbler. The picture of this bird accompany- 
of the call. No. 3 is a piece of ordinary chalk ing this article proves that the wild turkey may 
which is rubbed on the edges of the thin walls still be found within a short distance of New 
of the box in order to increase friction. The Orleans. 
cover is operated with a lateral motion back and I wish to acknowledge the help secured from 
forth across the thin edges of the box. An expert Mr. McIlhenny’s book. “The Wild Turkey and Its 
caller can produce the different notes of the tur- Hunting,” and the information given me by Mr. 
key’s call almost perfectly. For this illustration I E. C. Corcoran and Mr. E. L. Magee regarding 
wish to thank Mr. E. L. Magee, the representative the methods of hunting the wild turkey in the 
of the Department of Conservation at Franklin- Pearl River bottoms and the operation of the va- 
ton, Louisiana. His demonstration of how to “talk rious callers in use in that section of the state. 
turkey” was very edifying to me. If this article increases public sentiment in 

Ep aes Ele RiarhIG ras wae Eiethy Caxiain favor of the proper protection and propagation of 
: : the wild turkey or leads in any way to the re- 

John K. Renaud. It is operated by sucking the storation of that great game bird to its former 
breath through the mouthpiece. This call is mre number in the coverts of Louisiana, its purpose difficult to use than the box call. No. 1 is a section will have been accomplished. 
of gutta percha, or hard rubber, apparently a 

piece of hollow pen holder. No. 2 is a twenty-two 
Hi-power shell. No. 8 is a section of turned hard- : 
wood, shaped so as to slightly resemble a trumpet. New Orleans Stamp & Stencil 
This call is perhaps the most compact and durable Company, Ine. 
of those here described, as well as the easiest 
to carry. Rubber Stamps, Stencils, Marking Devices 

“C” is the call used by Mr. E. C. Corcoran, an : 
experienced turkey hunter,—the friend and hunt- Raeapea ase sch ee si 
ing companion of Mr. Magee. I find this call the 
most difficult to operate, although Mr. Corcoran (i maa 
and Mr. Magee produced an almost perfect call Ramires-Jones Printing Co. 
with it. No. 1 is a circular disk of roughened ‘ 
slate which should be cupped in the hollow of one 232 y A Ph 
hand. No. 2 is a peg of pine (red cedar, however, f eng \ ones: 
is preferable) which is brought to a blunt point Lafayette St. Whyygnueg 3564-3565 
and rotated with a circular motion over the rough- SS 
ened surface of the slate. No. 3 is an ordinary BATON ROUGE - - - LOUISIANA 
dried corn cob which is tapered at one end and pew www nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn 
hollowed out at both ends. It produces astonishing MiGe Soh oe ee a ne 
results. oO 

“D” is a reproduction of the Jordan turkey Paul Bougon Fish & Oyster Co. 
wing-bone call. It was given me by Mr. Gordon Dealers in all kinds of Sea Food 
Renaud, son of Captain John K. Renaud. No. 1 Cyprian Bay Oysters Our Specialty 
is a hollow turkey wing, inserted in a section of me i 
bamboo cane. This cane is inserted in another Ppceerne SEO: 5805 
slightly larger section of cane and this section, 552 Dumaime St New Orleans, La. 
in turn, inserted in still another section of cane of been n nnn nnn nnn nnn ne ey 
slightly greater diameter. The first section of the Frm mn nnn nn nnn, 
cane is about one inch long. The second section G. Gooch Bill Segura 
is approximately two and one-half inches long, aa ‘l ; 
and the third section practically the same length. Visit Ustanieibbeville, La, 
The entire call should be nearly eight inches long. Vermilion Parish 
This caller is operated in practically the same “ ” 
manner as “B,” the breath is sucked through the WILD LIFE PARADISE 

wing-bone mouthpiece. Experts can produce re- Get Super Service Station 
markable results with this device.
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POSSIBILITIES OF OYSTER CULTURE ON THE Oyster larvae swim and are washed about by 

PACIFIC COAST the tides, and if they can not come into contact 

——— with a hard surface they are lost. Experiments 

(Continued from Page 15) were made in which shells in wire baskets were 

clean shells on the ground to serve as cultch, or suspended from floats anchored in the channels 

solid foundation on which the larvae can set. The some distance from the oyster grounds. Those 

growers estimate the time of setting on the basis shells caught more spat than were obtained even 

of past experience, and sometimes they obtain on the best seed beds. 

abundant spat; equally often the reason is a fail- It was also found in these tests that little 

ure in this respect. setting occurred at the very surface of the water; 

If the shells are put into the water too early the maximum set took place at a depth of 15 to 

they become slimy and covered with silt, and are 20 inches below the surface, and diminishing 

unfavorable as cultch. If the oystermen wait too gradually with increasing depth. The possibility 

long their efforts result in failure. What is of collecting spat commercially in this manner is 

needed, is a method of determining in advance suggested as a further means of increasing the 

when the set is to occur, and this is the major crop of oysters. 

aim of the investigation. Because of the methods which are being de- 

It was estimated that if as few as two larvae veloped and the large amount of scientific data 

in every 1,000,000 produced set and reach ma- being collected, we have every confidence that the 

turity the crop will remain constant from year Olympia oyster industry is at the beginning of a 

to year. All the others are lost. It is not unreason- period of great progress. This oyster is a native j 

able to suppose that more than this number may of the United States, of unexcelled quality, and 

be caught by using more efficient methods. as a valuable natural resource deserves vigorous 

During the Summer of 1931, in Oyster Bay, measures for its conservation. 

near Olympia, the oystermen planted shells early at a Se 

in June, and caught a good set during the follow- OCCURRENCE OF THE WILD TURKEY IN 

ing two weeks. Our experiments extended LOUISIANA 

throughout the summer and showed that the pe- 

riod of most profuse setting was from the end (Continued from page 9) 

of July until the end of August. Conservation in preventing forest fires on the 

If the oystermen had planted their shells at cut-over and timbered lands of the state. Pro- 

the end of July they would have caught 15 times _tected forests not only mean a timber crop, but 

as many spat. That is, in four years, when these _also create a natural refuge and habitat for the 

spat reach market size, their crop would be 15 —_— propagation of wild turkey and all other bird 
times as great if they had known in advance what and animal life. 

we know ae The Department of Conservation, through its 

Our studies are designed to determine what Wild Life Division, is anxious to co-operate with 

natural factors, such as weather, currents, salin- the landowners of the state in protecting the wild 

ity and temperature of the water, constitute fa- turkey. It is further planned by this Division 

vorable setting conditions. The tremendous pos- to breed stock at its breeding farm and release 

sible crop is being wasted only because we do not these turkeys in such areas where the landowners 

know when setting is to take place. will assist the Department in creating sanctuaries 

s ae ace ain mae of cardboard and on their lands, so that these birds can increase. 

inly coated with cement, have proven to be ex- The plan for this development would neces- 

cellent cultch. These are scattered over the sitate the landowner oes certain portions 

grounds and many spat are caught on them. The of his land for a sanctuary for a period of years; 

partitions of the filler stand up vertically from the birds not to be molested while in these sane 

the bottom. i tuaries and the public being allowed to shoot such 

At our laboratory a modification of this birds as left the sanctuaries for adjacent areas 

method has been developed which provides a large during the hunting season. 

amount of horizontal surface because of the fact The Department of Conservation can only go 

: that oyster larvae tend to set on under surfaces. so far in the protection and development of the 

The new method was shown last summer to be turkeys and it is essential that all sportsmen of 
three times as effective as the standard filler, thus the state, as well as citizens interested in our 

opening the way to an increase in the crop by resources, co-operate and assist in reducing the 
three times at little if any increase in cost. law violations as much as possible.
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PLANTATIONS CATTLE RANCH 

iC eee e GAME PRESERVE 
ee ee we ry PECAN NuTs 

RETREAT 

E. M. PERCY 

West Feliciana Parish 

PLETTENBERG, LA. 

This is not a CLUB but my private hunting preserve for the entertain- 

ment of gentlemen-sportsmen. 

While my hunter-guest at ‘Ellerslie Plantation”, I offer you 8,000 acres 

of quail country for hunting; guides and horses free of charge; and all 

the comfort possible. 

You pay $15.00 a day. Absolutely no other expense. Only FOUR 

Sportsmen entertained at a time. No time limit but you must book dates. 

Bring ammunition and dogs. Dogs cared for at my expense. I can 

furnish dogs if necessary. 

Louisiana State hunting license to non-residents—$25.00. Quail (Bob- 
white) hunting season, December 1st to February 15th. Bag limit, 15 

a day. 

Location—13 miles from St. Francisville on the St. Francisville-Angola 

Highway. St. Francisville is on U. S. 61 running from New Orleans 

thru Baton Rouge and St. Francisville, La.; Woodville, Natchez, and 

Vicksburg, Miss., and points north. Good roads from every direction 

make connection with U. S. 61. 

Telegraph address, Telephone exchange, and express office, St. Francis- 

ville, Louisiana. : 

ECHOES FROM THE HUNT 

“Mr. Prevo and I both thought our trip to your place this 

year the most ideal quail shooting trip we have ever taken. 

We enjoyed every minute of it, and I want to. thank you for 

your courtesy and kindness to us. The combination of excellent 

shooting, beautiful weather, good dogs, good food and con- 

genial surroundings could not be beaten. Etc., Etc. 
(Signed) M. H. WOODY, 

403 Dixie Terminal, 

~ Cincinnati, Ohio 

“Once more I find myself in my office thinking over the 

trip to Louisiana and the wonderful food and hospitality that 

was shown me while at your place. It is a pleasure for me to 

know where I can find perfect peace and good hunting as I 

found on your plantation last week. I am looking forward to 

: the time when I may have the pleasure of seeing you again. 

Etc., Etc.” 
(Signed) O. B. PEROT, 

Waco, Texas
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ae ~ — C cto fd Be : u ee rae 8000 acres in one solid block in the rolling Se 
Oe pcs eG. ae Fae ! ed 

| ia a P P| ie a a. i ‘ uh i uplands of West Feliciana Parish, Louis- 

aes Mate | i BY f | eee NV }|  iana, Well stocked with Bob Whites. 

c= re ota ie: ul Here are hunting attractions rarely available. This loca- 
Seca rime ee ee ” 
x a tion has a great sporting reputation. Rarely does one find a & 

country with such natural beauty:—Woodlands—Fields—Pastures—and Running Streams. a 

“Ellerslie”, shown here, will be your home while you are my hunter-guest. Every effort will be made to insure 3 

& your comfort and pleasure on this famous old Southern Plantation. During the hunting season, December 1st to Feb- . 

& ruary 15th. % 

é The residence is equipped with modern conveniences of electric lights—hot and cold running water—bath— 

4 heat—reception room—bed rooms—etc., etc. Good cooks and servants are at your service. Guides and saddle horses ; 

& are furnished free. x 

: Located on the Scenic Highway—U. S. 61—130 miles north of New Orleans, and 5 hours from most of the famous 3 

Duck Shooting Clubs on the Gulf Coast. 

: Requests for further information, terms, etc., should be addressed to:— 3 

: + E. M. PERCY, 2 
44 fcaN 

& he West Feliciana Parish, Plettenberg, Louisiana. 
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Th uisiana Muskrat [ndustr e Lo t try 
HROUGH the courtesy of the By expect to concentrate my future 

"[ touisiana conservation de- FRED YOARS efforts here, but that the forego- 
partment the writer was per- ing conclusions and comparisons 

mitted to make an investigation of the muskrat were carefully made, by one who has dropped 
industry in the coastal marshes of Louisiana. some money into other muskrat projects that 

The purpose of this investigation was to de- were made to look too good through the reports 

termine the value of the different types of of some too optimistic investigators. 
marshland from the standpoint of muskrat pro- Only a very few years ago it was generally 

duction on an conceded 
acreage basis. ri ae er Fee a Se ee by most of the 

The fact Pose Cy authors for fur 
that Louisiana 5 ee es . | trade publica- 
claimed to pro- ew ae tions that the 
duce so many ale : eee] «6northern 
more musk- ca | _ states such as 
rats per acre . a Bg ee oe Minnesota, 
than any other A ma Wisconsin, 
state, was the : and Michigan 

principal rea- would be the 
son for making largest 
practical tests producers of 
along those . furs from reg- 

lines. ulated fur 
To one well farms. This 

familiar with has held true 
: the production in the fox in- 

records in dustry but, 

northern during the last 
states, the rec- : four years mil- 

—Photograph by Vernon Bailey 5 

ords of so The Louisiana muskrat, whose pelt is worth approximately five million dollars lions of dollars 

much larger to the trappers of the State annually. have been in- 
catches per vested there in 

acre in Louisiana are almost unbelievable. the muskrat business that today represent only a 

The muskrat marshes of Louisiana are iso- “bad investment,” most of which will have to be 

lated from the northern states that produce the charged to experience. 

northern muskrat furs, and I was anxious to Little was actually known about the muskrat 
make this investigation in Louisiana as I am then, and the public mind was oversold on musk- 
thoroughly familiar with the muskrat industry vat farming. Too little was known about the 
in the north. My home being at Sturgis, agonk actual production and diseases of muskrats to 
se ee eee a e ss and best warrant the expenditure of such large sums of 
See e O et eee ee aes money. The results of such prospective ventures 

I have made investigations of marsh lands did look very promising on paper, and made a 

for many companies and individuals in practic- fertile field for many promotion schemes, in addi- 
ally every northern state that produces muskrat tion to hundreds of “bona fide” muskrat ranches, 
furs, also in Ontario, Canada, having been widely scattered throughout all the northern states. 
known through the muskrat breeders associations : 5 ee 
of these states. I am certain that I have made One important thing that Louisiana has, that 
more investigations of muskrat projects than any could these northern states avail themselves 
man in the United States, but I do not mean this of, would save a large portion of their “bad in- 

in a bragging way, as it has proven very un- vestment,” that is climate. 
profitable, but I wanted to make it clear that what Climate affects the production of muskrats 

I am about to say of the muskrat industry in in so many ways, that the northern states cannot 

Louisiana is not to flatter Louisiana because I compete with Louisiana in producing muskrat
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pelts on a commercial scale. Hundreds of pens The Canadian pelts from the far north are 
have been enclosed in heated buildings during noticeably smaller than from any section I have 
the long winter months in an effort to prolong examined, probably caused by long hard winters, 

the reproduction period. The principal source of as the ice usually freezes around three feet thick 
revenue being from the re-sale of live muskrats and the muskrat feeds under the ice for roots in 

for restocking purposes, prices varying from the bottom of the lakes and marshes. The north- 

three to twenty dollars per pair. ern muskrat builds its house near deep water for 

Northern muskrats reproduce only during the that reason. Some freeze to death where the 
summer months from one to three litters per marshes and lakes freeze solid to the bottom. This 
year. In Louisiana I have found new born musk- water under the ice of course is always above the 

rats every winter month and undoubtedly could freezing point or not much colder than the water 
find them any month in the year. The severe on Louisiana marshes in winter. This also ac- 
winters of the north take a heavy toll of musk- counts for so little difference in the quality of the 

rats. Favorable marsh areas in the north are fur. Abundant supply of foods in Louisiana helps 
very small and scattered compared to Louisiana’s offset the difference too. Muskrats will die in a 
large coastal marshes. Foods are much more few hours if exposed to zero temperatures. 
abundant in Louisiana and mink kill a smaller Climate and transportation are very impor- 

percentage of muskrats in Louisiana as other tant factors in harvesting large quantities of 
food for the mink is more plentiful too. muskrat pelts and Louisiana has all the advan- 

Just how much the above conditions affect the Aa ae ema Gees Peg to set — eee 
number of muskrats produced per acre is clearly ee = Hg ee le ce oe g ie SE: 
shown from a comparison of records. The high- WO RSeU On WAlel: Ore eA CH One eee 

: A aoe ; the marsh areas of the north where traps are set 
est production recorded in Michigan is eleven : Bie 

fais eee than in Louisiana. Southern marshes are much 
muskrats per acre, while in Louisiana there are 5 Ik d h jer tol 
many records of fifty per acre. Averages for easier to wall: over and mug peagiey eC DauOls 
Louisiana are considerably more than that of I see many of the Louisiana trappers are 
Michigan. Michigan averages about three per taken advantage of when marketing their furs. 

acre on fenced and protected areas, while some Many of the fur buyers are very good at grading 
Louisiana protected areas with a total acreage tops for seconds, etc. Here I believe is one place 
exceeding all the Michigan protected areas, has the northern trappers could show the natives 
produced an average of about 6 muskrats per something about marketing their furs, as the 
ere: northern trapper is more inclined to dicker and 

A drive for a better bargain than many of -the 

These high averages PEt BEES are harder to southern trappers I have noticed, take whatever 
maintain as the acreage increases, owing to less the buyer wanted to offer for their furs. This 

productive acreage and water surfaces being matter I hope will be corrected, as it means thou- 
included in both cases. sands of dollars to the trappers each season in 

I don’t want to convey the idea that all Louisi- furs he takes that he does not receive pay for. 
ana marsh areas are productive enough to be Wrong cannot always win over right. 

profitable, as I have found thousands of acres not I find the part that the fur and wild life divi- 

worth 10c per acre, but the most productive areas sion of the Louisiana Conservation Department 
are owned or controlled by trapping concerns. has to do with the production of muskrat furs is 

As a whole Louisiana pelts are handled in a handled in a most reasonable and intelligent man- 
much more uniform manner than northern furs, ner, and I hope for its successful continuation 
making them more attractive to the buyer, this is along the present lines. Some northern states 

due more to the almost universal use of wire have so much legislation as to be over-burden- 
stretchers in Louisiana, while all northern pelts some to the producers of muskrat furs. In Michi- 

are dried on wooden stretchers. The northern gan and Minnesota the purchaser or lessee of a 
muskrat has no advantage over the Louisiana muskrat farm or marsh must pay the conserva- 

muskrat in size, however the Louisiana pelt tion department 50c for each muskrat the depart- 
stretched on wire stretchers does shrink about ment estimates to be on the marsh, a license 
two and one-half inches in length while drying. costing from five to fifty dollars is charged on 
But this makes a heavier leather and fur more top of this, and then the conservation department 

dense, the thinly furred pelts called “flats” are charges an additional 5c tax on each pelt you 

unknown in the north and the northern fur buy- produce. I didn’t like to mention this and I only 
ers seldom put their hand inside a muskrat pelt did it to help you appreciate what your Louisiana 
to feel the density of the fur. Conservation Department is doing for you.



a1 : * f p : morrow, tnat the Bureau of Scientific Research of 
he: Oi ag teas : the Department of C vation is dedicated. To 
The study of the sea has proven in recent aiieonas ent Tallon AS aN inbeSeat 

times to be of profound economic value to man. ake 
s com d, so that Louisiana may e as else- 

It is only by reason of her adept use of sea re- ee fulfll her leaderahin and her on it 

sources that Japan has been able to sustain her oe ts Pp Pp oe 

crowded population. It is interesting to note that 

within the fifty years following the purchase of ADDRESS OF MR. E. A. McILHENN f 

Alaska the Alaskan salmon fisheries alone had oe — |/) { 

yielded seven and one-half times the whole price (Continued from page 15) FF A C2 ( l Aes 

paid for the territory. b fowl at any time and in any number, and the 
The Bureau of Scientific Research of the De- slaughter was apalling. 

partment of Conservation has begun what will be The report of the Fish and Game Commission 

a thorough scientific investigation of the shrimp of the State of Louisiana for the shooting season 
aa paises cueing at of a ig one of 1909-1910 shows that there were taken in the 
ana industry, yet strangely enough almos A ‘ 
cerita a PRCWe or te Tie erie aetna, ee rate Tae ineesont 
Three species of shrimp make up our commercial DUS eg tee ercteieete ais gee 30,000) 
catch. Unlike the various commercially im- Poule D’Eau_............-.... 280,740 
portant shrimp of the Pacific Coast and of ee a eat ime Ue akg s ak 

Europe, our species do not carry their eggs but Quail Redan Brae ht ee “1,140,750 
cast them free into the sea where their earliest DOVES a. hits oan cee celts erannh 2b LO;660) 
stages as yet unknown must carry on their Wald Turkey sige c a sors ¢ cxee sera 2,219 

growth. Some excellent work on certain aspects Deer ...... eee eee eee eee 5,470 
of shrimp biology has already been done by Mr. Squirrels and Rabbits ......... 690,270 
Martin Burkenroad of the Department of Con- PRRs, 

servation., The newly established Bureau will HOLES Get HOE Oe a tace 

work in conjunction with the Bureau of Fish- I doubt if the entire take of these species of 

eries at Washington, and in fullest co-operation game during the season 1930-1931, would num- 

Lh. A Xi VEAL UY / ers / KAA / i; 2 7 

|
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Propagation of Pheasants in Louisi pag ouisiana 
ALLINACEOUS fowls are known By domestic poultry as well, sprang from 

( ; the world over in both the DR. M. H. FOSTER _ the little red and black jungle-fowl 

wild and the domesticated of North central India. This jungle- 

state. The types native to North America are our fowl, therefore, rates in human ecology as the 

own quail, grouse, and turkey, and the chapparal most important wild bird living on earth. 

cock of Mexico, all sombre hued. On the Asiatic The game pheasants are mentioned above in 

continent this group is represented by a bewilder- order, according to the altitude of their habitat 

ing array of pheasants, consisting of varieties too in the feral state. 

aoe ee comprising birds of 1. The Reeves is a most magnificent game bird, 

sporting gaudy tail plumage five feet lonf, and 

OCCURRENCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF PHEASANTS is native to the high altitudes of the Hima- 
layas. Dr. Fayette C. Ewing of Alexandria, 

Naturalists are agreed that the ancestral told me that he was entertained at a pheasant 

home of these fowls was the Himalayan region, shoot in the Scotch Highlands, where reeves 

together with its adjacent elevated plateaus and pheasants are propagated for the purpose. 

broad stepped, broken plains. From this region, 2. The Cheer lives at a similar altitude with the 

by processes of biological specialization, and va- reeves, and is hunted in Nepal and Northern 
riety adaptation to conditions of climate and food India. They are not artificially propagated. 

habits, the different members of this family have 8. The Mongouan is iound aiong the lower 
acquired a well nigh universal distribution. They reaches of the Oxus River, and in the areas 

became indigenous to the Asiatic continent from Ground ihe: Southern and Hester ehorestor 

the Black Sea to Japan, and from Manchuria to the Aral sea, into which the Oxus flows. Ac- 

the Malay States, Borneo, Sumatra, and Java. Fie TA Rall adie The een tasieamaren 

There is evidence that in Miocene times a variety Soa oe i i Fam & P & 

of pheasants, larger than our turkeys, lived in i Coe Da ay eee eee 

the South of France from the vine clad valley of re Cuno pybich oe located ina moder, 

the Garonne to the rugged summits of the Bie Npte eateate, : : 
Pyrenees. 4, The Rion or blackneck, is native to the plains 

lying between the Black and the Caspian seas, 

VARIETIES whence it was transported to England by the 

For the purpose of this discussion, it is de- Romans, and has become the common game 

sirable to divide pheasants into the Aviary and bird of the English moors. 

the Game types. The former may be seen at our 5. The Ringneck is the native bird of the Chinese 

splendid Audubon Park and similar zoos. It con- rice flats. It was transported to the Pacific 

sists of the golden, silver, amhurst, tragopan, ka- Coast about forty-five years ago by Judge 

leege, eared, fireback, and impeyan. All are ex- Denny of Portland, when he was Consul of 

pensive and some unobtainable. The first three Shanghai.’ They readily adapted themselves 

have been hand-bred for a sufficient period to be to that counrty, and for many years have been 

relative disease resistant, and are susceptible to as definitely established there as the Bob 

semi-domestication. white is to our own uplands. The California 

The “game” varieties are the reeves, cheer, Game and Fish Commission has planted large 

mongolian, blackneck and ringneck. The price numbers of these birds in the mountains and 

of game stock ranges from $35.00 for a pair of foothills of that state, but reports that they 

reeves, to possibly as little as $7.00 for a pair of will not remain in this rough country. 

ringnecks. They are seasonably obtainable, and 

are usually to be had in abundance from hand- Whenever it is desired to maintain the native 

raised American stock. It is claimed that more game stock in normal abundance, or to establish 

pheasants are raised in America today than exist a foreign variety in a given locality, it is neces- 

in all of China. sary to adopt a program based on the four cardi- 

There are so many different kinds of pheas- nal requirements of game propagation, and this 

ants, that I never heard of any one attempting to program must be rigidly adhered to with constant 

enumerate them, but every one, and all of our vigilance. :
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1. Type must be selected to suit the location. without control measures is nothing but an open 

The ringneck was brought to America from the invitation for predatory creatures to visit a well 

rice flats of the Yangtze valley, which river flows filled lunch counter. 
along the general course of the thirtieth parallel Our own state forest is almost perfectly pro- 
of North latitude. Inasmuch as this is precisely tected against law violation, and all forms of 
the latitude of New Orleans and New Iberia, it human depredation. The State of Louisiana has 
might be assumed that the ringneck would be not yet officially recognized the destruction which 

very appropriate for such location, but this has is committed both day and night, the whole year 
not been borne out by experience. through, by non-human violators. Last spring one 

PW Hee EGA lecaniden ora ar@nrimissioncr chicken snake destroyed two settings of pheasant 

of Conservation, the ringneck was tried out on ee es nie a after young pheasants 
Marsh Island by Mr. Edward Mellhenny. The Rodale ee Wi oe Gene aoe onc, placed 10 
Urania Lumber Company also made a planting in holding pens, one opossum broke in and killed a 
LaSalle Parish. The bird was not established in greater number of YORNS, birds than our stock 
either place. McAtee says, “Cold weather does not amounted ae at the beginning. : ‘ 
seem to hurt the ringneck, which has thrived best : Game will never be made plentiful by legisla- 
in the Northernmost states, while in the South it _ tion alone. We have tried legislating, and we have 
has hardly succeeded at all.” realized short open seasons, and still shorter bag 

| ° limits. Game propagation and a rational program 

The Mongolia, on the other hand, is found of vermin control will make it possible to revise 
along the Oxus river, and South and East of the upward both the season duration and the bag 

Aral sea, into which the Oxus flows. This is a limit, 

wide depressed region of low hills, broken by 4. Feed and Cover Crops: McA ee‘ character- 

wooded watercourses and corn, clover, millet and aes avail mabuaal saie éoverts ds low idensenenitt 
peas are grown. Rice is grown abundantly in the Snore shmibperemanitne Tuseantaae prow 

lowlands. This area is on the forty-second parallel, Of aeaeeeeeena aes) Sich cover produces an 

which is in the same latitude with DesMoines and abundance of berries, wild rose apples, grass 

the Great Salt Lake. Due to a much lower altitude, Anatomia: Bead ae ea al fren ae ee 
a much warmer climate prevails in the native variety of wild le eameea nese ce andedapan 

habitat of the Mongolian than ve have at the cor- clover, all of which taste more or less like alfalfa 
responding Iatitude here in America. Ibis, there- 4, William A, Murrill,° in a recent article, pro- 
fore, recommended as the proper type for the fusely illustrated, shows how more game results 

Southern states? where the ringneck has failed, from planting mulberries, cherries, chinaberries, 
and we believe it is the best one of any foreign hackberries, sumac, chincapins, chestnuts, elder 
species with which to undertake propagation gum, dogwood, holly, witch-hazel gacen ae 

experiments here in Louisiana. cedar, and persimmon. : : E 
2. Health and Sanitation: Adult pheasants Miss Caroline Dormon’ has written a hand- 

are hardy and disease resisting. Chicks cannot be book, in which she not only tells of the value of 

raised upon ground which is polluted by poultry. the various timber trees and shrubs, but also 
They are placed in runs on peat litter, hardware calls attention to their fruits and seeds, commonly 
cloth, or close clipped grass and the run is moved known as “Mast” for sustaining wild life. Mr. 
frequently. They must be kept free from intes- C. F. Delaney, custodian of the state forest at 
tinal parasites and lice. Fresh, uncontaminated Woodworth, Louisiana, believes that pine mast 
drinking water is essential. fed to pheasants substantially stimulates egg pro- 

8. Vermin Control: Mr. Otis B. Taylor® of the duction. 

Game Institute, lists a group of game destroyers, Yet, by ax and saw, skidder line and fire, we 

and gives methods for their control in January, have so utterly devastated nature’s storehouse for 
1931, Game Breeder. They are cats, rats, weasles, the wild folk, that it looks like a map of Georgia 
minks, crows, hawks, and owls. To this we may drawn by Sherman. Burning off field and forest 
add opossum, skunk, snake, and self-hunting dog. is about the only thing I know of that is worse 
Fox have now become sufficiently numerous in than some fool drainage project that is calculated 
Louisiana to account for many young quail and to reclaim the marsh. Brush fires completely 
eggs. This entire topic is so completely covered destroy everything from the giant timber tree 
by Gene Simpson* and others, that detailed to the peaty, fibrous humus, which may extend 
methods will, not be recited here. Game planting several feet below the surface. The moisture
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holding power of such an area is likely gone ance from birds like quail, pheasants, guineas, 

forever, since the next rain finding no porous and turkeys, he will inevitably loose out in his 

matter to soak up and retain it, must immediately struggle for existence with his insect enemies. 

drain off the surface and form gullies by erosion.* Corsan® reports no more insect life available for 

With no moisture retained in the soil, all springs his birds to feed upon within the enclosure of 

and creeks must dry up, and the ground become the W. K. Kellog Game Farm, Battle Creek, 

utterly worthless for every purpose. It will not Michigan. Delaney reports less damage from in- 

even support ticks and chiggers. sects and plant disease at the state forest nursery 

From the foregoing study, one may compre- since pheasant chicks have been grown there than 

hend at least some of the basic or elementary con- ever before. There is a nocturnal hemiptera 

ditions and requirements for the propagation of which eats the flowering bud of apple trees and 

upland game birds. By an understanding of these makes it nearly impossible to obtain a setting of 

requirements, and an application of these condi- Seale ma ay we have fed our breeding 

tions, native game stock can be made abundant stock a breakfast of this June Beetle (the honton 

; at will. Twenty-five years ago there were more of our French people) picked up under the street 
wild turkeys in Grant and Rapides, than the lights the previous night, a lunch of dahlia leaves 

number of quail found in these parishes today. or lettuce or table scraps, and an evening meal of 

Perpetuation of the varieties native to the aCoEnst A good commercialy laying mash was of 

country is the only sound basis for game conser- course available in their feeding hoppers. 

vation. Economically and naturally, quail and Ringneck, Golden, Amhurst pheasants have 

turkeys will always be the easiest game birds to been grown in Rapides parish for many years by 

propagate in Louisiana. It is, therefore, wise to Mr. T. A. Carter for his own pleasure. I once 

direct our attention fundamentally to adequate called to see Mr. Carter when he had sixty or — 

measures for the conservation of these birds, and seventy half grown pheasants penned under the 

for their perpetuation in abundance, commensur- house to consume termites. 

ate with the carrying power of the land. This is Dr. M. H. Foster of Alexandria, has been a 

the highest obligation of the Department of Con- _pack-yard breeder of Mongolian pheasants since 

servation to the sportsmen who annually con- 1925. He reports that the young birds are so 

tribute to its maintenance. greedy about eating boll-weevils that they require 

Now, in order to relieve the native game from frequent inspection and removal of these insects 

the stress of overhunting by the ever increasing from their throats whenever they become lodged, 

population, it becomes desirable to add some or attached about the mouth. More stock ac- 

foreign variety when it can be done successfully, cumulated than could be carried on the premises, 
and if it is not a menace to native species, or agri- so arrangements were made with the Department 

cultural interests. ¢ for propagation in the state forest. Since 1927 

_Writing of pheasants in 1927, Farmer’s Bul- Mr. C. F. Delaney has been in charge of these 

letin No. 1521 has this to say; “Propagation is birds and has proven an able and enthusiastic 
necessary if the national supply of cae is to be game farmer, in addition to his other duties as 

maintained. More pheasants are raised by man custodian of the state forest. 

than any other kind of game bird. Enough has } ‘ i 

been accomplished in the United States to prove A small planting wee made in the preserve in 

that increase in the extent of successful game 1928, and it is known that nesting occurred in the | 

farming is limited only by the area, expenditure, following spring, and some birds observed at | | 

andlefiort devoted tonite various times since. This planting was too small ; 

‘As compared to the well known covey instinct to bring lasting results, unless substantially 

of quail, the ringneck and Mongolian pheasant is reinforced. Besides, there has never been any 
rather a solitary forager, and has not proven a co-ordinated game farming in Louisiana and the 

menace to native game birds of other varieties, pheasants have not been taken seriously. The 

though the cocks fight viciously among them- birds released were merely protected from human 

igs ee ane ie, hunters, so long as they chose to remain upon the 

fi : preserve. All the non-human killers pursued them 

Any damage to growing crops, which has been HorhvaaueanaGhiene guthiote vemnileion 

reported as inflicted by pheasants, has been dis- y gmt, i i 

proven whenever investigated ; i. e. South Dakota, If a rational policy of game propagation is 

Iowa, Illinois, Pennsylvania. The fact is that if determined upon, and an able and intelligent 

man does not marshal to his aid sufficient assist- custodian like Mr. C. F. (Continued on page 40)
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Mo nnn fe ee | ee 

AMERICAN CREOSOTE ees TON: Borne 
Lake Charles’ Newest Fire Proof, 

WORKS 175 Rooms, All Baths, Running 
WEORRQRATED, Ice Water, and Ceiling Fans 

Creosoted Construction and Highway LAKE CHARLES, - - - - LOUISIANA 
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NS a SE a a See eed 
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NEW ORLEANS, LA.—LOUISVILLE, MISS. Washington Bank & Trust Co. 
WINNFIELD, LA. BOGALUSA—FRANKLINTON—ANGIE 

; LOUISIANA 
Capacity 100,000,000 ft. board measure annually Capital and Surplus ........$131,000.00 

.R eis ore gye ' 90 ESOL OOLOU. 
PRIVATE FREE WHARF FOR OCEAN VESSELS >... 4 : 

AT NEW ORLEANS e Invite you to open an account with 

this strong bank 

| ae bo------ 

re 8 eS eee eee errr t EL I Ee, 

| 7 

Southern United Ice Co. Moss & Watkins, Inc. 
DODGE BROTHERS 

ICE - COAL - COLD STORAGE MOTOR CARS - TRUCKS 

Sales and Service 

LAMM OND Son arey teste tae O eecus Ne \ LAKE CHARLES, - - -  -* LOUISIANA 
ae oe eee bonne + + + 

PROPAGATION OF PHEASANTS IN ADDITION TO YELLOWSTONE PARK 

LOUISIANA OF NATIONAL FOREST TRACT URGED 

(Continued from page 9) (Continued on page 36) 
Delaney is commissioned to carry it out, we see This li ah f ? 

no reason why our native game, and pheasants 2. This line divides a valley and basin unit— 
as well, should not become as abundant as we part to be hunted and part to be under national 
choose to make them. park protection. 

3. Thus, it will not protect and increase the 

BIBLIOGRAPHY REFERRED TO IN rad ARTICLE Bat ae ee poe = 7m seane. A 
ae IN, a 4. It is a most irregular, ill-shaped unit to 

1. ai 8 a ond Bone, by William administer; along its east, or artificial boundary, 

2 Plantin Phe eo Geer, 6B. Rowell hunters could not range every Fall, as they do 

5 Cone oe Neder Dee "1980 f3 ‘ i every Fall north of the Yellowstone National 

8. Pheasant F Shen a Te Gone M: Simpson, 1927. Park, thus killing the game crossing an invisible 

4. Propagation of Game Birds, by W. L. McAtee, . ». line. : , 
Farmers Bulletin No. 1521. \ 5. It does not include all the Yellowstone- 

5. Common Foes of Game Birds, by Otis B. Thorofare watershed. 
Taylor, Game Breeder, January, 1931. 

6. Food for Game, by William A. Murrill, Field 

and Stream, Sept., 1930. ae The True Sportsman will not enter a farm- 

7. Ce peal etsy by er’s property without permission; he observes 
2 Giles Hote Chad olaa Redlany, by C E the law; he is not bloodthirsty but takes only 

i Ramser, Rarriér® Bulletiti No. 1234.” sae enough game and fish to supply his needs; he 

9. Wildfowl Notes, by George Hebden Corsan recognizes that wanton slaughter is robbery of 

Monthly letter in Game Breeder. 3 others and a reckless waste of valuable resources.
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; CROSS REFERENCE OMe : 

See article, "the Louisiane Muskrat," by Arthur Svihla and Rath ) 

Dowell Svihla in Journal of Mammalogy, Vol. 12, No. 1, February, 1931. 
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N ACCOUNT of the secures its food which con- 
. 5 mippay amen TET NG ag % sists of small fish and other 

geographic sit ua - i as : small aquatic life. 
tion of the State of ee , Mallards: (French Duck) This 

cs . arate isc is e 2 5 

Louisiana, it affords a —_— Qs Mikal Seteida at seeds 
great assembling place for wr 5 no description. 

the great horde of migra- ee  hovcn a winter visitor, ie 1 
tory waterfowl and shore- i cae never very numerous, and 

i io s when one secures the prize 
birds. No less an author he can congratulate himself. 
ity than William T. Horn- Summer Mallards: (Summer 

‘. French Duck) This duck is 

aday, Se. D., director of like the preceding species 
the New York Zoological but much smaller and minus 

= the red legs. Can easily be 
Paricyand ore of the fore distinguished from the Black 
most champions of the Mallard of the North. This 
nation’ a bird is a breeder in all south- 

at re pane Wrote re ern parts of the State, nest- 
cently in his “Our Vanish- ing early in March. 
ing Wild Life’: Texas Mottled Duck: This 

e * A ; duck is found from Marsh 
There is one State in Island into Texas where it 

America, and, so far as I breeds. 
i ce eis i Gadwell: (Gray Duck) While 
now, only one, in which rather a large duck in ap- 

there is at this moment an pearance and very numerous, 
. it di t te high in old-time abundance of Hitiee anal Binur 

game bird life. That is European Widgeon: This is a 
aa isitor. Three s: i the State of Louisiana. Ee neenenie ances 

The reason is not very : ] Cameron Parish, in 1915, and 

i to seek. For the birds i PRO daar ie ne Sapa 
that do not migrate— 30. 

. . Baldpate: (Zin zi Thi > 
quail, wild turkeys, and Tee oF re @itceon ae 

doves—the cover is yet is quite common with us 
through the winter. 

very, abundant. For the Green-winged Teal: This bird 

migratory game birds of is here in great numbers and 
eat ee tb * is much sought after. 

the Mississippi Valley, Blue-winged Teal: This is our 
Louisiana is a grand cen- ANTICIPATION earliest arrival of the duck 

tral depot with terminal Daybreak in the Blinds on the Public Shooting Grounds at the family and the last to leave 
Rees Mouth of the Mississippi River. in the spring for its breeding 

facilities that are unsur- grounds. A few of these 

passed. Her reedy shores, her vast marshes, her Gere reeraa (Sines eae Tee ee but beautiful 
long coast line, and abundance of food furnishes duck is found during the winter in Louisiana. 
what should not only be a haven but a heaven Shoveller: (Spoonbill Duck, Scooper) This duck is very 

5 common along our Gulf coast and in the month of 
for the geese. March attains very beautiful plumage, but its huge bill 

offsets much of its beauty. 
WATERFOWL: DUCKS, GEESE Pintail: (Sprig, Sprigtail) This large, aristocratic duck 

- is is much sought after by hunters. It is found in great 
Ducks: This large family of waterfowl that Runibers durine the winter in oun State: 

winters with us, consisting of thirty varieties, Wood Duck: (Branchue, Summer Duck. Squealer) This 
* * * is the most beautiful of our Louisiana birds. Although 

some which are very rare, while others are quite protested by hoth  Wederal ahd State laws, it is often 
numerous, is sought after by the many hunters killed eee by mistake or ignorance. It is a breeder 

* . . in our State. 
of the state during the ninety days open season. Redhead: This duck resembles the following duck, but 
Some of the species are sought after more than é is ney very, common: = 

. . . £ is i if r t high! 
others because of their delicacy of flavor and their lees Bite eicuads adleinay tars, os secs 
size, such as the Mallard, or French Duck, Pin- of the food that it eats, such as wild celery and the : 

*: delta potato. Being a great diver it secures its food 
tail, Canvasback, and Teal. The first three ducks for tHe bate of Gur deepest ponds. : 
mentioned in our list are the Mergansers or fish- American Scaup Duck: (Blue-bill, Gray-back, commonly 
eating ducks. ear This is one of our commonest winter 

American Merganser: (Bec-scie) A common winter visitor. Lesser Scaup Duck: (Blue-bill, Little Gray-back) Com- 

Red-Breasted Merganser: (Saw-bill or Sea Duck) These mon in Louisiana from the middle of October until March. 
two varieties are found see our Gulf in the salt Ring-neck Duck: (Black Duck, Black Jack) Another com- 

water during the winter months. mon winter visitor. 

Hooded Merganser: (Cottonhead) This beautiful duck is American Golden-eye: ‘This bird was noted to be quite 
found in the fresh water ponds and rivers where it plentiful this season.
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Buffle-head: (Marionette, Butter-ball) Winter visitor. ply to the Department for a special hunting club 

Old Squaw: This duck is rather rare in Louisiana but six ®. ali . Ge hs 

specimens have been taken at different times to our permit and license, which is issued by the Depart- 

knowledge. ment upon the receipt of Five ($5.00) Dollars. 
American Scoter: Rare. : z - 

White-winged Scoter: Rare. All hunting clubs are required to make re- 
Surf Scoter: Quite rare. f 

Ruddy Duck: (Stiff-tail) Quite common during the winter ports to the Department of all game killed by 

months. members within one month after the close of the 
Black-bellied Tree Duck: Rather a rare visitor. legal o ; i 

Fulvous Tree Duck: (Tee-kee, Yellow-bellied and Yankee 3 De ease a Report blanks are furnished 

Duck) This duck is quite common during the winter the clubs by the Department of Conservation. 

en GALLE: Gunga Following is a list of licensed hunting clubs 

in Louisiana: 
Lesser Snow Goose: (White Brant) Quite common during a 

the winter months in our marshes. Barmore Hunting Club, Madison Parish. (Dr. F. C, Ben- 
Greater Snow Goose: (White Brant) This goose is a nett, President, 502 Ouachita Nationa} Bank “Bldg. 

little larger than the preceding species. Quite common Monroe). 

here. : Sep f a = 

: Blue Goose: (Blue Brant, Elagle-headed Brant) This is haga eae! ee one: Lacassine Bayou. (E. Ben- 

the most common of our geese in the winter time when oits, owner, Lake Arthur). 
they gather in great flocks along the Louisiana coast Buck Horn Club, Ponchatoula. (H, C. Strader, Poncha- 

mixing with the Lesser and Greater Snow Geese. Their toula). 

favorite food is the three-cornered grass, which grows Buras, Pete, Hunting Camp, Lacassine Bayou. (P. Buras, 

profusely in our State, making it an ideal winter re- owner, Lake Arthur). 

sort for these choice geese. . Burnside Hunting Club, Burnside. (Wallace J. Wague- 

Ross Snow Goose: This rare goose has two records in our spack, Secretary, Burnside). 

State. Coastal Club, Inc., DeRidder. (E. W. Brown, Secretary, De- 
White-fronted Goose: (Speckle-belly, Pied Brant or Gray Ridder), f oe Re ie 

Brant) This bird is quite common with us. . Crescent Gun and Rod Club, South Point. (J. H. Lafaye, 
Canadian Goose: (Ring-neck, Honker, French Goose) This Jr., Secretary, 205 Q. & C. Buldg., New Orleans). 

is the largest and commonest goose next to our Blue Crowley Louisiana Ciub, Crowley. (P. L. Lawrence, Presi- 

Goose found along the Mississippi River during the dent, Crowley). < 

winter, ‘Many are killed on the sand bars, being shot Daigle Hunting Club, Lake Charles. (Alce Daigle, Owner 

from what are called pits. : and Manager, Lake Charles). 

Hutchins Goose: Very much like the preceding, only Delta Duck Club, Quarantine. (C. Sag Harris, Mgr., John 

smaller. Quite common. Dymond, Jr., Pres., 1001 Maison Blanche Bldg., New 
Orleans). 

TR: 
ED Dixie Delta Club, Larose. (Henry Hellberg, President, 410 

Bob White: (Quail, Partridge) This bird is too well known Cotton Exchange, New Orleans). 

to need description. 2 2 Duhon, Nobert, Hunting Camp, Lake Arthur. (H. S. Fin- 

Wild Turkey: This king of the American game birds, like nerty, Secretary, Lake Arthur). 

the quail, needs very little description, and we are glad Florence Club, Gueydan. (BE. A. Arpin, Mgr., Gueydan). 

to report that it is becoming more plentiful in our Grand Chenier Hunting Club, Grand Chenier. (J. W. : 

State due to the vast area of cut-over lands that have Doxey, President, Grand Chenier). 

been allowed to grow in thick underbrush. Lafitte Gun and Rod Club, Lafitte. (C. L. Johnson, Presi- 

Mourning Dove: This peautiful bird seems to be able to dent, 2303 American Bank Bldg., New Orleans). 

hold its own in our State. Lake Arthur Club, Lake Arthur. (Mrs. Margaret Riette 

White-winged Dove: This large dove is numbered among Lang, Asst. Secretary, Lake Arthur). 

our birds, on account of a few sometimes being killed Lake Charles Hunting and Fishing Club, Lake Charles. (G. 

with other doves. 4 F. Kelly, Secretary-Treasurer, Lake Charles). 

Ground Dove: The smallest of the doves; observed during ° 

poth spring and fall migration. 
(Continued on page 26) 

OTHER GAME 1 a a oe x 
aR a eget te 

Among other game that is ele eee Ne ini a a i et) aca 

plentiful in Louisiana are ss ee eee pe a, 

deer, squirrels, and rabbits. Pn : : 
: SE Reyes tes nls 

HUNTING CLUBS IN i eee riya < a 

LOUISIANA 2 oe a : ‘ 4 ig 

Every chartered or |3 = ; : Bi ‘ 2 : OE Si nen! oe 

unchartered hunting | Met \; a 

club or association in |S eee ges sere | P ti Wid 
a peace eS etch Vacs = i : iy fii 

the State having more tl.) > i ii beri 
eh F BS . re aN ee Gee 

than three regular 2 MT oe eer y Bs: 
+ ce Sa RO cael P.) A SA ei 

members and occupying | _ vA et Ee ape 

or owning a club-house, |_ a 2 s - Pez Prd LE in| 

Se s = rf = ay Aes 68. 
or club-boat, or other pe Stee = 5S RR LOC 

pene eee eee SR re ; ae > Te 
fixed or regular place Pee Age ig ase aae 2 hii en i 

$ igen Marre T ees Oe ras Tea oe = f A ave 

of abode during the See ee a Ne fi i a 
eR iN erigen ng oe Ss ee «A A 

open season, must, be- Kee cy da ee 
: eee eae eee <a f Nera 

fore the opening of the ee eee me fap de ‘ea at A 
« . EE ARG: air SO ay 4 ae SK os 

hunting season in each [a j t | Aching rd : 
year through its of- ) 

REALIZATION 

ficers or a member, ap- The End of a Morning’s Hunt in the Louisiana Marshes.
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HUNTING IN LOUISIANA Sabine: The hunting of wild turkey and deer prohibited 
: for three seasons, 1929-30, 1930-31, and 1931-32; squir- 

(Continued from page 26) ‘ rels may be hunted only from November 1 to January 15. 
p ae ; i ‘ 2 Z wo t. Landry: Prohibiting “camp hunting” for deer and 

Pe aa toh tenteawer ee eiaa ts ena squirrels for more than 72 consecutive hours. Sheriff 

species 01 duck, is another important duck food. eee eee of intentign seiscomting untidy parish, ¢b 
Musk Grasses: Frog spit, green shme, and other grasses of St. Matin: Prohibiting MGdiip Muntine for edt or squin 

Be oe ee a ae rels for more than 72 consecutive hours. Sheriff must 

waters where they are attached to the bottoms. They = eee een ee BEML Ge a ee bunt. | 
are dull green in color. 2 . ata ok eae 2 

Duckweeds: Green discs which cover shaded and quiet eee eee ae Seca ee ae oe ea 

miatere, spelne  abundeues ty ue rece of Beat rels may be hunted only from November 1 to January 
DeLee ROLL MMe many -speclee 15; Prohibiting “camp hunting” for wild deer, squirrels, 

Frogbit: Found in shallow cypress-margined lakes through- See oe arene ee meee’ y than 48 

out anes the ‘seeds of which are: cagcrly, SOusRy West Baton Rouge: Prohibiting “camp hunting” for deer 

Thalia: A water plant, the seeds of which constitute ex- ORTH ETE AEY Gael SPR Oc EeeR ie tute 
cellent duck food. ‘ : 

Eel-Grass: The leaves of this plant quite closely re- parish to begin hunt. 

semble those of the wild celery; its seeds are eagerly State law permits hunting every day of open 

sought by ducks. ~ . ° , 

Widgeon-Grass: Sometimes called in this State ‘“Poule season, including Sundays. j 
d’eau-grass” because of the liking the coot has for 

it. It is a brackish-water plant and can also be con- 

sidered an important duck food. ENCOURAGING OWNERS OF LAND ; 
Water-cress: Known locally as “Bois Blanc’ and valuable 

as a waterfowl food. i TO GROW FORESTS 

; Continued from page 13) 
All of the plants listed above are capable of Fe ae eres : f pe i t di 

being transplanted and propagated wherever PuCOTHS tar “Pwiealeduine that expendi 
ae tures for planting .and improving forest lands 

water and other conditions are favorable, and must be sesounted for as capital investment 

e a part of all “game farms” where ‘ F 
a os ationsis a. = ses These charges are not deductible as annual ex- 

peepae: Dee ee gr pense against annual income, but forest crop 
PARISH CLOSE SEASON expenditures must wait for deductions until the 

Special parish close seasons have been estab- pig is cut. The interest cost of advancing money 
lished, by and with the permission of the Com- oe crop production has no standing with 

missioner of Conservation, as provided by acts of ce eral ae tax eer Forest crop pro- 
legislature, in the following parishes: ee are no’ eae allowed to count interest 

cnarges aS operatin: xpense. 
Allen: The hunting of wild turkey and deer prohibited se op’ x eee ueu s . 

1or three seasons, 1929-1939, 1930-31, and 1931-32; Wisconsin’s income tax law cuts this entire 
Seco ee be hunted only trom November 1 to tangle of complication by allowing expenditures 
anuary lo. . : : . 

Beauregard: ‘the hunting of wild turkey and deer pro- for planting, protecting, and improving forest 
hibited for three seasons, 1929-30, 1930-31, and 1931-32; crops as operating expenses. This is a much 

squirrels may be hunted oniy from November 1 to ‘ li th the Fed lai a 
January 15. wiser policy an eaeral insistence upon 

pene The Bue cr ee op a Bree penalizing the practice of forestry. If, as we 
‘or ree seasons, 29-30, -31, an 31-32. : = 

Calcasieu: The hunting of wild turkey and deer prohibited claim, forestry should be an integral part of the 

a ee co ee ques squire business of primary woodworking, then certainly 
rels may be hunted only from November 1 to January 15. 

Catahoula: Prohibiting “camp hunting” for squirrels, rab- the Federal law should be so amended that such 

bits, deer, and aire game quadrupeds for ae then industries may deduct their annual forest operat- 
24 consecutive hours during the 1929-30, 1930-31, an * = : 
1981-88 aeasonk, ing expense from annual income just as any other 

Concordia: Prohibiting “camp hunting” for more than nonavoidable expense is deducted, 
24 consecutive hours. Sheriff must be notified of inten- Se <. * 
Hon of comine ints paviatide Deetnch ant ; This is a matter of plain justice, but even were 

DeSoto: The hunting of wild turkey and deer prohibited this not true, even if such an amendment were 
for three seasons, 1929-30, 1930-31, and 1931-32; squir- : foe: ‘ * : 

rels may be hunted only from November 1 to January 15. discriminatory in favor of woodworking indus- 

East Carroll: The hunting of wild deer and wild bear pro- tries, we still would have grounds upon which to 
hibited for three seasons, 1929-30, 1930-31, and 1931-32. ~ 8 

Jackson: Prohibiting the hunting of deer and wild turkey demand such relief. : 
for the seasons 1929-30 and 1930-31. The forest resources of the Lake States, the 

Iberville: Prohibiting “camp hunting” for deer and squir- 7 
rels for more than 48 consecutive hours during the Northwest, and the South, are not the resources 

1929-30 season. of the states alone; they are the resources of the 
Madison: The hunting of deer, saulerels bear, and wild Nation, important to the economic welfare, health 

turkeys prohibited for one year, 1929-30. z = 

Pointe Coupee: Prohibiting “camp hunting” for deer and and happiness of all the people of America, a 
squirrels for more than 72 consecutive hours. Sheriff _ * 

must be notified of intention of coming into parish to nation carved out of a forest wilderness and 
begin hunt. which cannot long endure and prosper if the 

Rapides: The hunting of wild turkey and deer prohibited illion: acres of cut-over lan a 

5 for three seasons, 1929-30, 1930-31, and 1931-32; squir- ae oC s of ac ands are to be fur 

rels may be hunted only from October 1 to January 15. ther increased. if :



el at A fOr 

Louisiana Fur, G d Fish L 1930-193] ouisiana Fur, Game, and Fish Laws, - 
GM BLACK Sauares DENoTE CLOSE SEASONS fe] WHITE Sauares DENOTE OPEN SEASONS 

NUMBERS IN SQUARES ARE OPEN DATES 
oe ee ee BAG AND POSSESSION wicaaTony Gane RDS — [san [ro nan are] ww [amaioy we sr] oc wor ace] _ ACARD, SESTON 
WILD DUCKS eS ak Eu ed 25 daily, 300 season. 

xcept oo uc! SE ee ee wo cess | [| 2 
COOT (POULE D’EAU) ne = Fa Pak | 25 daily, 300 season. 

SNIPE a PES 20 daily, 240 season. 

Dove | 
eas 0 SALLINULES Seegeee | SOFA a 
RESIDENT GAME BIRDS 

BOB WHITE q 15 daily, 120 season. 
(Quail or Partridge) “ } 

i} . witb TURKEY a 
GAME ANIMALS 

* % i i j ee nT eS ee D EER oe } | | EA 1 daily, 5 season. 

Southern Zone 2 3 i fees . eee ase 

BEAR P bo Be [| tates een 
Ae ee ual ea aa ee SOUInRELS ee I se 

No limit, may be sold m Ts 
FUR ANIMALS ¢ Trap limit 250, traps must 

Muskrat, Mink, Opossum, ; te i be visited daily. 
Otter, Raccoon, Wolf, Fox, eo at oa ete 
Skunk, Etc. 

*DEER ZONES.—Northern: Concordia, Avoyelles, Rapides and Vernon and. All Parishes North. 
Southern: All parishes south. 

HUNTER’S LICENSE PROVISIONS 
LICENSE YEAR JULY 1 TO JUNE 30 

HUNTING LICENSES: TRAPPING LICENSE: 
Residents, all game birds and animals.................$ 1.00 Residents only, does not allow hunting, good only in 
Non-residents, migratory game birds only..............$25.00 parish where trapping is done ..............-....-$2.00 
Non-residents, game birds and animals ................$50.00 

FISHING LAWS 
FRESH WATER GAME FISH 

KINDS Size Limits Creel Limits CLOSE SEASONS AND CLOSE ZONES 
BLACK BASS (green trout).......10 inches or more 20 daily 

YELLOW BASS (striped bass)..... 7 inches or more 25 daily No state-wide close seasons on game or commercial fish. Department 
WHITE BASS (barfish) .......... 7 inches or more 25 daily - y 
CRAPPIE, (White perch, speckled of Conservation can authorize close seasons or close zones in any waters 

perch, sac-a-lait) ............ 7 inches or more 25 daily . ‘ 1 = SUNFISH: (perth, beeaias gouulo-cye, where necessary, otherwise fish can be taken at any time or place pro: 

blue-gill, etc.) .............. 5 inches or more 100 daily vided size limits and other restrictions are observed. 

ANGLER’S LICENSE PROVISIONS 
LICENSE YEAR JANUARY 1 TO DECEMBER 31 

Resident, per annum .. 6... 5.60 e ec eee ben nee ce becuse Gh 1.00 Non-resident, per:annum: |. 5.5 625i: s fie iciewisise cs ¢s See oh 5.00 

Required of all anglers fishing for fresh and salt water game fish Tourists or transients limited to 7 consecutive days........... 1.00 
with rod and reel, artificial baits, spinners, or live natural baits. No 
license required when using dead natural bait or worms, grubs, Required of all non-resident anglers fishing for fresh and salt 
clams, and mussels on ordinary pole and line. water game fish, irrespective of tackle or bait used. 

ISSUED BY DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
Rost. S. MAESTRI, COMMISSIONER 

NEW ORLEANS COURT BUILDING, NEW ORLEANS TELEPHONES MAIN 1914-1915-1916 

®=NOTICE—Federal Bag Limit of 15 ducks and 4 geese daily must be observed.
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Arrest Report for October, 1930 
See eee eee eee ee eee eS eee eee ae 

Amount 

AGENT Name of Accused OFFENSE Parish Money 

|B, 

August Albert .......|No arrests .......... Gaerns Sacbbs by ov se cal ic tenes « 08+ vem itwaes ates We oc eee rae ae oral a ae 

JohnAndragasc ss 0c] No atteets cc tence ce ec: pine apeiron cya ess ciair ton clee eee unin elie ee ae 

L. A. Ambeau .......|Lawrence Fortner ...| Shooting doves in close season................. Ascension ......... iy. Mabe 

ARAB ele. oc eiobs seiecct| INO AERORER 555 50.0508 gare ni sijeleieiiv s aioca, ule jain ain = beveled cnet ow ile felon fale fe intere ele]n ob bir W Sees Ew torn SION ny] eho roesfTeheee 

JOQAYO nce cec bonnes] INO BUEOBES: ces c ce efi sit aikroisca melo vicieinivinig slotbvmige ie irons efeleloleleSelalatesoiuse/shetelalea sinie a,e\s esefeeiecesnors wcinal| Ci la cree 

J.UWE Bute. s Ai ec clINGharreste Fo. 2EG eel ee. tel cee rieth ag oitici-lnie nee sc ma silewteh shai ieinneninll seieler sing emmusety a Goeadg sss seem 

Dir oneal es gia beptesl NO ALPOBEB! acc tele ice osciite aoe cyte h ecepscc.s, «We ake eie\sc0 se 68/5 tela alars tera invefezs full eceralarn 0st eipeym cua eloir tec listers aa 

Andrew Boyer ...:-.--| NO ATTOStS oe. e ee] ee ene es ee ene wlnelale Rin inthis 6 ates le nal Saas en Ma aaa aan EL 15.00 

Eddie Breaux ........| Walter Guidry ......| Hunting rabbits without a license..............| Iberia ............- 361.45 

Edgar Lovell ........| Hunting rabbits without a license.............-| Vermilion .........|.....-.. 

William Mouton .....| Hunting rabbits without a license..............| Lafayette .........]......-. 

Alex St. Guliah .....| Hunting a coon in close season...............-- | Iberia .............Je..s.0ee 

C. O. Theriot ........| Possessing in cold storage 13 doves killed in 

CLOSE SEASON... lydia wc cate teteteletelelalaisioe’es's'e/eie'e'| LIALRVOCCO iis a ciate 

T, H. Shelton .......| Killing and possessing 13 doves in close season. | Lafayette .........]........ 

Leonce Wiltz ........| Having a gun and ammunition on gravel road..| St. Martin ........]........ 

Louls Ds Batb@.o. 0. [NO OITOStS oc. bas g\ te mt ami gaiae esse ecw ven signees OG Orion share wll: soue Sie city ese Yas eae mS eg 

William Bourdier ....| Walter Guidry ......| Hunting rabbits without a license .............| Iberia ............. 5.00 

Edgar Lovell ........| Hunting without a license .............-....+-+| Vermilion .........]...-.+-- 

William Mouton .....| Hunting without a license ..................... | Lafayette .........]......-. 

Alex St. Guliah .....| Hunting a coon in close season.................| Iberia ...... 0... sJeese-ees 

Edwin Di Biokhami:-(-|Novarrests cm cos Sippel! Vem «leh itt ciegss ecinis ae ole © ales om nino! in lecnia/s o's a/aioleyteleld| ele sinc <9 e)e a5 settee cu aaa 

Julius Book ..........| Frank McQuainn, Jr..} Non-resident hunting in La. without a license... | St. Tammany...... 45.00 

MSHeBonittenoiici0he o| Nowarrestsiys 10250. Lae eee re as lolelele's ou lo.b 0 o's o lbs inle's bib eleineigid| ee o tities tno orc umeezcae ern DSte 

RL. Barrow, ocidicces| NO OPTests. ais belo Vea ipa rrca enc sos ene nbeewieinislsln'e eieialelh a> oinietelel ules] peimeree ur tiene as nner ater eae 

§. E. Biven ........-.| Robert Porteau .....] Hunting in close season ...................+..-] WEPMOM .... -.50ss-Jess sense 

Ben Miller ..........| Hunting in close season ............0..00e000+04 VOIMON 6.5. ese fee eee ee 

A. J. Champagne .....| Walter Guidry ....... Hunting rabbits without a license..............| Iberia .........-,--tesses+-s 

Leonce Wiltz .......| Having gun and dogs .........................-] St. Martin .........[-....--- 

Anthony Christina ...|M. Bendish ..........| Hunting at night with Went AN eo. | ORTRRMS et re ean oe eee 

Joe Wilson .........-| Hunting at night with light...................-| Orleams .........-.|.+.-.-+- 

Earl Hedrick ........] Hunting at night with light....................] Orleans ..........-J----++-+ 

Sam Canezaro .......|M. Bendish ..........; Hunting at night with light..................-.| Orleans ...........}..-..--- 

Joe Wilson ..........| Hunting at night with light....................| Orleams ...........]..+..+.- 

Earl Hedrick ........| Hunting at night with light....................] Orleans .........+.].-...+.- 

James Carson ........|Alex St. Guliah .....| Shooting a coon in close season ..............--| Iberia ............ 10.00 

C. O. Theriot ........] Possessing in cold storage 13 doves killed in 

GlOSE HGASON’ «os. 0s. ese eee e ew coe eone aoe e| Lafayette Ppea aiiilo sie tier 

T. Hi. Shelton .......| Killing and possessing 13 doves in close season . Mafayette orca ve ceul ene 

Frank F. Canik ......| Cecil Coswell ........ Hunting without a license .....................| Jeff Davis Ler 10.00 

Clarence Dupuis .....| Hunting without a license ..................... | Jeff Tyas | Ae neem 

P. A. LaCoste........| Shooting doves in close season ................| Jeff Davis ... ...--|-.+-+++> 

Dr. C. H. Masters... | Shooting doves in close season ................| Jeff Davis ... .....|-.+++++- 

Edgar Lovell ........| Hunting without a license ..............+++++++ Vermilion .....:...[...05055 . 

R. H. Chargois.......|T. H. Shelton ........ Killing and possessing 13 doves in close season. | Lafayette ea ay 

CG. O. Theriot ........| Possessing in cold storage 13 doves in close 

OEM O ec ee Poetics EE OR | Daley etnelad sk amne «| oem ee 

E. B. Coco ..........|Ambrose Lemoine .. Possessing illegal seine ...................++++.] Avoyelles ........ | 10.00 

Carl L. Cassidy.......| Fred Hardey ........| Killing two doves in Cloke SEASONY.. cos... ss... + | Eevaneelne |... odiecluecderoe 

A. L. Crow .........-|*Elmar Melcher ..... Shooting ducks out of season ............-.....| LaSalle ....... set laen nee 

*Albert Newcomb .. Shooting ducks out of season ..............-.-. | LaSalle Hua: vera alate a 

Thomas Nicholls ....| Possessing three Otter hides in close season.... Rapides ... ela 

Fe WeiGok cedure cee se NONAERORES: cong acts os }) conse ue = a eee es went eee erg | ee 

O. B. Cutrer .........|Johnie Roberson ..... Trapping out of season ............sse sees eeeee Tangipahoa .......|..-.-+-+ 

Charlie Rutman .....| Killing squirrels out of season .......----.-++++ Tangipahoa 602i 

Steven’Crooks; dé... .|No arrest Saye Gren c/n canteen nes one ne nena Reels clee a ys ee 

Eugene Dumez o,. (il Novarmests cutee alte aes cov eens ooo wear anes ie seis cries oe Tie) eg ay 932.73 

Donnie Dufresne’. ..0)| No arrests) cette nls ee res ence er acumeere rns ci Rie tate ots nie om | etree ences 

Arthur Dejean ....../ Louis Steward ......] Possessing illegal Puri ck ee ereon ener 2) cate ee” 

Henry Neal ...:.....] Possessing illegal fur .....-.+-.++-ssserseere reed Jelerson F200 cones 

Jessie Cherry ........| Possessing one opossum in close season ....... | St. Charles . baa. Daleerernowe 

Davis Nays .........| Hunting frogs with headlight without a license. | St. Charles ae 

James V. Dupuy .....|A. B. Syles ......-.-- Assisting in killing fur-bearing animals ....... Ascension ss ances less owas 

Harris Cambre ......| Killing game after hours with the help of light | 

‘ And GUN es... «dics awimesegh oh eee rg St. John the Baptist]........ 

Adam Judden .......| Hunting at night with dog and gun .............| St. James ere Reda Sone ee 

Edward Vicknair ....| Trapping fur bearing animals and having them | 

in possession ......----+ +. sess serree tees ees St. John the Baptist!........ 

Michal Rome ........| Trapping fur bearing animals and having them | 

dn POSSESSION. oo. sss oes cee eens oes ema St. John the Baptist!........ 

‘ Guilliam Jacot .......| Trapping fur pearing animals and having them | 

in possession ....-..---- cesses se eee ete St. John the Baptist!....... 

JeehensDavia® «cae te] Noranrests:: 5 oiiz.ar 5 eo eee ee ee econo 1: ul SOM ReTeU eal Oink 

D. J. Doucet .........|Alfred Savoy .......- Possessing green hides in close season ........ St: Wendry aula. eleaieouans 

Willis Leger ........| Possessing green hides in close season .........| St. Landry .... Al haere cena 

Clarence Smith ......| Hunting at night without a license ............ Stiandey- 6. 80 os are
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e Amount 
AGENT Name of Accused OFFENSE Parish Money 

Coll’ct’d 

Johnny Chatman ....| Hunting at night without a license ............| Evangeline ........]........ 

Alexice) Jenice :......| Killing doves in close season =<... 6. os o0. sau | Oe Davis ....2.4Gli ns. 0% 

Gedel’ Dugas ...;......| Hunting-rabbits, without a leense ;......2.. 1.45: | Duafayette .... ceduobwes sense 

Angellette Cheramie. .| Selling undersize fish, selling without a license.. | St. Landry ........|........ 

J. W. Fontenberry...| Hunting squirrels without a license .......... Patel LY iso teeta adem stna yt 

John W. Elliott ......| Charley Sartin ......| Shooting ducks in close season .............;..| Vermon ............,......06 
‘ Julian Sartin ........| Shooting ducks in close season ...:.........5.:| VEYMOM ....:.-0..-|eeesccee 

John’ Moore’ .........| Shooting ducks in close season «.....< 2:2 o.s0.¢ | WEYMON . 6.06: esse loves cc ue 
John E. Foolkes. .-| Welbert Hebert .....| Hunting without a license .....................] Terrebonne ...... 705.00 

Judes Glory -).. --«-.0| Hunting without a license «0.2.4... 6... 4.46s. | Wemebonne ....5 oli eras 
George Arnold ......| Hunting without a license .....................| Terrebonne .......|........ 

: Wilfred Guidry ......| Seining for shrimp without a license ..........| Terrebonne .......|........ 

Dovick Rhodes ......] Seining for shrimp without a license ..........| Terrebonne ......-]........ 

Walter Hunter”... Sr aNO aitentes 2.120 r sce wera aitastes irrs nie ener igi o s)ai sss sats oa NING Hennes ce omens 
Halles) Lindsey cr eAlNo arreste 1. 2.5: ss |erse dav anesiarew so awe eel ena tn house tronre tine |p surrey oeeend soa ees 
Numa Lestage .......|Jake Gibson .........| Killing ducks out of season ....................| Natchitoches ......|........ 

Porter Scallion ......| Killing ducks out of season .....................| Natchitoches ......]......5 
Max: Mansberg) © fuiINO! arrests: <a cece tian fy dees scat tals fade oh ue ene mma are T | croials' s,s oy dg Pegeueaek Poin ee eee — TROOEEO 
Ov Maumuss..2 00-6 ce [NO ATOStS v.95, Sipe llagtcer i ant ikietic ask otitis COMMER ioe = Ss Gre OIL eR Higa Una ane eaaall N2TSLO0. 
GM. Lively ...°....>) Nolarrests 6... ...95 BU age ee Nola o's wG RS ou rege Rema NaS Tu 95,6" 75 si sanimecEeHe’ | AG pahnleht brass eee ede dies 10.00 
JV. Melonoon:. «:..:.c\ Notarrests Sinaia upel omrep actos i 1 mer eee nb aii us 4-40. oy nll a aplamn Wencw hrc aaal tacey oa 
Dan P. Martin .......] Ernest Poche ........] Hunting without a license ..................... Lafayette ........ 20.00 

Joachim Johnson. ..../ Hunting without a license ..c.¢2.).....sjcnsane-| St Landry 2.20. cub veens 

Chris Guillory... .-..|tunting. without 2 license nds-6 inchs. et .0 | St. Landry )0400 esas 
R. PB. Dunbar yi... 7: unting, without a license 0. 4..4.. ese a ian Ste Landry’ ..... ily. Geran 

| R.Oée Garland; Jr....| Hunting without a license... +564... .4-7e4s| St Wandry os. cnsclamed-. 

J... Gibson ....<:.., | erunting ‘without a license 75) swat 42's) oc eee aan Sty LAROLY. »+ +.) epeil aise ee 

A. H. Bailey .........| Hunting without a license......................| St. Landry . ; ial stot 
Travis Clemand .....| Hunting without a license. ji. ci.) 0s. cued) Sty anary aaea le eae a cs 
Bnet Willis... 222 Wns Without A MICENSO sca eh ls voccual s wAtanl trys. ee amen eee es 

Dayton Smith, 22.7. .| Bunting without a license 2... eels on eioe ene | te URMOIY, ova ee ls dete aasts 

» Walter Balza .......| Hunting without a license ................... St Dien ary nels t= Sea ake 

Junious Johnson ....| Hunting without a license .....................] St. Landry .. eee 
Frank: Morris... ......| Hunting without a license «.....6¢.6. ich. des St sUamnary. 22.3 sisi nieowe 28 

d06 Hanis i... 2... ..| uniting without a Mcense yc eoc.ui.s ayaiw aes \PAMOMOUCS aon cise clone oe 

Theophile Provot): ...uptine without a decense oo i8 lone oc. etuiic | AVOWEMOS .- cone |ecnsae ste 

Harry Temon- oy... untine without aalicensen ..h.5 cls co caetars oye <e-han| AOE tee ehare |, Aen eat 
Dennis Whitley ......| Hunting without a license .................... Pointe Coupee .....|........ 

*Fadie Roy ..........| Hunting ducks from blind with live decoys.... AVOVEIICR 0 oe gl heh al casentaa 

*William Roy ........| Eunting ducks from blind with live decoys ....| Avoyelles .........].......- 
*Dallas Janet .......| Hunting ducks from blind with live decoys ....| Avoyelles See 

*Sam Lemoine ......| Hunting ducks from blind with live decoys ... | Avoyelles .........|........ 

Preston Edward......| Having opossum hides in possession ...........| St. Lamdry ........|........ 

Harris Louis ........| Ki’ling and possessing three opossums ....... | Lafayette .........|........ 
Cyrus Sonnier .......| Selling fish without a license ..................] Evangeline ........]........ 
*Howard Rettel .....| Killing and possessing doves in close season....| St. Landry ere ances 

Sam. Lefebre s7.0 2:2 .ct| Nowarionte net cote cce Hl Gh inc agmsrn el ne ast mee totes estat a hceges a usr vat topo ore ae pire Ui aes A oP ate ie 

Frank T. Martin ....-] Joachim Johnson ....| Hunting without a license .....................| St. Landry Sie | Gian oie 
Chris (Guillory ..,..:.,<5| Hunting without @ license. cv... neg ee HIE eLMOEy ee. ela 

R. Lee Garland, Jr....| Hunting without a license ...............0...¢+| St. Landry ..... Morne: 

J. BeGibson.............] Hunting, withoutia license (5... 6s) ee. eos o SE AMET sce ais mr a 
Ay ED Basley..iv5casac| eeunting without\a license % oi.ccs aise tase St, Wanary a5, stad 

Travis Clemand .....| Hunting without a license ..................... | St. Landry ee eat 
Dayton Smith .......] Hunting without a license .....................] St. Landry Triste eau 
Enol Wills ..........| Hunting. without a license ......-.-......+...2|\St. Dandry .s. eran iol aes 

: “<a| Walter (Balas .. 2... | Hunting withoutia Uicense - i.e )o. pom 0) SE oaMdty Geico (cues sna. 
Junious Johnson .....| Hunting without a license .....................] St. Landry Sree Sean Gee 

Prank Morris .........| Hunting without = license os. .0 ees 25| St duandry 1 .. ol lcs. 

Joe Halls v5. «<<os%.s< | aiunting without a license ic. his<ens ices es | AvOvelles . ou... ines, 
Theophile Provot ....| Hunting without a license .....................| Avoyelles ....:...:|..¢00055 
Harry Lemon ........| Hunting without a license-.....................] Avoyelles Surat ee eet 

Dennis Whitley ......| Hunting without a license .....................| Pointe Coupee ....|........ 
*Fadie Roy .........| Hunting ducks from blind with live decoys ....| Avoyelles ....... ‘| aes 

*William Roy .......| Hunting ducks from blind with live decoys ....| Avovelles ...... sears 

Preston Edward .....| Having opossum hides in possession ...........| St. Landry ........]........ 
Harris Louis ........]| Killing and possessing three opossums ........| Lafayette ee tee Sa 
Cyrus Sonnter «<:...~...| Selling fish without a license ) a1... ete on | Bvangeline® 25. .2( 549s 
*Howard Rettell .....| Killing and possessing doves in close season...| St. Landry ........]........ 
*Dallas Janet ........| Hunting ducks from blind with live decoys ....| Avoyelles .........]........ 
*Sam Lemoine ......| Hunting ducks from blind with live decoys ....| Avoyelles .........]........ 

Sol P. McCall . bie af INO BPROSUS 4 ealk Cosa ox eB n au aeidanaaeia poh Maml nis ios hes ae eagles So. 8lels Ve ga eo Meee ase eee enn 1916.00 
D. J. McElveen ......)R. J. Gordon ........| Selling fish without a license ..................| Washington .......]........ 

Js. Gordon 2... 5.:.:..] Selling fish without a Yoense 2 o.cjcco.s.5 cox Washington -)..daa pieces ns 
S.C. Honea .........| Hunting without a license... ...............:..-.| Washington Rental ies 

Glendower Owen -.2c.:, .| NO arrestin.) dia. o. ol deieriaec ee ee Lediars otbeaeehe ok eA Ngo teevslbnn gine ae Be ely as 
G. B, Pecot ..........|Leonce Silas .........] Having one otter skin in possession ............| St. Mary .......... 40.00 

‘Alberie Byean: ....-..| Killing doves in close season G0... 2s... | St, Mary ........0. luee- sas 

Freddie Wiggins ... | Setting open traps in close season .............| St. Mary ..........]........ 
Chas: Pecet,...:27..<.| Noverpestat ii. 22 alco tee cst emab seagate me wit marie cess ss || guvaeey nas ewe ene ate aOBl00 
J. Dy. Phillips, 22 ..0...:) 0. Eno Hopkins 2,00.) Hunting: withoutear leense sk... eos): i) BBs Rouge) oe: casi cs 

Ben Parker .........| Hunting; squirrels without a license ...........| BH, B. Rotige <).....]0...0.05 
L, Achord ...........| Hunting squirrels without a license ........... es ae 

°
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I 
. Amount 

AGENT Name of Accused OFFENSE Parish Money 
Coll’ct’d 

WARN Roberta ce) Oreste cece on] ee ete cle ene tee ee she geen tee ee tecercereeeeeecee(@ 50.00 
Fernand Richard ....|No arrests .........6-[i cece cece eee ee eee ete eee ee eee e | ett e ete en ester res se teres eens 

Frank Ritchie .......| Cleveland Cambra ...| Trapping in close season ...............-...... WOOUBON: creole tare) satin 
Adolph Chaband ....| Trapping in close season ......................| Jefferson ..........]......-. 
Preston Allen .......| Trapping in close season ....................:.| Jefferson ..........]........ 

George Rojos ....-.--|NO arrests... 1.1.2] oe eee een ede nee cnet etree neces cree cs eua | tte te eiticye wand d Bale el aiciie vale 

PrankoRagae 2102. (.|0O arrests oo. 405252) ore te cntmeiet ncciraicls ersinrere Wher sinlslnslavclnietisinns oramin[ umm rn on™ “ere sere} sie =e ar. 

Chae vr rederick tin. cn| NO ARP ORS = cose) vii [renters ota wlete les clsce iy veg eterna crete eases gail a Gicnaiale eg ai are N bee hore t air sad scaly asians 

Win Sehlinger’...-27| Norarrests = 5222 fsa) bee te ae se eee eal etmeminl os eee dere ts pees toe n eer 344.72 

Maurice St. Germain.|*Martin Nunez ......| Possessing wild ducks in close season ..........| St. Bernard ......./ 185.00 
*Jack Scherer .......| Possessing wild ducks in close season ..........| St. Bernard .......|........ 

*Joseph Pitiizo ......| Possessing wild ducks in close season ..........| Jefferson ..........]........ 

Kenneth Kearney ...| Hunting without a license .....................| St. Bernard .......|........ 
Paul Talazac, Jr......| Hunting rabbits at night with light ............| St. Bernard .......]........ 
Thomas Stowall .....| Hunting rabbits at night with light ............| St. Bermard .......]........ 

Walter Barto .......:| Hunting rabbits at night with light ............| St. Bernard .......]........ 
Jake Seitz ...........| Hunting rabbits at night with light ............| St. Bermard .......|........ 

Leon Falgout ........| Hunting rabbits at night with light ............| St. Bernard .......J........ 

Paul Talazac ........| Hunting rabbits at night with light ............| St. Bernard .......]........ 
John A, Dupuy ......| Hunting rabbits at night with light ............ PLease <i neler 

Otto Toro ...........] Hunting rabbits at night with light ............| Orleans ...........]........ 

Oscar Guttierez .....| Trapping song birds |......).....0:..:0........| St: Bermard ....-00)..2..... 
Charley Saparein ...| Trapping song birds .....................-.....| St. Bernard .......]........ 
Albert Van Waesberg.| Hunting without a license .............0..00.00[ oct rete reece eeepc eee 

NCHS Flamer ceca eral O. OLTORES © o.oo! cop ate anes | acts oR ere cra ee tateee cs eI MURS ae Sieiclaio cer tete na eiarvie, eto tecpinres ci siteecaie) sla ote exaige sola 

A. J. Swayze .........]No arrests 0.2.0... -] eee reenter nee P otters teers reece 200.00 

OCs Stamnes oe eNO ANLORES i4 2 oi-damca] ioe em nen ers tne eee eee Ueiel sinrsle einramuncele Mam eo Bermtey = itera os Sey alp fear aiAcag 

Alapzor Searle Herre INO AITESES 2h ;.(duisivan | edna cere sles re ioe tis tee ea te elntaethe ac crete orev gram an hee Renan ene ce Reaten URGE Saree 

John A. Stewart .....|No arrests .......... Dae te ee tee etree a Mant eumieeb or cooler eee enroraredl ores ee tere Sa Weer oia) eine alfaueln ete ¢ 

FrancieS! Stephenson | Movatrests: sires cece. [ or en SSMU IAI «DIST San aanan, Sh elie Peels sinijeiaeinime os] ediomeie ss 

Milce*Thompsom os clNo arrests Goi (ol ac MOT ACT Ser Re Macc mea aiehe | Bibiana eres mie weenie [iti cie aes 

Richard Taylor ......|John A. Dupuy ......| Hunting rabbits with torch light .............. OLIGANS Psi. enews resi ne 
Otto Tord... 2... 5. ] LUNtINe Tabbits-with torch Weht tite. ONICR TS acne tree | oiearte t 

Oscar Guttierez .....| Trapping song birds .................-0....-++.| St. Bermard .......]........ 
Charley Separien ....| Trapping song birds .....................+..-.-| St. Bermard .......]........ 
Joseph Oliver .......] Shooting rabbits at night with torch light ..... WPleRHS icici ties alleytetscc ate 

Mileriihompsolin cic cm NOP GrTOSts e.n. 8 ea%nc5||/ anise Deer earn Meroe mena amt meen alsian bc eietee tenes Ss onle edie 2 Rec nia eve elrileie mun sens 

Justin Theriot .......|No arrests .......... Spa eatee aR Nar none te,, AMR ER Me RE | nee did. CaMngeans MaL etsiepsta manne se, Pee are 10.00 

oyitierey tence OB ALTORUS oe vent | tocar nate rey en tea ene ries tne maseteaer ee ae desrreonts)e eeceral| ueeemiarme spear ole t tik Sal assy ayer 

T. J. Toler ...........|Charley Sartin ......| Shooting ducks in close season .............-.. MGPHOMN 2 toss. cher 13.00 

Julian Sartin .....:..| Shooting ducks in close season ................] Vermom ..........+-[..--.05- 
John Moore .........| Shooting ducks in close season ................| Vermom ...........-/-....0-- 

Francis Broussard....| Hunting without a license......................| Acadia ............J..-..0.5 

Alton Trahan .......| Hunting without a license......................| A@adia .........00.Jo.0 ee 
Clarence Molbreaux .| Hunting without a license.....................-| Acadia Dees gee elas Ae an oat 

Morris Loutier ......| Hunting without a license......................| Lafayette .........J........ 
Paul Lotmir .........| Hunting without a license......................| Lafayette .........J..-...-- 
Loureng Hebet ......| Hunting without a license.........-............| Jeff Davis ........]........ 

Noah Duhon ........| Hunting without a license......................| Lafayette ........./........ 

Willis Hebert .......| Hunting without a license......................| Jeff Davis .........]........ 

Lewis E. Watson ....| Willis Wheat ........] Hunting without a license......................| Ldvingston ........|........ 

DWE W right tem INO SEE OSES MS 1 ie ee ceiesaeccnschepea sents er ees © ome Meas ehi cto, act ehe) ot Noes Mead eecsemunren paral? aderalaec i atneea tee 

Martin Weber 1... certINO arrestin cto 72] oes os te these ee snore crocs murs mee stare nce livia bla vaee Renate nian] ewe atetone pecan Nastia ls oTesha econ edie 

Saline Williamers cca iiINO SURPOSts oh ace dc tereees cs eye Oso oom at eee pa cali Love can Mave gre A nae eps seas node seatal Knee yh a2 

Edw. F. Woods .......|Joe Hallis ...........| Hunting without a license ..................+.+ Avoyelles ......... 15.00 

Theophile Provot ...| Hunting without a license ....................-.| Avoyelles ........./........ 

Harry Lemon .......| Hunting without a license .....................] Avoyelles Beer acta es heels 

Dennis Whitley .....| Hunting without a license ....................-| Pointe Coupee care 

*Dallas Janet .......| Hunting ducks from blind with live decoys ....| Avoyelles .........]........ 

*Sam Lemoine ... Hunting ducks from blind with live decoys ....| Avoyelles ...... Psa acct oe Mere 

*Fadie Roy ..........| Hunting ducks from blind with live decoys .... PETE VEMES Poste ts: st awn sore 

*William Roy .......| Hunting ducks from blind with live decoys ....| Avoyelles ...... Oa ane ha ee 

*J, Lubin Langlois...| Hunting, killing and possessing ducks in close 

BORSON! ol ee eta ee ee Mec no eo maeee MEbOmtS Coupes eee 

*Sidney Patin ‘ Hunting, killing and possessing ducks in close | 

BGRSEN Ue een te Gee nina aii, Rete MBOIDES COUDES! 0. St cee. 

*Willie Pourciau ....| Hunting, killing and possessing one goose in | 

Ade ROASOTNI DREN, Maen ute... logentrn MeOInte (COUpEe os 5. |-d7.a0 se 

T. H. Shelton . ....| Killing and possessing in cold storage 13 doves | 

‘cilled’in close season: 214.060) jonn.00e ds tea| Muafayette <6. 62... [oes on 

Cc. O. Theriot ........] Killing and possessing in cold storage 13 doves | 

killed in close season .................++....| Lafayette 1 sata Se te 

ee 
*Charged in the Federal Court—all others charged in the State Courts. 

‘Arrests for theumonth of Octoberalge0.<-c:= ace etee a ctaneneere te LS 

Convictions for the month of October, 1980... ccecccccccccsssecssseetnstnssenemnstunenuetnennnrentnes 29 

e
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Bird Banding in Louisiana Discloses Interesting Returns 
By Honorable E. A. Mcllhenny 

HE marking of birds with a small piece of proper entry was made; and if that bird was 
“Trmetat on which there is stamped a num- taken by anyone, that person in turn would on 

ber and an address, has become generally reading the inscription on the band, send it as 
recognized by naturalists as a valuable means directed. It was hoped by this method to 

for determining much of the life history of these learn, 

interesting and valuable denizens of our for- 1. How long birds live. 

ests, fields, waters, and marshes. 2. To determine if birds return year after 

The placing of metal bands around the legs year on migration to the same place. 

ot birds so marked that they could be returned 3. The route of birds during and at the 

to an address by anyone who captured the, end of migration in relation to the spot 

marked bird has been practiced by individuals at which they are banded. 
from time to time for a great many years, but There are many other points in the life his- 

it was not until the fall of 1909 that a con- tory of birds that can be learned by banding, 

certed effort was made to carry on this work but the three stated above are the principal 
in a systematic manner. At the annual meeting ones. There are two methods used in securing 

of the American Ornithologists Union, held in birds for banding. 

New York City, in 1909, a number of persons 1. The finding of their nests and placing 
interested in bird migration formed the Amer- the bands on the nestlings. 

ican Bird Banding Asociation, with head- 2. Capturing the mature birds by trapping. 
quarters at the American Museum of Natural The American Bird Banding Association 

History. This society issued’ bands to its mem- was only intermittently active in this work, and 

bers, on which was stamped a number and in 1920 the work of the society was taken over ; 

these words, Ret. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. N. Y. by the United States Bureau of Biological Sur- 

It was the duty of the individuals who placed vey, and since that time the work has been 

a band on a bird to send a record of the band carried on with great activity and much val- 

number and the species of the bird at once to uable and interesting information pertaining to 
the office of the society in New York where the our birds gathered. 
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Blue Geese, Avery Island, La.
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TABLE | 

i Tag Date 
Species heater Where Banded | Banded Where Taken | Date 

Sis Stress bie LO OC te 

Lesser Scaup '................| 35823 Avery Island Geet eter teal 2/ 4/16 | Ft. Smith, Canada ..........|. 5/26/19 

Ppa, sence nie gute tee serene ae) BOSAL | mene IMARE wan. cicsescess ) RERyAT I Apery, Talend a... yemuciaysanedl al os ae 
Pintall cos oss sok eee es| ebeee | Avery island, ocoiaicck. son ee copuey Lt Avery Island 2 ssc vai 3 6 2/ 9/22 

Pintall o.cccccocscss cee cs sees s| 86880 | Avery Tdtand ......0 005 090 @/eRyie |) movesy! Island 2005.04 epee 
(Pintalie WM es. Re Soo | BORBE* | Ae Ry ISIE te aos sci iS ee ALY, Portland, Oregon .... .:.....| 11/28/25 

Blue Wing Teal ..............| 504476 | Avery Island ...............| 12/29/22 | Point-a-la-Hache, La. ......| 1/28/28 
GRO Wa skeen c.otiteres~o | OSBOR: Avery Island ...............] 12/18/22 Avery Island 2.6.05 see. os] LV BLZA28: 

Green Wing Teal .............| 101479 | Avery Island ...............| 8/ 4/22] Yolo Co. Cal. .............., 11/ /24 
Green Wing Teal’.............| 101495 | Avery Island ..........:.:..| 8/ 4/22 Cohuilla, Mex, ..............| 2/ 2/30 

Pintail drake ic. .50. 0... .....| 10167 | “Avery Island *).. 2... .+...5%-| 2/16/22 |. “Matamoras, Mex. 2.0.0 -<2| 40/10/26 

Blue Wing Weal 20:4 ge0n0..504| 102286) “Avery dstand yn...) BP 2L/22'|. "Texas Co, Mosc: ses ssiesecnen| h/h1/2¥. 
Mourning AOVe jiq.050 6 ee cs.ss 9933 Avery, Islands. 4 .ic20.)isn a ae 3/13/22 Pberia. Parish, wots. ee | ay aed 

| 

I first began banding birds privately in California. Fifty-six Pintail, Five Mallards, 

1912, confining my efforts to water fowl, but and five Scaups to Washington, D. C. These 

got few return tags, and in 1916 I began using birds were liberated by operatives of the United 

the bands of the American Bird Banding Asso- States Biological Survey, and we are expecting 

ciation and between that time and 1920 banded during the next few years to get interesting 
a good many thousand ducks, and got some and valuable data from the retakes. An inter- 

interesting returns. Since 1920 I have been esting fact in banding large numbers of ducks 

conducting at Avery Island a bird banding sta- is determining the proportion of males to fe- 

tion under the auspices of the United States males. I have placed tags on 1,885 Lesser — 
Biological Survey and the Louisiana Depart- Scaups. Of these there were 1,379 males, 506 g Yi 7 
ment of Conservation and ducks banded here females or more than 21% times as many males 
in Louisiana have been taken pretty well all as females. Of Pintails I have tagged 453. 

over North America. 299 of these were males and 154 females or 
Some of the interesting returns are shown in almost twice as many males as females. In 

Table I. other ducks the sexes are more nearly bal- 
In order to test out the homing instinct of anced. It is hoped that each sportsman who 

water fowl, and to learn if they, when sent kills a banded duck, will send the band with a 
from their regular migration route would re- notation of the species from which taken, the 

turn to that route on their next migration; I, on date and locality, to the Bureau of Biological 
February 28, 1918, shipped by express to Dr. Survey Washington, D. C. 
Arthur A. Allen, Cornell University, Ithaca, , TABLE II 

New York, to be liberated after tagging, a mixed : ae 
aR . Species = Where Taken Date 

lot of ducks, containing twenty-eight Mallards, No. 

eighteen Pintails, sixteen Green Wing Teal, and | a Cre Slt eae 
a Pintail ....| 36156) Manitoba, Canada ....| May 21, 1918 

three Coots. This lot of ducks were tagged and Pintail ....| 36268| Cayuga Lake, N. Y.....| Dec. 1, 1918 
liberated by Dr. Allen, near Ithaca, New York Pintail .. .| 35786| James Bay, Canada ...| Sept. 1918 

. . : Pintail .. .| 35787| Albany, Ontario ......| Oct. 1918 
early ae March. These birds could easily have Mallard ...| 36838] Foraker Osage Co.,Okla.| Dec. 21, 1918 
mingled with the large number of their species Mallard ...| 36847| Blue Jacket, Okla. ....| Nov. 21, 1918 

: 5 Mallard ...| 36855| Last Mt. Lake, Sask... Oct. 25, 1918 
that nest and puerace along the Atami ea: Pintail ....| 36259] Oshkosh, Wisc. .......] Oct. 5, 1919 
of North America, but results proved that all Gneen 
but one of the retakes returned to their home Pees Teal| 43125] Morrison, Ill. ..........] Nov. 8, 1919 

. areen 

haunts and although sent more than 800 miles Wing Teall 22298] Manville, Wyo. .......] Dec. 7, 1919 
east of their migration route, which was the Mallard ...| 36839] Chamberlain, S. Dak. ..| Oct. 28, 1919 

Pine’ a . q Mallard ...| 36854] Jena, Louisiana .......}| Nov. 1919 
Mississippi Valley, they returned to their home Mallard ...| 36856] Washington, Iowa ....| Fall 1919 
route. Dr. Allen liberated sixty-seven birds. Mallard ...| 36835| Derouen, Louisiana ...| Jan. 1920 

th Mallard ...| 36837| Quill Lake, Sask. ......| Sept. 1920 
We have returns on twenty-one of them, as Mallard ...| 36840| Grand Chenier, La. ...| Nov. 11, 1920 
shown in Table II. Mallard ...| 36858) Ferguson Flats, Alberta] Fall 1920 

rae ee cade Pintail ....| 35793| Camrose, Alberta .....| Sept. 24, 1920 
To further test the homing instinct of water Mallard 4, 36845] Lockport, Louisiana ..| Nov. 1, 1921 

fowl I shipped by express in February, 1930, Mallard ...| 36853| Lake Thompson,S. Dak, Dec. 1, 1924 
: ‘ ee ‘ Green 

ninty-six banded Pintail ducks to Moise, Mon- Wing Teal th Caddo Lake, Texas....| Nov. 7, 1924 
| tana. Eighty banded Pintail ducks to Berkeley, | 

| 

| 
|
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The Department and Its Work at a Glance 
P By the Commissioner 

ITHOUT DOUBT, of all the departmental di- therefore, at once inaugurated. Prompt cancel- 

WV visions of State Government, none, as a lation within the law of all extravagant permits, 

business structure, performs greater func- contracts and leases. A complete inventory 

tions than that of the Department of Conserva- of all property belonging to the Department. 

tion. Verily, no other is as far-reaching in scope A thorough check and audit of the books and 

or has a more intimate contact with the commerce records. Co-ordinating the work so as to avoid 

and industry of the State. No other department duplication and thereby eliminating unnecessary 

is more frequently called upon to serve in a ma- employees. Reasonable reduction of practically 

terial way the general public and to render to ~ all salaries, expenses, and expenditures, as well 

every citizen such personal service. as discounting all bills. Application of rules and 

Act 127 of 1912, creating the Conservation shorter methods for the divisions or bureaus of 
Commission of Louisiana and making it a De- the Department for the purpose of obtaining 

partment of State, provides that said Commission maximum results. A very careful checking of 

shall have control of all the natural resources of expense accounts of each field man, reducing ex- 

the State, and especially charges it with their pense allowances practically one-third compared 

preservation, protection and upbuilding, replen- to the former administration. Repairs of all 

ishment and management. Its functions, there- equipments, cars, boats, and machinery found in 

fore, are not that of mere prohibition against very bad condition at the time we assumed the 

wasteful use and exploitation but rather to en- duties of this office. Active cooperation with 
courage the economic use of those natural gifts other Departments, particularly the Board of 

which God has bestowed upon us in a most gen- Health and the Land Office in all activities per- 
erous measure. taining to this Department, purification of waters 

During the period covered by this report there through the aid of the former and mineral opera- 

have occurred changes in the administration of tions with the assistance of the latter. 
the Department. The present incumbent Com- - 

missioner was appointed by His Excellency, Gov- Although prevented from assuming control 
ernor Huey P. Long, February 6, 1929. and management of the office when first ap- 

Though some six months after the expiration pointed by the Governor and entering upon his 

of his term, Dr. V. K. Irion refused to surrender cee nes a8 ae A on peas 
the office and thereby necessitated a long and un- US having been eoramissioned: practically, ay 
pleasant litigation. Of course, the service of the the close of the biennial period, the present in- 
Department, with its various bureaus, suffered cumbent ence tee uae cO oe 
much in the interim of these long tedious legal poemizeytie Department os 18 tee ae 
proceedings and by the laws’ delays. The Supreme feldvof conservation aS peo a oe ae 
Court, however, on December 2nd, 1929, finally 1s! aoe nas we eas cae ey the 
disposed of the issue, formally declaring the pres- OBIE? (COA ER Oe 

ent incumbent legally and equitably entitled to It was evident, therefore, that a complete 

the office of Commissioner and commanding Dr. reorganization was necessary. The funds of the 
V. K. Irion to surrender and vacate the said office. Department had been handled in such fashion 

REORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT as practically to suspend the work and operation 

of the Commission. Long and apparently useless 
Immediately on taking the office this Com- litigation, carrying with it publicity of a charac- 

mission recognized its responsibility to the office ter very detrimental to the good of the service, 
and the absolute necessity for conservation to be had become almost continuous since 1927, not 
applied to the funds of the Department, as well only handicapping the activities, but bringing 
as to the natural resources of the State, conserv- the Department in utter disrepute. To counter- 
ing the one and carrying out the constitutional act these resultant evils a firm, though conserva- 
and statutory provisions of law governing the tive, policy was adopted at the outset of this 
other, both then may be perpetuated and prove a Administration with due consideration in solicit- 
benefit to the people of the State for all time to ing the cooperation and support of the people, 
come. and especially of that large human element deeply 

A program of retrenchment and strict econ- interested in conserving and upbuilding the 

omy in the revenues of the Department was, natural resources of this State.
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Under the process of reorganization and with natural resources that are placed by Legis- 

no intention to cast any reflection on the personal lative enactment under the control and man- 

integrity of the past Commissioner or on the agement of this Department. 

efforts of his assistants, the present incumbent 5. A system of coordination of all scientific in- 

deemed it proper to surround himself with a new vestigations of Department’s work and al- 

cabinet, a staff and personnel more in harmony lied subject matters. 

with the Administration, believing that the poli- 6. Gathering all data pertaining to the natural 

cies of his Administration could be best and more resources of the State and other states. 

harmoniously brought into effect and meet the 7. The comparative study and investigation of 

requirements in a more effective and compre- the accomplishments of other states and 

hensive way. It was, therefore, with this view national governments in conservation. 

that each Division was reorganized with a new 8. Publication of bulletins on subjects enter- 

Director, competent, conscientious, experienced in tained by this Department and re-editing 

the work of conservation and of practical busi- past bulletins of the Department and bring- 

ness ability. ing same up to date. 

The general administrative functions of the 9. Surveys, graphs, maps, and photographs 

Department are exercised by the Commissioner. properly recorded. 

As to its detailed operations, the Department is 10. The complete history of the activities of the 

organized under the following eight distinct Department written from month to month 

divisions of activity, the Directors of which are and so indexed as to give ready information 

responsible to and supervised by the adminis- as to the Department’s past achievements. 

tration through the Commissioner, assisted by This Bureau or Division of Biological Surveys, 

the Secretary and Auditor: Research and Information is to be, as it were, a 
ADMINISTRATION controlling office, covering the files of all the 

Te nehornhine Divisions of the Department of Conservation, 

2. E Wheatacre maintaining at all times complete files properly 

3. Bnforesment indexed, alive and active, and offering imme- 

i Fisheries a Fish Hatcheries diate service to the Commissioner, the Directors 

, i of the Department, business concerns, and insti- 

EP iets Oyster Bottoms. tutions interested in the natural resources in the 

7. Mines and Minerals. See Cee } : 

8. Wild Life and Wild Life Refuges. ite 8 ere ey eee ee ee 
To the above is being added, by way of neces- uae oD Ta Beet eae aie oe 

aity) and: only inienchmemeras @that ihe (present and keeping the Commissioner and his cabinet 

conditions of the Department permit, a Divi- properly informed. Liat needless to say that 

sion, nf,Statistioal Biologia Beaeatch=aiidoin SNe wee Prove Seraph ame river and 
formation and with the hope that Your Excel- will Bervese purpose that will enable capital to 
lency and the members of the Legislature will ascertain the true facts and justify legitimate 

take proper cognizance of a much needed Bureau ty, esument. The records of such a Bureau | of 
in this Commission. ‘The object and purpose Division will be up to date, accurate, scientific 

of such a Bureau or Division may be stated as and dependable. 
follows: The accomplishments in each of the Divisions 

1. A complete revision of all the files and bul- will be found fully covered in the several por- 
letins of the Department and also the publi- tions of the report that respectively deal with 

cation of a properly edited departmental them. Taking the above enumerated Divisions 
monthly magazine. in their order and passing briefly on the respect- 

2. Compilation of all the laws and the findings ive purpose and object, as well as the merits of 
of the Department since its establishment. the activity of each of the following comments 

3. A survey through the respective heads of are made: 
the various divisions of all the resources of 

this State and over which resources this De- 2B CCOUNTING 

partment has jurisdiction. The Department of Conservation being a great 

4. Scientific and biological analysis of such re- business organization of State, charged by law 

sources and industries that cover Oysters, with the care, protection and upbuilding of the 

Fisheries, Fur, Wild Life, Minerals, For- State’s natural resources worth billions of dollars 

estry, and such other allied industries and to the State and Nation. has established an Ac-
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counting Division efficiently personnelled by Bulletin No. 12—The Monroe Gas Field, 1926. 

trained accountants and functioning under a Bulletin No. 14—The Clays of Louisiana (Shreve- 

proper system cf bookkeeping. port Area), 1927. 

This Division is under the supervision of the Bulletin No. 16—The Clays of Louisiana (Monroe 
Commissioner whose reports are made therefrom Area), 1928. : : : 

to the Auditor of the State of Louisiana. oo No. 17—Safe Practices at Oil Derricks, 

The State Supervisor cf Public Accounts, who ae ued 

frequently audits the books and records of this Bulletin No. 19—The Clays of Louisiana (Alex- 
Department, has had occasion to check the rec- andria Area), 1929. : 

ords since the incumbency of the present Com- Technical Paper No. 1—Mud Laden Fluids and 
missioner and since the Department has been re- Tables on Specific Gravities and Collapsing 
organ'zed_ In his recent report to the Governor Pressures, 1922. : ; 
te Wad ghia comment to make: Technical Paper No. 2—Engineering Aspects of 

% the Problem of Salt Marsh Mosquito Sup- 
a am pleased to note that during the pression in Louisiana, 1926. 

pericd under eo all Austureorapate Technical Paper No. 3—Distributional Problems 
DW ictak arch aa wecetee OMe ine of the Cold-Blooded Vertebrates of the Gulf 
voices, expense accounts, etc., and no Coastal Plain, 1926. 
errors of a clerical nature were noted.” Technical Paper No. 5—Wild Life in Louisiana, 

1928. 4 

EDUCATIONAL SERVICE These will be very instructive and well illus- 
Althoug) exceedingly limited in revenue and trated. 

an appropr.ation far inadequate to fully carry The exhibits located at various points and the 

on its werk, the Bureau or Division of Education Department’s traveling exhibits, with competent 

has entered cxtensively into a program of bring- lecturers in charge, serve not only the country 

ing home to all our people, young and old, the fairs, but prove lasting lessons to our young 

great cause of conservation. Hundreds of thou- people in the schools, instilling in them the eco- 

sands of persons are made familiar and ac- nomic value of all the State’s natural resources. 
quainted with the work of this Department. This Division avails itself of every means of 

Chambers of Commerce, Sportsmen’s Associa- spreading the gospel of conservation and is now 

tions, Service Clubs, Boy and Girl Scouts, Schools, contemplating a timely series of lectures that 

Colleges and many other organizations receive will broadcast the work of the Department by 

the benefit of the free lectures and motion pic- means of the radio. 

ture service. 
; : ENFORCEMENT 

ane a ter ea ee hee Seno The area of Louisiana is 48,706 square miles, 

of new bulletins, as well as re-editing a number consisting of 28,000,000 acres; there are 3,397 
of the past bulletins issued, but now out of print, sduare wiled ofswater area’ 4794 tilestonavic 

namely : gable streams, 35,000 miles of fish streams and 

Bulletin No. 1—The Louisiana Oyster, 1916. 2,760 square miles of land-locked bays. From 
Bulletin No. 2—A Brief Survey of the Natural these figures it will be seen that to secure effect- 

Resources of Louisiana, 1917. (Reprinted as ive enforcement of conservation, the disposition 

Bulletin No. 13.) of the general public must be considered. 

Bulletin No. 3—The Salt Water Fish of Louisi- Realizing that our people have never before 

ana, 1917. shown as great an interest in conservation gen- 

Bulletin No. 4—The Fresh Water Fish of Loui- erally as during this time, and convinced that it 

siana, 1917. is the will of the people that the sheriffs and 
Bulletin No. 5—The Birds of Louisiana, 1917. other deputies enforce the conservation laws the 

Bulletin No. 6—Forest and Grass Fires in Loui- same as they enforce all other laws, the present 
siana, 1918. incumbent Administration, with His Excellency’s 

Bulletin No. 7—Forestry in Louisiana—Why and sanction, has inaugurated a program that has 
How, 1921. met with the hearty approval of practically all 

Bulletin No. 8—Louisiana Lignite, 1921. the sheriffs and law enforcement officers of the 
Bulletin No. 9—The Monroe Gas Field, 1921. State. 
Bulletin No. 10—Wild Life Resources of Loui- On the one hand, the Department, by cooper- 

siana, 1921. ating with the public, the sheriffs and all agencies 

Bulletin No. 11—The Haynesville Oil Field, 1922. capable of assisting in the work, sought to prop-
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erly direct the energies of those wno make use Louisiana, for many years, has been recog- 
z of the natural resources of the State so that they nized in a special way for the number and ex- 

might derive the greatest benefit from this cellent variety of fishes taken from its waters. 
wealth, and at the same time keep within the Our fresh water inland streams, as well as the 
reasonable restrictions placed upon its enjoyment. waters of the sea within the jurisdiction of the 
On the other hand, at strategic points throughout State, have not only supplied, commercially, our 
the State, as well as at headquarters, the Divi- own people with fish food, but also the markets 
sion of Enforcement maintains a limited force to outside the State. Industries dependent on the 
efficiently collect conservation licenses and taxes. fish of our waters are receiving our most careful 
Chief among the duties of this Division is cooper- attention and active cooperation. 
ation with sheriffs and their deputies in pro- Hence, the Department’s great concern in 
moting and safeguarding a wholesome respect maintaining the proper safeguards to protect, 
for both the constitutional and statutory laws of preserve and replenish this great natural re- 
conservation. source which furnishes our people most valuable 

By these means the Enforcement Division is food, sport and recreation. 
very vigilant through the State in not only pro- One of the greatest menaces to the fresh 
tecting the wild life, birds and animals of every water fish is the pollution of streams caused 
kind, those of beauty, of food value and insec- largely by the discharge of waste from oil field 
tivorous, such birds that feed chiefly on bugs and operations, pulp mills, sugar refineries, gravel 
worms and, therefore, rendering first aid to the and shell dredging and other industrial plants. 
farmers in the protection of their crops, but also Proper control of this condition presents a serious 
this Division performs a great service by means problem to the Fisheries Division. To appre- 
of persuasion and teaching our people to use our ciate this problem one has only to consider the 
natural resources in such a husbandlike way that hardship that at times must be imposed on the 
all our citizens may enjoy them. industries above mentioned, especially when such 

In order to properly promote conservation industries mean so much to the development of 
on our waters and to prevent violations and to other natural resources, to the prosperity of all 
see that fishermen, oystermen, trappers and those enjoying their employment and thé en- 
hunters comply with the laws, regulations and hancement by way of taxation of the State’s 
the collection of licenses and other fees due the revenues. 

Department, the Commission maintains a patrol However difficult the task and conflicting 
equipment consisting of boats and automobiles. may be the interest and issues involved between 
These are in active operation and under the what we may call the Minerals industries and 
direction of a superintendent and such aides that the Fisheries industries, the health of our people, 
are necessary to carry out legislative mandates. particularly all those citizens living along streams 

The Department owns wharf facilities on the and dependent upon their water supply from our 
j New Basin Canal in New Orleans where its flo- inland waters, the present incumbent has ap- 

tilla or fleet is kept in good repair. The patrol pealed to the State and National Bureaus of 
fleet is one of the greatest factors in maintaining Health for cooperation to the end of maintaining 
proper conservation over our waters. The pres- a proper system of purification of waters both 
ent condition of the boats warrants considerable within and without the State. In the meanwhile 
repairs and, due to the age and long service of the Department, under the present Administra- 
these boats, it will be more economical to secure tion, is exercising the most judicious discretion 
new boats than to repair a number of the old ones in issuing permits. 
that have become practically unseaworthy. The 

present Administration found the present patrol FISH HATCHERIES 
fleet in exceedingly bad condition and has been This Administration, upon assuming the 
compelled to expend much money on its repairs. duties of office, found some hatcheries estab- 
It is the intention of the present Commissioner to lished but in bad condition, others contemplated, 
replace the older boats by new ones gradually as but for some reason or another their establish- 
funds become available. ment delayed. No doubt the Fish Hatchery is 

one of the most necessary complements and im- 
FISHERIES AND FISH HATCHERIES portant factors to our various inland lakes and 

The response of the people of Louisiana to streams. While past administrations have made 
the efforts made by this Department in the de- some effort along the line of developing and 
velopment of our Fisheries resources and Fish establishing hatcheries, it is the determined will 
Hatcheries has been most gratifying. of the present Administration to establish, as far
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as possible, a Fish Hatchery in every conserva- dredging of the natural beds except in water over a 

tion area where fishing and the development of a certain depth, to regulate the size of oysters 

fisheries is possible. that may be taken from the natural beds. The 

The Beechwood Fish Hatchery, located in Legislature has given the Department authority 

Rapides Parish near Lecompte, Louisiana, and to restrict the use of sand, shells and gravel from 

the Hatchery at Lake St. John, in Concordia the water bottoms of the State by requiring a 

Parish, though both found in bad condition by lease and taxes from those using these resources. 

this Administration, prove that this aid to the Unfortunately, the past administrations have 

propagation of fish life can be made a great been too liberal in their discretion, and exer- 

success throughout the State. Important im- cising the authority given them by legislative en- 

provements and repairs have been made by us to actments. As a consequence, the State’s industry, 

these hatcheries. To the Beechwood Hatchery and its allied industries involving the culture of 

has been built a much needed model gravel road oysters and leasing of water bottoms, have been, 

which gives the general public access to an estab- to some extent, abused. The granting of long 

lishment that has cost the State more than leases covering large acreage has brought about 

$100,000. We have undertaken to establish and a condition of an apparent monopoly, meanwhile 

develop hatcheries on Cane River in Natchitoches affecting very materially the revenues of the De- 

Parish and Lake Bruen in Tensas Parish; and partment, handicapping the progress and eco- 

have also undertaken to provide two of the great- nomic extension of leasing. Short-time leases of 

est Fish Hatcheries in this State in areas that a reasonable acreage would have proven of more 

offer a natural advantage and opportunity for economic value to the Department and to the best 

such establishment, namely, at Lake Des Alle- interest of the State. However, where large in- 

mands, in the Parishes of St. John, Lafourche vestment of capital is required, and as such as- 

and St. James, and also at Cross Bayou, an outlet sures the State substantial returns by way of 

of Cross Lake, in Caddo Parish near Shreveport, royalties based on a graduated scale with the 

Louisiana. Arrangements have been made by usual property tax attached to the equipment 

coordinating efforts with the Highway Depart- necessary and incident to the operations of sub- 

ment to connect all Fish Hatcheries and State- stantial capital investment, long-term leases may 

controlled fishing plants with hard-surfaced be justified. 

roads. At the regular session of 1926, the Legislature 

passed Act 258. Section 3 of said act provides 

OYSTERS AND WATER BOTTOMS that it shall be unlawful for any person, firm or 

Nowhere in the world can there be found a association, or corporation, to ship beyond the 

greater foundation for oyster industry than in limits of this State any oysters caught or taken 

Louisiana. The most important consideration from the waters of this State, while the same 

with which the oyster industry and the Depart- are in the shells, or to export from the State any 

ment are now concerned is the extension of raw oyster shells. With no other intention on 

desirable situations for oyster culture. The the part of the Legislature than to encourage the 

Director of the Oyster Division estimates that establishment and development of the packing in- 

there are 409,220 acres of water bottoms avail- dustry in this State, this law worked a consider- 

able for oyster culture out of a total water area able hardship on the coast towns of our sister 

of 4,720,502 acres. state, Mississippi. To protect the many packers 

Louisiana enjoys not only the distinction of of the thriving and beautiful City of Biloxi, de- 

being the third largest producer in the United pendent on our oyster resource, legal proceedings 

States of this popular sea food, but its oysters were brought into courts of the United States 

are universally known as the most wholesome and for the purpose of nullifying the Louisiana 

most delicious. statute. 

The Department has been given by the Legis- It must be remembered that the Legislative 

lature wide authority and discretion in regard to Session of 1926 adopted two comprehensive laws, 

the leasing of the natural oyster beds or reefs, as one governing the shrimp industry and the other 

well as water bottoms on which oysters are not governing the oyster industry of the State of 

growing or have not always grown, but on which Louisiana, with the object of trying to have the 

their culture may be undertaken successfully. State of Louisiana benefit by the manufacturing 

Under the law the Department is required within the State of products of the waters of the 

to reserve certain reefs from leasing, to limit the State into articles of merchandise. As stated, the 

area of other grounds that may be leased to one right of Louisiana so to do was attacked in three 

lessee, to protect lessees in their leases, prohibit suits instituted in the United States District Court
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for the Eastern District of Louisiana, being Pro- proud of its ancient origin than that of lumber. 

ceedings of Foster Fountain Company, et als, No. From Noah’s Ark to the wooden poles of power- 

18,897; L. O. Johnson, et als, No. 19,011, and the transmission lines and the railroad crossties as 

Sea Food Company and the Biloxi Shrimp and a factor to steam transportation, the ancient, 

Oyster Transportation Company, No. 19,145 of friendly and faithful tree is and has been a con- 

the United States District Court in Equity, An tinuous service to mankind. 

application for an injunction restraining the offi- Louisiana forest policy must needs be more 

cers of the Department of Conservation from en- aggressive than in the past. The Division of 

forcing these laws was made and the relief ap- Forestry represents in itself a conservation de- 

plied for was denied by a Three Judge United partment of its own. This Division is under the 

States District Court, but a suspensive appeal of general supervision of the Commissioner, assisted 

supersedas was asked for and granted and the by an Advisory Board, appointed by the Gov- 

matter taken to the Supreme Court of the United ernor, to act in an advisory capacity, composed of 

States on affidavits of both parties, but without Forestry experts who serve in a most patriotic 

trial on the merits. manner without compensation, except their actual 

On the face of the affidavits as filed by the expenses allowed each member when sitting at 

complainants to the effect that the officers of the the quarterly meetings of the Board. 

Conservation Department of Louisiana were en- Equipped as the Department is with a tech- 

forcing the laws as to the canning of sea products nical, as well as a practical Forestry Director, 

but were permitting oysters in the shell and and a trained force of forest field men in the 

shrimp in the hull to be sent out of the State service, and more than twenty lookout towers 

indiscriminately in their fresh state, and for the located at strategic points throughout our forest 

reasons assigned, in its opinion, the Supreme areas, together with its training annual summer 

Court of the United States held as a preliminary school sessions, gives us assurance that the 

proposition that the Acts of the Legislature were aggressive policy now inaugurated will attain a 

apparently unconstitutional as interfering with maximum of success and such results that will 

Interstate Commerce and ordered an injunction justify the State’s appropriation, the United 

to issue restraining the officials of the Depart- States Government aid, and the small contribu- 

ment of Conservation from enforcing the oyster tions made by many of the lumber companies. 

and shrimp laws as to those features until the It is the present intention of the Department 

court should have had an opportunity of passing in its well-laid-out plan covering Forestry to 

on the merits of the case. The merits of the case establish such regional branches of this Division 

have never been tried. An answer has been filed that will render a more important and compre- 

in all three cases by the Department of Conser- hensive service to the interest of Forestry and 

vation and the complainants, the Mississippi in- Reforestation generally. 

terests, have been taking their testimony on the 

merits; the testimony heretofore taken has been Oe 

given by witnesses at Biloxi, Mississippi. The While none of the Divisions of the Depart- 

complainants have not yet finished taking their ment can be considered of minor importance, that 

testimony and offering their evidence. As soon of Mines and Minerals has reached such vast pro- 

as they finish, the Department of Conservation portions that it can be safely said to be the lead- 

will then present its side on the merits by the ing branch of the service. The serious responsi- 

offering of testimony and evidence in support of bility involved in the supervision of all operations 

the legality of the Legislative Acts and there- of gas, oil fields, sulphur and salt mines to the 
after the matter will be submitted to the Three end of conserving the life of these and other min- 

Judge United States District Court for the East- erals makes the task of managing this Bureau a 

ern District of Louisiana. The decision of that most difficult one. The various situations that 

court will probably be appealed from by whoever arise almost daily necessitate a skilled and con- 

may lose. The State of Louisiana through the scientious corps. The work is almost totally tech- 

Department of Conservation is trying to bring nical, requiring almost eternal vigilance, long and 

the matter to a final issue as rapidly as it can. tedious hours. 
The oil and gas fields have so broadened and 

FORESTRY constantly developed that this Division, in meet- 

All considered, the greatest asset of a state ing the obligations and responsibility imposed 

is its forests. The prosperity of our State de- upon it by law, has been forced to establish 

pends greatly upon our lands adapted to and pro- branches outside of the principal mineral center, 

ductive of timber. Possibly no industry is as namely, the City of Shreveport. Consequently,
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branches have been established at Monroe and Among these stands foremost that great 
another at Lake Charles, and the present Admin- philanthropist: The Honorable Edward A. Mcll- 

istration contemplates seriously establishing an henny, a true and faithful friend of the wild. It 
additional much-needed mineral branch in the is indeed with a deep sense of appreciation that 
southeastern portion of the State, possibly at we renew public acknowledgment to this distin- 
Houma or Baton Rouge, Louisiana. guished gentleman, Father of Louisiana’s Wild 

The manufacture of carbon from natural gas Life Refuges, for all that he has done for con- 
is an industry that has, and is, constantly giving servation generally and particularly for the bird 
the Department the greatest concern. It has been and waterfowl life so sacred to our nation. 
necessary to put into effect most stringent rules With much gratitude does this Department 
and regulations with a determination and policy accept his recent historical sketch, entitled: “The 

of severe prosecution for their violations and can- Creating of the Wild Life Refuges in Louisiana,” 
cellation of permits. and which may be read in the pages of this bien- 

nium following the general report on Wild Life. 

WILD LIFE AND WILD LIFE REFUGES We heartily concur with the past administra- 

The provisions of statutory and constitutional tions that the Legislature in its sovereign po ee 
: é cannot exercise too much care and prudence in its 

law give the Department authority to protect and : 
: 5 é enactment of suitable laws to fully protect our 

preserve the wild life of the State like all other Moo oe és 
game and wild life. There is great need to con- 

natural resources. The law empowers the De- : ‘ 
ae : ; ; tinue in our efforts to make our State laws con- 

partment to prohibit entirely the taking of wild z z 
: A cron form as far as possible with the Federal law for 

life on any refuge set aside for its protection; to % 3 3 
‘ : the protection of migratory birds. In so doing, 

enforce the close seasons on all fur-bearing ani- z 
y 3 we shall have performed a great duty and obli- 

mals; to exercise such control and management ort elaieonation' andious Ge cubeeia 

of all the bird and mammal life of the State, in- ae ae ow c tee Bavorine 
cluding the game and non-game birds, game quad- ous: 

rupeds and fur peaters or nonquadrupeds ; ina INGHTE WEST IEOQUISINNA CAMrmeAene ner 
word, all of Louisiana’s wild. 

2 : a ; PRESERVE 
As stated in a detailed report on Wild Life 

found elsewhere in this biennium, the peculiar At its regular session in 1926 the Legislature, 

geographic position enjoyed by our State affords, by Act 191, established the Northwest Louisiana 

as it were, the happiest and most advantageous Game and Fish Preserve, creating same out of 

sanctum for native game, as well as for the great Black, Saline and Clear Lakes, situated in the 

hordes of migratory waterfowl and shorebirds Parishes of Natchitoches and Winn. 

seeking a winter home in Louisiana. This act was, to some extent, inoperative and 
In fact, this State harbors vast numbers of unsatisfactory; therefore, again, at the following 

migratory waterfowl and winters practically regular session of 1928, the Legislature, by Act 
seventy-five percent of the waterfowl of the 69, amended and re-enacted Sections 1 and 3 of 
United States and Canada at certain periods of Act 191 of 1926, broadening the scope reserving 
the year. Hence, the responsibility on our part the mineral rights of the State, vesting the title 

to protect this great natural life resource. In of all the property covered by this project in the 

truth, it is the duty and obligation that devolves name of the State and increasing the appropria- 
upon all of our people. tion to the sum of $100,000 out of the Conserva- 

Recognizing this responsibility, every good tion Fund not otherwise appropriated, thereby 
and law-abiding citizen has looked upon our placing the same under the supervision and con- 
license system as a great and proper safeguard trol of the Department of Conservation, regu- 
to our native game, as well as our bird visitors. lated by the provisions of Act 137 of 1924. 

The sheriffs of the various parishes, working Inasmuch as the appropriation of one hun- 
in common with our enforcement corps, are meet- dred thousand dollars was appropriated by the 
ing with little opposition. This Department re- Legislature out of the earnings and savings of 
ceives practically daily reports from sheriffs and the Department to construct and maintain this 

good conservationists of the excellent observance Northwest Louisiana Game and Fish Preserve, it 

of the laws governing wild life by our people. was impossible for the past administration to 

Leading citizens of the State have lent their carry out the provisions of this act without a 
hearty support in this particular to the past ad- drastic retrenchment of the general expenses of 
ministrations and are now affording this Admin- the Department. 

istration much aid and cooperation. (Concluded on Page 27)
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Plumes in their Natural Setting 

of Natural History. Mr. Bailey expressed the A film record of the life history of the alliga- 

hepe that such pictures would eventually receive tor also was obtained. The reptiles were found 

nation-wide distribution. by thousands. 

THE DEPARTMENT AND ITS WORK 

(Continued from Page 10) 

It was found upon assuming the control and take first a complete and thorough survey of the 

management of this office by the present Admin- project and to begin the construction of at least 

istration that apparently nothing had been done one of the dams. It is possibly the best evidence 

to meet this legislative mandate and realize the of our retrenchment policy when we can refer 

earnest solicitations and demands of thousands the Legislature to the fact that within four 

of citizens of Northwest Louisiana who are deeply months we have accomplished the object and pur- 

interested in this great project. pose of its will enacted into law four years past. 

The present incumbent, after inaugurating As its object and purposes and the great 

his strict policy of economy, immediately deter- conservation benefits were fully discussed at the 

mined upon a system of saving that would make time when the bill creating the Northwest Loui- 

the construction of this project possible. Once siana Game and Fish Preserve was presented to 

setting the saving machinery in motion, from the Legislature make it now unnecessary to dwell 

December 2nd to March 2nd, it was seen that the to any great extent on this important subject 

Department would be able within a few months which is well known to be one of the greatest 

to apprise the Governor and the citizens inter- progressive accomplishments attained recently 

ested in this preserve that it was ready to under- by this Department.
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Commissioner Maestri Makes Reply to A 
Article Attacking Department of Conservati 

& Bator a eae eon ee any Srronecus een ae The above figures, covering enforcement under the 
ay ave een producer y an anonymous article recently : 

published in the August issue of “Outdoor Life,’ we reproduce former and the present administrations, do not only dis- 

the following relative correspondence which speaks for itself. close a greater number of arrests but a more active en- 

forcement of the conservation laws under my adminis- 
August 12, 1930. tration. 

Mr. Harry McGuire, A ¢ 
Hditor, Outdoor Mate, Ke a5 true that een! plays a great part in the 

1824 Curtis Street administration of conservation, but the matter of finances 

Denver, Colorado. is a vital factor. Therefore, let us look at the Depart- 
Beene ment’s financial condition and see if there has been any 

iS collapse of manage: i - 
There appears in the August issue of your publication eee Oa eement during my seven months of ad 

known as “Outdoor Life” an article which carries the : 

caption, “The Collapse of Conservation in Louisiana,” by Fiscal Year 1927 

“A. Propos,” with an editorial footnote that the author Aamini 4 sae G 

of this article cannot allow his name to be publicly ministration—Commissioner Irion 
known. Appropriation Deficit 

Ordinarily anonymous communications are so cowardly $225,000.00 $86.78 

and defenseless that the only treatment to be adminis- 

tered is silent contempt. However, this article is so con- Fiscal Year 1928 
trary to the truth, and since it has been reprinted in Administration—Commissioner Irion 

newspapers of this city, I wish to make the following i 
ebeervation: Appropriation Surplus 

I take exception to this article because it is not based $220,000.00 $1,091.85 
on facts, and is a wanton misrepresentation of conditions Fiscal Year 1929 

in Louisiana. bia f 

I have been in charge of the Department of Conser- Administration—Commissioner Irion 
vation for seven months and I am willing to submit for Appropriation Surplus 
comparison the records and transactions of this Depart- $150,000.00 $19,392.84 
ment during my tenure with those of any other Commis- 

sioner who has served in the same capacity. Fiscal Year 1930 

I wish to take further exception to the article not only (December-July, Seven Months Only) 

because of its misstatement of facts but. because your ‘Agminiotrati c ie Mt - 

magazine, which is entirely unknown to me, printed this EES pee otiere Ola ieslonereM acktt 

article anonymously. Appropriation Surplus 

It was probably prepared by someone who had a per- $150,000.00 $220,387.83 

sonal grievance against the Department of Conservation 

and the article was sent to your office, which fact was Let us carry this comparison a little farther. During 
possibly unknown to you as editor. At any rate, it seems the three years of Dr. Irion’s administration, 1927, 1928 
to me that a great injustice has been done to the State and 1929, he showed a surplus of only a little over 
of Louisiana by printing an anonymous article like this, $20,000.00 for the entire period. 
which attacks an important department of the State and 3 e 
leaves its authority no way of knowing from whom or At the end of my fiscal year, having been in office 
from what direction the attack has come. only seven months, my cash balance on July 1, 1930, was 

$251,631.28, with all bills having been paid. 

ieius’ take ithe meverdsiand ireriew/theiteures: In further refutation of “The Collapse of Conservation 
Year 1929 Year 1930 in Louisiana,” I wish to state: This handsome balance, 

Under Commissioner Irion Under Commissioner Maestri which is entirely in cash, will be dedicated to the building 
January of fish hatcheries and the support of other conservation 

24 Arrests 26 Arrests activities and agencies throughout the State. It will not 
February be squandered or employed for political purposes, as appar- 

31 Arrests 102 Arrests ently has been done under past administrations. 

March Trusting that your sense of justice will accord this 
34 Arrests i 50 Arrests authentically signed communication equal space and prom- 

April inence as you. accorded the anonymous article published 
29 Arrests 65 Arrests in the August issue of “Outdoor Life’, and awaiting your 

May acknowledgement of this communication, I am, 
50 Arrests 44 Arrests 

June Yours very truly, 

34 Arrests 78 Arrests 
oo ee ROBT. S. MAESTRI, 

‘Total 202 Arrests Total 365 Arrests Commissioner.
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OUTDOOR LIFE number of arrests how many were for viola- 

OUTDOOR RECREATION tions of the migratory wildfowl laws? Would 

1824 Curtis Street you be so kind as to stipulate the nature of 

DENVER, COLO. the violations for which most of the arrests 
were made,” 

August 19, 1930. I wish to advise that the records of this department 
Dear Mr. Maestri: disclose the following facts and figures: 

I have your letter of August 12. OUTDOOR LIFE 34 arrests for killing of migratory birds and 
surely intends to be fair in presenting the game conser- wild game out of season; 

vation situation in any state in the Union, and we cer- 13 arrests for trapping song birds and fur- 

tainly do not wish to be unfair to the Conservation Com- nie eS of the Heh, shrimp 

mission in your state. f and oyster laws. 

On Hie other, Hands: eters Dub Heine veRS le eoae In addition to the above, the Federal game protector, 

See fo. ask you the following questions: . Ot the with the cooperation of this department, made 12 arrests 
365 arrests in 1930 under your regime, how many resulted for violating the migratory wildfowl laws. 
in convictions? Also, of this number of arrests how i 

many were for violations of the Migratory Wildfowl laws? Our records do not disclose the number of convictions, 

Would you be so kind as to stipulate the nature of the as this is a record and function of the state district 

violations for which most of the arrests were made? courts, where practically all of the complaints and charges 

I presume all these arrests were made by state war- were filed, and also the function of the Federal District 

dens and were tried in state courts. Am I right? Also Court. The enforcement division, with its conservation 

would you mind telling me if state wardens filed any com- law protectors, under our law, perform its full duty when 

plaints under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act in the U.S. the arrest is made and the bill of complaint lodged with 

District. Attorney’s office, the cases to be tried in the the state and parish attorneys—known in Louisiana as 

Federal courts? district attorneys, and who are the prosecuting attorneys 

I will appreciate this information at your earliest of violators of the criminal and conservation laws. 

convenience. Such district attorneys have at all times the depart- 
Sincerely yours, ment’s full cooperation and in all cases where our en- 

(Signed) HARRY McGUIRE, forcement men file a bill of complaint—and such bills of 

Editor. complaint are usually supported with complete evidence, 

Mr. Robert S. Maestri, leaving the violator practically no other alternative than 

Dept. of Conservation, to plead guilty, which is the usual course—the responsi- 

State of Louisiana, bility and disposition of the case as to sentence then de- 

New Orleans, La. volves upon the judge of the court. 

While a record of the convictions is not available at 

: this time—and which record you can secure from the 

various district courts of this state, and also from the 

ee ee CEO G United States District Court,—we are safe to say that 

New Orleans, La. practically all cases filed, both in the state and Federal 

courts, carried convictions and sentences that were in 

August 26, 1930. keeping with the proportion of the offense, and tended to 

Ar BARCY, McGuire, — teach a salutary lesson. 

pasos OuLap Or ee Under my administration you are assured that the 

poe eae eect director of our enforcement division, with his corps, as 

Dear Sir: Denver), Colorado. well as with our patrol fleet, has at all times actively 

Your letter of the 19th, in answer to my communi- Sooperated’ withy the) Hederal semesn overior 

cation directed to you under date of August 12, is I am attaching herewith a report of the activities of 

acknowledged. this department, which, if you will publish with this and 

I am pleased to learn that your periodical: my letter of August 12, will give your readers, at a 

“surely intends to be fair in presenting the glance, the opportunity of knowing the manner and 

game conservation situation in any state in fashion in which this department operates under my ad- 

the Union, and we certainly do not wish to ministration—meanwhile maintaining your magazine’s 

be unfair to the Conservation Commission in editorial integrity, which the subscribers thereto may 

your state.” rightfully expect and demand. 
Such a declaration of purpose on your part, and on 

the part of your publication, is not only commendable, Very truly yours, 

but, without doubt when put into effect, will do much to (Signed) ROBERT S. MAESTRI, 

correct the harm this state has suffered from the scurri- Commissioner. 

lous and unwarranted attack made on this department, 

and indirectly upon the law enforcement and court offi- 

cers of this state, in the anonymous article of your August 

issue carrying the caption, “The Collapse of the Conserva- Conservation is a matter of public sentiment. 

tion in Louisiana”. If public sentiment is for it, it will succeed. If it 

In answer to your inquiry, and as to that part of your 18 opposed to it, we are ina miserable plight. It is 
letter: which states: succeeding here, and it means the salvation of our 

“pefore publishing your letter I should like game birds and animals while there is yet time to 

to ask you the following questions: Of the save them. It means that we will do more for 
365 arrests in 1930, under your regime, how those that come after us than those who preceded 
many resulted in convictions? Also of this us did for us.
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he Wild a The Creating of the Wi 

es uges i isian ife Refuges in Louisiana 
i This little experiment in conservation by me 

was the first demonstration of the wild life sanc- 

THE LOUISIANA oe Witp Lire REFUGE tuary idea for migratory birds in the world, and . 

N March, 1910, I was in a sporting goods store was the object lesson on which the wild life ref- 

| in New Orleans looking over some fishing uge plan has been built. 

tackle. The clerk serving me, called me by During Mr. Ward’s visit with me, we together 

name, and at once a man standing at the counter visited a 54,000-acre block of land on the south 

near me, turned to me and said: “Are you Mr. side of Vermilion Bay, which I had under lease 

MclIlhenny of Avery Island?” On being assured from the Orange Land Company for the purpose 

that I was, he said: “I am Charles Willis Ward, of protecting the ducks and geese during their 

of Michigan, and I have been wanting to meet winter sojourn in Louisiana. On this property I 

you for a long time, to learn at first-hand how had maintained a warden service during the win- 

you have accomplished the protection of the wild ter, and it had become a famous winter resort for 

life in Louisiana, for which you are famous.” great numbers of wild fowl. Mr. Ward was very 

- . : i anxious to buy this property, and before the year 

aed =, Dieet maseting owith By. ayer: was out he and I bought it jointly. As soon as 

us ee Go gigs a ails ere eee we had title to this property, I used my best 
in establishing the Louisiana Wild Life Sanc- efforts to close it to all shooting, with the excep- 

tuary. tion of a couple of thousand acres, which I pro- 

During our conversation at this first meeting, posed we should keep for our personal shooting 

I learned of Mr. Ward’s interest in birds, plants, grounds. Mr. Ward would not agree to this, but 

shooting and fishing. Recognizing in him a kin- I finally got him to agree to set aside 13,000 acres 

dred spirit—for all my life these subjects had of the best of the property for a wild life sanc- 

interested me more than any others—I asked him tuary. The locating of the 18,000 acres he left 

to come to Avery Island and spend a week-end entirely to me, and I selected that portion having 

with me. Mr. Ward told me he was camping on in its area the greatest amount of duck-feed 
Wolf River, back of Pass Christian, Mississippi, growing ponds, and the great, goose-graveling 

and would be very glad to accept my invitation, as beach at Hell Hole. 

soon as he felt well enough. He explained that As soon as the location of the 13,000 acres 
he was just recovering from a severe illness, and had been determined and a survey made, I at once 
was under the care of a trained nurse. took up with the Board of Commissioners for the 

I had quite forgotten about Ward, when he Protection of Birds, Game, and Fish, (the De- 

arrived at Avery Island, about three weeks later. partment of Conservation not then having been 
I took him to my house expecting he would stay created) , the question of acceptance of the pro- 

two days at most, but he was so fascinated with posed wild life refuge, and on the 25th of July, 
the bird and plant life, and the fishing, that he 1911, the Board of Commissioners for the Pro- 
remained two weeks. Mr. Ward was greatly im- tection of Birds, Game and Fish adopted a 

etae 2 lengthy resolution appointing “Frank M. Miller, 
pressed with my building and protecting the Eg- : ‘ i 

: president of said board to accept the complicated 
ret and Heron colony on Avery Island, which at deetiot ithe 

the time of his visit contained about 15,000 pair DatMetembenkd 19ii« lie mes 6 

of nesting birds. This “Heronry,” started by me t 2 a 
See 3 , year after we purchased the Vermilion Bay 

ingen artificial pond in 1898, with a few pair of property, Mr. Ward and I donated to the State 

Egrets, in an effort to save this bird from exter- —¢ Touisiana the 13,000 acres now known as the 
mination, and later as a duck sanctuary, had Louisiana State Wild Life Sanctuary—the pro- 
proven a wonderful success, and demonstrated portion of the gift being three-fourths by Ward 

the fact year after year that if given proper pro- and one-fourth by Mcllhenny. This was the 

| tection and environment, migratory birds would first wild life refuge in the world, privately 

return each year to the protected area. : donated, for the public good.
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It sell Sage, and after numerous conferences and at 

her request, a thorough investigation of the 

Base oiStaND adaptability of the property for the conservation 

I realized that if the migratory wild life of of wild life was ordered, and Mr. George Byrd 

the Mississippi Valley was to be preserved for Grinnell was sent to Louisiana to make the in- 

all time, a much greater area of winter feeding vestigation. Mr. Grinnell arrived at Avery 

and resting ground must be provided for per- Island on March 4 and spent four days going over 
manent refuges. the Marsh Island proposition. 

During the summer of 1911, I quietly got to- On March 18, I was advised by wire by Mr. 

gether options on Marsh Island, a long strip of DeForest that Mr. Grinnell had reported favor- 

wonderful duck and geese country lying between ably. I at once went to New York, where ar- 
Vermilion Bay and the Gulf of Mexico, in Iberia rangements were made for the purchase of Marsh 

Parish, Louisiana. The acquiring of the options Island in its entirety by Mrs. Sage. All those 
to purchase this property required a very large who had pledged their support to aid in the pur- 
amount of detailed work, and occupied almost my chase were relieved of their pledges, and on the 

entire time from early summer until late fall. 2end iste Mae. Sage paid the purchase 

First, the numerous individuals who owned the price for Marsh Island, leaving the title of the 
? i a property in my name until it was decided what 

property had to be induced to sell their lands at body politic should finally receivers 

a price at which I could feel justified in making c 

the attempt to raise the purchase price. Second, The property purchased by Mrs. Sage was: 
the various titles to the different parcels of land 1) Brom Tawrence Wy wanachar © eee. -eqsse9 acres 

had to be perfected. This in itself seemed almost 2. From Victor Von Schoeler, John D. 

impossible, and but for the able assistance of oh Brae Sn NUE Soe te ey none a geier bese ( 22te8 
Mr. John Dymond, Jr., and Mr. A. Giffen Levy, Grace 725i. eae, RES BO opsolesvactres 

this part of the work would never have been x ae tie ee 1,281.44 acres 

accomplished. Third, to have a proper survey of 5. From James Webb, Alexander D. Bar- 

the property made, as no actual survey had ever fv, Richard J. Hummel and Beni Reo 
been made, and the boundary, as afterwards 6. From Ashley W. Pettigrew, Lewis J. 

proven, must have been located by guess. otmrvan! Oheblia Eantey 1). c0 1 Re die nas woes 
By the middle of December, 1911, all troubles 8. From the Broussard Realty Co. ........ 557.35 acres 

had been overcome, and as Mr. C. W. Ward had Gee ag IIe EE, OanGi Magill cnet 
come South for the winter, I laid my plan for Total Acreage seeeeeesereeess+ 15,663.95 acres 

this sei bee refuge points him, ot he at once For the price of $162,980.02. 
’ agreed to join me in putting up the necessary i , 

cash to procure an option on this property. On August 12, 1913, I, acting as agent for 
Mrs. Russell Sage, tendered Marsh Island to the 

This being accomplished, and a six months’ Conservation Commission of Louisiana, for a 
option being secured, I left for the North to lay period of five years, to be used as a wild life 

before my many sportsmen friends my plan for refuge, which tender was duly accepted, and 

acquiring this great tract of land for a per- Marsh Island was placed under the control of 
manent wild life refuge. Reaching Chicago on the State of Louisiana. 
January 8, 1912, in twelve days I secured pledges 

amounting to $38,000.00, with the promise of 
considerably more. I then went to New York Il. 

and at once got in touch with Mr. Wm. T. Horna- THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION WILD LIFE 
day, who was at that time greatly interested in REFUGE 

the conservation of our wild life. Mr. Hornaday . 

kindly gave me a letter of introduction to Mr. Shortly after I acquired Marsh Island for 
Robert W. DeForest. On January 25, 1912, by Mrs. Russell Sage, a large body of land, 86,000 
special appointment, I met Mr. Robert W. DeFor- acres, lying in the Western Vermilion and East- 

est and Mr. Henry W. DeForest, and went fully ern Cameron Parishes, bordering the Gulf of 

into the advisability of establishing this great Mexico for many miles, was brought to my 
wild life sanctuary in Louisiana. These gentle- attention. - 
men at once thought favorably of the plan and I knew the land quite well, having hunted 
promised to give me their assistance. They ducks and geese over various sections of it, and 

brought the matter to the attention of Mrs. Rus- I knew it was highly adapted for a winter feeding
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and resting refuge for migratory wild fowl, and my house on Avery Island, on September 24, it 

I determined, if possible, to secure this land also, was decided to accept the offer of the Rockefeller 

as a permanent wild life refuge. Foundation, and on September 25, 1914, the Con- 

On October 12, 1912, assisted by Messrs. Sol servation Commission of Louisiana, by proper 

Wexler and John E. Bouden, Jr., I paid $8,000.00 resolution, formally accepted the care of this 

for an option on this property, subject to the great wild life refuge, for a period of five years. 

examination of the title. Mr. John Dymond, Jr., The Conservation Commission of Louisiana 
and Mr. A. Giffen Levy undertook this title ex- now had under its management three great tracts 
amination, and they having approved the title, I of land dedicated for perpetual wild life protec- 
secured an additional option for six months, on tion, a total of 174,663.95 acres. All but 13,000 
December 11, 1912—by the payment of $20,000.00 acres, (being that donated to the State by C. W. 
in cash—to purchase the property. Ward and E. A. Mcllhenny), was held for a lim- 

I at once went North to again call on my ited time only. 
sportsmen friends for assistance, and met with , 

the same hearty response, securing pledges for ae a ae pe ne at Baye Mie Rage Houn- 

a little more than $45,000.00 in less than two}, 4 to the gion, taller Founresion deed iene 
months, Mrs. Russell Sage again nobly coming oes e the State of Louisiana. This was a 
to the front with a donation of $5,000.00. Before  (y.. ifficult problem than securing the pur- 
tile oppentexpired I bad secured pledges euffi- chase of the lands, but it was finally decided that 

: ‘ such a donation was proper, and on December 15 
cient to warrant my purchasing the property. 1919 sl wired fromiNce Yo. to Me MOL , 

As I could not use any of the pledge money until an Gen Comics oncerse cee c he - L. Alex- 
all the purchase price had been raised, I bought th s, Foundati onservation, that both 
the property in my name on June 12, 1913, paying he Sage Foundation and Rockefeller Founda- 
$27,500.00 in cash, and giving vendors’ lien notes Hon: had decides to make the gift to the State, 
for $185,000.00, thus completing the purchase and confirmed this information by letter from 

price of $212,500.00. Avery Island on December 18, 1919, and before 
? i the New Year, the deeds to the State were signed 

Through the able assistance of Messrs. and delivered, and Louisiana became the owner 
Robert W. and Henry W. DeForest, the merits of one of the largest and most important wild 
of my wild life refuge plan were brought to the life refuges in the world. 

attention of the Rockefeller interests, and after 
many conferences and much correspondence, The cost of these properties to the several 

Mr. Star J. Murphy, attorney for the Rockefeller donors at the time of purchase was $407,480.00. 

interests, was instructed to investigate the merits The value of the properties today, based on the 
of the proposition. Mr. Jerome D. Green, secre- annual fur catch, is $2,183,287.00, acquired at no 

tary of the Rockefeller Foundation, was sent to cost to the State of Louisiana. 
Louisiana for this purpose in the early fall of (Signed) E. A. McILHENNY, 

1913, spending six days in a most thorough in- ae 

vestigation. On his return North, Mr. Green re- Avery Island, Louisiana, April 4th, 1930. 
ported favorably on the project, and I was called 
to New York for a conference. Several months 
were spent in perfecting this deal, before the 

Rockefeller Foundation purchased the 86,000 AN OPINION 
acres for a perpetual wild life refuge, paying for ce ats pacts : 

it $212,000.00 cash, on the 20th of May, 1914. ine ee be gee eelot Bas 
In order to have the wild life on this great Or doing a wrong of any kind; 

sanctuary afforded immediate protection, I urged It’s in stuffy rooms the criminals dwell. 
the Rockefeller Foundation to place its control in “ep. 

the hands of the Conservation Commission of ee oe ee Mate Te 

Louisiana. On May 27, 1914, the Rockefeller And know the secrets of field and glen 

Foundation passed a resolution offering full con- Aren’t apt to be near when wrong is done. 

trol of this property to the Conservation Com- a 6 : A 

mission of Louisiana, for a period of five years. a thewiee ee ee 

There was some local opposition to the Commis- And is friend to the humblest flower he meets 
sion taking over this land and giving it protec- Is likely a friend to man to be.” 5 
tion, but at a meeting of the full Commission at —EpcAR GUEST.
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Louisiana Leads the Nation in the Production 
of Muskrat Pelts 

By Armand P. Daspit, Director of Wild Life Division. 

ELL KNOWN in general for its vast natural It would appear from the figures of the 1929- 

\ X / resources, its game; bird and fish life, 30 catch that our fur animal fauna is in no danger 
Louisiana has never been sufficiently of depletion provided proper conservation tenets 

recognized for the abundance of its mammal are observed by those most interested—the trap- 

fauna. Louisiana leads all other states in the pers. : 
production of fur. The principal fur bearing ani- Louisiana is the chief state of the Union in 
mals of this state in their importance are the the quantity production of furs, it is greater in 

muskrat, opossum, raccoon, mink, otter, skunk, this regard than any other geographic section of 
civet cat, wild cat, fox, wolf, etc. North America, all this in spite of the state’s sub- 

We are listing below the comparative takes of tropical status. 

fur animals from the 1924-25 season to the 1929- Popular and colorful romance has been chiefly 

30 season: responsible for the very general impression that 

LOUISIANA ; only in the cold climates, where snow and ice and 
eS | os oe I eee Arctic winds force the furred creatures of the 
peas | 15.25 eee Piast 1928-29 (es wild to grow a heavy pelage, are the fur animals 

Muskrat..... at |e,236,165(3,613,76513,036,749 2s sos 7 64.08 to be found. Popular belief, too, has been that 

Geer —————| BE tal asl ial ge] i# only in these northern primeval wildernesses do 
ae i a oe ie = eas trappers lay their traps so that my lady in search 

a 14,752| 30,866] 27,671| 22,348) 38,940] 26,789 of creature comforts may suitably adorn her fig- 
Miscellaneous pelts... '947| 1,058] 1,095 1,072| 2,655] 1,874 i x 
a [ota saaasoan 42s seoase.s ure, in the winter as well as summer. 

en ea ee ee pee Despite the wide spread belief that furs come 
‘Preliminary figures. Sa only from the rigorous sections, the tropics and 

From the above figures you will note the sub-tropics have long held their important places 

muskrats have increased over the past four years’ in the fur world. While it is true that the silver 
figures, although the other fur animals have de- fox, the pet of the fur trade and the highest priced 

creased. The drought of this year will not mate- individual pelt in the commerce, is found in the 

rially affect this season’s crop because the rains Arctics, on the other hand the greatest pelt known 

that we have been having this fall have greatly to the fur world, that is in the years gone by, 

helped the situation. was the beaver, and the beaver had a tropic to 
io : y Arctic distribution. The beaver, 
a SCéntow  praccticallly gone, has been 

Pe Ce a oy : ~~ | _ replaced by the heretofore incon- 
mS Se ee. See a ee spicuous muskrat as the pillar 

Lea ela sacle aca ede of the fur trade, and nowhere is 

ce pee : Bes the muskrat to be found in more 
: oe prolific numbers than in the 

ee : State of Louisiana, where ap- 

pe proximately 12,000 trappers out 
of the 20,000 who secured li- 

4 censes in the past season, went 
into the vast expanses of the 

we: : eran coastal marshlands for this ani- 
mal’s skin. 

With the taking over of large 

y= : a tracts of virgin marsh land by 

Fe ee ee owners and the taking of the fur 
ee eaie ee  e animals reduced to a scientific 

Sean and economic basis; the aboli- 
= tion of the former method of 

The Louisiana muskrat, whose pelt Js worth approximately five million “free trapping,’ whereby a 

(Concluded on Page 32)
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LOUISIANA LEADS THE NATION IN THE REBEDDING OF OYSTERS IN 

PRODUCTION OF MUSKRAT PELTS LOUISIANA WATERS 

(Continued from Page 15) (Continued from Page 21) 

trapper went any place to place his traps without portunity and all the shells bought by the Depart- 

let or hinderance; the leaving of a sufficient num- ment for this purpose were quickly distributed. 

ber of fur animals on the land for “seed,” and a From these activities of the Department in 

stricter adherence to the state laws regulating conserving the oyster resources of the State, as 
the open and close seasons, the fur industry of well as helping the oyster men themselves, it 

the state will become a steady revenue producer. can easily be seen that these steps in conserva- 

tion not only insure a bountiful oyster crop in the 

a future and the safeguarding of our oyster 

YEP: MADE ovT grounds from depletion, but also make the in- 
os poor (Zo, dividual oyster man as well as the factory owners 

Fie 0 XS 7 is realize that the Department of Conservation is 

le oF < doing everything in its power to help them fi- 

i & Ce nancially and otherwise. In turn, the Depart- 
jer ga pe ment has received their whole-hearted support 

gt ea. ‘ea. and this response to the efforts of the Depart- 
eo ae a of i be Va ment bespeaks of only one thing, and that is, that 

es eae ae \ ee the future oyster industry of Louisiana will from 
ae ee ¢ 50, : Me ay ' year to year bring a greater revenue both to the 

Ma A ti So, Ss 1G HN oyster man and the State. 

ae Y i by, diy), a : 4 E 4 MODERN GUNNERS WASTE DUCKS 

tA ay ce ay ie) WA ; “The squirrel hunter with his long rifle of the 
RY Nea Ve Oh "he ¢ ve A Pics old days never wasted a shot. He should be emu- 

ey oN iS i PP series lated by the boobs who waste a million crippled 
oa Th aw ducks every year by shooting at birds out of 

OT aS range,” says Carlos Avery, president of the 
1 _— / American Game Protective Association. 

SOWE Garr! 
It is evident today that Louisiana, due to its FISHING 

great stretches of woods and marshes, will con- Don’t rave no more ’bout fishing, 

tinue to be the chief fur producing area of North For I’ve surely had my fill, 

America and fur animals will be taken here and My legs are sore and hurtin’, 
women will wear their pelts long after other sec- It’s pain to climb this hill. 
tions of the continent will have become barren. My shoes are full of gravel, 

Oh, I’m a perfect fright! 
I met ants, bugs, mosquitoes, 
And they all took a bite. 

LOUISIANA LEADS THE NATION IN THE Sone ined die ae a hie 

PRODUCTION OF HARDWOODS While others lit like a plane, 

‘ ey stirred up fles eeling, 
eee rn Page) Lett bumps ond itching pate: . 

the younger ones for a future cut, when they i -e 

will be considerably larger and contain a greater Tm brown as a leaf in Autumn, 
y ‘ And blistered ’round my neck, 

proportion of the higher grades of lumber. By ap- f I’m sweatin’ like the devil 

plying these methods,” he pointed out, “these And it stings these sores like heck. 
progressive operators are keeping their forest Monialeto mer bout eenine: 

lands productive, are obtaining a better grade of Its charms and thrills so great, 
lumber for their mill, and with a sufficient area I’ve had this one experience, 
to draw upon, they can obtain a supply of raw And I’ve got a full-grown bait. 

material to run their mills indefinitely.” —Alabama Game and Fish News.



; FOOD HABITS RESEARCH 

Duck Sickness_in Louisiana.--According to the information received as a result of 

E. R. Kalmbach's trip to Louisiana, the malady among the wild ducks there is apparently F, I 

due to wholesale lead poisoning. Previous investigations of duck sickness in Louisiana 

have led to the same conclusions, and there now seems to be no doubt that lead poisoning C. 

can sccur on so large a scale as to simulate an outbreak of infectious disease. 
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By A Propos* 
ii a HE game in Louisiana has its back to the Gulf to be thankful for are the two honest and fair U. S. District 
eS Pal and the new State Conservation Commission is Judges, both of whom can wipe tears from their eyes and 
Paes protecting the violators in their endeavor to push at the same time say, “Two hundred to $500 and thirty to 
23 el the game overboard. Now, let me state that I am ninety days,” to all violators of our Migratory Bird law. 

not connected with the state of Louisiana, never have been, The only drawback at this time is due to the fact that there 
and never expect to be, therefore, have no ax to grind. But is not an agent of the present Conservation Department who 
I want to see our game, is permitted, or even has a 
especially our ducks and desire, to bring any business 
geese, get a fair break. . before these able jurists. If 
Until sally last winter, : a state agent attempted to 

2: v hing was goin s is 

bey inthe aeons Solely for WHAT Service? eines Wee eoeties 
Baer rece tiacetes co foul he mmenegatis 1 contanalate, | LS gh ole hs 
in the field and were doing those States which have to hift. their position. Thebeecend Co 
some commendable work. conservation policies above the mire of mission and its officers are 
The Department and all its 8 ee But it is especially bitter to con- entirely too busy collecting 
employes were cooperating sider this situation in the. case of a state $5 and $10 license fees from 
very willingly with the Fed- exceptionally endowed with the natural everyone who sells a crab or 
eral Government in endeav- assets requisite for leadership in conserva- a crawdad tail, to be both- 
oring to bring to justice all tion and propagation. “Fish and game ered with protecting ducks, 
violators of the Migratory can not vote’—and Louisiana sportsmen geese, and other local game. 
Bird Treaty Act. As a rule, do not, probably because their suspicions Besides, they need this 
this class of violations ay are being lulled by the sweet praise which money, for they have places 
committed by swamp dwe - Commissioner Maestri is heaping upon to use, it, and the “race 
ers, or those of _Indian, Hiniselé Jue allessonGn palites! tecln; horses” ran very erratically 
French, and Spanish de- separ = Ore POE Gne Nae ee this season—perhaps some 
scent, who live on the edge our readers may admire these sweeping “well-placed greenbacks” 
of the hundreds of lakes and i ee ek by pe: dried up after being placed 
ayous comprising this dis- ro Nlaestri (himself) in a letter faking in the “pot.” 

fate These, folks all have umbrage at our asking our subscribers, eee the present Con- 
small dugout boats, while a instead of him, about game conditions in servation Department just 
large number own old, Louisiana. ‘The attaches of this Depart- can not be bothered with 
cheap outboard motors. ment,” he writes, “have been appointed apprehending game hogs— 
Their business is usually by the present incumbent regardless of and, anyway, haven't the 

avin, Hunting : oe party affiliations and solely for the service sheriffs and their deputies 
whisky running; in other required by {his very important Depart been notified to see that 
words, they much prefer to : these laws are enforced?! 
violate the law rather than ment... . All appointments have met Well, brothers, you can 
to abide by it. These fellows with the general approval of the public gamble that every wink that 
usually find an outlet for all and particularly that element of people a sheriff gives means a 
their illegal game through who are deeply concerned in conservation. vote. These _ politicians 
night clubs, hotels, restau- Both State and Federal conservation eat roast wild duck in res- 
rants, and small stores lo- statutes are rigidly enforced.” And so on taurants, and I happen to 
cated in the large cities, as for two pages. know of three or four of 
well as in the smaller towns. But nothing in his letter has any bearing these restaurants that will 
This bootlegging of game is On Mie tiaet thatithe Conservation Come have an appointment with a 

fhe) olorkds mepgien ae Dnere sg, She ee ore cee oe 
Anyone down in this coun- office he holds ae the fact that he has put a U. S. Game Bratton 
try can buy whisky, but been politically active in support of down there, and this U. S. 
your entire family tree must Governor Huey Long both before and Game Protector of the Bio- 
be known before you will after his appointment and the fact that he logical Survey and the two 
be served with duck or has vigorously supported a platform which U. S. District Judges, plus 
other game. included public derision for hunters and what aid may be obtained 

As far as I am able to for the expense of game law enforcement. by one violator squealing on 
determine, at this time, the other, are the only forces 
about the only objects that that are available for the 
the good sportsmen of the protection of our waterfowl 
state of Louisiana have fe. i is 9 in the state of Louisiana. 

wot ty ey ‘ i a complaint is filed against a game law violator in an 
erie ake he pein aa nant state or Barish court, the defendant will be home before ihe 

position to suffer personally from politicians who will ink = dry. Tf you want a conviction in the state of Louisi- 
resent his exposure. The editors may say, however, that ana, it 1s up to you to gain it through the U. S. Court. That 
he is a recognised conservationist and has never been in is why the old Conservation Department instructed their 

politics. agents to always make a Federal charge where possible
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ey T HAVE WELL SCOUTED )\e Se = 
oe HE COUNTRY NE ENTER, .\ WELL DONE, ME LOYAL OIL-CAN: |i 29 
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eal Ey CN me ee ai) |S | SS fi ee | BRIT AT ees | aoa. ay hy H ae aren 

Wag . KET er. eS Seven 4 MY Pau RI SESE LRA IIA 

WV Cry Vay Fe ERS AE 
Ah es aN 5 aay BY (ARNG =i ae 
lh INE ee \ pe S51 akc 48 \}) EN a 

= ek. Aare SY “ 2 Ns Pe Sy ke IN LAA 

ae. MN ae ay Wes eae 
ERR FM FEY. Ze NIN ie rer a [a Woe) ee NS Bo Eee 

oe We Bed ge a RS oR a ae eS aes, ee a eS, \ = oe ea 
a a ee Noa ay ey \ x — el FAY (NEES 

YES CYS THAT THERE's Papen eee: hy, eS Le aah RF, a ep et AS eS Se 
JHE FELLOW USED 70 a SON Bg FES Bar Sy \ : SK a 2 PL SAL aS 

TELL US We WAS A Steen ee So YN x >» Y Brn eee SS are ke 
\ reve HLL BLY. Se Sass coral tC ¥- es ear REE CNG Me See S | REN 

aes Me See f SSe a Ch ees ; SSS Se SF 
see Ro) 2a) a Se NOSSO) ARPA ks SSS HA 

Ls mpibee “Ry See ARN \ WS RES ESSEC VAN) Jone 
Sa es ? Same Sad lk Ry ae SRO (OL <\) ee 

=O Sy Se i (che SA SN SER PRES ES fo 
LEX LOMAS BS ae ae MRS Ss Sa ae Wee: feeds 
eA pre Ly SS ea SANE iS Oy eee 

(REG)? Sax 4 SS es Ah Ras TAS \ PS 
Be tin | SSS ee ~o\ Yi Rl dee y ee oy 

54 TEA Sa a : RSNA \} | seeps 
SSS ee y SS 

When the Caliph goes among his subjects to demand t ribute—in Louisiana. From the New Orleans Item 

against all violators, which as a rule they strictly adhered situated in duck districts are messed up with the peddling 

to; but the new Conservation administration, under the of wild fowl to known parties; and these local officers are 

guidance of a-multimillionaire, have all they can do to collect the first to make it their business to find out who a stranger 

license and permit money from fishmongers, leaving it to the is as soon as he steps foot in town. The local officers not 

sheriffs of the various parishes to look out for the local only know all fowl bootleggers, but also officers who desire 

game—and the Government can protect the migratory birds to enforce the law, therefore they get a drag in standing 

or they may go unprotected. guard for the violators in the towns. 

Dr. V. K. Irion was ousted as Conservation Commissioner 

IZ IS difficult for a French or Spanish Creole, a swamp, a in December, 1929. His place was filled by Robert Maestri, 

boat, a gun, and ducks to live peaceably together, especially whose appointment was sanctioned by Huey P. Long, Gov- 

when the hunters know that the Conservation Department ernor. General opinion is that this was merely a payment 

is saturated in politics, and that their vote counts at election. _ of a political debt. Mr. Maestri is a multimillionaire whose 

The only remedy for that condition that I can see is better business has been furniture and race horse tracks. It is said 

Federal protection in the district, for the sportsmen can be that Governor Long informed Maestri to instruct his agents 

depended upon to render very little aid, for the simple reason _ to lay off the enforcement of the Migratory Bird law, as he 

that those of the better class control large areas in their considered it a Government affair. It is thought that the 

hunting clubs. They don’t seem to give a tinker’s dam main reason for this was to steer clear of the making of 

whether the laws are violated in other parts of the state, political enemies of many voters within the state. I have 

just so long as they can secure the services of an agent to been informed by some of the agents that their inactivity was 

run trespassers off of their private slaughtering grounds. A due to nothing more than this, 

few of these big duck club owners fought the bag reduction 
measure tooth and toenail, because they deemed it a direct I HAVE seen wild duck served and sold in the following 

blow at their club and thought that it would hurt them not places and by the following parties since Dec. 15, 1929: 

only in a financial way, by the losing of members, but also The Blue Goose Cafe, A. Delaune, proprietor, Morgan City, 

because they would not be able to bring in with them large La.; T. Teriot and A. V. Iesgrow, also Lulie Baudreaux, of 

quantities of game. the same locality. I have seen local law officers who were 

Tt is these same club owners who tolerate the present dead supposed to enforce the law in restaurants when wild ducks 

and sleepy administration, for the return services of an agent were being served. Wild duck has been served by the Majes- 

to patrol their clubs against Mr. Average Sportsman, and tic Hotel, Lake Charles, La. There was a man by the name 

of course, as long as the parish officials are the enforcement of Servideno Gonzales, residing at Delecroix Island, La., 

arm locally, the bayou and swamp bootlegger is not going arrested recently by the U. S. Game Protector for killing, 

to complain. Sheriffs, deputies, and chiefs of police of towns possessing, and selling, of Wilson (Continued on page 67)
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Destructive Hawks y 
(Continued from page 34) ) 

rabbits, during the nesting period. In the e 6 

winter, when it migrates to a lower alti- " 

tude, it feeds mainly on poultry and ducks, d u 

and a good share of smaller birds. : IEG 

The duck hawk is commonly found i bid 4 

around large bodies of water and lives on | ; 

waterfowl and shore birds. | eal ( 

When familiar with their feeding habits ee a ope 

and their distinguishing characteristics, it WON’T 7 ; ee NO 

should not be difficult to identify the pred- ee : i iis 
should i identify the pred BLOW : : e : CENTER 
atory hawks in the field. Having identi- | DOWN! re y ‘ A | 

fied them, we may then attribute to them N! , POLE! 

the proper measure of destruction to bene- a : 4 a | 

ficial domestic and game life. At the | ay : é om ke s 

same time, we may segregate them from ee wy EL 

the beneficial species of the hawk family . i 

and desist from “killing off’ the whole | } W~nu Oe 
tribe, because of the destructiveness of the | fj teed 

few. Thus we may aid in preserving the | ele d | afl 

balance in nature. Se 

ee tae 

The Collapse of Conservation And when we say “guaranteed protection” night of reall sleep. 
(Continuedesromenagent we mean it—in a Dickeybird-Kamper. _ You can't duplicate a Dickeybird-Kamper I 

4 When you buy a Dickeybird-Kamper you simply because the very devices which make 
snipe after the close of the season. have entirely solved your problem concerning it America’s leader are PATENTED and 

Violations of this nature will con- comfort and protection outdoors, in any used exclusively on our products. Ma- 

tinue to go on until the sportsmen of the kind of weather. Here’s a tent that stands- terial, workmanship, beauty of design, and 

8 Es Pp nor wu up with a strength that defies any storm— superior construction make this tent “your 
country wake up sufficiently to use their in- a tent that in addition to its roominess, keeps tent” with a vengeance. Ask your dealer. 

out the cold and the rain, and gives you a or write for catalog. 

Tt Serial Which Begi NEW CANOPY BRACE—WILL FIT YOUR DICKEYBIRD KAMPER 

he Seria hich Begins 
Next Month ees 

sd 

BIG GAME ON THE ROOF 113-15-17 
OF ASIA (é] ONTARIO 

By James L. Clark Ciimiee MSs kerma bess 

contains hunting experiences such ane ee ay Wt Ee Ac 

as have never been told before, and M EG E A T | BBE ce Se - | 

a hair-raising description of the ie eo igo ag 

torture to which Messrs. Clark and THE PERFECT REFRIGERATOR BASKET — ||" 7). ZA f 4 ee, 

Morden were subjected by their 4 “7 \ Sie - oe P 

Mongolian captors << ; eas ae a e 

é - = |e” epee D 
fluence with their members of Congress to re y _ 

secure a larger appropriation in order » ‘ So ol ‘ & WATERPROOF SPORT OXFORD 

that the Bureau of Biological Survey will —— WA An ideal tye moccasin oxford for outing, golfing 

; tt 5 oC! a SM boating, fishi |-aroun: ortwear fe 
be in a position to place more game protec sy ~~ a Sere enincten ead crilgvAnule bel : 

tors in the field, for it is quite certain that, % . : WBe room. Water-proofed leather Never- (| 

as long as this matter is left to the political ws < & Mt bs rip, hand-sewed sear Sporty he 

grafters of this state, things will only go oe Gai, eee ere ea ealeg ite * 

from bad to worse, | ig ese hy. pas eae aa ee 
cml She Cag atc Te: eg Mie | 

Saves Ice— MAY A? of at ow aw 
VV ITHOUT a doubt, it will take Uncle | Keeps Food Longer ey) i NOT o: 

Sam to purify the game conditions 5 re We , Ae Ae ye 

a Wiese ta teueMinieseN iad: onlyebecniiin | Convenient saris durable—the Megeath Refrig- |” | CS a joy % ie 
a this sta’ = 4 s a 4 erator Basket is ideal for, every gurdoor need. lee bee pee nh Bee te FB 0S oy 

office a few days when an agent was ap- | compartments at each end wit rain valve, rubber CA Ao ou hh yi) oe! 

: ie Kets, rubber feet, Takes up b IL © (CHeaD 1G LUT 
pointed, and he happened to be a man who ea seal pee aor aie cake "Gly $8.00. vos Neds, CST MM Y ci (Off Y ful, 

runs the road house at Lafitte, La. It was THE DWIGHT McBRIDE CO. oe It's false economy to deny Sam a 

only about a year ago that this man was Manufacturers of the famous Bird Dog Palace j ; youre ce anne aie fi 

arrested by the U. S. Game Protector for GOLDEN CITY, MO. | | eae cote Bacauie the an 

serving wild duck in his road house. He — | i many extra years of faithful Al 

: : ——- aT TERED es ] w ey will giv - “W 
paid a heavy fine and served about sixty Fiala Pat. Sleeping Bag \ ‘ Move thaw by forthe lowest nF 

days in jail—yet I am informed by reliable if} : 5 ; a:\ i priced boots you can buy. Vt 

ties that he has been serving duck at eps Mascaa, oun ao. | NN , ere booker : 
ee 13 il winte ine his States wool blankets, huddled ‘together.” i) not worn You're giving your 
his place all winter, using his State Con- 00 ET Raha wy 6 eee aoe re eee a 

servation badge as protection. It appears SolentificallyCorrect, Warm, 7 4 the tanest, break, whep you i 

he has made it a point to locate and eientne veurand cone ‘ | peas Russel are 

identify the local Federal Protector in the SPECIAL: Lightweight, Sits. | i Vy 4 pieces fuseallebine: ia ectual i] 

district, so that he would not again serve Write for prices. Va le 18 : n My 

his bootleg wild fowl to a U. S. Game Pa Ley errr 2 534 | 0) Bi : aC uesell Mecesas Ce: 

Protector. | Sas 8x25, high-grade»... . « « Th PEWE) Berlin, Wisconsin ° 

When a man loans money to another to ey NensoldtNew “Dialyt' oxsose | i Sy ANY) 

for a e litical office i is a part of BG aes ee oe Ses ore Resets” 2 
Tule ser, a Ou 2 a WM Prismiris Pocket Binocular—6X i Nee ‘i seve  teran 

political etiquette that that man shall be — vo aasaaos ee | ane ~*~ 4 “Vou direct. emt) 

reimbursed with a fat job. Here you have Brite Foam Sports Compass — Lumieo to | : ee > écas eh 

e isi iti i ; eo batteries: 8" long; " yr FS ST 
the Louisiana conditions in a nutshell, | FREE =| Complete electric-light plant; runs | fe ie? ‘ais fa ee 

Will the bag limit reduction on ducks - Continuously; guaranteed .. $10 || a 5 ce ws, ti o ei 

Hy Consicte cust’ Sor tuners, Wootemen, | ROS CHIE Rae FN a 
save them when the southern marshes are | Campers, Heplorers, etc. ieee 4 ie Llacrsf FLEOIORE 9 SO 

fairly rotting in local politics, which pro- | ANTHONY FIALA, 47 Warren St., New York City |
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Louisiana's State Owned 

ass a utre TS 
| ea ca a ever the leader in the By V. K. IRION which alloted to the Conservation De- 

world of conservation, enjoys the Conservation Commissioner-of partment of Louisiana, “60,000 acres 

unique distinction of having within Louisiana. of river bottom land to be used as a 

its bounds the first state-owned and game and fish preserve, and a public 
state-operated duck shooting club in hunting ground.” 
the country. State-owned fish hatch- vos The land was all newly created 
eries and game preserves have long oo % ground — this wide 60,000 acres that 
been established institutions. For thir- pe HRN belong alike to every citizen of Louis- 
ty years there have been state-owned _. jana. It is where Father Mississippi 
forests. But until seven years ago a era a pours into the Gulf of Mexico — Old 
state-owned and operated duck club ie ee Man River built it himself out of the 
did not exist. It remained for Lou- oo SS silt that comes down his broad high- 
isiana to conceive the idea of such an a 7 ee ay way. This tract, the legislative enact- 
innovation. So the Pass a l'Outre a Ee" ie | ment read, included, ‘“‘all of the vacant 
Glab ames intot beings | 2 Ro and unappropriated public. lands be- 

When wintry winds go whizzing pa. pa | Ree ecpimpomer: 
through the Northland, and trees and ad ey cretion or otherwise.” Because it had 
houses are white with snow, ducks and p at one time been part of the river bed, 
sportsmen start their yearly pilgrimage - no one could claim ownership to this 
ie foe ee te. delta land é land, and it became state property. 
or eg ode herded meaeeee ne ae #) The establishing of the hunting club, 
in the center of jonp. of the fined ss therefore could be carried out with 
stretches of duck marshlands in the a8 commmeeivelia Tdleiccee 

country, the Ease =U Dutre club he Eee Section 2 of Act 52 stated that. the 
become the mecca of the duck shooting ¥ pa Department of Conservation should 
fraternity from every section of the Boe have “absolute control and full author- 
United States. Weary of the unceasing Dont iG," GEE the “use eliscid@lande and 

struggle for dollars, they journey yearly V. K. IRION should “‘adopt rules and regulations 
to the club s marshes to answer the call controlling said area.”’ Section 3 de- 
of the wild. corporations began purchasing vast creed it unlawful to trap, hunt or fish 

tracts of marshlands and posting them on this preserve except under “such 

BEFORE the advent of the state-hunt- soning Aunune Where ouse the bate sae 2 reer gr ons as may be made 

ing club, a nimrod, duck-hunting ¢* could’ roam the ae es undisturbed, y the Vepartment. 

bent, had quite a time of it. A grow- restrictions now existed. 
ing family — a law practice still in the To meet this growing need the state FOLLOWING the enactment of this 

budding stage, or some other mundane legislature of 1921 passed Act 52, law, the erection of a clubhouse 

demand made the was. begun im- 
joining sof ranviex- A rising flock of mallards is one of the distinctive and spectacular features of the piediateiaea be 
clusive duck club abounding iwildtUresor Lealaiana, plans, which call- 
a financial impos- Ren Ee a ST Soueums) ed for a spacious 

sibility. For initia- | 5 ie 6 tee) «lodge, well equip- 
Se ll re LE 
ran as high as | Gis EWE gy eUiis eases CS la ule, i eee} ern improve- 
$1,500, and year- Per ee ee “. | ments, were car- 
ly. dues must be [fogs te | tid out to the last 
paid also. Of [ee | ceri. Guides PONE SS) Ae ye REN Oe ech np ae Saal rs a sera ee - 

could hire hisown | ee eee Sm of marsh 
guide, and rent oe av Ee aah oe »7| drainage estab- 

i ice Ge ee i 
his own decoys Re I te nae ee Mee cio Se 7 | lished, and duck 

and duckboats, |g Sissel 0 eet) 9 gee | = food was planted. 
but the question er Siegler = REE eT) CoS ae eo ee So The country sat 

still arose as to || augue A ee Aye SO ek up and took no- 

where he could oie ce yi Pe Ligh: 4eF eee | tice. Sportsmen 

Shoot. For, more | Xge giles naeemas cect ie a Geet) were delighted 
and more, the Mee 7 a A eR a deo ae ee with the innova- 
footloose hunter = Pi fee Os i sity he, Meee ge aes “ ee Ae tion. It elicited 

was Seing faced 3 Sr et Ne Ae Sep ae ah tC Kae § eigee es weeee| §=favorable com- 

with “No Hunt- |) jeunes Yer eae ee Oe Oe eee) ment from con- 
ing!” signs. Not HOE dees 4 js 2 ae ee BO " servation maga- 

only had the ex- eae 2 zines throughout 

clusive hunting ee : y the country. 

clubs bought up | == ee eee : : ‘ ‘“*Field and 
large areas of land |= seep : : Stream” address- 
and reserved them ee rere a rae Fa c seen ed a special edi- 
for the use of Se ee ee : - : Le see -| torial letter to the 
their members a ae ee | (late M. L. Alex- 
and guests, but —e a ee ee ee ae ander, then Lou- 

private, muskrat |e eee eee eS Conserve: 
®
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tion Commission- es a RRR tag ite —e ere ee the club must be 
er, lauding, .him |B ee SA ees 2 made ahead of 
for his foresight. ie. 2 4 | | time. A deposit 
The progress of : : ‘ — | of $5 is required 
the club was | : ei: 4 from each person 
watched with in- | m : i . | who registers, and 
terest in con- sab 7 3 oe a receipt is given, 
servation circles pcan ei a ‘ ioe which is later ac- 
throughout: the |/Ress e ae i GTeGEEN) cepted as part 
country. it a," en ae oe a ne ae ce pee : ve hae payment on the 

Bee ys oe ee a ae oe a i et guest’s account at 

S|TUATED ina | ee PUN a eyes the club. 

section of the le en ce a ee o IPN a Bak hd 
state noted for the eee . es be ‘ a) } ae es ees r a THE lub isles 

variety and abun- | e i —_w ae cated within 90 
dance of its ducks, ae cc aie AP ie, : Woes, ion’ of New ‘On 

2 a Sua ae BR Xe : ; ae : leans, only a few 
Bre ae atcae ee eae oe ee se hours run from 
most extensive (a = 3 the city. The 
given over to this ~ ia Hanne eroande 

sport. The land a > may be reached 
B06 eter SRP €. , by train, boat, or 
ompri s ae : 
60,000 acres of (ul Bunce 
which approxi- i - i Louisiana leads 

mately 23,000 : } s the nation in duck 
are marshlands. af : hunting. A prom- 
Dotted here and "pe Zs pee inent sportsman 
there are shallow ¥ e rat 2 once remarked 
lagoons where Se . that when there 

delta duck pota- ends ‘ were no ducks 
toes can be found : left in the rest of 

Dau eee Blue geese resting and “gravelling” on a Louisiana shell bank. the world, Louis- 
delta potato is a iana_ would \ still 
root like sub- have them. Lou- 
stance, which in texture resembles the er lucky enough to get first choice may _isiana has the best duck club in the 
irish potato, but in shape and size is pick his favorite guide and point of country, a club that welcomes guests 
more like the onion. The ducks gob- vantage, and so on down the line. from any corner of the world. 

ble up these potatoes with much gusto. The club is now in charge of Charley So get your gun out Mr. Sportsman. 
The club grounds are situated near Johnson, formerly a guide. Charley is Grease it up well, and start practicing 

one of the many passes which dis- thoroughly familiar with every phase of your duck calls. Drag the old hunting 
charge the waters of the Mississippi the club’s management, and sees to it togs out of the moth balls. Forget the 
into the Gulf of Mexico — on Pass a_ that everything is in order for the re- office, and take the next train south. 
l'Outre. That is why, when the club ception of the department's guests. For it’s duck hunting time in Lou- 
was named it was christened “Pass a_ The trails leading to the different ponds _isiana, and Charley Johnson is waiting 
l'Outre,”” French for “Pass of the Ot- are kept open to allow easy ingress to welcome you! 
ter,’ originally named because of the and egress of the hunter and guide. A capi te TMU 
many fur animals of that species found number of food planting experiments, 
eet be the carly Frenchimeetees’ closely resembling thése sn voguetin | SHOREBIRDSIPROPEGTED 

‘ California, were inaugurated this year, Sportsmen probably do not need to 
Only a few miles away, and to the attracting Glnumber of dine duck be reminded that the only shorebirds 

north, are the famous hunting grounds epecies, aunh as thetcanvasvaceuead which can legally be taken under the 
of the exclusive Delta Duck Club. tedheads. Migratory Bird Treaty Act regulations 

Chateau Canard, the private hunting are the woodcock and Wilson's snipe 
grounds of Joseph Leiter, Chicago mil- Reservation for accommodations at or jacksnipe. All other shorebirds, in- 
lionaire, are just beyond the cluding plovers, all snipe and 

Delta Duck Club; boldings: Louisiana’s public shooting club. sandpipeteand the Wellowlegs 
diets pee are protected. The reed birds, 

sires to go there and partake | | TBST | wild swan. 

of, guests, the Conservation De- | (7 gq | 9 gg Tl TURKEYS DEFEAT 
partment operates a clubhouse | es “Me hh HAWK 
at actual cost. A hunter can | peeccemmmmipe cg i Von 
pay $12.50 a day and journey |@un@ : a 7. a af par S While patrolling in some 

forth to shoot mallard, pintails, | viivoewelles cally Hey i lf 8) || woods, during August, A. R. 
teals, and shovellers to his att “ase US Alle «en CO Britton saw a drove of fourteen 

heart's content, and free from | / GMa = incia Me ek oe young turkeys and a hen. They 
worry. For this fee covers ev: |i My 4 ect A & ed s were making a great commotion 

erything peineludingqmameuice fa 7 bee i, Be] 2nd it soon appeared that a 
duckboats, decoys, meals and |e, "= pales ee Ne cepieees | hawk was after them. 
lodgings. ee ee ad cant The fourteen half - grown 

When the guests assemble ee o = 5 birds, with the help of the hen, 

for the day's hunt, lots are — a eee as. 2 =| proved too much for the hawk, 

drawn for the choice of guides Se = | however, which was a large 

and shooting ponds. The hunt- C——= ee 5 one, and it finally flew away.
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sitting in arm’s reach; while if a strang DUCK SICKNESS CAUSED \ 
appears, they take wing es BY EUROPEAN ROUNDWORM; 

A friend of mine near Chicago, where +. 
most of the birds leave during the wintek, LEAD POISONING SCOUTED } 
watches for her friends au in He goede thane Gencoas sage hee pa Soon after the close of the regular 1928-29 
ber, and come straight to her for rest and Pues peasony ap. oUurpr ent nO So-called 
food. Sweet to think that these little wan- Oe sickness’ ening ae pe ee othey 

derers, too tired to make an extensive ‘P°les eRe, the*marshes in Vermily 

search for food in the early spring cold, a Parte} , particularly south of Gueydan in 

know that there is a sure refuge waiting thewvdcinyeof Aerences was .alscavened, ay for them. “A brown ‘thrasher, which ‘they conservation agents in the region affected 
4 é and reported to the Department of Conserya- 
identify by a curious ruff of feathers around tion offices. 

Hj ;Vartots surmises ey) to"the Brobabls Sauss 
ea Wi oO: is sickness and mortality among the 

se i; Wf 3 ducks has.in the past interested a number 
bist 3 Ui of sportsmen and other persons due to the 

YY fact that they have read. numerous stories 
hp iy “in aewspapers which quoted. various au- 

a Uy yi z thorities tothe effect that the birds were 
jy Why, Lp) ott suffering from “lead poisoning,’ ’a disease 
YY til Hy) that ducks are supposed to develop due to 

jf Uy Uy yy Y Gis the presence of lead in their gizzards, the 
hd My YY yy waterfowl picking up the pellets of lead on 
M)'./, Vif td ponds and hunting grounds. 
Hl Y As the Department of Conservation of 

fp) his f BEG } Louisiana did not hold to this ‘lead poison- 
Mi USE i ing” theory, but felt there were other causes 
OM, iv A behind the mortality, conservation agents in 

SS =A —=—S the field were ordered to secure specimens 

ee of the dead birds and four specimens of dead 
ee i ee pintail ducks were completely frozen in a SSS 

— OBE. ¥ : cold storage plant and shipped in a box of 
tegen, hs ice to the Bureau of Biological Survey at 
LLP Cee Fo yy Se Washington. The chief of this bureau im- 

Ao ye S128 & ue Ge mediately turned the specimens over to the 
ae) 4 "7h, bw oe “~——-~— pureau of Animal Industry in the United 

ee a a Go Z é er States Department of Agriculture for in- 
Se ene: vestigation, 

The friendly cardinal is one of the most In a letter to Stanley C. Arthur, director 
frequent visitors. of the division of wild life, Maurice C. Hall, 

chief of the zoological division of the Bureau 
Sarae ce aa back to them for four of Animal Industry, exploded the theory 

Wi chavs taueht cheu birdshtontena lana? that the ducks that had died were the 

it now becomes our duty—no, our privilege oe oF oe easels me apa at —to re-establish friendly relations, The auneddetelanene Sune er cae Baise ee 

pees aes iene musieeouee Bit iat contributing factor if not the cause of the 
het plensureweroiicii ki t duck sickness. It is a European roundworm, 

pene emg on speaking terms and has caused outbreaks among waterfowl 
with them is reward enough for any trouble and pheasants over there. Dr. Hall reports: 
one may take. He who has never had the “An. examination of the ducks revealed 

confidence of the shy wild things has missed ye different kinds of internal parasites but 
one of the finest things in life. of these only one kind was found in all 

yall | es ein nae re eae four ducks and in any considerable numbers. 
vee ace ates saree in the fish bore This parasite, a delicate threadlike round- 

ning industry in recent years is a machine worm, which was embedded in large 
for doing the work of the dressing gangs. numbers in the walls of the esophagus is 
This machine, commonly known as the considered of significances in connection 
“Trion Chink” where such machines are with the deaths of the birds, at least as a 
employed, was first used in 1903 at Fair- contributing factor; from this limited study 
haven, Washington, and is now in general we would not feel justified in ascribing them 
use 2 canneries, It removes the head, tail, as the actual cause of death. No other 
an ms, and opens and thoroughly cleans pathological condition was found, however. 

the fish ready to cut into pieces for the “The roundworm in question has been re- 

cans. By the use of these machines the ported from Europe as highly dangerous to 

dressing gang is almost entirely done away both domestic and wild ducks. In this 
with, dispensing with fifteen to twenty men. country it has been found by workers of this 

This same machine is now so arranged that division to be the apparent cause of deaths 
the fish after dressing are also “slimed,” of pheasants. In studies of infestations of 

that is, the thick mucus covering the skin ducks in Europe there are reported a 
is removed, and the inside of the fish mechanical inerita with paralysis of the 
cleaned, (Continued on page 18)
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ROCKEFELLER PRESERVE sanctuaries. In Madison parish in the ex- 
eae treme northeastern section of the state, the 
NOW POSTED AGAINST Singer Sewing Machine Company, in co- 

i TE operation with the state, recently set aside 
TRAPPERS AND HUN RS 81,000 acres of swamp land, which is known 

Z *: i as the Singer Wild Life Refuge, while at 

Soiaportant a factor had the trapping i Pass a la Loltre the Gneee atk Depart- 
dustry become in the land comprising and ment own 60,000 acres of water and land 
surrounding the Rockefeller Foundation constituting the State Hunting Grounds. 
Wild Life Refuge, located in Cameron and All of the state. refuges will be posted 
Vermilion parishes, that a survey was or- with “No Hunting” signs. 

dered made of the boundary lines in order Hp ate ORD Ne Re AEE 
to keep trespassers off the preserve. AMED RMAD 

To accomplish this a surveyor was em- Oey eae aoe RESOURCES 
ployed to run out the lines and establish OF STATE OF LOUISIANA 
concrete markers along all boundaries. The (Continuéd ‘from ‘page 12) 

ee ney eg ee He is also connected with the National Geo- 
an area of 86,000 acres and requiring the 4 a 2 
expenditure of about $5,000. But according ee Bee Erde MANOS iol ie St ee Be 
to Commissioner Irion, it was worth the - 
investment, since it established permanent eee ee eee He soneen aoe vag 

ae ues pe ace ee date Powell Russell, secretary of the department, 
aU els ae ea ve ere aia vd ane Percy Viosca, Jr., director of the Fisheries 

Basted ae ee ee Division and James N. McConnell, director 
She OE Louibianal of the Oyster Division. 

Department of Conservation ARRE 

WEED Oy Reeoee e STEIGAME LAW. VIOLATIONS 
NO HUNTING OR TRESPASSING (Continued from page 7) 

KEEP eee Roland Hennigan, W. H. Golman and 
The Rockefeller Foundation Refuge was Emmitt Cummings of Natchitoches parish. 

the third to be acquired by the state. The For dynamiting, shooting or otherwise 
first preserve known as the State Wild Life  putchering fish; M. L. Berry, H. Mooney 

Refuge was donated in the year 1911 by and Levy Thomas, Natchitoches; Houston 
Charles Willis Ward, and consisted of 13,000 Logan, Bossier, and C. J. Hanchey and A. 
acres in Vermilion parish. The second ©, Hennessey, Allen parish, 

refuge, donated by Mrs. Russell Sage, com- Possessiong squirrels or quails in close 
prises 79,000 acres in Iberia parish and is geason; C. G. Craighead and C. M. Bynum, 

known as Marsh Island. Ouachita.. Alvin Brown, Lafayette, and 
These three refuges, which are state- Murray Montgomery, Morehouse; Illegally 

owned, together with the 23,000 acre Paul buying or selling game fish, Leo Desselles 
Rainey Refuge, supervised by the National and Dave Gordon of Livingston. 

Association of Audubon Societies, lie along In comparison with the 100 arrested dur- 

the Gulf of Mexico and are ideally located ing July, 1929, the arrests for the other 

for the migratory birds and wild waterfowl months of the year compare as follows; 
that pass through the state. January, 24; February, 34; March, 34; April, 

Louisiana can also claim several interior 29; May, 30; and June, 24. 

7 5 
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Map Showing Boundary Lines of Wild-Life Refuges. / 
(Reading from left to right, shaded portions indicate, Rockefeller Preserve, State Wild-Life Refuge, / 

and Marsh Island.) A
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VIOSCA FISHES FOR HORSE “The rifle was a new one,” Mr. Viosca 
explained, ‘and I thought it would be a 

MACKEREL BUT LANDS good opportunity for testing its accuracy.” 

BIG DOLPHIN INSTEAD When Mr. Viosca arrived on the scene 
there were five dolphins, generally known 

_ as porpoises, circling the bow of the boat. 

HIS is going to be a fish story, a big Up and down they cut the water, the fishery 
"Tse story—or at least a story about a director watching them intently. He looked 

pig fish. The only difference between it at the largest one, then waited until it came 

and other fish stories is that this one is true. up for air. At last! The rifle cracked 
If you don’t believe it, just look at the Sharply. A bullet lodged behind the dol- 

accompanying pictures. Or better still, take Phin’s left fin and the giant sea animal 
a walk down to the museum and see the lunged over on its side. It struggled fran- 
fish for yourself. tically, then cree weaee ei water wean 

2 a crimson pool of blood on the surface. e 

sue MRAP Ben ele eo uate? Per aae Glogs crew turned the boat around and followed 

the Gulf, just off Cat Island. The crew of the fleeing animal for about 500 feet, The 
the boat were on the lookout for conserva- boat hook was called into service, and the 

tion law violators. Percy Viosca, Jr., direc- crippled prey was twice hooked beneath the 

tor of the Fisheries Division of the Depart- Boy spe cach, time sy aucceeded tn socting 
ment of Conservation, who was returning FAT Then the crew tried hooking it in 

the nostrils. Of a sudden it ceased strug- 
gling, and slipping off the hook, sank to the 

ee bottom. The party aboard the boat thought 

£7) 4 that it was dead, and Mr. Viosca started 

y 1 back in quest of the horse mackerel. Then 
Yee up to the surface bobbed friend dolphin, 

i, i flopping frantically. Again the hook was 

. placed in its nostrils, but it died as the 

m : crew pulled it aboard. It was 7% feet long 
we u and weighed 275 pounds. 
S - i . “The dolphin,” Mr. Viosca declared, ‘is 
= a Ce Ben, ge Es seldom caught, being a particularly elusive 
ee e.\ creature. Contrary to popular opinion, it is 
ee e : not a fish at all, but a mammal (or warm 

ae oo #| blooded animal), closely related to the 
— ie , F| whale. It gives birth and nurses its young 
. Gey i like other mammals. It is a particular 

ete wee! po . ‘ ‘ enemy of our game fish, and should be 
a. r 4 Lae - Hy r " : killed whenever possible.” 

ee ge a r The dolphin or porpoise caught by Mr. 
2 Og ie | i : || Viosca is to be mounted in plaster, and pre- 

} a Dies by ; | sented to the Louisiana State Museum. 

; y Cs pee. DUCK SICKNESS CAUSED 

8 [i i BY EUROPEAN ROUNDWORM 
/ a ay LEAD POISONING SCOUTED 

Le on Hf | | at (Continued from page 5) 
: ea sg | ee - AG walls of the esophagus, including the crop, 

: Pe ya —. 4 | and a resulting distention of these parts 
s ol 4 | | which may ultimately compress the pneumo- 

i a ae i oO gastric nerve, producing a fatal asphyxia.” 

oo a Eo 1 ee Dr. Hall has asked the Louisiana depart- 
. Sf a. te 5:2 . a men of conservation to trap and send alive 

— a z ~.. .4| to him birds from any flocks of wild ducks 
eal — ~~ | which show symptoms of the sickness which 

ee ees _ | has occurred periodically in Louisiana, in 
order that he and his assistants can make a 

Seven-and-a-half foot dolphin or “porpoise,” a par- much more thorough examination, as he Heular enemy of game fish, taken off the Louisiana Toit. out that blood diseases have been 

reported from areas where there has been 
: ¢. duck sickness but that it is absolutely 

from a trip of scientific investigation, was necessary to make such a study of blood 

seated in the back of the boat trying to f9m live specimens, 
eatch a horse mackerel. y s 

ue ., = + The department will appreciate coopera- 
‘Here’s a bunch of porpoises up here, tion of sportsmen and citizens who will re- 

the captain called back excitedly. port further outbreaks of sickness among 
The fisheries head forgot all about horse the ducks, geese or other game birds so 

mackerels. He picked up the captain’s rifle that specimens suffering from the outbreak 
and hurried towards the front of the boat. may be scientifically examined.



for A_GOOD_LAti 

q< Section 5. Article 1 of the Louisiana Laws for the Protection of Game Birds, 

game animals and wild Bird Life, is quoted below. 
A return of game killed is generally considered essential to an accurate 

estimation of game conditions, and is obtainable through the quoted sections 

"Every chartered or unchartered hunting club or asso- 

ciation, in the State having more than three regular members 

and occupying or owning a ciub-house,.or.club-boat or other 

fixed or regular place of abode during the open season must, 

before the opening of the hunting season in each year through 

ite officers or a member apply to the Department for a special 
hunting club permit and license, which shall be issued by 

the Department upon the receipt of Five ($5.00) Dollars, and 

at the same time file a list of the names and addresses of its 
regular members. It shall be the duty of every such club or 

association, if chartered, or of every regular member thereof 
if not chartered, to keep or cause to be kept an accurate list 
of the names, addresses, and license number of every member 

or guest, who may take any game bird or game quadruped during 
each open season, and also an accurate detailed record, giving 

date and genus of all game birds or game quadrupeds killed by 

such members or guests during each open season and within 30 

days after the close of the legal open season file a sworn 
duplicate of such record with the Department of Conservation, 

The penalties in this act prescribed shall apply to the club 
or association if chartered, or to the regular members jointly 

if unchartered." 4 

REG.us.patiorr
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ARREST REPORT NOVEMBER, 1928 {g_/ 

2 Spies is avi b oad Ns ss) 

Agent M. Barber 3 . ‘ 2 

Accused Offense Parish 

O. S. Joiner ........... Possessing pelts of gray fox................... Ouachita 

David Brown .......... Trapping in close season...................... Ouachita 

W. R. Fletcher ....:,.. Possessing illegal fur..............,...+...... Richland 

Agent Paul Berthelot 

_ Wallace Pizani ........ Hunting without a license... ae bo ee. oSetferson 

Agent Julius Book 

Elmo Bienvenu —. ... Exceeding limit on wild geese... . tare dese Plaquemines: 

Adrien Bienvenu ......Exceeding limit on wild geese..... ‘ ...... Plaquemines 

Alex Mattes ........... Exceeding limit on wild geese................. Plaquemines 

J. M. Develle .......Exceeding limit on wild geese.. js ees senses. Plaquemines 

Leon S. Haas..........xceeding limit on wild geese heh «tae et» PAO CMR es, 

Charles Stokes ...”.... Exceeding limit on wild geese................. Plaquemines 

Thomas Hart . ...... Exceeding limit on wild geese.................. Plaquemines 

Percival Stern .........Exceeding limit on wild geese oon te ...... Plaquemines 

Agents Julius Book and Wilson S. Holland 

Cc. W. Bender.:....... Exceeding limit on wild geese..............».,. Plaquemines 

M. Strauss .,.......... Exceeding limit on wild geese.......... ....+Plaquemines 

W. E. Crosswell........ Exceeding limit on wild ducks.................. Plaquemines ; 
j 

Agent S. P. Breaux Sat 
Stanley Dobson ....... Possessing illegal fur.......................... Lafourche 

3 Agents S. P. Breaux and Wm. Hunter 2 

Joseph Loupe ......... Possessing illegal fur..............:.......,...Lafourehe - 

Paul Dubois ........... Trapping in close geason......¢........5 02... Lafourche 

Agent S. P. Breaux and Special Agent Louis Le Blanc 

Dr. J. A. Gravois.....,.Exceeding bag limit on coots..... ‘ ...../. Lafourche 

Xavier Bourg ..........fxceeding bag limit on coots. . ... Lafourche 

* Felix Duet . ......., Exceeding bag limit on coots..... Pesta weiss heat OULCHE: 

E. P. Rebstock......... Exceeding bag limit on coots Pap Pate the oth 1 EO UES, 

Avil Legendre .........Exceeding bag limit on coots. a -.......+.Lafourehe 
Clovis Ledet ......__.. Exceeding bag limit on coots...... -t...%..,.Lafourche 
Benny Le Blanc ......./ixceeding bag limit on coots. . (ian eros age  teLOUTChE 

Agent F. D. Brouillette 
Federic Marcott ......Possessing illegal fur. : ; : ... Avoyelles 

Agent A. B. Burns 

J. W. Buie.............Killing and posséssing quail in close season....Grant 

Jy, Overton... . Killing and possessing quail in close season....Grant 

Agent P. A. Cloutier 

: Will Stewart ..........Killing fur animals in close seaSon.............Natchitoches 
Piere Brossett .........Trapping in close season ...................-..Natechiteches 

Agent E. D. Coleman 

O, L. Rice...........,.Trapping in close season : Fo sens PONSA: 

Albert White ..... .. Killing deer in close season and trapping in 

close season Ae EF é {Vee yi ODBAS: 

FBben Waite =o es - Killing and possessing deer in close season. ....Madison ft 

Burk Williams ...:*....Trapping in close season....... (hee cL eee: 

John Taylor ...........Trapping in close season and hunting without 

A Neens6 ssncs px eh aie ea nes er ae ORAS, 

Charley Amos .........Trapping in close season!.. We ane ei Oneas: 

J. H. Pickett..... .....Trapping in close season....... , geese ee PORSAS: 

Tom Parker ...........'Trapping in close season................--.....Tensas 

Agent J. G. Durand 

Frank Prados .........Killing doves in close season...................St. Martin 

Dewey Granger... ...Killing doves in close season............-....- . St. Martin 

Lewis Caulklin .... .!. Killing doves in close season... 9... cunt ude LDOPL a: z ; 

z RCT Rausonmet!oL... Aanting H, J. Rausonnet...... . Hunting without a. ic ense. end es ae sites si ‘ic é Iberia iia es 
— SN ce RS a SSE AEE ES REE A SS A 

Agent C. E. Edwards 

« Jimmie Reynolds, Jr.... Possessing illegal fur... 6/0022. ies tees . Catahoula 

Barney Atwell ... ..... Possessing undersize fish......................Catahoula 

M. C. McGuyer.........Pos$essing undersize fish.....................,Catahoula 

Agent John W., Elliott 

Eunel Fontenot ... ....Trapping in close season.......................Hvangeline 

Clifton Ardoine .... ... Trapping without a license............,........Evangeline 

Clovice Guillory .......Trapping without a license.....................Evangeline 

Adel Guillory ......... Trapping without a license:....................Evangeline 

Harry L. Ethell 

Zolly Coah ...... ... Buying and possessing illegal fur...°.... ..East Carroll 

Clarence Blair .. .. Possessing illegal fur Soa aati eae Carron 

Cc. P, Howard ...... .. Buying and possessing illegal fur ones ee uaSt CArrol. 

Ovanga Philipps . Possessing illegal fur..........................East Carroll 

Lawrence Parks ....... Possessing illegal fur..........................East Carroll 

Jake Parks joes). 4 Possessing iMegal)furs-24 co) cse dee .3 2). Bast Carroll 

Agent Charles Falkenheiner 

Kelly Wiley ... .. Possessing game fish illegally caught....... Concordia 

Agent John E. Foolkes a : 
Dace Rhodes ..........Trapping in close season, 4 z .... Terrebonne 

Haris Jendon .. A Trapping in close season Rea iwa f .. Terrebonne 

Harry Forest .. .. Trapping in close season. e es Lafourche 

Joseph Delite ..... .. Hunting without a license... , Rs tine ... Terrebonne 

Dudley Seal .. .... -Exceeding bag limit on ducks. . a ee Lafourche 

Lindsy Theriot ........ Hunting withont a license a 7 .. Terrebonne 

Albert Treigle . .. Destroying nests of fur animals...... ....... Lafourche 

Hagar Treigle : _ Destroying nests of fur animals Les <i . Lafourche 

Herd Hebert . ..,, Trapping in close season a ........ Terrebonne 

Ernest Peregne .. Destroying nests of fur animals................Lafourche 

iKdward Kraemer ......Destroying nests of fur animals................Lafourche 

Alfred Matherne .. Hunting without a license......- veeeesess+..Terrebonne 

Anatole Matherne Hunting without a license SU Saceene ted dae ae =e OL POD ONE: 

Agent Robert Forbis x 

Lum Young . .. .. Possessing illegal fur...... Lidaid e's oa ofain «) SROAULOL ATE: 

Zack Snider........- Possessing illegal fur... * : . Beauregard 

Courtney McCraw ..... Possessing illegal fur............../...........Beauregard 
M. L. Odom ........ .. Possessing illegal fur 2 tia ot a Oe ine 4 
Tom Franks ...:. ... Possessing illegal fur 5 ics... /Beauregard 
Walter Rice : . Possessing illegal fur Non Si 1 =o geile ears SOAR OLE: 

Jessie Williford .. .. Hunting without a license Se Galsiticteas ee Cremer: 

Buck Burr .....»,.Selling fish without a license... .. ....:..... Beauregard 

Henry Barnhardt ......Selling undersize fish. Selling fish without license Beauregard 

Corel Franks . ...". .. Trapping in close season............/.......... Beauregard 

Agent Robert Forbis and Special Agent E. P. Lambert 
Perry Broxton ......... Possessing illegal fur.....-...............-.... Beauregard 

George Broxton ....... Possessing illegal fur seb eke pee etait Wee Beauregard 

Morris Nation ..... ...Possessing illegal fur. Veen ie vees.s Beauregard 

Allen Herison ......... Possessing illegal fur. iy Gon digi MOLD OM. 
Harrel Evans ..... Killing fur animals in close season ae - Vernon 
Courtney McCraw v.: Possessing illegal fur......0................... Beauregard 

George Ward . . ....... Possessing illegal fur......,................... Vernon H 
J. W. Starks . oa ove POSBGESIinE Niewal Parti 89 Goines kA ay ce 3.7 V OF ROD 

Agent G. P. Gillespie : 
Hugh Huner ..........Taking game fish illegally... ‘ a Caddo 

WwW. M. Sauter .- Spo . Taking game fish illegally. -.....0.............. Caddo 

Jim Walker ........... Taking: game fish illegally.....2.......:........Caddo 

Manuel Childs .. . .. Taking and possessing fur in close season...... Webster 
CoD GOsUV eee). ° Killing quail in close season............+. Caddo 

L, Barnard ............Trapping in close season... Pe kiiase ge eV CUBES 
D. Woods’ .............Taking game fish illegally ¥ P . Caddo 

Dan: Miller# is... . Hunting without a license ted Caddo 
Coleman Christian .... Trapping in close season. Possessing illegal fur.Caddo 
Will Mack ......, “Taking fur-bearing animals in close season -Caddo 

(Over)



ARREST REPORT, NOVEMBER, 1928—continued. , 

Agent Isaac Hebert 

: Accused Offense Parish 

Ivry Taylor ...........Hunting without a license..........,.........., Caleasieu 

Agent Wilson S. Holland 

Anthony Giarratano ...Selling wild ducks............................. Orleans 

Agents Wilson S. Holland, O. C. Pertuit, Albert Earhart and M. St. Germain 

W. P. Champagne......Selling wild ducks............................. Orleans 

Agent Clyde S. Holland : 

Walter Venables ... ..._ Possessing fur without a license.... “Pere tt. elena 
T. L. Gordon...........Taking fur animals in close season.............St. Helena 

Agent D. C. Johnston, Jr. = 

Charlie Baker .........Hunting quail in close season.................. East Baton Rouge 

Newman H. DeBritton..Hunting quail in close season.................. East Baton Rouge 

Agent M. R. Jones 

Morris Brown ......... Hunting without a license. . We nchien giite ets LOPneny. 
Curtis Thompson...... Possessing illegal fur.......................... Washington 

Haley Crain ..:........Possessing illegal fur...........:.....;......,. Washington 

Agent T. C. Lincecum : 

M..L. Howard <......... Possessing. illegal fur. 3. 3.0..,.0..0.5....-,.... Caldwell 
John Kelly ............Possessing illegal fur... . Hite, tule eee, wl. OBI UOT 

2 A. C. Duchesne ........Possessing illegal fur...... ohpeeh 4 ete Cones Caldwell 
Richard Baker ........Trapping in close season. Possessing illegal fur. Caldwell 

Agent D. N. Howell 

Norma Wilson .........Hunting without a license.................: - Bienville 
Ezro Wilson ........... Hunting without a license. Trapping without 

ACUCONSO ss aib rainwear tin eels tenn dae seo a, BIOMVANLS 

Special Agent John Demoss 

Derwood Cooper ....... Possessing illegal fur... ie Shue aa gfialiaa se ULC LES 

Agent W. L. McIntosh 

J. H, Joyner ........... Hunting quail in close season..... +1: 3:- 4+. Richland 
R. C, Joyner ........... Hunting quailin close season............. .. Richland 

Agent Simonet Migues 

Odracie Comeaux ......Killing doves in close season............... - Iberia 
hae 

Agent J. F. Nuckolls . 

Web Bankhead ........ Taking fur animals in close season.... ....- Bossier 
Nick English ..........Taking fur animals in close season............®8ossier 
W. B. Russell ......... Possessing fur in close season.......... ... Bossier 

Agent Claude Nugier ; 

Edward Conners ....... Killing doves in close season................... Vermilion 
Jessie Guidry .........Killing doves in close season................... Vermilion 
Leonard Gaspard ......Possessing illegal fur,......................... Vermilion 
Cleomore Gaspard ..... Possessing illegal fur.............. fe wees es. Vermilion 
Adam Gaspard ........Possessing illegal fur.......... Siena ey CLINTON: 

Agent O. Pertuit ‘ 
Edwin C. Foudriat.....Selling wild ducks.............................St. Bernard 

Agents O. C. Pertuit and Walter W. Thompson 

Lynus Washington ....Taking and possessing fur animals in close seasonHast Baton Rouge 
James Hunter ..... ... Taking and possessing fur animals in close season Hast Baton Rouge 
L, B. Lane ............Killing and possessing doves in close season.... Hast Baton Rouge 
Bailey C. Williams.....Killing and possessing doves in close season... .East Baton Rouge 

_ Agents O. C. Pertuit, Maurice St. Germain and 

ms Te Rr WesHisHolimamalnSaGame.Protectonn storms ctnmen isis aan iota So kM 
E. W. Gravolet.........Selling wild ducks............................ Plaquemines’ . 
Norbet H. Lafrance....Selling wild ducks... titirtpseseesesseeess...., Plaquemines 

Agents O. Pertuit, Albert Earhart and Maurice St. Germain 

Bawin Sanchez ........Selling wild ducks..............,.....:....++-. Orleans : 
Agent A. A. Picou 

Frank Wurty ..........Trapping in close season:... ee Giaindt 4 OL ANALY: 
Albert Whittie .......-Trapping in close season <<). 0.02... 0s...7..... St. Mary 

Deputy Sheriffs D. G. Roper, J. Stanley and C. Mitchell 
Luther Fallin .......... Possessing illegal fur.......... ey hea ay. QUACHILA: 
Kirk Crackwell ........ Possessing illegal fur.......................... Ouachita 

Agent John Sharp 

Elias Green ...........Possessing illegal fur......... (Noon tee Sb) ania 
Wm. Johnson .........Possessing illegal fur....... Spine eecerentie erie Soy, eae 
Monroe Smith .........Possessing illegal fur............... (i sneh 66h AO ag 

Agent Maurice St. Germain 
Henry Ninez .. +;+++++-Trapping in close season 2st Walls mle apie ee ee cern are 

+ Agents Maurice St. Germain and L. R. Cabirac 
Joe Guerra ............ Trapping in close season...........:...........St. Bernard 
Jim Camanita ......... Possessing undersize fish......5....5..:........ St. Bernard 
John St. Philip ........ Possessing undersize fish....................... St. Bernard 

Agent Maurice St. Germain and W. H. Hoffman, U. S. Game Protector 

Claude A. Younger.....Selling wild ducks. . prem eae ie .. St. Bernard 
Martin Nunez ........,Selling wild ducks........... Bie age wo Ot, BOLHALG) 

Agent E. D. Strader 

Louis Pugal ........... Possessing and killing fur animals in close season. St. Tammany 

Agent Lon Tanner 

dee Aarons”. .°............ Possessing filepal fur <6. seta coe cs Onion: 

Agents T. J. Texada and A. B. Burns 

CORSE AION ere le MOLINE, PAMIO HSB ey Pe osc areca a ein vee LOR 

DVeweleara + oc. welling game, fSh in 2 syst kos oats see vate. SOREL OS, 

Central Fish & Oyster 
Company =. .i2.3/...Shipping game fish for sale. 3/2. ii. . Soroas ss 4 Rapides 

John Russo ............ Possessing squirrels for sale.................... Rapides 
C. E. Reeves........... Possessing squirrels, quail and ducks for sale. . Rapides 
Lewis Reeves ......... Possessing squirrels, quail and ducks for sale.. Rapides 

Clere Paul ............Possessing squirrels, quail and ducks for sale.. Rapides 

Charlie Caldwell .......Killing fur animals in close season.... ..... Rapides 

\ Robert Short ..........Taking fur animals in close season............ Rapides 

Agent Walter W. Thompson 

Malcom McCallum .....Killing and possessing robins...... + i> «ses Aberville 
P. E. Unberhagen...... Killing and possessing robins Vedi. SDOPVELIE: 

M. N. Neck...... .....Killing and possessing robins....... “wawacs. Loerville 
Charles’ Matherne .....Trapping in close season. Hunting at night.....St. James 
Wallace Vicknair ......Trapping in close season. Hunting at night.....St. James 

Wallace Thomas ...... Trapping in close season. Possessing illegal fur. Ascension 

Dewey Grageois ....... Taking and possessing fur animals in close season St. James 

Agent Ulysses Veazey 

Daniel Willis ...........Trapping in close season,..........0.0...+..... Vermilion 

Agents E. M. Wendel, Albert Earhart and O. Pertuit 

Steve D’Asaro .........Selling wild ducks .... Orleans 

Total arrests 5 sib ra ws clk ebGe 
Convictions ..... ine he tes ee eo 84 

Acquittals 7 SOMA DEG che "2 

Not yet tried Bes penis 79



: 

ee REPORT DECEMBER, 1928 

Agent S. P. Breaux i 

Accused Offense Parish 

Maurice Gisclair ....... Trapping in muskrat nest......................Lafourche 

Agent F. D. Brouillette 

Osma Tassin ..........Seining without a license......................Avoyelles 

Agent E. D. Coleman 

J. O. Moore............Bxceeding limit on deer.............5...+.-4+,, Tensas 

S. T, Barber........... Exceeding limit on deer.>...................... Tensas 

Fred Goff ............. Non-resident trapping .............0......5.+.. Tensas 

Tim Hampton ......... Non-resident trapping AUNT sh Uiktya es ees Caen OLE) 

W. E. Polian .......... Hunting at night with gun. Taking fur animals ‘ 

without a license. .i: oho. yc. eos og hh PONSAS, 

Agent P. A. Cloutier and Special Agent R. J. Norton 

G. W. Morgan..........Trapping without a license. ... hod. sa. he Netehitoches 

Agent A. Earhart ; 

M. L. Lareille..........Buying fur without a license.................. Orleans 

Agent Harry L. Ethell 

Charlie Ford ..........Possessing fur without a license...............Hast Carroll 

Agent Robert Forbis 

RAMA ONeS Wi hs a Ring WObINS se aio t ee ah eel) cae, mee sv EL DOM 

David Terrel ..........Possessing fur without a license...............Sabine * 

J. J. Walker ........... Hunting without a license..../..............-+.Sabine 
Frances Guy Walker...Hunting without a license......................Sabine 
Stewart Walker .......Hunting without a license......................Sabine 

James Walker Taking fur animals without a license...........Sabine 
Wen Sweet ............Taking fur animals without a license...........Sabine 
Dunk Veal*..  ...:.:..Possessing undersize fish....................... Beauregard 
Henry Barnhart .......Sélling undersize fish...............,.......-..Beauregard 

Special Agent Richard Gordon 

Walter Dubois ........Killing a gull... ee UR Rus NERA Wee gas sioints MSEDALLLOLS 

Special Agent A. Reiser 

Chas. L. Williams.....Trapping without a license... Lene ..., Orleans 

Special Agent Richard D. Haddfield 

Allen Abadie ..........Trapping without a license. . Series ...... Jefferson 
Fedles Breunet .....;..Trapping without a license.................... Jefferson 
Clovis Breunet ........Trapping without a license... ie anaes hw CL Lerson 

Agent Walter W. Thompson 

Halley Johnson ........ Trapping without license. Possessing illegal fur St. James 

Agents Wilson S. Holland and Maurice St. Germain 

Blliott Audler .........Offering wild ducks for sale................... Orleans 

Total arrests for December, 26 

During the month 74 accused faced trial, with the result that 61 were convicted and 

sentenced and 13 were acquitted. A number of cases pending for several months were 

disposed of.
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\ARREST REPORT JANUARY, 1929 

Agent M. Barber - é 

5 ‘Accused "Offense Parish 

R. M. Adams...........Buying fur without a license Soc hes Cera. 
Pike Neal .............Selling fish wholesale without a license........Ouachita 

(Three charges) 

Agents L. R. Cabirac and T. C. Lincecum > 

Louis Boothe ..........Obstructing a stream i i ee wo. ....Catahoula | 
Cecil Boothe ..........Obstructing a stream...............4........., Catahoula 

Agent Frank F. Canik i 

Ax J Baker= 2307.) Hunting without a license ch Jeha pe dh seed OfLerson Davis. 
C, R. Thredgill ........ Hunting without a license.. Buln atid aie! oe) CLLOLSON DAViS 

Agent P. A. Cloutier \ : 

Odis Riley ............Non-resident hunting without a license. . ... Natchitoches 
Hansell Rowe .. ...Hunting without a license Nad s.ia... Bienville 
Armour Lacour, Jr.....Operating illegal hoopnets.....................Natehitoches 

Raney Roberson -Seining without a license ek ..,. Natchitoches 
Robert Simmons .......Selling undersize buffalo fish titans +... Natehitoches 

Agent J. G. Durand and Walter Landry 

Herbert Provost .......Selling wild ducks a ‘ Ue len Denia: 

Agent Harry L. Ethell 

Isham Asbury ....°.....Operating illegal seine,.....................!.. Bast Carroll 
Emmett Brown ........Operating illegal seine....................)..., East Carroll 

Agent John E. Foolkes ; 

Tojean Pellegran Sen SOling “wild “dUueKSs | 04 Vek). aor les ook sue, Rerrebonne: 

W. E. Croswell.........Exceeding bag limit on ducks..... hive tan f. Lerrebonne 

Agent Robert Forbis 

Frank Nunnally ........ Killing quail in close season.... Mia) a Sabine 

Arthur Green .......... Buying fur without a license.... Miia SAIN 
Allen Couvillion . Possessing undersize fish; yy i.....0.0......2...De Soto 

Vick Joffrion .......... Possessing undersize fish....).. HiGgeiviee, eae + SB SOLO, 

Special Agent Dennis Hingle 

Elsie Falgout ..........Trapping without a license..................... Plaquemines 

Agent Maurice St. Germain 

Charles Sapurein .. Trapping and possessing non-game birds.......St. Bernard 

Agents Edw. F. Woods and J. M. Dulfilho 

Howard Angelloz Buying furs without a license Nitec qeets Ey, 
Charlie Kimble ..:..... Buying furs without a license ey .. St. Landry 

Total arrests for January..:...,... 24 

During the month 49 aceused faced trial, with the result that 43) were convicted .and 

6 were acquitted. Two accused failed to appear when called for trial and the bonds 

were forfeited.
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Fo4, hae Jotteer ie 

/ Y) STATE OF MAINE : 
DEPARTMENT OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME Fo. as: een 

GEORGE J. STOBLE a eh a 
COMMISSIONER Ejprrehy Dick; 

Sabearp ot 1 Maint 

Mido Leopold June 1, 1943 Pitt heserde) 
On April 15, 1943 a list of 9 questions was submitted to all 

wardens and all warden supervisors, in order that we might get more 
accurate information on the status of our deer herd, 

They were asked to answer each question after giving it careful : 

consideration, 69 answered. The value of these replies lies in the 
fact that the average opinion of $9 wardens on any one question re— 
lating to deer should be nearer the truth than the judgement of any 

one person. 

The questions asked with the average answers to each question are 
shown below, : 

: Questions Average of answers of 
89 wardens 

1. For 100 deer "tagged" how many are killed 
in the hunting season and NOT tagged? 10609 

2. Of each 100 deer killed during the hunting 
season, how many are Fawns? 21.66 

3. For 100 deer killed during hunting season , 
how many are wounded and die? LOeil 

4, Of 100 deer, how many are killed by humans 
each year during closed season? 6,48 

5. Of every 100 deer, how many dic in one year as 
result of predators, disease, accident and 
starvation? 9.04 

6. Out of each 100 deer there were in your District 
(Division) last fall, how many were killed during 
the hunting season? 23.56 

"7. Keeping in mind that some Does are barren, how 
many \Fawns will 100 Does produce in one year? 123.69 

8, Of 100 Fawns, how many will reach age of one year? 59.54 

9. In 100 deer tagged, how many are tagged by persons 
not killing the deer? 26,23 

*NOTE: Of the deer "Tagged" over a period of 9 years, the average 
sex ratio has been 59 Bucks to 41 Does. 

Archer L, Grover 
Deputy Commissioner



STATE OF MAINE 
DEPARTMENT OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME 

AUGUSTA, MAINE 

Suly 2, 1°43 

TO ALL WARDENS: 

I have already sent you on June l, 1943, a sheet showing 

the state-wide average on each of the 9 questions you answered 

on May 15th in regard to deer, 

When I spoke to the recent Warden's School on this matter 

I showed you two large charts, Several wardens at this school 

asked to have a copy of the information on these charts. a 

am therefore, sending it to each warden. 

Chart No. 1, showed the average answers to each question 

in each Supervisor's Division. 

Chart No, 2 shows a computation on the deer population 

from May 1, 1942 to May 1, 1943. 

Warden annual estimate of deer population on May 5 1942 

was (in round numbers) 108,000. 

Applying to this 108,000 the percentages that have to do 

with increase we get a population of 140,550 at the beginning 

of the 1942 hunting season. 

Applying to 140,550 the percentages that have to do with 

decrease, we get 109,720 &e the population May 1, 1943, Warden's 

Annual Estimate of Deer Population May 1, 1943 was 117,615. 

Archer L, Grover 

ALG:L Deputy Commissioner
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108,000 Warden's Estimate Deer Mav 1, 1°42 

108,000 x Cu) = 44,260 Does " " " SY wre, wse(Go)anad ae the cornpalabirn bog 
Nene retry ss ceasatecaer fe nse ene cannes echt S Sea ee 

2 4,280 x 1.2369 = 54,670 Fawns Born " Wt. ea I1%, Perm 

o% 54,670 x 5954 = 32,550 Fawmns Reach 1 ysar age 
= 
A 102,000 plus 32,550 = 140,550 Total Population Beginning 1742 Hunting Season 

eect eile ann inant ne 
22,690 Deer Tagged 1942 7 

f 
Q #2 2,458 (22,600 x .1079) not tagged f 

Q #3 _2,285 (22,600 x .1011) wounded and die x 
fa 27,3e3 = Total Kill Hunting Season 1942 f 

140,550 — 27,323 = 113,227 Pop, aa 1942 Hunting Season 

a Qr+ plus Q #5 = 1464 plus 2ch3 = O7 si” : 

og Fe5 = Pop. May 1943 

: 117,615 = Warden's Estimate Deer Fop. May 1, 1943
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July 14, 1943 

Mr. Archer L. Grover 
Inland Fisheries and Game 
Augusta, Maine 

Dear Mr. Grover: : 

Thanks for sending me the computations and 
the kill map. These are valuable, and I have 
gone over ther with great interest. I am, 
of course, unable to answer the questions 
which you deduce, out in general the ratios 
look plausible to me. 

Thanks again for letting me see these materials. 

; Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



GEORGE u. sTOBIE ey ARCHER L. GROVER 

Inland Fisheries and Game 

July 8, 1943 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
4Ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I think you will be interested in a computation I have recently 

made in regard to the deer population in Maine. 

Our law requires each hunter killing a deer to take it to an 

inspection station, of which there are about 600 conveniently located 

throughout the state. 

The only definite thing we know about our deer is the number that 

go through these inspection stations each hunting season. Last year 

it was 22,600. 

Each year since 1934 we have had each of our wardens, about 90 

men, return on May 1st an estimate of the number of deer, moose and 

peaver in his district. 

Of course, some of the wardens estimate too high and some too 

low, but because of the law of averages we think this state population 

based on the sum of these individual estimates is somewhere near correct, 

In order to learn more about our deer herd I sent out a list of 

nine questions to each of our wardens on April 15, 1943. 

Each of these questions is something on which they have no 

definite information. The best they can do is to give their best 

judgment. Here again the value of these answers lies in the law of 

averages when applied to the whole state, 

I am enclosing four sheets containing information received from 

these nine questions together with some computations made on the 

basis of these replies. A copy of these sheets has gone to each 

warden, Sheet #1 shows the questions asked and the average on the 

replies of 89 wardens to each question.



sree se Gy ARCHER L. GROVER 

Wiese 
2 ss Sep \ 

inland Fisheries and Game 

-2~ Leopold 

Sheet #2 is a note of explanation sent to each of these wardens. 

Sheet #3 shows a break down of these replies by Warden Supervisors' 

Divisions. On this sheet there is an apparent fallacy which does not 

exist, The averages on each question at the bottom of the sheet are 

not the averages of the figures in the column above. They are the 

averages of the individual answers of 89 individual wardens. 

Sheet #4 shows a computation made starting with the wardens estimate 

of deer population May 1, 1942, 108,000, To this number are applied the 

percentages of the questions thet have to do with deer increase. This 

gives a population of 140,550 at the beginning of the 1942 humting season, 

From this figure 140,550 are substracted the factors that represent 

decrease of deer population, This gives 109,720 as the population 

May 1, 1943. 

The annual estimate May 1, 1943 was 117,615. This is about 73% 

greater than the computed population of 109,720 shown above. 

You will notice the sex ratio. used in the computation was 41 does 

to 59 bucks. This is an average of inspection station returns over & 

period of 9 years. 

I believe the actual sex ratio for deer in the woods is much 

nearer 50 - 50. If we assume 50% does in place of 41% does as used 

in the computation and carry it were we come out with a population 

of slightly over 117,000 on May 1, 1943, which checks too close to look 

good. 

Yours very truly, 

ae 

ALG:L Deputy mnissioner 

Thinking you may not be familiar with our annual deer kill map showin 
the distribution of deer killed during the hunting season I on enelé eae 

a copy of the 1942 map.
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file BOWDOIN COLLEGE . Nae 
j a — 

— : wh | 
February 19, 1921. 

My dear Leopold:- 

I am highly pleased and I know that Mr. Amory will be 

glad to know that you will be able to attend the Matamek Conference, I 

think it would be well for you to write to Mr. Amory directly so that he 

will have an acceptance from you in his files and thus nothing will be 

neglected for you comfort at the time of your arrival, I expect to go 

up the coast in June but will return to Matamek in time to attend the 

conference, YouV¥presence will mean much for the success of the meeting 

and I am sure that you will gain much from contact with others who will 

be in attendence, It is for that reason I urge your attendance, Mr. Amory 

wrote that all persons invited have accepted his invitation except you and 

now it will be 100 per cent, 

; I have asked the Conservation Commission to send you a 

copy of the Progress Report which I trust you have received by this time, 

I received a letter from Grange yesterday in which he has mentioned a few 

matters and offered criticism because he did not understand our point of 

view. Since he stated) he sent a copy of his letter to you I am sending you 

a copy of my reply. If I am not correct on the points at issue I would 

like to be put right and I will very highly appreciate your comments. 

Sincerely yours 

| Alfred 03> 
Alfred 0. Gross,



cory, 
Bowdoin Coll: 
‘Brunswick, iinine : 
February is, 193i, 

men of Bi 1 alors Survey, ° olo * ; 
Washington, D. 

My dear lir, Granget= 

I wish to thank yeu for your letter of pe toes | 16th 
which I have ft received. It is indeed a great satisfaction to all Bhose 
concerned with the Prairie Chicken grin gran to know that you are 
pleased with the Progress Report in content and appearances, 

All agree I am sure that your res of research 
work in game management is important and I know that Research Bureau 
has that well in mind, I een qpreeiat your constructive eritician 
which is —— helpful in the work of any veeinese Some of your eritician 
is due to a lesome difference of opinion ‘dn other cases I feel theme 
is a miswmderstanding and misinterpretation of some of the statements in 
the report. I will try to make our position clear, First of all a Progress 
Report is not designed to prosent a complete and finished product but is 

eer primarily to stimulate interest and diseussion in the a aula end 
n that respect I think the Research Bureau is aceomplishing its objective 

if we may judge from many letters alrendy recelveds Tust todey I received a 

letter from a ca. editor in the Middlewest in which he states,"Everybody 
knows hunting beet more disastrous on the prairie chicken than wa 
report would have us believes It is hunting that is exterminating 
prairie chicken” etc, In the same mail is your letter stating that you do 
not agree that ag ge was a faetor in producing a general poe vier Aga 
prairie chickens in Wisconsing The existance of such a divergence 

ae from two equally good sources indicates the need of research an 
t point. Our rt does not state that hunting is the cause of the 

shortage but that it was oo impeireate, factor (among mond Srnees) which led 
to the closed season in 19 I arrived at this conclusion talking 

with rtamen, ornithologists and conservationists throughout the state 
ineluding a . I have in my notes a very vivid picture which you 
desert My of the conditions during the wean aera the methods 
of humting, the terrific toll exacted on the birds e This and similer 
expressions by scores of wertues in ae of the pele ehicken 
country has convinced me + nmting has on effect on decline in 
numbers of the prairie chicken in a as a whole as well as logallys - 

Why was the season closed in 1929-50 if hunting has no affect on the birds® 

Why has there been such a quick comeback since the season has been closed? 

In searching for an explanation I have been unable to reconcile this sudden 
adjustment alone to factors which are concerned with purely cyelic 
fluctuations, Indeed this oe is a matter for rete oat me but 

no investigation is needed to the fact that hunting has a 

fector in the decline of the birds throughout their range and especially 
was this true in the former days of market lumtings 

I agree with you oe that if hunting is conducted in 

the proper manner will be actually benef: eial during times when the birds 

are over abundant on the peak of the eyele if such cycles depend on diseases 

and parasitess I am not sure that parasites and diseases are important in 

eyelie fluctuations of the prairie chicken, That is yet to be determined, 

There has been no control of hunting of the kind you suggest in Wisconsin 
wiless I have been misinformed. I have tried to state the facts not os
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they should be but as they have been in the past and as they are at present, 

ore I think it is a conservative statement to say that mting has been 
( vias decline of the birds in general as well as 

Tn regan to, tires everybody that the burning off of the 
ayeas at certain times of the year s basetielsh a tar as the prairie 
chicken is concerned and I so stated in ~y original manuscript, aoe 
Kipp insisted there were serious objections for making such a sta’ 
because the Conservation Commission wished to discourage fires at any times 
But mitt I feel convinced that devastating fires which take cor during th: 
the height of the nesting season ore destructive and if I ean believe the 
reports of Grimmer and Selmidt the fire which took place in the Babsock 
was last fall destroyed much cover and food of importance to the birds, 
I feel that fires are just as important in the lifes of the prairie chicken 
as they were of the henth hen on Martha's eo oo attempts 
should be made to comtrol them, I think we both agree on 8 point and that 
you merely misunderstood my position, i 

You perhaps have some basis of ecriticiam of my statement that 
there ere 54,000 prairie chickens in the state if you take that number 
Literaily whiten 1 did not expect anyone to do, The material on numbers and 
distribu wos a td by Mr, Leopold assisted by Mr, Sehmidt and I 
think 1t is most interesting, But li, Leopold dees not believe and I de not 
believe that 000 represents exactly the numbers of birds im the state, 
There be 1 Seer vee ee, ace ay ee bale ee, eee oe roe 
figure givos us ne tangible to wey something te stimulate 
discussion among thesportemen, all of which will get we closer to the real 
faatas For example if Bill Brom writes in from Dane County and says he can 
prove there are more ete ke chickens in his county and James 
cern vee Bere See not 5,000 prairie chickens in Green Lake 
couty table as published will have justified itself, Uy statement was 
On the basis of the — wiaaeen (ah everybody must realize they are 
the erudest pases) would be 54,000 prairie chickens in the atts 
On page 110 I sta “The organization of representative croupé of offic: 
observers representing each sounty of the winte fhe the way oe sapeetention) 
al Bere SF SOOT ee eT ae cieetition Weaaneit aan s 
information but this source should be supplemented annual ot at 
numbers of birds eee we St es to whom licenses are issued 8 is 
ec Pe mal» a tg Ma sta sak Wy queeyenetens Meee eS eee 
assistant". The estimates I must t are far from perfect i are 
the best thing we have te answer the question of how many prairie chickens 
are there in the atate of Wisconsin? I wanted semething the average 
sportsman could easily ay ag Mange remember and I suggested there were roughly 
on the average one bird to square mile on the basis of these reportss 
I think that is very near correct although more refined methods may reveal 
that there are two to the square mile or possi one to each two square 
miles, I think Leopold has made an excellent kerdeel toward answering 

that important question, Again let me remind you this is a Progress Report 
designed ee, t@ stimulate interest and dont think that any of us 

believe + such a chapter as that on numbers and distribution is final, 
Grange I value your criticisms very “ee and I have merely 

tried to present our point of view on the ee ons you have raised, tf 
we are wrong we will do our best to correct the mistakes. 

I om ooumne copies x* this letter ~ pk wy —- a 

Steddard and Sehmid persons whem you sent copies 

ae the’ they Scaaeend the point of view of the Research Bureau which I 
heve tried to represents 

Sineerely yours
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E.I.pu Pont DE NEMouRS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

January 20, 1931. 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wieconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold:= 

With reference to the matter of the estab- 

lishment of a game administration course at the University 

of Maine, which has already been brought to your attention, i 

we are attaching herewith two schedules of the courses at 

present covered at the University during the fall and 

spring semesters. 

As was explained in a previous letter, the 

University officials are favorably inclined toward the es= 

tablishment of a course such as was formerly given by Cornell 

University, but along broader and more comprehensive lines. 

Funds are probably available and suggestions from you as to 

what such a course should consist of, would be gratefully 

considered and Major Waller has suggested that a short summer 

course for wardens be established first and that further work 

along this line be a development, perhaps, from this short 

course. If you have any definite suggestions along the lines 

of a summer course for wardens, we would appreciate hearing 

from you. 

It is necessary to treat this matter as 

confidential, at least for the present, pecause of the ten= 

tative nature of the plans. 

With all kind regards, we are 

Yours very truly, 

L. W. T. Waller, Jre= 
Director of Conservation 

wld. ¥ Cea 
JHO:RVG : 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION



421 Cheuistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 22, 1931 

Mr. John H. Otterson i 

Conservation Department 
BE. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
Wilmington, Delaware ; 

Dear John: 

As to the contents of the proposed general course, I would 
suggest that the University of laine exchange proposed curricula with 
the Michigan Agricultural College. ‘They are just doing the same thing, 
and information may be obtained from Dr. H. R. Hunt. 

As to the course for wardens, I would have to write a book in 
order to transmit everything that we learned in the somewhat parallel 
training camps for forest rangers. I would advise the University to 
obtain any current material on training camps from Mr. F. C. W. Pooler, 
District Forester, Albuquerque, Mew Mexico, or lr. S. B. Show, Dise 
trict Yorester, Terry Building, San Prenciseco. Professor Briscoe of 
the Forestry Departsent will Imow how to interpret these ranger train- 
ing camps in terms of game. 

The rub will come in not what to teach, but who shall teach. It 
occurs to me that the loan of Biological Survey men like Grange micht 
be obtained for short periods. There is nobody in the Survey, however, 
who has gone as deep in the management of deer as P. S. Lovejoy in 
Michigan, and I would certainly advise the University to get in touch 
with him. In general, I would suggest the warden course by taught by 
members of the local faculty, plus the loan of exerts from as many 
other places as are willing to volunteer. 

You may be sure I will not spread the renort of the Maine devel- 
opment se 

Yours sincerely, 

AIDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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E.I.pbu Pont pE NEMOuRS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION January 3, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo - 

John Otterson has recently returned from a trip in 
his area and with a very interesting development in the State of 
Maine which seems to me to be well worth while. Otterson spent 
a day at the University of Maine in company with the game com- . 
missioner, Mr. Stobie, and discussed with President Boardman the 
advisability of installing a course in preparation for the duties 
of game administrator. 

In addition to President Boardman, several other members — 
of the faculty were consulted and it was decided that such a course 
would be laid out immediately and added to the curriculum provided 
assistance could be given in arrangement and order of subjects. 

It appears that the Governor, as well as Commissioner 
Stobie, is interested and the assurance of the Governor and the 
Governor's council has already been given that a certain proportion 
of the yearly appropriation of funds from the State will be allotted 
to this particular course, and the faculty were most agreeable to the 
installation of such a course; oddly enough, however, the only dis- 
agreement came from the foresters. 

The University of Maine is an agricultural college with 
an engollment between 1600 and 1700 students and is one of the oldest 
agricultural colleges in the United States. It is supported by State 
appropriation and to some extent by endowment. At the present time 
in addition to strictly agricultural subjects, they overate a forestry 
division which has a large attendance and it was from this division 
that the minor objections, referred to before, came. 

In addition to this a five or six weeks! summer course 
in modified form for game wardens was discussed at some length and 
will probably be included in the development. 

I gather from Otterson that he had talked this over with 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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Stobie and some of the others in Maine to see what reaction they 
would have, when apparently they took the bit in their teeth and 
bolteds The situation is such, however, that they realize the 
lack of prior investigation leading to the establishment of a suit- 
able course and therefore are inclined to look on this in the nature 
of an experiment and one in which they will probably make errorse - 

Otterson is of the opinion that the finances to establish 

a fellowship here can be procured in Maine. 

It is thought that very little additional equipment will 
be needed; however, the difficulty is in a rearrangement of the present 
courses and the possible addition of new ones to cover the entire sub- 
ject. It is on these points of course that the University desires 
assistance. 

I am a little bit afraid that this project is somewhat 
ahead of itself, but the set-up seems to be excellent, and I am of 
the opinion that a good deal of good can come from it if it is properly 
handled. I know of no one who would be so capable in giving advice on 
these lines as yourself, and therefore I am very prone to dump the baby 
in your lap, although more than willing to undertake any amount of 
nursing which we feel we can dds 

I would like to have your reaction concerning this whole 
proposition. Personally I am of the opinion that possibly the first 
line of attack should be in a refresher course for game wardens after , 
demonstrating the immediate need for an educational course and of 
using this as a means of developing the main course in the University 
itself. There is no particular hurry, as I believe the next six or 
eight months would be ample time im which to get in the final recommenda- 
tions. The legislature of the state is now in session and will pass 
any enabling legislation which may be necessary to the establishment of 
such a courses 

Needless to say, this matter should be treated as con- 
fidential because any publicity should of course come from the university 
itself, and I believe that you could discuss this with the officials at 
the University of Wisconsin and get a very good idea of what their 
suggestions would be possibly without even mentioning the state uni- 
versity in question. 

I thought that you might be considering this pending the 
next meeting of the Institute and discuss it with as many people as 
you see fit so that we could talk it over in February, and at that 
time it might seem desirable for you to go to Maine from New York to 
discuss it with President Boardman and the faculty at the University. 
Of course to do this it would have to be taken up as an Institute 
project and any connection that we might have with it need not be 
brought up before the Institute unless that anveared advisable. 

John is getting from the University now their present 
curriculum which I will send on to you upon its receipts
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I do not know how this whole thing strikes you but to 
me it seems like a most worth while development and one on which aid 
might be asked from a committee of the National Research Council, if 
such committee is formed. From this standpoint it could be worked on 
as a demonstration of the suitability of this type of educational work 
and also be considered as an additional form of research. 

It is of course difficult to say where the start ina 
thing of this kind should be made, but with the set-up as it is, it 
would at least give any research investigation along this line the 
benefit of having a conerete problem on which to work. 

I realize that my letter may not be entirely clear, as 
one's thoughts are liable to go off at tangents when confronted with 
a problem of this kind with so many ramifications. 

Please let me know what you think about it all, and in 
the meantime we will of course take no further action and I will not 
refer it to the Game Committee. 

Most sincerely yours, 

La = 

AAD. etre Ly» a QO »— 

; L. W. T. Waller, Jr. 
Director of Conservation. 

LWTW/c



421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 6, 1931 

Major Ie W. 1. Waller, Jr. 
Director of Conservation 
&. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
Wilmington, Delaware : 

Dear Major: 

The Maine situation as outlined in your letter of January 2 
of course meets with my enthusiastic approval as far as the theory 
of the thing is concerned. In all of these cases, however, I retain 
the lurking doubt of whether there is anybody competent to execute 
the plan. As you know, I have always thoucht that the Biological 
Survey should qualify themselves to offer service to states wishing 
to train their game wardens. ‘the Survey itself, however, would have 
diffienlty making good on a training course of this kind at this 
moment. 

All of this, however, is no reason for hanging back. I 
think all we ean do in cases of this kind is to offer them all the 
help we can give and wish them luck. I an perfectly willing to dis- 
cuss a Visit on my part, the only "if" being the usual one of scatter- 
ing my time in such small bits that none of them get anywhere. 

I am glad you are with me on the matter of contiming the 
Game Survey. 

the National Research Council fellowships which you asic 
about are the same ones which we discussed with Dr. Cole. As nearly 
as I know, they are paid for by the Rockefeller Foundation. I have 
been intending for a long time to visit Dr. Kelloge and find out to 
what extent, if any, these fellowships might be applied to came. I 
now have what the scientists would call 2 funiamental problem ready 
asa test case, and I am going to take this up on my next visit to 
Washington. ’ 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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GAME MANAGEMENT ON FOREST AREAS 

By C. M. Atpous, Associate Biologist U. S. Biological Survey 

“Through an indiscriminate, unguided, unplanned effort to develop our country 
and to wrest from its forests, fields, and streams a livelihood for the growing 
population and fortunes for a few, man has done almost irreparable damage.” 

Fortunately for Maine, as a result of this development the wildlife of the State 
has suffered much less than in many other places in the country. Probably the 
wildlife of the State has not suffered as much as has the lumber industry. 

It is estimated that about seventy-eight per cent of the area in Maine is classed 
as forest land. There are few large tracts of open farm country and therefore, 
such game species as are dependent upon cultivated areas for their existence, are 
practically non-existent in the State. Without exception, the wildlife and particu- 
larly the game species of the State can be classed as forest animals. 

There was a time in this country when game and timber were produced in 
abundance without any plans for management, but conditions brought about by 
man, through his efforts to cash in on the nation’s resources have so changed the 
landscape in general that both the game and the forests have suffered tremendous 
setbacks. Because of this man made ecological disarrangement, it now becomes 
mandatory on the part of man, in order to perpetuate and increase the abundance 
of desirable animal and tree species, to make amends for the irreparable damage 
that was done in the early history of this country. To do this it will be necessary 
to protect some environments and build up others, so that a balance exists between 
the animals present and the quality and quantity of food and cover available for 
them. The effects of altering or changing the environment of an area and its effect 
on the animal life is well illustrated on the Petersham Forest at Harvard Univer- 
sity. As a result of the elimination of the hardwoods and giving over of the soil 
entirely to conifers, the soil became too acid and began to develop hardpan. The 
animal life of the soil, particularly the earth worms, disappeared, and with the 
disappearance of the earth worms the woodcock, a bird highly valued in New 
England, also disappeared from the forest. With the change in the forest cover 
from pure conifers to mixed conifers and hardwoods, the humus condition of the 
soil improved, the animal life of the soil enriched, the earth worms returned, and 
with them the woodcock became again an abundant bird on the Petersham Forest. 

The forests represent one of the State’s renewable and most valuable resources. 
From them come lumber, paper, fuel, game and fish, and recreation so important 
to the welfare and happiness of the citizens of Maine. 

Leopold is the author of the statement that: 

“Game is the only land crop, aside from timber, which is best produced 
by the use of natural species in a natural environment, by means of a 
low-yield, low-cost technique.” “Game and timber yields are based to an 
exceptional degree, on skill in giving slight and inexpensive guidance to 
natural processes.” 

Dr. Charles E. Johnson of the Roosevelt Wildlife Station in New York, very 
ably stated: 

“Forests intended for the production of timber need not seriously 
interfere with the interests of forest game; on the contrary, proper man- 
agement of such forests might rather result in better conditions for the 
existence of that kind of game.” 

Some of the important features of a sound game management program are: 
Increase in the natural food supply for the game; improvement in the natural 
vegetative protection for the game species against adverse weather and predators; 
provide such opportunities as are necessary in order that the game might increase 
to the full carrying capacity of the land; and then maintain and preserve the 
natural balance between the food, the game, and the predators present.
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When through too much protecting, any species of game tends to multiply to 
a state of over abundance, it then follows that the available food supply is almost 
totally destroyed. Starvation follows, resulting in malformation, diseases and 
high mortality in the dependent animals. The carrying capacity of the land is 
lowered which results in a general public loss through no hunting privileges and 
the pleasure derived from seeing and studying these animals in their natural 
environments. 

Any game management practices advocated for the forested areas of the 
State should not therefore call for an excessive expenditure of funds or man power; ( 
but should tend to take advantage of natural conditions and possibilities that are 
already existent. No game problem should be inaugurated that will work counter 
to good silvicultural practices, and neither should a forest program be contrary 
to the best interests of the game or wildlife it maintains. It is entirely possible 
and necessary that these two practices be correlated, even though it demands a 
setup of give and take on the part of the forester and the wildlife manager. 

Wildlife is dependent on the forests for such of their food, nesting sites, and 
cover protection against weather and predators. Forests can not exist long with- 
out its complement of animal life and most assuredly the animal life could not 
exist without the forests. 

In order to make the fullest use of the forest land it is imperative that an 
optimum quota of game, as well as timber be annually produced on them. To do 
this then, requires that the environment be entirely adequate to supply the neces- 
sary life giving sustenance and to afford the necessary cover protection to the 
game. 

The amount of game that can be maintained on any given area depends prima- 
rily upon the food supply and the cover. The food supply in mid-winter is of great 
importance because at this time, when the soil is covered with snow, the animals 
and birds have to depend upon the berries, buds and such other food as can be 
found above the snow line. A highland forest in which there is an abundance of 
food in summer, in winter often supports only a meager population of deer because 
of lack of cedar and tamarack swamps in which the animals find shelter and food 
during the winter. The game must have browse which is not confined merely to 
trees but more often to shrubs and other lower vegetation. A dense forest of 
mature timber with a scant undergrowth of shrubs or young forest trees may be 
a very good forest but a very poor feeding ground for game. 

The New York grouse investigations made a survey of two five hundred acre 
areas one having a solid coniferous plantation of fourteen year old trees, and the 
other one, a natural or varied age class and species cover, ranging from open land 
to old woods. A survey of these two areas showed that of the grouse found on the 
two areas, ninety-five per cent were found on the natural cover area. In the natural 
cover area was found a diversity of foods and cover conditions fayoring the pro- 
duction of these birds, while the solid stands of conifers with their closed canopies 
offer little in the way of ground cover which supplies food suitable to these birds. 

Game food plants are little found in and under dense growth of even age stands 
of conifers and any attempts on the part of the forester to grow large tracts of 

such even aged trees will be doing a very disastrous thing as far as game species, 
of that forest are concerned. If a planting program is proposed it should be so 
planned that no large solid tracts of planting be done at one planting in a solid 

block. The units should be broken up into as small and scattered areas as can be 

later harvested economically. 

On lands where there is little planting done as is the case here in Maine, the 

problem of the game manager is to get the timber interests to distribute their 

cutting operations each year as uniformly as possible and in as small units as it 

is economical to do so. In doing this, the areas of young hardwood growth that 

follow such cutting practices so necessary to the game species will be distributed 

in such a manner as to assure raising the carrying capacity of the land to its 

maximum.
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Timber stands improvement should likewise be done in a manner that is con- 
ducive to better future timber, and present and future game potentialities. In 
release cutting it should be the practice to leave as many of the better forest 
game-food trees as practicable and these should be somewhat scattered as far as 
it is possible. Snags and wolf-trees are valuable as homes or nesting places for 
birds, squirrels, racoons, etc., and should be left in sufficient numbers to care 
for the needs of these animals. Piling the slash in large piles offers a haven for 
protection for many of the small game species particularly grouse and rabbits. 

In clearing areas for fire lanes, a practice which will decrease the fire hazard 
and at the same time provide additional food for practically all the wildlife of the 
forest is to plant these strips to white clover. This clover is about the first plant 
to become green in the spring and the last to be killed by frost in the fall. The 
leaves of the clover afford a staple food for ruffed grouse and rabbits, and is eaten 
generously by deer. 

In the forests of Maine, the matter of cover suitable for grouse isn’t nearly as 
serious as the need of these birds for sufficient suitable food during the late fall, 
winter and early spring months. It is during this time that the ruffed grouse 
faces its real crisis. To provide the game species with natural foods of the right 
kinds and in sufficient quantities well distributed over the whole of their range, 
presents a real problem to the game technician in building up the game populations 
to a maximum. 

Grouse need different coverts during different times of the year. In the spring, 
hardwoods are necessary for good nesting cover; in the summer slash areas pro- 
vide berries and insects are made available; in the fall overgrown brush land 
supplies fruits of various kinds and during the winter, the conifers furnish the 
necessary cover protection, while the aspen and birches furnish through their 
buds, the necessary food supply. 

The cruising radius of the ruffed grouse has been found to be about two miles. 
Then, within each two miles there must be found the necessary food and cover 
requirements of this bird. It is obvious then that in order to make any areas 
available and suitable for grouse, the right combination of food and cover factors 
must be present. 

Good foresters know how much timber they have on a given area in terms of 
either cords or board feet. They may plan to harvest this on a sustained yield 
basis. In order to determine the amount of potential tree wealth they have, they 
cruise the area and estimate the crop in board feet or cords. The game technician, 
likewise, will have to measure his potential stock of game species and all wildlife 
for that matter, if he expects to put that enterprise on a business-like basis. 

The fundamental steps in the development of a wildlife management program 
on any area can be simply stated as follows: 

1. What do we have? — INVENTORY. 

2.-3. Where is it? How much of it is there? — CENSUS. 

{ 4, What is wrong with it? — DIAGNOSIS. 

5. What can be done about it? — CONTROL. 

The inventory, to be complete and of the most use, must include the animal life 
as well as the plant life present on the area. 

Knowing what animal life is present on any area, and where it is and how 
much there is of it, the next step is to determine, how much there is of it that can 
be removed annually leaving sufficient breeding stock for the next year. 

To determine what the limiting factors are in the production of any wildlife 
species is probably the most important as well as the most difficult to determine 
in a management program. 

The last step in this sequence of procedure is in making such adjustments and 
manipulations as will set the wildlife and its environment in harmony, with the 
result that the land in question with its complement of resources will be fully 
utilized.
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CONSERVATION IN OTHER STATES 

w MAINE CLOSES SEASON ON MOOSE )of Inland Fisheries and Game is to the 

oh Last year the state of Maine opened |¢ffect that. moose are not plentiful 
~ the season on bull moose. This was the | ¢n0ugh in Maine to warrant another open 

first time for many years that this game | S¢2S02 for some time to come. This 
‘4 \ animal was allowed to become the mark |Sreat American game animal is available 

a of the gunner. It is believed that the|to the hunter only in the state of Wy- 
total kill amounted to 100 animals. How-|oming, the territory of Alaska and the 
ever, a statement from the Department | provinces in Canada.
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PROTECTING WILD LIFE OF MAINE Fe . 

By-Geo. J. Stobie, Commissioner. 

"MAINE has approximately 439,000 acres of territory devoted to Vic 

é game preserves and wild life sanctuaries, and additions are being | lis30 
made from time to time. These preserves are scattered about the 

State, on the coast, on islands, in private and semi-public parks and 

in the big woods. They vary greatly in size from tracts of a few 

acres to areas containing several townships. 

Conservationists agree that the game preserve is the biggest 

step that can be taken in bringing wild life back to normal, and so 

it is proving in Maine. When one of our preserves, of about 45,000 

acres, was established four years ago, it was practically impossible 

to find a deer in it. The region is only an easy day's drive from 

the central part of the State and the game had been destroyed. At 

the present time, however, it is possible to see game of all kinds 

during a drive around the borders of the preserve. 

The first game preserves in this State were established in 

1917, by special acts of the Legislature. Others have been estab— 

lished at succeeding sessions until now there are 38 reserved areas. 

Bills asking for the designation of certain tracts as game preserves 

have been very easy to get through, and as a result no definite re- 

p quirements have ever been set up, until 1929, when an act was passed 

=e Se 
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eS Files i “ise Whitetail Deer \ 
All N.E. states 

Cross Reference : - 

See "History of the Virginia Deer in lew England," 

by Glover M. Allen. In bulletin, "New Mglend Game Conference," 
January, 1950, filed Masse, De 19. :
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; 1532 University Ave, 
April 7, 1936 

Mr, George , Malamphy 4 
Lakewood 
Cumberland, Md. 

Dear Mr, Malamphy: 

You have my permission to forward this letter to Mr. Millard 

Peek or to such other officer of the Resettlement Administration as may be 

pertinent to the matter of your employment. 

My acquaintance with your work has, as you know, been almost con- 

fined to your writings, all of which I have read and studied as they cane 

out, They carry their own testimony as to the breadth and volume of your 

experience. Your exploratory findings in the Cooper-Santee region are also, 

in my opinion, of national importance, Mo one appreciates more than I do 

the courage which it required to say publicly that the turkey stock eo far 

offered by game breeders is no good, For all these things I have given 

you a great deal of credit, long before having any inkling that my say~so 

might have anything to do with your getting a job. That I have taken your 

work seriously is attested by the frequent quotations from you in my vbooke 

Unfortunately I cannot honestly go further and comment on those 

traite in a wildlife manager which can be judged only on the basis of 

thorough personal contact, It would be an injustice to all concerned if 

I attempted to do this, I could freely say, however, that at the present 

momemt no experienced game managers with both academic schooling and an 

established record for productive work sre available in this country, and 

if I had an important job to fill, I would certainly hesitate more than 

most of the bureaus do in turning it over to untried youngsters fresh out 

of undergraduate “game schools." If the Resettlement Administration wants 

@ seasoned wildlife manager who has schooling as well as training, they 

are going to have to take him away from somebody else. 

I hope that some day we may have the opportunity for building 

up our acquaintance. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Geme Management 

vh



2 : Washington, D. Co 
March 30, 1936. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, Professor of Ornithology, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

There is an opening in the Resettlement Administra- 

tion for a fish and game specialist in which it is hoped that I might 

be appointed. Dr. Wm. H. Bell, In charge, Division of Wildlife Research, 

Dr. J. E. Shillinger, In charge, Division of Disease Investigation, 

Mr. Wm. L. MeAtee, Principal Biologist, all of the Biological Survey 

and Mr. Glen C. Leach, Chief, Division of Fish Culture, Bureau of Fish- 
eries have already highly recommended for the position and I have been 
advised by one of the administrators of this division, that my personal 
interview with them the other day, impressed them all quite favorably 

and it now seems that the appointment rests more or less with the per- 

sonnal division. 

I have taken the liberty to give your name among others 

with whom we are mutually acquainted for further reference. It is possible 

that they might write you as well as J. N. Darling, Gardiner Bump, Dr. 
Allen, and Herbert Stoddard. I feel quite satisfied that if you and they 

recommend me even half as well as the Biological Survey and the Bureau 

of Fisheries that I shall get the appointment. While my vast experience 

and practical knowledge is considered by them as a great asset, I am 

afraid that they might believe that I am a bit lacking on the theoreti- 

cal angle, simply because the call of the great open spaces and mother 

nature'S children was so strong that I just could not stay in school 

long enough to get a degree, not that I am actually lacking, I have 

had a fairly good course in biology and botany and have carried out 

numerous biological experiments, the results of several being of sig- 

nificent economic importance, the results of these while already prepared 

have not as yet been published. 

While I 8 fot Leak & -° to keep in touch with you re- 

garding my work, you no doubt,jour ploneer work at Cumberland, Md. with 

ruffed grouse, bob white-and wild turkeys between 1916 and 1922 and 

my later work at Cornucopia Nature Laboratory, Huntsdale, Pa. between 

1928 and 1932, primarily with ruffed grouse. I also bred and reared 

prairie chicken and sharptail grouse 1930-51. I sold this Pa. property 

to the Department of Fisheries the Fall of 1982. It is the most promising 

hatchery-nursery they have, according to the Commissioner. 

While I am just as interested in grouse as évergrin 

view of the fact that the State of New York and other agencies were 

finally doing something in this field, I decided to shift my endeaver- 

ments to wild turkeys which were sadly in need of some special attention 

and since I had funds to work with from the sale of my property, started 

out where I left off in 1922. After our extensive survey of the more 

isolated areas between Pa. and Fla. and west to thre Mississippi and : 

a ways up the Arkansas and Missouri “ivers we finally decided that the 

Santee River %wamp probably had the best type turkeys (silvestris) left 

: in existance. We finally traced the sourse of the occasional ideal 

specimen to a vast virgin area known as Humes Swamp and here we found 

: specimens far better than we had hoped for. Slim rangey birds that were



decided wilder and far more suspicious &han any other strain encountered 

during the course of the entire survey, as for appearance they out- 

classed everything and seemed to be of a quite uniform type and no 

evidence of infusion of domestic blood, this being the only area where 

we found this condition, It was here that we also found the ivory billed 
woodpeckers, swallowkatds , white tail and Mississippi kite as well as 

the Carolina paraquet. While Stoddard, Pirnie and I are not yet in full 

agreement on the ultra superiority of this strain, I maintain that it 

is only because they have not yet seen these birds. 

Second generation captive reared birds of this strain are just 

as nervous and suspicious as the wild range birds though of course 

have a degree of confidence in their keeper through continous associa- 

tion since the time they were first hatched. They are almost as shy of 

a stranger as a wild range bird. 

The Biological Survey is getting Bulls Island in shape under 

Stoddards supervision to maintain a flock of this sfrain under natural 

conditions to assure their perpetuation and I have agreed to stock the 

island for them just as soon as they have it ready. 

I also hope to be able to set up some kind of an organization 

by which these turkeys may be supplied to state game departments and 

other agencies interested in restoration of the old original type pre- 

colonial eastern wild turkey. The same can be done for the intermedia 

and Rio grande as well as the merriami, sinee pure blood stock of all 

of these is likely obtainable. I hope to get Randall to handle this. 

The Audubon Society has taken up my lease on the Santee area 

and have employed Warren Shoakes and his boy to look out for their 

interests there. Bath these men worked with me and they really know that 

swamp. 

For your information, I have devoted practically my full time 

since childhood to the study of fish and game restoration problems, have 

had about ten seasons fish cultural experience, over twelve with game, 

about ten full years actual field study. Have for years. advocated im- 

provement of natural food and cover conditions in the field and game . 

management against wholesale propagation of confinement bred game and fish 

’ yet realize the desirability of having available such a supply available 

when needed for restocking depleted areas that should support game, hence 

my endeavers to breed in confinement the various species considered im- 

possible by the commercial breeder. I have also bred quite a variety of 

wild waterfowl. If I did not feel confident that 1 could make good, I 

would not consider seeking this appointment, 

Trusting that you will favor me by recommending me for this 

appointment, if called upon, assuring you that I shall always be glad 

to cooperate in every possible way, i beg to remain, 

Yours very truly, 

Geo. H. Malamphy, 
uakewood, . 

Cumberland, Md.



ee Cumberland, Md. 
April 2, 1956. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, Professor of Ornithology, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Since writting you the enclosed letter March 30th. 

while in Washington, I have talked with Mr. W. P. Nemmers, In charge 

Recreational, Wildlife &Land Improvement Studies, Land Utilization, 

of the Resettlement Administration and he informed me that the ad- 

ministrators of this division had held a conference and are all in 

favor of recommending my appointment to the personnal division and 

that he believed that it would help considerable if I could get 

letters recgommending my appointment from you, and others listed 

in the accompaning letter and submit them all together with those 

already furnished me by the men at the Biological Survey and Bureau 

of Fisheries when they recommend my application for appointment, 

that the combined weight of these should outweigh my lack of a degree. 

: Please address this letter to Mr. Millard Peck or 

Mr. W. P. Nemmers, Land Use Studies, Division of Land Utilization, 

Resettlement Administration, U. 8S. Department of Agriculture, Washing- 

ton, D. C. and forward it to me at Cumberland, Md. so that I can 

have them all together before submitting them. I will greatly apprec- 

jiate your making this just as strong as your concience will permit 

you under conditions as they regretably are. 

Again thanking you for this kind favor and hoping 

to receive an early and favorable reply, I beg to remain, 

Yours very truly, 

GE: Flitlasng by, 
Geo. EH. Malamphy, 
Lakewood, 

i Cumberland, Md.



uA DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY 

|| JOHNS HOPKINS MEDICAL SCHOOL April 17, 1932 
hs J BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 

Dear Mr. Leopold: f 

No use to talk, you throw a mean brand of logic and I 
thoroughly enjoyed reading you in the last Condor. No danger of 
my putting on. the gloves with you and risking a come-back in your 
best style, with trimmings, but rather I will betake myself to 
a@ concrete pill-box, and after" sqfaking"in approved bird-collector 
fashion, to gain attention, will pop at you with a bean shooter and 
then duck, 

You may know that really I have confined my conservation 
activities to one detail, as I have not the time to diversify very 
much, although I have thereby laid myself Open to the charge that I 
am activated by antagonism to one group. Nevertheless 1 have worked 
only against the unwarranted overemphasis of predatory animal control 
and for the abolishment of the use of poison, although I have also 
made faces at the proponents of hawk and owl extermination. 

5o I shall not enter the geme bird arena. Mr. McCabe had a 
good article. Your article is good and persuasive. ‘There are two 
sides to the question and ath of you can readily prove that he is 
right and the other wrong. It is human nature to emphasize the virtues 
of one's own group and the vices of the Opposition. I do not sit in 
judgement and I speak only from the viewpoint of my own little conser- 
vational niche. But, after reading your article I gain the impression 

XG that you,consider the conservationists (how I am beginning to hate that sgh’ word) a8 bitter-enders and opposed to everything but the inviolability 
of every living thing, a sort of Hindu caste Opposed to the taking of 
life, which has as its emblem a picture of the lion and the lamb lying 
down together. Of course 1 am putting it too strongly and you believe no 
such thing, but to me your article has more than a suggestion of this 
conviction, and it is to this only that I take exception. 

fo me this point is the gordian kmot of all our troubles. I have 
insisted, in print and out, that I believe in control of predators, that 
the harmful hawks should be killed, that the wolf should be exterminated in 
the United States, that the mountain lion can be tolerated only in the 
smallest numbers and in few places, that coyotes should be rgigorously 
dealt with by trapping and hunting where they are definitely harmful, that 
destructive rodents should be kept at a minimum where it is shown that 
such is needed, and I know of no competent vertebrate zoologist who does not 
feel much the same, with minor variations. Also we are anxious to reach a 
common ground of compromise, while yet there is time. Yet the Opposition, 
including one class of sportsmen, graziers, the Biologicel Survey et al, 
are constantly reiterating that we are a bunch of sentimentalists who would 
prohibit the killing of everything and would allow wild life to fatten on
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. the farmer and his crops, prohibit hunting, and such fantastic,things. 
As Opposed to the charge of an uncompromising stand directed at us, 

I have yet to recognize an admission by those opposed to us, including 
the Biological Survey, a number of sportsmens organizations, and so 
forth, that our stand is anything but illogical, or that there is any 
just basis for it. 1 do not know of any statement by the Survey, at 
least, in the last two years, conceding that we are anything but 99 
per cent wrong, and the Survey anything but 99 per cent right, or anything 

that might be construed as an indication of willingness to arbitrate -- 

no, I wont say that, for they are entirely too anxious to arbitrate, and 

arbitrate, and arbitrate. What I should say is willingness to arrive 
at a solution of the trouble by making concessions even for one twentieth of 
the way. ‘That, to my mind, tis the crux of the matter. 

If I am mistaken in mhis impression that I got from your article 
it is of little moment that 1 express myself thus, privately, and you can 
assure us to the contrary in some future publication. I readily concede 
that there are faults upon both sides, but the two sides will not arrive 
at a solution of the wild life problem while their opponents insist, in 
spite of assurances to the contrary, that the conservationists are 
obstructionsts and bitter enders. 

And of course this discussion is purely academic, and on a single 
point. You have a great array of splendid ideas end I'll express that 
Opinion to anyone who cases to listen. 

Sincerely yours,
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April 25, 1932 

Mr. Brazier Howell 
Department of Anatomy 
Johns Hopkins Medical School 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Dear Mr. Howell: : 

Z I appreciate your taking the pains to write me 
about the Condor letter. I do not feel particularly happy about 
the incident because I learned after publishing my reply that 
Mr. MeCabe had really intended to direct most of his criticism 
against More Game Birds, although his wording, I think,justified 
me in construing his comment as a joint criticism of More Game . 
Birds and myself. 

Let me correct any impression in your mind that I 
consider thé conservationists as a whole as bitter-enders. If 
they were, it would not be worth the trouble to try to head off 
the occasional reappearances of the "“hitter-ender" attitude. 
It is only because I am personally convinced that the higher 
type of sportsman and the more broad-minded type of conserva- Ff 
tionist hold nearly identical views that I go to the pains of 
trying to prevent unnecessary clashes between them, realizing 
that néither can accomplish anything without the help of the 

other. : 

e “Thank you for your kind remarks and for the exposi-~ 
tion of your own views. As they are stated in your letter I 
eertainly take no exception to them, since they are substantially 
my own. I have, however, differed with you somewhat in matters 
of detailed application. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD



DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY 

i JOHNS HOPKINS MEDICAL SCHOOL June 13, 1930 

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have been intending to write you a few lines 
for some time relative to my present controversy with 

the Survey. I dont know what your reaction is. The 

Survey has been saying some harsh things about me 
but I dont think I have the reputation of a trouble- 
maker.and all I ask is that my associates have a little 
confidence in my efforts for a short time longer. 

We have been after the Survey for six years 

about the predatory mammal problem and so far they 
have not ceded an inch on any point. It was very 

clear that progress could be made only by vigorous 
action. 

What we are after all boils down to a desire 
not to abandon control, but to kill fewer coyotes 
pending a thorough investigation of food habits, and 
abandonment of the indiscriminate use of poison, 
which is killing more fur bearers than coyotes. We 
would also like to see a change of policy by the Survey, 
with a little more consideration for sound biblogic 
practices and less for the sheep men and duck hunters. 

Sincerely yours, 

BRD ew LQ_, |



’ GEO, DOBBIN PENNIMAN LAW DEPARTMENT 

ATTORNEY AT LAW B&O. RR. 

‘ Sank December 17, 1930. nid: 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
e/o The Game Survey, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Sir:-- 

You have before you I am sure the copy of Mr. W. L. MeAtee's 

letter to me of December 15th. We have at our disposal funds suffi- 

cient, I am sure, to pay for the investigation into the life of our 

Maryland partridge. The amount we receive from shooting licenses is 

over $100,000 a year and while this amount is, of course, spent by the 

Conservation Commission economies can be easily arranged so that a 

sufficient number of thousands of dollars can be applied to this research 

work which in my opinion is essential if we are to make any real progress 

in inereasing game in Maryland. 

I hope that you will be able to recommend to our Conservation 

Commission some one who for five or six years will be able to give his 

time to a study of this subject. Hveryone recognizes that the man or 

men named to do this work must be filled with the fire of a real in- 

vestigator as it will require great courage and patierme to obtain worth- | 

while results. Will you kindly assist us in this. mtter as far as you | 

Gan, |. } 

Very truly yours, | 

Jute ae GDP/EB J 

4
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December 15, 1930 

Mr. Geo. Dobbin Penniman 
Attorney at law 
Be & O. Building 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Dear Bir: 

Replying to your letter of December 11, 
in further reference to a proposed scientific 
investigation of the Bob-white in Maryland, 

we do not, at this time, have anyone whom we 
could detail for a long-time investigation. 
We agree with you that only an adequate long- 
time investigation should be considered. 

We are very glad to know that funds are 
available for this wrk, and will say that 
should a suitable man appear we could no 
doubt cooperate with him in numerous ways, 
and should be pleased to do so. 

It occurs to us that Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
of The Game Survey, Madison, Wisconsin may 
have someone in mind suitable for this wrk. 
We are, therefore, sending a copy of this 
letter to Mr. Leopold with the request that 
he communicate with you. He would, no doubt, be 
interested in knowing what funds are available 
and what period of time the investigation would 
likely cover. 

Sincerely, 

We Le MeAtee 
in Charge 

Food Habits Research 

Note: This is the "resident of Maryland and a Democrat” 

investigation, but now seems to have dropped some 

of the original attitude. 

WBG



Dee. 22, 1930 

Mr. Geo. Dobbin Penniman 
Attorney~at-Law 
B. &0. Building 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Dear Mr. Pennimant 

I am very anxious to be of any help to you that I can in 
selecting a man for your quail investigation. 

The men with whom I am personally acquainted have all been 
snatched up by other states, but I have quite a list of men who 
‘gound good tut whose qualifications I cannot personally vouch for 
until I have seen them. A copy of this list is attached. 

Dr. MeAtee and his assistant, ¥. B. Grange, are the nearest ; 
men to you whom I would consider absolutely competent to make a 
selection. I would suggest that you write the men on tis list 

and tell them you have an opening, what you are willing to pay, and 
that if they will contact personally with either Dr. MeAtee, Mr. 
Grange, or myself that they may be recommended for this opening. 
If any of them get to Washington there will of course be an addi- 
tional opportunity for you to look then over. 

I have had a good deal of experience in the last two years 
Picking men for jobs of this kind, and would recommend that you pay : 
at least $3,000. ‘This ought toe command the services of a good 
youngster. Of course older and more experienced men would have to 
be worth more in order to be worth anything at all. 

Yours sincerely, 

f 

In Charge, Game Survey



R. Me Baker, Fox Paric Wyoming 

Sigurd F. Olson, Ely, Minnesota 

As B+ Borell, 753 + 56th Street, Oskland, California 

Harle H. Powell, ReF.D. #2, Canandaigua, MN. Y. 

S. S. Diets, 202 No. Franklin St., Red Lion, Pa.



DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY 

JOHNS HOPKINS MEDICAL SCHOOL rt z 

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND March 15, 1951 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Would it be possible for you to send me 

about 20 copies of your report on a proposed game 

policy fof last fall ? 1 think I can meke good use 

of this number. 

Hastily yours, 

OSS. >~ , 

. “\n 
ae x 

gy
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GEO. DOBBIN PENNIMAN 

LAW DEPARTMENT. 
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 

8. & O. BUILDING, Fae ea 

ae ae ae December 27, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold:-- 

I am in receipt of your letter ami also list of names 

as possible applicants for quail investigating. 

I thank you kindly for thigilist am am forwarding the 

same to our Game Commissioner, for his consideration, 
; 

Very y yours, / 

ine Lg Vi iihow. ee



February 27,1930 

Mr. Robert Marshall 
Laboratory of Plant Physiology 
Johns Hopxins University 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Dear Mr. Marshall: ; 

I appreciate very much your taking the trouble 

to send me a reprint of your article "The Problem of the 
Wilderness." I immediately read it with a great deal of 
interest, end it is hardly necessary for me to say that I 
am pleased that such a thoughtful and closely argued piece 

of work should be put out on this subject. 

I am particularly struck by your forcible pre- 
sentation in the first colwm et the bottom of page 143. 
This is the point which most hard-boiled administrators 
have missed; they have tried to judge the merits of varying ‘ 

personal tastes and have been unable to see your point that 
"T% is entirely irrelevant which view-point is correct; each 
is applicable to whoever entertains it,” 

g Yes, it would certainly help the cause if this 
article were given a wide distribution. I once built up a 
card index of persons particularly interested in the wilder. 

ness question. I am sending you this under seperate cover . 

for whet it is worth. If you care to keep it and develop it 
for your purpose, go ahead, I can borrow it from you when- 
ever I need it. If you do not care to do this you can return 

it at your convenience, 

I would like to teke you up seriously on the matter 
of arrenging a meeting and getting personally acquainted. if 
you ever come anywhere near Madison and I happen to be at home, 
it would please me greatly to have you come here as my guest. 

I am sure that there are a great many problems on which we could 
exchange views with profit and interest. 

At the present moment I am of course trying to make 

good on another but not altogether unrelated idea. It is related 

in that the basic objective is entirely uneconomic, This part of



2 Marshall 

it pleases me, for reasons which you will understand. If I can ever 
get this going, I hope to be back in what you call the wilderness 
battle. Meanwhile I am delighted to see that it is going so well. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD | 
In Charge, Game Survey



; ) , 
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Laboratory of Plant Physiology, 
Johns Hopkins University, 
Baltimore, Maryland, 
February 21, 1930. 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., 
421 Chemical Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I thought you would probably be interested 
in the enclosed reprint of an article which came out in 
the February Scientific Monthly. 

As the Commanding General of the Wilderness 
Battle, do you think it would help the cause if this 
article were given a wide distribution? At any rate, 
I have had a lot of reprints made on the somewhat ego- 
tistical assumption that it might. If you think so, 
too, could you help me develop a mailing list for it? 
To whom did you mail your wilderness article? 

With all the close calls we have had to 
meeting one another, I am still hoping that that event 
may occur in the not distant future. 

Sincerely, 

Robert WorcbaLt 

enc 
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This scene is expressive of hunting in Maryland in 
days gone by. This picture was taken on Chesapeake 

» i Bay almost twenty years ago. 

ARYLAND oe . Maryland blue mouth of the bay. Three decades later 

M is particu- 4 \ crab, the Chesa- the Ark and the Dove, under Sir Leonard 
laeiy weal . anit, oid — peake oyster, and Calvert, sailed up the broad waters of 

situated for wil i. > eens the diamond-back its largest tributary, the Potomac River, 

life existence; it is ‘ — \ ee s terrapin are fa- which divides Maryland from the State 
inhabited by many 4 g po ea vorably known of Virginia throughout most of its tor- 

hundred of species a ae 4a — throughout all of tuous course to its headwaters in West 
of birds, animals \ : \ 7 North America. Virginia. Lying entirely within Mary- 
end fishes; some Vil f® aoe 2 Muskrats inhabit land and Virginia, the Chesapeake Bay 
are residents Vet | ey the marshes, gray comprises an area of 5,000 square miles, 
throughout the en- Mah we te ¥, and red foxes, sev- almost half the entire state; it has a 
tire year; others ae - i eral species of shore line of 4,612 miles, and is about 
migrate to and ea ] squirrels, deer, ot- 195 miles long from its mouth at Cape 
from. distant climes at me & ters and rabbits Charles, Virginia, to the Susquehanna 
by land and water. Et eo are among those Flats at the head. A wonderful, beau- 
Situated in what [ae =i mammals to be tiful, valuable possession, offering habi- 
the zoologists are a ef a § Be eG] found in appro- tats for almost every form of wildlife to 

pleased to call the. “| 4 = . ee ae priate favorable be found in a temperate climate, and un- 
Austral Region, TALBOTT DENMEAD _ terrain throughout told recreational facilities. 
lying hetween® the 4g 2 BecrtnOe Bish or encsaeae the State. Maryland has every type of country Jone Maryland State Game and Fish Protec- aa “ y ty r) 
Northern and tive Association and National Director, In the eyes of from the mountains at the western end in 

Tropical Wildlife Izaak Walton League of America. the true Maryland- Garret, Alleghany and Washington Coun- 

zones, the State er there is only ties to the sandy seashore in Worcester 
provides ideal homes for countless forms one great inland body of water—The County; rolling lands, flat lands and 
of interesting marine and land life. Song Chesapeake Bay which bisects the ir- marsh lands; pine forests and hardwoods. 

and invaluable insectivorous birds of regularly shaped state into the “HKastern In the mountainous section will be 

varied colors and sizes nest and rear Shore,” some times called the “Garden found many species that properly belong 

their young in every part of the State; of Eden,” and the “Western Shore.” in the States further north, for that part 

upland game birds of some species will No matter how far a native of Mary- of the State is in the Transition Wildlife 
be found in every country; there are land may travel, invariably he re- Zone, while the southeastern corner of 

over 200 species of game and food fishes turns to his own, his beloved Chesapeake, the State borders on the Tropical Zone; 
to be found in its waters; wild water- discovered by Captain Christopher New- this has resulted in the discovery of many 

fowl rest none too peacefully at certain port in April, 1607, when his fleet was forms of life within the borders of the 

seasons on the mershes and bays; the compelled by storm to seek shelter in the State that do not “belong,” always a de-
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light to the discoverer, and frequently of Redbreast. The Baltimore Oriole, or as Bob White (Colinus Virginianus), in- 
: considerable scientific value. For exam- Tailor Bird, so named on account of the correctly called “quail,” and sometimes 

ple, a yellow rail collected in Dorchester wonder architecture of its hanging nest, “partridge.” But whatever we call him 

County by P. T. Blogg, and a blue goose is for some reason much less frequently “Bob” is a bird of great fame and excel- 
from the same place, collected by the seen than in former years; on the other lence, and by many considered our great- 
writer. There follows a brief outline of hand, the robin has increased in a very est game bird. Apparently the Mason 

the principal classes of wildlife to be remarkable manner. and Dixon Line, binding our state on the 

found in Maryland, unscientifically di- At the time of the passage of the first north, marks the northern limit of what 
? vided into birds, fish, mammals, crabs and Federal Bird law in 1913, it was legal might be considered the best quail coun- 

oysters. We shall leave the snakes, for to kill robins in a number of counties in try; the various marshes and black thorn 
which most of us have an uncalled for Maryland for sport and food; it is need- tangles of our Bay country afford par- 

7 dislike, to Dr. Howard A. Kelley, whose less to say the robin on his northern mi- ticularly good cover, protection and food 
book on Maryland Snakes is commended. gration passed on to more hospitable where these birds thrive and multiply; if 

And to the reader who wants to know _ states; and it was only on rare occasions, they -are provided with food when the 

more about animals, I suggest a perusal and on large private estates that a robin ground is covered with snow, and reason- 

of Dr. Robert Hegner’s “Parade of the could be found nesting; since its complete able legal protection, they hold their own. 
Animal Kingdom,” or Professor Edward protection by both Federal and State Imported Mexican birds do not thrive 

G. Huey’s “A Child’s History of the law this feathered friend is found nesting well in Maryland, due primarily to our 
Animal Kingdom.” all over the state, even in our villages older climate, which they cannot resist 

Maryland is most fortunate in having and big cities. with fewer feathers than our native birds. 
as its permanent or transient citizens To the Maryland sportsmen must go The Ruffed grouse, frequently called 

nearly all the common varieties of song most of the credit for the protection and pheasant in Maryland, which, of course, 

birds, and those birds that are invaluable inerease of our non-game birds, for it causes confusion now that there are ring- 

to agriculture because of their insect and was the sportsmen’s organizations that neck pheasants in certain parts of the 

weed seed consuming habits. It is im- fostered the protective legislation, as- tate, is larger and faster than Bob 

possible to list or even specially mention sisted by the Maryland Audubon Society, White, and is a grand and glorious game 

the vast number of individual species; and it is the sportsmen’s money that is bird; it is found in sufficient numbers to 

reference is made to three: the Maryland utilized in the enforcement of the state provide good sport in the three western- 

yellow throat and the Baltimore Oriole, law protecting song and insectivorous most counties, with a few birds secat- 

as they bear the names of the State and birds. tered through several other counties. It 

its largest city, and the now best known Maryland is also fortunate in respect jg believed disease plays a more impor- 

bird of this class in the State—Robin to her location for such great game birds tant part in the relative abundance of the 

grouse than the hunter. 

The wild turkey, considered by some to 

: | be “the” greatest of our game birds, is 
wo found in limited numbers in the same 

: & oF = three western counties; probably the best 

Bin . i af jf known place to hunt turkeys in the east 
iG ee | we PeaPian® « tue? ings is within the preserves of the Woodmont 

— “ a 5 re nat ma Rod & Gun Club in Washington County, 
la ith nn is - * a where wild turkeys are raised, liberated 

f , a ee <3 - _ 4 and found in abundance during the open 
a leet a F season both within and without the club 

are . rd Y property. 

= ae ed . The ringneck pheasant is found in 
SSS ae ———-_ f some spots, but taken as a whole, this 

3 : =. Sas a very desirable alien has not taken well 
ee = Sa i throughout the state. Those birds that 

= a =< — i: ss are taken by the sportsmen are generally 

Pa ee eee secured while hunting quail. 
‘ Duck hunting is Maryland’s premier 

sport; the fame of the canvasback on 

: the Susquehanna Flats, at the head of 

_ the Chesapeake Bay has been carried far 
: by those who shoot the seatter gun. The 

ae. _ redhead, a close second in the hearts of 

; y . . 7 the duckers, feeding on the same food, 

g Arpaia ol found in the same localities, is another 

ti rr a, tit ene §=voyal bird of the Chesapeake country. 
oe 5 Sue hale pet aie 48 po A es Agee Both birds were becoming scarce under 

Boss et oo biped £4 1 Ae Pera ite sect M26 = too much shooting, destruction of breed- 

eS a MPM 8) jaa Balpte pale bead Lith ing grounds by drainage, disease, etc., 
es Se . ei ay Le Te hae until drastic restrictions were promulgated 

a= by the Government for their protection. 
a — a It is gratifying that these two fine game 
— a cent i ‘ , ; i 
aS; “a a 98 birds are staging a comeback in Mary- 

facta —— —— > land due to these regulations and the re- os aie me ee : ; : ‘ 
inn A me ina a establishment of breeding, resting and 

Above, rail bird shooting on the Patuxent Marshes. feeding grounds. Bluebills, locally called 
Below, a typical point duck blind in Maryland. (Continued on page 29)
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i : 2 * fe season, namely, the jacksnipe and wood- 
nstutute s hit cock. Both are in a sense upland game 

birds, although requiring marshy ground 
in which to thrust their long bills and 

. extract the worms that comprise their 

uutstan ing principal food. Since spring shooting 
was abolished, and rightly so, Jacksnipe 
shooting in Maryland has become almost 

‘ THE AMERICAN WILDLIFE Insti- this fine game bird in the Old Dominion * thing of the past, and now that the 
tute will have one of the outstanding _ state. season opens so late, those few that stop 

exhibits at The North American Sports, Another important part of The Insti- 0 their southern migration have hurried 
( Garden and Outdoor Life Show to be tute’s exhibit will show winter cover for 0% before the opening date; weather 

held in Baltimore February 11 to 19, quail, after a manner developed at the conditions being favorable, however, there 

concurrent with The Third Annual North various cooperative research units. This 2%¢ many fresh tidal marshes where they 
American Wildlife Conference. exhibit also will show the live birds. can! he-found! i the fallin redued smut 

Occupying approximately 1,000 square In both the wild turkey and quai! bers. x (a : 
feet on the main floor and in one of the exhibits, the birds will be shown in The woodcock, like the ringneck, is 

most desirably located spaces of the en- natural habitat. generally killed while in pursuit of quail 

tire Outdoor show, The Institute’s ex- A display of burrowing animals will 224 other upland game; erratic, noc- 
hibit will be centered around an actual provide another interesting part of The turnal, here today and gone tomorrow, it 

working research unit, transferred from  Institute’s exhibit at the outdoor show. 8 20 wonder that every hunter feels a 

the field for the occasion. This unit The burrowing animals will be displayed keen satisfaction in slipping this beauti- 
will be similar to those conceived and in earth enclosed in glass, which will ful bird into his pocket, brought to him, 

financed on a cooperative basis by The enable spectators to see the burrowers Perhaps, by his retriever after a particu- 
Institute, which now are delving into at work and just as they would appear larly difficult shot through dense cover. 
perplexing problems at nine widely if their burrows in the earth were sliced They are found in every county, but are 
seattered land-grant colleges. open by some gigantic knife. not so plentiful in the mountain counties, 

Equipment and personnel, as well as The General Wildlife Federation, 204 breed throughout the state. 
problems of research, will be moved which is sponsoring National Wildlife Four species of rails are found in the 

from the field by The United States Restoration Week next March, also is Maryland marshes, and owing to their 

( Bureau of Biological Survey, with which expected to have an impressive exhibit secretive habits, migrations at night, and 

The Institute cooperates in maintaining at the Outdoor Show. This exhibit due to the fact that only persons search- 
the units now established in Oregon, probably will consist of a large mural ing for them would find them, probably 

; Maine, Utah, Connecticut, Virginia, Ala- painting, depicting the spirit of Wild- less is known about the rails than any of 

bama, Iowa, Texas and Connecticut. life Week. our game birds. They afford considerable 
The scientists assigned to the Balti- winnie sport and food to a large number 2 

more exhibit not only will work on their hunters. The species most hunted an 
problems with the same equipment and Wildlife in Maryland most plentiful is the Carolina rail, some- 

in the same manner as in the field, but ; ie times called sora; next in importance 
will be prepared to answer questions (Continued from page 5) from the hunter’s viewpoint may be 
from interested spectators. blackheads, probably supply the major either the King rail or the Clapper rail, 

The entire exhibit of The Institute will portion of Maryland’s shooting of the depending on where one hunts; the 
be surrounded by a split rail fence, in diving ducks, and have been more plen- fourth. species is the Virginia rail, al- 
keeping with the “outdoor atmosphere” tiful than usual this past season. They most a miniature King rail in build and 

policy of the entire outdoor show. may be found on suitable grounds from color. The Clapper rails, sometimes 
A large portion of the exhibit will be one end of the Bay to the other. called Marsh hens, are found on the salt 

given over to a display of wild turkeys, The mallard, pintail, baldpate, black tidal marshes around Ocean City; the 
from among the first ever raised suc- duck, and teal provide the bulk of the Carolina rail is found on the tidal 
cessfully in captivity. These wild tur- marsh shooting; the black duck, blue- marshes of the Patuxent River near Up- 
keys were developed through the efforts winged teal and woodduck nest in Mary- per Marlborough, and other fresh water 

of Charles O. Handley, leader of the land. The gadwall and spoonbill are oc- marshes where wild rice, or wild oats 

cooperative research unit at The Vir- casional visitors; the woodduck is, of abound. The King rail is generally found 
ginia Polytechnic Institute, in Blacks- course, protected throughout the year, as on high marshes. The Florida gallinule 

burg, Virginia. After having baffled is also the whistling swan. When there is frequently taken in Maryland, and al- 

many other investigators, the problem of are no more ducks any other place on the most invariably called a “King Rail.” 

raising wild turkeys was assigned to the east coast of the United States, many of The King rail and Clapper rail nest in 

; Virginia cooperative unit two years ago. these species will still be found in Mary- Maryland. 
Handley and his assistants worked out land. Maryland is also ideally situated for 
the correct answer in the same manner The Canada goose is found in Mary- the angler; in its four western counties 
that other wildlife questions are being land in goodly numbers and has held its will be found the brook, the rainbow and 
answered through The Institute’s ¢o- own since night shooting and power boat the brown trout; the State stocks the 
operative units. shooting were abolished; with the excep- streams in all the northern counties of 

The story of the development of wild tion of Currituck Sound, North Carolina, the State from Baltimore City, west, and 

turkeys in captivity attracted nation wide Maryland affords better goose shooting maintains by means of money derived 

attention just a few months ago. The than any other place on the east coast. from anglers’ licenses an excellent hatch- 
turkeys to be shown in Baltimore will The brant is also found in lower Mary- ery for these species at Lewistown, and 
be sent to the outdoor show by The land, but there has been no open season some pretty good trout fishing can be 
Virginia Game Commission, which al- on these birds for several years past. obtained if the angler is willing to search 
ready is employing the Handley formula There are only two shore birds, found for unfrequented waters. 

in restocking the diminishing supply of in Maryland, on which there is an open The smallmouth or largemouth black
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bass is found in nearly every part of the do not consume, and gone the next day. you may be assured of Chesapeake Bay 

state, the former of course being confined The bluefish supplies food for thought, oysters in season if you come to Mary- 

to the streams of the western counties, food for our citizens, and to many, the land, and crabs in the summer when 

and the largemouth being plentiful in all greatest of all salt water bay fishing; you visit the Chesapeake country. 

the fresh water tidal estuaries of the bay, they run to very large size in our 

and in the ponds and lakes throughout Chesapeake. 

the entire state. The Potomac River, the But it is the humble hardhead, or sea 

Monoeacy, the Conococheague, are three croaker, that actually supplies the com- Wasted Energy 

of our best known bass rivers. Few wall- mercial fishermen and the hook and line (Continued from page 15) 

eyed pike are found in Maryland; below fishermen with the greatest poundage; opinion, may be justly blamed for ob- 

the dam at Conowingo is probably the caught in all parts of the Bay and its  scuring the issues and throwing sand in 

best place for these fish. Crappie may salty tributaries from early summer, it the gears. He may not know that aboli- 9 

be found where they have been stocked provides consistent fishing when other tion of hunting would restore wildlife 
in mill ponds and other similar waters. more prized denizens turn up their only to a level determined by the pres- 

It would be impossible to do justice lordly noses at offerings of food, both ent carrying capacity of the lands and 

to the fishes of the Chesapeake in this real and artificial. There are countless {he waters—which in many places would 

article; mentioning a few that afford other species, including the white and mean no restoration at all. He may not 

sport, also commercial fishing, will have yellow perch, the catfishes and the spot; understand the elementary fact that not 

to suffice. There is the great striped these provide many anglers with sport. all who are born ean survive, If he 

bass, locally called rock; thanks to the And let us not forget the recently does not understand these and the other 

abolishment of the purse net, and other discovered sea fishing off Ocean City, iological fundamentals, his opinion is 

protection afforded this fish, which is on the edge of the gulf stream where worthless, for this is a scientific matter. 

at least a part a year round resident the deep sea angler can take marlin, If he does, and still opposes all hunting 

of the bay, it has increased recently; dolphin, and other so-called southern on other than moral grounds, he is 

further remedial measures are necessary game fishes; nor the fascinating form guilty of intellectual dishonesty. 

however, before we can sit back and of fishing along the coast at that place TI should like to point out once more 

feel safe; the primary need is a scien- known as “surf fishing,” where the red that all of us who are interested in wild- 

tifie study of the habits of this species drum or channel bass is taken in Spring life at all, from the dyed-in-the-wool 

for too little is known about its breed- and Fall, along with countless numbers  game-hog to the most extreme protec- 

ing grounds and migrations. of whiting, locally known as king fish,  tionist, are seeking the same thing wheth- 

The sea trout, or squeatague, or weak- or sea mullet. Yes, Maryland has good er we realize it or not. If we want more 

fish, whichever name you prefer, is found fishing, and of any variety desired by wildlife to enjoy without killing it, we 

in the bay during the summer months, the angler. can get it only by increasing the carry- 

and provides good hook and line fishing No account of Maryland wild life ing capacity of the lands and the waters. j 

for thousands of residents and non-resi- would be complete without mention of If we want a larger crop to harvest, 

dents. It is an old reliable and few the blue crab and the Chesapeake Bay year after year, our method must be the 

summers pass by that good catches of oyster. Volumes can be written on same and the objective of the non- 

these fish are not taken up to 6 and 7 them; their decrease in later years, which hunter will be attained as well. We all 

pounds. And the “blues,” finicky and cannot be blamed on pollution, how to seek a larger breeding reserve. The 

hard to please, here one season, absent bring them back to former plentifulness, only difference is that some of us wish 

the next, slaughtering silver minnows or and what laws should be enacted to pro- to leave the entire surplus to be killed 

menhaden one day, while the gulls hover tect them, are questions for one better by natural factors, the others wish man 

around feeding on what the fish kill but informed than I to answer; however, to take a fair share of the surplus. 
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‘ Maryland 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See "The Maryland Hawk Bounty," by A. Brazier Howell, The Condor 

Vol. XXXIV, July 1932, p. 187. .



File: Cat 
Hawks & Owls 
Maryland ~ 
Predator chapter, text 

Extract from “Bird-Banding,“" Vol. III, No. 1, Jamary, 1932. 
General Notes, page 33. 

AN INTERESTING GREAT HORWED OWL CAPTURE--While returning from tending 

a duck trap on the Walter P. Chrysler estate at Horn's Point on the 

Choptank River, Maryland, just after dark on the evening of October 7, 

1931, I flushed a Great Horned Owl, which fluttered up in front of my 

Gar und flew laboriously down the road. The headlishts shoved it to 

be carrying something heavy, something which it could not lift two feet 

off the ground. I gave chase, ani the bird dropped clumsily a hundred 

yards farther on, to crouch defensively atop the prey it seemed so loath 

to leave. I stopped the car twenty feet away and turned on my strong 

; spotlight. ‘the owl's attention was riveted by the dazzling beam, and 

while it stood motionless staring into the glare, I crept up cautiously 

on the dark side, threw my jacket over it, ami pinioned it down. After 

wrapping the claws in my handkerchief to prevent accidents, and folding 

the bird safely in my jacket, I stopped to pick up its prey, which, to 

my surprise (and delight) proved to be a half-grown house cat! ‘The kill 

evidently had just been made, for the limp body was still warmand quivering. 

The owl weighed forty ounces, and from its small size I judged it to 

be amale. ‘the cat weighed nineteen ounces, almost half as mech as its 

; captor. 

oO L Austin, Jr., Bureau of Biological Survey, Cambridge, Md.
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Calif. Fish & Game, Jan., 1931, p- 91. 

TURKEYS PLENTIFUL IN MARYLAND 

It is interesting to note in the fall 

jssue of the Maryland Oonservationist 

that more than 400 wild turkeys were 

taken in Allegany County during the 

hunting season of 1929 and that the 

pirds are increasing rapidly in that state. 

In a report to the State Game Depart- 

ment, Harry R. Kenney, district deputy 

game warden of Allegany County, said 

that it was his belief that sportsmen 

would be favored with one of the greatest 

hunting seasons for wild turkeys that 

they have had in years past. 

Investigations show that California 

possesses quite an area of turkey country 

which is being developed under the gen- 

eral supervision of August Bade, super- 

intendent of the state game farm at 

Yountville. More than 300 turkeys have 

been liberated during the past season and 

these birds are showing great promise of 

becoming established in our wilds, ac- 

cording to reports of field men.
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is our duty to pass this great heritage on to posterity with as > 

i little decrease as possible. 

The word "Conservation" comes from the Latin which has fur-— 
{ nished many of our words in common use. It means "to save, to pro- 

tect, to preserve or care for; to guard or keep safe in an entire 

state." But my interpretation of the meaning of the word is to the 
effect that while we should at all times conserve, we should not 

deem it unwise to make the proper use of our natural resources. 

Conservation really means a prevention of waste, the wise use of 
what God has placed on this earth for our use." — E. Lee LeCompte 

State Game Warden of Maryland in Report of 1930. 

EMERGENCY RATIONS FOR GAME BIRDS 

Grain sorghums and millet are being recommended by the Missouri College 
of Agriculture as grains to be raised by farmers and sportsmen who would leave 
this feed standing for quail and other game birds throughout the winter months. 
It was at the request of the State Game and Fish Department that the College 

determined the grains most suited for an emergency bird feed for use in all 
parts of this state. 

L. Haseman, of the University of Missouri, has issued the following state- 
ment in this connection:- 

"Knowing that the quail and pheasant can satisfactorily handle 
most any farm grain, we felt that the most important thing to con- 
sider would be a grain that could be grown easily on varying types 
of soils and which would tend to hold its seed for winter use in the 
open. Professor M. F. Miller, of the College of Agriculture, has 

: suggested the grain sorghums, for those sections of the state where 
grain sorghums are generally grown, and millet which produces a 
smaller grain but an abundant supply and which holds its seed quite 
well, Either of these two grains could be readily grown over much 
of the state where it is desirable to provide winter food for quails 
and pheasants. The grain sorghums, in particular, would grow where 
most other grains fail, due to shortage of moisture, Millet, of 
course, does best on reasonably good soil but can be grown less 
abundantly on poorer soils. The millet would have some advantage 
with reference to height and ease with which the birds could secure 
the grain but the grain sorghums, on the other hand, would have the 

advantage in case of deep snow and we believe holds the grain into 
the winter fully as well as millet." — Missouri Game & Fish News. 

oo ee 
In his report on Game conditions in Maryland, Mr. E. Lee LeCompte State 

Game Warden reports as follows: 

ESTABLISHED 1802
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"Due to the extreme drought which prevailed in 1929, when 

the open season arrived for the hunting of upland game, November 

10th, our covers were parched from the drought but in the majority 

of sections, upland game was found to be plentiful. An open winter 

of 1929 followed by a dry summer furnished very suitable and desir— 

able conditions for the propagation of upland game. The open winter 

permitted more natural food to be found by game than usual and the 

brood stock in our covers March lst far outnumbered any previous 

year. General reports received during the hunting season were to 

the effect that bob-white, cotton-tail rabbits and wild turkeys 

were especially numerous in their respective sections. 

The establishment of game refuges not only by purchase but 

by lease, and the co-operation received from the agriculturists 

of this State in seeding areas which produced cover and feed which 

was left standing during the fall and winter after the seeding, 

has greatly assisted in replenishing our covers with upland game. ' 

Bob-white have shown an increase in all sections of the State 

and with the thousands of hunters going afield during the hunting 

season and vermin prowling 365 days and nights a year, it is a 

wonder that any species of game could increase in a state having no 

more land area than Maryland. 

The ruffed grouse, known as the King of Game Birds, in which a 

disease appeared 1926 to 1929, in practically all states north of the 

Maryland-Virginia line and which became so serious that Harvard and 

Cornell Universities made very thorough scientific investigations, are 

reported to be in excellent condition and the disease which appears 

once in about every seven to ten years, seems to have disappeared. 

The Virginia White-tail Deer have shown a decided increase. 

The law provides an open season on male deer only, with 6" antler, 

in Garrett County, December lst and 3rd, in Allegany County, Ist to 

15th, and on the Woodmont Rod and Gun Club in Washington County, 

December Ist to 15th. During the past spring and summer, we have 

‘received numerous complaints from farmers of Garrett and Allegany 

counties, claiming that deer had become so plentiful that they were 

destroying their crops. The law does not provide for any reimburse- 

ment for damages done by deer. 

On the Meadow Mountain Game Refuge in Garrett County, where. 

we started with a buck and a doe a few years ago on an enclosure of 

fifty acres, our herd has increased to such an extent that we have 

been compelled to increase the area from time to time until at pres— 

ent we have a deer corral of 300 acres enclosed by a 9-foot wire 

fence. The last report from S. L. Bowman, Game Keeper, was to the 

effect that he could account for 54 deer within the enclosure and 

numbers of wild deer were seen almost daily on the outside. 

For the past few years, we have been importing wild turkeys 

from North Dakota which were planted in the counties of Garrett, 

Allegany and western Washington for propagation purposes. This 

method has proved very successful. Reports are to the effect that
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during the past hunting season over 400 wild turkeys were killed be- 

tween November 10th and December 31st in Allegany County and around 

140 in the western part of Washington County. There is a closed 

season on wild turkey in Garrett County until November, 1931, and 

with the extreme dry season thru which we have passed in 1930 which 

furnished very favorable conditions for the propagation of this 

great game bird, we feel sure the coming hunting season will be a 

very successful one, 

The American Woodcock, which, due to non-protection during 

their propagation period, had become almost extinct, under Federal 

and State protection are showing a very decided increase. These 

birds propagating in Maryland, are migratory in habit and as our 

season does not open until November 10th for the hunting of wood- 

cock, a great many birds in this State have migrated before the 

‘ open season arrives. 

The English Ring-Necked Pheasant which we have propagated to 

some extent at the State Game Farm at Gwynnbrook since 1920, showed 

a decided increase before the law provided an open season for the 

taking of both sexes. Before this game bird can show an increase Ff 

to justify hunting, we will be compelled to have a closed season, 

especially on the female. 

Maryland, which is known throughout the Atlantic Seaboard, as 

the mecca for wildfowl, each season attracts to the Chesapeake Bay 

territory, thousands upon thousands of wild geese, whistling swan, 
black brant and every species of wild duck that comes over the 

} eastern migration. Due to the extreme drought which prevailed in 

1929 wildfowl were not as plentiful in our waters during the hunting 

season of 1929-30, November Ist, to January 3lst, as they were the 

previous season and as we depend upon Canada to furnish at least 80% 

of the wildfowl killed in Maryland, if reports are true that due to 

the extreme drought which has prevailed in Canada in 1930 they claim 

there will not be over 50% of the wild ducks leaving Canadian terri- 

tory this season for wintering in the southern states the coming 

hunting season, we may look for a decrease in the number of wildfowl 

killed in our covers. 

The black duck and blue-—winged teal, the only two species . 

which propagate in Maryland territory, have had a wonderful propa- 

gating season chiefly due to the fact that the areas in which these 

species breed are along the tidal water sections of our State and 

even during the severe drought of 1930, we were blessed with ex- 

tremely high tides which furnished the black duck and blue-—winged 

teal propagating areas with an ample water supply and they have 

shown a decided increase. These species for the past five years are 

showing an annual increase due to the Federal regulation and our 

State law providing for a closed season between February Ist and 

October 31st, inclusive. By closing the season January 31st, we 

have eliminated the unscrupulous hunter who killed these species in 

March and in former years up until April 10th and thru this method 

ESTABLISHED 1802
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decreased the brood stock to a minimum. The black duck mate late 

in February and early March and thousands of them have been killed 

in this State under the old law as late as April 10th which were 

nesting birds and I have no doubt that some of them were mothering 

broods of young when killed. 

Whistling swan and wild geese have shown a decided increase as 

the drought of 1929 and 1930 which so seriously affected the breed- 

ing grounds of the wild duck did not affect the breeding grounds of 

the geese and swan which is in the Arctic Zone, lying in the extreme 

: northern portion of the Northwest Territories, and in the past hunt- 

ing season has furnished excellent sport to the wild goose hunter. 

The Federal law prohibits the hunting and killing of whistling swan 

at any time. 

Our law does not provide that the hunter shall make a report 

of his kill of game. However, thru co-operation of the clubs hunt— 

ing wildfowl, we were able to secure information to the effect that 

56,433 wild ducks, 1,256 wild geese and 298 black brant were killed 

during the past season. We estimate that there were at least 

150,000 wildfowl killed during the season as this report is only a 

small percentage of the numbers of birds killed in our State." 

According to the following report of the Halifax County Fish & Game 

Protective Association, the game situation particularly with respect to ducks 

and geese is not so bad as it has been reported elsewhere:— 

"The kill of moose to the number of 1248 and 1886 deer was 

reported to the Provincial Authorities. 

Snipe were extremely scarce; woodcock about as usual, but 

migration began early and reached its height by October 22nd. 

Ducks were plentiful and geese are increasing in numbers. As the 

members are aware, an interesting colony of upwards of 10,000 geese 

winters at Port Jolie - Port L'Herbert, and winter goose hunting has 

assumed considerable proportions there. Also, other harbors on the 

south cost of the Province are becoming the winter haunts of geese. 

One of these is Cole Harbor in this county. Quite probably the abo- 

lition of spring shooting is responsible for the increase in num— 

: bers which is apparent. 
There waS an open season of two weeks on ruffed grouse this 

year, October 16th to 31st, the first in years. By precept and ex— 

ample the members of your Committee endeavoured to improve the ob- 

servance of the game laws — and there was much to do as affecting 

grouse. We are of the opinion that in the City of Halifax, law ob- 

servance in this regard is improving, but we feel that there is much 

yet to be done, and we earnestly ask all members of the Association 

to keep watch and lend their efforts towards stamping out the rem- 

nants of the unfortunate practice of trafficking in game, particu— 

larly grouse, out of season. We believe that the united efforts of 

all our members can accomplish this in the city, and help greatly 

in the rest of the Province." 

gn T. WALLER, JR. 

DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATIO)
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NO. 58 GAME CONSERVATION NEWS MAY 15, 1930 

PROPAGATION OF BOB-WHITE QUAIL IN MARYLAND~ 

The State Game Division of the Conservation Department of Maryland, which 

has operated a propagation plant for the raising of game at Gwynnbrook, Balti- 

more County, Maryland, has re-equipped this plant almost entirely for the rais- 

ing of bob-white quail --- through the installation of a #44 Buckeye Electrical 

Incubator with an egg capacity of 16,000 bob-white quail eggs and electrically 

equipped brooders, under the supervision of our Game Breeder, Mr. C. J. McPhail. 

In addition to the propagating plant at Gwynnbrook, we have established 

a plant on property purchased from Miss Alice Hitch on the Jersey Road, just at 
the boundary of the city limits of Salisbury. This plant is being equipped 

with a #43 Buckeye Electrical Incubator with an egg capacity of 8,000 bob—white 
quail eggs and electrically equipped brooders. This plant is under the super- 

vision of W. H. Collier, Game Breeder. With the establishment of these two 

plants, we hope to increase the percentage of the propagation of this great 

game bird during 19350. 

Experiments have been made for some time past in the propagation of bob-— 
white quail, In fact, this Department has been experimenting in a small way 

since 1926 and in 1928 were very successful at the plant at Gwynnbrook, raising 

bob-white quail by using bantam hens for incubation and the old system of brood— 

ing. During that season, from 33 mated pairs of bob-whites, we gathered 1426 

eggs, hatched 1112 birds, raised to maturity 844, which we consider a very good 

percentage for the equipment used. However, as always in the propagation of 

game birds, it is almost impossible to tell what the results will be until the 
propagating season has ended. The season of 1929, we started with 90 mated 

pairs, from which we collected 3900 eggs which we considered an excellent rec- 

ord as the average was 43 eggs per bird. From the eggs collected, we set 5400 
eggs, hatched out 1641 birds; during the hot dry weather of August, a disease 

appeared which reduced our birds materially within two weeks and from the 3400 

eggs set, we were able to raise to maturity only 500 birds. 

We lay no claim as originators or promoters of the idea of propagating 

bob-white quail by electricity. The credit for this system should be given to 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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Mr. Edwin G. Baetjer, a very prominent attorney of Baltimore, Maryland, who, 

back in 1927, in co-operation with the Buckeye Incubator Company of Springfield, 

Ohio, started an experiment in trying to produce an all-electric incubator and 

the first machine of this type placed on the market of which I have any know- 

ledge was one No. 43 Mammoth. All-electric Chicken Egg Buckeye Incubator, 

furnished by this Company to Mr. Baetjer in the Spring of 1929, when he pur- 

chased property in Virginia known as the White Oak Quail Farm about seven miles 

from Richmond and placed in charge of this farm Mr. W. B. Coleman as Superin- 

tendent, who is known throughout the United States for his experiments and suc~ 

cessful experience in the propagation of bob-white quail. Mr. Coleman claims 

the experiment proved successful during the season of 1929. 

Therefore, we decided to follow suit and do not anticipate using a single . 

bantam or chicken hen of any description for hatching or rearing quail in 1930. 

We expect the incubator to hatch the eggs from which the little birds will be 

transferred to elevated brooder coops heated with a 30-watt heating unit which 

is attached to a galvanized canopy. In front of the brooders, we will use runs 

20" in width, 6' in length, covered with galvanized mosquito wire to keep out 

flies. The bottom on which the birds run is of hardware cloth of such size as 

to permit droppings to go through to a tray which will be removed daily and the 

contents burned. 

We are starting the season with 90 mated pairs at the State Game Farm at 

Gwynnbrook and 29 mated pairs at the State Game Farm at Salisbury. We hope to 

rear the young birds to the age of eight to ten weeks, at which time they will 

be distributed to game refuges and sanctuaries owned or leased by the Depart— 

ment in the Counties of our State. : 

If the electrical system proves to be satisfactory, we sincerely hope 

that hundreds of poultry raisers in our State will adopt our plan for the prop— 

agation of bob-white quail. As there is always a good market for live birds 

for propagation purposes, I am sure that the poultry raisers would not have 

much additional expense or trouble in raising bob-whites as the poultry raisers 
in our State, in the majority of cases, are using at present the incubator and 

breeders for the raising of poultry. I am sure if they would add to their 

plants the propagation of Chinese Ringnecked pheasants, they would find it a 

very profitable addition to their business. - Maryland Conservation Department, 

rome soe { 

WHISTLING SWANS AND JACK MINER'S STATEMENT 

"Recently all leading papers carried a despatch from Medicine > 

Hat, Alberta, quoting Jack Miner as saying, "there were only a thous— 
and swans on continent." When interviewing Jack Miner on this ques— 

tion he said the eye sight of the people of Medicine Hat must be real 

bad, because while there last fall he showed them moving pictures of 

several thousand of these white angelic birds feeding along shores 
of lake Erie in front of his bird sanctuary. In view of this, why 

would Jack Miner say there were only one thousand white whistling 

swans on continent when since 1922 he has been feeding four or five \ 

thousand annually? What he did say was, that along Atlantic coast 

when these birds were counted previous to 1916, there were less than
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“the Wild Turley at Woodmont" 
EeAeQuarles - Bull. Amer. G.P.A, - July, 1918 

Zocation & Ansar Woodmont Rod & Gun Club, Woodmont, Md., via Hancock, Md; or 0 at: to Woodmont, on W. Va. line, on Potomac. 6,000 acres. 
Streams go dry. 

Species. Turkey, deer, quail, ruffed grouse, squirrels, rabbits, English hare. 

fond calichieae 28 clearings of 5 acres each, 2 miles apart. East slopes pre- Sow with wheat, millet, buckwheat, % corn (no rye). Wheat som with 
timothy, Sept 10-20 to furnish fall greens. Next spring red clover sown over 
the wheat. Strips then sow to buckwheat in June, and millet & corn in May. Each patch has 1 acre each of 4 grains and 1 acre in sod fallow. 

Hatural-foada: erapes, devberry, lmckleberry, blackberry, agorn, beech, chest- 
mt, sumac. Main lack is reliable water. 

Epialater Shycninine in pigeon carcasses used, plus 5 pole traps te each 
el - Glaimed that dogs will not eat pigeon carcasses. 

Zaixol, 5 patrols in cottages scattered thru the property. 

. Axtifictal Reartne 
Ratio. 1 gobbler per 5-6 hens. 

Peng. 3 acres per bird. . 

Sats 18 eges first & second year, after that 13. Incubation by turkey 
hens natural nests. First eges April 1. 

Maturity. Gobblers mate first when 2 yrs. old, hens ley fertile eges at 1 yr. 
Zenee. 9 ' woven wire with 4 poultry wire, 1” mesh, at bottom on outside. 

Tngabation. 28 days. Hens heave nests about ) times, are not fed. 

Booting Gear As soon as exes hatched, hen is driven into a 10x10" raila 
pen, Kept there 1-5 days. 

Begins 2S hra. after hatching. Very fine cracked corn mixed with ee times per day. By Oct. frequency reduced to 2 per day. Hard 
grain replaces mash at end of 6-8 weeks. 

Sb-nizhh broods are driven into closed wire pen, with roof at one end and roosts at ground. Mot let out ti11 dew dries. 

Sebblexg rejoin hens as soon as broods hatch, Newell says, if only male in osure, but if other males all flock together till broods 2/3 grow.
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In Wild gobbler's harem is 5 hens (Newell). ee 

Marks of Wild Stoclc. 

1. No white in tips of tail feathers. 
2. large eyes Head small ani blue, not red. 
© oo oo 

Neck long, well feathered. 
5- Legs pink (except in old gobblers, reddish). ; 

Prices. Gobblers $25, hens $15 in amall lots. Mggs $1.25-$1.50 each. 

Tilet Desk Book 
. furkey folder 

Made ~~ 
Chap. VIII, Report
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The Wild Turkey at Woodmont 
By E. A. QUARLES 

A detailed Account of the Breeding and Preserving of America’s Splendid Game Birds, as it is Carried on at One of the Best-known 
Sportsmen’s Clubs in this country 

Eee VISIT to the Woodmont Rod the house. Trout will probably be added if the P. Bridges, whose home is in Baltimore. A keen 
and Gun Club, at Woodmont, project of creating lakes is carried through. student of nature and devotee of sport, he has 

I Md., had been a matter of studied closely the habits of the wild turkey. Prac- 
| A pleasurable anticipation to me Fame Rests on Turkey Shooting tical application of knowledge thus acquired ac- 

; for three years. I wished to counts in large measure for the fact that on the 
i : go there not only because of The fame of the Woodmont Club rests chiefly, Woodmont preserve the wild turkey has been en- 

its reputation for hospitality, however, on the wild turkey shooting it affords. abled to make a successful stand against encroach- 
E oa but also on account of the fre- How the supply of birds has been kept up under a ments that have so generally spelled his extinction. 

Pr quent reports that had come to half century of shooting will be described later. So far as I am informed, Mr. Bridges has had no 
me of the interesting work being The club officers are Nelson E. Perin, president, opportunity to study methods of holding the game 

done there in breeding and preserving wild turkey. and Henry P. Bridges, secretary and treasurer. supply by practical preserving which obtain so gen- 
The long looked for opportunity to make the trip The list of governors follows: erally on the other side of the Atlantic, yet he has 
came last July, and it was with great pleasure Active: Nelson E. Perin, Washington, D. C.; worked out, single-handed and without the benefit 
that I set forth from Baltimore with Mr. Henry Eugene du Pont, Wilmington, Del., Dr. Thomas , of example, a scheme of holding on the Woodmont 
P. Bridges, secretary of the club, and other mem- preserve a sufficient head of game to afford good 
bers, for Hancock, Md., where we left the train sport year after year. His methods differ only in 
and completed our journey by automobile. minor details from those employed abroad. 

On leaving Hancock we soon found ourselves in The success of Mr. Bridges’ efforts gives, I 
a wonderful country of majestic hills, for the most think added weight to the propaganda of the 
part heavily wooded with hard timber, and dotted 7 a American Game Protective Association, vigor- 
with beautiful apple orchards, for this county is fj ¢ ously carried on for several years past, which seeks 
one of our greatest apple producing sections. Finally P i to impress upon American sportsmen the fact that 
we left the main road and, after following a beauti- a a the old order has changed and that only through 
ful trail through the woodland, came suddenly ? the application of practical and proved methods of 
upon the clubhouse, modest but comfortable, fs preserving can we hope to maintain an adequate 
situated high on a cliff overlooking the Potomac 4 gx supply of game in this country. Mr. Bridges’ 
River and affording one of the most splendid views \ a v 4 success also shows, I think, the fallacy of relying 
I have ever seen. The interesting ride and keen 2 on the closed season as a panacea for all the ills 
mountain air had whetted our appetites, but they Vv attendant upon shortage of game. For half a cen- 
were well satisfied when we faced at dinner a large tury at Woodmont a good head of game has been 
platter of small-mouthed bass taken from the maintained through the magic combination of re- 
Potomac a short time before by some of the mem- stricted shooting and the application of practical 
bers who had preceded us. preserving methods. It is significant, too, that the 

bird whose existence has been so well safeguarded 
A is one of our native species. Too often those who = 

story, of the sClub ¥ oppose the employment of methods proved suc- 
Before entering upon a description of the many cessful in other countries advance the mistaken 

things of interest to the sportsman, game breeder argument that these are | adapted only to the 
and game preserver that I encountered here, a word species native to the land in which they are used. 

or two should be said as to the history of the club. i 
It has been in existence fifty years, and its founder George) W 7 Newell Brcederiot Wild “turkeys Preserving Principles Broadly Applicable 

was the late Admiral Robley D. Evans, one of the : ne 
keenest sportsmen the Navy has ever produced, 8. Cullen, Jere H. Wheelwright, Stuart Olivier, The broad principles underlying game preserving 
and a two-fisted fighting man. Four presidents William. A. Marburg, J. Kemp Bartlett, Henry P. are applicable to every country and all species of bird 
have partaken of the club’s hospitality, Cleveland, Bridges, 8. Davies Warfield, all of Baltimore, Md. Jife—they differ only in the details of application. 
Harrison, Arthur, and Garfield. Honorary: George T. Watson, Fairmont, W. Va.; Scattered throughout 

i The club is located on the Maryland-West Vir- Robert Garrett, Baltimore, Md.; Blaine Elkins, the club’s 6,000 acres, . oF 
Virginia line with a B. & O. Railroad station, Wood- Elkins, W. Va.; Daniel M. Barringer, Philadelphia, chiefly of woodland, are f F peraecte* ~% 
mont, practically at its doors. It is also reached Pa.; R. Lancaster Williams, Baltimore, Md.; John twenty-cight clearings, 2 Y. j 
through Hancock, Md., as stated above. T. Davis, Elkins, W. Va.; James O. Watson, Fair- approximating five ey: —. + 

The club preserve of 6,000 acres is heavily wooded ™ont, W. Va.; Rollin H. Wilbur, Philadelphia, Pa.; acres each and occur- fei he ¢ 
and has numerous streams, but none that is never Edwin L. Turnbull, Baltimore, Md. _ Ting at intervals of two Pe a ke i 
failing, a fact that has prompted the governors to Among the other well-known sportsmen consti- miles, Every one of bs i 
consider conserving water during the dry season tuting the membership of thirty-five may be men- {hese is regularly cul- | em y ess sf 
by the creation of lakes, ponds and swamps. Such tioned: ‘ tivated and sown with > ah ta 
action would add greatly to the attractiveness of the Senator Clarence W. Watson, Baltimore, Md.; various grains. Mr. Pow. Y é& 5 nd 

preserve from a game standpoint and would in- John T. Davis, Elkins, W. Va.; Samuel D. Warriner, Bridges describes his Paes f iy 
volve comparatively small expenditure, as there Philadelphia, Pa.; Henry M. Brackenridge, Pitts- method of cultivating ree, f a ; 
are numerous small valleys and dells that could burg, Pa.; William A. Marburg, Baltimore, Md.; these as follows: pa oo some 
easily be dammed. John F. Miller, Pittsburg, Pa.; Charles A. Stone, “We endeavor to lo- seers | tae 

The preserve now contains wild turkey, deer, New York City. cate our clearings, when- et & et 
quail (Mexican and bobwhite), ruffed grouse, squir- ever possible, on slopes [SS _ 
rels, rabbits, English hare and doves, together with Mr. Bridges’ Splendid Work facing east. They are fees Pande eee 
a few snipe and woodcock, in season. There is good placed about 200 yards tary a “the Weodacnt 
small-mouth bass fishing in the Potomac River, Without disparagement of others, it can be said off the woods roads Club, with a bunch of 
which borders the club and is within easy access of _ that the club owes much of its success to Mr. Henry that run through the squirrels
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preserve, though each clearing has a branch road been able to maintain a small head of game, but English sparrows and starlings are useful in this 

leading to it. Each year we sow on these nothing like what he has shown. The most im- connection. Camouflage the trap with leaves or 

clearings wheat, millet, buckwheat and field corn. portant essential of all has yet to be described. grass and place the bait so that the victim must step 

We do not approve of rye. Wheat is drilled Reference is had to vermin. When the average on the trap in order to reach it. Jump traps, baited 

with timothy between September 10 and 20. We American preserve owner thinks of vermin at all,’ or unbaited, may be placed in wooden tunnels 

find that the birds eat the green shoots when they it is most frequently after he has stocked his lands. 4 x4 inches, without bottoms, Jocated in such 

appear later in the fall. In the following spring Vermin extinction comes first always. It certainly places as weasels, skunks and the like are accustomed 

red clover is sown broadcast over the wheat. The did at the Woodmont Club. to run. When so placed bait need not be used. 

latter is not cut and furnishes grain to the birds as This device may also be used along the outside of 

it ripens; the c’over insures a good sod and it, too, Poisoned Pigeon Carcasses Used poultry wire fences which confine eee birds. The 

is eagerly taken. Clover attracts an abundant natural tendency of the weasel, mink and other 

supply of insects, on which the young broods feed. “We employed chiefly the bodies of pigeons in species of vermin, is to enter such narrow pas- 

A second strip in the same clearing is sown broad- which powdered strychnine was placed in our ver- sages as the tunnel affords. 

cast to buckwheat between June 10 and July 10, min work,” said Mr. Bridges, in describing this 

and harrowed in. Do not sow this grain too thickly. feature of his work. “We bought the bait in the es a 

In May additional strips, consisting of field corn Baltimore market at 35 cents a pair,” he continued, Five Bate tor June aeope 

and millet, are put in, the latter sown broadcast “‘and the poison was inserted by making an in- Still another effective use of the jump rap is its 

and harrowed in. cision to the entrails at one side of the breast bone employment about a circular enclosure in which 

“None of these crops is harvested, of course. and placing it therein. [Sometimes a capsule is a live fowl, a bantam cock, preferably, is confined as 

Approximately one acre each is devoted to the used in carrying out this work.! As much strych- a decoy. Make this enclosure about three feet in 

four grains mentioned. A fifth portion of the clear- nine as the end of the small blade of a pocket knife diameter; construct it of half-inch mesh wire cloth 

ing is always kept in sod, so as to prevent the land would hold was placed in each careass. A like and place three or our No. 1 traps immediately 

wear:ng out under continual cropping.” quantity of the poison was placed in the mouth of outside, covering them with leaves or grass. 

each bird, so as to get those species of vermin which ; 

Purposes Served by Seeded Clearings eat the head only. When this es completed, we Preserve Is Adequately Patrolled 
placed the bodies along the bridle paths running 

These clearings serve several purposes: through the preserve, locating them approximately The fifth essential of good game preserving, sys- 

1. By furnishing a better food supply than can a mile apart. This work was done after the shoot- tematic patrol of the preserve, is well looked after 

be found elsewhere, they tend to keep turkeys and ing season had closed. at Woodmont. The preserve is dotted with a num- 

quail from wandering off the preserve. “Results followed quickly. Our first bag from ber of cottages, strategically placed, in which are 

2. Food is furnished in stress of winter weather. the poison consisted of possums, 17; skunks, 27; housed the superintendent and guides, five in 

3. In the open season birds are more easily lo-  racoons, 1; foxes, 1; weasels, 2; hawks, 4 or 5; owls, number, if my memory is correct. These men make 

cated, as they feed in these clearings regularly. 2. This was the harvest only a day or two after regular patrols of the preserve boundaries, shotgun 

4. A good supply of insect life, so essential to the bait had been put out. in hand, ready for any vermin that may be encoun- 

young birds, is supplied. “After the second year we found that less than tered. There must be at least a fair overflow of 

5. They furnish the open spaces that practically hal! of the bait put out was taken and after five game from the preserve, and it is presumed that 

all game, no matter how indigenous to woodland, _ or six years hardly any. This shows, we think, that the public takes full advantage of this. But for 

invariably seeks from time to time. we have reduced vermin greatly. We keep No. the care, intelligence and money invested by the 

Two of the five essentials involved in practical 1 jump traps on four-foot poles in our twenty- Woodmont Club in its preserve, it is nearly cer- 

game preserving have thus been covered—the fur- _ eight clearings as a protection against hawks, two tain that the turkey would be a thing of the past 

nishing of food artificially (by sowing or planting) or three to the clearing, located well away from the in that section. It is hoped that the local popula- 

and the breaking up of dense cover by roads, rides, bordering woodland. tion appreciate this fact. Too often the public 

or clearings. “We shoot black, copperhead and rattlesnakes on fails to give credit to work such as this and more 

sight, as well as dogs and cats.” frequently it goes even further and manifests re- 

Abundant Natural Food sentment at being excluded from any game covers 

‘ eee: Use of Poison Not Always Legal on which birds are to be found. i 

A third essential is an abundant supply of nat- Preserving has been the principal but not the 

ural food. This there is on the Woodmont prop- Readers of this article are cautioned that it is sole method employed in increasing the supply of 

erty, else turkeys would not be found there. Wild not legal in all states to use poison, and inquiry wild turkey at the Woodmont Club. The birds 

grapes grow in abundance, there are great patches should be made of the local game warden wherever have also been bred in captivity and later turned 

of dewberries, huckleberries, and blackberries, and its employment is contemplated. While it seems out to add to the head of wild game, but it is not 

the forest growth is plentifully supplied with beech, — well established that dogs will not eat feathered necessary to do this now. Mr. Bridges is recognized 

acorn and chestnut trees. Sumach also occurs. carcasses of pigeons, there are some who argue that as the principal breeder of wild turkeys in this 

These are the principal but by no means all the there is danger in placing these where valuable country. So great has been the demand for birds 

vegetable growths furnishing food. Naturally this animals will have access to them, owing to the well that he has shipped them to England. 

source of food supply is more important than that recognized tendency of dogs to wallow in carrion 

artificially furnished; the latter, however, tends and then to lick the coat. The Board of Fish and 

greatly to increase the head of game on any givenarea. Game Commissioners of Pennsylvania has employed PART II 

The clearings might be made even more attractive, poisoned pigeons on state game preserves for sev- Breeding the Turkey in Captivity—Methods Em- 

I think, if each could be provided with a supply of _ eral years without experiencing any trouble, however, ployed at Woodmont Explained in Detail— 

water, A large fountain such as is used for poultry so far as I am informed. Probably Easier to Rear Than Quail, But More 

would serve in this connection. I am well aware Where poison cannot be used the jump trap is Difficult than Ringnecks. 

that there will be many who will be disposed to the best substitute. It should, in fact, be employed 

regard this suggestion with amusement, but the always on game preserves, whatever the conditions FTER a thorough inspection of the work at 

fact remains that water is one of the most potent may be. The use of these traps in the case of A Woodmont and elsewhere, and careful con- 

attractions that can be furnished birds, whatever hawks has already been ndicated, save that there sideration of the question, I am inclined to 

the species. Further, in England large areas on should be added the caution to wrap the jaws so believe that wild turkeys can be bred more easily 

which game had been hitherto unknown have be- that no injury may be done innocuous birds that than bobwhite quail, but not as readily as ringneck 

come well stocked when water and grit, two essen- might fall a prey to the trap. For ground vermin pheasants. 

tials that were lacking, were provided. In some the jump trap should be placed in stone walls, I shall now outline briefly the breeding method 

instances the water was furnished in the manner I piles of stone and crevices in rocks, the location that has been successfully employed by Mr. Bridges 

have suggested. being so safeguarded that game birds will not likely at Woodmont, or, rather, near Woodmont, for 

Had Mr. Bridges been content to rest with the blunder into the traps. Bait is usually employed the turkey breeding is carried on on a farm owned, 

labor already described he would probably have when ground vermin is sought. Young chickens, by him, several miles from the preserve.
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The work is now in charge of George W. Newell, Wild turkey eggs hatch in twenty-eight days. Mr. front of the shed iskept [™— ™ {ga = 4 

seventy-four years of age, but hale, hearty and Newell states that the hens leave their nests ap- down the brood may be 

vigorous. He has bred wild turkeys for twenty- proximately four times*®during the incubation given release there be- a : 

five years and has shot them for more than half a period. He does not feed them at such times. fore being allowed to : 

century, during which time more than 1,200 have ‘As soon as the hatch is off, Mr. Newe'l drives hen return to the sixty-acre |¥ 4 , 

fallen to his gun. I shall not soon forget the day and brood into a rail pen, located within the en- rearing enclosure, in the a \\ 

I spent with this sportsman of a day long since past. closure, ten feet square, covered with boards. The event the ground is wet. eee, | ‘“ i 

He is replete with knowledge of the turkey, gained young have free access to the outside, but the hen Mr. Newell thinks Gi a i 

in the school of experience, and his stories of the cannot escape. The mother is kept thus confined much of his success with r “(6 

gobbler of which he made a pet and which he for four or five days, by which time the brood turkeys comes from the : ; 

veraciously states used to accompany him on his should have become well set up on its feet. protection he givesthem |F yi . 

fishing trips, are worth the hearing. at night and during wet | ™ Bi 

Mr.. Newell considers that one gobbler to five Feed for Young Birds weather. He is doubt- |” Sy 

or six hens is the proper ratio in breeding in cap- less correct, as, in the |i.) - ‘é 

tivity, and that the fenced enclosure in which the The first feed is given twenty-four to forty-eight — wild, it is probably ver- ii hts Piers 

adult turkeys are kept the year round, and in which hours after the brood comes off. It consists of min and wet weather a heaton 

the young are also reared, should contain three very fine cracked corn moistened with milk slightly that account for most 

acres for each adult individual there confined. He and is given four times daily. Curds are given of the mortality among A Marauding Wild Cat 

has found the clutch laid by birds thus held in mixed with this mash as often as possible. The young turkeys. Birds 

captivity to run from thirteen to eighteen eggs. hen mother supplies her food needs from the rations which have thus been driven in to roost will con- 

The latter number is usually laid the first and sec- given the young. The number of feeds given the tinue to frequent the coop at night after they are 

ond years. He permits the turkeys to do their own young is gradually decreased till October, when they — grown. 

incubating. Gobblers, he says, mate first when two are put on the two feeds a day which are given The shed and run used in connection wi h night 

years old, but states that the eggs of year-old hens adult birds. At the end of six or eight weeks the housing are, to all intents, like the ordinary poultry 

are fertile. The laying season ecm- house with run, 

mences in early March when the 7 = Near the center of the sixty-acre 

spring is an open one; rarely does the mam on = tract is a five-acre tract sown to grain 

first egg arrive later than April 1. oe e ~ ee. : in exactly the same manner as de- ' 

ge Bee ie, scribed in connection with the pre- 

Ration for Adult Birds ee . Se, serve. This furnishes a good deal of 

a, WE sett feed, both grain and insects, and the 

Adult birds are fed twice daily the ~~. ee ‘ broods are almost always located 

year round on a mixture consisting at there when the keeper sets out on his 

of whole corn, two-thirds, buckwheat a rounds to feed. 

and wheat, one-sixth each. A supply es i } 

of gravel is kept within easy access Se Early Hatched Birds Excel in Vigor | 

of the birds. Charcoal might well be as E 

added. The succulent part of the 
Tasked Mr. Newell why he did not 

ration is furnished by the blades of rcb the turkey nests and incubate the 

fodder corn, cabbage, and mangel - early laid eggs under demestic hens. 

beets. No special laying mash is fed, > His reply was that, while this was 

as is done in the case of most game 
feasible, late hatched birds were so 

birds bred in captivity. - hard to rear that he did not consider 

Mr. Newell carefully searches daily, 
it good practice. He stated that a 

when the breeding season arrives, the A View Across the Potomac from the Veranda of the Woodmont Club hen turkey would lay a second clutch 

sixty-acre enclosure in which his if robbed of her first, and that she 

breeding stock, consisting of twenty hens and hard grain ration mentioned heretofore as given would continue laying for quite a time if her eggs 

three gobblers, is confined the year round, seeking adult birds is substituted for the last mash feed were taken away a few at a time. 

to locate every nest. These are usually found in of the day, and the feeds are cut from four to Mr. Newell also told me that the gobbler rejoined 

dense patches of weeds, fence corners and other three a day. the hen when she brought off her brood, if he were 

places affording seclusion. A nine-foot woven wire the only male in the enclosure and ranged daily 

deer fence encloses the breeding pen, supplemented Protection from Vermin and Wet with her and the brood. If there were other gob- 

by a four-foot width of one-inch mesh poultry wire, blers, however, this would not occur till the broods 

placed on the outside, at the bottom, but not buried. The hen mother is given her liberty with the were half to two-thirds grown, the gobblers flocking 

newly-hatched brood on the fourth or fifth day. together in the meantime. In the wild, Mr. Newell 

= Every evening, however, she is driven into an en- says, gobblers have from three to five hens in the 

f: \ closure immediately adjoining the rearing field, harem, usually. 

iN & which is securely wired against vermin, both top 

i. F : 4 and sides, and contains a tightly boarded, though Will Try Reeves Pheasant 

a 4 r 4 well ventilated closed house or shed at one end. 

> az y ? The brood is confined for the night in this shed, the Mr. Bridges and his associates have done a big 

- a ¥ ‘| A upper half of the front of which consists of two- and interesting work at Woodmont. Their methods 

rT 3 x | 5 inch poultry netting. Entrance is effected through are well worth the study of other sportsmen’s 

Bak i a yy ' Po ao a door at the front. In this shed, which is provided organizations. It is hoped that this narrative will 

ce { Rais) ny / s \ ee with roosts a few feet from the ground, the birds stimulate a widespread interest in practical game 

Sees i Ba ; % Ry are driven after being given the last feed of the day preserving and game breeding, (something we must 

y $ zi aa] aa in the vermin-proof wired enclosure immediately have in this country if we are to keep and increase | 

ss ‘aac acta : . in front of it. There they are confined for the night Ur game) and, also that it will serve to induce 

ease Pe ied = cae and, should it be raining in the morning, they are ™any who possess extensive woodland tracts to 

- ~ not released till the ground is comparatively dry. endeavor to introduce the turkey. 

George Marshall, of Charlottsville, Va., and B. Similar action is taken when dews are heavy. aoe 

Howell Griswold, Jr., of Baltimore, with their Young turkeys are much more susceptible to the Eprror’s Nore: Those interested in the breeding 

guides (first and third figures from the left). wet than ringneck pheasants, which accounts for of wild turkey are advised to read the article on that 

They killed four wild turkeys taken in one day. the precaution taken. If the grass in the run in subject that begins on the following page.
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. . At the end of two weeks add rice to the second 
Breeding the W ild Turkey and third feeds of the day. Boil the rice separately 

x and mix it in by hand. 

rN FTER studying the work with wild for the purpose of this article will be called Pen Sy SN ee hy ao oe vee 
if \y) turkeys at the Woodmont Club, I No. 1. When the snow leaves the ground, substi- In wet weather, after the first week, a dash of 
A A } feel pretty well convinced that pre- tute for the hard grain ration given by Mr. Bridges, cardiac in the feed, is recommended. 3 
7 i serve owners and State game com- the following laying mash at the morning feed: de es ae cre ee eusse| 

# missions which maintain game farms Equal parts of corn and oats ground together by Spratt’s) and Spratt’s pheasant manna (a grain 
and game sanctuaries have hitherto overlooked (commonly known as “cowfeed”) and middlings, mixture), are added to the mash. The crissel is 
a splendid chance to bring back in comparatively to which mixture add one-fourth mealed alfalfa first placed in a bucket of warm water and the im- 
large numbers one of America’s finest: game birds. and one-tenth bone meal. Seald the alfalfa over a Ea eee palin ee oe ee 
I hope very much that some of those who read this night and use sweet-smelling bone meal only. Be- drain in a sieve (a simple frame 18 x 18 inches with 
article may be led to try out the wild turkey in a fore adding the alfalfa scald the mixture above a fly screen bottom). The pheasant manna is also 
modest, experimental way. The bird is not feasible given and, when cool, work in the alfalfa. This scalded and ae aud joie mat bout zee 

aS Se aie ‘ wae Ber Hac i z and scratch food, the two last named being boile: ee hare teeang,mMi, wat  eas ofor sk ond Sel hen ie ech arb" mah es is 2) IS 1s bi pheasants should be fed crumbly, never sloppy. resulting from the mixture of these ingredients is 
be had, it seems to me he is well worth trying. it is too wet, add sufficient middlings to make it given at the first three feeds of the day and dry 

The description of the breeding methods employed crumbly. seratch food alone is given at the fourth. ( 
a Mr. Bridges in the article immediately preceding Feed this mash food every morning and give the daitt pen gemumencetnent ot the four ee the 

is, evidences the fact that ample ground is used usual grain feed at night. Keep grit, charcoal and 
and the birds are permitted to carry on much as _ oyster shell always before the birds. "4 " 
they do in the wild, save that they are safeguarded This ration tends to increase egg production and Night Housing of Young Birds 
from vermin and the wet a are given some feet eae fertility. E 3 

ila MTU emnecucicbaiogs “Wegeewae deat eee Ge ee ee | A 12 hey procure 1 he large ; ing clipping should again be resorted to at method employed by Mr. Bridges in housing the 
range which their pens afford. this time. . . 

Eggs should be gathered at frequent intervals, ae prods of pukeys Se mueht and ue wel meaher, “BES 8 33 gueD S) if this were possible. The adoption of this method | 
Breeding in Restricted Areas taking care at each gathering to leave one or two, would involve the construction of what would be, 

pencil-marked, as nest eggs. Those taken should to all intents and purposes, an ordinary poultry : 
It is quite likely, however, that many who may be placed under domestic hens for incubation. housetwithtwireruns in front immediately adjacent 

wish to engage in turkey breeding will not be so 1 am inclined to believe that a hen about half game fa the Evdibaures ja wick lhe young birds were 

fortunately placed as is Mr. Bridges, with regard would make a good foster mother, because of the being reared, so that they could be driven in at 
to space, and hence that the birds will have to Tanging proclivities of that breed. night. The Louse should be divided into sections 
be produced on a much more restricted area. In When the broods are taken off, place them in approximately 8x10 feet, each section harboring 
view of this fact, I wish to present a suggested the enclosure farthest from that (Pen No. 1) in a single brood. The font Betietstractureranerital 
method of wild turkey breeding on a comparatively Which the adult turkeys are confined, which, for be boarded only half way up, two-inch mesh wire 
small area. This is based on methods employed — the purposes of this article, will be known as Pen supplanting the boards at that juncture. The roof 
by Mr. Duncan Dunn, superintendent of the New No. 2, locating them in rides, handling the hens should slope to the rear. Five feet ten inches is a 
Jersey game farm, who has been breeding turkeys and feeding the young just as is done in the case sufficient height in front. Roosts three feet from 
successfully for several years. The method pre- of young pheasants, except that the hens should be the ground should be provided. Build so that drafts 
sented here differs in some details from that fol- permitted to range with the broods after the first will be impossible. Each year the ground in these 
lowed by Mr. Dunn and contains some elaborations, week. houses should be spaded and heavily limed. Bury 

but it has been submitted to him in its entirety and Incubation by Hen Turkeys inch-mesh wire vertically and then horizontally { 
has received his approval. about the shed, six inches each way, to keep out 

To begin with, I would suggest to the prospective The hen turkeys might be permitted to incubate yermin. The wire runs in front of each section of \ 
breeder the erection of three enclosures, each con- their second clutches of eggs. Certainly this should the house should be not less than 8 x 12 feet. They 
sisting of approximately three-fourths woodland and be done in a few instances to see how this would should be fenced exactly as specified for Pens 1, 
containing an abundant supply of natural food and work out. Feed the broods thus brought out as 9 and 3, except that two-inch mesh wire should be | 
cover. The area of each enclosure should be at you do the young turkeys with foster mothers, placed over the top to keep out hawks and owls. | 
the rate of half-an acre for each bird composing the _ throwing out a handful of whole corn at the morning @rass and weeds should be kept down in these 
breeding stock to be employed—an acre would be and night feeds for the mother. Do not move the runs, so that the young turkeys may be permitted 
all the better. broods that have turkeys for mothers from Pen  ¢o yun in them when the regular pens are too wet { 

When possible the three enclosures should im- No. 1. You may have to move out the gobblers to admit of this. While the construction recom- { 
mediately adjoin one another and they should be and hens without broods, as, if the enclosure is too mended for these runs is comparatively vermin | 
surrounded with a six-foot fence composed of small, these will attack the poults. If such moving proof, it should be remembered that this is a rela- 
poultry wire. One-inch mesh wire four feet wide has to be resorted to, the birds should be placed tive term. Inch-mesh wire will not keep out 
should be used at the bottom of these fences and in the pen which is still unoccupied till the young weasels or young rats. 
this should be run beneath the ground six inches are full grown. This enclosure will be known as 

vertically and then turned outward the same dis- Pen No. 3. Adult turkeys sometimes persecute Vermin Trapping Described 

tance, as protection against burrowing vermin. — birds that are even two-thirds matured. 

Above the inch mesh wire there should be placed The ration used by Mr. Duncan Dunn in feed- There is a saying among gamekeepers that, 
two-inch mesh, three feet wide, to complete the ing his young turkeys is the one I should advise ground vermin can go through any mesh large 
fence. By locating the three enclosures so that employing when birds are reared under the com- enough to permit ingress to the head, and this is, j 

they immediately adjoin, a substantial saving in paratively restricted conditions described in this I think, correct. In view of this fact, the runs and | 
wire can be effected, and, also, birds can be changed _ article: house described immediately above should be | 
from one enclosure to the other with the minimum The Dunn Ration trapped constantly with jump traps placed in 
amount of trouble. Each of the three enclosures tunnels. Before placing these tunnels immediately 4 

should be sown to from three to five strips of grain i First 2 three days, chopped hard-boiled egg and outside and in contact with the wire netting, break | 
and clover, fifty to seventy-five feet wide, in the Spree nae on eeaen Tecpratie nucben 6) oe, slightly the surface of the ground on which they | 

manner indicated in the article immediately pre- pheasant meal, first scalding it and using the oat- re to rest. This makes the spot more attractive | 
ceding, entitled “The Wild Turkey at Woodmont.” meal to bring it to a crumbly state. to weasles and the like, possibly by carrying the 

Breeding stock should be ordered in the early On the fifth day, add chick grain, scalding it and suggestion that ingress to the inclosure has already 
summer for delivery about. October lr Specify the Bhan a peeathensand sqaten muaing ee been effected at that place. Another very effective 

wing-clipped birds. When it arrives, place it in time. Increase the proportion of chick grain till ‘ap for enclosures in which game is confined is 
the enclosure containing the heaviest cover, which, — the birds are two weeks old. one made of half-inch mesh wire cloth and con-
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structed much on: the principle of the old box Experience has proved that young turkeys can of their anatomy. The toes are long, thin and 

rabbit trap. I know of no better trap for weasels, easily be killed during the first four or five days narrow.” 

cats, and the like. These traps can be supplied when bred in confinement if the mother, natural At the third annual conference on game breeding 

at $8 each. They are pictured and described in or adopted, is inclined to range extensively. For and preserving there was an interesting discussion 

American Pheasant Breeding and Shooting, pages this reason it is wise to keep the mother in con- with regard to the markings of the true wild turkey. 

53 and 54. finement during this period. At the Woodmont It was opened by Dr. A. K. Fisher of the U. 8. 

Trapping similar to that described immediately Club a rail pen is used for this purpose. The brood Bureau of Biological Survey, whose remarks, as : 

above should also be carried on constantly around — has free access to the outside while the mother is taken from the report of the conference, follow: 

the outside of Pens 1, 2 and 3. Pole traps should thus confined. There are two rather independent strains of 

be used about all enclosures for hawks and owls. ‘i wild turkeys. The one from which our domestic 

Be sure to place these in open spaces and on as How to Judge Pure Bred Stock stock has been derived came from the table-lands 

highien Aaa saibl Wheiais a wulditirle ila? Si ‘ ee of Mexico, and its sub-species extends up into our 

high ground as possible. : en is a wild turkey wild? Some time since 1  gouthwestern United States. The other strain, the 

Reduce your stock of birds as early in the fall flattered myself that I knew, but the more I hear eastern bird, which was familiar to the earlier 

as possible to those you wish to keep as breeders the matter discussed, the more my doubts arise. settlers in the East at that time, extended from 

for the following year. Winter your birds the It can be stated positively that very few birds are southern Maine southward and westward, even in 
d BS pan oN AE pen eN ox An aats loved bath os need unten le qvhich sub-specific forms, to Florida and to Tamaricas, 

second year in Pen No. 2, use Pen No. 1 during employed by those who breed them for sale which fexi¢o. The first-named bird is probably larger 

the second breeding season as the place in which have not some taint of domestic blood, for the than the other, and has distinct markings, making 

to rear your young turkeys and keep-up this rota- wild turkey crosses readily with the domestic and it readily distinguishable from the eastern form. 

tion in pens as the years go on, so that the soil may even in wild flocks birds thus tainted are somet imes 

become as little contaminated as possible. An- found, usually the result of the visit of some wild Domestic and Wild Markings 

nual liming of all open spaces in the three pens will gobbler to a range on which domestic birds are Rats : 

help keep the soil sweet and clean. feeding. Our domestic bird and the Mexican and south- 

Ia ene ati jaiaieaipresaineealone Natural ish 1 old bloga ia wild western varieties have the etchings of the rump 
ny one wishing to undertake breeding along aturally, one wishes only pure wild blood in wi and tail feathers broadly marked with buff, and in 

the lines indicated will do well to purchase American turkey breeding (it is pretty generally held that some cases almost white, not very different in color 

Pheasant Breeding and Shooting, from this paper. [Holds up  buff- 

which is published by this Associa- r colored paper.| The eastern bird, on 
tian z sa: fo the contrary, has these markings of 

Fas ae Sey aa See oe Ge 2 Se ry wre a deep chestnut, so that from aide 
Brae VAC Soy myn Rate 2 hE ae | sy 4 : ; Fes 

F Fo Ee SEs Rage gE aly a ORI Te ge ae sal Fe SY tance very little light color is shown | 

The Dunn Method With Turkeys Bticrs ee os ue See eae et, a We 4 i om on the rump and tail. Of late years 
‘Aa afora’siated wild turkeys are Hs A ee i eee ‘ eee ee tes al At iaed ee 1 we have iE zood cee of rounle in 

i success pubiore ed 1" Sashes Matera vec aati a page AEE Beery Be securing absolutely pure stock of the 

being successfully bred by Mr. a el Bae Rehr ec gs SEO 2 i eastern bird. The domesticated bird 

Duncan Dunn at the New Jersey 1 3 3 - tas cae heard the call of the wild, and, wan- = 

State Game Farm. He states that < Se aa 3 i dering towards the woods and moun- 

he mates one tom with eight or nine 3 « TR I He ed crossed Paani less with 

3 4 s eS ’ Se - the native species, so that in many 

hens and ee the latter average (Be ON saa Es s localities the wild birds, so-called, 

thirty eggs during the season. He we ee, \y 3 5 show the characteristics of both races. | 

has kept as many as thirteen turkeys an a ts I brought with me a few feathers 

in a two-acre field, surrounded with eg ee ee 33 of the genuine wild turkey to show 

a ten-foot fence. All birds were —————— a A you. [Exhibits feathers.] Here is a 
Wine blioped a = See : = 2 =a tail feather; if it were from a domes- 

6 RPC ers LP a a tieated bird it would hardly ‘stand 

Nest robbing commences when =e a a SS = out in contrast with the color of this 

seven or eight eggs have been laid. 1 ee x, jan . ‘ paper. [Holds feather against pul 

Turkeys change their nests frequentl: 3 Fen oS et - paper.] These from the rump show 

| snder cteh Seaton oa aes oto 1S kore sete so Soe = < ~ also the dark chestnut etchings. In 

c nee ees i <7 Se Ts YY oes oe the domesticated or the Mexican 
hard to locate them. Crows are per- Bet a Pee SO Ee = the bird, you could hardiy see these 

sistent egg eaters. ee ee ee es ee ‘i etchings at any distance if similar 

Mr. Dunn usually sows buckwheat feathers were held Bennet the same 

sn hie i p A Fi shade of paper. In birds that are 

in his turkey pens. He advises A Typical Bit of Turkey Country more or less contaminated we find 

ground for turkey enclosures that the upper tail feathers showing the 

contains woodland and thick undergrowth, as well the wild bird is the easier to rear); but how to get cross. In other words, the feathers nearer the back 

as some cleared, arable land. this with absolute certainty is, I confess, a hard Show eet of Hehe markings, eet ges spore 
; 3 : é ees nearest the tail may still preserve the true color. 

Under the Dunn method domestic hens only are problem. Here is Mr. Newell’s description of the When we find feathers of the rump uniform and a | 

used for incubating turkey eggs and the method true wild type: dark marking of the tail, we may be pretty sure 

employed in incubation is exactly the same as with 1. No white in tips of tail. that the birds are pure-bred wild stock. : 

ringneck pheasants. Ten eggs are usually given 2. Lar, ‘ _For some reason our eastern bird seems to be more 
ache , a ec ‘ oe difficult to rear than the domestic or the Mexican 

each hen. 3. Very small wattles. ra eG ai 
- A G aa Rs turkey, but as the game breeders become trained, 

When it comes to the rearing of young turkeys, 4. Neck distinctly longer than that of domestic I feel’sure that all difficulties will be overcome, and 

Mr. Dunn has found that the greatest measure of _ bird. we will be able to perpetuate this splendid game 

success has been obtained when the broods are 5. Bill very neat, sharp and hard at the peak ba i jaical ah Gna atook sold 
& A i i d 3 : have seen quite a good deal of the stock so 

placed = — areas, especially on the edge of and nearly as brown as its tail, though the shade by wild turkey breeders. Very little of it is of the 

woodlands, where access can be had at times to varies with individuals. real pure-bred stock, not on account of any intent 

cleared ground also. He usually allows the broods Mr. Bridges describes the genuine article thus: on the part of the dealers, but on account of diffi- 

to roam unconfined, but experience has shown that “A wild turkey shows brown tips with a black culty of securing the pure stock. They use trapped 

frequent changes of location during the summer are _ border in a large portion of its feathering, and this wild ukeys for brepdng) but the birds neve aady 

f great advantage. is especially noticeabl the tail feathers, whick mixed to a certain extent in their native haunts. 

or grea Be. : ; 4 is especially noticeable on the tail feathers, which Mr. E. A. Mellhenny, of Avery Island, La., fol- 

The broods are not wing-clipped till they reach have beautiful bars of dark brown. lowed Dr. Fisher: 

maturity and they are caught by trapping. No “The head is small and blue and the neck is long 

trouble is experienced in keepmg them on the and well feathered and lacks the fleshy excres- Color of Head of Tom Distinguishes 

place while young, though they are capable of cences that characterize the domestic bird. I wish to speak of the color of the head of the 

relatively long flight at an early age. Frequently “The body is long and very graceful in shape. toms. There is a vast difference between the color 

young turkeys will follow a game keeper indefinitely The wild bird is much more alert and graceful in of the head of the wild turkey and that of the do- 

when he throws feed to them, paying no attention its actions and its eye is noticeably larger. mestic bird, or any bird that shows any domestic 
eocthoureed GK This is ‘ded b Iki oR. 5 ers Z blood. I, too, have found a great many birds in the 
to the feed, however. This is avoided by walking Except in the case of old gob lers, which have wild which show domestic blood, and it shows first, 

in a circle when the feeding is done. reddish legs, wild birds show pink in that portion I think, in the color of the head of the gobblers.
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Me oe net ar poateonelyan ee pie standing of what is necessary in game protection contribution at once, either to Mr. Boulton, at 100 
levis in sini lis shows red’ oni thesande kor the that have come within the past decade, it would Broadway, or to the American Game Protective 
earuncles. They will show blue almost always, S¢e™ that some effort should be made to bring the Association, 233 Broadway, New York City. 

or Plush wiles on athe op ot the hoe shore ul turkey back to this section. ; ; : The frequent fires that occur on waste lands on 

th ‘the laeesesue Shird “and ty i arene oe Audubon speaks of purchasing wild turkeys in Long Island have done greater damage than the 
domestic blood in him, although you get him in Boston in the winter of 1832-33, though he indicates public realizes. They have not only destroyed a 

the woods, and he may be apparently a wild turkey, that they were scarce in that section. A quarter great deal of bird life, but at times have seriously 
when he is in strut that spot on the top of his head, of a century earlier, however, he remarks that they injured arable lands and proved a real menace to 
which in the wild bird is white, will show a streak were so abundant in Kentucky that they did not buildings. Once the fire towers, manned by watch- 
of blue, although the balance of the head may be bri ate 5 i it wi : as blue as the wild turkey’s head. Between the ring so much in the market as poultry. He states ers, are established it will be mandatory for officers 
wattles of the wild bird you will see the red mark- that he saw them offered as low as three pence each of the law to lend their assistance whenever a fire 
ings, but not on the ends. There is very little red _ for ten to twelve-pound birds, and adds that those is discovered, and also to use their utmost energies 

shout the head of the wild bird when he is in strut. weighing from twenty-five to thirty pounds were _ in bringing to justice those responsible for the fire. 
ave seen many birds in museums that had their | 4 i . heads painted, but never painted right. They considered well sold when they brought twenty-five It seems to be well established that some of these 

always put oe moash zed in it, and from my in- cents. fires are of incendiary origin, though the majority 
vestigation, and from s 7] i 0 r 

Saintes can be told mt ea Dae ee Four Species of Wild Turkey Es Len oT en ‘aay 5 sdestoich 
than on their feathers. I have bred birds from the omeappreciauon: of the:ieett Gk hese Lowers can 
southern branch of the eastern strain whose fea- There is also found in the East, but confined to be formed from a perusal of a letter recently sent the 
thers were as dark as these [indicating feathers just southern Florida, what is known as the Florida BULLETIN by Mr. William T. Davis, a well- 

shown by Dr. Fisher], and in three-fourths of the turkey (Meleagris gallopavo osceola.) It resembles known entomologist connected with the American 
wild birds the color was just as high, but they ; : 5 : i are Museum of Natural History, who has done ex- would always show the cross by the color of the its eastern brother, but is smaller, and its primaries - Y, 5 a 

head. have much smaller, broken white markings. tensive field work throughout the island. 
_ Of course there is considerable red in the wattles In Southwestern United States and Northern “T visited Yaphank several times in 1916,” says | 
in the non-br ceding season. The red in the breeding Mexico we have the Mexican Turkey (Meleagris Mr. Davis, “and on one occasion was told by the | 

one oe peuvec de ratios, Bue HED galopavo merriami), and a bird of somewhat similar OWneT of a farm that she had been fighting a fire | 
or bluish-white. 4 but much more restricted range known as Meleagris along the railroad track all morning, with such as- 

intermedia. sistance as she could get. She said that she had | 
i Prevalling Prices For Birds and Eggs Our domestic turkeys are derived from the Mexi- telephoned to the railroad station and was informed | 

can bird and it, apparently, is more easily bred in that the fire had been started by their men to burn 

Wild turkeys of breeding age are quoted this captivity than the wild bird of the East. the underbrush along the track. The owner of the 
year at $25 for gobblers and $15 for hens, when The following interesting suggestion as to the farm said, however, that she found the fire creeping 
purchased in small numbers. Considerably lower _ origin of the word “turkey” is contained in “Amer- UP into the woods, and had put it out in places. 
prices are usually asked when birds are purchased ican Game Bird Shooting,” by Dr. George Bird She asked me if I wouldn’t go to the woods after | 
in numbers. Eggs sold during the past breeding Grinnell: dinner and see how the fire was getting on. This 
season at from $1.25 to $1.50 each. Twelve eggs “Tt has been suggested that the name by which | did, and found the fire had left the right of way 
are commonly regarded as constituting a clutch. we know the bird is a corruption of a Hebrew word, of the railroad in several places and was again in 

In ordering, specify pure wild stock and reserve tukki, said to mean peacock, that this term was the woods. I looked up and down the tracks for 

the privilege of returning in twenty-four hours if applied to the turkey, when it was received in employees of the railroad, but there was none in 
birds do not conform to the wild standard. For Spain, by the Jews, who then monopolized the busi- sight, so I not only put out the fire in the woods, 
breeding or stocking, two-year-old gobblers should ness of selling poultry, and that from this point of but also at the several places that were still burn- 
be specified. Hens that will be one year old when first introduction the name spread with the bird ing along the railroad. 
the breeding season arrives in which it is proposed over a part of Europe. “When I first visited Yaphank in 1907 it was 
to employ them are all right. If any white shows “This bird, taken to Europe by the Spaniards one of the most beautiful and attractive places in 

in the tail of the birds ordered, send them back soon after the conquest, was the Mexican turkey.” the rural part of Long Island. The woods about 
unless you are willing to use stock that is not pure. the farm I have mentioned, which lies to the east- 

Specify wing-clipped stock if you wish to use ward of the village, showed no signs of having been 

your birds as breeders. This renders them per- HELP GET FIRE TOWERS burned; there were many large oaks, a few pitch 
manently incapable of flying and permits a real ON LONG ISLAND pines, and many old hedge rows about, with a mis- 
economy in fence construction. ails cellaneous growth of tangled vegetation most in- 

Place your order for birds in June or July for Every Owner of Real Estate There Should Make a teresting to a naturalist. Then came the great 
delivery in October. Contribution For This Cause. Of Especial Bene- forest fire of May 14, 1911, which started near j 

In ordering eggs insist upon the right to examine fit to Sportsmen—Many Fires Now. Manorville—it is said by the railroad—and burned | 
and return at once if not properly packed. I know five or six miles westward to Yaphank, destroying 
of some heavy losses incurred during the past sum- VERY land-owner on Long Island will be in- almost all of the trees in its path, especially the | 

mer through neglect in this matter. terested and will want to contribute, we oaks. A few of the pitch pines survived. I found 
This Association will gladly attend to the placing think, to the two fire towers which are to be _ three dead box or land turtles, and even partridges 

of orders for prospective buyers. located there, through the progressive administra- were said to have perished. 
tion of Mr. George D. Pratt, conservation commis- “Yaphank cannot in this generation have the | 

The Natural History of the Wild Turkey sioner of New York, who has promised to man same interest to one looking for the details in } 
these towers with watchers, provided those who Nature that it possessed before the great fire of 

Few of our native game birds have a more inter- _ live on the island are willing to contribute the sum May, 1911. It will take the woodland a half cen- | 
esting history than the wild turkey. The scientific of $1,600 that is necessary for their construction. tury to recover. i 
designation of the eastern bird is Meleagris gallopavo The towers will probably be located, one near “I am sure if the railroad officials fully under- 
silvestris. Its range is given in the check list of the Medford and the other in the triangle formed by stood how many people really care for such things 
American Ornithologist’s Union as “Eastern United Riverhead, Quogue and Flanders, but they will and travel on their road for that very purpose, they { 
States from Nebraska, Kansas, Western Oklahoma serve to give needed protection to a large section would be more careful. This, of course, is leaving | 
and eastern Texas to central Pennsylvania and south _ of the island. ; out entirely the consideration of the great loss of | 
to the Gulf coast; formerly north to South Dakota, With characteristic generosity, Mr. William B. property, as, for instance, when, in the fire of 1911, 
southern Ontario and southern Maine.” Boulton, president of the Flanders Club at Flanders, the roof of a building on the farm above mentioned 

From this one can see out of how much of its Long Island, has personally underwritten $800 of was partly burned, but fortunately the flames were | 
range this splendid bird has been cut. There are the amount necessary. It would seem only just extinguished. The Central Railroad of New Jersey | 
still thousands of acres in New York and the New _ that all who have real estate holdings on the island takes much better care in protecting the woods, 

England states where he would thrive. With the should have a share in this work, and it is hoped and I find it much more pleasant to visit Lakehurst 
better enforcement of game laws and clearer under- that such of these as read this article will send a and other places along its line.”
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THE ARNOLD ARBORETUM 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

JAMAICA PLAIN, MASS., U.S.A. 

June 25, 1938. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I appreciate very much your two recent letters of 
June 13 and Jume 20. I must apologize for not answering the 
first sooner, but it came just as I was leaving for the Har- 
vard Forest at Petersham and in a tangle of moving. I am 
living at the Harvard Forest with my family for the summer, 
and am down here for a day or two only to clean up some odds 
and ends. 

I hope that you can manipulate the preservation 
of the Huron Mountain area. Here in New England the signifi- 
cance of pieces of forest which approach the primeval condi- 
tion is just being appreciated. Vegetation problems have al- 
ways been enigmas in these parts, and very few people have 
ever tackled them seriously. I think that one of the main 
reasons is that there is so little in the way of natural vege- 
tation to use as points of departure. Your comments about the 
Huron Mountain area consitute another reason for my wanting to 
visit your part of the country again. I have been much inter- 
ested in what Fassett has been doing with the distribution of 

relic plants in his region, and know that he must have some 
interesting facts and ideas relative to the movement of vege- 

tation boundaries. 

I am not familiar with the recent bulletin on sun 

spots, and sometime if you have the reference handy you might 

drop me a note of it. I do not have any fixed ideas about the 

current climatic trends. There is considerable evidence that 

during the past 75 years or so the climate has been getting 

slightly warmer here, but what that means in terms of long 

trends I do not know. It doesn't seem impossible that there 

should be a difference between trends in your part of the coun- 

try and this, but the whole problem needs much more study be- 

fore we can reach any conclusions. The more I see of New Ing- 

land vegetation, however, the more I am of the opinion expressed 

in that little paper on climatic change: that we are seeing here, 

in the distribution of timber types, a set of relic phenomena, 

and that at sometime not very long ago our more xerophytic oak 

types had a wider continuous distribution than they do now. It 

seems to me this can only mean that we had a somewhat drier and



ee ae 

warmer climate. I must admit that our criteria for judg- 
ment are tenuous and in many cases intangible, but I think 
that they constitute tools that, with some refinement, will 
be useful. 

: May I thank you again for your excellent letters, 

and I shall look forward to hearing from you again. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely yours We 

gh M. ie, 
Research Associate. . 

AMR-S



4oh University Farm Place 
: June 13, 1938 

Division of Game Management 

Prof. Hugh M. Raup 
Arnold Arboretum 
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts 

Dear Professor Raup: 

After spending most of last evening discussing your ideas 
with Luna, it was pleasant this morning to get your letter. I think I 
am stating the case very moderately when I tell you that his acquaintance 
with you was one of the high-lights of his year at Harvard. 

I will be glad to send you further papers from our group as they 
appear. 

It was a pleasurable surprise after reading your statement that 
you were out of reprints of the paper on the wood bison to turn to my 
library and fini it. I think I received it through John Phillips, and I 
remember reading it with mich interest. I am, of course, mech interested 
in your ecological ideas quite outside the subject of game. After I have 
read the other reprints which you are sending, I will write you further. 

At the present moment I happen to be doing some consulting work 
for the Huron Mountain Club, which owns about 15,000 acres of hemlock 
hardwood on the south shore of Leke Superior. While the pine was taken 

out year ago, the tract is otherwise about as “virgin” as anything left 
this side of the border, including a sprinkling of wolves and otters. I 

am recommending to the club that they try to develop it as a “natural area" 

in the sense that the Meological Society uses that term. Have you any 
need for that kind of a place in that particular type? It will soon be 
the only remnant in the Lake States and I am in need of advice on the 
degree of interest which ecologists might take. Should the thing appeal 
toyou, I would like to correspond with you further, and if you have time, 
ask you to read my report. I am not, of course, assuming that you have 

such @ margin. 

I can deal directly with the Ecological Society committes, tut 

I know their views already and some outside testimony would help me. I 

can certify that the tract exhibits any mmber of ecological problems 

which to me are fascinating. The local foresters think that hemlock is 
being pushed out of that whole region by a climatic trend, and the mixture 
is being replaced by straight birch-maple. They think the tract contains 
physical evidences of having once been spruce. 

j I am delighted to hear from you and personally appreciate the 
stimulus which Luna got from his friendship with you. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Professor of Game Management



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Game Management waly 8. 1998 

Dr. Ralph E. Delury 
Dominion Observatory 
Ottawa, Canada 

Dear Dr. Delary: 

I read your recent sunspot paper with intense 
interest. If you have a spare copy, I wish you would send 
it to Dr. Herbert Raup, Arnold Arboretum, Jamaica Plain, 
Massachusetts. 

In a recent paper Dr. Raup has some very good 
evidence of a tendency toward colder climate in New England. 
I thought this would interest you particularly in comparison 
with trends established by other botanists toward a warmer 
and dryer climate in the central region. If there be such 
a differential, it might correspond to the seacoast differ- 
ential reported in your paper. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



Massachusetts Fish and Game Association 
MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

onal 
VID A. AYLWARD LE 1254 

a Serer) imimuiglt ae! Telephones KIRacaxn 1225 

‘AMES J. STORROW, JR. 3. Oe i 

JOHN L. SALTONSTALL 

Chairman x 
Executive Committee August 275 1936 

ALBERT J. MESERVE 

Chairman 
Waterfowl Committee 

PrHraANpREe- 

Chairman Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Upland Game Committee 1532 University “venue 

a ee Madison, Wisconsin 
Inland Fishing Committee 

ALBERT L. SAUNDERS Dear Aldo: 
Chairman 

Sea Tas Fermae: Even though I have not heard from you 
ee for some time, we hear about you frequently and 

Membership Committee are pleased to note the progress your game manage- 

wagbid Hee ment program is making. I wonder if it would 

ei ai be too much to ask you to have my name included 

aie i “on your mailing list to receive your game reereres 

See news letters and other publications? 
Archery Committee 

A. B. MACMILLAN I note that the one I saw was #9, 

ee Nia August 10, 1936, and wonder if any of the pre- Vi 
oi ceding news letters are available. I try to 

keep an up to date file on what is going on in 

research circles and feel as though I had been 
left out of the most interesting program of all. 

Incidentally, I would like a copy of the quail 1K 
bulletin #201... o 

I note that the Institute has adopted 
a very forward looking plan of cooperation on 
research problems. i hope they are able to raise 
the necessary money to go through with it. "Here 

in Massachusetts one of our great problems is to 

discover the cause of the definite recession in 
pheasant numbers. In spite of intensive Stocking, Kad 

we do not seem to make any satisfactory progress in wa 

pbuilding up a wild brood stock of the bird. What pom 
brood stock that does survive in the wild, seems to 

me to produce consistently smaller broods. M we 
Apparently if the annual planting of twenty-five or 
thirty thousand pheasants in Massachusetts was dis- | 
continued, the pheasant would soon disappear from Ss 

our covers. "I ah 

VB yours, 

es 

DAVID A. AYLWARD, ode 
DAA/DCG Secretary



Copy to Dr, John C. Phillips 

New Soils Building 
April 9, 1935 

Mr, David A, Aylward 
: Massachusetts Fish & Game Association 

Museum of Comparative Zoology 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Dear Dave: 

I am returning the Wenham record to you by | 
ineured mail, 

Wing and I are much indebted to you for this . 

loan and I assure you I highly appreciate the privilege. 

I am sending a copy of this to Dr, Phillips 
to convey my thanks to him also. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



New Soils Building 

Jamary 30, 1935 

Mr, M, S, Kirshen 
The Stratford Company 
289 Congress Street 
Boston, Massacmmsetts 

Dear Mr, Kirshent 

I am interested in your inquiry about ea possible 
manuscript. 

I have one memscript in mind, the material for 
which is partially assembled and has come ot in technical 
journals, It would deal with the philosophy and economics 
underlying conservatim. ‘the attached two reprints are 
perhaps representative of some of the chapters, I have no 
illusions as to the comercial possibilities of this sort 
of thing, 

If you heve no permanent use for the reprints, 
please return then, since my supply is short, 

Does this interest you at all? 

Yours sincerely, . 

j Aldo Leopold 
ai In Charge, Game Research 

Enel.



Telephone + Liberty 68:3 + Established s914 

The Stratford (Company 
PUBLISHERS 

289 Congress Street - Boston: Massachusetts 

January 18, 1935 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

We are looking for a few manuscripts of 
distinction to add to our list of publica- 
tions. We are therefore writing to ask 
whether you have any manuscripts that you 
would care to submit at this time for 
possible book publication. We shall be 
glad to examine them and to send a prompt 
report on all manuscripts submitted. 

A copy of our catalog is going forward 
to you, under separate cover, in order 
that you may get an idea as to the 
general scope of our publications. 

Cordially yours, 

THE STRATFORD COMPANY, 

MSK/RH M. S. Kirshen



Kile 

Telephone + Liberty 6813+ Established so14 ee. 

30 The Stratford Company 
% 40 PUBLISHERS 

wh 289 Congress Street - Boston: Massachusetts 

ats 

ve 30D February 4, 1935 

eae 
“ne : 

Nas 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
New Soils Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

We are interested in the reprints from your 
manuscript and we shall be very glad to 
examine the entire manuscript. 

The publication of your manuscript would 
involve an advance on your part, together 
with a correspondingly larger royalty to 
be paid to you. 

We shall be glad to outline these terms to 
you upon receipt of your manuscript. 

We are returning the reprints herewith. 

Cordially yours, 

"Dd. COMPANY, 

1D - Bie 
eo MSK/RH u. 8! Kfrstien 
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Please address your reply 

to the signer of this letter. Girt wet 

; DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY, ZOOLOGY, & GEOLOGY 

; Merch 20, 1954 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Sir: 

I am interested in doing some work on 

the ecology of game animals, and it has been 

: brought to my attention recently that you are 

: conducting courses and doing work along this same 

line. It occurred to my friend, Dr. Hartley H.T. 

Jackson of the Bureau of Biological Survey, that 

you could possibly give me some information from 

time to time concerning problems that may arise 

in the course of my work. 

I hope eventually to make my program 

the basis of a course in forest ecology, with 

particular reference to game Management, some- 

what similer to work that I have been informed 

you are doing at Wisconsin, and I am writing to 

suggest the possibility of carrying out problems 

that might in some way correlate with projects 

that you have in mind or under way. I would be 

yy pleased to hear from you regarding such projects 

On and would be more than willing to cooperate to 

ree the full extent of my facilities and ability. 

ve I am not interested in securing any financial 

return from any work of this sort, nor do I 

particularly care a great deal for credit for 

authorship of publications, but I am extremely 

interested in the ecological aspects of game 

management. I am concerned at the present time 

with getting definite projects under way in 

this field, and I am confronted with proposition 

of securing methods of approach. Any sugeestions



A.L. -2- : 

that you may have of projects that could be 
carried out with reference to New England Game 

Animals, I would be glad to undertake. I would 
appreciate hearing from you in this connection, 

and thank you for any consideration that you 

may see fit to give my offer. 

Very truly yours, 

HEW/D Assistant Profé$sor of Zoology.



Hew Soils Blde, 
Harch 28, 1934 

Prof, H, &. Warfel ot Roe 
Zoology Department oe 
Messaclusetts State College . 7 
Atherst, Massachusetts 

Dear Professor Warfel: ' ee 

I aa interested in your venture and there are 
certainly many problems on which we might parallel our 
efforts to mutual advantage. 

The first thing that occurs to me is the advis- 
“ability of your starting an anmal census of ruffed 

grouse on some definitely delimited locality with a view 
to following cyclic fluctuations, Or. A. 0, Gross of 
Bowdoin has done a good deal of work along similar lines, 
bat I do not think he has run any recurrent censuses and 
my impression 1s that his expense money has been low and : 
hs has not given much time to game work the last year or 
two, It would be well, however, to exchange notes with 
him on whatever you undertake. His primary interest is 
in the parasitology of grouse, although he has done con- 
siderable work along general life history studies, 

For methods of making censuses, the outstanding 
euthority is Ralph T, King, Administration Building, 

: University Farm, St, Paul, Minnesota, 

Ig this suggestion appeals to you, let me know 
and we ean develop it further. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Gane Research 

AL/vh
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‘TELEPHONE 2-1911 NOTARY PUBLIC 

THOMAS F. BRADLEY 

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
PARK NATIONAL BANK BLDG. 

HOLYOKE, MASS. 

February 7th, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, 
Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am Chairman of a committee of the State Council of Sportsmen's 

Clubs of Massachusetts, which is seeking the opinions of trained 

men, on the following subjects: 

(1) The proper time of the year to 
liberate ring-neck pheasants. 

(2) The proper age at which to liberate 
ring-neck pheasants. 

I realize that the two subjects referred to above are quite broad, 
and may be influenced by practical considerations of cost, open 
seasons, etc., however, whatever your opinions are on these subjects 
we are very anxious to have them. Will you kindly let me hear 
from you at your earliest convenience? 

Very truly yours, 

TFB: AC 

Therma F Bradley



New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
January 19, 1934 

Prof, N. W. Bosley 

Harvard Forest ‘ 
Petersham, Massaciusetts , 

I tried to answer your questionaire 
but it is a very difficult matter to make sug- Ube? 
gestions without imowing what is on the ground 1 Re 
already. < 

The Towa handbook which I am sending : 
you may contain some ideas which you could use. 
I would also suggest that you get from the 
University of Mighigan, Wight's recent bulletin 
on pheasants. 

I regret to say that I will probably 
not be at the Geme Conference. My daily teaching 
schedule makes it impossible for me to get away 
except for a few days and I will have to spend 
these with the Migratory Bird Committee in Wash~ 
ington. I shall greatly miss this chance to 
get acquainted with you. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
aie Game Manager



HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
HARVARD FOREST 

PETERSHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 

January 15, 1934. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Our Committee on Fish and Game Management, New 

England Section, S.A.F., is preparing a report for presentation 

at the winter meeting next month. We are planning to make 

recommendations for fish and game environment improvement work 

by C.C.C. crews in the region. I am wondering if you would be 

willing to tell us what you consider the most promising lines 

of work with our game. I realize you are very busy now with 

your National Planning Committee work with Commissioners Beck 

and Darling so I am only hoping you will find time to jot down 

a few recommendations in brief. We shall greatly appreciate any 

help you may give use I am enclosing a form which may save some 

time in answering and also a return envelope. 

I am hoping to attend the American Game Conference 

and to see you there. 

Yours very truly, 

TERS) N.W. Hosléy, 
Chai <



New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 9, 1934 

Dr. John C. Phillips 
77 Mount Vernon Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Dear Dr. Phillips: ‘ 

Much obliged for the loan of the decision 
on National Forest Game which I am returning herewith, 

In a previous letter I raised the question 
of whether it would mmr be wholly desirable for the 

Forest Service to assume jurisdiction. I pointed out 

that this might weaken the development of State Dept's. 

As opposed to this argument there is another of possibly 

equal weight: The state has no opportunity to develop 

food, cover, or other environmental conditions on the 
National Forests. Accordingly all they can do with 
national forest game is to regulate the kill, and that 

only partially because they have no field force. 

Much obliged for letting me see this. 

Yours gincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/ gm Game Manager 

; Ene.



77 MOUNT VERNON STREET 

] BOSTON 

December 19, 1933 

Mr.- Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I will send you the legal memo- 
randa on the status of game in the national 
forests as soon as I can look it up. My 
point was this: supposing a decision favor- 
able to the federal government as to the 
complete jurisdiction of game in national 
forests is finally arrived at by the Supreme 
Court of the United States -- would this 
perhaps influence in any way the jurisdic- 
tion of the private land owner over state- 
owned game on his own land? The two cases 
are quite parallel'and I simply wondered 
whether the favorable decision in the one 
case would affect the other case in any way. 

Sincerely oO ev 5 :



New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
December 27, 1933 

Dr. John C. Phillips 
77 Mount Vernon Street 

i Boston, Massachusetts 

Dear Dr. Phillips: 

It is evident to me that a decision favorable 
to the forest service on local game jurisdiction would 

; affect the question of the private land owner, but my 
legal foundations are insufficient to venture a guess 
as to how mech. I will be interested to see the legal 
memorandum which you mention. 

I have never been convinced that ceding 

jurisdiction of National Yorest game to the Forest Service 
was wholly desirable.--It naturally would improve the 
administration of National Forest game as such, but 
it would likewise wealen the incentive to develop adequate 
administration in the western states where much valuable 
game lies outside the national forests. 

In other words, such a change, while un- 
doubtedly a short-cut to immediate results, may not 
be the best permanent way for long-time results. 

I think it might be desirable, however, for the 
forest service to hold much a change over the western 
states as a sort of club to hasten the improvement in 
state administration, and maybe even to exercise federal 
jurisiiction in particular cases until the states have 
cleaned house an? are able to exereise their normal 
functions themselves. 

I have now finished reading the second 
“SCRAP BOOK" and greatly enjoyed all of it. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LBOPOLD 
ALM Game Manager ;



New Soils Building 

December 11, 1933 

Dr. John C. Phillip 

77 Moant Yernon Street 

Boston, Massachusetts 

Dear Dr. Phillips 

Thariks for your good word on "The Conservation 

Ethic". I am afraid I cannot spare fifty copies, 

but I am sending you twenty under separate cover. 

I have not seen the legal decision on National 

Parks which you mention. 

Best regards, 

ALNO LEOPOLD 

AL/ gm Game Manager
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77 MOUNT VERNON STREET 

BOSTON 

December 1, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
901 Soils Building 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo Leopold: 

Many thanks for 
your letter and enclosures, 
which I am just about to 
read tonight. i have 
been away in London attending 
a conference on African con- 
servation and had a very in- 
teresting time. There are 
many Europeans interested in 
this sort of thing whom I 
know only by correspondence 
or through their Oleg 
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77 MOUNT VERNON STREET 
BOSTON 

Pees 
A. Le. --2 
12/1/33 

Have you ever studied 
the decisions peméered on the legal 
status of game in the National | 
Parks as rendered by the solicitor 
of the Department of Agriculture 
to the Attorney-General of the 
United States? I had a copy 
of this a couple of months ago 
from C. E, Ratchford, Assistant 
Forester, and no doubt you have 
seen the same. 

What I wondered was 
whether if a favorable opinion 
is rendered by the Supreme Court 
giving the federal government 

( ; complete, or almost complete, 
x authority in the matter of game 

in the National Forests, would ; 
this affect in any way the author- 
ity of the private landowner with 
game on his own land? The two 
cases seem almost parallel and I 
was just wondering whether a legal 
decision favorable to ong might 
possibly help the other. 

\ Vcr 
VU



E\ Gee 
_ ae Lhe Commonwealth of Massackusclls 

At ( Deparlmentof bducation 
Owe / i 6 Os Mabsachudsells Slade’ College 

‘Obaakeoval 

November 15, 1933 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I am not sure that I have the 
story straight, but as it comes to me 
you are now settled as a college professor 
at Madison. Of course I think it is a 
mean trick to call anybody professor, yet I 

Zather like the idea of your settlement 
in a college community, where I believe 
you will be very much at home and where 
I know you will be highly useful. The 
general field into which you are merging 
is a highly important one and you are just 
the man to make your mark in it. 

While the subject of game management 
reaches me only incidentally I am nevertheless 
much interested in it and would like to 
keep in touch with your work. I hope you 
will give me whatever opportunity there is, 

In particular I wonder if you can 
refer me to a few good books, even two or 
three, which I can assign for study to two 

or three very interesting graduate students 
now studying with me on the general subject 

of landscape conservation. I want to give 
them something to do which will really 
open their eyes to the importance of this



—2 

work and will indicate its correlation 
with our field of landscape development. 

With very best wishes, I am ; 

Sincerely yours, 

Frank A. Waugh oe



New Soils Building 
November 23, 1933 

Dr. Frank A. Waugh 
Massachusetts State College 
Auherst, Massachusetts 

Dear Dr. Waughe 

IT am delighted to hear from you and I em glad to know 
that you are not going to call me "professor," even though you now 
have the right to do so. Yes, I am tied up with Wisconsin in a new 
chair of game management. 

I would be delighted to work with you toward bringing about 
a Closer tie-up between game management and landscaping. ‘The enclosed 
reprint contains some of my views on this subject, but I know you 
can guess what they sre without reading them. 

As for books, I would recomend three, depending on the 
angle of approach: (1) for the general theory and technique of game 
management, see Seribner's prospectus of my recent book tnclosed; 
(2) for a cowplete example of how thig theory works out in the case of 
a given game bird (quail) in a given region (Georgia), see "The 
Bobwhite Quail" by H. L. Stoddard, Scribner's, 1931; (3) for an example 
of technique to apply to the land in a given locality, see the Iowa 
Handbook, copy of which is sent you umler separate cover, 

Let me hear from you further on this after you have looked 
over these samples. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 
Incl.
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Gp March 15, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Consulting Conservationist 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I listened with a great deal of interest to your talk a few 
weeks ago before the New England Game Conference, I am in thorough 

accord with the type of work which you are doing and I am very much 
interested in getting complete details about this type of conserva- 

tion. | 

If I remember correctly you stated that you had written a 
booklet on this subject and I am writing to ask if you would be so 
kind as to send a few of these booklets to me, 

. Very truly yours, 

Mbiluctlr 

Address: | 
W. Brewster Southworth t 
222 Sumner Street 1 

WBS:L Boston, Mass. |
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David A. Aylward Feb. 22,1933 

Masse Fish and Game Association 
Boston, Masse 

Dear Daves 
In accordance with your reminder I submit the following 

account of my expenses incident to speaking at your meeting on 

Feb.II. On the way back I made a trip to Washington and Pittsburg 

on my own account,so that i am simply doubling the expense of 

: reaching Boston in order not to charge you with this extraneous 

@xpensee 

Feb. St ticket Madison to Boston cssesscescecccccsecee-eoHTe3I 
perth, Madison to Ghicagdesscoscercsesereccssessee 3000 

Febe 9: berth, Chicaro to ROstom cecssecccecerecceccnccese 9.00 

Inala and tips On TOUbC.cccccccscoccccescessccees 3200 

Feb. [OsI2shotel at BostOnes«cosscccccssencccrecseseseece [200 

meals at Boston, tipsy ObCeccccveccccccvsrecsveeece 3000 

Return Trip charged seme as total to reach Boatomes eves «Get 
Total $122. 

In my letter to Dr. Phillips of Sept. 28 I estimated the 

expense at $1000 I do not feel that I rendered you a great 

deal of service at the meeting,and I would be satisfied to have you 

round the matter off at $100. 

I enjoyed the chance to get better acquainted with you and I 

hope our trails will cross frequently. With kind regards- 
Yours sincerely 

Aldo Leopold
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Program 

Senator Haroip F. SCHNURLE 
President, Maine Federated Sportsmen’s Clubs 

Chairman of the Conference 

Introductory Remarks by the Chairman. 

Moving Pictures. 

1. The Biological Angle of Fish and Game Restoration by Standish 

Deake, Assistant Biologist, Division of Fisheries and Game, Massachu- 

setts. 

Moving Pictures. 

2. The Present Day Sportsmen’s Club by Alfred H. Brown, 
President Council of Sportsmen’s Clubs of Massachusetts. 

Moving Pictures. 

3. Some Adventures in Bird Protection by Dr. T. Gilbert Pearson, 
President National Association of Audubon Societies. 

Moving Pictures. 

4. The Business Angle of Fish and Game Restoration by Raymond 

J. Kenney, Director Division of Fisheries and Game, Massachusetts. 

Moving Pictures. 

5. The Fallacy of Mental Sanctuaries by Thomas H. Beck, Chair- 

man State Board of Fisheries and Game, Connecticut. 

Moving Pictures. 

6. Some Informal Remarks about Hunting and Fishing in Rhode 
Island by Everett L. Barrus, Chairman Commission on Birds, Rhode 

Island. 
Moving Pictures. 

7. A Brief Report on the New England Ruffed Grouse Investiga- 
tion and an Illustrated Talk on the Eider Duck and Other Birds of the 
North by Dr. Alfred O. Gross of Bowdoin Gpllege, Brunswick, Maine. 

Moving Pictures.



8. The New York Ruffed Grouse Investigation and its Propagation 

Work by Gardiner Bump, Superintendent Bureau of Game, New York. 

Moving Pictures. 

9. What Has Been Accomplished in New Jersey Under the 

“Semi Wild Breeding Law” by Arthur F. Foran, Vice-President and 

General Manager, More Game Birds in America, Inc., New York City. 

Moving Pictures. 

10. How Research and Game Surveys Help The Sportsman and 

Farmer by Aldo Leopold, Consulting Conservationist, Madison, Wis- 

consin. 
Moving Pictures. 

11. Waterfowl Problems Revealed by Banding Operations, Illus- 

trated, by Frederick C. Lincoln, Biologist, U. S. Bureau of Biological 

Survey, Washington, D. C. 

Moving Pictures. 

12. Experiments in Quail Restoration in Essex County by Dr. John 

C. Phillips. (Read in by title.) 

Moving Pictures. 

13. The Sportsman’s Problem as the Landowner Sees It, by Elmer 

Poole, President Massachusetts Farm Bureau. 

Moving Pictures. 

14. How Vermont Handles Her Fish and Game Problems by James 

Brown, Commissioner of Fish and Game, Vermont. 

Moving Pictures. 

15. The Federal Migratory Bird Advisory Board by George J. 

Stobie, Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and Game, Maine.
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Treasurer 

January 17, 19383 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
901 University Avenue 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Our program for the 1945 New 
England Game Conference is about to go to 
the printer and 1 thought I would check with 
you and see how you wanted to appear on the 
program. I have on my memorandum as 
follows: 

Aldo Leopold, Game Research Expert, HY 
"How Research and Game Surveys Help the Sportsmen 4 fornw, 
~wed—tue Progress of Landowner SportcHanCo-opera— 
tive—Ptaist 

If this does not meet with your 
approval, please let me know at once. 

I hope you can give us an advance 
copy of your subject so that we can expedite (K ; 
the printing of the proceedings. 

Very truly yours, 

sg le 
pavibA ayn RD, 

Secretary 

DAA/DCG 
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Treasurer : 

September £6, 1982 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

I have your letter of September 23 and ; 

I feel sure that the Association will be more than 

glad to pay your traveling expenses. You might 

just let us know roughly what those will be. 

While you are on here in Boston you would 

be able to talk over your game survey projects 

with the various commissioners, and possibly some 

of them might consider the idea of having a survey 

made. 

Sincerely fr ‘ 

President 

JCP/DCG 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold Cw ot 
905 University Avenue ae 

Madison, Wisconsin 3° 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of 
December 17. 

I would indeed be glad to have 
the opportunity to talk to you and show you 

our school forest property at any time that 

you can visit us. It is my belief that the 

ordered handling of the wild life question 
is one of great and increasing importance 
here in Massachusetts. 

I feel that our students, 

especially those in the Stockbridge School 
(a two year vocational school) should have 
a grasp of the situation because practically 

all of them go back to the land in one 
capacity or another. 

We have a school forest of 755 

acres on which a number of forest types and 

a full range of age classes are represented. 

The land is in a solid block and includes 

a spring fed pond of over five acres and a 

range of elevations from 440 feet to 1290 

feet. 

Our work in "wild life surveying" 
has so far consisted in the following:



A. be. #2. 

When we made a management inventory 
in the spring of 1931 we placed coordinate stakes 
at 330 feet intervals. During the past year, 
December 1, 1931 to November 30, 1932, our 
resident foreman who is very much interested in 
this work, has noted every animal and game bird 
observed and has located the observation at the 
point on the map where made. Four different 

- maps were prepared, one for each quarter. We 
have here the rudiments for determining seasonal 
occurrence and type preference of the wild life. 
The observations have been kept and classified 
under the following headings: Animals and game 
birds actually seen; tracks and other ground 
evidence; dens or nests; types of damage and 
species affected; animals and game birds heard 
but not seen. 

At the end of the year we assembled 
all of this information on one map in approximately 
the correct locations. 

Relative abundance appears to be as 
follows: (on those animals and birds actually seen) 
Deer, 110; Ruffed Grouse, 536; Cotton Tail Rabbits, 
85; Snowshoe Rabbits, 27; Grey Squirrels, 80; 
Red Squirrels 281; Woodcock 66; Quail 18; 
Black Ducks 9; Wood Ducks, 24; Red Fox 7; Geese 
about 850 (these were in flight and about 140 of 
them came to rest on our pond in a snow storm. 
The others were in a big flock and were estimated); 
etc. We had 24 Mongolian pheasants liberated on 
the forest and 38 observations have been made upon 
them. 

During the one week of the deer season 
we believe that 11 deer were taken from our property 
(which is not posted at the present time).
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A. Lb. #3. 

This year we are going to confine 
our observations to two days each month. During 
those two days the foreman will cover the entire 
property. Our observations during the past 
year were made on every working day and of course 
the observations were concentrated somewhat 
although systematic effort was made to include 
the whole area. 

I am particularly interested in your 
forthcoming text on game management. 

I fear, owing to the present 
condition of school finances, that I cannot 
provide expense money. I shall be very happy 
to have you stay at my home if you find it 
possible to come to us here. : 

Sincerely yours, 

(af, z~ 
Beir: Rien a 

Professor of Forestry
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Jan. 5, 1933 

Prof. R. P. Holdsworth ; d 

Department of Forestry 3 

Massachusetts State College ; : : 

Amherst, Massechusetts 

Dear Prof.. Holdsworth: 8 t : i q 

ei ' Thanks for the interesting data in your 

letter of December, 23. ‘ 

; Until. my schedule’ shapes up more definitely, 
it will be hard for-me to decide whether or no I can get ; 

out your way. Any help which I can extend without 

incurring actual expense will of course be gladly given. 

Thanks for the invitation to your home. ~ 

If I can't come, maybe you could attend the 

Yassachusetts Sportsmen's Association meeting on February 

11, and we could at least. get acquainted. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely,- 

ALDO TEOPOLD 

AL/vh



Dee. 17, 1932 

Prof. R. P. Holdsworth 
Forestry Department 
Massachusetts State College 
Amherst, Massachusetts 

Dear Professor Holdsworth: 

My friend Major Waller has told me of your interest in the 
idea of game management as applied to college property. 

IT would be very mech interested in conferring with you and 
looking over the property with a view to the development of game 
manazement at your institution. 

At a good many other agricultural colleges the following 

sequence of events seems to be under way: 

(1) Some faculty member apprehends the fact that the college 
has an opportunity to do game research and extension. 

(2) A test area is started on the college property or on a 
group of interested farms. 

(3) The test area reveals unanswered research problems. 

(4) Research 1s started either through the interest of some 
faculty member in related work,or by some graduate 
student taking it on as a thesis, or by some citizen 
donating a fellowship. 

(5) Through a series of further develonments the college 
becomes the research center for and advisor on state 
game policy. 

My personal acquaintance with Massachusetts problems is of too 
old a vintage to say anything definite about the magnitude of your 
opportunity or the timeliness of starting action now. It so happens, 
however, that the Massachusetts Sportsmen's Association is calling me 
East to speak at their convention February 11. I would be glad to 
spend a day or two with you in connection with this trip should you 
desire me to do so. We could then more closely size uw the situation 
and decide what, if any, further attention the matter merits at this 
time.
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It also happens that I have already a tentative date at 
Cornell for a similar size-up of the New York problem in connection 
with this same trip. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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December 1, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
903 University Avenue 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

I was sorry not to have had more chance 
to talk to you at the Conference, but it seemed 
to be rather a hectic place at thes time. z 
wanted to tell you that I was very much impressed 
with Chester Gray's paper on the farmer's side 
of the game problem, so much so that I am asking 
Seth Gordon if he does not think it is worthwhile 
to have this paper released as a separate. 

Of course, I was always impressed with 
the ultimate importance of the economic argument 
in all approach to the farm problem, but when we 
wrote our game policy we naturally could not go 
quite as far as one perhaps could at this time. 
I for one feel that Foran's criticism of that 
particular part of our program which more or less 
belittles the economic approach,is correct, and 
I think that the time is about ‘here when we can 
say so pretty plainly. 

You are perfectly right in bringing 
out the point that the first rebellion of the 

; farmer has behind it little or nothing of the 
economic urge, but I feel that this is only the 
farmer's first step in what you might call a farm 
revolution. It is quite certain that the mer- 
cenary side has not struck the New England farmer 
at all, but the necessity for protection has been 
the primary motive in the matter of land posting. 

I am very anxious to see your forthcoming 
book on game management and hope you will let me 
know when I can get a copy.
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I understand that the Hungarian ce ) 

contrary to my predictions has taken hold well on 

the south shore of Nova Scotia and also on Prince 

he Edward Island. I am hoping to be able to get 

aS either eggs or adult birds for trfal in our part of | _ 

ue New England. This is a very interesting develop- \ > 

% ment and entirely at variance with our experience | i 

in planting birds on the east coast from Cape i 

Elizabeth in Maine to Georgia. : | ¥ 

Sincerely yours, - .. J | 

ryt c Chalo / 

President. ie 

JCP/DCG Ue 
vy 
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September 19, 1962 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

I think you know something about our 
New England Game Conference, although you have 
never attended one, I am sending you under 
separate cover copies of the last two reports 
of the proceedings of the conference. 

We plan to hold another conference on 
Saturday, February 11, 1936. It is just an 
informal one day affair, but the CommissionerSof 
the New England States are usually all there and 
quite a number of the local clubs in our State 
are represented. 

‘ In spite of all that you and others have 
written about the new experiments in farmer-sport- 
sman relationships, I doubt whether our back country 
sportsmen and farmers know anything much about them. 
I doubt very much whether our grange people, our 

: fruit growers and other farmers! organizations 
realize how much is going on in the Middle West 
along these lines. Usually we have representa- 
tives from these rural organizations at tne confer- 
ence, but their attitude towards the eternal farmer- 
sportsman question is still very old fashioned and 
uninformed, and revolves around the same hopeless, 
vicious circle. 

For theRational Conservation ofall Wild Life
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A. Le. --2 
9/19/32 

I suggested your name at the last monthly 
meeting of our Executive Committee and they were all 
unanimous in wanting me to ask you to attend the 
conference this year and tell us something of interest 
from the part of the world which we seem very far away 
from. I thought perhaps you could give an informal 
talk on what your state surveys have meant to the 
sportsmen, and even more important, give a resume of 
the various types of experiments with sportsmen and 
landowners as you have seen them at first hand. 

We would be glad to pay your expenses if this 
is necessary. 

I understand that you are no longer working 
for the Institute. I am sorry to hear this as I 
hoped you would keep on with the survey work at least 
for a year or two more. 

Sincerely eo OL b) 

President. 

JCP/DCG
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Sept. 23, 1932 

Dr. John GC. Phillips 
Messachusetts Fish & Game Association 

Museum of Comparative Zoology : 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Dear Dr. Phillipa: : 

I will be glad to attend the New England Game 
Conference on February 11, but it will be necessary for me to 
ask expenses, and under these circumstances I am rot sure that 
it would be worth your while. 

My reason for asking expenses is that I have no job 
and my consulting business 4s not very active. Accordingly I 
will await your further word before considering this a binding 
engagenent. 

If you hear of any states which want game surveys, 
organization of demonstration areas or research projects, or 
other work of that kind, I would appreciate your letting me 
know. I have now added to my regular procedure the training 
of men to contime the work, which I think makes a game survey 

a more worth while investment than was formerly the case. I 
am also prepared to give lecture courses at universities and 
agricultural colleges. 

With best regards, ‘ 

Yours sincerely, ; 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, INC. 
PUBLISHERS 

"NATIONAL SPORTSMAN’ «° HUNTING & FISHING MAGAZINES 

108 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE 

Boston, MASSACHUSETTS 

May 23, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Lepold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Al: 

Many thanks for yours of May 18th and the 
suggestions it contained. 

I am looking forward to seeing "Iowa Handbook 
of Game Management", and if we cannot produce it verbatim, 
we will most likely be able to base a good article on it. 
I am writing to Mr. Bode today asking for additional 

information. 

The idea of picking a sportsman's library on 
game management is appealing, and I would like to have 
your further suggestiéns in this regard. My personal 
experience has been that the best way in which to reach 
the mass of sportsmen in this country and practically the : 

only way in which to obtain any great degree of concrete 
results is to talk to them in their own language. 

Through these publications, NATIONAL SPORTSMAN 

and HUNTING & FISHING, we have a monthly audience of over 
one-half million. Just how many of them read the Game 

Restoration Program we do not know, but I believe that 

the mass of correspondence which goes over this desk would 

be surprising to you. Letters come in written by wealthy 

preserve owners on down to youngsters in their teens who 

are interested in actually participating in game restoration 

work. All of them are anxious to secure practical and 

definite instructions on how to bring about more game in 

their own locality. Practically none of them have evidenced 

any interest in the life history of game or the scientific 

angle of game increase, but are more concerned with what 

they can do right now to secure immediate results than they 

are in engaging in work which might entail considerable : 

research. 

We are all agreed that the education of the 

sportsman is a vital factor in game increase, but the



Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- 5/25/52 . 

great problem which confronts us all is how to prepare 

educational matter in such a manner as to insure its digest 

by the mass of sportsmen. The only way to do that is to 

talk to him in a language which he understands and to treat 

scientific matters in practical terms. I have found that 

even the simple term"Game Management" is confusing to the 

average sportsman, but when you use the expression "how to 

secure better hunting for yourself", he immediately is 

interested and ready to listen. 

This letter may sound as if I am not thoroughly 

sold on the value of pamphlets, bulletins and books on 

game management, but I know that you realize that such is 

not the case. However, to accomplish the greatest amount 

of good with the limited space we have in these publica- 

tions, the game Restoration Program must be conducted in 

language easily understood by what Mack Hart is pleased to 

dub "the one gallus man". You and I undoubtedly have our 

own opinions as to this fellers sportsmanship, but we fully 

realize the importance of the role he plays in the general 

program. 

I think you would be interested in seeing some of 

the letters that come over this desk and some time soon I 

will send you a few samples. I believe that many of these 

inquirers would be interested in a sportsman's library 

dealing primarily with Game Management, and I would appre- 

ciate any help you can give me in making up a dist, of 

pamphlets and bulletins, as well as books, which deal with 

this subject. 

You offered no suggestions as to the composition 

of a new Game Restoration Program bulletin. I would 

appreciate any help you can give me in this and would 

appreciate your reaction to that portion of my previous 

letter. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Yours yery truly, ; 

Henry P. Davis, Editor 

GAME & FISH RESTORATION DEPARTMENT 

HPD/EMF
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Windyknob 
Wenham, Mass. 
October 31, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
U. S. Forest Products Laboratory 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

< was mach interested to read your paper on grouse cycles, 

a reprint of which you sent me, It its a pity that we cannot run our 

¢ycles back further, and I dare say it might be possible from a very 

close study of the literature. As perhaps you know, Miss May Cooke 

of the Biological Survey has been working on a pibliography of the 

species for me for several years. On account of 111 health she has not 

completed the work as yet, although she has amassed an enormous number 

of references. It is possible that by going through these one could 

: collect a mmber of references which would help to fill out the period 

back ef 1900. 

By the way, let me give you in an abbreviated fora my status 

records for southeastern New Hampshire and northeastern Massachusetts, 

as far back as my own figures are really reliable. Mirst, I think I 

wrote you of the tremendous abuniance of grouse which IT ran into in 

Ontario, norther of the G.P.R. station of De Riviere, in September, 

1895. ‘This was about the theoretical top of the abundance cycle. 

Now, with regard te this locality. 

Tae years before 191! were about average good years, pat my 

records are not absolutely complete and I have not made any notes of 

the number of birds sterted. Before 1912, I did very little intensive 

shooting in the woods. My upland shooting was of such a sporadic 

nature that it was of no use as far ae making deductions from it goes. 

The first big slump which I noticed took place at duburn just west of 

Manchester, lew Hampshire, between December, 1914, and the beginning 

of the next shooting season, 1915. Arount Auburn in the fall of 1914 

x ocourred one of those extraordinary concentrations of biré which ; 

you have no doubt run across. I remember hearing of one flock, about 

the time of the first snowfall, consisting of at least 75 birds, which 

4s almost unprecedented in this region, In 1915 I shot almost no 

groase in the region around Auburn where they were so plentiful in the 

previous season. Nevertheless the year 1915 was a pretty good year in 

general all over southeastern New Hampshire and northeastern Massacim- 

setts. ‘There were plenty of grouse, but we aia not think that young 

birds were as plentiful as they had been the previous year. ‘he season 

of 1916 showed the first general drop in birds all over the region that 

I am interested ine 1917 was a very bad year with extraordinarily few
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grouse. I was in military service that fall, so could not hunt at 
all myself. I was also in service in 1918, but according to all the 
information which I had, those years were extremely bad, 1917 probably 
being the lower. I was in northern Maine in September, 1917, just before 
going into service, and grouse were then extremely searce; ani during 
that winter the trappers could hardly find one or two grouse a week, or 
even the signs of grouse. 

In 1919 the grouse crop was still very poor. ‘The season ms 
@losed in Massachusetts, and I hunted very little in New Hampshire. 
There were a few birds, but scarcely enough to warrant making trips 
of considerabie distance to mnt then. 

1920. ‘There was a good comeback in some places, but birds 
were not evenly distrilmted. 1921 was a good year all over the country 
in which I hunt. 1922 was of course a banner year, and in thatyear 
I made the bigzest shooting record in this region I ever mate, or 
probably ever will make. = was a failure. I was away that season and 
did almost no hunting, 1924 was a poor year on the whole, although quite 
a few grouse showed up at the end of the season ani late November. In 
1925 a fair crop of grouse showed up, and we began to make a pretty 
good anmal bag again. 1926 was a good averace yeer, about two-thirds 
to three-fourths of the banner yenr in 1922, In 1927 there came a bad 
sluap in birds, especially in Massachusetts, which resulted in a closure 
of the Massacmmsetts season the following year. I suppose theoretically 
we should not have had this slump, tt it was certainly a very marked 
event, and shows that our ten year cycle in this part of the world is 
complicated by many unknown factors. 1928 was also a poor year. ‘The 
season was closed in Massoghusetts and I did very little hunting myself. 
1929 was a fairly good year again. I did a good deal of hunting, and 
for the two months open season insoutheastern New Hampshire averaged 
about 21 birds a day, one on starting day, 50 on another, and 37 on 
another. This year was not as good, however, as 1922, but I hunted 
harder. 

1930 was a good average year. I only hunted in October for a 
short time, and so have no notes on the whole season, but would say it 
was about the same or a little better than 1929, ‘The present season, 
1931, is not far enough advanced to make comments on, mt I have seen 
more birds along the back woods roads than I have seen for many yoars. 

I suppose you are familiar with the little Buropean hazel hen, 
which of course is quite closely related to our bird. You kmow also 
that this bird, breaking up into various races, extends from Scandinavia 
across to Japan. I have almost no knowled<e as to how this bird is 
handled by Buropean game experts and as to whether it shows an cyclical 
behavior. I think it would be well worth while to start a corresponience 
with some of the Buropean ornithologists and sportsmen, especially in 
Scandinavia, who could give you some information along these lines. 
I dare say Dr. Palmer of the Biological Survey could put you on the
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track of some good men through his Imowledge of ornithologists throughout 
the world. ‘There has recently been published a list of the total game 
kill in Japan, which ineluded the hazel hen. I au under the impression 
that this bird is not holding out well in mumbers in northwest Europe, 
and possibly we micht find someone who Imew the reason for this. 

I hope you will be able to wade through this very long letter, 
and that some of it at least will be of interest. 

Sincerely yours, 

(s) John ¢, Phillips



NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, INC. 
PUBLISHERS 

“NATIONAL SPORTSMAN’ «? HUNTING & FISHING MAGAZINES 

108 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE 

Boston, MASSACHUSETTS 

October 29, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, In Charge, 
Game Survey, 
321 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing a copy of a letter which 
I have just written to Mr. Frank G. Ashbrook, and 
which I believe will be self-explanatory. 

It occurred to me that you might be able 
to offer some suggestions which could be applied to 
this problem. 

With kindest regards and looking forward 
to seeing you at the Game Conference in New York, 
I am 

Very truly yours nuts 

Ode . C ; 
Arthur L. Clark, DIRECTOR 

GAME RESTORATION DEPARTMENT 

Enc. 
; ALC/HMF uth 

Ke “v4 

o* 

Vi) By on 
(ese SS
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October 29, 1931. 

Mp. Frank G. Ashbrook, 
Division of Fur Resources, 
Bureau of Biological Survey, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Ashbrook: 

I would appreciate having your suggestions 
about methods which might be employed in Massachusetts 
for taking wild fur-bearing animals, particularly those 
which prey on wild game, other than by the use of steel 
traps, snares and poisons. 

The reason for this request is on account of 
the Anti-Steel Trap Law which was passed in this State 
last year. The details are unimportant in this connec- 

i tion, but the effect has been to practically eliminate 
Seegennte There was little trapping last year, and there 
will be less this year, Skunks and foxes have increased 
noticeably and are rapidly becoming a very serious menace 
to wild game, as well as domestic poultry. It is probable 
that other fur-bearing predators have increased, although 
that has not yet become so apparent, 

I am interested in an area of about 1500 acres 
where experiments are being carried on in practical game 
restoration under the principles of the Wmerican Game 
Policy as applied to farmlend game, This may be considered 
simply a shooting preserve since those who support the 
project nie the shooting. In any case, it is essential 
that an ue increase of natural enemies be checked. 

For all practical purposes the laws here 
prohibit the use of snares, poisons or steel traps. Traps 
designed to catch alive or to kill are legal, but I find 
it difficult to persuade trappers in the vicinity that 
these are sufficiently effective to warrant investing 
funds in their purchase. I am inclined to hold the same 
opinion. Our laws permit the use of Carbon Disulphide on 
one's own land, and the area of 1500 acres in question 
would come under that provision. 

In view of the above, any suggestions or



Mr. Frank G. Ashbrook “Re 10/29/31. 

practical information you can give me regarding the use 

of Carbon Disulphide or similar materials which could be 
used with skunlts and foxes will be appreciated. It is 
important to use something which will permit recovering 
the furs in good condition for market, if that is possible. 

Thanking you in advance for this information, 
I am . 

Very truly yours, 

Arthur L. Clark, DIRECTOR 
GAME RESTORATION DEPARTMENT 

ALC/HMF
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New England Game Associates 

UPLAND GAME BIRDS 

Northern Bob-White Quail Chinese Ring-Neck Pheasants 

Hungarian Partridges rd Imported from Austria and Germany 

PRESERVE AND OFFICE 

REHOBOTH, MASSACHUSETTS 

February 9th 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

#421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir; 

The following bill has been presented to the Massachusetts Legislature 
: for action February 25th, 1931; 

AN ACT Pr ie aL be 
TO PERMIT THE FURTHER USE OF PROPAGATED GAME AND TO PROVIDE 
FOR ADDITIONAL STOCKING OF PUBLIC COVERS 

SECTION 1. 
SECTION EIGHTYSIX OF THIS CHAPTER 1S HEREBY REPEALED AND THE 
FOLLOWING NEW SECTION ADOPTED; 

"The director may in his discretion grant a permit to any owner or occupant 
of land authorizing him or any person who obtains his written consent to 
hunt birds or mammals upon such lend during such part of the close season, 
not to exceed two months,as the director may in each case determine, such 
land shall be surrounded by a single strand of wire to mark the boundry 
thereof; provided that no person shall so hunt during the close season unless 
the owner or occupant, during the calendar year in which the permit is granted, 
; has liberated upon such land at least fifty of the species for which the 

; permit to hunt is granted; and provided,further, that the total number of birds 

so taken shall not exceed sixty percent of the number liberated. The director 
shall make rules and regulations covering the liberation of birds and mammals 
under this section. Except as provided in this section, all the provisions of 
the law relative to birds and mammals shall apply to persons hunting under this 
section. Whoever violates any provision of this section or any rule or regula- 
tion made under authority hereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than 

fifty or more than two hundred dallars," 

This has been entered by the"Associated Commercial Game Breeders of Massachusetts! 
and will be lobbied by the writer who is working in conjunction with David 

Aylward Secretary, Massachusetts Fish & Game Association. 

The bill providesfor the stocking of privately owned lands and the sale of 
shooting privileges by the owner for a period not exceeding minety days in any 
year.



SHEET No. 2 

We are anxious to receive an expression from you as tothe value of the 
measure and its relation to the newly-adopted American Game Policy. 

Inas much as the time left for campaigning is very short, we respectfully 
ask that your approval or criticism reach us in time to be of benefit. 

It is hoped that, in addition to giving this measure your support, you will 
offer any suggestions which you believe may be pertinent. 

Please accept our thanks in advance fot your co-operation. 

Very truly yours, 

New @ngland Game Associates. 

Vv 1 von/ar avignon Manager



y to Messrs. Gordon 
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Feb. 19, 1931 

Mr. V. D. Davignon, Manager 
New England Game Associates 

- Rehoboth, Massachusetts ; 

Dear Mr. Davignont 

I would doubt the propriety of my endorsing specific 
state legislation, either in my capacity with the Institute or 

as chairman of the Game Policy Committee or the National Gane 
Conference. ic is evident from the policy, however, the Committee 
favors the testing of any an‘ all meamtres which promise to re~- 
sult in game management, sni yours certainly comes unter this 
Category. 

Michigan's experience wuld seem to inffeate that 
some of the opposition to shooting preserve laws might be overcome 
by trying them out at the same time as some more democratic idea 
is tried out. Yor instance, I do not see why the Williamston Plan 

woulé not substantially apply to your country. 

I lf the simplicity of your measure ani the anount 
of @iseretion it leaves to the administrative authorities. 

j Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IZOPOLD 
In Charse, Game Survey
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Dre Prank A. Waugh 

Dear Dr. Wenghs 

It was generous of to send me opinion 
of the eavtsemeaatal ganteeh antaeia, ee 

a yy pak Oh we fer not in New 

Bachan, “She Yor Buin suet wants ete ata § ome 20 
Gunso the fact that Wanee ere NS states ta tle sountey. 

scan ais arias Seats By om a a on 
game managenent. 

With kindest and tha 
$03 one eon ae en eee Se eee 
of Anherst, 

Yours as ever, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Im Gharge, Game Survey 

|
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Mr. Aldo Leopold F X 
Madison 
Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I have been reading with great interest 
your article in the March number of the Journal 
of Forestry on "Environmental Controls for Game 
through Modified Silviculture". This is one of 
the most constructive and suggestive articles I 
have seen in a long time, indeed the best one I 
have ever seen in this field. I am sure it will 
put a lot of men to work, for there a great many 
hard-working men who do not have the imagination 
to see such problems as you have outlined. 

If I understand what you are doing for 
the world your work leads you to some sort of 
travel. Does it never lead you into New England? 
We certainly would like to see you here at 
any time, and when you come I trust you will have 
leisure enough for a real visit. I would like to 
take you about and show you some of the wonderful 
country here in the Connecticut valley. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Si ely your 

Frank A. Waugh eG
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MASSACHUSETTS FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION 
41 MOUNT VERNON STREET 

BOSTON,U.S.A. 

March 19, 1960 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

At the request of Mr. John B. Burnham, I am 

enclosing herewith a form letter pertaining to the 

examination of applicants for licenses to hunt. We 

would be very glad to receive any comments or suggestions 

that you might care to make. 

I am also enclosing copies of tabulations made 

from the returns from grouse questionnaires over a three 

year period. 

Very truly yours, 

Se . 
DAVID A. AYLWADD, 

Secretary 

DAA/DCG 

Ene. 

Tor theRational Conservation ofall Wild Lite



SUGGESTIONS FOR A LETTER ON THE SUBJECT OF SELECTION OF 

APPLICANTS FOR A LICENSE TO HUNT IN THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS. 

Committees representing the three organizations 

named above are thoroughly in accord with the sentiments ex- 

pressed in this letter. We feel that it is time to make plans 

leading up to-an examination of the qualifications of persons 

applying for licenses to hunt game in this State. 

One of the greatest concerns of those interested in 

conservation is the rapid increase in irresponsible persons 

licensed to hunt by the State. Unfortunately for the good of 

all concerned, landowners, bird protectionists and the law- 

abiding sportsmen as well, it is now possible for almost any per- 

son other than a foreigner to obtain a sporting license regard- 

less of his qualifications. 

There is no question but what many persons now li- 

censed to hunt have criminal records, many others through lack 

of experience in the handling of dangerous weapons or through 

abysmal ignorance of the kinds of pirds which may be legally 

taken, are not qualified to carry a loaded gun into our woods 

and fields. Still others are temperamentally unfitted to 

carry weapons. We submit that the fields and woods are be- 

coming nearly as badly crowded as the highways, and some system 

of selection is ag necessary to sportsmen as it is to drivers of 

motor vehicles. 

The present tendency, if allowed to go on unchecked, 

must inevitably lead to serious consequences. It is becoming 

intolerable. 

First. To the real sportsmen who respect the game 

laws and the rights of landowners, and are themselves handi- 

capped in the pursuit of their recreation by the growing aver- 

sion of all good citizens towards the irresponsible gunner. 

Second. This increase in irresponsible license 

holders is becoming annually more annoying to residents in the 

country who desire, and shoulc have, protection against the un- 

desirable elements now licensed to hunt. Farmers and others 

find that privileges to hunt on unposted land are constantly 

abused and finally, as a last resort, when signs against tres- 

pass are used, they meet with less anc less respect. if she 

State issues licenses to large numbers of persons about whose 

qualifications it knows little or nothing, is it not at least 

morally responsible for the damage anc annoyance coused by their 

thoughtless or criminal behavior?
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Third. The present situation is painful, and rightly 

so, to the increasing number of persons who lave wild life for 

its own sake but are not averse to legitimate recreation. 

These lovers of nature know thot thousands of licensed hunters 

are, owing to their ignorance, unable to differentiate between 

protected and unprotected species of game or other birds. This, 

of course, renders the game laws more or less ineffcetive be- 

cause the present force of thirty-three wardens is not sufficient 

to cope with present day conditions. Lovers of nature know 

that many who carry licenses have no respect for the law anc are 

willing to run the small risk of being apprehended with pro- 

tected species in their jsossession. Fines for violation of the 

game laws are often inadequate because judges are slow to pro- 

nounce sentence when there is any excuse of ignorance or poverty. 

In conclusion we will add that the idea of some form 

of examination for applicants desiring a license to hunt is not 

new. It was suggested several years ago by no less an authority 

than Mr. John B. Burnham, late president of the American Game 

Protective Association, at the National Gane Conference in New 

York. It would involve, of course, a separate license to hunt 

as there is no good reason why any selective examination should 

be necessary for anglers. The machinery for conducting exam- 

inations on qualifications to hunt would have to be large at 

first, but the funds expended upon the work would be in our 

opinion a direct contribution to conservation by the Division of 

Fisheries andGame. After the first year, the task would be much 

lighter. 

As to the points to be brought out in such tests, we 

suggest the following: 

Firsts Examinations as to familiarity and ability to 

handle dangerous weapons, and also mental constitution of appli- 

cant, as well as knowledge of the gaue laws of the commonwealth. 

Second: Examinations to find out whether or not the 

applicant has a criminal record or is an habitual violator ‘or Ene 

fish and game laws. 

Third: A simple examination t» demonstrate whether 

the applicant has sufficient knowleige to recognize the common 

species of game birds and mammals which he is licensed to hunt. 

4 ~ 

Oud Us eee a probe lect frrds te ap net hunedk_ 

e cts



March 26,1930 

Mr. Devid A. Aylward, Secretary 
Mass. Fish & Game Association 

41 Mount Vernon Street : 

Boston, Massachusetts 

Dear Mr. Aylward: 

I was very much interested in looking 

over your material on an examination for licensees. 

I have nothing to add except to the 

third item of the subject matter of the proposed testa, 

which it seems to me should include ability to recognize 

j the species of protected birds whieh the licensee is not i 

authorized to hunt, as well as ability to recognize the 

species which he is licensed to hunt. In addition to the 

technical soundness of this suggestion, it would have great 

etrategic value in convincing the protectionists that the : 

. pportamen ave not entirely disregardful of their viewpoint. 

fhenk you very much for the returns of 

the grouse questionnaires, These are exceedingly interest~ 

ing and seem to coincide with the normal behavior of the 
cycle. 

Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 
\ In Charge, Game Survey



REPORTED NUMBERS OF RUFFED GROUSE 

Season of 1927 

Maine Ny. Be Vt. Mass. Conn. R. I. Canada 

Searce 13 31 4 74 34 3 - 

Normal 
or 20 8 i 31 8 iS - : 

Plentiful 

Season of 1928 

Scarce LG 26 4 33 26 2 a 

Normal 8 5 3 16 5 Ht 0 

Plentiful 24 8 5 21 9 z 9 

Season of 1929 

Scarce 5 4 3 20 L 0 i 

Normal 3 5 3 ay z As nd 

Plentiful 43 2a 4 TT any 3 5 

SUMMARY FOR NEW ENGLAND 

L927 1928 1929 

Searce 159 102 34 

Normal or 
More Plentiful 70 116 206 

Total Reports eee 218 240
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February 18th, 1930 

Mr. Wakefield Dort, Our File: 
25 Blm Street, Game 
Keene, New Hampshire. ‘ 

Dear Mr. Dort: 
Suggested New England 
——— Same Survey 

aennenaen ag yours of the 15th 
instant, in which you ask if definite date has been set 
for further consideration of your request for a New 
England survey, and whether 1 can suggest material for 
you to gather vhich would influence the result: 

I am unable to reply with any degree 
of aceuracy to either of your questions. However, 1 

“ would suggest that since the Game Committee would un- 
doubtedly be influenced by Mr. Leopold's recommendations, 
that = communicate in detail with him. As you know, 
his address is 421 Chemistry Building, Madison, Wisconsin. 

Obs Cor 
CSC :HB Secretary 

: Copies to Messrs. J.M. Olin and Aldo dacenihat’



Copy to Mr. Comeaux 

February 21, 1930 

Basten 
Keene, New Hampshire 

Dear Mr. Dorts ! 

Mr, Comeaux has sent we his acknowledgment 

of your letter of February 15, asking when final con~ 

sideration of your request for a New England Survey 

would be acted upon. 

If we can have our proposed conference at the 

Isaak Walton League meeting in April, 23-26, I think we 

ean get final action at the Institute meeting of May 

116, ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Change, Game Survey
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’ February 15, 1930. 
Vermont $ 

Crarc O. Burt, Stowe 
i 4 Chairma: * 

Jou E, Bans : Mr Aldo Leopold, i 
eo 42 enletry Be E. S. FRENCH ’ 

eon Madigon, Wis. E. H. Jones ’ 
Franx E. LANGLEY 

. T. Smite + ue. . 
tee saci Wy dear Mr Leopold:- 
Ernest H. West 

L. F. Wi te ae 
Siasaey C. Wiisox I have delayed anawering your letter of Feb. 5th, 

See Se a hoping that the recent meeting of the Game Committee of the Sporting 

se onic Arma and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute would take some action on 

Josuva L. Brooxs, Springfield wy request, or at least give me an indication of ena they might do. 

Ret ee” x IT have just received from Comeaux a letter which y states that 

re eee wy proposals were considered before the recent meeting but that action 

eee waa deferred until a later time. The only intereating thing he said 

Aver N. Mussay at all was that the members of the committee appreciated my interest 

Joacear A: Pans in this work, which of course means nothing. I do ee a A 

ee 1 g + that meeting, but if you were ah you cou 
F. TINSLEY not you Were present at th ft 83 y 

(Som Womzenacu_ tell me, confidentially if you wish, whether or not there is any prospect 

Se ee of their helping. 
Rhode Island 

Hes, TSS ee I did not realize until I got your letter PN 

ee } @ 1 region t seens 
Arruur L. ALDRED there was a lot more work to do in the north central reg * 

(ones 1. Caoonse to me, however, that this need not eliminate the chance of your con- 

Ree ene dueting a aurvey here. As 1 look upon the matter there ia probably @ 

Wine Motenoce great deal of data you would like to have in your possession before 
Tuomas L. Perce you began the actual survey. Tf you gould not degin a survey until 

ne A SEE Summer or Fall, or even the Spring-of 1931, couldn't we be gathering 

i ee data for you and carrying out lines of activity which would not depend 

i Pane upon the results of your work. ; 

Connecticut 1 aa 

Sey Sage Chomsn You are entirely right in saying that we need :. 
e-Pres. a a 

A ‘ ‘ 

E, G. Buca outeider to conduct our survey here, a man who i cee oo 

Jou Bx rather than fixed ideas. I hate to give up the idea of your doing 

C. L. CAMPBELL 
E. O. Goss ob. : ; i 

Rune Caiman : You are also quite right, of course, in suggesting 

Haan C. Kusour that the initial survey will be of no use unless it succeeds in putting 
.D. \YTON a a 

ee State institutions at work on fact finding projects. You oe 
LIJAH ROGE! y a a en. 

SMR, genet from my preliminary program that this ia the very core of the ea 

4 Elizabeth St,, Derby We must reduce this game reatoration business to a ayatematic and



Mr Aldo Leopold - 2 - Feb 15, 1930. 

acientific basis. 

: I shall doubtless be at the Izaak Walton League Convention 
on April 23rd, but if you are going to be in New York before that 

time I wish you would let me know so that I may try to meet you there. 

Very aingerely yours, 

: ee ae 

wo/e +



February 12th, 1930 

Mr, Wakefield Dort, Our File: 
25 Elm Street, Game 
Keene, New Hampshire. 

Dear Mr. Dort: 

Suggested Survey of New 
: England States ‘ 

Supplementing our letter of the 4th 
instant in answer to yours of the lst: 

Your communication was considered 
at last week's meeting of our Committee on Restora- f 
tion and Protection of Game, but no decision could 
be reached at the present time, and the matter is 

' therefore left for attention at a later date. 

However, I am sure that the members 
are deeply appreciative of your interest in this work. 

; | y very z 

: OSC :S Secretary ; 

Copies to Messrs. J.M. Olin, Aldo telat 

: lh i a a cote) uae ie ots lll
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41 MOUNT VERNON STREET 

BOSTON,U.S.A. 

February li, 1950 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have the copy of the letter you wrote to Harry 
Maguire. Mri Maguire's attack on the Biological Survey 

: without a scrap of evidence against lir. Reddington is, I 
think, one of the most shameful things that has happened in 
recent years. I was present at the hearing on the Haugen 
bill and I must say that I came away with a feeling of 
fairly profound discouragement on the whole situation. Those 
people on the House Agricultural Committee have sort of jumped 
on the conservation band-wagon and the little knowledge which 
they have about the subject is a dangerous thing. 

Maguire's tirade is simply an effort to stir up class 
feeling in regard to clubs and preserves, which I think is very 
unfortunate. ; 

I also have yours of February 5. I am not perhaps 
so discouraged over the New England situation as I might have 

indicated. The northern states can continue to have very large 
supplies of game by keeping a high non-resident license, which 
I feel sure they will do. Here in Massachusetts, we are passing 
through a rather upsetting period but there is no doubt but what 
the idea of self-help is beginning to take hold among sportsmen. 
Once this is started, I believe it will go a long way. One of 
the things which I do not believe we mentioned in our report on 
an American Game Policy was the selection of applicants for 
shooting licenses. This is something that I believe we can 
start here in Massachusetts, for the ideas has been favorably re- 
ceived by the Grange and by the various nature loving associations. 

Si re y Sincerely ee i * 

JCP/DCG 0 ' 

Lor theRational Conservation ofall Wild Lite 4
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EST Puxce Mr Aldo Leopold, : 
E-H. Jones Madison, 

K I. LEY 

J.T. Sura Wis. 
Levi P. Syara 
ER H. We: 
LaF. Witison Dear Mr Leopold:— 

State Sec’y, ¥.L. 
22 West St, Rutland I am enclosing herewith copy of a letter I am just 

Massachusetts sending the Arma & Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute. 
Josxva L. Brooks, Springfield 

Vice-Pres. and State Chairman 

VeeEM Cones You will remember we had some conversation at the 
ee ee last National Game Conference on the subject of a survey of the 

Groce Hanwaven New gland States. I believe you told me then that you had had 

Pt OKare in mind the making of auch a aurvey. I most certainly hope you 
Finer Pose ean arrange to do it. 
|OHN I. LEY 

Cart Wi 
ee las You will aleo note in the enclosed copy that we are 

Statler Bldg., Boston aaking the Institute for $1,000, I don't know what the chances are 

Rhode Island | of getting this, but I am aure you can see, and probably make them 

Hae ea Suse Cherie gee the advantage to them of putting New Mgland where it should be 

fou Conse so far aa their game supply is concerned. 
;EORGE L. CROOKER 

Epwarp P. Gostinc 
ArTHuR INGRAHAM It may seem peculiar to them that we should ask for 

Wie Mee ceae $1,000 contribution when this Committee is organized under the auspices 

a of auch & body as the New Mmgland Council, but as I explained in ny 

Epis: 2 SuEvay letter the budget was all madd up and the funds allogated before thie 
Pauw C. WENTWoRTH 

cee new Committee waa thought of. From your former experience you doubtlegs 
State Sec’y, RICHARD B. WATROUS 

P. O. Box 1337, Providence know the difficulty of going to individuals for donations until some- 

a ee aie thing is actually atarted. If we get this $1,000 from the Institute 

Vice-Pres. and State Chairman it will make all the difference between a quick start anda delay of some 

Sear Ht Bova little time. You will realize the advantage of having things pretty 

CT Canmorat well lined up before Spring breake. 
. O. Goss 

E. Kent HussarD 
K g an these Ataton C. Jupp Hoping you will do anything for us youc in 8 

ED, Lacon matters, I am 
ae Roce Cordially yours, 

State Sec’y, P. L. GERETY 
i a 

4 Elizabeth St., Derby | ; \ a 

wn/g



Yebruary 1, 1930, 

Aras & Amavaition “anufesturera’ Inetitate, 
Park Avenug, 

New York ty. Attention Me Sompaux_ 

Gent lenen:= : 

With further reference to the conversation already had 
with Mr Someaux: 

T have persuaded the Jew Sngland Couneil (deseriptive 
literature encloged) that eur wild Mfe in these aix Vertheastern 

: ates is s resource of the first wagnitude and ahouléd be treated as 
awh, They have accepted the ides, although it is their first 
departure from sttension to more conventional aspects of the business 
world. Yow they have asked me to form s New Mngland Sommdttee ander 

their augplees to estinate the values of thie wild Mfe resoure and to 

plan 5 aourae of astion to conserve and increase it. 

Baoleved you will find « prelininary program vhich I have 
. provers’. tn that program under heading If - Produetion - aud-head A. 

it will be found that a same survey is called for. Xnowing Ur Leopold 

and the quality of his work it ie our hops that you will aend him to 

Yew Yngland to make thie survey. livery possible fasility would be 

offered to help him at his task. 

There te another problem the new Committee bas to solve snd 

) that fe the collestion of o working fund. The New Srglend Sownsil te 

aupported by various forms of semberahip. Then the budget was adopted 

for the current year, the Wild Life Comnbttee had not even deen thought 

; of. Hence no provigton was made, or can now be made from Souneil funds 

for its operating expengsa. It has deen decided that the Somali ttee 

gholl raise its om funds for thie year at least, from groups and 

individuale intereated in ite projects. It would aseiet immensely 

and agave a great deal of time if the Arms and Ammunition Manufesturers* 

Institute would contribute $2,000, Then the work could be started 

at onee while further contributions were being solicited from other 

Soursese



Arms & Amounition Manufecturera’ Inatitute - 8 - Feb 1, 1930. 

Application 19 made to you flrat because you are aecustoned 

to dealing with euch probleme, you recognize the value of constructive effort 

4n these direstione, and you will share equally with the territery involved 

the prosperity gained from ineresaed hunting opportunities. 

Yow Telond offere a splendid chame for an enlarged game aupply. 

Tt 1a compact. The problema in the three northem States, New Hampahire, Maine 

and Vermont are exsetly similar; these in Magsashugetta, Soanesticut and Rhede 

Igland are different only 1 the fastera of greater population, decreasing natural 

| Saver, and gomewhat varying temperature ranges. In the three northern States 

there ia left plenty of cover and a native breeding atosk from which to builds 

in the southern three certain introduced apecies are possible and more neseasary. 

The number of hunting Mcengesa issued in New Mgland does not tell 

the story about the amount of hunting dme there. The latest figures available 

at the moment are those for 1927--28. This shows 4 total for the sestion of 

264,514, It must be remembered, however, that at the time thia repert wag made 

, Maine had but just adopted a resident hunting Meenge law, and no vary sweeseful 

: attempta were being made to enforee it. She ia credited with 29,979 reeldent 

Meenges. Maine ia potentially one ef the best hinting atates in the Union. 

She hag @ population of 768,000. If New Hempehire with sbeut one-quarter of the 

area and a population of only 443,000 issued §5,400 regident licenges, it ie 

reagonable to suppose that the isaued reaident licenses in Maine should thie 

year reagh about 90,000. 

: Moreover in New Thgland the omer of o property and hie family may 

hunt thereon without a Meenge. Since ao wach of? the wooded area of Now Mnegland 

4g held by farmers and gmall property omera (68% in the case of New Ranpahire) 

4t becomes at once apparent that to reach the actual number of huntera about 1sé 

must de added to the asheduled list of Ueconseea. tm other words, counting Maine 

in at the estimated figure for thie year and odding 15% to the new total we arrive 

at a grand total of about 371,000, reprasenting somewhere near the actual number 

ef hunters in ew Mgland. 
: 

About one porgon in fifteen in the State af New York--one of our 

greateat hunting atatea, has » Meense. About one pergon in eighteen da os hunter 

in New gland ag a whole. In the three northern Yew gland States about one - 

pergon in seven ia o hunter. 

The Central body of the New ®glend Couneil maintaina executive 

offices in Boaton. Bagh of the gix States in thie territory also maintaing & 

State Division of the New Mesiand Gouneil. Our pian of setion te to maintain 

the New tn¢land Council's Gentral Wild Life Committee ae a directing forve. 

Rash State Mvision of the Gouneil will in turn appoint o Wid life Committee, 

one member of which shall be algo a member of the Sentral Commities. Through : 

the State Diviaion Wild life Sommitteea we will establish contest with each atate's 

apesific probleme and work them out largely through exiating agencies, auch a8 

the Tigh & Game Departmants, aportenen's @luba, State univeraitiea, ete. 

With this interlosking syeten of coumittees and with the preatige « 

of the lew Mgland Council behind a move to reatore our came supply, a move 

properly based on the correst fundamental knowledge gained from a game survey, 

we can reaume ‘ae position second to none ag & hunting eountry. 

w/t Very simerely youre,



WILD LIFE & FISH COMMITTER 

EW ENCLAND COUNCTL 

SUGGESTED PRELIMINARY PROGRAM. 

The preliminary program should be divided roughly inte four parte. 
‘ 

‘ 

I Bdue ati on 

Its Produetion 

III Reatrictive Contro) 

: IV Posted Land Problem oe 

Lave ation 

A. Public Bducation. 

‘ Any svecesaful movement to bring the wild life and figh 

of New Mngland to the point where they will give the greatest peasible economic 

return wust have the interest and becking of the public. Thia can be secured 

when the businces men and farmer understand that a proper development of our 

wild life regourees meane @ireetly or indirectly dollare and cents to them.. 

The public ean be interested through the medium of the newspapers end through 

talks delivered before the aervice clubs, aveh aa Rotary, Ruchange and Kiwania, 

before chambers of commerce and over the radio. 

B. The sportsmen already have a. very vital interest in our 

wild life and fish, bat they must be brought to 9 greater realization of the 

fect that they have large reaponetvilities. They should be made to understand 

that on them must fall a large part of the burden of the effort to improve 

gonditiong. They must be taught that game laws are made for their benefit, 

and not to restrict them in their pleasure. Thia can be brought about through 

the eportemen'a clubs and congervation organizations. 

6. The farmer has a very large stake in wild life control, for 

the proteetion and care of all inseetivorous birds ag well ag game birds ie a 

duty of his State Fieh and Game Department. Tt 1a a clearly recognized fest that 

without the ingeetivorous birds, the farmer could not today do buginesa. That 

the farmer may aleo have a atill more definite interest in our fish and game ia 

ghowmn in Section IV of this program.
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IL__Produstion. 

The basis of any effort today te restore our wild life and 

figh must be based on produstion. Fish and game can be produced in much the game 

manner ag live ateck, but they must be produced and managed on @ acientific basis 

to meet the steadily increasing demands made upon them. The following steps are 

recommended under the heading of Production in thie Preliminary Program. 

A. A asientific eurvey of each New Ragland State's wild life 

resourses, thie survey te be initiated by the New Mgland Council's Sentral and 

several State wild life committees and carried on jointly by the survey committee 

: of the Sporting Arma and Awmunition Manufesturera' Inatitute, the United States 

Bureau of Biological Survey, the various State Mah and Gams Departments and local 

conservation organizations. 

The greatest value of the New Meland Council's Central 

Committee will probably be in starting conetruetive, well-balaneed and co-ordinated 

movements of thie kind. 

Re ; 
i, The building up in each State of a chain eystem of aanc tveries 

on the Pennaylvania plen. 

ae A thorough etudy of the State game farm proposition as at 

— ron. The whole theory of modern gare control ia this: A eufficient breed- 

ng atock of gaue must be built up and maintained go that the annual normal 

reproduction will take care of all vauel loge from shooting, natural causes, and 

the depredations of vermin. 

In those statea which have now fair aupply of game, @ 

ganctuary system will in the course of o few years prodwe a fairly large supply. 

Te aanetuary theory in brief ta that areas of from 1500 te 2500 seres are get 

agide, and so situated that they have a definite relation to each other in the 

matter of intervening game covers. To ehooting is permitted on the sans tuarles. 

Game thereon incresesa to the saturation point when it beging to drift outel de 

to find foot and establish new using grounda. The game from one aanetuary spreads 

me towards the game moving toward it from the neighboring sanctuaries, witil theoretically 

the whole area in time ia stocked. Vermin wust be kept out of aanetuaries and con- 

ditions mainteined which will be most favorable to the maximum natural reprodustion. 

Where the game supply in @ atate ia very much reduced, or where 

the demande on it are extremely heavy, 4t ig necessary to augment it by purchasing 

game, or by raising it on game farms, from which it is transported to sanctuaries 

or direstly to game covers. 

6. A biological eurvey of each New Mngland State's lakes and 

stream eyatems and game-fish resources to be condueted by the New England Council's 

Central and several State committees, the United States Bureau of Fisheries, State 

Figh and Game Departments, State Universities and sportanen's organizations.
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This ia a large task but it ia being earried on successfully 

in a number of other States. It is posaible here in New England to get the 

colleges and universities to loan, not only trained acientista, but to induce 

students to assist, their work counting toward scientific degrees. 

D. Ag each aection of the Blologieal water survey ia made, a 

ten year stoking polley with reference to it should be adopted. 

Heretofore in most of the New Sgland States there has been 

too Mttle orderly stocking. It haa mostly been done without acienti fic eongidera- 

tion of the factors involved. 

¥. The extension of each State's fish rearing eyatem to @ point 

where it can furnish enough mature fieh to the streame and lakes to provide good 

fighing and to hold the aupply up to the demand. 

F. The ereation in all streama which dry up in times of drought 

ef reservoirs to which fiah can go as atream flow faile. 

This can de done by re-building of old dams, and the blasting 

‘gut of smaller holes. 

a, So-ope ration with all efforta to restore our foresta. Forests 

are the basie of s-wild life and fish aupply. 

TIL Reetrictive Sntrod 

ae Game lawa including closed seagons, bag aid agagon limita, 

and other restrictive measures are necessary to check too great a deatruetion by 

aportamen, They must, however, be co-ordinated with produetion. They should alge 

have a degree of flexibility, thich is necessary to meet wunlooked-for situations. 

The control of flexible game laws ghould be in the hands of properly selected 

State officials. This is in line with the policies of the more advanced States. 

Ba... A more adequate system must be devised for the control of 

predeeioua animela and birds called "vermin" in the aportemen's voesbulary. 

Vermin destroys snnually « hundred times ag much emall game ag ia taken by the 

hunter, and aleo makes ‘remendous inroads on the fish aupply. 

State vermin exterminator groupe to be organized by the 

various Figh and Game Departments, and inatructed by the United States Bureau of 

Biolosical Survey would ald greet deal. 

The posted land problem muat be met. There te little use in 

building up » proper fish and wild life supply if so much land 4a to be closed 

to fishing and hunting that there are no opportunities to enjoy them. Several 

courses are open.
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The first aeema to be the creation of public shooting and 

public fishing grounds. The former are found in many States. onnecticut has 

initiated the latter with considerable sueceas. 

The eecond courge is a constant program of education among 

aportamen, designed to make them more considerate of the land omer. This should 

de coupled with a movement to assist the lend omer in prosecuting vandeliam 

among hunters and fishermen, The purpose of the see ond course would be to create 

a a better feeling betwm eportemen and land omera, thue halting any increase in 

posted lend. 

he third course is to encourage the land omer to get sone 

@ireet finenciel retum in the way of 3 fee for the use of his lend by huntere and 

fishermen. This ta a new thought in the United States, but one which ia gaining 

weight, elthough it will meet bitter opposttion from large numbera of sportamen. 

_ Perhaps a brisf explanation will be necessary. 

The go-alled American sytem of free shooting La entirely 

different from the turopean, in thia country title to all losal, non-migratory 

game, fur dDearing animals and fish reste in the State in waleh it is found until 

4t 1s legally reduced to posseaaion by the aportemen, trappers, ate. Title to 

migratory game is vested in the Federal government until legally redwed to possesion. 

In other words, no land holder oma the game or figh on hie property unlesa it ie 

ei artificially raiaed ad kept in fence by special permit. He can, however, post hie 

Ze property against hunting and flehing, which creates an anemelous eituation. 

$ In furope title to game pasesa with the land but eines mush 

of the land in “uropean countries is owed in large blocks by wealthy eatates which 

leage hinting privileses and which do not permit trespass, the man of ordinary 

meana gets no chance to fish and hunt, 

It may be thet in this country we ahall be fomed to invent a 

syatem somewhere between the two extremes. The farm element would, of course, 

be very much interested in any auch plan.
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3 February 5, 1930 

Mr. Wakefield Dort 
New Bngland Council 
Statler Building : 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Dear iy. Dort: c 

My absence in the field on game survey work has 
prevented en earlier reply to your interesting letter of 
February 1, enclosing a prospectus of the work of the Gane 

' Committees of the New England Council. 

I am much impressed with the kind of an approach 
you are making to thie question, and wish I could promise you 
that I could carry out your recommendations as to an early 
eumvey of thet region, I am going to have to avoid all promises, 
however, because the field work on the north central region hag 
just been completed and the job of compiling the regional report 
will doubtless disclose many pointe bearing on the value and 
practicability of game survey work which ought to be taken into 
account before shoosing a new sphere of action. Since you are 
all ready to go and I ut the best could not do anything before 
sumer or fall, I would &#t like you to walt for me, particularly 
in view of the entire uncertainty of where we will work next and 
when. There are numerous opportunities for follow-up work on the 

north central region which, if we decide to do some work on them, 

might consume another year, 

I take it, therefore, that the problem boils down 
to how I can help you get this job started on your ow account, 
This is a question easy to ask but hard to answer, because I really 
have no way of knowing what mon, if any, are capable of making a 
survey. I am pretty sure you need an outside viewpoint, since men 
already familiar with the region, no matter how able, would tend to 
think in rate. I have not quite enough courage to actually recom- 
mend the names of individuals, although I would be willing to talk 
this matter over with you, including the qualifications of possible 
men. It occurs to me thot we might mect at the Isaak Salton League 
convention on April 23, or I might be in New York at an oarlier date, 
if you should want to see me. 

Really the only concrete assistence thet I have to offer 
at this time is to loan you copies of my reports if you want them, I



2 Dort 

am always short of copies, so that if you can let me kmow when you 
want them some time in advance, it would help. I would sugzest the f 
Wisconsin Report as the most nearly paralleling New England problems. 

As to the possible donation by the Institute, I would 
prefer not to discuss this in advance of a meeting with the Game 
Restoration Comittee, for reasons which you can doubtless appreciate. 
The Committee has so far entirely excluded miscellaneous donations, 

; even though individually meritorious. 

Are you in touch with Dr. John ©, Phillips in connection 
with the work of your committee? He is devoting a good deal of thought 
to New England land problems, and while I disagree with him in some : 
respects, he is one of the few men who is facing facts squarely. : 

I wish I could make this a more helpful letter, since I am 
certainly entirely in sympathy with your projected move. I do not feel 
that I can say anything more until we can tall in detail. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

‘ ALDO LEOPOLD, 
: In Charge, Game Survey, 4 

P. S. Let me add one other thought concerning a game survey. Our 
experience in Wisconsin has indicated strongly that an initial game 
survey cannot attain its full value if the work is dropped when the 
initial size-up is completed, There is a clear need for a perpetual 
game survey, especially in states like yours depending largely on 
cyclic species,such as ruffed grouse. The status of this bird is so 
variable that it must be reedetermined from year to year. Moreover, 
the initial survey is of no account unless it succeeds in putting state 
insitutions to work at fact-finding projects. These require a long 
period of years and must feel their way, so that the initial survey 
cannot possibly furnish a sufficient outline for their guidance. It 
is @ case of cut and try from year to year, ° 

_ All of this indicates that the man who makes the initial 

survey should continue as the technical advisor of the department and 
the supervisor of its research work, or else that the man making the 
survey should break in such a man to so continue. 

: AL.



February 5, 1930 

Dr. John C. Phillips 
Mass. Fish and Game Agsociation 
41 Mount Vernon Street 
Boston, Massachusetts J 

Dear Dr. Phillips: 

Thank you for your letter of December 31, and 
particularly for the list of questions as to the legal sétuation 
with respect to land, 

T am sorry, but not surprised, at your discourage+ 
ment over the New England situation. I have lately been sub- ra 
jected to a good deal of pressure to make a game survey there, ; 
but confidentaally between us, I have avoided commitments because 
of a feeling in my bones that the possibility of solving the game 
problem varies inversely with the population pressure, and the : 

: prospects for a region like New England are really not bright. I 
gather that you are of a philosophical turn of mind, and I would 
appreciate the opportunity of going inbo this aspect of game con- 

i servation quite fully in person. I fe@l keenly the need of 
intelligent discussion and criticism in such matters, and I feel 

thet to attempt to write about them without such discussion is 
futile. Accordingly this letter will simply acknowledge your 
kindness in sending me this material, Some time when you feel 3 
like talking, let me know. 

; I am glad we check on Martha's Vineyard. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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December 51, 1929 
jer" 

ot 
Mr. Aldo Leopold yok 
Forest Products Laboratory es 

Madison, Wisconsin ose ae 
Vet 

Dear Mr. Leopold: en 
\ 

I enclose the copies of the questions which I be- 
lieve I showed you at the Game Conference. I have started 
some work on the legal decisions wnderlying the ownership of 
fisheries and game. Your last copy of the American Game 
Policy, dated November 6, came to me long after the confer- 
ence in New York and I have again been over it. Being now 
engaged in a campaign against the re-appointment of Mr. W. C. 
Adams as Director of Fisheries and Game in this State, I be- 
gin to be somewhat discouraged over the whole system of state 
conservation. I doubt very much whether anything can be 
accomplished until this system is completely replaced by a 
better one. 

For instance, here through an organization of over 
two hundred local clubs, Mr. Adams has built up a very effec- 
tive machine which is carried on by means of doling out state 
reared fish and game wherever it will do the most good. This 
is the most pernicious system that could possibly be invented. 
All efforts and all resources of the department are expended 
in keeping up the machine and oiling its joints when they get 
a little squeaky. This Association has opposed the re-appoint- 
ment of Mr. Adams and you can imagine the mess we are in at 
present. I imagine that he is probably too strong for us and 
that eventually he will be re-appointed. 

eee 70 = 

a | 

: President. 
Jé@P/DCG 

Lor theRational Conservation of all Wild Lite
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November 29, 1929 

Hon. Elbert M. Crockett 
45 Forrest Street 
Milford, Mass. 

Dear Senator Crockett: 

. I have felt for some time that there were certain funda- 

mental problems in the ownership and administration of game which 

need investigation. I enclose on a separate sheet certain queries 

that I, as a member of the Committee, would like to see cleared up 

by the Attorney General's office. These have a direct bearing on 

laws and law enforcement as well as on practical conservation and 

the rights of lendowners. 

I believe that if the present tendencies continue un- 

checked we are headed straight towards one of two things --- either 

total abolition of shooting by law, or a complete system of legal- 

ized posting which will effectively keep out the man who wants to 

shoot. Neither of these things are desirable. I think you will 

admit that. The question of the sanctity of the ownership of land 

as private property should be definitely decided. Is this owner- 

ship complete or is it limited? If the ownership of game by the 

state empowers it to say what a man shall do and what he shall not 

do to the game on his land, apart from existing game laws, then the 

principle of private property is thrown overboard.
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Now then, the State is engaged in the business of selling 

licenses and raising pheasants to help sell those licenses. We 

have established a vicious circle like this: more revenue desired, 

more pheasants raised, more posted land resulting and less oppor- 

tunity for the public. All the time the State is supposed to be 

protecting the native game but in reality it issues licenses each 

year in amount sufficient to exterminate every grouse and woodcock 

in Massachusetts. Fifty thousand shooters (this is a conserva- 

tive guess) are allowed to take seven hundred and fifty thousand 

grouse (fifteen each)! It is lucky the grouse is a spry bird. 

Now I ask you is this conservation? But the State is not 

yet satisfied. It wants to sell more licenses to get more revenue 

to raise more pheasants, which will only accentuate the present 

difficulties with landowners. It never ean furnish public shooting 

and everyone knows it. You will find the pheasant at the bottom of 

most of our troubles because he sticks to improved land and becomes 

a nuisance to the landowner in that he is a fatal attraction to the 

less desirable shooting elements. Eventually the landowner is go- 

ing to assert his rights. His good nature can only be trusted just 

so far. In the end landowners will organize (I see indications of 

that already) and then what? If we don't check the present abuses 

someone will do it for us and perhaps in a very drastic way. 

I believe it is a very questionable policy for the State 

to rear game, and put it out on private lands, especially improved 

lands for the public to shoot. It will end in disaster for the real
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sportsman who likes to shoot native game in the good old-fashioned 

way. Everything that the State has done and is doing results in 

a@ real check on the sport of the real sportsman. Don't get this 

problem confused with the fishing problem. I believe we can pro- 

duce public fishing at small cost. Itd like to see nearly all re- 

venue devoted to public fishing and law enforcement, and I would 

like to see the shooter taxed five dollars at least. 

I doubt alse whether law seituneienints should actually de- 

pend on revenue from licenses. Isntt this law enforcement the duty 

of the State, regardless of receipts from licenses? How can the 

State dodge this job? The more I look into this matter the more I 

believe that receipts from licenses should be entirely an incidental 

matter. The temptation to boost the sale of licenses by the Depart~ 

ment is too great and eventually they become "hoist by their own pe- 

: tard." Certainly law enforcement is for the benefit of all the 

people, not only the spertenen. 

Do you think the State should license thousands of people, 

about whom it knows nothing, to go armed onto private land to seek 

game which the State claims to own? This was all right in the old 

days because we were dealing with a very different class of people, 

most of them rural dwellers who respected property and were them- 

selves largely known to the farmers. All that is finished. at 4a 

idle to "kid"™ ourselves along in the hope that old times will return. 

They cannot and will not.
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I could write a book on this subject. In fact, I am 

going to do so, but this rough letter is enough. If I am ®all 

wet" pray tell me so. Please remember that I have no brief for 

the ownership of game one way or the other. I only want to see 

a very bad situation cleared up if that is possible, and certain © 

fundamental coneeptions given the light of day. 

I am sorry not to be able to be with you this week. 

: Sincerely yours, 

President. 5 

JCP/DCG 

; Enc.



: MEMORANDA OF QUESTIONS FOR THE 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL 

1. Is the State omership of game valid in the law of Massachusetts, 

and if so, what statute is it based upon? We would like to be in- 

formed of any subsequent statutes of decisions affecting the original 

statute. 

2, How is it possible to reconcile the "legal fiction" of the 

State ownership of game with the rights of the owner of private pro~ 

perty? 

Se If the State issues licenses, as it does, to thousands of ir- 

responsible persons who have been given no test of their qualifica- 

tions to carry dangerous weapons, is the State responsible for dam- 

age inflicted by such persons on private property? 

4. On what constitutional grounds does the State excuse the private : 

landowmer from having to buy a license to bunt (supposedly) state 

owned game on his own land? 

5. If the State claims to own all of the upland game on private 

lands, how can a landowmer legally lease the shooting rights on any 

land unless game is artificially reared thereon?
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MASSACHUSETTS FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION 

41 MOUNT VERNON STREET 

BOSTON,U.S.A. 

January 6, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopolds 

I have your letter of December 27. I under- 

stand that since I wrote you, Mr. Adams got some Hungarian 

| Partridges from Alberta for the island of Martha's Vine- 

yard. I agree entirely with you that there is absolutely 

no chance that the birds will do anything in that area. 

It will merely be an additional experiment and will certainly 

be a failure. 

Sincerely yours,, > 
Cc Ash 

President. 

: ? 

ro ape em ae 
JCP/DeG ts psat 

Lor theRational Conservation ofall Wild Lite
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MASSACHUSETTS FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION 
41 MOUNT VERNON STREET 

BOSTON,U.S.A. 

: December 26, 1929 

To the Sportsmen of Massachusetts: 

Gentlemen: 

FISH, GAME AND POLITICS 

I have not been able to find time to read all the 

outpourings of Mr. William C. Adams and of those who join 

him in singing his praises. It is, however, obvious from 

those passages which I have read that he is now busily en- 

gaged in a full-blown political campaign. For years ne 

has been building a political machine against the day when 

his job might be at stake and now he is trying it out. 

Even his wardens are brought to heel and used for lobbying 

purposes. 

The main objection of those who for the last fif- 

; teen years have been in a position to judge of Mr. Adams! 

work is that he is a politician first, last and all the time. 

I am not a politician so I cannot enter into controversy with 

Mr. Adams. 

Unfortunately, as in every other disagreement of this 

kind, those who know most talk the least. Of the three 

different Secretaries of this Association wao have strived 

over a long period of years to work with Mr. Adams for the 

good of the cause, all have eventually been forced to admit 
defeat. 

The probleus to be met today are absolutely dif- 

ferent and they are changing fast. If we are to solve the 

basic issues underlying them, we must do so with small hope 

of support from thousands of sportsmen, for they will not be 

popular. Fundamentals don't interest the vociferous majority 

and you cannot produce game with oratory nor maintain it with 
a battery of typewriters. 

Lor theRational Conservation ofall Wild Life
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To mention only one or two matters:--- Mr. Adams 

has made a creditable record in rearing game and fish this 
year. Very well. But we believe, in the matter of pheas- 
ants, that quality is more important than quantity, and that 
the acid test comes when we count our birds in the covers, 
not in the réaring fields. 

The cost too should be based, not on this year, but 
on the last five years in order to arrive at a fair valuation. 
We believe that the cost of $2.89 a bird is very misleading. 

It does not take into account the poor quality of much of the 
stock reared by the State under the very artificial brooder 
system, and Mr. Adams does not mention the fact that he charges 

off his brood stock at a very excessive figure. Nor does he 
mention any of the disastrous losses which have occurred, es- 
pecially at the Marshfield farm. 

But perhaps the State ought not to engage in the rear- 
ing of pheasants at all; unless it has some land to put them 
where their presence will not mean trespass. The State now is 
engaged in selling licenses to produce more pheasants to sell 
again more licenses until the head hums.  ° Where will it end? 
Surely this is a make-shift sort of policy. Would the average 
sportsman be any better off if the State reared, not 13,000 birds, 
but 50,000 birds? Even that huge number would not mean more 
than about one bird per shooter. In other words, is the State 
obligated in any way to provide free shooting? If 1t¢is, then 
it must provide a place to takeits State-reared game, for pheas- 
ants will not stay on wild land but collect around farms and 
villages where their presence nowadays becomes a nuisance and 
sometimes even a source of danger. No, with all the State 
pheasant rearing operations, we have far less pheasants than we 
did twenty years ago, and less opportunity for the public to 
hunt. them. 

We notice that Mr. Adams has not much to say about his 
quail farm. Several years ago the Massachusetts Fish and Game 
Association in co-operation with other agencies purchased a large 
tract of land adjoining the Sandwich game farm for carrying on 
work with quail. The results have not been very encouraging. 

Again, if the State licenses a horde of irresponsible 
city shooters about whom it knows little or nothing to hunt 
supposedly State-owned game on private lands, is the State re- 
sponsible for the damage they may and do incur? We think it 
may be. 

With these and related questions we must look ahead, 
not three years but thirty years. Somebody has got to settle 
them. Will Mr. Adams do it?
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The present policies in public shooting are merely 
make-shift policies. Even now the State is issuing licenses 
enough to the sporting fraternity to take annually more grouse 
and woodcock, to say nothing of deer and other game, than exist 
in the State. Fifty thousand shooters (there may be more) out 
of over 125,000 license holders may in an open season kill ‘’.. 
760,000 Ruffed Grouse, which is two or three times the annual 
bag of a state as large as Pennsylvania! It is lucky that the 
Ruffed Grouse is a spry bird. But our Division of Fisheries and 
Game is not satisfied yet. It wants to sell more licenses in 
order to increase its revenue. What for? 

Now what about the landovmer? Where does he enter 
the picture? All talk of coddling the farmer or coercing him 
in any way is nonsense. When posting ceases to protect private 
property which is the case today in many places, the landowners, 
be they farmers or merely rural "city folks," become restless. 
Already there are plenty of signs that landowners are ready to 
organize, and when they do, they will demand the protection they 
deserve to have. All this is cold water for the sportsmen of 
the future, but it is not so cold ds the alternative of no shoot- 
ing at all. If the sportsmen do not solve their own troubles, 
somebody will do it for them, and do a thorough job too. 

Again it is well enough to pass laws but what use are 
they when a large percentage of license holders today do not know 
a grebe from a duck? This is something for the bird lovers to 
ponder upon. We can hardly expect to ever have wardens enough 
to cope with the present vast increase in irresponsible and ig- 
norant license holders. The present warden force is in the main 
trying to do its best, but it cannot stem the flood. Any of the 

older men will tell a story worth listening to. 

Publie fishing we can have to a certain extent and this 
without interfering with property owners, as soon as we can pro- 
vide foriih by Law. But laws against stream pollution must be 
enforced if we are to have any trout waters left. We have a 
good anti-pollution law, backed up by splendid court decisions, 
but it has not been pushed as it might have been. The same is 
true of the law providing for fishways in streams where these 
would be a benefit to fish life. Will Mr. Adams do the things 
that make for real progress? More pheasants and more trout do 
not in themselves mean more shooting and fishing. They may only 
mean more discontent and dissatisfaction among sportsmen and 
landowners. With all our game farms and hatcheries we are today 
worse off for game and fish than ever before. 

We have no quarrel with the so-called bird-lovers. We 
think sometimes that their endeavors are lacking in a sense of
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proportion, that in the matter of sanctuaries for song birds 

for instance they are not getting results commensurate with 

the time and money expended. But that is their affair. The 

whole State should be conceived of as a sanctuary for song and 

non-game birds, not just a few acres here and there. 

The question of law enforcement does not concern most 

bird-lovers. Once they get a law on the statute books they 

seem satisfied. They should demand that the State bear the ex- 

pense of some, or perhaps all, of our warden force. Why should 

the enforcement of the law depend on receipts from sporting li- 

eenses? If the fish and game laws are good laws, then the 

State should enforce then. It can hardly avoid that duty. I 

have gradually come to think along these lines from work this 

autumn as a member of the special commission which is revising 

the game and inland fish laws of Massachusetts. The idea is a 

new one but it is worth thinking about. 

The present warden force does not know whether it is 

a body of carpenters or State gum-shoe men. They are rushed 

hither and thither, tearing dowm old buildings in distant parts 

of the State and keeping in repair the political fences of the 

Director, while the fish and: game in their owm districts suffer. 

Now then to sum up. Fish and game and politics are 

poor bed-fellows, not only here, but in every other state in 

the Union. Massachusetts is simply repeating the failures of 

other states. Keep Fish and Game out of politics! 

Sincerely yours, © 

President.
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41 MOUNT VERNON STREET 

BOO a December 13, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Forests Products Laboratory 
Madison, Wis. . 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

As you know, the various experiments with Hungarian Par- 

tridges which were made between 1906 and 1912 along the Atlantic 

Seaboard states were all failures. These plants were made all ee 

the way from Cape Elizabeth in Maine to at least as far southeastures 

as southern Georgia if I remember rightly. Nevertheless, there 

is still a demand that more trials be made. Now then, in order to 

satisfy the sportsmen as well as ourselves, I should like to make 

a final demonstration with birds gotten from as near here as pos- 

sible, say from Ohio, Illinois or Indiana. My proposal would be 

to make the plants on the island of Martha's Vineyard on the site 

of the old Heath Hen reservation where it would be very easy to raise 

grain crops at small expense and where we could very easily watch 

the progress of the experiment. The Island is, as you know, 

roughly twenty-five by twenty miles and far enough from the mainland 

so that I think it would be wnlikely any attempts would be made to 

fly across. 

Now then, what I would like to know is where there would be 

any chance of securing from some of the states where the birds are 

already abundant a few pairs each year for a period of five years. 

It is barely possible of course that stock®€limatized in the United 

States might take hold where imported stock from Europe failed. 

It boils down to this. We ought to conduct a final ex- 

periment along these lines, and you could help a great deal by sug- 

gesting where it might be possible to obtain American Hungarians. 

I have not yet been over the American Game Policy as re- 

cently changed by you, but will do so in a few days. 

ae rr Dl ) 2 

JCP/DCG President. 

For theRational Conservation ofall Wild Life
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PUBLISHERS 

“NATIONAL SPORTSMAN’ »? HUNTING & FISHING MAGAZINES 

108 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE 

Boston, MASSACHUSETTS 

Dec. 12, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
c/o Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Yeopold: 

It was a great pleasure to have an opportunity to talk 

to you even for a short time during the Game Conference. 

The results of your investigation are so interesting 

to the few who have had an opportunity to hear them that it 

occurs to me that if it were possible to offer these reports, 

or briefs from these reports, to the sportsman public that it 

would be a splendid idea from the educational standpoint. 

As you already know, both Hunting & Fishing and 

National Sportsman Magazine have devoted a great deal of time 

and thought to the selling of the Game Restoration idea to the 

American sportsman. 

The results that we have accomplished, while more or 

less intangible, have undoubtedly been and will continue to 

be beneficial to the cause. At any rate, we have access to 

the greatest group of sportsman readers ever gathered together, 

and since we have gone to some expense along the line of making 
them Game Restoration conscious, I believe that it should be our 
place, if possible, to publish such reports on your work as yau 

should furnish us with. 

After all, we are convinced that this whole propo- 

sition is largely a question of education, and the more we take 
the average sportsman into our confidence, and let him know 
exactly what is going on, and what he can expect, he is far more 

Likelyto co-operate than he would if left entirely on the outside. 

= If this suggestion meets with your approval we will 
=— be very glad indeed to have such reports from time to time as 

_ you are able to turn over to the public. 

eee With best wishes for future success and 
\e@\ pe the greetings of the season, I am 
Ee le Sy 

3 Y |e Sincerely, 8; 

Soo WHE /MM Editor



Dec, 27th, 1929 

My. WE. Foster, 
: @ National Sportsman, Inc. 

108 Massachusetts Avenue, 
Boston, Mass. 

Dear Mr. Foster: 

By the end of January Te@#?l ve finished with the 

game survey of Missouri and will then proceed to pblish e sort 

of summary report on the North Central States. As soon as this 

ie done, there will I hope be my number of opportunities for 

elaborating on specific subjects in the conservation magazines, 

At thet time, I will certainly remember your helpful attitude and 

would like to have a talk with you as to just what you want pre- ° 

pared for your use. I appreciate very much your favorable opinion 

as te the subject matter of the survey, and also enjoyed receiving 

your Christmes card. : : 

With kindest pegarde, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO BEOPOLD, 
+n charge, Game Survey.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, ‘ P| 
Madison, Wisconsin, 1 wo daw 7 

- a 
Dear Mr, Leopold:- i i 

I have finally gathered together what information 
I have found on local partridge conditions and here it is. 

information from my own diary, based on about three 
days shooting in the one month allowed in this state and covering 
about the same ground each year in Westford, Acton, and Boxboro, 
Mass., shows as follows: 1921, plentiful; 1922, plentiful; 1923, 
plentiful; 1924, moderate or less; 1925, scarce; 1926, plentiful 

Vv in the Westford cover; 1927, fair; 1928, not able to judge, season 
closed, ‘Blentiful' is of course a relative term, but when we find 
enough in each cover to keep us chasing them, and can get the daily 
limit of three birds each (two of us) in about half a day, not being 
what would be galled expert shots, I should say that was plentiful 
for this locality. 

Mr. Harry E, Tuttle, of this town, who has hunted 
around here and in New Hampshire for 30 years or more says that this 
year, with the closed season, the birds are coming back pretty well 
in this state; another year's protection should mean a lot of birds, 
The last good years here were 3 and 4 years ago. In New Hampshire, 
around Keene, Amherst, Milford, Mason, New Boston, Rindge, birds have 

V been scarce for the last three years, particularly this last season, 
Good shooting 4, 5, and 6 years ago. He says that he has heard that 
the birds have been coming back this last year in Maine, New Bruns- 
wick, and Nove Scotia, There being now some protection in the latter 
two places, He was not able to give me any ‘ancient history! when I 
talked with him, 

Speaking of ancient history, in looking in files 
of the "Concord Enterprise" for another matter, I ran across the item 
published Dec, 31, 1896 that game was plentiful. "George Holden shot 
over 200 partridges," This was at the close of the season. At the 

/ opening off the 1897 season partridges were reported scarce. (Do you 
V wonder?) This confirms the recollection of my shooting companion, 

Mr. Herbert HE, Tyler, of Weston, Mass., who recalls that about 30 
years ago there was a very dry season with birds plentiful (he shot about 90), followed by a wet season when birds were very scarce, 

I have yet to hear from Mr. Henry B. Bigelow, of Concord, axmexkex an amateur geme raiser, and naturalist of some note interested particularly in fish. He tells me that he has details of ' i number of birds he has started during the last 10 years or so, bgt geen teiaile his dope to you when he has gotten it together and sent 

I hope this does you some good, 

2/19/29/ Thanked nim, Promised Sincerely yours, 
him a copy of blueprint. ees Lo, (2oblon :
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; January 25, 1929. 

Mr. Arthur C. Clark, 
Geme Restoration Department, 

National Sportsman, Inc., 
Boston, Massachusetts. 

Dear Mr. Clark: 4 i 

Thank you very much for the exceedingly 

good information transmitted with your letter of 
Jamary 3. It should have occurred to me to look 

up Forbush end I am thenkful te you for putting 
me on the track of his data, 

The next time we meet I hope to show you 

the accumlated result on the winter killings of 

quail, Incidentelly, we are having rain on top 

of snow, following very cold weather here, which 

may mean a dis-off in Wisconsin this winter. 

: Tell Mr. Foster that I am sorry to have 

4 missed him in Mississippi. I arrived at Memphis 

the day after he left. . 

Yours sincerely, ‘ 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
‘ In Charge, Game Survey.



NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, INC. 
PUBLISHERS 

“NATIONAL SPORTSMAN’ +X? HUNTING & FISHING MAGAZINES 
108 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE 

Boston, MASSACHUSETTS 

January 3, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of December 27th in regard 
to winter killing of quail. 

The only severe winter that I personally 
vf can remember which killed many quail was the winter of 
1910-11. We have had some bad winters since then, the 
last being during the winter of 1925-26, but these winters 
have not affected the supply of quail noticeably. That 
may be due in part to the fact that sportsmen are much 
better organized now than they were fifteen or twenty-five 
years ago, and they are alert to the necessity of feeding 
game birds, particularly quail, in winter. It may be due 
in part also to the fact that practically no Southern 
quail have been imported here for about twenty years. 

According to Edward H. Forbush in "Game Birds, 
Wild-Fowl and Shore Birds", published by the Massachusetts 
Bureau of Agriculture in 1912 on Pages 371 to 575, the 
first severe winter oe as killing quail in great 
numbers came about 1857./Y Some reports, indicate that there 
was another killing winter about 1865. J. Forbush defin- 
itely records one in the winter of 1870Vand —— very 
severe one in 1898.’ Also the winter of 1904-05’destroyed 
90% of the quail in Massachusetts in his estimation. 

I believe that it was the winter of 1904-05 
f which caused so much damage, and this came just at the 

close of the period when so many Southern quail were being 
introduced into this state. 

er Ta Thinking that you may wish to file something 
| (sporty \  risii°@) authoritative on this question, I am having a 

_\, g\di\ \g@ ““y/ copy made of that part of Mr. Forbush's book 
Lea Boo cg | ri referring to this question and enclose the copy 
=] Ake = \\ * herewith. 

1 ee SENN Wishing you a Very Happy New Year, I am 

aS —= = Very Ws Sone 

ae a Game Restoration Department.



Extract from "Game Birds, Wild-Fowl 
and Shore Birds", by Edward H. Forbush, 
State Ornithologist of Massachusetts, 
State Board of Agriculture, 1912. 

"Bobwhites were very plentiful during the latter part of the 
eighteenth century and the early part of the nineteenth. Mr. 
George Linder of Boston says that he once know of the killing 
of ninety-six by two men in two days. Some large bags have 
been made within fifty years; but the species always had its 
"ups and downs" owing largely to occasional severe winters. I 
have no record, however, of the fluctuations in numbers in 
early times, and all the available information to be had on the 
subject has been gathered within the past century. 

"Mr, Henry H. Fay writes me that there was a very severe 
snowstorm on Cape Cod sometime in the 50's, possibly in 1857. 
The snow was heavy and damp, and falling on the “evergreens” 
bent their branches to the ground. The Quail sought the cover 
of the down-bent branches as a refuge from the storm. The 
snow covered them, and then the weather turned cold, freezing 
the snow hard and imprisoning the birds beneath it, where they 
all starved. Their remains were found in numbers under the 
‘trees the succeeding spring, and the species appeared to be 
absolutely extinct on the Cape. Mr. Fay states that his father, 
who had been in business in the south, imported a number of 
birds from some southern State and turned them out. A resident, 
who watched the result, said that the reproduction of the Bob- 
white in that district was due to that importation, and that 
the introduced Quail were smaller than the native birds. 
Mr. Lyman Pearson writes from Newbury that there were no Quail 
left there in 1865, but that they increased up to the 70's, 
when a severe winter killed them off again. Since then several 
such storms have occurred, wiping out most of the individuals 
of the species in New England. Many instances have been re- 

F ported to me where, locally, after such a season, gunners with 
bird dogs have exterminated every bird. 

"Until recent years we have filled the places of the birds 
thus extirpated by introducing others from the south. People 
who have watched the result say that these southern birds cannot 
survive severe northern winters, but that if they are introduced 
in spring and breed successfully, their young are more hardy 
than the parents, and do well if the succeeding winter is not 
too severe. It is believed that the many southern birds intro- 
duced have so interbred with the few native birds left as to 
produce a smaller and less hardy race than the northern Bob-white,-~- 
one which cannot withstand so well a severe winter. Most of them 
die during a hard winter when the snew is deep, even if they 
are not frozen under, 

"In 1898 the destruction of most of the Quail from New 
Hampshire to Cape Cod was reported. Afterward they increased 
somewhat, but the very severe winter of 1904-05 destroyed fully 

ninety per cent of the birds throughout the State; two hard



winters followed, and the gunning which was allowed in those 
years exterminated the birds in many localities. Many sports- 
men stopped shooting them during the succeeding years; but 
others continued to kill every bird that could be found. This 
and the impossibility of procuring birds from other States, which 
has put an end to the practice of restocking with southern birds, 
accounts for the extermination of the species in large areas 
where it was once common. There must have been a section on 
Cape Cod where the winter of 1904-05 was not so destructive as 
elsewhere, for Mr. George H. Tripp writes that about West Har- 
wich’ the season of 1906 was the best that he ever saw for Quail, 
and several correspondents from the lower end of the Cape note 
a large increase. Mr. Fred F. Dill of North Eastham attributes 
this to mild winters and the fact that the foxes were Killed off. 
Two hundred and thirty-two of my corresponddénts reported in 
1908 that the Bob-white had decreased in numbers in the years - 
of their experience, but twenty-six, mainly from: southeastern 
Massachusetts, recorded an increase, 

"Snow and cold are important factors in the destruction 
of the Bob-white in the north. Given mild winters, a very short 
open season and the prohibition of sale and shipment, with 
strict enforcement of the law, and this bird holds its own 
fairly well. The past three winters have not been severe, and 
now (1911) the Quail is increasing locally in southeastern 
Massachusetts, and parts of Rhode Island and Connecticut in ter- 
ritory where very few birds have been available for restocking. 
A few have been turned out here and there, which no doubt have 

swelled the total somewhat. 

"Much may be done to preserve the Bob-whites during winter 
by feeding (see page 581), but if they are at large during a 
heavy storm, when the snow above them freezes hard in the night, 
nothing can save them, as they will starve and freeze ina few 
days, or, if they break out before death ensues, they are so 
weak that they cannot escape cats, dogs and hawks."
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421 Chemistry Building 

Jenvary 24, 1929. 

Mr. John M. Olin, g 
Weatern Cartridge Company, 

Bast Alton, Illinois, 

ey Dear Mr. Olin: ‘ 

: ; I was extromely interested in the clipping about snails 
; harboring perasites of birds and animels and have made a note to { 

) look up Professor Bequaert when I reach Massachusetts. His finat 
line of reasoning is the same as I recently encountered in tal: 

; to Dr. Laue about Sr the University of Michigen. 
Dr. La Rue is more apecific in thet he suggests that the breeding 

: range of waterfowl may be determined by the distribution of certain 
parasites of fish, snail and other aquatic life which harbor in 
these animale as intermediate hosts and which are fatal to waterfowl 
during the juvenile s 

He has definitely proven this condition to exist in the 
case of the Herring Gull which for this reason can aot breed on 
certain inland lakes but breefs successfully in the adjacent parts of 
Lake Michigan where the fish, probably perch, are not parasitized. 
These lines of thought are extremely significant and your clipping 
will help me to keep track of them. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

P.§ One reason why I am anxious to start a fellowship at Michigan 
is that Dr. LaRue would cooperate in thestudy. He is very keen 

about 4%.
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Dangerous Snails 
Hurbor Parasites ) 

———_—— 

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (A. P.)—Dan- 
gerous snails are relatively few, 

when it is considered that they are 

confined, so far as is now known, 

to not more than 60, among about 

0,000 species of mollusks which 

make up their great division’ of the 

animal kingdom. 
They are sufficiently numerous, 

however, to be indirectly responsible 

for a variety of parasitic diseases 

which afflict animals and, to a less 

extent, human beings in various 

parts of the world. i 1 

The mollusks which, for this rea- | 

son, are of interest to medical sci- 

ence, Prof. J. Bequaert of the Har- 

yard Medical school has found all be" 

long to the class which includes the 

marine, fresh-water and terrestrial 

snails and slugs. Their danger to 

human and animal health, he ex- 

plains, lies in the fact that they 

jharbor the latve of disease produc- 

ing worms which, without them, 

would not be able to develop fur- 

ther. 
“The effective control of total ex- 

termination of potential molluskan 

hosts,’? he says, ‘‘may therefore be 

included among the prophylactic 

measures. The possibility of eradi- 

eating the disease by an attack upon 

the intermediary host depends to a 

very large extent upon the habits of 

the particular snail involved.” 

Some can be exterminated by re- 

moving the water from their habi- 

tat, but others are capable of sur- 

viving several months of drought. 

Those and the species that live on 

land seem to require the use of toxic 

chemicals, such as copper sulphate 

and unslaked lime which Prof. Be- 

quaert points out, are inexpensive, 

powerful and not very dangerous to 

ae peings and domestic animals. | | 
FS Ts a ean
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January 2, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg. (U. W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Attached you will find a newspaper 

article concerning the snail harboring parasites. 

I cut this out of a paper enroute West 

from New York as it offers an interesting theory 

with respect to parasites. 

Yours very truly, 

Chairman, 

Col tee on Restoration 
and Protection of Game 

J.M,0Olin:W
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421 Chemistry Bldg. 

Dec. 27, 1928 

: Mr. Arthur L. Clark, 
108 Massachusetts Ave., 

Boston, Mass. 

Dear Mr. Clark: 

When writing you on December 12 for the dates of winter 

killings of quail in Massachusetts, I did not have in mind vetheving 7 

you for data on the importation of Southern stock. That is another 

matter in which, as you know, I am interested, but which seems too 

complicated to handle by mail. All I meant to ask for was the years in 

which you could remember heavy killings due to winter weather. I got 

the impression in my conversation with you that you had data in your 

files. If this is not the ease, please let the whole matter go until — 

we can talk it over. 

It was a great pleasure to meet you and I hope that I 

shall have occasion to see you again frequently. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.



NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, INC. 
PUBLISHERS 

“NATIONAL SPORTSMAN’ »? HUNTING & FISHING MAGAZINES 

108 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE 

Boston, MASSACHUSETTS 

December 22, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. , 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of December 12th in regard 
to data on winter killings of quail in Massachusetts and 
New England. 

I shall try to get this material together for 
you, but would suggest also that you write to Dr. John C. 
Phillips, President, Massachusetts Fish & Game Protective 
Association, 41 Mount Vernon Street, Boston, for what 
information he can supply you on the same subject. 

Of course, you are familiar with Dr. Phillips. 
Two years ago he completed a survey of the records of 
wild birds introduced on planted in North America. The 
information was published several years later, April 1928, 
as Technical Bulletin No. 61, Bureau of Biological Survey. 
In getting this information, Dr. Phillips doubtless re- 
freshed his memory or added to his records regarding the 
interetate shipment of birds, particularly quail from the 
South to New England. Also a number of years ago, Dr. Phil- 
lips made a careful study of the plumage of bobwhite quail 
and published a little circular on the subject, with a place 
showing the influence of Southern stock on the plumage of 
our native birds. I am sure that Dr. Phillips can give you 
much more information than I can on the subject. However, 
I will be very glad to give you what information I have 
and will send that to you later. 

I would suggest also that you write to Mr. Charles 
SE W. Dimick, c/o Lancaster Theatre, Lancaster Street, Boston, 
__.  Mass., for information on the dates and approximate numbers 
atl of quail imported from the South to Massachusetts. 
gpg Meno Dimick was a very active officer in the Massachu- 

a] Vie Sy setts Fish and Game Protective Association some 
1 \ eg twenty or twenty-five years’ago, and I believe 
ZW —\\ | had charge of the purchase and distribution of 
(vi ge 7 ese | «= Southern quail here. The Secretary of the Associa- 

SS gS ston at that time is not living, and I believe



Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- 12/22/28. 

that Mr. Dimick is the only one that knows about it. 

Wishing you a Very Merry Christmas and a 

Happy New Year, I am 

Very truly yours, » 

e J 

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, INC. 
Game Restoration Department 

By Arthur L. Clark. 

ALC /HMF
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY i | 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 

GEOLOGICAL MUSEUM 

November 21, 1928 OXFORD STREET 
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I saw in Science some time ago that you were on 
your own in a Game Survey - congratulations! 

The paper in Ecology was as you doubtless saw a 
little propaganda to induce botanists to take 
arroyos seriously. In regard to your question on 
climate: the present arroyo in our Southwestern 
valleys had a predecessor in late pre-historic 
time. This arroyo was cut and then filled up. 
The only thing in literature is an abstract in 
the Washington (D.C.) Acad. Sci. Jour. vol.16, 
pp.75-76, 1926, "Recent deposits of Chaco Canyon 
in relation to the life of the Prehistoric peoples 
of Pueblo Bonito". The full account will appear 
as an appendix to Neil M. Judd's account of his 
explorations at Chaco Canyon to be published by 
the National Geographic Society. 

This buried channel of late prehistoric date has 
been formed on Rio Chaco, Rio Puerco, Rio Zuni, 
Rio Galisteo and elsewhere on smaller creeks. As 
it formed when there were no domestic grazing 
animals in the country and then filled up again, e 
we cannot attribute either process to the influencing- 
of overgrazing. It appears to have been a climatic 
swing from less dry to dry and back to less dry. 
Presumably there was a swing to dry again before 
the Spanish conquest and the conditions were ripe 
for overgrazing to be effective in timing the new 
arroyo. That is, it would have been cut any way 
put the precise time was determined by the intro- 
duction of stock. 

Overgrazing would imitate gullying on hillsides 
more or less regardless of the swings in climate
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as the climate of the Southwest has always been 

relatively dry. The analysis given above applies 

only to the relatively large drainages. The 

through flowing rivers have silted on their lower 

courses recently and doubtless have had reversed 

phenomena with each climatic swing. 

: I have been teaching here at Harvard for the past 

three years but have spent the past two summers in 

New Mexico with much pleasure and scientific profit. 

Yours cordially, ; 

KB:D Ye 7 4



421 Chemistry Building 

: Movember 17, 1928, 

Mr. Arthur L. Clark, 
c/o The National Sporteman, : 
108 Massachusetts Ave., 
Boston, Massachusetts. 

Dear Mr. Claris 

I have now had time to go over the file of articles which 
you so kindly sent me on the Game Restoration Program and have 
elipped and bound these articles for my library. 

I am, of coursa, heartily in sympathy with your general : 
idea of digging down to the basic principles underlying game con- 
servation and hammering the cublic on the necessity of starting to 

apply them in practice. By and large the applications which you | 
advocate alse strike mo ag good with one possible omission and that : 
is the necessity of actuelly preparing the country to receive the | 
game, in other words, the control of environment. To my way of | 
thinking this is the next big ides that the Amorican Sporteman 
will have to absorb. The game restoration program, of course, 
touches it in several places such es winter feeding and the establish 

ment of food patches, but there is a lot more to it than that. The 
Quail Fellowships which I will describe at the Mationsl Gaze Con 
ference, has as their object the develoguent of dependable facts on 
environmental controls. 

IT look forward to the opportunity of discuesing these matters | 
with you in peryon since stvigusly they oan not be satisfactorily 
present by letter. I vill slwo value your critician of the work of 
the Game Survey. 

Thank you again for sending me the full set of material. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Change, Game Survey. | 

Copies sent to Olin and Dill.
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August 7, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
Sporting Arms & Ammunition Manufacturers Institute, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I greatly appreciate your kind letter of 
August 1st commenting upon the Game Restoration Program. 

It was just a thoughtless oversight that your 
name was not placed on our Complimentary Mailing List, but 
I am taking care of that at once. 

More or less popular articles are included in 
each issue of National Sportsman and Hunting & Fishing 
Magazines which we publish. These supplement the neces- 
sarily brief comments and information contained in the 
booklet. 

Under separate covér I am sending you some back 
issues of the magazines. The July issue of National Sports- 
man is entirely exhausted and I am able to send you only a 
partly clipped oopy. However, the Game Restoration article 
is intact. 

The Program was first inaugurated in the issue 
of December 1926, and fortunately we have a few extra copies 
of that issue. The article was written by our Editor-in-Chief, 
Mr. William H. Foster, and I hope that you will read that one 
carefully since it is a very complete introduction to the 
entire Program. The articles which follow it are merely 
supplementary. 

I shall certainly look forward to meeting you 
= again and hope that when you come to Boston, you will find 
_ 4t possible to spend time enough here to get well acquainted 

L 2 ae pa with each member of this organization. 

 gpgEs | | Meaney _ 
a V i, 
— > ~~ A —Bhes\ ng a 
1G eS $ NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, INC. 
ee Game Restoration Department 

ALClark/HMF



File: Pheasant 
Quail 
Massachusetts 

Axtract from letter from William Vogt, National Association of 
Audubon Societies, October 13, 1938: 

"I have just had a letter from Dr. Frank 7. Woodbury, 21 Chestmt St., 
Wakefield, Mass., who for sixty yoars has hunted and been vory 
familiar with certain ereas in the Northeast. He writes me a very 
intelligent letter commenting on the apparent ‘crash’ of Pheasants 
and Quail, as well as of Grouse, although he has apparently read 
nothing about then. He says: 'Last Labor Day, 1937, I flushed 23 
Pheasant in our back field where they had lived all summer. When the 
hunting season opened, but one was to be found and as far as I know 
he survived and none of the others were found. And this spring, for 
the first time in fifteen or more years, not one has been heard, and 
my dog finde no trace of them.' I pass this information on to you 
with the thought that you might like to write hin.” 

(Original letter from Vogt filed in Cycle folder.)
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POLICY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MASSACHUSETTS STATE FORESTS 

IN RELATION TO WILD LIFE 

All forestry projects should be developed in 
a way that will recognize and encourage wild life as a secon- 
cary crop. These crops must be managed in complete harmony 
and coordinatec through a long term program based on a clear 
understanding of the needs of each. To neglect wild life is 
a failure to use the land to capacity. 

Suitable areas have been set aside from time to 
time dedicated to a particular use and upon which development 
is intensified to produce the crop desired. These plots are 
valuable as experimental projects and should be the subject 
of much research anc study, and the knowledge gleaned from 
each should be combined into a well-knit plan to be followed 
in the rest of the forest. 

Fire prevention is of first importance and f 
graveling, brushing out roads and fire lanes, the construc- 
tion of water holes, and patrol during the dry months must 
never be neglected. The openings in the forest created by 
the construction of fire trails, and the work done in the 
process of construction is of great value to wild life. 
Brush piles should not be left in these lanes except in open- 
ings where there is no other cover. 

Light and sun benefit the forest and are neces-~ 
sary to maintain wild life, so we should plan our work with 
these facts in mind. By avoiding solid plantations we benefit 
the forest and encourage wild life. To improve and hasten 
to maturity our timber crop and to assure a sustained yield 
of wild life, plantings should be made in blocks, giving each 
plantation an opportunity to get a good start before planting 
the next. This practice will sweeten and improve the. soil 
and prepare it for planting, thereby improving the quality 
and growth of the,crop trees as well as furnishing a habitat 
for wild life. y 

Hardwoods are desirable from a forestry view- 
point as well as being a distinct asset to wild life and a 
mixed composition should, therefore, be encouraged and main- 
tained as such. Black locust or other nitrogen fixing | tres, 
mountain ash and Washington thorn should be planted adjacent 
to conifers for, by so doing, food and protection are furnished 
to our wild creatures. 

Wherever possible, the brush patches should be 
preserved as they are used by all species of wild animals and 
birds. Our insectivorous birds nest and feed here, 80 by 
saving them we help the forest. Brush patches are a valuable 
ecological factor too important to be destroyed. 

Brush swamps should be left as natural as possi- 
ble, thereby forming a break in the surrounding forest with 
the resulting increase in border strips. Tree swamps, is de- 
veloped, should be treated by cutting out the soft maple of



cord wood size and leaving the tops and slash piled on bent 
over sprout growths. This procedure will create excellent 
rabbit and grouse habitat. If it is desirable to make plant- 
ings, white cedar might well be used. 

Silvics as exemplified by the several types of 
cuttings help the forest and give’ sprouts for food and slash 
for cover. A proper distribution of these cuttings is equally 
important and should be in accord with the crop tree age class, ' 
thereby supplying a diversification of browse and cover. 

In making cleanings, only those trees which have 
done or are about to do mechanical injury to the surrounding 
stand should be removed, even though some of those left are 
considered to be of an inferior ‘species (such as gray birch, 
aspen, or red maple). Where trees have blown down, they 
should be allowed to remain if possible, as the upturned roots, 
with soil attached, supply winter grit, anc the trunks form 
run and escape ways, drumiuing logs, and nesting sites. Hollow 
trees should be allowed to stay_as long as they are not a 
source of injury to the surrounding forest, for they provide 
dens, hives, and nests. In making liberation cuttings by the 
three prevailing methods - low, crown, or selection, the 
operations should be carried out so that the forest will be 
opened as much as is consistent with good forestry practice. 
Where the two lattor methods are used, scattered clumps of 
non-cPop-producing seedings or sprouts should be allowed to 
remain. By bending them over and piling slash on top, open- 
ings are thus formed underneath, which create escape and 
shelter cover for birds and small animals, and, as the vege- 
tation decays, the soil becomes enriched. 

All softwood slash should be burned in scattered 
piles as the ashes and charcoal sweeten the ground and are 
used by the birds. Slash shoulé be removed from brooks and 
springs, as the decaying vegetation sometimes poisons the 
waters. and unduly impedcs its passage, or it ney, if present 
in quantity, retard the flow of watcr to a degree causing the 
brook to back up and overflow an adjacent meadow. This nay 
be harmful by causing the water temperature to rise to a de- 
gree unsuitable to the fish life present, and will undoubtedly 
lessen the supply of oxygen in the water, along with changing 
the character of the vegetation where floodcd. 

Arcas in the state forests which are inaccess- 
ible due to topographical or other hinderances should be set 
aside as natural or primitive arcas. No forestry or other 
operation should be permitted here, with the possible excep- 
tion of pest control work and then only when it is seen to 
be endangering the adjoining forest. Nature alone should 
hola full sway. These tracts should be used only for observa- 
tion and study. A record of growth, natural pruning, soil 
conditions, disease and insect damage, mechanical injury, 
under-story, and all other factors connected with forest eco- 
logy should be made in ten year veriods. Many of our citizens 
would take pleasure in viewing a natural progression and such 
areas would fulfill their desires. Its study as wild life



habitat, particularly its desirability as such during the 
different periods, would undoubtedly tell us much that we 
do not now know. 

Geod forestry helps wild lifes; poor or unplanned 
forestry injures both, therefore there can be no conflict be- 
tween the twoe Both have their roots in the carth and have 
boon bedfellows for millions of years, and lack of lmowledge 
on the part of man can only causc discord amongst men, never 
between forest and wild life. 

Ze ey er eg es 
LAA sa Dan 

f 
ERNEST J. DEAN 
COMMISSIONSR OF CONSERVATION 

Policy adopted February 1, 1937
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Mik COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

General Plan For The Selection, Development, And Maintenance 

Of Wild Life Areas For Massachusetts State Forests. 

The primary purpose of establishing theses areas is 

to protect, cultivate, and increase useful wild life as a 

valuable resource of the forest. This will provide a place 

where they can increase to the point where it will overflow 

to the adjacent land to produce normal breeding stock thereon. . 

This in turn will enhance the surrounding territory by bene- 

fiting the farmer and providing recreation for the nature 

lover and sportsman. 

Wild life is a product of environment, and as we im- 

prove this for any given species, a natural increase in that 

species will follow. 

Because of the vastly different geographic topography 

found in various sections and the resulting difference in 

the Flora and fauna, each wild life area mist be worked aif- 

ferently in detail. 

SELECTION 

The choice of an area to be developed should be governed 

by the following guides: 

It should be centrally located in relation to the area 

to be enhanced. 

Its boundaries should be established upon well defined 

roads, or upon terrain where gravel or dirt roads can be 

easily constructed. 

There should be a varied topography but not abruptly 

so, gentle slopes and valleys are to be preferred. 

There should be a year round water supply well dis- 

tributed, 

The Flora should consist of food and cover interspersed 

with mixed forest types and clearings. 

Enough native Fauna should be habitant to act as breed- 

ing stock to fill the covers as they are developed.
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MAPPING 

While cruising to find the most advantageous area a 
general idea is formed of the general layout. The use of a 
topographical map is advised. As soon as a finel selection 
has been made, however, a management map should be drawn 
Cesignating existing and proposed openings such es boundaries, 
grid lines, fire lanes, tote roads, wood trails, spot clear- 
ings, brush patches, ete. 

It should show all streams, ponds, swamps, and springs, 
&s8 well as knolls and ridges. 

It should be a type map showing location and species 
of native Flora elready established there. 

Grid lines should be run at this time to improve ac- 
curacy of location. 

This map should be accompanied by a written work plan 
covering the improvements to. be made, i.e. fire lanes, plant- 
ings, cuttings, water holes, etc. (see development) 

DEVELOPMENT 

Forest Fire Protection - ee ee 

Brush out a strip thirty to fifty feet wide around : 
boundaries of the wild life area. If cover conditions are 
good, burn all slash, if not, pile on area but clear of strip. 

Construct gravel or dirt roads seven to nine feet 
wide through center of brushed strip to make all parts of the 
area accessible and provide grit and dust for birds. 

Construct water holes at strategic points easily 
reached. 

Winter Cover Planting and Improvement - 

Plant white pine and spruce on unproductive knolls, 
spotplant slopes using not over five hundred trees per plan- 
tation. 

Plant hemlock on edges of swamps and kettle holes and 
white cedar in swainps. 

Plant red cedar in small groups in brush patches and 
in openings along wood trails. 

Plant ground juniper adjacent to food patches and 
strips. 

Food Strips and Patches - 

Use old woods trails and roads where possible and 
heavy., thin from thirty to fifty feet wide.
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Pile all slash lightly aleng edges and on top of 
sprout growths which have been bent over to receive them, 
thus providing escape and shelter cover. 

Clear center strip ten feet wide, dragging all stumps 
aside ana leave turned up with dirt attached for winter grit. 

Plow and harrow, or grub these strips and sow in 
scattered patches to clover, buckwheat, Michigan mixture, etc., 
perennials to be favored. 

Permanent Food and Escape Cover Improvement - 

In brush patches, elong woods trails, around swamps 
and kettle holes, where possible in the crevices of rocky 
ledges, along food strips and fire lanes, plant persistent 
fruit bearing and thorny trees and shrubs, barberry, Washing- 
ton thorn, hawthorn, blackberry, raspberry, wild rose, bul] 
briar, ete. 

Apple is our best all-round food and should be given 
first consideration, prune old trees and set out new, graft 
persistent bearing specics. 

Birch, poplar, oak, cherry, mulberry, beech, chestnut, 
locust, sassafrass, etc. rate high es food trecs. 

Azalea, grape, viburnams, bittersweet, rose, snowberry, 
cranberry, partridge berry, etc. should be given every en- 
couragemont. 

Swamy Improvement - 

In tree swaaps thin at least 50% of the maple, birch 
if plentiful, and other swamp spccics that will grow sprouts 
to serve as browse and cover. 

In brush swaps remove matured blueberry, azalea, etc. 
to encourage new growth. 

Plant as schedule given in Winter Cover Improvement. 

Development work should not be eerried on in nesting 
cover during the season in which these areas are being used. - 

Forest Composition Improvement - : 

Free the more promising hardwood sprouts by cutting 
back the undesirable ones, and correct forked saplings. 

: Meke coniferous plantings in groups of threc hundred. 

In soft wood forests reverse the above rule until the 
same hardwood softwood combinction prevails.
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Waterfowl Environment - 

Select a swamp within the area which can be easily 
flooded and which will retain at least an average depth of 
at loast three foet of water. 

Glear cut the smaller trees and brush on pond site 
and place slash in scattered piles. 

Leave the larger trees for nesting wood duck, mer- 
gansers, etc. 

Plant wild rice, button bush, ete. for food and cover. 

Stroai. Improvement ~ 

This woulda consist of the installation of check dams, 
deflectors, brush covers where needed, and the planting of 
aquatic vegetation to encourage fish life and fur bearers. 

Protection of Wilda Life Area < 

Prevent all trespass by enclosing arca with single 
strand of wire. 

Post conspeicuously. 

Erect pormanent gates at all entrances. 

Control prodators by the most efficient and humane 
methods. 

Census 

In order to ascertain definitely the result of improve- 
monts made, es to the inerease and scasonal habitat of the 
Fauna, 2 bi-monthly census should be taken. 

fo proporly do this lincse should be slashed running 
north and south and cast and west. These should be cut at 
400 ft. intervals, ond from ten to twelve feet wide. These 
lines should be permanently marked at all intersections there- 
by making the recording of observetions more accurate. 

These grid lincs also act to broak up the density of 
the forcst and create the border environment most necessary 
for wild life. 

MAINTENANCE 

No set of rules can be laid down for maintaining wild 
lifo arcas. Constant obsorvations properly noted arc of first 
importance. If a species to be encouraged is consistently ob- 
served in a cortain type of cnvironment, try to duplicate 
thesé surroundings in other places, thereby increasing the 
specios without cover crowding.
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Separate these places, try to cultivate a different 
type of beneficial plant life in bctween to act as breaker 
strips. This will prevent over-population with the resultant 
falling off in numbers and weaknoss in breeding stock. Be 
eareful not to place too much. emphasis on intensive manage- 
monte 

Maintain foods adjacent to escapc, roosting, and nest- 
ing eovcrss 

Keep @ your pound diversification of foods, Wild 
life must eat in February as well as in August. 

Be ever vigilant in keeping predators from becoming 
dominant. 

Hneourege plants serving a dual purpose, i.c., juniper, 
cedar, borberry, te, arc both food snd cover. 

Prevent trospass. 

Guard against fire, 

So far as I know there is no constant to follow in 
all wild life arcas. Hach one is a scparate problom and 
can best be worked out by those in daily contact. 

All work should be carricd on under the direction of 
a competent wild life apecialist. 

The proper coordination of data gathered by caily ob- 
sorvation must chart the work in detail. 

Very truly yours, 

i ee oe ( : pom Ay ge 
a CO eae oe He: Ce 

/ 
Ernest J. Dean “ 

bre Commissioner pf Conservation 
‘



f File: Pheasant 
iat Massachusetts ,~ 

Extract from letter from David A. Aylward, Secretary, Mass. Fish 
and Game Association, Musewn of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, August 27, 1936: 

"Here in Massachusetts one of our creat problems is to 

discover the cause of the definite recession in pheasant mmbers. 

In spite of intensive stocking, we do not seem to make any satis- 

factory progress in building up a wild brood stock of the bird. 

What brood stock that does survive in the wild, seems to me to 

produce consistently smaller broods. Apparently if the anmal 

planting of twenty-five or thirty thousand pheasants in Massachu- ; 

setts was discontinued, the pheasant would soon disappear from 

our covers," 

Copy to Paul D. Dalke



File: Ruffed Grouse 
Pheas. ; 

‘ Massachusetts ~~ 

See "Some Preliminary Game Management Measures for New England 

Conditions." Committee Report, New England Section, Society of American 

Foresters, Journal of Forestry, Vol. XXXII, No. 8, November 1934, pp. 

856-860.



Extract from Rev. ¥. B. 6. Peabody's "A Report on the Birds 

of Massachusetts Made to the legislature in the Session of 

183-9." (published in Boston Jour. Net, Mist., Vol. 3, 1941) 

«+». + » “the order of nature supplics sudh gam, os & re- 

eouree for the pionsers of civilisation, while the process 

of @lesting the soil goes on} till the earth is subdued, 

the deer, the birds, and the fich, surply means of sustain. 

ing Ute, Bat when agriculture, and the other arte of life, 

becin to be vurmued with profit and success, thése resources 

gease to be needed: the habits of the hunter are inconsistent 

with regular intustry: and as the gome would only serve to 

tempt. mon away from their ares and duties, the forests ani 

streams ate deserted, ani their wild tenants go where there 

ave other adventurers who need them, 

Compliments of Or. Bubbs



Massachusetts 

CROSS REFERENCE 

Reprint of "Fluctuation in Numbers of the Eastern Brant Goose, " by 

John C. Phillips filed in Waterfowl Box. From The Auk, Vol. XLIX, 

No. 4, October 1932.



Massachusetts 

CROSS REFERENCE 

Reprint of “Eastern and Western Bred Waterfowl at Wenham, 

Massachusetts, in the past Thirty Years, by John C. Phillips. 

From The Auk, Vol. XLIX, No. 4, October 1932. Filed in 

Waterfowl Box.



Waterfowl 
Massachusetts ~— 

CROSS REFERENCE 

Phillips, John C. 1932. Wastern and Western Bred Waterfowl at Wenham, 
Massachusetts, in the Past Thirty Years. Auk, Vol. XLIX, 
October 1932, pp. Yuo-buy,



Geese 

Massachusetts , — 

CROSS REFERENCE 

Phillips, J. ©. 1932. Fluctuation in mumbers of the Eastern Brant Goose. 
Auk, Vol. XLIX, October 1932, pp. Ul5—53.



Extract from "The Game Birds of California" 
by 

Grinnell - Bryant - Storer 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, page 35. 

“Massachusetts imported pheasants from Oregon as early as 1889. The birds 
established themselves rapidly, an open season being soon declared; but 
they failed to maintain their initial vigor."



? Mate, 

Extract from the book "Useful Birds and their Protection" 

by Edward H. Forbush 

(Published by mene ts Board of Agriculture) 
1913 

(From Chapter, Birds of Field & Garden, page 331) 

“Mr, Willian Brewster tells me that the native Quai] of New England 

eked out an existence on the berries of the red cedar when the snow lay 

deep on the ground, but that the introduced Quail apparently have not 

‘ acquired the habit, and so succumb more readily to the New England winter."



YY ow 43 

Extract from the book "Useful Birds and their Protection" : 

by Edward H. Forbush 

(Published by momento Board of Agriculture) 
1913. 

(From Chapter, Birds of Meld & Garden, page 332.) 

“fhe Bing-neck was first imported into Oregon from Chinga, and was 

introduced into Massachusetts from the Facific coast in 1894 by the 

Massachusetts Coumissionors on Fisheries and Game, who have since propa- 

gated the birds and liveraied thom in various parts of the State."



; V7 Mtn v 

Extract from the book "Game Birds, Wild-Fowl, and Shore Birds of 
Massachusetts and Adjacent States" 

by Edward Howe Forbush, 1916. 

Cane 39 G é ] 

“Mr. Eéwerd F. Staples of Tauton states (1908) states that he has hunted 

for forty-seven years, and that the last "real good" year was about twenty- 

five yeare ego. In the old days, he says, sbout a thousand birds were killed 

in a season on about twenty thousand acres over which he ranged."



‘Viae. 

Extract from the book "Game Birds, Wild-Fowl and Shore Birds of 
Massachusetts and Adjacent States " | 

by Edward Howe Forbush, 1916. 7 

Pegs 370 

"There can be no doubt that Bob-white has decreased in numbers in New 

England since the days when Morton wrote that he saw "sixty Quails" in one 

tree; but doubtless the species increased much in this region during the 

time of settlement. It could not have been so numerous in the primeval 

forests that covered most of New England as it became later, when much of 

the forest had been cleared away. When civilization and settlement extenda, 

and grain raising became almost universal among the farmers, the Bob-white 

must have multiplied throughout southern New England, The cultivation of the 

soil increased the size and productiveness of many weeds, the seeds of which 

form a large part of the food of this bird; the grain scattered among the ; 

stubble provided a new and abundant food supply, and the area over which this 

Supply extended constantly increased as the forests were cleared away and 

farming began, There was no lack of excellent cover among the rank growths 

that sprang from a virgin soil, and the smaller game birds were little hunted 

by the settlers so long as deer, turkeys, pigeons, wilddtow and grouse were 

plentiful. 

Under these favorable conditions the Bob-white became common, if not 

abundant, over most of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, much of New 

York, southern New Hampshire, Vermont and southwestern Maine. It was most 

plentiful among the coast and up the river valleys, and rare or absent on the 

higher elevations. In New Hampshire, Vermont and Maine it is now (1911) 

practically gone, except where it has been imported. In New York it is now a 

rare bird, except on Long Island, in the lower Hudson valley and in the Delaware 

valley, In Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecfécut it is found not only in 

the most favorable localities, or where it has been dntvoaucka from other Htataol



Extract from the book, "Game Birds, Wild-Fowl, and Shore Birds of 

Massachusetts and Adjacent States." 

by Edward Howe Forbush, 1916, 

(Chapter "Birds Hunted For Food Or Sport", page 381-383.) 

"During the winter of 1906-07 a great flight of Goshawke appeared in the 
: northern and eastern States, They usually winter farther north, and may have 

been driven south by an unusual scarcity of hares or Ptarmigan, on which they 
feed in the fur countfies. Finding Gfouse plentiful here, they lived largely 
upon them. Twenty-eight out of forty-eight of these Hawks, dissected by 
Angell & Cash, the Providence, B.1., taxidermists, were found to have the flesh 
of Ruffed Grouse in their stomachs. Mr. ©. A. Clark of Iynn, Mass., states that 

he saw a pair of Goshawks near his place one of which had a Grouse in its claws, 
and from the feathers and signs on the snow he read the story of the destruction 
of thirteen Grouse by Goshawks in his neighborhood. Many observers in other 
States saw these Hawks and found them killing Grouse during that season, from 
late October to March. These Hawks must have destroyed a very large number of 
Grouse, all of which were full-grown birds, most of which probably would have 
bred the succeeding spring had they lived and found mates. Such a flight of 
Goshawks is very unusual in this region; and, so far as I can learn, this is 
the greatest flight of these birds on record. 

Following this disaster to the Grouse, came a very cold, backward spring 
with cold rains and late frosts. The weather cnditions in New England in 
April were more like those that usually prevail in March. May was very cold 
and backward, with mow in the country about Boston on the llth. Mew York had 
the coldest April since the climatological service was established; in New 
England and in Pennsylvania the average April temperature was the lowest for 
eighteen years; in New Jersey it was the lowest for thirty-one years, and in 
Michigan it was the lowest since 1874. Exceptionally coold weather in May was 
followed by wunseasonable weather during the first half of dune, with killing 
frosts in many localities. 

411 poultrymen kmow that a hard winter with much snow, so that fowls cannot 
get the usual amount of exercise, followed by a cold backward ring, with its 
lack of insect life and green food, will render the stock less vigorous, There 
will be fewer fertile eggs and more weak chickens than after a mild winter; 
and many chickens will be too weak to withstand such adverse conditionss 

In the spring of 1907 Grouse were in a similar condition. Exhausted by 
the hard winter, they found the season late and cold, and much of their usual 
insect and vegetable food wanting. If the females left their nests long enough 
to get a liberal supply of food the eggs probably were chilled, If they remained 
constantly on the nests they died from exhaustion, starvation and cold or 
disease, as sitting hens often do. Very many deserted nests were fund with the 
eggs unhatched, ~- some addled, others frozen, -—-and some female birds were 
found dead on their nests. In many cases some of the eges hatched; but the 
young disappeared latef.* Probably many of these birds were weak when hatched, 
and like feeble chickens they soon succumbed to wet, cold, disease or the 
attacks of insects. Wood ticks were noted as prevalent in many localities. These 

iinet ing Mcgee leith tained indadaiiiinaibrcaiialieniiitaieiniaesosbabin 

*In Rhéde Island many broods were late in hatching, and the young had fine — 

weather during the la st part of June; but most of them never reached maturity |



ticks bury themselves in the heads of the young birds and weaken or kill them, 
Foxes were reported as umisually numerous, and many hunters believed that they 
Seught the young birds; a few claim to have seen the fox in the act. 

When the shooting season opened, it was discovered that nearly all the 
birds killed by hunters were adults, and that most of them were males, This 
was the case throughout most of the region affected. Dr. FT, H. Saunders of : 
Westfield writes me that in 1906, when the birds were plentiful, ninety per 
cent of those killed in his region were old cocks, and that in 1907 about 
seventy-five per cent. were cocks, but that in 1903 the sexes were about 

equail. ‘ i 

T have not heard of such a disparity of the sexes elsewhere in 1906, but 
it was commonly noted in 1907. This may be accounted for by the fact that 
in this species the male does not assist the female in neat building, incuBation, 
or the care of the young, hence he is care-free and can take food at any time, 
seek shelter during storms and keep in better condition than the female, who 
is exposed to storms and is deprived of sufficient food."
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Bird Bar 
en ete accede 

SN ee ae ee et aL eSek ape Seeger tr caagat nie 

oe ° with a value of $400,000,000, have been 

Yr an Inv cut in Massachusetts, New Hampshire 
2 and southern Maine On this gratuitous 

e e crop a great population has been sup: 
Shedding Licht |: but the industry is dwindling and 

> = ;2 new fores environment of infinitely { 

2 }less economic value and probably the |, 
° least favorable to w@fld life that the re- 

On Mysteries) con nas known is Being created in Im- 7 
/ mense areas. Logging, fires, and the ab 

= sence of any effective forestry have 

steadily depleted or enfeebled the better 
. . species of trees, and have multiplied a 

Meeting in Boston Today Rosi ce Ain ho et eta ae 
: : _ |birch, poplar, pin cherry, red maple, ete.; 

cuses Attention on Results jana althovgh we now have 60 per cent 

Z of our area niminally in woodland, it is 

That Encourage Students |mostly monotonous stands of small 
- } sprout hardwood, poor in variety of 

| feed, unfavorable as to cover, and ab- 

MacMillan Helps | normally susceptible to insects and dis- 

“This change has certainly much re- 

a duced the area of what we know as 
° ood partridge cover, and is probably 

Professor Fisher of Harvard | §°*,./ ieponatblacter tte danliae of ate 
* is | species. This is indirectly supported by | | 

Tells of Definite Stages in | she case of the woodcock, which has 
Forests and Rird Life: locally at least maintained or increased 

}its numbers. On the better soils the} 

hange from pine to hardwood by stim-} 
lulating the decay of leaf litter brings | 

By Bernard Peterson lin earth worms, and the woodcock now | 

- | breeds on many areas where formerly | 

A meeting in the interest of bird life | it would not stop. | 

and bird studies was held this afternoon In general, however, is plain that} 

in one of the large rooms at the Univer |in our increasing thousands of acres of | 

sity Club. For the Northeastern Bird} impoverished hardwood, much bird life, | 
Banding Association this was the annual} both of the forest and field, cannot flour 

session, and joining with it on this occa-|ish, no matter how well protected. It | 
sion was the Federation of Bird Clubs|may be said that our treatment of the | 

of New England. There was a large at-| wilderness has been temporarily or eco: | 

tendance of men and women, several ad-|nomically expedient, at least for the} 

dresses of importance in the ornitholog | many communities and localities which | 

eal field, and an election of officers fo uve profited by the free timber of nat-| | 

the Northeastern Bird Banding Associa. | ural origin; but in the long run and for | 

tion, whose president, Francis Beach| he region as a whole, our policy has! . 

White of New Hampshire, presided. Mr. | sroved thoroughly bad, no less for wild | 3 

White was re-elected preseident, and th: | ife than for timber production. If game | j 

following-named were elected to serve |and the bird population are to serve their | | 

with him | necessary function in the sport, agricui-| | 

Vice presidents Francis H. Allen, Laur-| ture, and forestry of the future, the im-| | 

ence B. Fletcher, Harrison F. Lewis of | 20rtance of the forest environment must | | 

Eastern Canada, Henry 8. Shaw, Charles | definitely recognized in the schemé of j 

L. Whittle; recording secretary, Mrs.| management.” | | 

Ailce B. Harrington; secretary and treas- | ——— = 
urer, Charles V. Floyd. Councilors, Mrs. | aN mn 
Horace C. Dunham, Richard B. Hardin C ark aAKeES 

Dr. John B. May, I. Gilbert Emelio, Pro | 
fessor Frederick A. Saunders, Wendell P. | 
Smith, Mrs. F. A. Chapin, Robie W. Tufts | 

f Nova Scotia and Dr. Winsor M. Tyler | 
In his address at the opening session 

resident White referred to the progress | 
n bird knowledge that has been made in | 

urs, largely through bird band- | 
He said that the year 1928 was | 

ked .by progress along the established } 

f activity by bird studen#&s. He | 
a vt the Bulletin which: the associa- | 
n publishes constitutes’ a necessary | 

of the ornithologist’s equipment and | 
eals to a wide range of bird lovers. | 
ddition to the work done near home | 

mmander MacMillan has banded in th 
ctic and plans to carry on this work 

1 regular part of his scientific opera 
ons in that region. Further, Oliver 

Austin has done adventurous work with 
he sea birds in Labrador. President 
White said that sensational recoveries 
already hint at valuable results which 
re in store fir bird lovers. Mr. Floyd 
Chatham and Dr. Tyler and others at 

Penikese have continued their systematic 
work wth the common tern, nearly 8000 

having been banded in 1928. Steady prog 
ress has been made by many other mem. | 
bers of the association and results of 
heir work in previous years are now 
coming to light to stimulate continuanc 

of their activities. Our knowledge is ad 
vancing with some rapidity as light | 
thrown on Ynatters that were quite dari 
but a few years ago—such questions a 
migration routes, group movements, rat 
of journey, questions of return to estab: 

lished breeding places and winter quar 
ters. 

Speakers this afternoon were Paul G 

Redington, chief of the Bureau of Bi 

logical Survey in Washington; Professo 
Richard T. Fisher, director of the Ha 
vard Forest at Petersham; Dr, Arthu 

A. Allen of Cornell University and § 
Prentiss Baldwin of Cleveland, O., all « 
whom came especially to address thi 
meeting. 

The evening session will be for tl 
Federation of Bird Clubs of New En 
land, and will be presented over by D 
T, Gilbert Pearson of New York. At 
dresses will be given by Dr. Thoma 
Barbour on “The Barro Colorsdo Isla 
Biological Preserve in Panama: Car 
Zone and Oliver A, Austin, Jr., on “Band 
ing in the Nort 

Professor Fisher Speaks 

he address by Professor Fisher of 
I urd 1 th New England forest 

v and bird life. } 
We hea much nowadays,” he s 

yf the evils of shooting, lawful 
unla 1 it few people realize 1 
profoundly the wild life of central N 
England has been affected by the chan 

r char er and extent of the fore 

whi e two centuries of the wh 
man’s 0 ipation have brought abo 

In tl period there have been f¢ 
prevailing phases. The first settler 
tl inland towns found 80 pe cent 

4o per cent of the region covered with v 

*" gin forest By the end of the firs 
century they had converted 50 per cen_| 
to 60 per cent of this area into farm an | 

pasture. The abandonment of farms from | 

1840 to 1880 brought back natural second | 
growth, much of it pure white pine, to] 

cover nedrly three-quarters of the land 

agaip with forests Now in the las I 

forty years lumbering and increasing} 
fires have, without reducing its area, con, | 

verted this woodland into a wilderness | 

of small and inferior hardwood stands. | 
Each of these four phases, occurring at | 
its, peak in millions of acres, involved | 
spécial conditions “Of. cover and. fdod | 

ipol i 

* “The original forest was mixed hard- 
wood and softwood, from large trees two | 

o four hundred years old to small seed- 
lings, It was rich in‘variety of species, | 
both trees,,shrubs and small plants, and | q 
varied with dead snags and down logs. 
It was the most stable and complex of | 
ajl the four environments under consid- | ; 

eration Most significant of all, it w cA 

almost devoid of the smaller short-lived | 
tree species that feature our landscape 

today, gray birch, aspen, fire cherry, 

scrub oak, hawthorn, wild apple, etc. 
Probably wood warblers, creepers, nut- | 
hatches, woodpeckers, especially the | * 

pileated, owls; ang some thrushes ou 
numbered the birds of the open and wood 
land margins. Both partridge and wood 
cock must have been much more local 
ized than today and uncommon over im- 
mense areas. Converting old forest by 
the million acres (1730-1830) must have 
enormously increaseq the grass and 
ground birds, bobolinks, larks, buntings, 
some species of hawk, and probably quail | # 

and upland plover. Conversely, the birds 
of the big woods and the larger carnivors 
fell off greatly In range and abundance. 
When with the decline of farming from | “% 
1840 on the land reverted to second 
growth pine, birch and alder runs, berry 
and thorn apple tHickets, also on a tre- 
mendous scale ‘irds of the open de- 

creased and ‘ome of the forest species 
such as the hermit thrush, extended their 
range. From 1870 to 1900 before the |H 
motor car made all covers handy for 
nereasing thousands of guns, there de-| | 
eloped the grectest area of ideal cover 
ind feed. for partridge and woodcock 
known in our history, and both these| { 
pecies probably reached greater num-| 4 
ers than before or since. c 

“But as the second growth pine be-| 4 
ame merchantable, it began to be lum-|# 
erd to replace the vanishing old stands ° 

ince 1895 from land formerly field and|- { 
pasture, twelve billion feet of lumber| ul



Massachusetts 

CROSS REFERENCE 

Reprint "Wild Animal Damage to New England Forests," by S.A.F. 

Committee, filed in deer box.
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